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Preface

The Food Security Research in Southern Africa Project was initiated in 1985 with a tripartite agreement among the University of Zimbabwe, Michigan State University and USAID in response to a 1980 pledge by the United States to assist SADCC in carrying out its regional food security program. The project objectives were to 1) develop a conceptual framework for analysis of food security issues in Southern Africa, 2) conduct applied research emphasizing food security policy and collection of primary data, 3) train local research professionals, and 4) promote a food security communication network among Southern Africa Universities. One only had to attend one of the seven Food Security Research in Southern Africa Conferences and/or peruse the published conference proceedings to observe that all of these objectives have been competently achieved.

An additional accomplishment of the Project has been the integration of government policy makers from throughout SADCC, as well as the international donor community; into the Conference discussions. This has guaranteed that the food security research conducted throughout the region has not been merely an academic exercise but that the results have helped inform policy decisions. Agriculture, food and nutrition policy inferences, supported by the Project, have been held in Malawi, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe to assist these governments develop policies that are effective in improving aational and household food security. Active food security research projects are nirrently underway in Malawi, Mozambique, Swaziland, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe to support such efforts.

rlowever, "all good things must come to an end" and this Project is no exception. The JSAID SADCC regional funding, which has made all of this possible, will no longer be tvailable after 31 March 1992. However, there is some indication that an attempt may >e made by USAID/Harare to continue the annual conference, thus the networking that us been developed over the life of the Food Security Research in Southern Africa 'roject. A major concern is where the support for continuing food security research in he individual SADCC countries is to originate.

The Seventh Annual Conference, reported herein, examined the implications of the food ecurity research within the region on related policy. The opening session featured 'rofessor Chetsanga, Pro Vke-CbanceUor, University of Zimbabwe, examining the role  f the University in contributing to the success of Economic Structural Adjustment 'rogrammes in the region. Dr. Ndimande, Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of .ands, Agriculture and Rural Resettlement, Zimbabwe, followed with a discussion of the olicy environment for food and agriculture under the market liberalisation occurring 1 many countries of the region. These discussions set the scene for the technical papers tat followed.

Session II, "Impact of changing grain and inputs market policies on private and public sector participation-implications for household food security and economic development", analysed the impacts of grain market reforms in Tanzania, Malawi, Zambia, Mozambique and Zimbabwe. The shift from government dominated grain marketing to systems permitting the participation of private sector entities is emerging throughout the region. Differential impacts on pricing, movement, storage and market access have been observed within the region.

Session III, "Governments' role in price determination, stock management and import- export of grains and farm inputs implications for food security", delved deeper into some of the specific issues identified in the previous session. Session IV, "Food entitlement policy alternatives to improve households' access to adequate food and income growth", examined this very important topic in light of experience in Malawi and Zimbabwe. It was a general consensus that many of the findings reported can be extrapolated to other countries within SADCC.

Session V, "Policy issues related to crop mix, technology and food security", brought some new data from Swaziland into the regional mix relative to the impact of cash cropping on household food security. A discussion of the role of livestock, as insurance or as a source of income to provide for household food security, brought another added dimension into consideration. The session did net overlook the all important impact of crop mix, technology transfer and related policies as they affect household food security.

A look at both the past and the future of Food Security Research in Southern Africa wrapped up the discussions of the Seventh Food Security Research in Southern Africa Conference. Many of the contributions of the UZ/MSU Project to the information base, capacity building and policy networking within SADCC were highlighted together with the need to continue research to further the analytical base for policy making. It was concluded that the UZ/MSU Food Security Research in Southern Africa Project has provided a solid empirical base for policy makers within SADCC. The responsibility for advancing this knowledge base now rests with the regional cadre of professionals and policy makers within SADCC.
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ECONOMIC STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT
PROGRAMMES: 

THE ROLE AND CONTRD3UTION OF THE UNIVERSITY

Professor C. J. Chetsanga '

It gives me great pleasure to welcome you to the SEVENTH ANNUAL FOOD SECURITY RESEARCH IN SOUTHERN AFRICA CONFERENCE. It is most appropriate that this SEVENTH CONFERENCE be held here in Victoria Falls, one of 
the SEVEN WONDERS OF THE WORLD. The presence of so many of our colleagues 
from the SADCC region as well as from Europe, North America and Australia is quite 
gratifying as it confirms the importance of our conference theme: "POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF FOOD SECURITY RESEARCH IN SOUTHERN AFRICA'. The 
four major sessions:

* Impact of changing grain and inputs market policies on private and 
public sector partiripation-Imp'ications for household food security 
and economic development,

* Governments role in price determination, slock management and 
import-export of grains ?.nd farm inputs Implications for food security,

* Food entitlement Policy alternatives to improve 
households' access to adequate food and income growth, and

* Policy issues related to crop mix, technology and food security,

deal with topics high on the agenda of policy makers throughout the SADCC region. 
The special mix of academic researchers and "real policy makers" from the SADCC 
region at this conference provides a rare opportunity for rationalising theory and practice in developing food security policy for the countries in the SADCC region.

This conference is again co-sponsored by the SADCC Food Security Technical and 
Administrative Unit and the Department of Agricultural Economics and Extension of the University of Zimbabwe. Unfortunately it is the last of this series to be so sponsored as the University of Zimbabwe/Michigan State University Food Security 
Research in Southern Africa Project is coming to an end. With active research currently underway in six of the ten SADCC countries, the project has been able to generate a

Acting Vice Chancellor, University of Zimbabwe
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4 C /. Chetsanga

underway in six of the ten SADCC countries, the project has been able to generate a sound food security research base and facilitate a regionwide network of food security researchers and policy makers. We appreciate the financial support received from USAID which has made this effort possible.

The countries comprising SADCC have many common characteristics. One of the less desirable ones is the tendency toward slow or declining economic growth. This has necessitated the implementation of "Structural Adjustment Programmes" to revitalise their economies. Zimbabwe has recently initiated such a programme which has raised the question, "What role can and should the University play in making this effort a success?".

Universities have several functions, not the least of which are:

* Teaching,
* Research, and
* Extension.

rlow can these functions be focused towards assisting in the design and implementation)f Economic Structural Adjustment Programmes?
_et us first examine the teaching function.

Phe emphasis of most SADCC Universities, in the first few years following ndependence, generally was on c«v: .-ccting inherited social inequities and providing equired social services. These were properly the responsibility of the public sector and he Universities responded by training students in the appropriate disciplines. As these tew governments grew, they tended to dominate the economic sector as well, liscouraging the participation of the private sector. Eventually, the demands of rapidly .rowing populations and their aspirations exceeded the capacity of the government to upply them and "Structural Adjustment" becomes necessary.

"he problem is f hat the University system, which appropriately responded to the earlier eeds of the society, now must shift their teaching resources towards the needs of the volving economic system, i.e., the development of the private sector. As such their raduates must be:

* Trained in skills and knowledge necessary to design and implement "Structural Adjustment Programmes",
* Endowed with an entrepreneurial attitude and associated skills designed to help them succeed in self-employment,* Capable of taking over those businesses that the government has not been able to operate economically and operate them efficiently and profitably, and

Economic Structural Adjustment Programme 5

Able to provide the economic leadership and creativeness that encourages the private investment needed to generate employment for the large number of school leavers seeking jobs in the nation'seconomy.

Simultaneously, the Universities' research system must be:

* Oriented towards conducting research relevant to support the design and implementation of the "Economic Structural Adjustment Programme",
* Capable of doing policy relevant research that can be fed into and impact the policy making process, and
* Unbiased and able to produce research free from political, donor and interest group pressure.

Finally, the Universities' extension and outreach program must:

* Publish and disseminate research results to all interested parties without fear or favour, and
* Work with small scale entrepreneurs in all sectors of the economy to provide them with relevant advice and assistance to overcome existing and anticipated constraints.

However, Universities can only successfully carry out their responsibilities, including those outlined above, If certain conditions exist. These include:

* The maintenance of an environment in which academic freedom is protected and encouraged, intellectual creativeness is stimulated and rewarded, and social responsibility is practiced toward all persons and 
segments of society,

* The creation of a working environment and financial and professional reward systems within the University that makes it possible to recruitand retain competent faculty and support staff,
* The continuous administrative, academic and financial support of research and extension activities within the University system, and* The recognition and support of workshops and conferences, such as the one we are participating in here today, as an extremely important and effective means of disseminating research results and facilitating the interaction of policy makers and researchers.

Univf.rsities have several functions, not the least of which are:

• Teaching,
• Research, and
• Extension.

up.derway in six of the ten SADCC countries, the project has been able to generate a
sound food security research base and facilitate a regionwide network of food security
researchers and policy makers. We appreciate the financial support received from
USAID which has made this effort possible.

The countries comprising SADCC have many common characteristics. One of the less
desirable ones is the tendency toward slow or declining economic growth. This has
necessitated thc implcmentation of "Structural Adjustment Programmes" to revitalise
their economics. Zimbabwc has recently initiated such a programme which has raised
the question, "What role can and should the University play in making this effort a
success?".

5Economic Structural Adjustment Programme

Ablc to providc the economic leadership and creativeness that
encourages the private investment needed to generate employment for
the large number of school leavers seeking jobs in the nation's
economy.

Oriented towards conducting research relevant to support the design
and implementation of the "Economic Structural Adjustment
Programmc',

Capable of doing policy relevant research that can be fed into and
impact the policy making process, and
Unbiased and cable to produce research free from political, donor and
interest group pressure.

•

•

•

•

Simultaneously, the Universities' research system must be:

,
I
i
i
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'"low can these functions be focused towards assisting in the design and implementation
)f Economic Structural Adjustment Programmes?
...et us first examine the teaching function.

["he emphasis of most SADCC Universities, in the first few years following
ndependence, generally was Oil c,,: '"Cding inherited social inequities and providing
equired social services. These were properly the responsibility of the public sector and
he Universities responded by training students in the appropriate disciplines. As these
lew governments grew, they tended to dominate the economic sector as wel~

liscouraging the participation of the private sector. Eventually, the demands of rapidly
;rowing populations <tnd their aspirations exceeded the capacity of the government to
upply them and "Structural Adjustment" becomes necessary.

ne problem is t!;ca[ the University system, which appropriately responded to the earlier
eeds of tb society, now must shift their teaching resources towards the nt'.eds of the
volving economic system, i.e.. the development of the private sector. As such their
raduates must be:

Finally, the Universities' extension and outreach program must:

However, Universities can only :;~ccessfully carry out their responsibilities, including
those outlined above, if certain conditions exist. These include:

Publish and disseminate research results to all interested parties
without fear or favour, and
Work with small scale entrepreneurs in all sectors of the economy to
provide them with relevant advice and assistance to overcome existing
and anticipated constraints.

The maintenance of an environment in which academic freedom is
protected and encouraged, intellectual creativeness is stimulated and
rewarde<!, and social responsibility is pradiced toward~ persons and
segments of society,
The creation of a working environment and f'mancial and profession:.}
reward systems within the University that makes it possible to recruit
and retain competent faculty and support staff,
The continuous administrative, academic and fmancial support of
research and extension activities within the University system, and
The recognition and support ofworkshops and conferences, such as the
one we are participating in here today, as an extremely important and
effective means of disseminating research results and facilitating the
interaction of policy makers and researchers.

•
•

•

•

•
•

Trained in skills and knowledge necessaJy to design and implement
"Structural Adjustment Programmes",

Endowed with an entrepreneurial attitude and associated skills
designed to help them succeed in self-employment,
Capable of taking over those businesses that the government has not
been able to operate economically and operate them efficiently and
profitably, and

•

•

•
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Opportunities to exploit "Sister University" relationships, through projects that have long term dimensions such aj the UZ/MSU Food Security Research in Southern Africa Project, increase institutional capacity, faculty competence and regional networking. They are to be encouraged. An effort is currently underway, sponsored by USAID/Washington, to formalise such a program between the University of Zimbabwe and Michigan State University.

This reflects the sentiments expressed by our Chancellor, President Robert Mugabe in East Lansing last year, that a special relationship has long existed between these two Universities in many disciplines and should be continued.

In summary, the importance of the Universities' role in the design and implementation of "Economic Structural Adjustment Programmes" in the region should not be 
overlooked. Governments should recognise the contribution that the academic 
communities can make and encourage their full participation. Failure to understand the importance of an autonomous, academicly free University system in nation building and failure to provide it with full support, can only lessen a nation's potential.

Again, welcome to Zimbabwe. We are glad that you have chosen to visit us and to enjoy the beautiful natural wonders that this country has to offer. We have provided the surroundings it is now up to you to facilitate the transfer of ideas and knowledge that 
will make this a meaningful and memorable conference. I wish you the best.

THE FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL POLICY
ENVIRONMENT UNDER 

MARKET LIBERALISATION1

Dr. B. Ndimande2

There is a wide interest around the world, and in a range of different fora, in the impact of trade liberalisation on the agricultural policy environment. We in Zimbabwe, and I am sure thU is true for other countries in the region, tend to concentrate on the consequences of trade liberalisation and associated policies which arise under our domestic structural adjustment programme. There are, however, major issues arising 
at the international level which also have significant consequences for the agricultural sector of this country and for the SADCC region as a whole.

It is appropriate that we should consider the policy implications of food security research at the national, regional and international level in order to put the various papers to be presented to this conference in the broader context of market liberalisation at these different 'cvels. Clearly this can only be a beginning -- but the movement towards 
market liberalisation is now so strong that it increasely will come to dominate the environment within which agricultural policy decisions will be made in the future.

Effects of Trade Liberalisation at the National Level

First, the question of trade liberalisation at national level. This is cf the most immediate importance and application both in this country and in the other countries in SADCC. 
The structural adjustment programme for Zimbabwe, which was launched at the beginning of 1991, is aimed at generating an economic growth rate of 5% per annum in

Speech read by Mr T. Takavarasha, Deputy Secretary, Economics & Market Branch, Ministry or Lands, Agriculture and Rural Resettlement.
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Opportunities to exploit ·Sister University" relationships, through projects that have long
term dimensions such ~ the UZfMSU Food Security Research in Southern Africa
Project, increase institutional capacity, faculty competence and regional networking.
They are to be encouraged. An effort is currently underway. sponsored by
USAID/Washington, to formalise such a program between the University of Zimbabwe
and Michigan State University.

This reOects the sentiments expressed by our ChanceUor, President Robert Mugabe in
East Lansing last year, that a special relationship has long existed between these two
Universities in many disciplines and should be continued.

10 summa~, the importance of the Universities' role in the design and implementation
of "Economic Structural Adjustment Programmes" in the region should not be
overlooked. Governments should recognise the contribution that the academic
communities carJ make and encourage their full participation. Failure to understand the
importance o~ an autonomous, academicly free University system in nation building and
failure to provide it with fuU support, can only lessen a nation's potential.

Again, welcome to Zimbabwe. We are glatl that you have chosen to visit us and to enjoy
the beautiful natural wonders that this country has to offer. We have provided the
surroundings-it io; now up to you to facilitate the transfer of ideas and knowledge that
will make this a meaningful and memorable conference. I wish you the best.

TIlE FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL POLICY
ENVIRONMENT UNDER

MARKET LIBERALISATION1

Dr. B. Ndirnandez

There is a wide interest around the world, and in a range of different fora, in the impact
of trade liberalisation on the agricultural policy environment. We in Zimbabwe, and L
am sure this is true for other countries in the region, tend to concentrate on the
consequences of trade IiberaJisation and associated policies which arise under our
domestic structural adjustment programme. There are. however. major issues arising
at the international level which also have significant consequences for the agricultural
~ector of this country and for the SADCC region as a whole.

It is appropriate that we should consider the policy implications of food security research
at the national, regional and international level in order to put the various papers to be
presented to this conference in the broader context of market liberalisation at t~ese

different levels. Clearly this can only be a beginning -- but the movement towards
market liberalisation is now so strong that it increasely will come to dominate lhe
en..uonment within which agricultural policy decisions win be made in the future.

EfI'eets or Trade Uberalisation at the National Level

First, the question of trade Iiberalisation at national level. This is of the most immediate
importance and application both in this country and in the other countries in SADCC.
The structural adjustment programme for Zimbabwe, which was lal1ncbed <it the
beginning of 1991, is aimed at generating an economic growth rate of 5% per annum in
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order to create additional employment and raise the standards of living of the national population. Key elements of the programme include a reduction of the budget deficit, gradual liberalisation of the trade sector, the progressive deregulation of domestic controls and implementation of appropriate monetary, fiscal and exchange rate policies. All these elements impact directly on the agricultural sector.

With regards to the reduction of the budget deficit, a substantial element will be the elimination of the financial deficits of the four agricultural marketing boards and the Agricultural Marketing Authority. This requires new thinking on both the operational efficiency of these organisations and on the decision process for determining producer and selling prices for the controlled agricultural products. Basically, the first steps in the new policy have been to decontrol, either partially or fully, those crops for which full control is no longer necessary. These include small grains (sorghum and millet) and, to a lesser extent, cotton and yellow maize. Measures taken to improve efficiency have focussed on the establishment of separate boards of directors for each of the four marketing boards with a strong emphasis 01 business experience among board members.

In so far as the issue of pricing at the producer and marketing levels is concerned, the government has announced the basic price for cotton for the 1992/3 marketing year and a per-planting price for maize. Cotton tint selling prices are now determined by the Cotton Marketing Board, in consultation with the domectic textile industry, using export parity price as a basis. The Grain Marketing Board's selling price for maize is, however, still determined by government taking into account the need to meet consumer demand while, at the same time, reducing the financial deficits of the GMB's maize trading account.

The gradual liberalisation of trade in farm products within Zimbabwe has begun. The Minister of Lands, Agriculture and Rural Resettlement recently announced the extension of existing provisions permitting movement of maize within a communal area, to allow transport of maize between non-contiguous communal areas. This will make it possible for deficit communal areas to receive grains from surplus areas without having to go through the Grain Marketing Board. Furthermore, maize will be deregulated in Natural Region IV and V. Beginning April 1,1992, maize can be bought and sold freely in these regions by producers, traders and consumers. Small grains are also being deregulated in order to encourage greater trade and consumption within production areas.

The liberalisation of trade with respect to farm inputs, is of equal importance. A number of imported farm requirements have been placed on Open General Import License (OGIL), including stockfeed ingredients, tyres and cement. More items will be put on OGIL over the coming months.

Policy Environment Under Market Liberalisation 9

The progressive deregulation of domestic controls is reflected in the developments I have already set out in relation to trading in maize. Other government policy changes which affect agriculture include the relaxation of regulations on road transport freight operations so as to encourage the growth of small scale rural transport for trucking agricultural produce to depots and markets. Consideration is being given to simplifying local council by-laws and other regulations for areas declared as growth points as a step towards simplification of local government regulations for all areas of the country.

Policies relative to exchange rates also have a direct impact on the agricultural sector. The government has announced its intention to adopt a relatively aggressive exchange rate management policy. The changes alre?-:-, put into practice have been reflected in the Zimbabwe dollar price for export commodities, such as tobacco and horticultural crops, and in the prices of imported inputs of both raw materials and capital items.

It is clear that the agricultural policy environment in Zimbabwe is becoming more dynamic. The first steps in the government's five year economic reform programme have already been taken. These steps give a clear indication of the direction and magnitude of the changes that are being implemented. As I have mentioned previously, j comparable programmes now are being implemented at the national level in other countries in Southern Africa with each programme tailored to the particular needs of the countries concerned.

Effects of Trade Liberalisation at the Regional Level: SADCC

I The question of trade liberalisation at the regional level - either in SADCC or in the PTA   is more complex than at the national level. There has been a great deal of discussion, both within SADCC at the inter-ministerial level and at previous conferences sponsored by the UZ/MSU Food Security Project, of the food situation in the SADCC region and of the need for regional policies to generate needed improvement. There is general agreement that food security programmes should focus simultaneously on food availability and access to food at national regional and household levels, but much remains to be done to achieve a satisfactory food security situation within the SADCC region.

Over the 1980's, the emphasis has been on implementing policies within a developmental planning framework as the route forward. However, the advent of market liberalisation must inevitably alter the environment within which solutions to the SADCC food security problems must be sought. This is not to say that there is no longer a need for greater coordination and cooperation on regional food security within SADCC, but rather, that the terms of reference for that coordination must reflect the market policy environment that presently prevails as well as that of the future.

x B. Ndimullde

Effects or Trade Liberalisation at the Regional Level: SADCC

Policies relative to exchange rates also have a direct impact on the agricultural sector.
The government has announced its intention to adopt a relatively aggressive exchange
rate management policy. The changes alre.',,~\ put into practice have been reflected in
the Zimbabwe dollar price for export commodities, such as tobacco and horticultural
crops, and in the prices of imported inputs of both raw materials and capital items.

It is clear that the agricultural policy environment in Zimbabwe is becoming m:.lre
dynamic. The first steps in the government's five year economic reform programme
have already been taken. These steps give a clear indication of the direction and
magnitude of the changes that are being implemented. As I have mentioned previously,
comparable programm~ now are being implemented at the national level in other
countries in Southern Africa with each programme tailored to the particular needs of the
countries concerned.

The progressive deregulation of domestic controls is reflected in the developments I have
already set out in relation to trading in maize. Other government policy changes which
affect agriculture include the relaxation of regulations on road transport freight
operations so as to encourage the growth of small scale rural transport for trucking
agricultural produce to depots and markets. Consideration is being given to simplifying
local council by-laws and other regulations for areas declared as growth points as a step
towards simplification of local government regulations for all areas of the country.

9Policy Environment Under Market Liberaiisation

Wi,h regards to the reduction of the budget deficit, a substantial clement will be the
elimination of the financial deficits of the four agricultural marketing boards and the
Agricultural Marketing Authority. This requires new thinking on both the operational
efficiency of these organisations and on the decision process for determining producer
and selling prices for the controlled agricultural products. Basically, the first steps in the
new policy have been to decontrol, either partially or fully, those crops for which full
control is no longer necessary. These include small grains (sorghum and millet) and, to
a lesser extent, cotton and yellow maize. Measures taken to improve efficiency have
focussed on the establishment of separate boards of directors for each of the four
marketing bnards with a strong emphasis 01 business experience among board members.

In so far as the issue of pricing at the producer and marketing levels is concerned, the
government has announced the basic price for cotton for the 1992/3 marketing year and
a per-planting price for maize. Cotton lint selling prices are ·now determined by the
Cotton Marketing Board, in consultation with the dome::tic textile industry, using export
parity price as a basis. The Grain Marketing Board's selling price for maize is, however,
still determined by government taking into account the need to meet consumer demand
while, at the same time, reducing the financial deficits of the GMB's maize trading
account.

order to creale additional employment and raise the standards of living of the national
population. Key clements of the programme include a reduction of the budget deficit,
gradual lib.eralisation of the trade sector, the progressive deregulation of domestic
controls and implementation of appropriate monetary, fiscal and exchange rate policies.
All these clements impact directly on the agricultural sector.

-

The gradual liberalisation of trade in farm products within Zimbabwe has begun. The
Minister of Lands, Agriculture and Rural Resettlement recently announced the extension
of existing provisions permitting movement of maize within a communal area, to alIow
transport of maize between non-contiguous communal areas. This will make it possible
for deficit communal areas to receive grains from surplus areas without having to go
through the Grain Marketing Board. Furthermore, maize will be deregulated in Natural
Region IV and V. Beginning April 1, 1992, maize can be bought and sold freely in these
regions by producers, traders and conSUlders. Small grains are also being deregulated
in order to encourage greater trade and consumption within production areas.

The liberalisation of trade with respect to farm inputs, is of equal importance. A
number of imported farm requirements have been placed on Open General Import
License (OGIL), including stockfeed ingredients, lyres and cement. More items will be
put on OGIL over the coming months.

The question of trade liberalisation at the regional level -- either in SADCC or ill the
PTA -- is more complex than at the national level. There has been a great deal of
discussion, both within SADCC at the inte:--ministeriallevel and at previous conferences
sponsored by the UZ/MSU Food Security Project, of the food situation in the SADCC
region and of the need for regional policies to generate needed improvement. There is
general agreement that food security programmes should focus simultaneously on food
availability and access to food at national regional and household levels, but much
remains to be done to achieve a satisfactory food security situation within the SADCC
region.

Over the 1980's, the emphasis r.as been on implementing policies within a developmental
planning framework as the route forward. However, the advent of market liberalisation
must inevitably alter the environment within which solutions to the SADCC food security
problems must be sought. This is not to say that there is no longer a need for greater
coordination and cooperation on regional food security within SADCC, but rather, that
the terms of reference for that coordination must reflect the marl-fOr policy environment
that presently prevails as well as that of the futuie.
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Effects of Trade Liberalisation at the Regional Level: PTA

In the case of the Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern Africa States (PTA), the treaty provides for harmonisation of common agricultural policies, not only in the export of agricultural commodities, but also in the production and supply of staple food stuffs and the establishment of institutional machinery for agricultural development. The recent PTA draft Trade and Development Strategy states that the PTA wili continuously analyse government policies so as to ensure that they are in harmony regarding producer prices, factors costs, land tenure and agricultural marketing. Service 
sectors such as agricultural extension and research will be bolstered through the 
technical assistance fund which is being created so as to standardise the approach in the entire PTA sub-region.

This proposal for providing common agricultural policies can only work in the context 
of market liberalisation for the PTA region. It is evidtnt that there is a great deal of work to be done. Market liberalisation at the national level is essential to the achievement of common food and agricultural policies at the regional level. Zimbabwe, along with a number of other members of the PTA, is already on the path towards 
national trade liberalisation. The promotion of the agro-industries, so important to the economics of the SADCC and PTA member states, will also be much more effective with the further development of trade liberalisation throughout the PTA region. For 
most SADCC and PTA countries, industrial development is highly dependent on the 
processing of agricultural raw materials   both in urban and rural environments. Greater agro-industrial production will be encouraged through exploiting comparative 
advantage in the different member states. This will only be possible in the context of 
the liberalised trading environment in the SADCC and PTA regions.

The Effects of Trade Liberalisation at the International Level

The consideration of greater trade liberalisation among developing countries worldwide 
brings us to the third area in which the agricultural policy environment under market liberalisation must be considered. This is the international environment with particular reference to the current round of negotiations under the General Agreement in Tariffs 
and Trade (GATT). The current situation in relation to market liberalisation of the agricultural sector in an international context is deplorable. The agricultural policies implemented by the developed countries, as represented by the members of the Organisation of Economic Cooperation and Development, involve costs of around Z$l 
200 billion, according to the most recent official estimate for 1990.

These subsides include those paid by both consumers and taxpayers. They arise in a 
wide variety of ways, but basically, from artificially high prices set behind high and often insurmountable trade barriers which prevent external supplying countries from selling on these marke's. Taxpayers are also forced to contribute by financing the export

Policy Environment Under Market Liberalisation 11

subsidies necessary to dispose of the excess production generated by the excessively high 
farm support prices set under these systems.

The reform efforts, particularly the current Uruguay round of negotiations under GATT, to be successful, must remove a whole series of border protective mechanisms which prevent the transmission of market signals from world to domestic markets. Projections for 1991 suggest that the situation is likely to get worse, distorting the use of vast 
amounts of resources even further.

Unfortunately a hard core of resistance to change exists. Little progress has been achieved towards improved market liberalisation and related trade measures. The 
present policies of highly subsidised and protected agricultural sectors in most of (he 
developed countries lower the overall efficiency of the world's economy. Structural reform is imperative as a means by which OECD and other economies can become stronger and more efficient. However, in the agricultural sectors of these countries, the 
process has scarcely begun.

Conclusions

It is dear that the response of agricultural policy makers to trade liberalisation gives rise to many very complex and difficult issues. The factors affecting the responses differ according to whether the county or region is a surplus or deficit producer of agricultural 
products. The willingness to adopt a market led approach at the national level has not 
been matched, as yet, at the regional or international level. There is a great deal of agreement on the need to make progress at these levels, but this has not led to effective 
action.

The development of analytical capacity to respond to the complex economic factorsinvolved, both at the level of national government and in regional institutions of SADCC, PTA, etc, is of major concern. Conferences such as this one must give greater attention to the need for capacity building. Without trained and competent manpower, we will 
never realise the full benefits that can be achieved in the agricultural sector under 
policies of market liberalisation.
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In the case of the Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern Africa Sta~es
(PTA), the treaty provides for harmonisation of common agricultural policies, not only
in the export of agricultural commodities, but also in the production and supply of staple
food stuifs and the establishment of institutional machinery for agricultural de\'ellJpment.
The recent PTA draft Trade and Development Strategy states that the PTA wili
continuously analyse government policies so as to ensure that they are in harmony
regarding producer prices, fadors costs, land tenure and agricultural marketing. Service
sectors such as agricultural extension and research will be bolstered through the
technical assistance fund which is being created so as to standardise the approach in the
entire PTA sub-region.

This proposal for providing common agricultural ~licies can only work in the context
of market liberalisation for the PTA region. It is evideilt that there is a great deal of
work to be done. Market liberalisation at the national level is essential to the
achievement of common food and agricultural policies at the regional level. Zimbabwe,
along with a number of other members of the PTA, is already on the path towards
national trade liberalisation. The promotion of the agro-industries, so important to the
economics of the SADCC and PTA member states, will also be much more effective
with the further development of trade liberalisation throughout the PTA region. For
most SADCC and PTA countries, industrial development is highly dependent on the
processing cf agricultural raw materials -- both in urban and rural environments.
Greater agro-icdustrial production will be encouraged through exploiting comparative
advantage in the different member states. This will only be possible in the context of
the liberaiised trading environment in the SADCC and PTA regions.

The Effects of Trade Liberalisation at the International Level

The consideration ofgreater trade liberalisation among developing countries worldwide
brings us to the third area in which the agricultural policy environment under market
liberalisation must be considered. This is the international environment with particular
reference to the current round of negotiations under the General Agreement in Tariffs
and Trade (GAIT). The current situation in relation to market liberalisation of the
agricultural sector in an international context is deplorable. The agricultural policies
implemented by the developed countries, as represented by the members of the
Organisation of Economic Cooperation and Development, involve costs of around ZSI
200 billion, according to the most recent official estimate for 1990.

These subsides include those paid by both consumers and taxpayers. They arise in a
wide variety of ways, but basically, from artificially high prices set behind high and often
insurmountable trade barriers which prevent external supplying countries from selling
on these markers. Taxpayers are also forced to contribute by financing the export

subsidies necessary to dispose of the excess production generated by the excessively high
farm support prices set under these systems.

The reform efforts, particularly the curr~ntUruguay round of negotiations under GAIT,
to be succe:;sful, must remove a whole series of border protective mechanisms which
prevent the transmission of market signals from world to domestic markets. Projections
for 1991 suggest that the situation is likely to get worse, distorting the use of vast
amounts of resources even further.

Unfortunatelv a hard core of resistance to change exists. Little progress has been
achieved to';ards improved market liberalisation and related trade measures. Thc
present policies of highly subsidised and protected agricultural sectors in most of the
developed countries lower the overall effLiency of the world's economy. Structural
reform is imperative as a means by which DECO and other economies can become
stronger and more efficient. However, in the agricultural sectors of these countries, the
process has scarcely begun.

Conclusions

It is clear that the rcspor.sc ljf agricuitural policy makers to trade liberalisation gives rise
to many very complex ana difficu:~ issues. The factors affecting the respons:-s diner
according to whether the county or region is a surpl!!5 or deficit producer of agricultural
products. The willingness to adopt a market led approaCh at the national level has not
been matched, as yet, at the regional or international level. Tnere is a great deal of
agreement on the need to make progress at these levels, but this has not led to effective
action.

The development of analytical capacity to respond to the complex economic factors
involved, both at the level of national government and in regional institutions ofSADCC,
PTA, etc., is of major concern. Conferences such as this one must give greater attention
to the need for capacity building. Without trained and competent manpower, we will
never realise the full benefits that can be ach; ~ved in the agricultural sector under
policies of market liberalisation.
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POLICIES TO PROMOTE AN EFFECTIVE PRIVATE
TRADING SYSTEM IN FARM PRODUCTS AND FARM

INPUTS IN TANZANIA

H.K.R. Amani
and 

W.E. Maro1

INTRODUCTION

Background

It is seven years now since Tanzania started to implement trade liberalization 
measures (Amani et al. 1987 -88-89). The acceptance of a "free" market as superior 
to a controlled market is no longer an issue of hot debate. Thus, the government of 
Tanzania recently has eased controls on interregional movements of grains and has 
given cooperative unions a more competitive role, i.e., they are no longer obliged to 
operate in remote areas. Following the transfer of the responsibility for maintaining 
the strategic grain reserves (SCR) from the National Milling Corporation (NMC) to 
a newly established food security unit, the role of NMC has been reduced to grain 
milling, a highly competitive business in Tanzania. NMC is competing with numerous 
small grain millers located throughout the country including the most remote areas.

Currently, the main participants in the marketing of food crops are private traders 
and cooperative unions. The success of the market reforms, with the recent policy 
change reducing government involvement in the establishment and management of 
cooperatives, depends heavily on the capacity of the private traders to perform those 
marketing functions previously performed by NMC and cooperatives. Earlier market 
reforms have had some positive impacts. Amaiii et al. (1989) showed that production 
of grains had increased as had supplies to urban areas. However, these increases in
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marketable output have created serious bottlenecks in crop purchasing and 
movement.

In addition, there are a number of unresolved issues/policies which would, if 
resolved, go a long way towards increasing the effectiveness of market reforms. 
Some of these that need further government action include:

  how to reduce food insecurity in the producing areas,

  how to improve the distribution of agricultural inputs,

  the development of an improved credit system for farmers and private 
traders/millers,

  the development of an entrepreneurial class capable of and willing to 
undertake risk,

  The creation of adequate infrastructure, transport and communication 
networks for the efficient movement of goods, and

  The promotion of efficient financial markets that arc able to support 
commodity and input markets.

This paper examines the marketing roles of private traders and cooperatives. It 
outlines the responses of private traders and cooperatives to changing grain and input 
policies and discusses factors and policies which inhibit increased participation by 
private traders. Impacts of the market reforms on producers, consumers and 
government also arc discussed together with the future role of government in 
agricultural marketing. The discussion, to a large extent, is documented by research 
data collected in four regions, i.e., Mtwara, Ruvuma, Singida and Arusha. Arusha 
and Ruvuma represent food surplus regions while Mtwara and Singida represent 
deficit regions. In terms of physical accessibility, Arusha and Singida are more 
accessible than Ruvuma and Mtwara.

Role of Cooperatives

Grassroots cooperatives were encouraged by the government before and immediately 
after independence . However, they quickly grew in political strength and began to 
threaten the authority of the government. This caused the government to increase Us 
control over the management of cooperatives. Eventually, these "government 
managed" cooperatives served the interests of the government more than those of

marketable output have created serious bottlenecks in crop purchasing and
movement.
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POLICIES TO PROMOTE AN EFFECnVE PRIVATE
TRADING SYSTEM IN FARM PRODUCTS AND FARM

INPUTS IN TANZANIA

In addition there are a number of unresolved issues/policies which would, if
resolved, g~ a long way towards increasing the effectiveness of market reforms.
Some of these that need further government action include:

• how to reduce food insecurity in the producing areas,

H.K.R. Amani
and

W.E. Maro·

INTRODUCfION

Background

•
•

•

•

how to improve the distribution of agricultural inputs,

the development of an improved credit system for farmers and private
traders/millers,

the development of an entrepreneurial class capable of and willing to
undertake risk,

The creation of adequate infrastructure, transport a:ld communication
networks for the efficient movement of goods, and

It is seven years now since Tanzania started to implement trade liberalization
measures (Amani et al. 1987 -88-89). The acceptance of a "free" market as superior
to a co?trolled market is no longer an issue of hot debate. Thus, the gC"lernment of
~anzaDla rcce~tly h~s eased controls on interregional movements of grains and has
gIVen cO?perai:Jve umons a more.competitive role, i.e., they are no longer obliged to
operate m .remo~e areas. Followmg the transfer of the responsibility for maintaining
the strategic g~alD rese~es (S~R) fr?m the National Milling Corporation (NMC) to
a .n~wly est.abILc;hed f~. secunly umt, the role of NMC has been reduced to grain
mdhng, a. h.g~ly compeltUve business in Tanzania. NMC is competing with numerous
small gram mdlers located throughout the country including the most remote areas.

Currently, th~ mai~ participants in the marketing of food crops are private traders
and cooperalJ.ve umons. The success of the market reforms, with the recent policy
change ~educmg governme~t involvement in the establishment and management or
cooper?hVeS, d~pends he.avJly on the capacity of the private traders to perform those
marketmg funclJons prevIOusly performed by NMC and cooperatives. Earlier market
refon~s have ~ad some positive impacts. Amaili et al. (1989) showed that production
of grams had mcreased as had suprlics to urban areas. However, these increases in

ia , U---,.,o.r es

• The promotion of efficient financial markets that are able to support
cnmmodity ami input markets.

This paper examines the marketing roles of private: traders 3D~ coo~ratives: It
outlines the responses of private traders and cooperatives to changmg gram and mput
policies and discusses factors and policies which inhibit increased participation by
private traders. Impacts of the market reforms on producers, consumers a~d

government also are discussed together with the future role of goventment 10

agricultural marketing. The discussion, to a large extent, is documented by research
data collected in four regions, i.e., Mtwara, Ruvuma, Singida and Arusha. Arusha
and Ruvuma represent food surplus regions while Mtwara and Singida represent
deficit regions. In terms of physical aCCC5Sibility, Arusha and Singida are more
accessible than Ruwma and Mtwara.

Role of Cooperatives

Grassroots cooperatives were encouraged by the government before and immediately
after independence. However, they quickly grew in political strength an~ began .to
threaten the authority of the government. This caused the government to IDcrease ltS
control over the management of cooperatives. Eventually, these "government
managed" cooperatives served the interests of the government more than those of
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their members. This probably is one of the main factors2 that contributed to the 
failure of cooperatives and their abolition in 1976. The government replaced them 
with parastatal crop authorities. This new marketing arrangement turned out to be 
less effective in enhancing agricultural production and marketing. The government 
re-established the cooperatives in 1982.3

The cooperatives have been performing very poorly since their re-establishment in 
1982. This has been blamed largely on government's control of the marketing 
activities of cooperatives in order to further the stale's economic and political 
objectives. The government and the ruling party (CCM) have been appointing 
and/or involved in elections of key officials at all levels of the cooperative movement 
greatly reducing the autonomy of the cooperatives as farmer institutions.

There also are other factors that have contributed to cooperatives' poor performance. 
First, they started with poor, incomplete and almost obsolete equipment inherited 
from the crop authorities. Second, while the government was implementing the 
credit squeeze policy, as stipulated under the 1986 Economic Recovery Program 
(ERP), bank credit to cooperatives rapidly expanded at the expense of the more 
productive sectors of the economy. Thus, overtime the cooperatives accumulated 
huge bank debts and encountered serious liquidity problems. The liquidity problems 
were partly due to the failure of NMC to pay them. The result in recent years - 
especially since the 1988/89 marketing season - is that many cooperatives have been 
unable to pay farmers promptly, to distribute adequate input and/or credit packages, 
to purchase all crops delivered to them, or to pay interest due on late loan 
repayments. Third, cooperatives experienced high and escalating marketing costs 
particularly, transport and interest costs. This resulted from ERP adjustments 
towards positive real interest rates. Fourth, the cooperative operations lacked 
aggressiveness. Cooperatives sold over 95 percent of their purchases to the NMC 
before NMC's functions were reduced to the single function of grain milling. They 
have not adjusted to the new competitive environment in agricultural marketing now 
that they are unable to dispose of their stocks to other buyers. Fifth they had been 
out of existence for eight years. Hence they were poorly prepared for resuming the 
function of agricultural marketing. Sixth, the weak economic infrastructure, 
particularly in remote agricultural areas of the country, and poor management have 
made it difficult for cooperatives to maintain financial viability. Purchased crops have 
remained stranded in villages with poor warehousing causing spoilage to some crops.
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Cooperatives, which handle high-bulk and low value crops grown in dispersed areas, 
have experienced more financial problems than those handling less-bulky and 
high-value agricultural commodities. Government support, however, did not 
discriminate against the weak cooperatives. Financial support was given even to 
cooperatives which proved to be financially not viable. Many of the cooperative 
unions also failed to provide a suitable vehicle for technology diffusion among 
farmers in addition to making huge financial losses.

Under marketing institution reform, the private sector was de-regulated arid the 
NMC and cooperatives monopoly removed. Food crop parastatals are not required 
to confine their operations to unprofitable markets. Cooperatives under the reforms, 
just like private traders, can buy anywhere they consider profitable. However, 
cooperatives, as was the case with the NMC, cannot buy at a price below the 
government's indicative (floor) price for staple crops which is announced at the 
beginning of every farming season. In addition, the government has removed fiscal 
support to Cooperative unions and NMC. This has made the marketing functions of 
cooperatives very difficult.

While the "Cooperatives" monopoly in crop marketing has been removed, they still 
retain the monopoly for distributing fertilizers to farmers, a function which has 
caused a lot of problems to farmers, government and cooperatives themselves. 
Transport problems have continued to affect early distribution of fertilizers and 
marketing reforms have worsened credit repayments by fanners.

Private Traders

Private traders for grains and other food crops play an increasing role in food trade 
in Tanzania. It is not possible to understand the nature of the incentives, income 
changes and crop choices among producers without taking into account private sector 
transactions. Similarly, the range of foods available to consumers and the prices they 
pay for them at any particular time and place largely depends on the performance of 
the private sector-market.

Food marketing activities by private traders were endorsed by the government in 
1987. Some limited operations had been allowed as far back as 1984. Legally, 
however, private traders still have no role to play in food marketing. As a 
consequence what has been the response of private traders to the market reforms? 
What is limiting their marketing operations? What further policy reforms are needed 
to make market reforms, and particularly institutional reforms, effective in improving 
food marketing? We now turn to survey data from four regions, together with 
research findings from other studies, to answer some of those questions. The survey 
was conducted in April 1990 and repeated in August/September 1990.
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their members. This probably is one of the main fadors2 that contributed to the
failure of cooperatives and their abolition in 1976. The government replaced them
with parastatal crop authorities. This new marketing arrangement turned out to be
less dfective in enhancing agricultural production and marketing. The government
re-established the cooperatives in 1982.3

The cooperatives have becn performing very poorly since their re-establishment in
1982. This has been blamed largely on government's control of the marketing
activities of cooperatives in order to further the state's economic and political
objectives. The government and the ruling party (CCM) have been appointing
and/or involved in elections of key officials at alI levels of the cooperative movement
greatly reducing the autonomy of the cooperatives as farmer institutions.
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Cooperatives, which handle high-bulk and low value crops grown in dispersed areas,
have experienced more financial problems than those handling less-bulky and
high-value agricultural commodities. Government support, however, did not
discriminate against the weak cooperatives. Financial support was given even to
cooperatives which proved to be financially not viable. Many of the cooperative
unions also failed to provide a suitable vehicle for technology diffusion among
farmers in addition to making huge financial losses.

Under marketing institution reform, the private sector was dr-regulated arid the
NMC and cooperatives monopoly removed. Food crop parastatals are not required
to confine their operations to unprofitable markets. Cooperatives under the reforms,
just like private traders, can buy anywhere they consider profitable. However,
cooperatives, as was the case with the NMC, cannot buy at a price below the
government's indicative (floor) price for staple crops which is announced at the
beginning of every farming season. In addition, the government has removed fiscal
support to Cooperative unions and NMC. This has made the marketing functions of
cooperatives very difficult.

Private traders for grains and other food crops play an increasing role in food trade
in Tanzania. It is not possible to understand the nature of the incentives, income
changes and crop choices among producers withoul taking into account private sector
transactions. Similarly, the range of foods available to consumers and t~e prices they
pay for them at any particular time and place largely depends on the performance of
the private sector-market.

Food marketing activities by private traders were endorsed by the government in
1987.. Some limited operations had been allowed as far back as 1984. Legally,
however, private traders still have no role to play in food marketing. As a
consequence what has been the response of private traders to the market reforms?
What is limiting their marketing or;;,;rations? What further policy reforms are needed
to make market reforms, and particularly institutional reforms, effective in implOvin~

food marketing? We now turn to survey data from four regions, together with
research findings from other studies, to answer some of those questions. The survey
was conducted in April 1990 and repeated in August/September 1990.

Private Traders

While the ·Cooperatives'· monopoly in crop marketing has been removed, they !'-till
retain the monopoly for distributing fertilizers to farmers, a function which has
caused a lot of problems to farmers, government and cooperatives themselves.
Transport problems have continued to affect early distribution of fertilizers and
marketing reforms have worsened credit repayments by farmers.
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There also are other factors that have contributed to cooperatives' poor performance.
First, they started with poor, incomplete and almost obsolete equipment inherited
from the crop authorities. Second, while the government was implementing the
credit squeeze policy, as stipulated under the 1986 Economic Recovery Program
(ERP), bank credit to cooperatives rapidly expanded at the expense of the more
productive sectors of the economy. Thus, overtime the cooperatives accumulated
huge bank debts and encountered serious liquidity problems. The liquidity problems
were partly due to the failure of NMC to pay them. The result in recent years __
especially since the 1988/89 marketing season -- is that many cooperatives have been
unable to pay farmers promptly, to distribute adequate input and/or credit packages,
to purchase alI crops delivered to them, or to pay interest due on late loan
repayments. Third, cooperatives experienced high and escalating marketing costs
particularly, transport and interest costs. This resulted from ERP adjustments
towards positive real interest rates. Fourth, the cooperative operations lacked
aggressiveness. Cooperatives sold over 95 percent of their rlJrchases to the NMC
before NMC's functions were reduced to the single function of grain milling. They
have not adjusted to the new competitive environment in agricultural marketing now
that they are unable to dispose of their stocks to other buyers. Fifth they had been
out of existence for eight years. Hence they were poorly prepared for resuming the
function of agricultural marketing. Sixth, the weak economic infrastructure,
particularly in remote agricultural areas of the country, and poor management have
made it difficult for cooperatives to maintain financial viability. Purchased crops have
remained stranded in villages with poor warehousing causing spoilage to some crops.
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Trader Characteristics

A total of 34 private traders were interviewed during the two surveys. The average 
age of traders was 33 years. This compares favorably with findings from a study by 
Anita S. and Ana T. (1991). The average education of traders in the survey was 
standard VII. More than 90 percent of the surveyed traders started their business 
after the 1984 market reforms, Table 1.

Table 1: Entry Into The Market: % Of Traders Interviewed

Period

Before 1984

1984-1986

1987-1990

No. Entering

3

11

20

Percentage

8.9

323

585

Source: Survey Data

The same conclusion was reached by Gordon (1988) and Scarborough (1989). The 
rate of entry in the food trade increased as trade restrictions were removed. The 
distribution of traders by the type of trade is shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Type of Traders

TH*
Retail at Periodic Market

Retail at Fixed Place

Wholesale at Local Market

Wholesale -i Regional Market

No. of Respondents

8

11

9

6

% of Respondents

23.5

323

265

17.7

More than half of the traders sell at the retail level. As for wholesalers, most of 
them sell to local markets in the source districts. The dominance of retail traders 
implies that petty traders continue to operate small scale trading. However, the 
appearance of wholesale traders, particularly at regional markets, is an indication that 
market reforms have opened up opportunities for large scale private trade.

The traders surveyed came from different backgrounds. As seen from Table 3, 
eighteen out of the thirty four traders are also farmers. The remaining are
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transporters, grain millers and general dealers. Only eight traders have no other 
business.

Table 3: Type ni Other Business

Business

Fanning

Transport

General Dealers

Grain Miller

None

No. of Respondents

18

4

1

3

8

% of Respondents

52.9

11.8

3.0

8.8

235

Traders' Markets

About 70 percent of traders surveyed bought their crops from farmers. Other 
sources of purchases are as shown in Table 4. Compared to the most recent 
marketing season (1990/91), more traders purchased from the official channels in 
1989/90. This followed a government directive in early 1989 requiring all traders to 
buy from official channels. That directive was withdrawn in 1990.

Table 4: Source of Purchases 1989/90 and 1990/91

Source

Farmers in Villages

Primary Societies

Cooperative Union

Market in the District

% of Traders 1989/90

68.0

24.0

8.0

0.0

% of Traders 1990/91

813

4.5

92

4.5

The main traded crops are maize, rice, beans, cassava and millet. Destinations of 
purchases were town markets and village markets in 1990/91, Table 5.
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Trader Characteristics

A total of 34 private traders were interviewed during the two surveys. The average
age of traders was 33 years. This compares favorably with findings from a study by
Anita S. and Ana T. (1991). The average education of traders in the survey was
standard VII. Mvre than 90 percent of the surveyed traders started their business
after the 1984 markel reforms, Table 1.

T.tJ1e l: Elltry Into The Marlld: "l> 01 Traclers Interviewed

Period No. Eniering Percentage

Before 1984 3 8.9

1984-1986 11 323 --
1987-1990 20 58.8

~: Survey Data

The same conclusion was reached by Gordon (1988) and Scarborough (1989). The
rate of enlly in the food trade increased as trade restrictions were removed. The
distribution of traders by the type of trade is shown in Table 2.

T.tJIe 2: Type or Traders

Type No. or Responc'~nls ~ or Responde.ls

Retail at Periodic Market 8 23.5

Retail at Fixed Place 11 32.3

Wholesale al Local Marlcet 9 26.5

Wholesale ...1 Regional Markel 6 17.7

More than half of the traders sell at the retail level. As for wholesalers, most of
them sell to local markets in the source districts. The dominance of retail traders
implies that petty traders continue to operate small scale trading. However, the
appearance of wholesale traders, particularly at regional markets, is an indication that
market reforms have opened up opportunities for large scale private trade.

The traders surveyed came from different bacIcgrounds. As seen from Table 3,
eighteen out of the thirty four traders are also farmers. The remaining are

transporters, grain millers and general dealers. Only eight traders have no other
business.

Table 3: Type "f Other Business

Business No. or Respondenls "l> or Respondents

Fanning 18 52.9

Transport 4 11.8

General Dealers 1 3.0

Grain Miller 3 8.8

None 8 235

Traders' Markets

About 70 percent of traders surveyed bought their crops from farmers. Other
sources of purchases are as shown in Table 4. Compared to the most recent
marketing season (1990/91), more traders purchased from the official channels in
1989/90. This follow:d a government directive in early 1989 requiring all traders to
buy from official channels. That directive was withdrawn in 1990.

Table 4: Source or Purrhases 1989/90 and 1990/91

Source "l> orTraclers 1989/9G "l> orTraclers 1990/91

Fanners in Villages 68.0 81.8

Primary Societies 24.0 45

Cooperative Union 8.0 92

Market in the District 0.0 45

The main traded crops are maize, rice, beans, cassava and millet. Destinations of
purchases were town markets and village markets in 1990/91, Table 5.
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Table & Destination of Purchases 1989/90 and 1990/91

* of Traders 1989/90

Primary Societies

Cooperative Union

Market Outside the Source District
!_-« J* •

————— .... tj^MILC U\

Including Inter-regional Trade

Reasons given for buying from and selling to official channels included the 
government directive requiring traders to buy from primary societies and/or 
cooperative unions; reduction in transport and storage costs; and that primary 
societies and cooperative unions grade and pay for high quality crops. For traders 
who did not trade with official agents, the main reasons were too much bureaucracy; 
cheaper to buy from farmers; and poor quality of crops sold by official agents.

To a large extent the mode of payment was cash. Very few traders buy or sell on 
credit. Some traders pay farmers in advance and collect crops after harvest. As 
shown in Table 6, there is little barter trade.

="--* -— •—AH    ...-  >iity wou 
sell their crop to them after harvest. Only 
charge interest on money lent to farmers. 
Advance payments were made to larger farmers.

0  ..-«» » IIUIH incm to 
traders under study said that (hey would

Source: Trader Survey 1989/90 and 1990/91
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Trade Expansion

It is interesting to compare changes overtime in the volume of trade. Traders were 
asked during the interview to compare their volume of trade in 1989 with the 
pre-1989 and 1990 volumes. The results of the comparison are shown in Table 7.

Table 7: Comparison of Trade Expansion Between 1989 and 
Previous/Recent Periods % of Traders Responding

Traded

More

Less

Total

Than Before 1984

96.0

4.0

100.0

Than 1990

40.0

60.0

100.0

Source: Trader Survey 1989/90 and 1990/91

Most traders expanded their volume of trade between 1984 and 1989. Ninctecn- 
ninety was an exception due to a very poor harvest that resulted from floods in the 
south and drought in the north and central parts of the country. Those unable to 
expand their grain trade indicated that the main limiting factors included lack of 
credit, transport bottlenecks and the confinement of fertilizer distribution to 
cooperative unions.

Buying Season

The official marketing season normally begins in July with the peak around August - 
September. Private traders, however, start buying such crops as beans in the north 
and casava in the south as early as February with their peak purchases occurring in 
June, Table 8. Thus, traders outcompete cooperative unions. Fanners get their cash 
early in the harvest and avoid pre-sale storage costs.
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Table S: ~slinalion or Purchases: 1989/90 and 1990/91
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(~

..
b

~stinalion
~ or Traders 1989/90

~ or Tr..ders 1990/91
Town Markets

30.8 80.0
Primary Socielies

285 0.0
Cooperalive Union

0.0 0.0
Village Markel

10.0 20.0
Markel OUlside Ihe Source District

15.4 0.0Including Inter-regional Trade

Reasons given for buying from and selling to official channels included the
government directive requiring traders to buy from primary societies and/or
cooperative unions; reduction in transport and storage costs; and that primary
societies and COOperative unions grade and pay for high quality crops. For traders
who did not trade with official agents, the main reasons were too much bureaucracy;
cheaper to buy from fanners; and poor quality of crops sold by official agents.

To a large extent the mode of payment was cash. Very few traders buy or sell on
credit. Some traders pay farmers in advance and collect crops after harvest. As
shown in Table 6, there is little brter trade.

Table 6: Perunl. orTnclers by Dill'erent Modes or Payment: 1990/'1

Mode or Payment
When Buying

When Selling
Cash

63.0
83.3

Credit·
11.1

7.0
Advance Paymentb

25.9 1.2
Baner

0.0 85

All interviewed traders said that they would not require fanners who get credit from them to
sell Iheir crop 10 them after harvest. Only 12% of the traders undei" study said thai Ihey would
ch<:rge interest on money lenl to fanners.
Advance payments were made to larger fanners.

Trdde Expansion

It is interesting to compare changes overtime in the volume of trade. Traders were
asked during the interview to compare their volume of trade in 1989 with the
pre-1989 and 1990 volumes. The results of the comparison are shown in Table 7.

Table 7: Comparison or Trade Expansion Between 1989 and
Prnious/Rrcent Periods: ~ or Traders R«pondia,:

Traded Than Berore 1984 Than 1990

More 96.0 40.0

Less 4.0 60.0

Total 100.0 100.0

Source: Trader Survey 1989/90 and 1990/91

Most traders expanded their volume of trade between 1984 and 1989. Nineteen
ninety was an exception due to a very poor harvest that resulted from floods in the
south and drought in the north and central parts of the country. Those unable to
expand their grain trade indicated that the main limiting factors included lack of
credit, transport bottlenecks and the confinement of fertilizer distribution to
cooperative unions.

Buying Season

The official marketing season normally begins in July with the peak around August _
September. Private traders, however, start buying such crops as beans in the north
and casava in the south as early as February with their peak purchases occurring in
June, Table 8. Thus, lradcTs outcompete cooperative unions. Farmers get their cash
early in the harvest and avoid pre-sale s:orage costs.

'.--

Source: Trader Survey 1989/90 and 1990/91
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Table 8: Months of Starling Trade as Shown by the Percentage of Traders Trading

Month

February

March

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

1989/90% of Traders

3.8

7.7

21.5

15.6

16.9

15.4

3.8

3.8

ILS

1990/91 % of Traders

4.0

42

28.3

19.2

275

42

42

42

42

Trader Survey 1989/90 and 1990/91

tther Functions

ome private traders (35%) sell farm implements and seeds to farmers. Traders buy 
lese inputs from the open market, Tanzania Farmers Association (TEA) and 
egional Trading Companies (RTCs). Unlike Cooperatives, grain traders start 
tiling farm inputs and seeds as early as May with sales peaking around July, 
(though most traders sell inputs for cash, a few sell on credit. Barter trade, i.e., 
.-change of agricultural inputs for crops, is also practiced particularly in the southern 
irt of the country.

orage of crops is seen by traders as a risky activity for four main reasons. First, 
ivernment policy on the role of private traders is still unpredictable. Second, 
ivate traders find it difficult to correctly assess supply and demand fluctuations 
Jiita, A. and Ane T. 1991). Third, the possibility of high storage losses is always 
esent. Fourth, construction of storage facilities is very costly. Those who do store 
Dps do so in temporary, open air storage facilities, usually for a period of time not 
ceeding forty-five days. Twenty-one of the thirty-four traders surveyed undertook 
en air storage. Their main reasons for storing are as shown in Table 9.
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Table 9-. Reasons for Storing Crops Before Sak
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Reasons

Storage Cost Less Than Price Increase

No Risks of Losses or Thefts

Marketing Activities Require Storage

Storage Facility Available to Me

Quick Turnovers Not Profitable

Total

Number of Respondents

7

5

4

3

2

21

Source: Trade Survey 1989/90 and 1990/91

The main constraints on traders' stockholding occurs in urban areas where it is 
difficult to lease or rent storage facilities. In rural areas, the problem of storage is 
less serious. Traders can rent storage space from farmers.

In addition to storage bottlenecks, transport constraints have been a major 
rmpediment to private sector grain trade. Many private traders do not own means of 
transport. Instead, they hire. Of the surveyed traders, ten used own means of 
transport. One owned a truck while the other nine used their own bicycles. The 
remaining twenty-four hired a variety of transport equipment as shown in Table 10.

Table Ifc Mode of Hired Transport 1990/91

Mode

Truck

Donkey Cart

Ox Cart

Bicycle

Total

1991/99 Respondents

14

2

3

5

24

Source: Trader Survey, 1989/90 and 1990/91

tther Functions

L.
I·

2

s

3

24

14

1991/M RespondentsMode

Bicycle

Donkey Cart

Ox Cart

Total

Truck

Reasons Number of Respondents

Storage Cost Less Than Price Increase 7

No Risks of Losses or Thefts 5

Marketing Activities Require Storage 4

Storage Facility Available to Me: 3

Quick Turnovers Not Profitable 2

Toral 21

~: Trade Survey 1989/'X"J and 1990/91
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Table 9: Reasons for Storing Crops Before Sale

The main constraints on traders' stockholJing occurs in urban areas where it ~s

difficult to lease or rent storage facilities. In rural areas, the problem of storage IS
less serious. Traders can rent storage space from farmers.

In addition to storage bottlenecks, transport constraints have been a major
rmpediment to private sector grain trade. Many private traders do not own means of
transport. Instead, they hire. Of the surveyed. traders, ten. used o~ means of
transport. One owned a truck while the other mne. used thetr own .bICYcles. The
remaining twenty-four hired a variety of transport equtpment as shown m Table 10.

Table 10: Mode or Hired Transport 1990/91

Source: Trader Survey, 1989/'X"J and 1990/91

Table 8: Months of Startilll: Trade as Shown by the Peruntage of Traders Trading
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Source: Trader SuJVey 1989/90 and 1990/91

Month 1989/90 'l> of Traders 1990/91 .... of Traders

February 3.8 4.0

March 7.7 4.2

June 21.5 283

July 15.6 19.2

August 16.9 27.5

September 15.4 4.2

October 3.8 4.2

Navember 3.8 4.2

December 11.5 4.2
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orage of crops is seen by traders as a risky activity for four main reasons. First,
,vcmment policy on the role of private traders is stilI unpredictable. Second,
ivate traders find it difficult to correctly assess supply and demand fluctuations
.nita, A. and Ane T. 1991). Third, the possibility of high storage losses is always
esent. Fourth, construction of storage facilities is very costly. Those who do store
)PS do so in temporary, open air storage facilities, usually for a period of time not
reeding forty-five days. Twenty-one of the thirty-four traders surveyed undertook
en air storage. Their main reasons for storing are as shown in Table 9.

ome private traders (35%) sell farm implements and seeds to farmers. Traders buy
lese inputs from the open market, Tanzania Farmers Association (TFA) and
egional Trading Companies (RTCs). Unlike Cooperatives, grain traders start
:Uing farm inputs and seeds as early as May with sales peaking around July.
Ithough most traders seD inputs for cash, a few sell on credit. Barter trade, i.e.,
~change of agricultural inputs for crops, is also practiced particularly in the southern
lit of the country.
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The main source of hired transport is from the private sector   some 90 percent. 
Other sources were villages and/or individual farmers who own bicycles or animal 
carts. Trucks are hired for long distance movement of crops whi.'e bicycles and 
animal carts are used for short distances. Long distance movement of crops has been 
observed in the northern region of Arusha and in the Southern regions of Mtwara 
and Ruvuma. Some traders in Arusha transport grains all the way to Shinyanga and 
Dar cs Salaam. In the South, crops are transported mainly from Ruvuma to Mtwara. 
Transport costs are charged according to the distance and conditions of roads. Table 
11 indicates the average distance and time of food movement in the regions studied.

Table tl- A*.—— "-— ~

Source: Computed from survey data

Road conditions are worse in the south than in the north and central part of the 
country. Transport costs are highest in areas with poor road conditions due to high 
rates of breakdowns and high fuel consumption.

Investments

One way to measure the response of private traders to market reforms is to observe 
their level of investment. Forty-seven percent of the traders surveyed did not invest 
anything in their business, Table 12.

Farm Products and Farm Imputs

Table 12: Major Trade Investments Since the Beginning of Trade
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Type of Investment

Acquired Ox/Donkey Cart

Bought Equipment

Built Storage

Other Investment

None

Total

No. of Respondents

5

3

6

4

16

34

% of Respondents

14.7

8.9

17.6

11.8

47.0

100.0

Source: Trader Survey, 1989/90 and 1990/91

There is very low investment in transport and storage facilities. Scarcity of initial 
investment capital and failure to acquire credit are among the main reasons for such 
low investment. Factors which traders consider to be crucial for their future role in 
food marketing are, in order of importance, availability of credit, own capital and 
transport.

Market in Transition

With the NMC confined to grain milling, the cooperatives freed from government 
intervention and private sector marketing constrained by numerous physical 
operations, a vacuum is present in agricultural marketing. Cooperatives are unable to 
play a significant role in food marketing because the government has removed fiscal 
support. Private traders are unable to invest and expand their marketing activities 
because they lack financial and legal support. They both also operate with serious 
infrastructural bottlenecks.

Assessment of Performance

The existing marketing environment affects surplus producers and deficit rural 
households in remote areas more than other market participants. Survey results from 
the four regions show that food stock depletion in 55 percent of the rural households, 
occurs an average of seven months after harvest. M. Seenappa. (1987), in a 1986 
survey of 400 farm households conducted in Mtwara, Shinyanga and Zanzibar, 
observed that 64% of the households in Shinyanga and 43 percent of the households 
in both Mtwara and Zanzibar, consumed their harvested food grains in six months or 
less. Almost 80 percent of the 400 households surveyed by Seenappa had depleted 
their food stocks four months before harvest. A 1989 field study in Rukwa region by

There is very low investment in transport and storage facilities. Scarcity of initialinvestment capital and failure to acquire credit are among the main reasons for suchlow investment. Factors which traders consider to be crucial for their future role infood marketing are, in order of importance, availability of credit, own capital andtransport.
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The main source of hired transport is from the private sector -_ some 90 percent.Olher sources were villages and/or individual farmers who own bicycles or animalcarts. Trucks are hired for long distance movement of crops while bicycles andanimal carts are used for short distances. Long distance movement of crops has beenobserved in the northern region of Arusha and in the Southern regions of Mtwaraand Ruvuma. Some traders in Arusha transport grains all the way to Shinyanga andDar es Salaam. In the South, crops are transported mainly from Ruvuma to Mtwara.Transport costs are charged according to the distance and conditions of roads. Table11 indicates the average distance and time of food movement in the regions studied.
Table IJ: A"~rageDistal!« TIme and Quantity Pu Trip or Crop Movement by Region, 1990/91

A"~rage Distal!« (Ian) Average TIme (Hrs/Ian) A..~rage Quantity (bllg)Rq:ion

Mtwara 4555 25.3 30
Ruvuma SO.O 25.0 218
Singida 56.4 35.3 43
Arusha 127.2 47.1 151

Source: Computed from sunoey data
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Table 12: M~or Trade Investments SilK'e the Beginning or T....

Type or Investm~nt No. or Respond~nts ~ or ~spo_nts

Acquired Ox/Donkey Cart 5 14.7

Bought Equipment 3 8.9

Built Storage 6 17.6

Other Investment 4 11.8

None 16 47.0

TOlal 34 100.0

Source: Trader Survey, 1989/90 and 1990/91
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Road conditions are worse in the south than in the north and central part of thecountry. Transport costs are highest in areas with poor road conditions due to highrates of breakdowns and high fuel consumption.

Investments

One way to measure the response of private traders to market reforms is to observeIheir level of investment. Forty-seven percent of the traders surveyed did not investanything in their business, Table 12.

Market in Transition

With the NMC confined to grain milling, the cooperatives freed from government
intervention and private sector marketing constrained by numeTQUS physicaloperations, a vacuum is present in agricultural marketing. Cooperatives are unable toplay a significant role in food marketing because the government has removed fISCalsupport. Private traders are unable to invest and expand their marketing activitiesbecause they lack fmancial and legal support. They both also operate with seriousinfrastructural bottlenecks.

Assessment or Performance

The existing marketing environment affects surplus producers and deficit ruralhouseholds in remote areas more than other market participants. Survey results fromthe four regions show that food stock depletion in 55 percent of the rural households,occurs an avc;rage of seven months after ha~vest. M. Seenappa. (1987), in a 1986survey of 400 farm households conducted in Mtwara, Shinyanga and Zanzibar,observed that 64% of the households in Shinyanga and 43 percent of the households
in both Mtwara and Zanzibar, consumed their harvested food grains in six months orless. Almost 80 percent of the 400 households surveyed by Seenappa bad depletedtheir food stocks four months before harvest. A 1989 field study in Rukwa region by
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Gcicr, ct al., also confirms the findings by Amani and Maro (1991) and Seenappa, 
(1986). The Rukwa field study conduded that, on average, one-third of the village 
population had to rely on additional food to supplement their own production.

It is worthwhile noting that Rukwa is one of the four most productive agricultural 
regions in Tanzania. Further, even if the deficit households had adequate income to 
purchase food, availability is a problem as neither cooperatives or private traders are 
able to supply their needs. Unless there is famine, in which case the government may 
bring in food to alleviate the hunger situation, these remote food deficit households 
will continue to be food insecure.

Remote food surplus households also have been negatively affected. Their access to
markets has deteriorated, thus, their real producer incomes have declined. This has
largely been due to relatively high transport costs and fewer primary markets. A
switch towards other crops (mainly export crops), which are marketed to Marketing
Boards, is currently constrained by a shortage of inputs, poor infrastructure and the
inefficiencies of the Marketing Boards. Consumers in urban areas find prices quite
unstable, particularly during poor harvests. They depend almost totally on private
traders for food availability. The government is maintaining a Strategic Grab
Reserve, not for stabilizing prices, but to prevent famine. Since private traders do
not maintain stocks for more than 45 days, and since they confine their purchases to
accessible areas, food supplies are quite erratic The vacuum left by the NMC
together with the lack of competitiveness of Cooperatives, is already being felt byconsumers.

A crucial factor for .improving the performance and productivity of farmers is 'he 
quality of institutional support. To the extent that the current market environment 
does not provide such institutional support, farmers' performance is also at stake. 
The current organization of the market has failed to ensure a supply of food and 
agricultural inputs to low income households in less accessible areas; reduce the 
inherent riskiness of agriculture for small farmers; and ensure markets and input 
supply to promote price stability.

High transport costs have contributed to low marketing margins affecting the 
profitability of private traders. For interregional trade, trader transport costs, as a 
percentage of harvest purchasing price, ranges between 37.8% for Morogoro-Dar to 
202.6 percent for Rukwa-Dar route (Anita, S. et al. 1991. p. 37, Table 3.8 
forthcoming).

Cooperatives' perception of the current marketing reforms is rather pathetic 
Although they are no longer restricted to remote areas, they are still obliged to 
support producer prices by paying at least the floor price. They are also required to 
perform the function of input distribution to farmers on credit and collect credit
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payments during crop sales - they are not paid any commission for this function. 
Worse, the government has withdrawn fiscal support from the cooperatives. 
Cooperatives now have to negotiate directly with the Banking institutions for loans to 
purchase crops. Since they already owe banking institutions billions of shillings, they 
are not credit worthy. Under these circumstances, it is difficult for them to operate 
let alone compete with the private sector.

The government's perception of market performance appears to be mixed. The 
objective of reducing government deficits through removal of subsidies to producers, 
consumers and official marketing agents has largely been achieved. However, the 
impact of market reforms on consumer prices, rural incomes and access to markets 
causes the government some concern. The government is considering alternative 
marketing arrangements to improve market performance. As researchers, we can 
contribute to the marketing policy debate.

Alternative Marketing Environment 

Legislation

The market reforms made thus far have promoted the private sector without first 
ensuring that the market environment for a successful private sector exists. Past 
government policies have suppressed private sector activities in almost all major 
sectors of the economy. Hence, no entrepreneurial class able to undertake the risks 
inherent in agricultural marketing has developed. The government should take 
measures to reduce private trader risks and improve the legal and institutional 
framework in which the private sector operates. The reforms actually made should 
be institutionalised and legalised via effective legislation.

Transport

Market reform legislation is a necessary but not sufficient condition for improving 
private sector and cooperative market performance. Adequate and reliable 
infrastructure is a major requirement. Evidence suggests that, in many rural areas 
where transport costs are prohibitive, a fully functioning private sector marketing 
system is not in place. It therefore, is not able to respond adequately to local level 
demands. In his study in Bangladesh, John W. Mellor (1988) reached the following 
conclusion
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Geier, et aI., also confums the findings by An:ani and Maro (1991) and Seenappa,
(1986). The Rukwa field study concluded that, on average, one-third of the viJJage
population had to rely on additional food to supplement their own production.

It is worthwhile noting that Rukwa is one of the four most productive agricultural
regions in Tanzania. Further, even if the deficit households had adequate income to
purch~ food, availability is· a problem as neither cooperatives or private traders are
able to supply their needs. Unless there is famine, in which case the government may
bring in food to alleviate the hunger situation, these remote food deficit householdswill continue to be food insecure.

Remote food surplus households also have been negatively affected. Their access to
markets has deteriorated, thus, their real producer incomes have declined. This has
largely been due to relatively high transport costs and fewer primary markets. A
switch towards other crops (mainly export crops), which are marketed to Marketing
Boards, is currently constrained by a shortage of inputs, poor infrastructure and the
inefficiencies of the Marketing Boards. Consumers in urban areas fmd prices quite
unstable, ParticUlarly during poor harvests. They depend almost totally OD private
traders for food availability. The government is maintai:ling a Strategic Grain
Reserve, not for stabilizing prices, but to prevent famine. Since private traders do
not maintain stocks for more than 45 days, and since they confine their purchases to
accessible areas, food supplies are quite erratic. The vacuum left by the NMC
together with the laa of competitiveness of Cooperatives, is already being felt byconsumers.

A crucial factor for .improving the performance and productivity of farmers i<; 'he
quality of institutional support. To the extent that the current market environment
does not provide such institutional support, farmers' performance is also at stake.
The current organization of the market has failed to ensure a supply of food and
agricultural inputs to Jow income households in less accessible areas; reduce the
inherent riskiness of agriculture for smaJJ farmers; and ensure markets and input
supply to promote price stability.

High transport costs have contributed to low marketing margins affecting the
profitability of private traders. For interregional trade, trader transport costs, as a
percentage of harvest purchasing price, ranges between 37.8% for Morogoro-Dar to
202.6 percent for Rukwa-Dar route (Anita, S. et al. 1991. p. 37, Table 3.8forthcoming).

Cooperatives' perception of the current marketing reforms is rather pathetic.
AlthOUgh they are no longer restricted to remote areas, they are still obliged to
sUpport producer prices by paying at least the floor price. They are also required to
perform the function of input distribution to farmers on credit and coJJed credit
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"We know empirically that poverty is combated by infrastructure investment. 
In Bangladesh, comparing villages with good infrastructure and poor 
infrastructure, poverty by absolute measure is 40 percent lower, caloric 
intake of the poorest IS percent higher, wage rates 12 percent higher, per 
hectare employment in agriculture 4 per cent higher, and employment in 
non-agriculture 30 percent higher in the villages with belter infrastructure."4 

Specialization and exchange in rural areas require a good transportation network, at 
least of light transportation such as carts, bicycles and light four-wheeled vehicles. 
For long distance trade, an adequate road infrastructure, transport and 
communication networks arc required for the efficient movement of goods. 
Emphasis should be put on improving feeder roads, particularly in remote but 
productive areas. This will encourage cooperatives and private traders to operate in 
the remote areas. The Integrated Roads Project (IRP) which focuses on physical 
construction of roads and their maintenance, together with improvement of transport 
equipment and supply of spare parts, has yet to address transport bottlenecks in the 
remote areas. Improvement of road infrastructure is also a necessary condition for 
the development of truck and spares markets. Market liberalization should be 
extended to this sector by eliminating administratively set tariffs on transport and by 
liberalizing imports of trucks and spare parts.

Credit

Another constraint on the development of private sector trade in food crops is credit. 
As of now, most private traders are unable to get credit either from formal banks or 
from private sources. In an Amani and Maro survey (1990), 70 percent of the traders 
cited credit as a major limiting factor to future expansion of their business. 
Scarborough (1989) reported that over 80 percent of the traders interviewed reported 
that they had no access to credit. Credit is needed for crops and agricultural input 
purchases, construction of storage structures and for the purchase and/or hiring of 
means of transport. Because of the credit squeeze policy stipulated under the current 
Economic and Social Adjustment Programme (ESAP 1989), financial institutions are \ 
unlikely to offer much credit to traders. The on-going exercise to restructure ' 
financial institutions and to introduce private banks may go a long way towards 
addressing credit requirements for market participants.

Farm Products and Farm Inputs

Marketing Functions

The current market reforms permitting private traders to participate in agriculture 
marketing have excluded trade in fertilizer. Explicit fertilizer price subsidies hav< 
been removed but transport subsidies have been maintained together will 
pan-territorial fertilizer prices. To ensure that these prices are not distorted, the 
government has granted a production and importation of fertilizer monoply tc 
Tanzanian Fertilizer Company (TFC). In addition, TFC has a monopoly ir 
distributing all fertilizers to the regional towns, the railhead station of the customei 
or to TFC go-down facilities. At the regional level cooperatives, and to a lessei 
extent Tanzania Farmers Association, have a monopoly in fertilizer distribution.

Cooperatives have basically failed to perform this function because of the factor.* 
discussed earlier in the paper. Thus, there appears to be a role for the private sector 
to supply agricultural inputs, particularly fertilizer. There is evidence to suggest thai 
the economics of fertilizer use are positive in Africa (Berg, 1983 and Jones and Egli. 
1984). Thus, the private sectur can enter the input market, sell fertilizer al 
unsubsidized real foreign exchange cost and still get customers. Private traders can 
combine the functions of crop purchasing and input distribution to fill the gap left by 
ineffective cooperatives. The issue of subsidy or credit for fertilizer should not hinder 
this change. Since the late 1970's, many farmers have been able to pay for fertilizers 
(see Lele, Christiansen and Kadiseran, 1989). According to the Tanzania 
Government (1989), about 65 percent of the farmers now have cash to finance their 
seasonal inputs. If credit is required, the private traders should be able to develop a 
means to fill the need. Apart from fertilizer distribution, input retailers should 
attempt to disseminate information on new techniques.

Concluding Remarks

The market reforms in Tanzania have had a positive effect. A preliminary 
assessment shows that production of food grains has increased as have supplies in 
urban areas. Despite these gains, the present food marketing system is still 
characterized by several shortcomings. Some result partly from the partial character 
of the market reforms and partly from their positive impact on inducing higher food 
production. The main concern now is to evolve appropriate roles for the private and 
public sectors. Apparently, further structural adjustments towards privatization of the 
food marketing system will be necessary.

In Tanzania, privatization has not been preceded by the strengthening of the private 
sector support systems including the establishment of legal and other institutions such 
as credit, transporters and wholesalers. The capacity of the private sector (and of 
cooperatives) to utilize resources is limited by lack or shortage of capital, 
transportation and market information. Thus, if the private sector is to operate

Credit
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Marketing Functions

Cooperatives have basically failed to perform this function because of the facton
discussed earlier in the paper. Thus, there appears to be a role for the private sector
to supply agricultural inputs, particularly fertilizer. There is evidence to suggest thaI
the economics of fertilizer usc are positive in Africa (Berg, 1983 and Jones and Egli,
1984). Thus, the private sect0r can enter the input market, sell fertilizer al
unsubsidized real foreign· exchange cost and still get customers. Private traders can
combine the functions of crop purchasing and input distribution to fill the gap left by
ineffective cooperatives. The issue of subsidy or credit for fertilizer should not hinder
this change. Since the late 1970's, many farmers have been able to pay for fertilizers
(see Lele, Christiansen and Kadiscran, 1989). According to the Tanzania
Government (1989), about 65 percent of the farmers now have cash to finance their
seasonal inputs. If credit is required, the private traders should be able to develop a
means to fall the need. Apart from fertilizer distribution, input retailers should
attempt to disseminate information on new techniques.

Concluding Remarks

The market reforms in Tanzania have had a positive effect. A preliminary
assessment shows t~at production of food grains has increased as have supplies in
urban areas. Despite these gains, the present food marketing system is still
characterized by several shortcomings. Some result partly from the partial character
of the market reforms and partly from their positive impact on inducing higher food
production. The main concern now is to evolve appropriate roles for the private and
public sectors. Apparent!y, further structural adjustments towards privatization of thc
food marketing system will be necessary.

In Tanzania, privatization has not been preceded by thc strengthening of the privatc
sector support systems including the establishment of Icgal and other institutions such
as credit, transporters and wholesalers. The capacity of the private sector (and of
cooperatives) to utilize resources is limited by lack or shortage of capital,
transportation and market information. Thus, if the private sector is to operate

The current market reforms permitting private traders to participate in agricultura
marketing have excluded trade in fertilizer. Explicit fertilizer price subsidies hav<
been removed but transport subsidies have been maintained together witl
pan-territorial fertilizer prices. To ensure that these prices are not distorted, th(
government has granted a production and importation of fertilizer monoply h
Tanzanian Fertilizer Company (TFC). In addition, TFC has a monopoly ir
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"We know empirically that poverty is combated by infrastructure investment.
In Bangladesh, comparing villages with good infrastructure and poor
infrastructure, poverty by absolute measure is 40 percent lower, caloric
intake of the poorest 7.5 percent higher, wage rates 12 percent higher, per
hectare employment in agriculture 4 per cent higher, and employment in
non-agriculture 30 percent higher in the villages with beller infrastructure....
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Specialization and exchange in rural areas require a good transportation network, at
least of light transportation such as carts, bicycles and light four-wheeled vehicles.
For long distance trade, an adequate road infrastructure, transport and
communication networks are required for the efficient movement of goods.
Emphasis should be put on improving feeder reads, particularly in remote but
productive areas. This will encourage COOperatives and private traders to operate in
the remote areas. The Integrated Roads Project (IRP) which focuses on physical
construction of roads and their maintenance, together with improvement of transport
equipment and supply of spare parts, has yet to address transport boUlenecJcs in the
remote areas. Improvement of road infrastructure is also a necessary condition for
the development of truck and spares markets. Market liberalization should be
extended to this sector by eliminating administratively set tariffs on transport and by
liberalizing imports of truclcs and spare parts.

Another constraint on the development of private sector trade in food crops is credit.
As of now, most private traders are unable to get credit either from formal banks Or
from private sources. In an Amani and Maro survey (1990), 70 percent of the traders
cited credit as a major limiting factor to future expansion of their business.
Scarborougb (1989) reported tbat over 80 percent of the traders interviewed reported
that they had no access to credit. Credit is needed for crops and agricultural input
purchases, construction of storage structures and for the purchase and/or hiring of
means of transport. Because of the credit squeeze policy stipulated under the current
Economic and Social Adjustment Programme (ESAP 1989), financial institutions are
unlikely to offer much credit to traders. The on-going exercise to restructure
financial institutions and to introduce private banks may go a long way towards
addressing credit requirements for market participants.
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effectively, the public sector must first enact policies designed to: stimulate the 
development of an entrepreneurial class capable of undertaking risk; encourage free 
entry into markets; create adequate infrastructure, transport and communication 
networks for the efficient movement of agricultural commodities and inputs; and 
promote efficient financial markets that are able to support commodity and input 
markets.

The private sector cannot and should not be expected to immediately do everything. 
Policies formulated to encourage expansion of private sector participation in 
agricultural marketing must be accompanied by efforts to depoliticize crop parastatal 
operations designed to increase competition. One role or the public sector may be to 
act as a buyer and seller of last resort to stabilize consumer and producer prices. 
This role is currently being neglected.
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operations designed to mcrease competition. One role or the public sector may be to
act as a buyer and selJer of last resort to stabilize consumer and producer prices.
This role is currently being neglected.
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MALAWI FOOD MARKETING:
PRIVATE TRADER OPERATIONS AND STATE

INTERVENTION

Ben Kaluwa1

INTRODUCTION

In 1987, private traders were, for the first time, legally allowed to compete with the Agricultural Development and Marketing Corporation (ADMARC) in the purchase and sale of food crops from smallholder farmers. The major objectives of this change in policy were to improve efficiency in marketing and national and household food security. The reforms were part of a major programme of market reforms introduced under the Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP) and addressed some specific areas of concern including the financial viability of ADMARC and the effectiveness of its operations.
By the end of 1988, ADMARC had withdrawn from 125 (15 percent) of its 1,090 seasonal markets. This retrenchment was to lower ADMARC's operating costs by reducing operations in higher cost markets. As a result, ADMARC achieved record profits of K16.9m and K16.1m in 1989 and 1990 respectively. It was expected to achieve profits of K23.9m in 1991 but the profitability situation turned out to be much worse than for the previous two years.

ADMARC's retrenchment, which was supposed to be even more extensive, has been questioned because the seasonal markets have had uses other than just crop purchasing. Additional functions included facilitating the distribution of inputs and the recovery of agricultural credit from farmers. The latter has resulted in recovery rates of about 90 percent in most areas (Kaluwa et al. 1990). Since 1989 ADMARC has reopened 88 of the previously closed markets under an arrangement where the government would pay for the losses incurred.
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MALAWI FOOD MARKETING:
PRIVATE TRADER OPERATIONS AND STATE

INTERVENTION

Ben Kaluwa l

INTRODUCfION

In 1987, private traders were, for the first time, legally allowed to comp-.:te with the
Agricultural Development and Marketing Corporation (ADMARC) in the purchase and
sale of food crops from smallholder farmers. The major objectives of this change in
policy were to improve efficiency in marketing and national and household food security.
The reforms were part of a major programme of market reforms introduc:ed under the
Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP) and addressed some specific areas of concern
including the financial viability of ADMARC and the effectiveness of its operations.

By the end of 1988, ADMARC had withdrawn from 125 (15 percent) of its 1,090
seasonal markets. This retrenchment was to lower ADMARCs operating coSts by
reducing operations in higher cost markets. As a result, ADMARC achieved record
profits of K16.9m and K16.1m in 1989 and 1990 respectively. It was expected to achieve
profits of K23.9m in 1991 but the profitability situation turn...d out to be much worse
than for tbe previous two years.

iJ)MARC's retrenchment, which was supposed to be even more extensive, has been
questioned because the seasonal markets have had uses other than just crop purchasing.
Additional functions included facilitating the distribution of inputs and the recovery of
agricultural credit from farmers. The latter has resulted in recovery rates of about 90
percent in most areas (KaIuwa et al. 1990). Since 1989 ADMARC has reopened 88 of
the previously closed markets under an arrangement where the government would pay
for the losses incurred.
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The preliminary results of the survey reported in this paper were presented by Kaluwa (1990) and Kaluwa and Chilowa (1991). The main objective of the present paper is to 
present additional analysis and stronger evidence concerning the impact of private trader 
participation in grain marketing, especially related to policy concerns in production, 
distribution and consumption. The welfare of the private traders also is addressed since it affects their adaptive behaviour.

The baseline survey was conducted in the post harvest period of 1989. It covered three 
of the eight Agricultural Development Divisions (ADDs) in the country. The selected 
ADDs were Mzuzu ADD (MZADD) in the north, Lilongwe ADD (LADD) in the 
centre and Blantyre ADD (BLADD) in the South. Eighty-seven private traders were 
interviewed, 53 in LADD, 34 in BLADD and none in MZADD.

THE EMERGING MARKET STRUCTURE 

The Pricing Environment

The policy environment is an important element of market structure as it significantly 
influences the conduct of the market's economic agents. Entry regulations for private 
traders and the policy environment relating to pricing are key features.

Official commodity prices, administered by ADMARC, are pan-territorial and 
pan-seasonal and are adjusted before the beginning of the growing season. In Malawi, 
price interventions for officially traded crops in the smallholder subsector require the 
Ministry of Agriculture to set producer floor price, as well as maximum consumer prices. 
These prices are supposed to be observed in ADMARC's operations as buyer and seller 
of last resort. If these pricing limits were actually to be followed, this would mean that 
the profitability of moving commodities from producing to consuming areas and storing them interseasonally would depend upon the margin between ceiling and floor prices 
being wide enough to cover costs and still provide an element of 'competitive' profit.

The twin objectives of raising producer prices as an incentive to produce while 
maintaining consumer prices at "reasonable" levels have resulted in a serious threat to 
ADMARC's financial viability. This was manifested explicitly during the 1985-1986 
trading year when financial difficulties were experienced in its maize account, Malawi's 
major food security crop, and its distribution of subsidised seasonal inputs. Permitting private trader operations while allowing ADMARC to withdraw from some remote 
markets were specifically designed to address this problem. ADMARC's financial 
viability in the past had been guaranteed by cross-subsidies between ADMARC's cash 
crop and food crop trading accounts. But the desire to raise producer prices reduced 
ADMARCs ability to maintain such cross-subsidies, as did the need to move grain from 
remote areas to make it available to consumers in the deficit areas of the Southern Region.

Private Trader Operations 35

Lipton (1987) and Sijn (1989) have sought to analyse African policy responses to the 
food problem by distinguishing two paradigms, i.e., price fundamentalism (pricism) and 
price skepticism (structuralism).

Price fundamentalism advocates setting prices "right" for inputs, outputs, and foreign exchange. International prices are used as a benchmark for domestic prices. This 
implies that "right" prices are definable. It also assumes that both producers and 
consumers respond "rationally" to changes in relative prices. The reduction of state 
involvement in agricultural markets with "right" prices, thus, would foster rapid and 
equitable growth of agricultural output through improvements in input delivery, prompt 
payment to farmers and the availability of consumer goods in the country side.

Sceptics argue that "right" prices are neither readily definable nor attainable due to world 
market volatility and uncertainties. Further, that there are intervening non-price 
constraints on supply responses to market signals. Such constaints include access to 
appropriate technologies (both mechanical and biological) malfunctioning or 
underdeveloped infrastructure, including those for transport and input delivery systems. 
The removal of such structural constraints are a key to sustained agricultural growth and 
food security in addition to price reforms and market liberalisation policies. 
"Appropriate" state intervention would not necessarily be incompatible.

The World Bank has been offering Malawi assistance in agricultural pricing policy. The 
government, since the early 1980s, has espoused a move towards world market prices, 
i.e., export parity or import parity. In practice, producer prices are still determined on 
a (production) cost-plus margin basis. Prices for major crops purchased by ADMARC 
are generally more than 50 percent below favoured world marker prices2. Kandoole, 
Kaluwa and Buccola (1987) estimated that, although the domestic maize price is 
responsive to the Chicago price, the response is lower by a factor of four. Also, 
panterritorial and panseasonal prices criticized in the World Bank Berg Report (1981) 
for their inefficiency in triggering the right market signals, nevertheless have been 
retained.

The official practice for smallholder crops is administered pricing. Setting producer 
prices to achieve optimal levels of relative prices has been a major problem. This 
especially was pronounced during the mid-1980s with respect to maize and groundnuts 
which compete for land. The incentive price for maize was furhter distorted by the 
initiation of the removal of fertilizer subsidies. This resulted in a juggling of crop prices

2 The reserve Bank of Malawi's Financial and Economics Review publishes Comparisons of ADMARC 
and local auction prices as well as those in UK and USA markets. The policy objective for maize is however, based on the need to balance domestic demand and supply since the government views it as •ndesirabk to either eaporl cr import maize (Malawi Government 1987-9* pp. 23-24).
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The preliminary results of the survey reported in this paper were presented by Kaluwa
(1990) and Kaluwa and Chilowa (1991). The main objective of the present paper is to
present additional analysis and stronger evidence concerning the impact of private trader
participation in grain marketing, especially related to policy concerns in production,
distribution and consumption. The welfare of the private traders also is addressed since
it affects their adaptive behaviour.

The baseline survey was conducted in the post harvest period of 1989. It covered three
of the eight Agricultural Development Divisions (ADDs) in the country. The selected
ADDs were Mzuzu ADD (MUDD) in the north, Lilongwe ADD (LADD) in the
centre and Blantyre ADD (BIADD) in the South. Eighty-seven private traders were
interviewed, 53 in LADD, 34 in BLADD and none in MZADD.

THE EMERGING MARKET STRUCIURE

The Pricing Environment

The policy environment is an important element of market structure as it significantly
influences the conduct of 1he market's economic agents. Entry regulations for private
traders and the policy environment relating to pricing are key features.

Official commodity prices, administered by ADMARC, are pan-territorial and
pan-seasonal and are adjusted before the beginning of the growing season. In Malawi,
price interventions for officially traded crops in the smallholder subsector require the
Ministry ofAgriculture to set producer floor price, as well as maximum consumer prices.
These prices are supposed to be observed in ADMARC's operations as buyer and seller
of last resort. If these pricing limits were actually to be followed, this would mean that
the profitability of moving commodities from producing to consuming areas and storing
them interseasonally would depend upon the margin between ceiling and floor prices
being wide enough to cover costs and still provirle an element of 'competitive' profit.

The twin objectives of raising producer prices as an incentive to produce while
maintaining consumer prices at -reasonablewlevels have resulted in a serious threat to
ADMARC's fmancial viability. This was manifested explicitly during the 1985-1986
trading year when financial difficulties were expericnced in its maize account, Malawi's
major food security crop, and its distributi':'ln of subsidised seasonal inputs. Permitting
private trader operations while allowing ADMARC to withdraw from some remote
markets were specifically designed to address this problem. ADMARC's financial
viability in the past had been guaranteed by cross-subsidies betwcen ADMARC's cash
crop and food crop trading accounts. But the desire to raise producer prices reduced
ADMARC's ability to maintain such cross-subsidies, as did the need to move grain from
remote areas to make it available to consumers in the deficit areas of the Southern
Region.

Lipton (1987) and Sijn (1989) have sought to analyse African policy responses to the
food problem by distinguishing two paradigms, i.e., price fundamentalism (pricism) and
price skepticism (structuralism).

price fundamentalism advocates setting prices wrightWfor inputs, outputs, and foreign
exchange. International prices are used as a benchmark for domestic prices. This
implies that -right- prices are definable. It also assumes that both producers and
consumers respond Wrationallf to changes in relative prices. The reduction of state
involvement in agricultural markets with wrightWprices, thus, would foster rapid and
equitable growth of agricultural output through improvements in input delivery, prompt
payment to farmers and the availability of consumer goods in the country side.

Sceptics argue that wright- prices are neither readily definable nor attainable due to world
market volatility and uncertainties. Further, that there are intervening non-price
constraints on supply responses to markct signals. Such constaints include access to
appropriate technologies (both mechanical and bio~ogical) malfunctioning or
underdeveloped infrastructure, including those for transport and input delivery systems.
The removal of such structural constraints are a key to sustained agricultural growth and
food security in addition to price refo~s and market liberalisation policies.
-AppropriateWstate intervention would not necessarily be incompatible.

The World Bank has been offering Malawi assistance in agricultural pricing policy. The
government, since the early 19805, has espoused a move towards world market prices.
i.e., export parity or import parity. In practice, producer prices are still determined on
a (production) cost-plus margin basis. Prices for major crops purchased by ADMARC
are generally more than 50 percent below favoured world market prices2

• Kandoole,
Kaluwa and Buccola (1987) estimated that, although the domestic maize price is
responsive to the Chicago price, the response is lower by a factor of four. Also,
panterritorial and panseasonal prices criticized in the World Bank Berg Report (1981)
for their inefficiency in triggering the right market signals, nevertheless have been
retained.

The official practice for smallholder crops is administered pricing. Setting producer
prices to achieve optimal levels of relative prices has been a major problem. This
especially was pronounced during the mid-1980s with respect to maize and groundnuts
which compete for land. The incentive price for maize was furhter distorted by the
initiation of the removal of fertilizer subsidies. This resulted in a juggling of crop prices

z11Ie reserw Bank or Malawi's FIIItIIfCitIlGIld&-aRftW publishes COIIlpIIri50BS or ADMARC
and Ioral audion pm.. as _II as lhose in UK and USA ....rhfs. 11w polit'y objedift ror III8iu i~

hooftftr, based on 1M IIftd 10 balalKe dcMnesdt ....nd and supply silKe IIIe 1Oft..-.l Yiews if as
.nclesi..-ble 10 eillter np:ln cr impon maize (Malawi Goftl'lllMnl 1987-" pp. 23·24).
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between the 1981/82 and 1985/86 cropping years (Kaluwa and Kandoole. 1989. pp. 53-54). Continued concern for deficit producers and urban consumers have influenced official selling prices.

However, empirical reality can diverge from official policy with respect to actual market prices. The emergent market structure, following liberalisation, in terms of the number and size distribution of the buyers/sellers, together with whether competitive interaction exists to influence transacted prices as compared to official ones, is a determinant. Whether competitive pressure has been sufficient to force official price reviews is unknown.

Retrospective evidence, i.e., pre-liberalisation, suggests that a price-leader/competilive fringe type of market structure existed in small quantities at different levels including local, district council and urban markets (Kandoole, Kaluwa and Buccola. 1987). Provisions did exist for some large traders to act as buying agents for ADMARC. Others had been observed to buy from farmers, ADMARC or in local markets to supply institutions (Lavrijsen, 1974).

Free market prices have always been observed for maize, the major crop traded in terms of volume, averaging 125 percent of official consumer prices. This was especially prevalent during the 1980s (Kandoole, Kaluwa and Buccola. 1987, Table 1). This has been possible for three reasons: 1) some sellers and producer markets are often closer to some consumers than the nearest ADMARC selling depots; 2) interseasonally, ADMARC's role as seller of last resort has not been .guaranteed; ands 3) sellers could invalidate the official price system by using volume rather than weight-based measuring instruments. Free market trading has been associated with prices reflecting interseasonal scarcities (Quinten and Sterkernburg. Undated). The importance of these prices depends on the relative market shares and interdependence of ADMARC and private traders. Information on changing market shares is not available for private traders. ADMARC's share of total maize output exhibits an uneven pattern over time. Between 1976/77 and 1979/80 ADMARCs averaged below 8 percent. Their market share since 1980/81 is shown in Table 1.

Private Trader Operations
Table 1. Smallholder maize production and sales to ADMARC
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Crop 
Year

Output ADMARC 
Purchases

Purchases as 
% of Output

Index of 
Per Capita 
Output 
1976/77= 
100

Producer
Price
K/mt)

1981-82
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85
1985-86
1986-87
1987-88 
I9K8-89 
1989-90

1.24
1.24
1.37
1.40
1.36
130
1.20
1.42
1.34
1.64

136.6
246.1
244.9
296.4
271.6
112.6
59.6
135.3
231.3
200.7

11.0
19.8
17.9
21.2
20.0
8.7
5.0
9.5

17.3
12.2

82.6
80.5
85.8
84.9
79.7
73.8
66.4
76.2

66
111
111
122
122
122
122
166
240
260

Source: Kaluwa and Kandoolc, 1989; updated from Economic Reports.

ADMARC's share seems to be more responsive to producer prices than to production except during years of exceptionally poor production, e-g., 1986/87 when marketed output was constrained by subsistence requirements. The current possibility of private traders dealing in large volumes can increase their share of the market for food crops, provided they are price competitive. Another possibility, previously observed,3 is that private traders can increase their market shares through early buying since ADMARC usually undertakes buying much later after harvest when the moisture content of crops is low4.

Liberalization and Entry

According to the Ministry of Agriculture figures, the total numbers of registered traders were; 1987/88,387; 1988/89,917; 1989/90,543; 1990/91,609 (excluding Karonga which in 1989/90 had only one trader). After a huge response in the crop year following liberalisation, the number declined but went up modestly in the next year. These fluctuations reflect the relative ease of entry and exit.

Kaluwa and Chilowa. 1990.

4 Early buying, even at official producer prices, implies dt facto, better prices to farmers because of the hvi'.ter moisture content.
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between the 1981/82 and 1985/86 cropping years (Kaluwa and Kandoole. 1989. pp.
53-54). Continued concern for deficit producers and urban consumers have influenced
official selling prices.

However, empirical reality can diverge from official policy with respect to actual market
prices. The emergent market structure, following liberalisation, in terms of the number
and size distribution of the buyers/sellers, together with whether competitive interaction
exists to il!!luence transacted prices as compared to official ones, is a determinant
Whether competitive pressure has been sufficient to f':)rce official price reviews is
unknown.

Retrospective evidence, i.e., pre-liberalisation, suggests that a price-leader/competitive
fringe type of market structure existed in small quantities at different levels inclUding
locaI. district council and urban markets (Kandoole, Kaluwa and Buccola. 1987).
Provisions did exist for some large traders to act as buying agents for ADMARC.
Others had been observed to buy from farmers, ADMARC or in local markets to supply
institutions (Lavrijsen, 1974).

Free market prices have always been observed for maize, the major crop traded in terms
of volume, averaging 125 percent of official consumer prices. This was especially
prevalent during the 19805 (Kandoole, Kaluwa and Buccola. 1987, Table 1). This has
been possible for three reasons: 1) some sellers and producer markets are often closer
to some consumers than the nearest ADMARC selling depots; 2) interseasonaUy,
ADMARC's role as seDer of last resort has not been .guaranteed; and, 3) sellers could
invalidate the official price system by using volume rather than weight-based measuring
instruments. Free market trading has been associated with prices reflecting interseasonaJ
scarcities (Quinten and Sterkernburg. Undated). The importance of these prices
depends on the relative market shares and interdependence of AOMARc and private
traders. Information on changing market shares is not available for private traders.
ADMARC's share of total maize output exhibits an uneven pattern over time. Between
1976/n and 1979/80 ADMARCs averaged below 8 percent. Their market share since
1980/81 is S:10wn in Table 1.
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Table I. Smallholder maize production and sales 10 ADMARC

Crop OUlput ADMARC Purchases as Index of ProducerYear Purchases %OfOUlpul Per C.apila Price
OUlP:1 K/ml)
19761n=
100

1980-81 1.24 136.6 11.0 82.6 661981-82 1.24 246.1 19.8 805 1111982-83 1.37 244.9 17.9 85.8 111198J-84 1.40 296.4 21.2 84.9 1221984-85 1.36 271.6 20.0 79.7 122
1~ 1.30 112.6 8.7 73.8 1221986-8, 1.20 59.6 5.0 66.4 1221987-88 1.42 135.3 95 76.2 1661908-89 1.34 231.3 17.3 2401989-90 1.64 200.7 12.2 260

Source: Kaluwa and Kandoole, 1989; updaled from Economic Repons.

ADMARC's share seems to be more responsive to producer prices than to production
except during years of exceptionally poor production, e.g., 1986/tn when marketed
output was con!::.-ained by subsistence requirements. The current possibility of private
traders dealing in large volumes can increase their share of the market for food crops,
provided the.y are price competitive. Anolitl.:r possibility, previously observed,] is that
private traners can increase their market shares through early buying since ADMARC
usually underial:es buying much later after harvest when the moisture content of crops
is low·.

Liberalization and Entry

According to the Ministry of Agriculture figures, the total numbers of registered traders
were; 1987/88,387; 1988/89,917; 1989/90,543; 1990/91,609 (excluding Karonga which
in 1989/90 had only one trader). After a huge response in the crop year following
JiberaJisation, the number declined but went up modestly in the next year. These
fluctuations reflect the relative ease of entry and exit.

J Kaluwa and ChiJowa. 1990.

4 Early buying, ev.n at olrK'ial proclUftr p~s, impli6 ••focIo, bdtu prkes to 'al1Mrs bKau~or
I'" hu..;:wr moistu~ ronl.nl.
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Registration and obtaining a licence likely reflects the intentions of private traders (0 
operate on a sizeable scale. The baseline results indicate that a minority of the traders 
(19% in LADD and 9% in BLADD) started operating after liberalisation. The 
difference between LADD and BLADD appears to be related to the relative age 
distribution of the traders, i.e., there tended to be a larger proportion of younger and 
better educated traders in LADD than in BLADD. The relative distribution of trading 
experience is given in Table 2 and indicates a tendency towards longer trading 
experience in BLADD compared to LADD.

Table 3 Private Traders Residenfail Statu

Private Trader Operations

: Traders Baseline Survey

Trader Characteristics

The baseline survey results identified four female traders, two in each area. Forty 
percent of the 53 trad .rs in (LADD) were below 35 years of age and 24% were above 
50 years. The corresponding distribution for the 34 Blantyre ADD traders was 18% 
and 32% respectively reflecting older traders as compared to LADD. This relative age 
distribution appears to influence a number of other characteristics including the level of 
education, the holding of public positions and even residential status.

Seventy percent of those operating in LADD can be considered to be functionally 
literate, having attained at least the primary Standard IV level of education. The 
BLADD percentage is lower, 62%. Thirty-six percent of the LADD and 20% of those 
in BLADD had some secondary school education.

Forty percent and 59% of the LADD and BLADD traders respectively held some public 
position. For 17% and 23% of the traders respectively, the positions were in a farmers' club or a business association.

»r>-t« — -

Table 3 shows the residential status of the traders. It indicates that a majority c 
are rural-based and that significant numbers live in the areas in which they 
Nearly 20% of those operating in LADD are based in either Blantyre or * -''-

majority of traders
i/hi^k «L._. operate.*   r~-

Lilongwe.

Within EPA*
Within RDP« ex EPA
Other Rural
Blantyre
Lilongwe
Other

23 
9 
5 
9
1
6

43.4 
17.0 
9.4 

17.0
1.9
10

»3.4 
60.4 
69.8 
86.8
88.7

100.0

17 
9 
6 
0
0
2

50.0 
26.5 
17.6 

0
0

5.9

50.0
765
94.1

0
0

100.0

RDP is Rural Development Project and is the second level in the hierarchy from ADD; EPA 
is Extension Planning Area and is third the level. The last level is (he Section or Unit. 

Source: Traders Baseline Survey

The majority of the private traders indicate that crop trading is their main activity (64% 
in LADD and 65% in LADD). Fanning is the next important activity witli 21% and 
15% respectively. None of the traders in LADD were transporters, either as a major 
or other activity, while in BLADD 5 traders were transporters, Table 4.

Table 4.

Activity

Fn'vale Traders: Major and Other Activity (%)

Other

LADD BLADD LADD

Crop Trading 
Markit Vendor
Farming 
Grain Milling 
Retailing 
Employment 
Transporter
Other
None

64.2 
1.9

20.8 
1.9 
7.5 
3.8 

0
0 
0

64.7
0 

14.7 
0 

5.9
0 

11 oil.fi
0 

2.9

17.0
0

26.4
5.7
9.5
1.9

0
9.4

30.2

BLADD

8.8
0

5.9
8.8

353
5.9
2.9
2.9

29.4
Total

Source: Traders Baseline Survey (TBS)

Reg;"<alion and obtai,,;ng a liceo", IiI<eIy reIJ_ !he inlentin", of Priva'e l<ade", I.
operate on a sizeable scale. The baseline resulrs indicate that a minority of the tradell
(19% in LADD and 9% in BLADD) started o""'"ting after Iiberal;"'ion. 'I1Ic
mO"cren", belwecn LADD and Bl.ADD .ppears 10 be rcl.'ed 10 lbe re!ati,. ...
distribulion of lbe I,.dem, ie, lbere !ended 10 be a ..",... proportion of"'Unger ....
"'''er educa'ed l<ade", in lADD ,han in BlADD. The relati,. ""'ribution of """"B
CX!'<rien", is given in Table 2 and indka"" • lelUlency lowards longer fradiojexperience in BlAnD compared to LAnD.

Table 2 Number of Years Trading: % or traders

Private Trader Characteristics
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Table 3 Private Traders Residentail Status

ROp is Rural Developmenl Project and is Ihe second level in Ihe ~ierarchy f~m ADD.; EPA
is Extension }-Ianning Area and is Ihird Ihe le\I'C1. The last level IS the SectIon or Unll.

?IACE
lADD

BIADD

No. % Cum % No. % Cum %
Within EPA" 23 43.4 -13.4 17 SO.O SO.OWithin ROP" ex EPA 9 17.0 60.4 9 26.5 76.5Other Rural 5 9.4 69.8 6 17.6 94.1
Blantyre 9 17.0 86.8 0 0 0
I1longwe 1 1.9 88.7 0 0 0
Other 6 11.3 100.0 2 5.9 100.0
Total 53 100.0 34 100.0

Table 4. r .i'/iile Traders: Major and Other Activity (%)

Major Other

Activity lADD BlADD lADD BlADD
Crop Trading 64.2 64.7 17.0 8.8Mart~t Vendor 1.9 0 0 0Farming 20.8 14.7 26.4 5.9Grain Milling ].9 0 5."! 8.8Retailing 7.5 5.9 9.5 35.3Employrnenl 3.8 0 1.9 5.9Transponer 0 11.8 0 2.9Other 0 0 9.4 2.9None 0 2.9 30.2 29.4

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: Traders Baseline Survey (lBS)

Sourre: Traders Baseline Survey

Th
"tyof 'he pnva'te traders indicate that crop trading is their main activity (64%e maJon • '.• . I. 21

0T

d
. LADD and 65% in LADD). Farming is the next 1mportant actiVIty WJtu 7~ an~% respeetiveJy. None of Ihe trade", in LADD were ".nsporle.... eilber as • mojo,
or other activity. while in BLADD 5 traders were transporters. Table 4.

BlADD

20.6
38.2
41.2

100.0

Years
lADD

1-4
49.1

5-9
26.410+
2405

lotal 100,0
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The base6ne SlUVey resul" identified four fem.1e lRlde.... Iwo in each area. F...,
percent of the 53 trae! -rs in (LADD) were below 35 }'ears of age and 24% were above

SO )Cals. The con-esJ'Ob<liog distn1>ution for !he 34 Blantyre ADD traders was 18'11
and 32% _i,./y rcJJC<liDg older IradClS as "'mpared 10 UDD. This rela';" ...
distribution ·P..... 10 ina..... • number ofother cha<acteristks induding Ihe level 01
education. the holding of public positions and even residential status.

Sourre: Traders Baseline Su:-vey

Seventy percent of lbose ope'oting in lADD can be considered 10 be functiooal~
Iiterale, hmng .llained ., least lbe Prinuuy Slandard IV level of cdueat.... T..
BlAnD percentage is lower. 62%. Thirty-six: percent of the LADD and 20% of those
in BLADD had some secondary school education.

Forty pe'CODI and 59% of lbe LADD and Bl.ADD traders respectively held some pubf.
position. For 17% and 23% of the traders respectively. the positions were in a farmers')dub or a business aSSOCiation.

Table 3 shows Ihe residenlial ".,us nf Ihe Ir.de",. 11 inmcal'" lha, • majority of lrad",,/
are roraJ-based and lb.1 slgn;t;canl numbers I;" in lhc areas in which !hey 0peral.
Nearly 20% of lbose o"","ling in 1ADD •.-e based in eilber BI.nlyre or Lif<>ngwc.

I
I
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The distribution of private traders by crops transacted is given in Table 5. Four important observations can be made: a) less than a quarter of the traders in cither ADD specialise in maize; b) the largest category of traders deal in maize plus other crops; c) significant numbers of traders do not deal in maize; and d) there is a marked shift away from maize in LADD compared to BLADD.

Table 5: Distribution of Traders by Crop: No. of Traders

LADD BLADD

Maize Only
Maize + Other
No Maize
No Purchase

Total

No.

10
23
20
-

53

(%)

(19)
(43)
(38)
(-)

(luO)

No.

8
17
8

1

34

(*)

(23)
(50)
(23)
(3)

(100)

An important implication of this is that a majority of traders are cushioned from the adverse effects of a food marketing or pricing policy that is oriented or focused primarily on maize by the diversity of crops transacted. Beans, pigeon peas and other pulses, for example, are also popularly transacted crops, Table 6. "Other" crops transacted include sorghum/millet, Irish potatoes and cassava, crops ADMARC usually does not buy and for which there is no policy intervention. Nevertheless, S3 and 32 percent of all traders in LADD and BLADD deal in maize in substantial quantities (100 bags to over 10,000 bags) (Appendix 1). Thus, maize oriented policy or interventions are important to them.
Table 7 Number of Traders Dealing in Specified Crops

LADD BLADD

Maize
Beans
Pigeon Peas
Rice
Other Pulses
Other

No.

33
39
6
2
3

12

(%) 

(62)
(74)
(11)
(4)
(6)

(23)

No.

25
10
11
0

10
8

(%)-

(73)
(29)
(32)
(0)

(29)
(23)

  % of total number of traders, i.e., 53 in LADD and 34 in BLADD Source: Traders Baseline Survey
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The scale of operation indicated by the size of purchases shows that liberalisation has opened up an opportunity for substantial operations. For example, a total of 14 traders (16% of the total for both ADDs) transacted maize in quantities in excess of 1,000 bags. At least Forty percent of those dealing in higher value crops, such as beans, pigeon peas and other pulses, dealt in quantities in excess of 100 bags (sec Appendix).
The Incidence of Early Buying

Private traders practice early buying as an avenue of competition. They start buying during the months harvest takes place, i.e., March, April and May, (79% in LADD and 70% in BLADD). This arrangement is attractive to farmers since it relieve^ them of pre-salc storage. Further, the higher moisture content in the grains immediately after harvest (as compared to later) has a positive price effect.

CONDUCT, PERFORMANCE AND POLICY RESPONSES

The behaviour of private traders can influence their profitability with respect to prices and practices which influence production and consumption. The effects can influence policy interventions.

Private Trader Behaviour and Price Effects

Price can become a complex variable to analyse. Private traders offer distance-weighted prices, buying at or close to the farm-gate as compared to an ADMARC buying point. There are also quality-weighted prices, as in the case of graded crops, including moisture content. ADMARC has always distinguished between producer prices (seasonal markets) and depot delivered prices, dry season buying and buying by grade.

Distance-weighted producer prices offered by private traders have been observed in Mzuzu ADD where, although no traders were actually identified during the survey, a number of private traders and intermediate users, i.e., processors operate on a large-scale5. The low population density in MZADD and the remoteness of some large-surplus farmers, led purchasers to offer to collect from bulking points provided transport costs were shared by the fanners. Farmers were receiving official producer prices less their share of the transport costs. Thus, more remote fanners were receiving lower prices than less remote ones. Sharing transport costs was practiced in other areas before liberalization via contractual farm-gate prices offered by traders and supplying

This information was collected through interviews with ADMARC officials and the managers for the Grain and Milling, and CtutMbi Product Companies.
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Table 7 Number of Traders Dealing in Specified Crops

The distribution of private traders by crops transacted ,s given in Table 5. Four
important observations .:an be made: a) less than a quarter of the traders in either
ADD specialise in maize; b) the largest category of traders deal in maize plus other
crops; c) significant numbers of traders do not deal b maize; and d) there is a marked
shift away from maize in LADD compared to BLADD.

Table 5: Distribution of Traders by Crop: No. of Traders

lADD BlADD

No. (%) No. (%)

Maize Only 10 (19) 8 (23)
Maize + Other 23 (43) 17 (SO)
No Maize 20 (38) 8 (23)No Purchase - (- ) 1 (3)

Total 53 (l1Al) 34 (100)

An important implication of this is that a majority of traders are cushioned from the
adverse effects of a food marketing or pricing policy that is oriented or focused primarily
on maize by the diversity of crops transacted. Beans, pigeon peas and other pulses. for
example, are also popularly transacted crops. Table 6. "Other" crops transacted include
sorghum/millet, Irish potatoes and cassava, crops ADMARC usually does not buy and
for which there is no policy intervention. Neverthdess, 53 and 32 percent of all traders
in lADD and BrADD deal in maize in substantial quantities (100 bags to over 10,000
bags) (Appendix 1). Thus. maize oriented policy or interventions are important to them.
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The scale of operation indicated by the size of purchases shows that liberalisation has
opened up an opportunity for substantial operations. For example, a total of 14 traders
(16% of the total for both ADDs) transacted maize in quantities in excess of 1,000 bags.
At least Forty percent of those dealing in higher value crops, such as beans, pigeon peas
and other pulses, dealt in quantities in excess of 100 bags (see Appendix).

The Incidence of Early Buying

Private traders practice early buying as an avenue of competition. They start buying
during the months harvest takes place, i.e., March, April and May, (79% in LADD and
70% in BrADD). This arrangement is attractive to farmers since it relieve<: them of
pre-sale storage. Further, the higher moisture content in the grains immedic.tely after
harvest (as compared to later) has a positive price effect.

CONDuer, PERFORMANC~AND POLICY RESPONSE::.:

The behaviour of private traders can influence their profitability with respect to prices
and practices which influence production and consumption. The effects can influence
policy interventions.

Private Trader Behaviour and Price Effects

Distance-weighted producer prices offered by private traders have been observed in
Mzuzu ADD where, although no traders were actually identified during the survey, a
number of private traders and intermediate users, i.e., processors operate on a
large-scaleS. The low population density in MUDD and the remotencs.o; of some
large-surplus farmers. led purchasers to offer to collect from bulking points provided
transport costs were shared by the farmers. Farmers were receiving official producer
prices less their share of the transport costs. Thus, more remote farmers were receiving
lower prices than less remote ones. Sharing transport costs was practiced in other areas
before liberalization via contractual farm-gate prices offered by traders and supplying

Price can become a complex variable to analyse. Private traders offer distance-weighted
prices. buying at or close to the farm-gate as compared to an ADMARC buying point.
There are also qUality-weighted prices, as in the case ofgraded crops. including moisture
confent. ADMARc has always oistinguished between producer prices (seasonal markets)
and depot delivered prices, dry season buying and buying by grade.

(%)*

(73)
(29)
(32)
(0)

(29)
(23)

BlADD

No.

25
10
11
o

10
8

(%)*

(62)
(74)
(11)
(4)
(6)

(23)

lADD

33
39
6
2
3

12

No.

Maize
Beans
Pigeon Peas
RIce
Other Pulses
Other

* % of total number of traders, i.e., 53 in lADD and 34 in BLADD
Source: Traders B'lSeline Survey

5 This information was rolkded 'hrougt in'eniews wi•• ADMARC orr~ial5 allCl.1Ie .....rs lor'he
Grain and Milling, and ClUlNku Product C0Mp8aies.

\
0;--',
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institutions (Lavrijsen, 1974)6. The survey results do show that considerable buying 
takes place directly from households. This facilitates negotiating contractual prices. 
Direct purchases from households are indicated in Table 8.

Table 8. Source of Produce in 1989: Major Crops 
(% of quantity bought)

LADD
Source

Household direct
Local market
Other rural
ADMARC mkt (closed)
Other

Maize

81
13

1
0
5

BLADD
Beans

58
36

1
0
5

Maize

0
5

74
14
12

Beans

0
0

39
43
18

Total 100 100 100 100

Source: Traders Baseline Survey

These results are significant in one important respect. It would be expected that 
contractual buying arrangements would be more prevalent in remote areas with large 
farm surpluses. For example, 79 percent of the traders in the remoter LADD said they 
could buy enough produce. This compared to only 47 percent in BLADD. In BLADD, 
traders prefer to buy at their own bulking points, either temporary shelters or their own 
premises, requiring sellers to deliver produce to these points to receive the official prices. 
This, in effect, is a different manifestation of cost sharing. The trader incurs extra 
transport costs by bulking and buying close to the sellers. The sellers, on their part, bear 
the cost   explicit or imputed   of transporting the crops from the farm to the selling 
point.

There is some evidence to suggest that the private trader's view of quality-weighted 
pricing might benefit farmers more than official prices. For example, the volume of 
ADMARC purchases of groundnuts plummeted down from 53,068 mt in 1986 to 629 mt 
and 4,450 mt in 1989 and 1990 respectively. This is attributed to increased oil processing 
capacity resulting in processors buying directly or contracting with buying agents. One 
of the largest processors, Lever Brothers, offers collection in the rural areas at bulking 
points within 10km from main roads at guaranteed prices higher than ADMARC prices

Private Trader Operations 43

for oilseed (now mainly sunflower seed)7. In 1988, they offered uniform prices for all 
grades of groundnuts8.

The survey revealed that half of the private traders in LADD and BLADD buy hybrid 
maize. It is high yielding with adequate fertilizer but, in the past, has b ?en less preferred 
for consumption or storage than the local varieties9. Most of the private traders (66% 
in LADD and 91% in BLADD) would offer approximately the same price for hybrid 
maize as for local maize. Access to ADMARC (26% of all traders) and direct sales to 
consumers (21% of all traders in LADD and 17% in BLADD) facilitated immediate 
selling after purchase, thus passing on storage functions to subsequent links in the 
marketing chpin.

Other Production Effects

The degree to which price effects, as a radt of private trader activity, influence 
production by raising defacto producer prices, depends on the price elasticity of 
supply10.

Private trader willingness to buy hybrid maize, at prices comparable to those offered for 
the generally preferred local maize, reduces the major constraint to producing hybrid 
maize. Higher yielding maize, particularly hybrid maize, is the major fertilizer intensive 
crop utilising an estimated 70 percent of the total fertilizers used. Sales have been 
increasing r<ver time from 51.1 thousand tons in 1985 to 1043 thousand in 1990. These 
figures in.. ite increased usage with even better results expected from the introduction 
of high analyst; types. This, despite price increases averaging about 25 percent per 
annum since 1987. ADMARC's continued willingness to buy hybrid maize will likely 
sustain private trader transactions for this crop which is assuming an important role in 
the nation's food security. Experience in 1991 indicates that ADMARC is reluctant to 
make prompt purchases and payments for delivered produce (Kaluwa. 1992). This 
places Traders dealing in hybrid maize in remote areas at risk, lowering trading 
incentives.

These are advertised in the newspaper and on the radio.

Interview with one contractor.

In fart, the Lavrgsen study showed that some farmers had vertically integrated into the 
transportation and sale of their own produce, a manifestation of cost-she -ing between the differenl levels of activity.

Kaluwa and Chilowa (1990) and Kaluwa el aL (1990). However, note that consumer tastes recently 
have changed towards greater acceptance.

t*.Kirther, Sing and Squire (1985) estimate Malawian own-price and cross-elasticities of smallholder 
produce to be less than unity due to structural contraints (land, technology, etc.)-
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institutions (Lavrijsen, 1974t. The survey results do show that considerable buying
t~kes place directly from househOlds. Thi!> facilitates negotiating contractual prices.
Direct purchases from households are indicated in Table 8.

There is some evidence to suggest that the private trader's view of quality-weighted
pricing might benefit farmers more than official prices. For example, the volume of
ADMARC purchases of groundnuts plummeted down from 53,068 mt in 1986 to 629 mt
and 4,450 mt in 1989 and 1990 respectively. This is attributed to increased oil pro';essing
capacity resulting in processors buying directly or contracting with buying agents. One
of the largest processors, Lever Brothers, offers collection in the rural areas at bulking
points within lOkm from main roads at guaranteed prices higher than ADMARC prices

These results are s;gnificant in one important respect. It would be expected that
contractual buying arrangement:; would be more prevalent in remote areas with large
farm surpluses. For example, 79 percent of the traders in the remoter l.ADD said they
could buy enough produce. This compared to only 47 pe:-ccnt in Bl.ADD. In ELADD,
traders prefer to buy at their own bulking p<'ints, either temporary shelters or their own
premises, requiring sellers to deliver produce tn these points to receive the official ;Jrices.
This, in effect, is a different manifestation of cost sharing. The trader incurs extra
transport costs by bulking and buying close to the sellers. The :;ellers, on their part, bear
the cost -- explicit or imputed -- of transporting the crops from the farm to the selling
point.

Table 8. Source of PrOOuce in 1989: Major Crops
(% of quantity bought) I

Other Production Effects

7 The~ are advertised in the newspaper and on the radio.

~ Inten-jew with OM contnN1or.

for oilseed (now mainly sunflower seedf. In 1988, they offered uniform prices for all
grades of groundnuts8•

The survey revealed that half of the private traders in LADD and BLADD buy hybrid
maize. It is high yielding with adequate fertilizer but, in the past, has b :.en less preferred
for consumption or storage than the local varieties9

• Most of the private traders (66%
in lADD and 91% in BLADD) W()U~j offer approximately the same price for hybrid
maize as for local maize. Access to ADMARC (26% of all traders) and direct sales to
consumers (21% of all traders in LAnD and 17% in BLADD) facilitated immediate
selling after purchase, thus passing on storage functions to subsequent links in lhe
marketing eblin.

The degree to which price effects, as a r~~ dt of private trader activity, influence
production by raising defacto producer prices, depends on the price elasticity of
supply'°.

Private trader willingness to buy hybrid maize, at prices comparable to those offered for
the generally preferred local maize, reduces th~ n.aj.or ~onstraint. to pr~uci~g hyb~d
mllize. Higher yielding maize, particularly hybnd maize, IS the major fertlhzer mteDSIVe
crop utilising an estimated 70 percent of the total fertilizers used. Sales have been
increasing "ver time from 51.1 thousand tons in 1985 to 104.5 thousand in 1990. These
figures in .. tte increased usage with even better results expected from the introduction
of high analysi; types. This, d~spite price increases averaging about 25 percent per
annum since 1987. ADMARC's !;antinued willingness to buy hybrid maize will likely
sustain priv:!te trader transact;ons for this crop which is assuming an im~rtant role in
the nation's food security. Experience in 1991 indicates that ADMARC IS reluctant to
make prompt purchases and payments for delivered produce (Kaluwa. 1992). This
places Traders dealing in hybrid mai7-c in remote areas at risk, lowering trading
incentives.

o
o

39
43
18

Beans

]00

BLADD
Beans Maize

LADD
MaizeSource

Household direct 81 58 0
Local market 13 36 5
Other rural ] ] 74
ADMARC ml<t (Closed) 0 0 14
Other 5 5 12

Total ]00 ]00 100

Source: Traders Baseline Survey

, in flk1, the Lavrij~n study showed thaI some far1M~ had nrtkally integrat~ into the
transportation and sale of their ....n prOOpc"e, a manifestation of rost.sh:::·ing ~ftn the different levels
ofartivity.

, Kal_a and Chi...... (1990) and KalllWll et al (1990). However, note that ron!'Vmer tastes re«1It1y
have changed towards put'!~ l1c,-epeance.

It Kircher, Sine and Squire (1985) estimate Mal_ian own.prke and cross~lastkitiesof smallho....
produce to be less than unity due to structural rontraints (land, technol~,etc.).
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The other possible production effects of private trader behaviour is related to input
deliveries. ADMARC's maintenance of their extensive number of markets has ensured
an equitable (and effective) subsidized input delivery system. Liberalisation of private
trading has not permitted private trader activity in this area. Initiating a system in
reverse of maize producer pricing - i.e., (ADMARO depot delivered price differentials
in reverse, could provide an incentive for private traders, especially those with their own
transport, to provide two way trading with the farmers. Even now, some private traders
are selling inputs (9% of traders in LADD and 18% in the less remote BLADD). All
of these traders expect cash payment for the inputs, making the seasonal credit system
facilitated by farmer clubs irrelevant.

Consumption Effects

Consumption effects of private trader activity can be analysed by examining the
destination of their purchases, Table 9.

The figures in Table 9 suggest that ADMARC is the main conduit for sales from the
more remote LADD. Seventy percent of the traders were rural-based, mostly from
within the Extension Planning Areas, while 19 percent were based in the major cities of
Lilongwe and Blantyre. Direct household sales account for less than 10 percent of their
purchases.

In the less remote BLADD, the situation is quite different. Export sales (mainly refugee 
camps) are the most important outlet for maize while direct household sales are the 
most important outlet for beans. The implications are that traders in LADD seek to 
minimise their transport and storage costs by selling to ADMARC which administers the 
official consumer prices.

Table 9: Destination of Purchases (% of quantifies bought)

Source
LADD BU\DD 

Maize Beans Maize Beans

ADMARC 
Local households 
Town households
Town Market
Processors
Export 
Other

81 
7 
1
3
1
0 
7

68
1 
3

11
5
0 

12

5 
15 
0
0
1

73 
6

0 
61
0
0
0 
0 

39-

Note * Mainly 'other market', e.g., local council markets and institutional demand. 
Source: Traders baseline Survey
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Open markets appear to offer private traders wider margins than those implied by the 
official prices. A large majority of traders said that official buying prices were higher 
than open market ones (72% in LADD and 62% in BLADD) and that the official 
selling prices were lower (79% in LADD and 68% in BLADD). It is, therefore not 
surprising that private traders prefer to base their transactions in market places (64% 
of those in LADD and 79% in BLADD), where prices are not monitored".

profitability of Private Trade

The survey results suggest that, given favourable supply and demand, private traders can 
buy crops below official producer prices and sell them above the official consumer 
prices. However, the competitive behaviour practiced by private traders in the form of 
early buying, uniform prices for different crop grades and remote area operations can 
mean that defacto producer prices are not much lower and in fact may be more 
attractive to farmers than the official floor prices at ADMARC buying points and selling 
later in the season. Baseline survey results indicate that a majority of traders do not feel 
constrained by price regulations. This is more so in the remoter LADD than BLADD.

Table 10 indicates that private traders, in their year-round, operations often have to pay 
more than the official price even in some remote areas. One qualification — soon after 
harvest, i.e., around March/April, the explicit prices in LADD may be lower, moisture 
content not-withstanding. However, BLADD price are almost always higher than those 
in LADD due to the supply and demand situation.

Table 10. Weighted Average Monthly Buying Prices of Maize (Kwacha/90kg)*

Month

May
June
July
Aug
Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
March

LADD

27.00
22.50
23.40
22.95
25.11
25.20
30.15
.

32.40
27.90

-

BLADD

.
22.77
27.72
26.10
72.00
32.40
20.52
_

34.47
30.15
31.50

Dif(BlADD-LADD

0.27
4.32
3.15

46.89
7.20

-9.63

2.07
Z25

Note: * The official producer price for 1989/90 was K23.40 per 90kg bag. 
Source: Traders Monthly Survey.

High consumer prices have been observed in a number of earlier studies **, MkweiaUmb*. (1989)
and Trivedy. (1988).
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Profitability of Private Trade

Nole: • The official producer price ror 1989/90 was 1<23.40 per 90kg bag.
Source: Traders Monthly Survey.

Table 10 indicates that private traders, in their year-round, operations often have to pay
more than the official price even in some remote areas. One qualification -- soon after
harvest, i.e., around March/April, the explicit prices in LADD may be lower, moisture
content not-withstanding. However, BlADD price are almost always higher than those
in LADD due to the supply and demand situation.

Open markets appear to offer private traders wider margins than those implied by the
official prices. A large majority of traders said that officia! buying prices were higher
than open market ones (72% in lADD and 62% in BlADD) and that the official
selling prices were lower (79% in lADD and 68% in BLADD). It is, therefore not
surprising that private traders prefer to base their transactions in market places (64%
of those in lADD and 79% in BlADD), where prices are not monitored lJ•
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Table 10. Weighled Average Monthly Buying Prices or Maize (Kwacha/9O&.g).

Monlh LADD BLADD Dif(BLADD-LADD

May 27.00
June 22.50 22.TI 0.27
July 23.40 27.72 4.32
Aug 22.95 26.10 3.15
Sept 25.11 72.00 46.89
Oct 25.20 32.40 7.20
Nov 30.15 21>52 -9.63
Dec
Jan 32.40 34.47 2.07
Feb 27.90 30.15 2.25
March - 31.50

The survey results suggest thaI, given favourable supply and demand, private traders can
buy crops below official producer prices and sell them above the official consumer
prices. However, the competitive behaviour practiced by private traders in the form of
early buying, uniform prices for different crop grades and remote area operations can
mean that de/acto producer prices are not much lower and in fact may be more
attractive to farmers than the official floor prices at ADMARC buying points and selling
later in the season. Baseline survey results indicate that a majority of traders do not feel
constrained by price regulations. This is more so in the remoter LADD than BlADD.

Table 9: Destination of Purchases (% of quantities bought)

!ADD BLADDSource Maize Beans Maize Beans

ADMARC 81 68 5 0Local households 7 1 15 61Town households 1 3 0 0Town Market 3 11 0 0Processors 1 5 1 0Expon 0 0 73 0Other 7 12 6 39·

Total 100 100 100 100

Consumption Effects

Consumption effects of private trader activity can be analysed by examining the
destination of their purchases, Table 9.

The figures in Table 9 suggest that ADMARC is the main conduit for sales from the
more remote lADD. Seventy percent of the tr.:lders were rural-based, mostly from
within the Extension Planning Areas, while 19 percent were based in the major cities of
Lilongwe and Blantyre. Direct household sales account for less than 10 percent of their
purchases.

The other possible production effects of private trader behaviour is related to input
deliveries. ADMARC's maintenance of their extensive number of markets has ensured
an equitable (and effective) subsidized input delivery system. Liberalisation of private
trading has not permitted private trader activity in this area. Initiating a system in
reverse of maize producer pricing -- i.e., (ADMARC) depot delivered price differentials
in reverse, could provide an incentive for private traders, especially those with their own
transport, to provide two way trading with the farmers. Even now, some private traders
are selling inputs (9% of traders in lADD and 18% in the less remote BlADD). AU
of these traders expect cash payment for the inruts, making the seasonal credit system
facilitated by farmer clubs irrelevant.

In the less remote BlAnD, the si:uation is quite different. Export sales (mainly refugee
camps) are the most important outlet for maize while direct household sales are the
most important outlet for beans. The implications are that traders in lADD seek to
minimise their transport and storage costs by selling to ADMARC which administers the
official consumer prices.

~,

----

NOIC· Mainly 'other market', c.g., local council markets and institutional demand.
Source: Traders baseline Survey II High tonsumer prites have~n ob~rved in • "umber 01 earlier studies, e-l-o Mbreulamba. (1989)

_nd Trindy. (1988).
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In additional to minimising transport costs, traders have also sought to enhance their profitability by not undertaking significant storage activity. Seventy-two percent and 59 percent of the traders in LADD and BLADD respectively sold their produce immediately after purchase. Modal lengths of storage is up to two months (43% of traders) in LADD and up to one month (71%) in BLADD. Much of the storage is likely associated with bulking while awaiting transport rather than for speculative purpose. The destination of sales corroborate this view.

Existing opportunities (in terms of prices and volumes of transactions) and the adaptive behaviour of the majority of private traders made them better off currently (75% in LADD and 73% in BLADD) because of generally more profitable operations (60% in LADD and 65% in BLADD). This despite the fact that most considered trading more competitive than before (79% in LADD and 73% in BLADD).
Profitability has extended traders adaptive behaviour to investment as summarised in table 11. Forty percent and 56 percent of the traders in LADD and BLADD respectively had made relevant investments mostly in the form of transport and storage. Forty percent had invested less than Kl.OOO. A few had invested substantial sums of money (over K10.000). The failure to invest was associated smaller-scale traders. The storage behaviour and residential status shown imply that investments in storage were associated with short-term storage in rural locations. Traders may avoid substantial investment if hired means of transport is available and as immediate sales continue to be facilitated by demand pressure.

Table 11: Trader Investment Patterns (No. of Traders)

Private Trader Operations

Total value LADD BLADDof Investment
(K)

<soo
500-999
1,000-4,999
5,000-9,999
10,000+

No.

7
3
5
3
3

Type-
1234

4300
0202
2201
0310
1110

impl"

3
1
2
1
0

No.

6
0
7
1
5

Type'
1234

3111
0000
3202
0100
2310

Impl"

5
0
7
1
5

Total 21 711 2 3 19 8723 18

Notes: * 1 - transport; 2 = storage; 3 = buying premises 4 = other. ** Fully implemented. Source: Traders Baseline Survey

Policy Responses12

ADMARC remains the major vehicle for implementing policy related to national ai household level food security. ADMARC has not been passive in the face of potent! competition from private traders in production, distribution and consumption.
The major issues at the production level are the maintenance of incentive prices and : effective input delivery system. The official prices set by the Ministry of Agricuhu attempt to maintain a balance between food and cash crops given the land conslraii Capital-intensity, through higher uptake of improved seasonal inputs in the form of sec fertilizer and pesticides, is seen as a major area of focus for improving production.
Thus, the government has retained a fertilizer subsidy at 25% of landed cost dcspil pressure to eliminate it. ADMARC still sees itself as the dominant actor in inpi distribution. The apparent reluctance of private traders to deal in inputs seems to just il this view, at least in the short-term. This issue had been at the centre of continuin debate concerning ADMARC's withdrawal from seasonal markets with low annua throughputs. The Ministry of Agriculture has used its powers to continue regulatin; private trader activity at the distribution level through entry licensing requirements an< restrictions on trading certain crops.

The licensing requirement is largely ineffective due to lack of policing and the reluctance by private traders to submit the required monthly returns on their operations. Thi objective of these returns, i.e., to monitor the operations and crop movements, is no- being fulfilled. The decline in the number of licensed traders is thought to be c reflection of some traders opting to operate without licenses rather than an actua! decline in the number of traders.

Private trader purchases of groundnuts in 1989 was suspended because the high prices offered in the previous years had resulted in very low ADMARC purchases. This threatened the production base because ADMARC could not buy enough seed. Exports of locally consumed pulses were banned in mid-1988. The export ban was due to poor production and is still in place.

The Ministry of Agriculture and ADMARC currently seems to be thinking of reopening the closed, high cost markets to facilitate food distrubtion and input delivery. A survey of households indicated a majority (63%) in the worst food-deficit area, BLADD, depended on ADMARC as a source of food after they had depleted the own stores (Kaluwa and Chilowa. 1991, Appendix VI). The closures particularly affected BLADD

Some of (he information in Ms section was obtained from interviews with • senior ADMARC official in 1990 and interview with (be Ministry of Agriculture (Marketing Section) in September, 1991.
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Private Trader Opaations
In additional to minimising transport costs, traders have also sought to enhance theirprofitability by not undertaking significant storage activity. Seventy-two percent and 59percent of the traders in LADD and BLADD respectively sold their produceimmediately after purchase. Modal lengths of storage is up to two months (43% oftraders) in LADD and up to one month (71%) in BLADD. Much of the storage islikely associated with bulking while awaiting transport rather than for speculativepurpose. The destination of sales corroborate this view.

Existing opportunities (in terms of prices and volumes of transactions) and the adaptivebehaviour of the majority ('of private traders made them better off currently (75% inLADD and 73% in BLADD) because of generally more profitable operations (60% in
LADD and 65% in BLADD). This despite the fact that most considered trading morecompetitive than before (79% in LADD and 73% in BLADD).

Profitability has extended traders adaptive behaviour to investment as summarised intable 11. Forty percent and 56 percent of the traders in LADD and BLADDrespedively had made relevant investments mostly in the form of transport and storage.Forty percent had invested less than Kl,OOO. A few had invested substantial sums ofmoney (over KIO,OOO). The failure to invest was associated smaller-scale traders. Thestorage behaviour and residential status shown imply th.:.1 investments in storage wereassociated with short-term storage in rural locations. Traders may avoid substantialinvestment if hired means of transport is available and as immediate sales continue to
be facilitated by demand pressure.

Table 11: Trader In\oUtment Patterns (No. of Traders)

Total value lADD OU>.DD
of Investment
(Ie) No. Type" impl"· No. Type" Impl""

1 234 1 234

<500 7 4 3 0 0 3 6 311 1 5
500-999 3 o 2 0 2 I 0 o 0 0 0 0
1,0004,999 5 220 1 2 7 3 2 0 2 7
S,f1Xj..9,m 3 o 3 1 0 1 1 o 1 0 0 1
10,000+ 3 1 I 1 0 0 5 2 3 I 0 5

Total 21 711 2 3 7 19 8 7 2 3 18

Notes: • 1 =transport; 2 =storage; 3 = buying premises 4 =other. .. Fully implemented.Source: Traders Baseline Survey

Policy Responsesu

ADMARC remains the major vehicle for implementing policy related to national aJhousehold level food security. ADMARC has not been passive in the face of potenticompetition from private traders in production, distribution and consumption.

The major issues at the production level are the maintenance oi incentive prices and;effective input delivery system. The official prices set by the Ministry of Agriculluattempt to maintain a balance between food and cash crops given the land constrailCapital-intensity, through higher uptake of improved seasonal inputs in the form ofsec
fertilizer and pesticides, is seen as a major area of focus for improving production.

Thus, the government has retained a fertilizer subsidy at 25% of landed cost dcspil
pressure [0 eliminate it. ADMARC still sees itself as the dominant actor in inpldistribution. The apparent reluctance of private traders to deal in inputs seems to justifthis view, at least in the short-term. This issue had been at the centre of continuin,debate concerning ADMARCs withdrawal from seasonal markets with low annu"throughputs. The Ministry of Agriculture has used its powers to continue regulatin;private trader activity at the distribution level through entry licensing requirements ancrestrictions on trading certain crops.

The licensing requirement is largely ineffective due to lack of policing and the reluctanetby private traders to submit the required monthly returns on their operations. Th,objective of these returns, i.e., to monitor the operations and crop movements, is no'being fulfilled. The decline in the number of licensed traders is thought to be c
reflection of some traders opting to operate without licenses rather than an actua~
decline in the number of traders.

Private trader purchases of groundnuts in 1989 was suspended because the high prices
offered in the previous years had resulted in very low ADMARC purchases. Thisthreatened the production base because ADMARC could not buy enough seed. Exportsof locally consumed pulses were banned in mid-I988. The export ban was due to poorproduction and is stiD in place.

The Ministry of Agriculture and ADMARC currently seems to be thinking of reopeningthe closed, high cost markets to facilitate food distrubtion and input delivery. A survey
of households indicated a majority (63%) in the worst food-deficit area, BLADD,
depended on ADMARC as a source of food after they had depleted the own stores(Kaluwa and Chilowa. 1991, Appendix VI). The closures particularly affected BLADD

U Some 01 the i.lonueio. ia this sedioll WIIS obfaiaecl 11'01II illieniews with a senior ADMARCofrlCial in 1990 and inteniew wit. lloe Miaistoy orApKulfure (Marketi. Sedion) ill SepCa.ber, 1991.
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where one area (Phalombe) had 24 markets closed out of a total of 125 market closed country wide (Evans et al. 1989) Evidence presented earlier indicated that private traders in BLADD are generally reluctant to sell maize to ADMARC or to households. Thus, for ADMARC to fulfil its role as seller of last resort, it might need to import quantities from other areas. This is costly and requires effective coordination. Kaluwa has documented ADMARC transport contracts shipping maize from remote areas to a main depot only to reverse the process the following week.

However, household food security is not the sole consideration of the government's distribution policy. Diversification of smallholder crop production is an agricultural policy objective under the Structural Adjustment Programme. The household survey revealed that households which could not access food on the market, especially in the remoter ADDs, traded labour for food and grew supplementary food crops. These households were risk-averse with respect to specialisation in higher-value cash-crops (Kaluwa and Chilowa. 1991; Kaluwa. 1990).

Private traders have not been a substitute for ADMARC's input delivery system. This system is not only associated with subsidies, but also dispenses seasonal credit through fanner clubs. ADMARC's continued monopsony in the purchase of cash crops facilitates the recovery of credit from farmers' proceeds. However it is difficult for the government to restrict credit availabilty only to those fanners who grow cash crops. Thus, when farmers sell their produce to private traders, credit recovery must include other forms of guarantees such as the use of the farmers' clubs or systems under a village (MUDZI) Fund project.

Private traders participation, with their pricing flexibility and ability to trade large volumes of crops, have made official prices respond to market-determined prices. The low levels of ADMARC purchases experienced since 1987 forced this adjustment. This adaptive pricing behaviour is the hallmark of true competition and is a significant departure from the pas!.

Another recent innovation with regard to the official price for maize allows private traders to sell maize at prices higher than ADMARC consumer prices. This is to provide an incentive for private traders to: (a) offer better producer prices and buy more, (b) penetrate the remoter areas, or (c) buy from ADMARC and distribute the maize, and (d) by-pass ADMARC and sell directly to consumers. However, ADMARC may be using (a) and (b) above to reduce its own role in maize transactions to enhance its financial position by reducing the cross-subsidies associated with the crop. This would put it in a stronger position to subsidise the input delivery system which contributed to ADMARC's losses in the mid-1980s. Private trader response and its impact on ADMARC's ability to purchase it needs for depot sales and the government's strategic maize reserves will need to be monitored.

Private Trader Operations 4£
Maize is the staple food crop in Malawi. The government considers the crop to be strategic and feels that it should not be imported or exported. The government has taken over from ADMARC full responsibility for the 180,000 ton central maize reserve silos located in Lilongwe. This capacity represents about 13 percent of average production in the last three years and equals about 90 per cent of ADMARC's purchases in 1989/90, a record crop year. The government has never used the strategic stocks or ADMARC's stocks to deliberately stabilise maize prices in the market except incidentally in the case of emergency food distribution. Implicit subsidies are present due to pan-territorial pricing and the cost of distribution to the remoter areas from centralised storage facilities.

The current refugee situation has provided Malawi the opportunity to dispose of unwanted stock carry-overs. However, a long-term increase in supply would require diversification of maize consumption.

CONCLUSION

This study has presented evidence that private trader activity, especially after liberalisation, has introduced innovative pricing behaviour which has offset the restrictions imposed by the official pan-territorial and pan-seasonal prices. Purchases in some remote surplus producing areas has been made feasible through transport cost-sharing prices. On the other hand, innovations such as early buying of crops (with higher moisture content) and the buying of different crop grades at uniform, higher than official prices have given private traders a competitive edge against ADMARC, benefiting the fanners. However, official price regulations have contributed to the reduction of transactions in well-defined market places where prices are monitored.
Private Traders exhibit a general reluctance to deal in inputs. However, some activity in the less remote areas on a cash basis is developing.

Private traders in the more remote areas tend to sell their produce to the nearest ADMARC depot to maximise profits. Those in high demand areas sell directly to consumers at higher than official consumer prices. Another profit enhancing adaptive behaviour is the minimisation of storage to only that associated with bulking operations. This has been possible because of high demand pressure and the fact that the official pricing system does not provide an incentive for incurring interseasonal storage costs.
The vigour with which private traders have responded to liberalisation has exerted sufficient pressure to invoke adaptive intervention affecting production and consumption. The poor supply response, resulting from structural constaints, is being addressed by maintaining an input subsidy and the existing imput delivery system through ADMARC. This has led to the reversal of the earlier decision to close some of ADMARC's seasonal markets and increased their operating costs. This will facilitate food distribution to some
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where one area (Phalombe) had 24 markets dosed out of a tOlal of 125 market dosedcountry wide (Evans et al. 1989) Evidence presented earlier indicated that privatetraders in BlADD are generally reluctant to sell maize to ADMARC or to households.Thus, for ADMARC to fulfil its role as seller of last resort, it might need to importquantities from other areas. This is costly and requires effective coordination. Kaluwahas documented ADMARC transport contracts shipping maize from remote areas to amain depot only to reverse the process the following week.
However, household food security is not the sole consideration of the government'sdistribution policy. Diversification ofsmallholdercrop production is an agricultural policyobjective under the Structural Adjustment Programme. The household survey revealedthat households which could not access food on the market, especially in the remoterADDs, traded labour for food and grew supplementary food crops. These householdswere risk-averse with respect to specialisation in higher-value cash-crops (Kaluwa andChilowa. 1991; Kaluwa. 1990).

Private traders have not been a substitute for ADMARC's input delivery system. Thissystem is not only associated with subsidies, but also dispenses seasonal credit throughfarmer dubs. ADMARC's continued monopsony in the purchase of cash cropsfacilitates the recovery of credit from fanners' proceeds. However it is difficult for thegovernment to restrict credit availabilty only to those farmers who grow cash crops.Thus. when farmers sell their produce to private traders, credit recovery must includeother forms of guarantt:es such as the use of the farmers' clubs or systems under avillage (MUDZI) Fund project.

Private traders participation, with their pricing flexibility and ability to trade largevolumes of crops, have made official prices respond to market-determined prices. Thelow levels of ADMARC purchases experienced since 1987 forced this adjustment. Thisadaptive pricing behaviour is the hallmark of true competition and is a significantdeparture from the pas!.

Another recent innovation with regard to the official price for maize allows privatetraders to sell maize at prices higher than ADMARC consumer prices. This is toprovide an incentive for private traders to: (a) offer better producer prices and buymore. (b) penetrate the remoter areas, or (c) buy from ADMARC and distribute themaize. and (d) by-pass ADMARC and sell directly to consumers. However,ADMARC may be using (a) and (b) above to reduce its own role in maize transactionsto enhance its financial position by reducing the cross-subsidies associated with the crop.This would put it in a stronger position to subsidise the input deliycry system whichcontributed to ADMARC's losses in the mid-l980s. Private trader response and itsimpact on ADMARC's ability to purchase it needs for depot sales and the government'sstrategic maize reserves will need to be monitored.

Maize is the staple food crop in Malawi. The government considers the crop to bestrategic and feels tbat it should not be imported or exported. The government hastaken over from ADMARC full responsibility for the 180,000 ton central maize reservesilos located in Lilongwe. This capacity represents about 13 percent of averageproduction in the last three years and equals about 90 per cent ofADMARC's purchasesin 1989/90. a record crop year. The government has never used the strategic stocks orADMARC's stocks to deliberately stabilise maize prices in the marke~except incidentallyin the case of emergency food distribution. Implicit subsidies are present due topan-territorial pricing and the cost of distribution to the remoter areas from centralisedstorage facilities.

The current refugee situation has provided Malawi the opportunity to dispose ofunwanted stock carry-overs. However. a long-term increase in supply would requirediversification of maize consumption.

CONCLUSION

This study has presented evidence that private trader activity. especially afterb"beralisation, has introduced innovative pricing behavioui- which has offset therestrictions imposed by the official pan-territorial and pan-seasonal prices. Purchasesin some remote surplus producing areas has been made feasible through transportcost-sharing prices. On the other hand, innovations such as early buying of crops (withhigher moisture content) and the buying of different crop grades at uniform. higher thanofficial prices have given private traders a competitive edge against ADMARC.benefiting the farmers. However. official price regulations have contributed to thereduction of transactions in well-defined market places where prices are monitored.
Private Traders exhibit a general reluctance to deal in inputs. However, some activityin the less remote areas on a cash basis is developing.

Private traders in the more remote areas tend to sell their produce to the nearestADMARC depot to maximise profits. Those in high demand areas sell directly toconsumers at higher than official consumer prices. Another profit enhancing adaptivebehaviour is the minimisation of storage to only that associated with bulking operations.This has been possible because of high demand pressure and the fact that the officialpricing system does not provide an incentive for incurring interseasonal storage costs.
The vigour with which private traders have responded to libcralisation has exertedsufficient pressure to invoke adaptive intervention affecting production and consumption.The poor supply response, resulting from structural constaints, is being addressed bymaintaining an input subsidy and the existing imput delivery system through ADMARC.This has led to the reversal of the earlier decision to close some of ADMARC's seasonalmarkets and increased their operating costs. This will facilitate food distribution to some
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areas where private traders have been reluctant to enter. The assured availability of food on the market is likely to play an important role in persuading smallholder farmers to orient their cropping patterns more towards cash-crops, reducing the importance of subsistence production.

Interventions influencing distribution and consumption have included bans on the export of certain food crops and the suspension of purchases of others in response to available supplies. It also appears that official prices are becoming more responsive to marketpressure. Official consumer prices are now being manipulated to assist private traders
achieve objectives such as increasing their role in maize purchasing and distribution.

The combination of liberalization with selective interventions may continue to be 
necessary to produce desirable trader behavior. Simultaneously, government should not over-react against private traders such as those that seemingly violate floor prices but implicity generate income effects. Farmers producing surpluses will prefer sharing transport costs while selling to private traders for cash rather than facing the procurement difficulties being experienced by ADMARC.

More positive measures may be necessary in redressing constraints to private traders 
participating in the input delivery system. Investment, where it is deemed necessary, e.g^ 
for local (i.e., rural) interseasonal storage, would need to be supported by permitting official prices to vary interseasonally. Private trader participation can derail important gains that have been made with respect to the input credit recovery. This makes it important to explore recovery channels other than recovery from sales to ADMARC.
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APPENDIX

Appendix 1. Crops Transacted and Scale of Operation Number of Private Traders 
BLADD
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ZAMBIA'S MAIZE POLICIES; CONSEQUENCES AND NEEDED REFORMS

J. McKenzie & Chenoweth1

THE POLICIES 2

In value terms, maize is Zambia's second most important economic commodity afte.copper. From a social and political perspective, it is even more important than copper Half of Zambia's working population produce it; the other half rely on it f-r most o: their caloric intake and spend a large share of their disposable income buying itPolicies to support the maize subsector now cost the Government at least 15% of it's annual budget. The policies described here are divided into production, marketing, anc consumption. However, policies in each category may impact on persons or businesses in each of the other subsectors.

PRODUCTION POLICIES
Maize production in all parts of Zambia is mostly small-scale, with farmers producing maize for themselves and for about four million urban residents mostly located in Lusaka and Copperbelt. The government traditionally set producer prices, supported agencies authorized to buy the farmers' maize, and supplied improved seed and fertilizer on credit to as many small-scale producers as possible. Both fertilizer, which is the major cash outlay for small-scale producers, and the credit system have been heavilysubsidized.
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APPENDIX

Appendix 1. Crops Transacted and Scale of Operation Number of Private Traders
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DIE POLICIES Z

In value terms, maize is Zambia's second most important economic commodity afte:
copper. From a social and political perspective, it is even more important than copper
Half of Zambia's working population produce it; the other half rely on it i:-r most 0:

their caloric intake and spend a large share of their disposable income buying it
Policies to support the maize subsector now cost the Government at least 15% of it'~

annual budget. The policies described here are divided into production, marketing, anc
consumption. However, policies in each category may impact on persons or businesse~
in each of the other subsectors.

PRODUCTION POLICIES

Maize production in all parts of Zambia is mostly smalt-scate, with farmers producin~

maize for themselves and for about four million urban residents mostly located in
Lusaka and Copperbelt. The government traditionally set producer prices, supported
agencies authorized to buy the farmers' maize, and supplied improved seed and fertilizer
on credit to as many small-scale producers as possible. Both fertilizer, which is the major
cash outlay for small-scale producers, and the credit system have been heavily
subsidized.
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The Production Sector

Maize dominates Zair.bian agriculture utilizing 70% of the land under cultivation and 
providing 90% of the cash receipts of small-scale farmers. In 1989/90, 468,000 
small-scale and emerging producers accounted for 81% of the maize produced and 69% 
of the maize marketed, Table 1.

Tabk 1; Basic Statistics on Ike Maize Crop for 1W9/M

Type of 
Grower

Commercial

Institutional

Emerginf

Snull-ccale

Tout

No of 
Growers

2304

2,190

59.411

406,764

472,869

Area (ha) 
Planted

64,950

14,140

214,820

469,370

763,280

Production 
(000 bags)

2,015

307

3,763

6,055

12,140

Ave Yield 
(bags/ha)

31.0

21.7

17.5

12.9

15.9

Type of 
Grower

Commercial

Institutional

Emerging

Small-*cale

Total

Expected Sales 
(000 bags)

1,713

289

2,425

2,680

7,107

Sales as % 
of Production

8S%

94%

64%

44%

59%

Retained 
(000 bags)

312

16

1338

3^75

5,041

Small-scale farms dominate the sector numerically but have low productivity. These 
farmers cultivate less than two hectares using family labor and simple hand tools. They 
produce primarily for subsistence with small marketable surpluses. Crop yields under 

this system are low, with farmers producing about ten bags of maize per hectare (a bag 
weighs 90kg).

The numerically small but highly important commercial farm system is comprised of 

about 2500 units, induding about 700 fully mechanized large-scale farmers who cultivate 
an average of 70 hectares. These commercial farmers receive 30 percent of the 
marketed value of maize and 65 percent of the value of the other marketed agricultural 

products. Production under this system uses a range of inputs and is characterized by 
high yields   30 + bags per hectare for maize.

Conse/juenca and needed Reforms 5

Emergent farmers make up about 12% of all farm households. They cultivate ai 
average of 3 hectares using hand tools and labor together with oxen, hired tractors, am 
modest amounts of purchased seed and fertilizer. These farmers produce for the markc 
and obtain higher yields than traditional farmers. Their average maize yield is abou 
twenty bags per hectare. These farmers together with traditional farmers, produce about 
70 percent of the value of marketed maize and 35 percent of the value of the Othci 

marketed agricultural goods.

Producer Price Policies

The producer price for maize traditionally has been set by government. It is the same 
in all parts of the country (Pan-Territorial) and throughout the year (Pan-seasonal). 

However, since most producers sell their maize between July and October, pan-seasonal 
pricing may not be of major consequence. The purchase price for the crop to br. planted 
to November and December is set the preceding June using a cost of production formula 
consisting of a weighted average of the costs of three different types of producer. For 
the last three years inflation has made these prices out-of-date by harvest time. In two 

of the three years, they were adjusted upwards to reflect inflation.

The producer prices for the last three years have been;

1989 K12S/bag (adjusted from K1G8) [$69/mt]
1990 K284/bag (not adjusted) [$79/mt]
1991 K800/bag (adjusted from K500) [$119/mt]

A producer price of K1200/bag has been announced for 1992. This may be further 
increased for changes in-the value of the Kwacha between now and harvest. If so, it will 

represent S178/mt at official exchange rates and will be the highest real price paid to 

producers for many years.

Until this year, the producer price was supported by the purchase of all maize by the 
official marketing agency. This year, other buyers were allowed to buy maize from 

farmers with the Cooperatives and parastatal mills paying the official price. Thus, the 
producer price becomes a floor price as long as the Cooperatives and mills have funds 

to buy maize.

Fertilizer Policies

Zambia uses about 200,000 metric tonnes of fertilizer annually. A large share of this (i.e.,
about 70%) is applied to maize. Fertilizer prices are set by government each June and 
are regionally and seasonally uniform. Nitrogen Chemicals of Zambia's (NCZ) large
fertilizer factory at Kafue has never operated near capacity and most of the fertilizer is 

imported in compound form. Most of the raw materials for the NCF plant also are

Fertiliur Policies

s

[$69/mtl
($79/mt]

[$119/mtl

Producer Price Policies

Zambia uses about 200,000 metric tonnes of fertilizer annually. A large share of this (i.e.,
about 70%) is applied to maize. Fertilizer prices are set by government each June and
are regionally and seasonally uniform. Nitrogen Chemicals of Zambia's (N~).lar~e
fertilizer factory at Kafue has never operated near capacity and most of the fertlhzer 15

imported in compound form. Most 0'- the raw materials for the NCF plant also are

EI1\ergent farmers make up about 12% of all farm households. They cultivate al
average of 3 hectares using band tools and labor together with oxen, hired tractors, ani
modest amounts of purchased seed and fertilizer. These ~armersprodu.ce fo.r the: markc.
nd obtain higher yields than traditional farmers. Their average m81ze YIeld 15 abou

:wenty bags per hectare. These farmers together with traditional farmers, produce aboul
70 percent of the value of marketed maize and 35 percent of the value of the othel
marketed agricultural goods.

A producer price of K12OO/bag has been announced for 1992. This may be f~rth~r
increased for changes in·the value of the Kwacha between now and harvest. If so, It WIll
represent S178/mt at official exchange rates and will be the highest real price paid to
producers for many years.

Until this year, the producer price was supported by the purchase of all maO;e by the
official marketing agency. This year, other buyers were ca.lIowed to buy maIZe from
farmers with the Cooperatives and parastatal miUs paying the oflicial price. Thus, the
producer price becomes a floor price as long as the Cooperatives a:ld mil!s have funds
to buy maize.

The producer prices for the last three years have been;

The producer price for maize traditionally has been set by government. Il is the same
in aU parts of the country (pan-Territorial) and throughout tbe year (Pan-seasonal).
However, since most producers sell their maize between July and October, pan-seasonal
pricing may not be of major consequence. The purchase price for the crop t~~ planted
in November and December is set the preceding June using a cost of production formula
consisting of a weighted average of the costs of three different types of pr.oducer. For
the last three years inDation has made these prices out-of-date by harvest time. In two
of the tbree years, they were adjusted upwards to refled inflation.

1989 KUS/bag (adJusted rrom KleiS)
1990 K184fbag (not adjusted)
1991 KSOOfbag (acijusted from KSOO)

Type of Nod Area (ha) Production AYe Yield
Grower Growers Planted (000 bags) (bags/ha)

Commercial 2,S04 64,950 2,015 31.0

Institutional 2,190 14,140 307 21.7

Emerginr 59,411 214,820 3,763 17.5

Small-Kale 408,764 ~,370 6,055 12.9

Total 472P>9 763,280 12,140 15.9
I

TypeoC Expected Sales Sales as % Retained
Grower (000 bags) or Production (000 bags)

Commercial 1,713 8S% 312

Institutional 289 94% 16

Emerging 2,425 64% 1,338

SIlUl"~Je 2,680 44% 3,375

Total 7,107 S9% 5,041

Tale 1: Basic Statistics oa lltt Maize Crop for 1m/to

Maize dominates Zambian agriculture utilizing 70% of the land under cultivation and
providing 90% of the cash receipts of small-scale farmers. In 1989/90, 468,000
small-scale and emerging producers accounted for 81% of the maize produced and 69%
of the maize marketed, Table 1.
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The Production Sector

The numerically small but highly important commercial farm system is comprised of
about 2500 units, including about 700 fully mecltanized large-scale farmers who cultivate
an average of 70 hectares. These commercial farmers receive 30 percent of the
marketed value of maize and 65 percent of the value of the other marketed agricultural
products, Production under this system uses a range of inputs and is characterized by
high yields -- 30 + bags per hectare for maize.

Small-scale farms dominate tbe sector numerically but have low productivity. These
farmers cultivate less than two hectares using family labor and simple hand tools. They
produce primarily for subsistence with small marketable surpluses. Crop yields under
this system are low, with farmers producing about ten bags of maize per hectare (a bag
weighs 9Okg).
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imported. Fertilizer has been heavily subsidized by government. There have been attempts to reduce this subsidy and current plans call for it's elimination. Fertilizer prices for compounds used for maize have been:

1988/89 
1989/90 
1990/91

K85/bag 
K390/bag 
K500/bag

[$170/mt] 
[$390/mt] 
[$250/mt]

Foreign exchange allocations for fertilizer imports have always been allocated to theofficial fertilizer supplier. Thus, fertilizer sold to fanners is implicitly subsidised by an over-valued currency. Donor countries' contribute towards Zambia's fertilizer needs. This has reduced the need to allocate Zambia's own scarce foreign exchange to import fertilizer. Donor fertilizer is sold by government to NCZ at import prices with revenues used by GRZ as counterpart funds. NCZ also has benefitted from government loans and loan guarantees for the acquisition of imported fertilizer. The lack of government funds available for farm credit programs in recent years has resulted in "credit-in- kind" programs, turning fertilizer suppliers into farm lenders.

Seed Policies

Like fertilizer, the price of seed maize has been controlled by government and is uniform regionally and seasonally. Occasionally when seed has had to be imported, the government has provided a subsidy to keep imported seed at the same price as domestic seed. Seed supply is controlled by a parastatal (ZAMSEED) which normally operates profitably. However, in 1990, ZAMSEED, like NCZ, had to advance seed to retailers without appropriate arrangements for payment.

There has been an active plant breeding program to develop new varieties and hybrids suited to Zambian conditions. ZAMSEED presently offers 10 different types of maize for use by producers. Yield potential for these ranges from 40 to 88 bags/hectare.
Credit Policies

The government provides financial support to thres lending agencies (Lima Bank, CUSA, and ZCF Finance Services) which collectively provide credit to about 120,000 small-scale and emerging farmers. Farmer? using this credit account for about 35% of the maize area planted by small-scale and emerging farmers but they use a much larger share of the improved seed and fertilizer. The programs provide inputs (mainly seed and fertilizer) through a Purchase Or- ler system. For the laii three years, »be government has encountered difficulty in funding the credit system and has rcsoiis:? to various special measures, (including "credit-in-kind" programs), to ensure the availability of inputs to credit agency clients.

Consequ and needed Reforms 57
Interest rates charged by commercial lenders servicing the commercial farm sector are controlled by government through the Bank of Zambia. These rates are currently less than half the rate of inflation estimated to be over 100% annually. Interest rates charged by the three small-scale fanner lending agencies are set by their own Boards with rates significantly below these set by the BOZ.

Other Production Policies

Inputs other than seed and fertilizer are supplied by the private sector but are used relatively little by small-scale fanners. Imported chemicals and machinery carry with them the implicit foreign exchange subsidy resulting from an over-valued currency. Seed and fertilizer distribution was dominated by NAMBOARD and, more recently, by the Cooperative Unions. However, given the precarious financial condition of the Unions, both NCZ and ZAMSEED are trying to find others to retail their products. Government has endorsed this action.

Zambia's low level of land usage reflects available production technologies, the level ofproducers' skills, the economics of location, and past government policies. Land inZambia is divided into state land, reserves and trust land. Representing 6 percent, 36 percent and 58 percent of the total respectively. The 1975 Land Act abolished the ownership of land and converted owned land into statutory leasehold (i.e., now state land). When leasehold land changes hands, improvements are valued and sold, and the leasehold is transferred from one leaseholder to another. The leasehold periods range from 14 to 100 years. The constraint of land tenure on agricultural production is considered to be minimal on leased land due to the long term nature of leaseholds. Land tenure on non-leased land (i.e., trust land) is considered to be a major constraint as the farmer does not have security of tenure and the land can not be used as loan collateral.

There is an extensive system of extension officers in the Ministry of Agriculture but they are poorly-equipped and supported. The extension service promoted the production of maize widely across the country during the 1980's.

Impact of Production Policies

Maize production in Zambia has changed since pre-independence. The production of maize for market was dominated by commercial farmers located along the line-of-rail and in close proximity to the Lusaka and Copperbelt markets. Maize was grown throughout the country, but many producers produced only for their own needs. In some regions, ether crops such as cassava, sorghum, or millet were dominant. Maize is much more widespread now and other cereals are not as important. Commercial farmers also are more diversified and maize is only one of several crops they produce. Still, maize accounts for about half of their crop area. Commercial farmers have

I:

imported. Fertilizer has been heavily subsidized by government. There have been
attempts to reduce this subsidy and current plans caD for it's elimination. Fertilizer
prices for compounds used for maize have been:
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Other Production Polides

Interest rates charged by commercial lenders servicing the commercial farm sedor are
controlled by government through the Bank of Zambia. These rates are currently less
than half the rate of inflation estimated to be over 100% annually. Interest rates charged
by the three small-scale farmer lending agencies are set by their own Boards with rates
significantly below these set by the BOZ.
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[5170/mt]
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Foreign exchange allocations for fertilizer imports have always been allocated to the
offidal fertilizer supplier. Thus, fertilizer sold to farmers is implicitly subsidised by an
over-valued currency. Donor countries' contribute towards Zambia's fertilizer needs. This
has reduced the need to allocate Zambia's own scarce fo:-eign exchange to import
fertilizer. Donor fertilizer is sold by government to NCZ at import prices with revenues
used by GRZ as counterpart funds. NCZ also has benefitted from government loans
and loan guarantees for the acquisition of imported fertilizer. The lack of government
funds available for farm credit programs in recent years has resulted in -credit-in- kind"
programs. turning fertilizer suppliers into farm lenders.

Seed Policies

Like fertilizer, the price (If seed maize has been controlled bygovernment and is uniform
regionally and seasonally. Occasionally when seed has had to be imported, the
government has provided a subsidy to keep imported seed at the same price as domestic
seed. Seed supply is controlled by a parastatal (ZAMSEED) which normally operates
profitably. However, in 1990, ZAMSEEQ, like Nez, had to advance seed to retailers
without appropriate arrangements for payment.

There has been an active plant breeding program to develop new varieties and hybrids
suited to Zambian conditions. ZAMSEED presently offers 10 different :ypes of maize
for use by producers. Yield potential for these rangt"-s from 40 to 88 bags/hedare.

Credit Policies

Inputs other than seed and fertilizer are supplied by the private Sedor but are used
relatively little by small-scale farmers. Imported chemicals and machinery carry with
them the implicit foreign exchange subsidy resulting from an over-valued currency. Seed
and fertilizer distribution was dominated by NAMBOARD and, more recently, by the
Cooperative Unions. However, given the precarious financial condition of the Unions,
both NeZ and ZAMSEED are trying to find others to retail their products.
Government has endorsed this action.

zambia's low level of land usage reflects available production technologies, the level of
producers' skills, the economics of location, and past government policies. Land in
Zambia is divided into state land, reserves and trust land. Representing 6 percent, 36
percent and 58 percent of the total respectively. The 1975 Land Act abolished the
ownership of land and converted owned land into statutory leasehold (i.e.. now state
land). When leasehold land changes hands, improvements are valued and' sold, and tbe
leasehold is tran..;ferred from one leaseholder to another. The leasehold periods range
from 14 to 100 years. The constraint of land tenure on agricultural production is
considered to be minimal on leased land due to the long term nature of leaseholds.
Land tenure on non-leased land (i.e., truslland) is considered to be a major constraint
as the farmer does not have security of tenure and the land can not be used as loan
collateral.

There is an extensive system of extension officers in the Ministry ofAgriculture but they
are poorly-equipped and supported. The extension service promoted the production of
maize widely across the country during the 1980's.

The government provides financial support to thre~ lending agencies (Lima Bank,
CUSA. and ZCF Finance Services) which collectively prcvide crP.dit to about 120,000
small-scale and emerging farmers. Farmer.: using this credit account for about 35% of
the maize area planted by small-scale and emerging farmers but they use a much larger
share Qf the improved seed and fertilizer. The progr2lDs provide inputs (mainly seed and
fertilizer) through a Purchase Orller system. For the !-t::,i three years. 'be governmr.nt has
encountered difficulty in funding the credit system an\i has rCSOn>:'] to various special
measures, (including -credit-in-kind- programs), to ensure the availability of"inputs to
credit agency clients.

Impact or Productioa Policies

Maize production in Zambia has changed since pre-independence. The production of
maize for market was dominated by commercial farmers located along the line-of-rail
and in close proximity to the Lusaka and Copperbelt markets. Maize was grown
throughout the country, but many producers produced only for their own needs. In
some regions, ether crops such as cassava, sorghum, or millet were dominant. Maize is
much more widespread now and other cereals are not as important. Commercial
farmers also are more diversified and maize is only one of several crops they produce.
Still, maize accounts for about half of their crop area. Commercial farmers have
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increased their production of market demanded livestock, especially poultry and beef. 
The former competes with the human population for maize grain while the latter has 
competed successfully with maize for land.

Growth and Location

During the 1980's, Zambia experienced significant expansion in maize output, Table 4. 
Maize production varied from year to year mainly due to weather but also due to policy 
changes. Since irrigation of maize has not been economic, except for seed and specialty 
use (i.e., green maize), yields have been highly dependant on rainfall and all is harvested 
in the period from May to August.

Table 4: Maize Production, Marketings, and Retentions for the years 1982/83 to 1990/91

Year Production Bags

000

82/83

83/84

84/85

85/86

86/87

87/88

88/89

89/90

90/91cst.

10392

9,686

12,471

13^-n

11316

21391

20.500

12,140

16,087

Marketings Bags

000

5,902

6348

7,070

10,607

7,296

14,990

13346

4,900

9,000

Retentions Bags

000

5,490

3338

5,401

3,066

4520

6,601

6,954

7,240

7,087

Maize production and marketings in the late 1980's on average, were, substantially higher 
than in the early 1980's. Nineteen eigthy-seven/eighty-eight was a record production year 
because of good rainfall. It was followed by record plantings and a very good crop in 
1988/89. In 1989/90, both area and yields were down, production declined to 12.1 million 
bags, and marketings fell to less than five million bags the lowest in the 1980's. In 
1990/91, area planted declined but yields (except Southern Province) appear good so 
production will likely be close to national requirements.

Consequences and needed Reforms 59

The effective demand for marketed maize is in the four line-of-rail provinces (especially 
Lusaka and Copperbelt) where production has been growing more slowly than 
requirements. While there is potential for expanded output in this region, maize is 
currently not competitive with other crops and livestock with liberalized markets.

The existence of large areas of good quality, undeveloped land and the potential for 
economic yield increases on existing cropland, substantiates Zambia's potential to expand 
maize production. This can be done while diversifying farm production and increasing 
the output of other commodities.

Producer Incomes and Costs

Government policies have benefitted small-scale and emerging producers, in locations 
remote from major markets. (There are very few commercial producers in these 
locations.) Uniform regional pricing in combination with the fertilizer subsidy and the 
subsidy on maize marketing have been key policies. Farmers close to Malawi and Zaire 
have, through unauthorized trade, received prices existing in those countries. Since these 
farmers receive fertilizer and credit subsidies, they may be better off than under a free 
market. Some also benefit from the illegal cross-border trade in subsidized fertilizer.

Prices Received vs Market Prices

To compare prices received by farmers with those they might have received in an open 
market, import replacement prices in the range of $200 to $300/mt have been translated 
into in Kwacha/bag for exchange rates ranging from 25:1 to 100:1, Table 3. These 
import parity prices are relevant at the mill door, not at the farm gate. Market prices 
for producers supplying urban centres must be adjusted for transport costs (currently 
about one Kwacha/bag/km) and other marketing charges. All producers received less 
than import parity in 1989 and 1990.

Table 3: Import Parity Prices of Maize (K/bag) for a Range of Landed Costs ($/ml) and Exchange
Rales

Landed 
Cost

$200

$250

$300

Exchange Rates

25:1

K450

KS63

K675

50:1

K900

KU25

K1350

75:1

K13SO

K1687

K2025

100:1

K1800

K2250

K2700
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Table 3: (mpol1 Parity Prkts 01 Maiu (Kfbac> lor a Range 01 Landed Costs (S/_C) and Euhance
Rales

Producer Incomes and Costs

The existence of large areas of good quality, undeveloped land and the potential for
economic yield increases on existing cropland, substantiates zambia's potential to expand
maize production. This can be done while diversifying farm production and increasing
the output of other commodities.

The effective demand for marketed maize is in the four line-of-rail provinces (especially
Lusaka and Copperbelt) where production has been growing more slowly than
requirements. While there is potential for expanded output in this region, maize is
currently not competitive with other crops and livestock with liberalized markets.

Government policies have benefined small-scale and emerging producers, in locations
remote from major markets. (There are very few commercial producers in these
locations.) Uniform regional pricing in c'lmbination with the fertilizer subsidy and the
subsidy on maize marketing have been key policies. Farmers dose to Malawi and Zaire
have, through unauthorized trade, received prices existing in those countries. Since th~se

farmers receive fertilizer and credit subsidies, they may be better off than under a free
market. Some also benefit from tbe illegal cross-border trade in subsidized fertili7.er.

Prices Received vs Market Prices

To compare prices received by farmers with those they might have received in an open
markel, import replacement prices in the range of $20() to S3OO/mt have been translated
into in Kwachajbag for exchange rates ranging from 25:1 to 100:1, Table 3. These
imrx>rt parity prices are relevant at the mill door, not at the farm gate. Market prices
for producers supplying urban centres must be acljusted for transport costs (currently
about on~ Kwacha/bagjkm) and other marketing charges. All producers received le~

than import parity in 1989 and 1990.

Landed Exchange Rales
Ca6t

25:1 SO:1 75:1 100:1

S200 K4SO K900 Kl3S0 KlSOO

$2SO K563 Kl125 KI687 K2250

$300 K675 Kl3S0 K202S K2700
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Growth and Location
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increased their prodl;ction of market demanded livestock, especially poultry and beef.
The former competes with the human population for maize grain while the latter has
competed successfuUy with maize for land.

During the 1980's, Zambia experienced significant expansion in maize output, Table 4.
Maize pr~ueti?n.v~ed from ~ear to year mainly due t? weather but also due to policy
chan~es. Smce un~alJOn.of maIZe has n~ been economic, except for seed and specialty
use (I.e., green maIZe), Yields have been highly dependant on rainfall and all is harvested
in the period from May to August.

Table 4: Maize Produdio., MlII'bfiftlS, and RetenCions 'or che ~rs 1982/83 Co 1990/'1

Year Production Bags Marketings Bags Retentions Bags

000 000 000

82/83 10,392 5,902 5,490

83/84 9,686 6,348 3,338

&4{85 12,471 7,f17O 5,401

8Sf86 13,6'7l 10,607 3,066

86/'Ol 11,816 7;196 4,520

87/88 21,591 14.990 6,601

88{89 20,500 13,546 6.954--
89/90 12,140 4,900 7,240

9O{91est. 16,087 9.000 7,CE7

Maize production and marketings in the late 1980's on average, were, substantiaHy higher
than in the early 1980's. Nineteen eigthy-sevenjeighty-eight was a record prOtfuction year
because of good rainfall. It was followed by record plantings and a very good crop in
1988/89. In 1989/90, both area and yields were down, production declined to 12.1 million
bags, and marketings (eU to less than five million bags the lowest in tbe 1980's. In
1990j9~, ar~ pl:mted declined but ~elds (except Southern Province) appear good so
productJon will likely be close to national requirements.
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It is widely-accepted within Zambia that the official producer price is a fair price for 
Zambian producers at the time it is announced. In fact, the formula for deriving it has 
been endorsed by the Commercial Farmer's Bureau. This appears to be due in part to 
the cost reductions attributable to subsidized fertilizer and credit. Still maize should be 
priced higher in order for it to compete with other commodities which were liberalized 
several years ago. These commodities receive a more attractive price because they arc 
grown closer to urban markets or are exported.

Maintaining the Kwacha at overvalued levels further accentuates the difference between 
a free-market price and the official producer price. Last year producers were receiving 
K284/bag while the import parity price (at the mill) was K1500/bag based on an 
equilibrium exchange rate.

Zambia has been in a maize surplus position in two of the last ten years with export 
rather than import prices providing the relevant comparison. Zambia stands to receive 
substantial premiums above World market prices because of the regional preference for 
white maize and the high transport costs throughout this region. When Zambia was 
officially exporting maize, it received prices between $150 and $200/mt.

High maize transport costs within Zambia, the rapid increases in costs, together withpan-territorial and pan-seasonal pricing, has resulted in marked differences between .he official price and what a free market would be expected to generate. This has meant
that some producers have received higher than free market prices while many others 
have received substantially less. Delayed payments for maize with no compensatory 
interest payments, together with the rapidly depreciating value of monies received, also 
have effectively lowered the producer price.

Producer price policy has worked to the disadvantage of all farmers close to the urban 
areas. Many commercial fanners, small-scale and emerging farmers in Southern, Central, 
Lusaka and Copperbelt provinces within 300 km of large-scale mills, would benefit from 
free market prices. These benefits likely would exceed the current value of credit and 
fertilizer subsidies making maize production competitive.

Maize production in Zambia is not particularly efficient. Small-scale and emerging
producers have low yields per hectare and are not able to cultivate large areas of land 
because of labour and capital constraints. Commercial producers, in spite of government fertilizer and exchange rate subsidies, do not find maize production very attractive. Cost 
studies suggest that commercial farmers have higher costs than emergent producers. 
Although largely mechanized, most commercial fanners do not cultivate enough land to 
reap the full economies of scale associated with mechanization. Most employ large 
amounts of labour in spite of their heavy investments in machinery. Good returns to 
commercial maize production in Zambia are more likely to arise through commercial 
ingenuity or good luck than through improving production efficiency. Thus, government
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policies have not contributed to improving economic efficiency among producers and 
may have distorted comparative advantage in production. This has important implications for liberalized interregional trade and for Zambian consumers.

Viability of Input Suppliers

Both ZAMSEED and NCZ are heavily in debt and cannot sustain operations. Last 
year's credit-in-kind program advanced more than one billion Kwacha worth of seed and 
fertilizer to fanners through the Cooperatives without arrangements for payment.

Cooperatives, the main retailers of seed and fertilizer, will not be able to buy seed and 
fertilizer for this coming season. Zamseed has been having more success in attracting 
dealers than NCZ. Fertilizer, which is 3 bulky commodity and must be stored for several 
weeks at the beginning of the rainy season; has not been profitable for many of the 
Cooperatives. More retail price flexibility is needed to attract dealers.

There is little private sector supplying of seed and fertilizer to farmers beyond the four line-of-rail provinces. If other areas are to be serviced, cither the Cooperatives or stateshops must be involved.

Viability of the Farm Credit System

The commercial component of the farm credit system is economically viable but suffers from an excess demand for funds at current interest rates. Increasing producer prices for maize to more competitive levels will further increase the demand for funds, but will do nothing to expand the supply of funds for lending. However, the capacity of commercial 
farmers to finance their own operations could improve.

The small-scale fanner credit system is not economically viable with requirements 
estimated at two billion Kwacha this year. The losses would be even higher if fertilizer 
were not being subsidized. All three of the small-scale farmer lending agencies are 
incurring both operating and capital losses. Operating losses arise because of the high 
costs of lending to. small-scale fanners   capital losses arise because of low rates of recovery and negative real interest rates. They received one billion Kwacha in 1989/90 
through the credit-in-kind program. In 1990/91, they received another billion. Even with 
these inflows, they will have only one billion Kwacha of their own to re-lend for 
1991/92. About 90% of the lending is for maize production. This constitutes a further 
fertilizer subsidy.
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It is widely-accepted within Zambia that the oflicial producer price is a fair price for
Zambian producers at the time it is announced. In fact, the fonnula for deriving it has
been endorsed by the Commercial Farmer's Bureau. This appears to bt: due in part to
the cost reductions attributable to subsidized fertilizer and credit. Still maize should be
priced higher in order for it to compete with other commodities which were liberalized
several years ago. These commodities receive a more attractive price because they arc
grown closer to urban markets or are exported.

Maintaining the Kwacha at overvalued levels further accentuates the difference between
a free-market price and the official producer price. Last year producers were receivir.g
K284/bag while the import parity price (at the mill) was K15OO/bag based on an
equilibrium exchange rate.

Zambia has been in a maize surplus position in two of the last ten years with export
rather than import prices providing the relevant comparison. Zambia stands to receive
substantial premiums above World market prices because of the regional preference for
white maize and the high transport costs throughout this region. When Zambia was
officially exporting maize, it received prices between $150 and S2OO/mt.

High maize transport costs within Zambia, the rapid increases in costs, together ",ith
pan-territorial and pan-seasonal pricing, has resulted in marked differences between ..ne
official price and what a free market would be expected to generate. This has meant
tbat some producers bave received higher than free market prices while many others
have received substantially less. Delayed payments for maize with no compensatory
interest payments, together with the rapidly depreciating value of monies received, also
have effectively lowered the producer price.

Producer price policy has worked to the disadvantage of all farmers dose to th~ urban
areas. Many commercial farmers, small-scale and emerging farmers in Southern, Central,
Lusaka and Copperbelt provinces within 300 km of large-scale mills, would benefit from
free market prices. These benefits likely would exceed the current value of credit and
fertilizer subsidies making maize production competitive.

Maize production in Zambia is not particularly efficient. Small-scale and emerging
producers have low yields per hectare and are not able to cultivate large areas of land
because of labour and capital constraints. Commercial producers, in spite ofgovernment
fertilizer and exchange rate subsidies, do not find maize production very attractive. Cost
studies suggest that commercial farmers have higher costs than emergent producers.
Although largely mechanized, most commercial farmers do not cultivate enough land to
reap the full economies of scale associated with mechanization. Most employ large
amounts of labour in spite of their heavy investments in machinery. Good returns to
commercial maize production in Zambia are more likely to arise through commercial
ingenuity or good luck than through improving production efficiency. Thus, government

policies have not contributed to improving economic efficiency among producers and
may have distorted comparative advantage in production. This has important implications
(or liberalized interregional trade and for Zambian consumers.

Viability of Input Suppliers

Both ZAMSEED and NeZ are heavily in debt and cannot sustain operation!>. Last
year's credit-in-kind program advanced more than one billion Kwacha worth of seed and
fertilizer to farmers through the Cooperatives without arrangements for payment.

Cooperatives, the main retailers of seed and fertilizer, will not be able to buy seed and
fertilizer for this coming season. Zamseed has been having more success in attract~ng
dealers than NeZ. Fertilizer, which is a bulley commodity and must be stored for several
weeks at the beginning of the rainy season; has not been profitable for many of the
Cooperatives. More retail price flexibility is needed to attract dealers.

There is little private sector supplying of seed and fertilizer to farmers beyond the four
line-of-rail provinces. Ifother areas are to be serviced. either the Cooperatives or state
shops must be involved.

Viability or the Farm Credit Sysum

The commercial component of the farm credit system is economically viable but suffers
from an excess demand for funds at current interest rates. 'ncreasing producer prices for
maize to more competitive levels will further increase the demand for funds, but will do
nothing to expand the supply of funds for lending. However, the capacity of commercial
farmers to fmance their own operations could improve.

The small-scale farmer credit system is not economically viable with requirements
estimated at two billion Kwacha this year. The losses would be even higher ii fertilizer
were not being subsidized. AU three of the small-scale farmer lending agencies are
incurring both operating and capital losses. Operating losses arise because of the high
costs of lending to. small-scale farmers - capital losses .arise because of low rates of
recovery and negative real interest rates. They received one billion Kwacha in 1989/90
through the credit-in-kind program. In 1990/91, they received another billion. Even with
~hese inflows, they will have only one billion Kwacha of their own to re-Iend for
lWl/92. About 90% of the lending is for maize production. This constitutes a further
fertilizer subsidy.
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Public Costs in Support of Production

Production support of Zambia's maize subsector appears in several components of the 
GRZ budget including:

- the fertilizer subsidy
- grants to the three public lending agencies, and
- research and extension.

Fertilizer subsidies for the last three years were:
1988 K206 million
1989 K357 million
1990 K549 million

Since 70% of the fertilizer is used for maize, most of these expenditures can be 
attributed to the maize subsector. Commercial farmers receive a large share of the 
maize-related subsidy because of their heavier fertilizer application rates. They receive 
virtually all of the fertilizer subsidy for those fertilizers used on other crops and arc in 
a position to make further substantial savings by buying fertilizer just before the annual 
price increase. The government fertilizer subsidy, coupled with the implicit exchange 
rate subsidy, has resulted in substantial over-use of fertilizer on commercial farms 
without achieving economic application rates on small holdings.

The fertilizer subsidy budget for 1991 is K1,8S3 million, out of which it must pay for 
subsidies incurred in the 1990/91 crop year. The subsidy rate was originally approved at 
K22S/bag, then revised down to K183/bag. However, because of rising costs and 
depreciation in the Kwacha, NCZ claimed in early 1991 that a subsidy of K541/b;ig was 
required since prices had remained pegged at about KSOO/bag. Depending on th: final 
resolution of this issue, there may be little remaining funding to pay for this year's 
subsidy of KSOO/bag.

The government's contribution to agricultural credit (through Lima Bank, CUSA, and 
ZCF Finance Services) is not budgeted as a subsidy but is not recoverable, Table 5. The 
high cost per loan, low recovery rates, and inflation in input costs has resulted in the 
budgeted amounts in Table 5 not being adequate to maintain the small-scale farmer 
lending program. One billion Kwacha has been necessary in each of the last three years 
to ensure that fanners get inputs to plant maize.

Consequences and needed Reforms

Table & GRZ Budget Costs (millkm Kwacha) in Support of Small- 
scale Fanner Lending Agencies

Program

CUSA

ZCF/FS

Lima Bank

Total

1988

16

70

130

216

1989

28

28.5

130

186.5

1990

44

73.4

495.4

612.8

1991

192

420

4633

10753

The costs of the agricultural research and extension system do not appear excessive. 
World Bank and MOA evaluations would suggest that public support may need to be 
increased and the form of the activities modified. These costs will have to be born by 
the government although there is some potential for funding maize breeding from seed 
sales. Zamseed has used profits for this in the past. Donors are significant contributors 
to maize production, through Zamseed, donations of fertilizer and financial support to 
the farm credit system.

MARKETING POLICIES

Marketing of maize is a substantial and high profile activity in Zambia. It includes:
- the purchase of more than half of the total harvest from producers between 

May and December;
- the movement of this maize to safe storage before the onset of the rains in 

November or December;
- the regular monthly distribution of adequate supplies to large-scale mills 

(mostly in Lusaka and Copperbelt);
- the processing of the maize into meal, livestock feed and beer; and,
- the distribution of the meal to retail shops (both private and state-owned).

In contrast to the government's support of the private sector's role in maize production, 
government, through various agents, is the main player in maize marketing.

NAMBOARD

Until 1989, NAMBOARD was tha.government's main instrument for maize marketing. 
The National Agricultural Marking Act of 1969 established NAMBOARD as a 
parastatal. NAMBOARD replaced the Grain Marketing Board and the Agricultural 
Rural Marketing Board created at independence in 1964. These boards had served 
farmers along the line of rail and farmers in remote areas respectively. The two boards 
were vestiges of the colonial dual marketing system, one serving European settlers and
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Public Costs in Support of Production

Production support of Zambia's maize subsector appears in several components of the
GRZ budget including:

- the fertilizer subsidy
- grants to the three public lending agencies, and
- research and extension.

Fertilizer subsidies for the last three years were:
1988 K206 millioD
1989 1057 million
1990 KS49 millioD

Since 70% of the fertilizer is used for maize, most of these expenditures can be
attributed to the maize subsedor. Commercial farmers receive a large share of the
maize-related subsidy because of their heavier fertilizer appl1cation rates. They recei~

virtually aU of the fertilizer s!!bsidy fer those fe~rs~ .on ~her crops and are m
a position to make further substantial sa..ings~ bUYIng fertlh~r Just t;efo~e. the annual
price increase. The government fertilizer subsIdy, coupl~ .Wlth the lDJpllat ~changc
rate subsidy, has resulted in substantial over-use of fertl~lZCr on commerCial farms
without achieving economic application rates on small holdmgs.

The fertilizer subsidy budget for 1991 is K1,SS3 miUion, out of which it must pay for
subsidies incurred in the 1990/91 crop year. The subsidy rate was originally approved at
K22Sfbag, then revised down to Kl83fbag. However, because. of rising costs and
depreciation in the Kwacha, NCZ claimed in early 1991 that a subsidy o~ K541/bng was
required since Drices had remained pegged at about KSOO/bag. Dependmg on the final
resolution of this issue, there may be little remain!ng funding to pay for this year's
~ubsidy of KSOOfbag.

The government's contribution to agricultural credit (through Lima Bank, CUSA, and
ZCF Finance Services) is not budgeted as a subsidy but is not recoverable, Table 5: The
high cost per loan, low recovery rat~ and inflation in i~put.costs has resulted 10 the
budgeted amounts in Table 5 not bemg adequate to mamtam the small-scale farmer
lending program. One billion Kwacha has been necessary in each of the last three years
to ensure that farmers get inputs to plant maize.

Table 5: GRZ Budf:et Costs (millio. K..-ha) in Support or Small
5ClI1e Fanner Lendilll: Acendes

Prob!'3m 1988 1989 1990 1991

CUSA 16 28 44 192

ZCF/FS 70 28.5 73.4 420

Lima Bank 130 130 495.4 4633

Total 216 186.5 612.8 10753

The costs of the agricultural research and extension system do not appear exccssivc.
World Bank and MOA evaluations would suggest that public support may need to be
increased and the form of the activities modified. These costs will have to be born by
the government although there is some potential for funding maize bret"..ding from seed
sales. Zamseed has used profits for this in the past. Donors are significant contributors
to maize production, through Zamseed, donations of fertilizer and financial support to
It;; farm credit system.

MARKETING POLICIES

Marketing of maize is a substantial and high profile activity in Zambia. It includes:
- the purchase of more than half of the total harvest from producers between

May and December;
- the movement of this maize to safe s.torage before the onset of the rains in

November or Detember;
- the regular monthly distribution of adequate supplies to large-scale mills

(mostly in Lus:aka and Copperbelt);
- the processing of the maize into meal, livestock feed and beer; and,
- the distribution or"the meal to retail shops (both private and state-owned).

In contrast to the government's support of the private sector's role in maize production,
government, through various agents, is the main player in maize marketing.

NAMBOARD

Until 1989, NAMBOARD was tho.,government's main instrument for maize markcting.
The National Agricultural Mar~4ting Act of 1969 established NAMBOARD as a
parastatal. NAMBOARD replaced the Grain Marketing Board and the Agricultural
Rural Marketing Board created at independence in 1964. These boards had served
farmers along the line of rail and farmers in remote areas respectively. The two boards
were vestiges of the colonial dual marketing system, one serving European settlers and
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one serving African producers. NAMBOARD was charged with the following functions:

- monopoly purchase, storage, sale, import and export of maize;
- purchase cotton from line/of/rail producers and subsequently, producers in the 

Eastern Province;
- monopoly on distribution and sale of fertilizers and other agricultural supplies 

except seed;
- beginning in 1970, market fruits and vegetables as residual buyer, wholesaler, 

retailer and monopoly importer.

NAMBOARD was beset with a number of problems which included:

- inadequate definition of its responsibilities;
- inadequate number of skilled staff to handle its many activities;
- inadequate cost accounting; and
- logistical problems including: 

> late arrival of fertilizer and seeds,
> improper types and quantities of seed and fertilizer being dispatched to depots, 
> agents or depot workers not being present to receive farmers' crops, 
> late payment to farmers due to delay in the release of government subsidies, 
> late procurement of empty grain bags, and 
> inadequate transport.

These problems caused the Government to transfer responsibilities for certain functions 
to other organizations and ultimately, in 1989, to dissolve NAMBOARD. At the time 
of dissolution, NCZ was assigned responsibility for fertilizer importation and distribution 
while the cooperative system was allocated the responsibility for maize marketing. 
Ownership of many of the assets of NAMBOARD remains in question.

The Cooperatives

The cooperative system is a creation of government and has received a great deal of 
government support. The system consists of four distinct tiers and a few supplementary 
cooperatives. Zambia Cooperative Federation (ZCF) is the national apex organization. 
The next tier consists of nine provincial cooperative unions (PCUs). The third tier 
consists of thirty-two District Cooperative Unions (DCUs) while the fourth includes 1400 
primary societies. The supplementary cooperatives include such organizations as ZATCO 
and Zambia Farmers Cooperative Society. These supplementary cooperatives provide 
various services for their members, typically commercial farmers. Supplementary 
cooperatives are usually not involved in maize marketing or fertilizer supply.
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In theory, the PCUs and the supplementary cooperatives control ZCF while the primary 
societies control the DCUs and the DCUs, in turn, control the PCUs. In practice, the 
primary societies and the DCUs are financially weak and dependent upon the 
Govenurcnt, ZCF and the PCUs. ZCF, as the national apex organization for the 
Cooperative system, was registered in 1973. Due to delays in receiving technical and 
financial assistance, ZCF did not become operational until 1976. ZCF is owned by the 
nine PCUs and six other organizations that utilize its services. There are some 500,000 
members in 1,400 grassroots primary cooperative societies served by ZCF.

Input supply and maize marketing have been ihe main functions of the Cooperative 
system, first with NAMBOARD and, since 1989, as the major player. The primary 
societies serve as local collection points for crops and distribution points for inputs. 
Either the PCUs or DCUs actually hold title to these products, are responsible for 
financing and receive subsidy payments. Many PCUs have been attempting to transfer 
maize and fertilizer responsibilities to DCUs while diversifying into other activities. 
ZCPs main roles have been in interprovincial transport, international trade, and 
managing the Maize Reserve.

Marketing Subsidies and Loan Guarantees

The marketing of maize has long been subsidized by government, first through 
NAMBOARD and more recently through the Unions and ZCF. The subsidies, at One 
time, covered most of the marketing costs. Millers were able to buy maize from the 
marketing agency for little more than the producer price. The subsidy on 
within-province marketing now has been removed and only the interprovincial movement 
of maize and the Maize Reserve are subsidized.

The government also ensures the financing necessary to buy the maize crop. The 
government has guaranteed loans made to the Cooperatives by the commercial banks. 
Since the Cooperatives took-over marketing from NAMBOARD, difficulties were 
encountered in 1990 and 1991 because the government ran out of funds. The 
government now is making funds available directly to the Cooperatives while milk are 
buying current operating stocks directly from farmers.

Storage Policies

NAMBOARD was responsible for off-farm storage of maize. This function was 
transferred to the Cooperatives, along with major storage facilities when NAMBOARD 
was dissolved. These facilities, constructed by government or donors, remain with the 
government. However, any large-scale maize-holder has the right to their use. Thus far, 
no charges have been levied for the use of storage facilities. NAMBOARD, and then 
ZCF, were responsible for the maintenance of these facilities. ZCF is currently 
discontinuing this service since it receives no revenue from it.

one serving African producers. NAMBOARD was charged with the fonowing functions:
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Input supply and maize marketing ha\"e been ..de main functions of the Cooperalive
system, first with NAMBOARD and. since 1989, as tbe major player. The primary
societies ~erve as local collection points for crops and distribution points for inputs.
Either the PCUs or DeUs actually hold title to these products. are responsible for
financing and receive subsidy payments. Many peus bave been attempting to transfer
maize and fertilizer responsibilities to DCUs while diversifying into other activities.
ZCPs main roles have been in interprovincial transport, international trade, and
managing the Maize Reserve.

Marketing Subsidies and LoaD Guarantees

The marketing of maize bas long been subsidized by government, fU'St through
NAMBOARD and more recently through tbe Unions and ZCF. The subsidies, at oae
time, covered most of the marketing costs. Millers were able to buy maize from the
marketing agency for little more than the producer price. The subsidy 011

within-province marketing DOW has been removed and only the interprovincial mmement
of maize and the Maize Reserve are subsidized.

In theory, the PCUs and the supplementary cooperatives control ZCF while the primary
socie!ies control the DCUs and the DCUs. in tum. control the PCUs. In practice; the
primary societies :md the DCUs are fmancially weak and dependent upon the
GoverDlJ':nt. ZCF and the PCUs. ZCF, as the national apex organization for the
Cooperative system, was registered in 1973. Due to delays in receiving technkal and
fmancial assistance, ZCF did not become operational until 1916. ZCF is owned by the
nine peus and six other organizations that utilize its services. There are some soo.OOO
members in 1,400 grassroots primary cooperative societies served by ZCF.

The government also ensures the financing necessary to buy the maize aop. Tbc
government bas guaranteed loans made to the Cooperatives by the commercial banks.
Since the Cooperatives took' over marketing from NAMBOARD, difficulties Vt'Cle

encountered in 1990 and 1991 because the government ran out of funds. The
government now is making funds available directly to the Cooperatives while mills arc
buying current operating stocks directly from farmers.

Storage Policies

NAMBOARD was responsible fo~off-farm storage of maize. This function was
transferred to the Cooperatives, alo with major storage facilities when NAMBOARD
was dissolved. These f~.:ilities, con! ructed by government or donors. remain with the
&overnmenL Howev~1", aby large-scale maize-holder bas the right to their usc. Thus far,
no charges have been levied for the use of storage facilities. NAMBOARD, and then
ZCF, wt:re responsible (or the maintenance of tbese facilities. ZCF is currently
discontinuing this service since it receives no revenue from it.
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NAMBOARD Was beset with a number of problems which included:

- monopoly purchase, storage, sale, import and export of maize;
- purchase cotton from line/of/rail producers and subsequently, producers in the

Eastern Province;
- monopoly on distribution and sale of fertilizers and other agricultural suppli~

except seed;

- beginning in 1970, market fruits and vegetables as residual buyer, wholesaler,
retailer and monopoly importer.

- inadequate defmition of its responsibilities;
- inadequate number of skilled staff to handle its many activities;
- inadequate cost accounting; and
- logistical problems including:

> late arrival of fertilizer and seeds,
> improper types and quantities of seed and fertilizer being dispatched to depots,
> agents or depot workers not being present to receive farmers' crops.
> late payment to farmers due to delay in the release of government subsidies,
> late procurement of empty grain bags, and
> inadequate transport.

These IJroblems caused the Government to transfer responsibilities for certain functions
to other organizations and ultimately, in 1989, to dissolve NAMBOARD. At the time
ofdissolution. NCZ was assigned responsibility for fertilizer importation and distribution
while the cooperative system was aUocated the responsibility (or maize marketing.
Ownership of many of the assets of NAMBOARD remains in question.

1be Cooperatives

The cooperative system is a creation of government and has received a great deal of
government support. The system consists of four distinct tiers and a few supplementary
cooperatives. Zambia Cooperative Federation (ZCF) is the national apex organization.
The next tier consists of nine provincial cooperative unions (pcus). The third tier
consists ofthirty-two District Cooperative Unions (DeUs) while the fourth includes 1400
primary societies. The supplementary cooperatives include such organizations as ZATeo
and Zambia Farmers Cooperative Society. These supplementary cooperatives provide
various services for their members, typically commercial farmers. Supplementary
cooperatives are usually not involved in maize marketing or fertilizer supply.

~
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The Cooperatives have indicated that there is a shortage of storage facilities in outlying 
surplus provinces. Government's current policy is to expand storage by annually allotting 
funds for constructing storage. Storage consists of a mix of silos, sheds, hardstanding, 
and temporary facilities (poles and tarpaulins). Some facilities are used for both maize 
and fertilizer while many are used exclusively for maize. Virtually all of the marketed 
maize must move into commercial storage before the rainy season commences.

Into-mill Prices for Maize

The into-mill price for maize, like the producer price, is set by government. It too is 
uniform regionally and normally stays constant for one year. It is a compromise between 
what the government would like to see, (in order to keep meal prices low), and what it 
feels it can afford hi terms of marketing subsidies. There has been a great deal of 
pressure to raise the into-mill price to reduce marketing subsidies. The into-mill prices 
for the last three years have been:

1989/90 KltiO/bag [$89/mt]
1990/91 K442/bag [$123/mt]
1991/92 KllOO/bag [$163/mt]

(The above dollar equivalent values are based on exchange rates at the time the prices 
were set). An into-mill price of K1800/bag [or $264/mt] has been announced for May 
1992. It is believed that this will be further increased as the value of the Kwacha 
declines, making the 1991/92 price roughly equivalent to current import prices for maize 
landed in Lusaka.

Milling Policies

Large-scale mills produce two products for human consumption, breakfast and roller 
meal. The former is more higUy refined and is a preferred product in most urban areas. 
It accounts for 60% of mill sales. In 1986, a perceived lack of private sector compliance 
with pricing policy .changes resulted in all of the large-scale, privately-owned mills being 
nationalized. Two parastatals now control most of the milling industry while 
Cooperatives operate a few smaller mills in outlying towns.

The government has recently supported the widespread introduction of hammermills in 
rural areas. These mills operate on a fee-for-service basis and facilitate maize being 
ground close to where it is produced. Hammermill operators do not receive the same 
subsidies received by producers of breakfast and roller meal and few operate within 
urban areas.
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International Trade Policies

At present, exports of maize and maize meal are officially controlled by government, 
exports are only permitted when national surpluses exist. NAMBOARD, and more 
recently ZCF, have been the only official agencies authorized to engage in the import 
or export of maize. Parastatal mills have exported meal when permitted. The partial 
liberalization of the maize market in September 1990, permitted farmers producing more 
than 10,000 bags of maize to export 50% of the excess. This decision was reversed 
before the 1991 harvesting season because of an emerging maize deficit.

Control of an export ban is extremely difficult given the strong demand for maize and 
meal in neighboring countries and the nature of Zambia's borders. Imports must usually 
be subsidized to keep into-mill prices at the pre-detcrminsd level. Donor assistance is 
often required to generate foreign exchange as was the case with imports from 
Zimbabwe in early 1991. However, the government itself has had to find the foreign 
exchange for maize imports planned for the coming rainy season.

Other Marketing Policies

Grain Bags   Most of the maize is marketed in 90 kg bags   relatively little is handled 
in bulk. The maize is stored by the marketing agent in the same bags in which it is 
received from farmers. These bags are later removed from storage and shipped to the 
mills. The prices and terms of sale of grain bags to fanners have been set by 
government although this policy is now being phased out. When maize marketing was 
a NAMBOARD or Cooperative monopoly, bags were provided to producers on credit 
and a service charge was deducted for the use of the bag. Foreign exchange for the 
importation of grain bags continues to be allocated to only one supplier   ZCF.

Weighing and Grading - Maize was purchased from farmers on the basis of grade and 
efforts were made to weigh all bags of maize bought until 1986. However, in 1986 
grading was abandoned and the weighing of maize purchased from farmers also has been 
discontinued. Maize delivered to large-scale mills is weighed and the supplier is paid by 
v-'ght. Additionally, maize is typically divided into three categories:

- fit for human consumption;
- fit for brewing or livestock feed;
- unfit - must be destroyed.

Maize Reserve - The government has had a policy to maintain a Maize Reserve of 2.5 
million bags. The Maize Reserve has never reached this amount because of lack of 
fonding. In 1990 funds were made available for ZCF to purchase 2.5 million bags for 
the Reserve. Some of the maize purchased was resold to mills within a few months. This 
made funds available a few months sooner and enabled GRZ to pay transport subsidies
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Into-mill Prices for Maize

Milling Policies

(The above dollar equivalent values are based on exchange rates at the time the prices
were set): An ~to-mill pri~ of~l800fbaglor S264/mt] bas been announced for May
1992. It IS believed that this Will be further inaeased as the value of th~ Kwacha
declines, making the 1991/92 price roughly equivalent to cutrent import prices for maize
landed in Lusaka.

~e into-mi.1I price for maize, liJce the producer price, is set by governm~nt. It too is
umform regIonally and normally stays constant for one year. It is a compromise between
what !he government would like to see, (in order (0 keep meal prices low), and what it
feels It can afford in terms of marketing subsidies. There has been a great deal of
pr~ure to raise tbe into-mill price to reduce marketing subsidies. The into-mill prices
for the last three years have been:

Grain~ - Most of the maize is marketed in 90 kg bags - relatively little is handled
in bulk. The maize is stored by the marketing agent in the same bags in which it is
received from farmers. These bags are later removed from storage and shipped to the
mills. The prices and terms of sale of grain bags to farmers have been set by
government although tbis policy is now being phased out. When maize marketing was
a NAMBOARD or Cooperative monopoly, bags were provided to producers on credit
and a service charge was deducted for tbe use of the bag. Foreign exchange for the
importation of grain bags continues to be allocated to only one supplier - ZCF.

Other Marketing Policies

Control of an export ban is extremely difficult given the strong demand for maize and
meal in neighboring countries and the nature of Zambia's borders. Imports must usually
be subsidized to keep into-mill prices at the pre-determin::d level. Donor assistance is
often required to generate foreign exchange as was the case with imports from
Zimbabwe in early 1991. However, the government itself has had to find the foreign
exchange for maize imports planned for the coming rainy season.

International Trade Policies

At present, exports of maize and maize meal are officially controlled by government,
exports are only permitted when national surpluses exist. NAMBOARD, and more
recently ZCF, have been the only official agencies authorized to engage in the import
or export of maize. Parastatal mills have exported meal when permitted. The parlial
liberalization of the maize market in September 1990, permitted farmers producing more
than 10,000 bags of maize to export 50% of the excess. This decision was reversed
before the 1991 harvesting season because·of an emerging maize deficit.

KI60/bag [~/mq

K44Z/bag [SW/mt]
KllOO/bag [SI63/mt]

1989/90
1990/91
1991/92

The Cooperatives have indicated that there is a shortage of storage facilities in outlying
surplus provinces. Government's current policy is to expand storage by annually allotting
funds for constructing storage. Storage consists of a mix of silos, sheds, hardstanding,
and temporary facilities (poles and tarpaulins). Some facilities are used for both maize
and fertilizer while many are used exclusively for maize. Virtually all of the marketed
maize must move into commercial storage before the rainy season commences.

Large-scale mills produce two products for human consumption, breakfast and roller
meal. The former is more higMy refined and is a preferred product in most urban areas.
It,acco~~ts for~ of mill sales. In.I986, a perceived lack of private sector compliailce
Wlt~ pn~~lDg pobcy.changes resulted ID all of the large-scale, privately-owned mills being
nallonal~. Two parastatals DOW control most of the milling industry while
Croperallves operate a few smaller mills in outlying towns.

The government bas recently support...d the widespread introduction of hammermilIs in
rural areas. These mills operate on a fee-for-service basis and faciiitate maize bei!'!!
ground close to where it is produced. HammermiU operators do not receive the sam~
subsidies received by producers of breakfast and roller meal and few operate within
urban areas.

Weighin~ and Gradin~ - Maize was purchased from farmers on the basis of grade and
efforts were made to weigh all bags of maize bought until 1986. However, in 1986
grading was abandoned and the weighing of maize purchased from farmers also has been
discontinued. Maize delivered to large-scale mills is weighed and the supplier is paid by
v,rf"ight. Additionally, maize is typically divided into three categories:

- fit for human consumption;
- fit for brewing or livestock feed;
- unfit -- must be destroj'ed.

Maize Reserve - The gove"l~enthas had a policy tu maintain a Maize Reserve of 2.5
i'UiHion bags. The Maize Reserve has never reached this amount because of lack of
hlnding. In 1990 funds were made available for ZCF to purchase 2.5 million bags for
the Reserve. Some of the maize purchased was resoM to mills within a few months. This
made funds available a few months sooner and enabled GRZ to pay transport subsidies
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Transport rates for mabe and fertilizer have been set by government on the basis of data provided by the Trucker's Association and Contract Haulage (another parastatal). Rates vary by length of haul but not by road conditions. They are usually fixed for one year but, with rapid inflation, more frequent adjustments have been made.
Roads Rural roads, critical for the movement of maize from outlying areas, are generally in poor condition and impassible in the rainy season. They are the responsibility of District Councils which have inadequate revenue to maintain them.
IMPACT OF MARKETING POLICIES

Zambia's complex set of maize marketing policies has resulted in a marketing system which is high cost, inefficient, and stagnant. It is dependent upon government for both funding and direction. Currently it has little capacity to maintain necessary capital facilities and some components of the system are on the verge of bankruptcy.
Into-mill Prices Paid vs Market Prices

The info-mill prices for maize set by GRZ were compared with estimated import parity prices at the beginning and the end of the period they were in force, Table 6.
Table & Into-Mill Prices veisus Estimated Import Parity Prices

Year

1989/90

1990/91

1991/92

Into-Mill 
Price/Bag

K160

K442

KHOO

Import Parity Price/bag

Beginning

K500

K1000

K1SOO

Ending

K1000

K1500

N/A

The large differences between the into-mill price and import parity prices arise because of three factors:

- producer prices which don't keep up with inflation- heavy marketing subsidies, and
' lack of seasonal increases in into-mill prices to cover interest and storage charges as well as inflation in other costs (e.g., fuel).

Consequences and needed Reftforms 69
When a country is in a surplus position, free market into-mill prices would be expected to be at export parity levels (adjusted for transport and handling charges). Bases upon Export prices received by Zambia in 1989 and 1990, domestic into-mill prices wire always below export parity. In June 1990 millers were paying the equivalent of $4S/mt (i.e., Kl60/bag) for maize which Zambia could have exported for $175/mt. The into-mill price of KllOO/bag, set in July 1991, was comparable to export parity (using official exchange rates).

Marketing Costs

Marketing costs include transport, storage, interest on funds borrowed (mainly for maize purchase), labour and overhead. Transport usually accounts for 70 to 80 percent of the total costs. Interest costs vary depending upon how long the maize is held by the cooperative unions. Storage charges incurred by the Cooperatives do not reflect full economic costs since the Cooperatives have had free use of government-owned storage facilities. Maize preservation activities such as fumigation, are less than economic. During the last few years, transport, interest, and wage rates have all increased during the marketing season making initial estimates o; costs lower than those actually incurred.
Maize losses in storage effectively increase marketing costs. Losses arise from insect and weather damage, pilferage, and shrinkage. Poor quality tarpaulins and inadequate fumigation contribute to increased storage losses. Losses are higher the longer a crop is stored. Weather damage can be severe if the crop is not maintained under good storage during the rainy season. Losses were tog* following the good crop years of 1988 and 1989, a factor which was not fully taken into account when marketing margins, subsidies and into-mill prices were set The principal reason that the Cooperative Unions experience shrinkage is that they buy maize by the unweighed bag - as directed by government - and sell by weight - as required by the mills.

When the into-mill price was K160 != 1989/90, it was estimated that an into-mill price of K240/bag would cover all marketing costs. This was double the producer pnce of K125/bag paid that year. A similar relationship is believed to hold this year, Le., an average into-mill price of about K1500/bag would be required to cover marketing costs. If all maize were produced within 300 km of the mill, these could be reduced by about K300/bag. No analysis is available on the potential for storage cost savings, largely because these are only partly born by the agency that stores the maize. The mark-up of 100% between the fanner and the processor is higher than that observed in other countries, indicating a potenti?^for savings.

>:-
~
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Transport rates for maue and fertilizer have been set by government on the basis of
data provided by the Trucker's Association and Contract Haulage (another parastataJ).
Rates vary by length of haul bllt not by road conditions. They are usually f~ed for one
year but, with rapid inflation, D.ore frequent adjustments have been made.

Roads Rural roads, critical for the movement of maize from outlying areas, are
generaJly in poor condition and impassible in the rainy season. They are the
responsibility of District Councils which have inadequate revenue to maintain them.

IMPACf OF MARKETING POLICIES

Zambia's complex set of maize marketing policies has resulted in a mMketing l-JStem
which is high cost. inefficient. and stagnant. It is dependent upon government for both
funding and direction. Currently it has little capacity to maintain necessary capitaJ
facilities and some components of the system are on the verge of bankruptcy.

Into-mill Prices Paid vs Market Prices

The into-mill prices for maize set by GRZ were compafl~Jwith estimated import parity
prices at the beginning and the end of the period they were in force, Table 6.

Table 6: Inlo-Mill Prices ~n;us Estimaled Import Parity Prices

Inlo-Mill
Import Parity Price/bag

Price/Bag
Beginning Ending

Year

1989/90 KI60 KSOO Kl000
1990/91 K442 Kl000 K1SOO
1991/92 KUDO KlSOO N/A

The large differences between the into-miD price and import parity prices arise because
of three factors:

- producer prices which don't keep up with inflation
- heavy marketing subsidies, and

- lack of seasonal increases in into-miD prices to cover interest and storage charges
as well as inflation in other costs (e.g., fuel).

Cot<-requences II1Id needed Refomu 69

When a cou~~ry is in a surplus position, free market into-mill prices would be expected
!o be at export parity levels (adjusted for transport and handling charges). Bases upon
export prices received by Zambia in 1989 and 1990, domestic into-mill prices w:re always
below export parity. In June 1990 miUers were paying the equivalent of S45/:nt (i.e.,
Kl60fbag) for maize which zambia could have exported for S175/mt. The into-mill
price of KllOOjbag, set in July 1991, Was comparable to export parity (using official
exchange rates).

Marhtiog Costs

Marketing costs indu~c transport, storage, interest on funds borrowed (mainly for maize
purchase), labour and overhead. Transport usuaJly accounts for 70 to 80 percent of the
total costs. Interest costs vary depending upon how long the maize is held by the
cooperative unions. Sto:":lge charges incurred by the Cooperatives do not reflect full
economic costs since the Cooperatives have had free usc of government-owned storage
facilities. Maize preservation activities such as fumigation, are less than economic.
During the last few years, transport. interest. and wage rates have all increased dunng
the marketing season making initiaJ estimates 0; costs lower than those actually incurred.

Maize losses in storage effectively increase marketing costs. Losses arise from insect and
weather damage, pilferage, and shrinkage. Poor quality tarpaulins and inadequate
fumigation contribute to inc=eased storage losses. Losses are higher the longer a crop
is stored. Weather dam3f,c can be severe if the crop is not maintained under good
storage during the rainy season. Losses were high foDowing the good crop years of 1988
and 1989, a fador which was not ruDy talcen into account when marketing margins,
subsidies and into-mill prices were set. The principal reason that the Cooperative Unions
experience shrinlcage is that they buy maize by the unweighed bag - as dircded by
government - and seD by weight - as required by the mills.

When the into-miU price was Kl60 ::: 1989/90, it was estimated that an into-miU price
of K240fbag would cover all marketing~ This was double the producer price of
K125jbag paid that year. A similar relationship is believed to hold this year, i.e., an
average into-mill price of about K1500jbag womd be reqaJired to cover marketing costs.
If all maize were produced within 300 km of the mill, these could be reduced by about
K3OOjbag. No anaJysis is available on the potential for storage cost savings, largely
because these are only partly born by the agency that stores the maize. The mark-up of
100% between the farmer and the processor is higher than that observed in other
countries, indicating a potenti-:~for savings.

t
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Viability of Marketing Agents

Viability of the official marketing agent has been governed by five factors;

- the producer price of maize
- the info-mill price
- the subsidy paid by government
- the costs -' marketing, and
- storage losses

The subsidy plus the margin (into-mil) price less producer price) must be adequate to cover costs of marketing plus storage losses for the marketing agent to remain viable. This has not been the case in recent years. While the Cooperatives may be inefficient, large amounts of what they spend to market maize (i.e., transport costs) are beyond their control because of (i) the location of production anc consumption centres and (ii) the requirement that they buy all the crop.

The carryovers of maize in 1988 and 1989 resulted in large interest charges for the Cooperatives. PCUs utilize commercial bank overdrafts to obtain cash for mabe purchases. Because the PCUs had huge unpaid overdrafts from previous seasons, banks could not consider them credit worthy for additional credit for buying 1990 maize and extended only K250 million guaranteed by the Bank of Zambia. The Bank of Zambia provided an additional K892 million for 1990 overdrafts disbursed through the commercial banks. The Bank of Zambia also provided K129 million of non/mab i financing. None of the K1.02 billion was repaid as planned. By mid-1991, the Provincial Cooperative Unions had accumulated debts for maize and fertilizer purchases substantially in excess of their current assets, including their remaining stocks of these commodities. Without assistance in discharging these liabilities, most of the PCUs will have to close down.

Viability of the Milling Sector

Prior to 1991, large-scale mills were finding it difficult to generals funds (or acquire the forex needed) for regular maintenance and construction of new facilities. However, the industry had substantial excess capacity enabling it to maintain domestic supplies.

Many large-scale mills by early 1990, were incurring financial losses and were in a poor position to buy maire is the 1991 marketing season. Slow payment for meal from state shops, ostensibly due to problems with the coupon program, was prevalent. Uncertainty about whether government would cover these losses and as to what subsidies, if any, would be paid in the 1991/92 marketing season existed. By late 1991, the mills found themselves heavily dependent on government meal subsidies. This has made it difficult for them to participate actively in buying maize for storage.

Consequences and needed Reforms 71
Some large-scale mills have lower operating costs than others. Thus, not all of the existing milk would necessarily survive a move to a fully- liberalized market. Some may be too old to warrant renovation; some may be poorly located; and, overall, the industry may lose market share to hammermills which produce a lower cost but less preferred product. Under free and open competition, one would expect to see significant growth in the hammermill sector in urban areas and some consolidation of hammermills in rural areas.

There is an export demand in nearby countries for Zatnbian breakfast meal at prices higher than those charged by the mills. Diversifying product lines and packaging both for domestic and export markets has potential. Liberalizing trade and pricing policies will permit the milling sector to capitalize on these opportunities.

Internatioiutl Trade

National maize requirements are estimated at 17 million bags of which seven million are retained in rural areas and ten million are needed to supply urban centres. Total annual requirements are growing faster than the population because low real prices encourages high consumption levels and the rate of population growth in urban areas (above 5%) exceeds the national average.

Zambia imported modest amounts of maize in the early 198Q's to make up for the shortfalls between domestic production and consumption. The large surpluses of 1987/88 and 1988/89 placed Zambia in an export position for the first time and some official maize exports took place through ZCF. However, by the end of 1990 it became clear that the country had no surplus maize and exports were again banned.

Unauthorized maize trade along border areas reaches several million bags annually. This has been exacerbated by the substantial overvaluation of the Kwacha. Illegal exports of maize also occur from commercial stocks, at harvest or later in the year. They were high from Copperbelt maize storks in early 1990 and from Central Province in mid-1991. Shaba province in Zaire relies heavily on supplies of maize from Zambia. Maize also moves from Zambia to Malawi, Namibia, Angola, and Mozambique. Heavily subsidized meal prices, provide incentive for meal to move across borders to neighboring countries.
Public Cost" in Support of Marketing

Government costs in support t^f maize marketing appear in three places in the GRZ budget:
- the Maize Reserve,
- maize marketing, and
- grain storage,
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Viability or Markeling Agents

Viability of the official marketing agent has been governed by five factors;

- the producer price of maize
- the into-mill price
- the subsidy paid by govemment
- the costs "~marketing,and
- storage losses

The subsidy plus the margin (into-mil! price less p':oducer price) must be adequate to
co~er costs of marlceting plus storage losses for the marketing agent to f!=main viable.
This has not been the case in recent years. While the Cooperatives may be inefficient,
large amounlS ofwhat they spend to market maize (i.e., transport costs) are beyond their
control because of (i) the location of production ant:: consumption centres and (ii) the
requirement that th.:y buy all the crop.

The carryovers of maize in 1988 and 1989 resulted in large interest charges for the
Coopc::ratives. peus utilize commercial bank overdrafts to obtain cash for ma!7e
purchases. Because the peus had huge unpaid overdraflS from previous seasons, banks
could not consider them credit worthy for additional credit for buying 1990 maize and
extended only K250 million guaranteed by the Bank of Zambia. The Bank of Zambia
provided . an ad.ditional K892 million for 1990 overdrafts disbursed through the
comm~rClal banks. The Bank of Zambia also provided K129 miIJion of Don/mail ~
fmancmg. None of the Kl.02 biIlioli was repaid as planned. By mid-I991, the Provincial
Cooperative Unions had accumulated debts for maize and fertilizer purchases
substanti~~ly in excess of their current assets, including their remaining stocks of these
commodItIes. Without assist<lnce in discharging these liabilities, most of the PCUs will
have to close down.

Viability or the Milling Sector

Prior to 1991, large-scale mills were finding it difficult to g~nerat,:, funUs (or acquire the
forex needed) for regular maintenance and construction of new facilities. However, the
industry had substantial excess \:apacity enabling it to maintain domestic supplies.

Ma?~ large-scale ~ilIs. by early 1990, were incurring financial 1r.JSSeS and were in a poor
posl(lon to buy mau~ ~ .he 1991 marketing season. Slow p~y'Illent for meal from stale
shops, ostensibly due to problems with the coupon program, was prevalent Unccrtainty
about wbeth~r ~ovemment ~.:>uld cover these losses and as to what subsidies, if any,
would be paid In the 1991/92 marketing season existed. By late 1991, the mills found
themselves heavily dependent on government meal subsidies. This has made it difficult
for them to participate actively in buying maize for stf'fage.
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Some large-scale mills have lower operating costs than others. Thus, not all of the
existing mills would necessarily survive a move to a fully- liberalized marlcet. Some may
be: too old to warrant renovation; some may be poorly located; and, overall, the industry
may lose market share to hammermills which produce a lower cost but less preferred
product. Under free and open competition, one would expect to see significant growth
in the hammermill sector in urban areas and some consolidation of hammermills in rural
areas.

T'r.ere is an export demand in nearby countries for Zambian breakfast meal at prices
higher t~ those charged by the mills. Diversifying product lines and paclcaging both
for domestiC and export markets has potential. Liberalizing trade and pricing policies
will permit the milling sector to capitalize on these opportunities.

Internatioilal Trade

National maize requirements are estimated at 17 million bags of which seven million are
retained in rural areas and ten million are needed to supply urban centres. Total annual
r:'luiremenls ~e growing faster than the population beca~ low real prices encourages
high consumption levels and the rate of population growth in urban areas (above 5%)
exceeds the national average.

Zambia imported modest amounts of maize in the early 1980's to make up for the
shortfalls between domestic production and consumption. The large surpluses of 1987/88
and 1988/89 placed Zambia in an export position for the first time and some official
maize exports took place through ZCF. However, by the end of 1990 it became clear
that the country had DO surplus maize and exports were again banned.

Unallthorized maize trade along border areas reaches several million bags annually. This
has. been exacerbated by the substantial overvaluation of the Kwacha. Illegal exports of
m3IZC also occur from commercial stocks, at harvest or later in the year. They were high
from Copperbelt maize stocks in early 1990 and from Central Province in mid-l99l.
Shaba province in Zaire relies hea·.-ily OD supplies of maize from Zambia. Maize also
moves from Zambia to Malawi, Namibia, Angola, and Mozambique. Heavily subsidized
meal prices, provide incentive for meal to move across borders to neighboring countries.

Public CosI.o; in Support of Marketing

~
Government costs in support~f maize mdrketing appear in three places in the GRZ
bUdget:

- the Maize Reserve,
- maize marketing, and
- grain storage,
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ICUn __1990
1991

K267 million 
K132 million

These allocations cover only handling and storage charges incurred by ZCF. In early 
1991 ZCF was allocated one billion Kwacha to buy 2.5 million bags of maize for the 
Reserve. One billion Kwacha was spent transporting Reserve maize to ZCF storage, 
then to mills. These costs were charged to the maize marketing budget for 1991. The 
maize purchase funds should have been recovered from ZCF when the Reserve maize 
was sold but rather were diverted to fund maize purchases for this season.

The maize marketing subsidy budget allocation for the last three years has been:

"»<"> K 745 million 
K 700 million

The budget allocation for 1991 of K2.478 million, to cover interpr' ,IK 
expended by mid-year.

CONSUMPTION POLICIES

Zambia's urban population r iw exceeds 50% - a high level for a low-income country. 
Incomes in the country sic highly skewed and, on average, very low. Per capita GDP 
has declined from K411.7 in 1975 to K282.2 in 1989 (at 1977 prices). Rural per capita 
incomes are lower than urban incomes while urban unemployment is high. In 1984/85, 
60% of the income of low income urban families was spent on food with 40% spent on 
cereals (mainly mealie-meal). The percentage of income spent of food showed an 
upward trend in the 70s and 60s and is probably 70% to-day. Thus, it is not surprising 
that increases in meal prices, or disruptions in meal supply constitute a potential source 
of social unrest. Government has been sensitive to meal supply and prices as tools to 
maintain social stability and ensure urban food security.

Consumer Price Policy

The prices of breakfast and roller meal have been controlled by government. However, 
controls recently have been partially relaxed or have become unworkable. In the 1970's 
and early 1980's, the prices for breakfast and roller meal were set in June each year, 
simultaneously with producer and into-mill prices of maize. In the mid-1980's, an attempt 
was made to partially liberalize the prices of meal. The results and the associated public 
reaction caused this decision to be reversed. Private mills were nationalized and meal 
prices remained constant for several years. Other commodity prices were liberalized and
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inflation, which had been less than 20% annually, increased to more than 100%. The 
result was that meal prices, in real terms, declined and required subsidies.

The coupon program introduced in 1989 permitted a large increase in meal prices in 
January followed by a further increase in June when the new harvest became available. 
This was followed in July 1990 by an upward revision of almost 100%. This met with an 
adverse public reaction.

Table 2: Official Prices (Kwacfca/25kc) of Breakfast and Roller 
Meal from Mid-lMS lo Present

The government announced measures to partially deregulate the sale of maize by 
90. The mills immediately rednrrA ™—i —'— •— ~"-

__- 0_.^. uu.v.u> ouuuuncea measures to 
producers in September of 1990. The mills 
onon the grounds thatTuying^ SyTroT^ **S« "** «** * 
upward adjustment in 2 JcS££±5£?!2J"S "*» ** «*

-— r.-.«w **j Ajwyc_ 0———. i,.«i uu/mg maize directly from farmers would reduce their costs. No 
upward adjustment in meal prices has occurred since then although recommendations 
for adjustments were made in March and again in June 1991. At present, official meal 
prices are lower than economic prices and are heavily subsidized at the mill IcveL 

The Coupon Program

The coupon program, which the government has operated since January 1989, has 
subsidized the cost of maize meal for urban and peri-urban households with annual 
incomes of less than K20,500. The program benefits families in Lusaka and Coppcrbclt, 
as well as outlying urban centres and the semi-urban population around major centres. 
The current coupon value is K42 implying that the coupon covers approximately 48% of 
the cost of roller meal requirements (14kg/month/person) for recipient families. The 
coupons can be used for the purchase of either roller meal or breakfast meal

Coupons are cot available to rural households which are considered capable of 
producing their own food requirements. In the early stages of the coupon program, 
almost all urban and peri-urban families received them. Eligible recipients will decline 
rapidly if the income ceiling is not raised to keep abreast of inflation.

! ,
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Table 2: Ofrl('iaJ Prites (K1O'II('1aa/25q) 01 Breakfast ... RoUer
Meal 1.- Mid-1m to Present

inflation, which had been less than 20% annually, incr..ascd to more than 100%. The
result was that meal prices, in real terms, declined and required subsidies.

The COupon program introduced in 1989 permitted a large increase in meal prices in
January follOWed by a further increase in June when the new harvest became available.
This was follOwed in July 1990 by an upward revision of almost 100%. This met with an
adverse publiC' reaction.

-Q

Budget allocations for the Maize Reserve were made in 1990 and 1991 as follows:

1990 K267 million
1991 K132 million

These allocations COver only handling and storage charges incurred by ZCF. In early
1991 ZCF was allocated one billion Kwacha to buy 25 million bags of maize for the
Reserve. One billion Kwacha was Spent transporting Reserve maize to ZCF storage,
then to mills. These costs were charged to the maize marketing bUdget for 1991. The
maize purchase funds should have been recovered from ZCF When the Reserve maize
was sold but rather were diverted to fund maize purchases for this season.

The maize marketing subsidy bUdget allocation for the last three years has b.:en:

1988 K 745 million
1989 K 700 million
1990 10,304 million

The bUdget allocation for 1991 of K2,478 million, to cover interpr- ;i1c I transpor' wasexpended by mid-year.

CONSUMPTION POLICIES

Zambia's urban POPulation r 1W exceeds 50% - a high level for a lOW-income country.
Incomes in the countly zre highly skewed .and, (;;1 average, very low. Per capita GDP
has declined from K41l.7 in 1975 to K2B2.2 in 1989 (at 1977 prices). Rural per capita
incomes are lower than urban incomes while urban unemployment is high. In 1984/85,
60% of the income of low income urban families was Spent on food with 40% Spent on
cereals (mainly mealie-meal). The percentage of income Spent of food showed an
upward trend in the 70s and 80s and is probably 70% to-day. Thus, it is not surprising
that increases in meal prices, or disruptions in meal supply constitute a potential SOurce
of social unrest. Government has been sensitive to meal supply and prices as tools to
maintain social stability and ensure urban food security.

Consumer Price POlicy

The prices of brealcfast and roller meal have been controlled by government. However,
controls recently have been partially relaxed or have i:J~:come unworkable. In the 1970's
and early 1980's, the prices for breakfast and roller meal were set in June each year,
simultaneously with producer and into-mill prices ofmaize. In the mid-1980's, an attempt
was made to partially liberalize the prices of meal. The results and the associated public
reaction caused this decision to be reversed. Private mills were nationalized and meal
prices remained constant for several years. Other commodity prices were liberalized and

~ IINl net!de4 Refomu

TIme Period
Breakfast Meal RoIICrMeaJ

June 1985 10 Dec. 1989
19.15

1·US
Jan. 1989 10 Feb. 1989

56.00 41.(11
Feb. 1989 10 Aug. 1989

70.00
52.00

Aug. 1989 10 July 1990
114.00

82.30
JUly 1990 10 Presenl

215.00 158.00

The government announced measures to partially deregulate the sale of maize by
producers in September of 1990. The mills immediately reduced meal prices by 1D%
on the grounds that buying maize directly from farmers would reduce their costs. No
upward adjustment in meal prices has occurred since then although recommendatioas
for adjustments were made in March and again in June 1991. At present, oOic:iaI meal
prices are lower than economic prices and are heavily subsidized at the milllcvcL

The Coupoa Program

The COUpon program, which the government has operated since January 1989, bas
subsidized the cost of maize meal for urban and peri-urban households with annual
incomes of less than K20,500. The program benefits families in Lusaka and Copperbelt,
as well as outlying urban centres and the semi-urban population around major centrcs.
The current COupon value is K42 implying that the COUpon covers approximately 48% of
the cost of roller meal requirements (14kg/month/pcrson) for recipient families.lbc
coupons can be used for the pur~ of either roller meal or breakfast meal.

J
Coupons are not available to n\ral households which are considered capable of
producing their own food requirements. In the early stages of tbe COUpon program,
almost all urban and peri-urban families received them. Eligible recipients will decline
rapidly if the income ceiling is nor raised to keep abreast of inflation.
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Milling Subsidies

In 1988, the government elected to pay part of the marketing subsidy directly to the 
milling sector. This helped keep the meal prices from rising and linked marketing 
subsidies to consumer interests. The practice was discontinued when the coupon program 
was established.

By early 1991, that the mills were losing money on maize meal. A meal price increase 
of 20% was recommended but the government elected to pay a direct subsidy to the 
mills. By mid-1991, increased into-mill price coupled with rising operating costs 
necessitated either increases in meal prices or subsidies. The government chose the 
second option. The mills are now receiving subsidies/bag in excess of the retail price 
of meal.

Retail Regulation

A large .share of the marketed meal has been sold through state shops. This ensured 
that retail prices were kept at official levels and facilitated some control of the coupon 
program. At times, mills have been required to deliver 80% of the meal they prHuced 
to state shops. Most meal is sold in 25kg or 50 kg bags but repackaging by small-scale 
retailers is now permitted. The dominance of these package sizes seems closely linked 
to price controls and the cost of packaging.

As official meal price became further removed from the economic price, increased black 
marketeering and smuggling of meal developed. Because retailers are allowed to charge 
extra for transporting meal beyond 25 km, it is easier to charge higher prices 'out-of- 
town*. Black marketeering, is now commonplace and accepted. Black market prices 
frequently are double official prices.

IMPACT OF CONSUMPTION POLICIES

Seventy percent of the caloric intake of Zambians comes from maize, one of the highest 
levels in the world. With the population expected to double by 2010, national maize 
requirements will at least double, while marketed requirements grow even faster. 
Consumers in urban areas have benefitted from past government policies through low 
meal prices. Consumers have exhibited a high level of tolerance for supply disruptions 
and a low level of tolerance for price increases. Consequences of past government 
policies for consumers are:

a high level of dependency on a maize supply system which government can no
longer afford: and,
being exposed to a free market price for maize which seems high (in the near
term) because of production and marketing inefficiencies and the high level of
past subsidies.

Consequences and needed Reforms 75

The opportunity cost of public resources devoted to maize production, marketing and 
consumption may have been very high. These resources, properly applied, might have 
played a role in reversing the downward slide of the entire economy, including income 
levels.

Prices Paid versus Market Prices

The following table shows the estimated full cost prices of mealie-meal for August 1991 
for three different into-mill prices   the one currently in effect, current export parity (at 
the mill not the farm), and current import parity based on imports from South Africa 
landed in Lusaka by rail. The latter is the same as the into-mill price announced for May 
1992. The table also shows the difference between these and the current official prices 
of K215 and KlS8/25kg bag of breakfast and roller meal respectively.

Tabte 7: Full Cost Prires/25Kg of Roller am) Breakfast Meal Based on Different InhMnill ?rir*s for
Maize

Into-Mill Prices

Price per 
bag

K1100

K13SO

K1800

Price 
permt

$163

$200

$267

Breakfast Meal

Full Coct 
Price

K569

K698

K932

Full Cost 
kssK21S

K3S4

K483

K717

Roller Meal

Full Cost 
Price

K493

K584

K746

Full Cost 
less KISS

K335

K426

KS88

Using an export parity into-mill price of $200/mt, consumers are buying breakfast meal 
for about 30% of what they would pay in a free market situation. Consumers using 
coupons buy roller meal for K116/bag vs K584 based on export parity and K746 based 
on import parity. When the into-mill price was raised to K442/bag in mid-1989, meal 
prices were about 60% free market price.

Consumption in Rural Areas

Per capita maize consumption in rural areas is lower than in urban areas. Not only are 
rural incomes lower than those in urban areas, but rural diets tend to be more 
diversified with greater reliance on other foods ~ cassava, sorghum, and millet. Data 
from the early 1980's indicatedtthat rural malnutrition was also relatively high in those 
regions relying entirely on hoe cultivation and among households with small amounts of 
cultivated land. While most rural residents grow some maize (or other cereal), many do 
not grow enough to supply their own needs for a full year. Thus, rural families are both 
buyers and sellers of maize.

A large .share of the marketed meal has been sold through state shops. This ensured
that retail prices were kept at official levels and facilitated some control of the coupon

. . program. At times, mills have been required to deliver 80% of the meal they prMuced
!; to state shops. Most meal is sold in 25kg or 50 kg bags but repackaging by small-scale
ti retailers is now permitted. The dominance of these package sizes seems closely linked
1 to price controls and the cost of packaging.
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Milling Subsidies

In 1988, the government elected to pay part of the marketing subsidy directly to the
milling sedor. This helped keep the meal prices from rising and linked marketing
subsidies to consumer interests. The practice was discontinued when the coupon program
was established.

By early 1991, that the mills were losing money on maize meal. A meal price increase
of 20% was recommended but the government elected to pay a direct subsidy to the
mills. By mid-I991, increased into-mill price coupled with rising operating costs
necessitated either increases in meal prices or subsidies. The government chose the
second option. The mills are now receiving subsidies/bag in excess of the retail price
of meal.

Retail Regulation

As official meal price became further removed from the economic price. increased black
marketecring and smuggling of meal developed. Because retailers are allowed to charge
extra for transporting meal beyond 25 Ian, it is easier to charge higher prices -out-of
town-. Black marJceteering, is DOW commonplace and accepted. Black market prices
frequently are double official prices.

IMPACf OF CONSUMPTION POLICIES

Seventy percent of the caloric intake of Zambians comes from maize, one of the highest
levels in the world. With the population expected to double by 2OiO, national maize
requirements will at least double, while marketed requirements grow even faster.
Consumers in urban areas have benefitted from past government policies through low
meal prices. Consumers have exhibited a high level of tolerance for supply disruptions
and a low level of tolerance for price increases. Consequences of past government
policies for consumers are:

a high level of dependency on a maize supply system which government can no
Jonger afford: and,
being exposed to a free market price for maize which seems high (in the near
term) because of production and marketing inefficiencies and the high level of
past subsidies.

Consequmas and nuded Refonns 75

The opportunity cost of public resources devoted to maize production, marketing and
consumption may have been very high. These resources, properly applied, might have
played a role in reversing the downward slide of the entire economy, including income
levels.

Prices Paid versus Market Prices

The following table shows tbe estimated full cost prices of mealie-meal for August 1991
for three different into-mill prices - the one currently in effect, current export parity (at
the mill-not the farm), and current import parity based on imports from South Africa
landed in Lusaka by rail. The latter is the same as tbe into-mill price announced for May
1992. The table also shows the difference between these and the current official prices
of K215 and K158/25kg bag of breakfast and roller meal respectively.

Table 7: Fall Cost Prires/1SKa of Roller alld Brukfast M~al Based on Dirr~~nf Inlo-mill :'rites ror
Maize

Into-Mill Prices Breakfast Mal Roller Meal

Price per Price Full Co5t Full Cost Full Cost Full Cost
bag permt Price less K21S Price less K1S8

KnOO SI63 KS69 K3S4 K493 KJ3S

KI3S0 S200 K69l1 K483 K584 K426

KISOO $267 K932 K717 K746 KS88

Using an export parity into-mill price of$200/mt, consumers are buying breakfast meal
for about 30% of what they would pay in a free market situation. Consumers using
coupons buy roller meal for K116Jbag vs K584 based on export parity and K746 based
on import parity. When the into-mill price was raised to K442jbag in mid-I989, meal
prices were about 60% free market price.

Consumption in Rural Areas

Per capita maize consumption in rural areas is lower than in urban areas. Not only are
rural incomes lower than those in urban areas, but rural diets tend to be more
diversified with greater relianar on other foods -- cassava, sorghum, and millet. Data
from the early 1980's indicate4f\'lhat rural malnutrition was also relatively high in those
regio:1s relying entirely on hoe cultivation and among households with small amounts of
cultivated land. While most rural residents grow some mai7-c (or other cereal), many do
not grow enough to supply their own needs for a full year. Thus, rural families are both
buyers and sellers of maize.
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For the small-scale producer, a large share of his/her income (both cash and in-kind) is devoted to food and much of this goes to producing or buying maize. Some studies have estimated that up to 90% of the income of rural families must be devoted to food.
Another characteristic of rural consumption is that it has been to the advantage of small- scale fanners to sell maize and buy back meal. Present prices for maize and meal provide this incentive.

Consumption in UHban Areas

Per capita consumption has been calculated at 14 kg per person per month. Actual sales are ten percent less. Maize is the cheapest source of calories available to consumers dependent upon it. Average family size in uiban areas is 7 persons. At the above prices for breakfast and roller meal, this implies the following monthly family expenditures (without coupons).

TaMe fc Monthly Expenditures on Breakfast or Roller Meal for An Average Family Given Different Into-mill Prices for Maize and No Milling Subsidy

Into-Mill 
Price/bag

K1100

K1350

K1800

Into-Mill 
Price/mt

$163

$200

$267

Current Prices

Breakfast 
Meal

K2276

K2792

K3728

K860

Roller 
Meal

K1972

K2336

K39S4

K656
There are families in Zambian cities whose monthly income barely exceeds these values. If the coupon ceiling were raised to K60,000/year to allow for inflation, full cost pricing based on import parity would require families at the ceiling to spend about half their incomes to buy mealie-meal. They would clearly be very receptive to low cost alternatives. This would imply a shift from breakfast meal to roller meal and the emergence of urban markets for hammermeal (which is about 30% cheaper than roller meal) and maize itself. If maize were sold to consumers in urban areas, it could be ground at local hammermills, or at home in a handmill or some urLan families might elect to pound the maize as is traditional in rural areas.

Consequences and needed Reforms 77
Costs of Consumer Subsidies

Budgetary costs of direct consumer subsidies include:- the coupon program,
- the milling subsidy, and
- subsidies on imported maize.

The coupon program had a budget allocation of K600 million for 1989 and KU billion for 1990. For 1991, it originally had a budget allocation of K1.2 billion (based on no increase in coupon value). The allocation was subsequently reduced to K675 million because of the removal of ineligible people from the list of recipients.
The milling subsidy for 1988 was estimated at K487 million. No milling subsidy was paid in 1989 or 1990. Recent estimates of the milling subsidy for 1991 place it at about K3 billion. There was no allocation in the original budget for such a subsidy.
Subsidies on imported maize are required when the import price is greater than the into- mill price that prevails when the maize is sold to the mills. Subsidies of this sort were paid in the early 1980's but were not required again until this year. In 1991, they will be substantial even though the into-mill price is closer to import parity than in the past. The large quantities of maize imported will result in substantial subsidies even if the per unit subsidy is small.

MACRO-ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS

The macro-economic implications of Zambia's maize subsector policies are reflected in the following:
- the aggregate impact on the national budget and government's overall financial capability;
- the aggregate impact on the money supply and interest rates;- the impact on trade, exchange rates, and balance of payments; and- the opportunity cost of not investing in other endeavors.

Total Budgetary Impact

Throughout most of the 1980s maize marketing and fertilizer subsidies comprised between five and ten percent of the total GRZ budget. They were at their lowest level in the mid - eighties but rose steadily in the period when meal prices were held constant from 1985 to 1988. In 1988 and 1989 these subsidies, together with the coupon program exceeded 16% of the budget. However, in real terms, there was a significant decline between 1988 and 1989 when the coupon program was introduced. Table 9 presents data for 1991. Several other budget categories which support the sector (e.g., research and extension and grain storage) are not shown.

\r \

Another characteristic of rural consumption is that it has been to the advantage ofsmall_
scale farmers to seD maize and buy back meal. Present prices for maize and meal
provide this incentive.

For the small-scale producer, a large share of his/her income (both cash and in-kind)
is devoted to food and much of this goes to producing or buying maize. Some studies
have estimated that up to 90% of the income of rural families must be devoted to fOOd.
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Costs or Consumer Subsidies

Budgetary costs nf direct consumer subsidies include:
- the coupon program,
- the milling subsidy, and
- subsidies on imported maize.

71
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Consumption in PO'ban Arras

Per capita consumption has been calculated at 14 kg per person per month. Actual sales
are ten percent less. Maize is the cheapest source of calories available to consumers
dependent upon it. Average family size in ulban areas is 7 persons. At the above prices
for breakfast and roller meal, this implies the following monthly family expenditures
(without coupons).

Tablell: Mo..hJy Expellditures 011 BreaId'ast or Rolla- Meal (or An AYe'" Family GiYeD DiII'cre..'-_iU PrXes (or Maize alld No Milli.., Subsidy

'nto-Mill 'nto-Mill Breakfast RollerPric:e/bag Pric:e/mt Meal Meal
KI100 $163 K2276 KI972
KI3S0 S200 1<2792 K2336
KI800 $267 K3728 K3984

CuJTent Prices K8liO K6S6

There are families in Zambian cities whose monthly income barely exceeds these values.
If the COupon ceiling were raised to K60,OOO/year to allow for inflation, fuD cost pricing
based on import parity would require families at the ceiling to spend about balf their
incomes to buy mealit>meal. They would clearly be very receptive to low cost
alternatives. This would imply a shift from breakfast meal to roller meal and the
emergence of urban markets fOa hammermeal (which is about 30% cheaper than roller
meal) and maize itself. If maize were sold to consumers in urban areas, it could be
ground at local hammermilJs, or at bome in a handmill or some urLan families might
elect to pound the maize as is traditional in rural areas.

The coupon program had a budget allocation of K600 million for 1989 and K1.3 billion
for 1990. For 1991, it originally had a budget allocation of K1.2 billion (based on no
increase in coupon value). The allocation was subSCCJuently reduced to K675 million
because of the removal of ineligible people from the list of recipients.

The milling subsidy for 1988 was estimated at K487 million. No milling subsidy was paid
in 1989 or 1990. Recent estimates of the milling subsidy for 1991 place it at about K3
billion. There was no allocation in the original budget for such a subsidy.

Subsidies on imported maize are required when the import price is greater than the into
mill price that prevails when the maize is sold to the mills. Subsidies of this sort were
paid in tbe early 1980's but were not required again until this year. In 1991, they will be
substantial even though the into-mill price is closer to import parity than in the past. The
large quantities of maize imported will result in substantial subsidies even if the per unit
subsidy is small.

MACRO-ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS

The macro-economic implications of Zambia's maize subsector policies are reflected in
the following:

- the aggregate impact on the national budget and goVe:mment's
overall financial capability;

- the aaregate impact on the money supply and interest rates;
- the impact on trade, exchange rates, and balance or payments; and
- the opportunity cost or Dot investing in other endeavors.

Total BUdgetary Impact

Throughout most of the 19805 maize marketing :Ind fertilizer subsidies comprised
between five and ten percent of the (otal GRZ budget. They were at their lowest level
in the mid - eighties but rose stell~ily in the period when meal prices were held constant
from 1985 to 1988. In 1988 and 1!189 these subsidies, together with the coupon program
exceeded 16% of the budget. However, in real terms, there was a significant decline
between 1988 and 1989 when the coupon program was introduced. Table 9 presents data
for 1991. Several other budget categories which support the sector (e.g., research and
extension and grain storage) are not shown.
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Table 9-. Total Bwtget Costs (million Kwacha) for the Maize Sobsector -1988 to 1991

Program

Maize Handling

Pert. Handling

Maize Reserves

Coupon Program

Credit

Total

USS(mill) Equiv

1988

745

206

487-

216

1,654

207

1989

700

354

592

177

1,832

83

1990

1,304

S49

267

1,289

613

4,022

94

1991

2,478

1353

132

1045

1,075

6.783
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' Milling Subsidy

Not all of the public support for the maize subsector comes in the form of direct 
financial subsidies that appear in the budget. There are two other important categories 
of support:

- Government must guarantee or provide loans for various parts of the system, 
some of which are bankrupt; and

- donor funding is used to support the maize subsector.

In addition to the above subsidies, government currently has the following known 
financial relationships with institutions supporting the maize subsector.

- loan guarantees to PCUs and ZCF, K2.5 billion;
- loan guarantee on behalf of NCZ, K750 million;
- loan to NCZ, K422 million; and
- counterpart funds owing from NCZ, K430 million;

The extent that these relationships result in either increased government outlays or 
reduced government revenues, constitutes a direct contribution to the deficit.

Impact on Money Supply, Inflation, and (Economic) Interest Rates

In addition to the support provided by government and donors, the Bank of Zambia is 
involved in supporting the maize subsector. The BOZ has extended loans directly, or 
through intermediaries, to a number of groups involved in the subsector including 
Zamseed, NCZ, the Cooperative Unions, and ZCF.

Consequences and needed Reforms 79

The combined impact of GRZ and BOZ activities related to the maize sector on money 
supply, inflation and interest rates has not been measured. However, most observers feel 
that it is significant. This underlies efforts by IMF and World Bank to get GRZ to 
reduce it's financial support for the subsector.

Impact on Trade, Exchange Rates, aod Balance of Payments

The trade and exchange rate impacts of Zambia's maize policies have not been 
quaniified but some observations are relevant. Firstly, fertilizer is Zambia's second 
largest import. To the extent that fertilizer is not wisely used or is re-exported, this 
implies a larger than necessary allocation of foreign exchange to this commodity. There 
was a carry-over of 100,000 mt of fertilizer in 1990, more than half the amount needed 
for an entire year's consumption. Secondly, maize imports when they occur, are a drain 
on foreign exchange. This year, such imports could exceed three million bags with an 
import value of $65 million. Thirdly, maize may well be the agricultural commodity 
which has the greatest potential to generate foreign exchange earnings for the country.

Tobacco has been Zambia's leading agricultural export. During the 1980's, the total value 
of tobacco exports ranged between $1 and $5 million. An annual export of five million 
bags of maize at $200/mt would generate $90 million in foreign exchange. Illegal 
exports of maize and maize meal from Zambia in some years may have approached this 
level.

Opportunity Cost of Not Investing in Other Endeavors

Substantial donor funding is used to support the maize subsector. Funding which is used 
for maize storage, maize imports, etc., is not available for other purposes.

NEEDED POLICY REFORMS

The Need for A Comprehensive Strategy

To reduce public financial support and improve maize subsector efficiency, while 
providing for adequate maize supplies, any revised set of maize subsector policies should:

> > increase production dose to urban centres in order to reduce transport
costs of maize moving to domestic markets; 

> > continue production; of maize in outlying areas in order to provide food
security and incomVs for rural people, especially f. nigh exports to
nearby countries: (Zambia should produce more im ; with most of the
expansion close to Lusaka and Copperbclt.) 

> > continue a rate of growth in total maize output in excess of the rate of
growth in population;
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The trade and exchange rate impacts of Zambia's maize policies have not been
quanlified but some observations are relevant. Firstly, fertilizer is Zambia's second
largest import. To the extent that fertilizer is not wisely used or is re-exported, this
impli~ a larger than necessary allocation of foreign exchange to this commodity. There
was a carry-over of 100,000 mt of fertilizer in 1990, more than half the amount needed
for an ~ntire year's consumption. Secondly, maize imports when they occur, are a drain
on foretgn exchange. This year, such imports could exceed three million bags with an
import value of $65 million. Thirdly, maize may well be the agricultural commodity
which has the greatest potential to generate foreign exchange earnings for the country.

> > increase production dose to urban centres in order to reduce transport
costs of maize mo~ to domestic markets;

> > continue produc:ti~or maize in oudying areas in order to provide rood
security and incomes for n""8J people, especially t'. 'ugh exports to
nearby countries: (Zambia should produce more Di"J: ~ with most or the
expansion close to Lusaka and CopperbelL)

> > continue a rate or growth in total maize output in excess of the rate or
growth in population;

The combined impact of GRZ and BOZ activities related to the maize sector on money
supply, inflation and interest rates has not been measured. However, most observers feel
that it is significant. This underlies efforts by IMF and World Bank to get GRZ to
reduce it's financial support (or the subsector.

Impact on Trade, Exduulge Rates, and Balance or Payments

Tobacco has been Zambia's leading agricultural export. During the 1980's, the total value
of tobacco exports ranged between $1 and $5 million. An annual export of rave million
bags of maize at S2OO/mt would generate $90 miUion in foreign exchange. Illega!
exports of maize and maize meal from Zambia in some years may have approached this
level.

Opportunity Cost of Not Investing in Other Endeavors

NEEDED POLICY REFORMS

Substantial donor funding is used to support the maize subseetor. Funding which is used
for maize storage, maize imports, clc., is not available for other purposes.

The Need for A Comprehensive Strategy

To reduce public financial support and improve maize suhsector efficiency, while
providing for adequate maize supplies, any revised set of maize subsector policies should:
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Table 9: Total IIudcd Costs (million K_IuI) for the Maize Sebsector • 1988 to 1"1

Program 1988 1989 1990 1991

Maize Handling 745 700 1,304 2,478

t:"ert. Handling 206 3S4 549 1,853

Maize Reserves 267 132

Coupon Program 487" 592 1,289 1,245

Credit 216 177 613 1,075

Total 1,654 1,832 4,022 6,783

USS (mill) Equiv 207 83 94 97
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- Government must guarantee or provide loans for various parts of the system,
some of which are bankrupt; and

• donor funding is used to support the maize subsedor.

- loan guarantees to PCUs and ZCF, K2.5 billion;
- loan guarantee on behalf of NCZ, K750 million;
- loan to Nez, K422 million; and
- counterpart funds owing from NCZ, K430 million;

" Milling Subsidy

In addition to the above subsidies, government currently has the following known
financial relationships with institutions supporting the maize subsector.

Not all of the public support for the maize subsector comes in the form of direct
financial subsidies that appear in the budget. There are two other important categories
of support:

Impact on Money Supply, InDation, and (Economic) Interest Rates

In addition to the support provided by government and donors, the Bank of Zambia is
involved in supporting the maize subsector. The BOZ bas extended loans directly, or
through intermediaries, to a number of groups involved in the subsector including
Zamseed, NCZ, the Cooperative Unions, and ZCF.

The extent tbat these relationships result in either increased government outlays or
reduced government revenues, constitutes a direct contribution to the deficit.
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> > effectively and expeditiously deal with temporary shortfalls (nationally and
regionally) in maize output due to poor rainfall; 

> > reduce subsidies for fertilizer and fanner credit; 
> > reduce subsidies and loan guarantees for maize marketing; 
> > increase competition in input supply, maize marketing, milling and

retailing in order to improve services and keep costs as low as possible; 
> > move parastatal bodies to become profitable; and 
> > finance self-sustaining systems of maize storage.

Reduction in the level of public financial support to the maize subsector is considered 
essential if the budget is to be balanced and the government's overall financial status is 
to be unproved. These goals must be achieved if inflation is to be contained, the decline 
in the value of the Kwacha is to be arrested and donor confidence in Zambia's economic 
policies is to be restored. Public financial support for the maize subsector is so large 
and so inextricably linked to regulations, that reduction cannot be achieved without some 
adverse effects on:

- continuity and level of maize supplies;
- incomes of some small-scale producers; and
- food consumption among urban dwellers, especially low-income people.

These impacts will be serious in the first two or three years of a revised set of policies. 
However, the nature of the Zambian society and economy, indicates that the latter two, 
especially the third, may be significant for at least five or ten years. With unproved 
production and marketing efficiency, real economic meal prices to consumers should 
decline over time with the proper set of policies.

Therefore, a solution to the 'maize problem* must achieve a high level of reduction in 
public financial support for the subsector while minimizing adverse impacts on 
producers and consumers and encouraging improved subsector efficiency. The 
government must be able to preserve peace and stability while fostering broadly-based 
economic growth. And It must do this by using the limited administrative capability 
that is currently available.

Key elements of the proposed strategy are: 
some form of targeted consumer protection;
full liberalization of domestic maize, meal and input supply marketing: 
special assistance to small-scale and emerging producers; 
a new maize marketing coordination vehicle; 
a realistic relationship between interest rates and inflation: and, 
a modified international trading policy for maize, maize meal, and farm 
inputs

Consequences and needed Reforms 81

Without appropriate attention to these six areas, it is doubtful if a revised set of maize 
subsector policies could be successful. Some of the elements of the policy would require 
government funding which, in fgg*^y»te must be constrained to make it fiscally 
responsible. In components, the policy must achieve intended sectoral results. Not only 
must existing budget funding be reduced, the allocation of remaining funding among 
budget categories must be different. The coordination of budget planning and policy 
decisions must be improved.

The six elements of the proposed plan are not mutually exclusive   they are inter-related 
in three ways   through the budget, through effects on each other and through effects 
on the maize subsector. Major modifications to one part of the plan should not be made 
without considering expected impacts, both direct and indirect, on both the subsector and 
the budget.

Targeted Consumer Protection

Some form of continuing consumer protection may be needed because of:

the high proportion of the population living in urban areas;
- low levels of income and high rates of unemployment; 

the high proportion of income spent on food, i.e., maize; 
the poor prospects for increasing incomes in the near term;

- the traditional government concern and support for provision of basic food in 
light of higher breakfast and roller meal prices in major urban centres under
liberalization.

/

However this support must not interfer with increasing maize production and marketing 
efficiency to be achieved under the liberalized system. These latter improvements could 
reduce into-mill prices for maize by up to 30% by moving from an import parity to an 
export parity basis. The assistance must be carefully targeted to keep government 
expenditures low. Any subsidy on breakfast and roller meal is to be phased out over not 
more than twelve months as these commodities move to market prices. Further 
government must continue to be aware of possible alternatives to protect low income 
urban consumers to ensure food security, prevent hunger and malnutrition and preserve 
social stability.

The difference between current subsidized prices and economic prices is quite high. 
Therefore, it might be necessary to design a meal subsidy program for millers allowing 
a phased move to market meal prices by the end of 1992. The coupon program is being 
phased out via curtailed participation and erosion of benefits. Any subsequent coupon 
program should apply to maize and hammermeal output as well as to breakfast and 
roller meal. The coupon value could be tied to producer maize prices and the 14 
kg/person/month reviewed to see if is realistic, A variety of targeting and administrative
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Targeted Consumer Protection

The six elements of the proposed plan are not mutually exclusive - they are inter-related
in three ways - through the budget, through effects on each other and through cffects
on the maize subsector. Major modifications to one part of the plan should nOl be made
without considering expected impacts, both direct and indirect, on both the subseetor and
the budget.

Without appropriate attention to these six areas, it is doubtful if a revised set of maize
5ubsector policies could be successful. Some of the elements of the policy would require
government funding which, in ''''''!Pte must be constrained to make it fJSCaJly
responsible. In components, the policy must achieve intended sectoral results. Not only
must existing budget funding be reduced, the allocation of remaining funding among
budget categories must be different. The coordination of budget planning and policy
decisions must be improved.

the high proportion of the population living in urban areas;
low levels of income and high rates of unemployment;
the high proportion of income spent on food, i.e.. maize;
the poor prospects for inaeasing incomes in the near term;
lhe traditional governmeDt concern and support for provision of basic food in
light of higher breakfast and roDer meal prices in major urban centres under
liberalization.

However this support must not interfer with inaeasing maize production and marketing
efficiency to be achieved under the h"beraJized system. These latter improvements could
reduce into-mill prices for maize by up to 30% by moving from an import parity to an
export parity basis. The' assistance must be carefully targeted to keep government
expenditures low. Any subsidy on breakfast and roller meal is to be phased out oyer Dot
more than twelve month!' as these commodities move to market prices. Further
government must continue to be aware of possible alternatives to protect low income
urban consumers to ensure food security, prcvent hunger and malnutrition and preserve
social stability.

Some form of continuing consumer protection may be needed because of:

The difference between c:urr~t subsidized prices and economic prices is quite high.
Therefore, it might be neCCSSfhr to design a meal subsidy program for millers allowing
a phased move to market mea'! prices by the end of 1992. The coupon program is being
phased out via curtailed participation and erosion of benefits. Any subsequent coupon
program should apply to maize and hammermeal output as well as to breakfast and
roller meal. The coupon valuc could be tied to producer maize prices and tbe 14
leg/person/month reviewed to see if is realistic. A variety of targeting and administrative

> > effectivelyand expeditiously deBl with temporary shortfalls (nationallyand
regionally) in maize output due to poor rainfall;

> > reduce subsidies for fertilizer and farmer c~dit;

> > reduce subsidies and loan guarantees for maize marketing;
> > increase competition in input supply, maize marketing, milling and

retailing in order to improve services and keep costs as 1_ as possible;
> > move parastatal bodies to become profitable; and
> > finance self-sustaining systems of maize storage.

J. McKenzie cl F. Chmowdh

ReductioD iD the level of public financial support to the maize subsector is considered
essential if tbe budget is to be balanced and the government's overall financial status is
to be improved. These goals ml,lSt be achieved if inflation is to be contained, the decline
in the value of the Kwacha is to be arrested and donor confidence in Zambia's economic
policies is to be restored. Public financial support for the maize subsector is so large
and so inextricably linked to regulations, that reduction cannot be achieved without some
adverse effects OD:

- continuity and level of maize supplies;
- incomes of some small-scale producers; and
- food consumption among urban dwellers, especially low-income people.

Key clemcDts of the propo!'ed strategy are:
some form or tareeted consumer protectioD;
full IibeAligtion or domestic maize. meal and input supply markeUnl:
spedal assistanq to small-scale and emendne producers;
a new maize marketing coordination vehicle;
• realistic relaUonship be~n interest rates and inftaUon; and,
a modified intemational trading policy for maize. maize meal. and farm
i!!Jm!1
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These impacts will be serious in the first two or three years of a revised set of policies.
However, the nature of the Zambian society and economy. indicates that the latter two,
especially the third, may be significant for at least five or ten years. With improved
production and marketing efficiency, real economic meal prices to consumers should
decline over time with the proper set of policies.

The.dore, a solution to the ·maize problem" must achieVe a hieh level 01 reduction in
public: financial support for the subsector while minimizilll adverse impacts oa
producers and consumers· and encouraging improved sUbsector el'flciency. The
eovemment must be able to preserve peace and stability while fosterly broadly-based
economic IJY'!lh. And it must do this by using the limited administrative capability
that is currently available.

I f
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improvements are needed (see recent Price-Waterhouse study). Hammermills for 
urban areas should be made available through VIS and SIDO on a wide scale basis as 
soon as possible strictly on commercial criteria. It should be ensured that hammenncal 
does not have a disadvantage because of subsidies paid on breakfast and or roller meal 
Further hammermills must have ready access to maize.

Full Liberalization of Maize and Meal Marketing and Input Supply

The full liberalization of maize, meal and input markets is necessary because:

- the existing regulated system is costing government more than it can sustain;
- the existing system is economically inefficient and wasteful of scarce 

resources;
- government does not have the capability to regulate the system to achieve 

overall efficiency and reduce public costs; and
- expanded maize production dose to urban centres is needed.

The expansion of maize production close to Lusaka and Copperbelt should arise as a 
result of liberalization since producers will receive prices which reflect demand in these 
markets and transport costs of more distant producers. Prices paid to farmers will 
improve as a result of:

- direct sales to mills;
- elimination of pan-seasonal pricing; and
- into-mill price ceilings at import parity prices.

For example, with an into-mill price of K1800/bag, producers within 250km of the major 
mills should immediately receive at least K1550/bag as there will be no transport 
subsidy. At this price, maize becomes profitable for small-scale and emerging farmers 
(even if fertilizer is not subsidized) along the line-of-rail — it also becomes competitive 
with other crops on many commercial farms.

The liberalization of maize, meal and input markets would necessarily entail:
(i) withdrawal of all on-going government financial support from sectoral

parastatals and Cooperatives at all levels; 
(ii) removal of all existing price controls and price setting regulations from

all markets; and
(iii) price determination via the market interaction of supply and demand for 

parastatal mills and Cooperatives.

Return of the parastatals to the private sector is an essential step in liberalization.
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Maize Market Liberalization

Into-mill maize prices along the line of rail should be fully determined by supply and 
demand forces by May 1992. Imported maize selling prices will determine into-mill 
prices as long as the country is in a deficit position. Higher into-mill prices will exist in 
Copperbelt than in Lusaka because of the extra transport costs.

Into-mill prices in Western, Northwestern and Luapula, should be fully decontrolled and 
mills in these areas should expect to compete with the Zairian market. Eastern, 
Northern and Southern province mills may be able to buy for less if supplies remain 
abundant. Producer prices will be determined by supply and demand although a system 
of producer floor prices is an option.

The Ministry of Cooperatives should ensure that lower level Cooperatives know that they 
can trade in maize and farm inputs without directives or control from government or 
higher level cooperatives. This applies particularly to direct sales to mills and sales !o 
residents in periods of local food shortages. The Ministry should also encourage 
competition — not collusion ~ within the Cooperative system. The continued involvement 
of individual Cooperatives (including ZCF) in maize marketing should be determined 
by the market place and member interests — not by government.

Government may still have to provide some direct assistance to millers and Cooperatives 
to ensure that the 1992 maize crop is bought. However, by 1993, buying by millers 
should be handled entirely through normal commercial bank credit while government 
support for Coop buying should be greatly reduced encouraging cooperatives to do 
likewise. '

Meal Market Liberalization

In the case of mealie-meal consumer prices for roller and breakfast meal must be 
degazetted and retailers allowed to set their own prices. Private retailers will be allowed 
to sell at market prices immediately. State shops will do so when the meal subsidy is 
removed. Sales of meal to all retailers will be uncontrolled. Retail margins for meal 
sold by state shops may still be set but margins will not be subsidized.
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Into-mill maize prices along the line of rail should be fully determined by supply and
demand forces by May 1992. Imported maize selling prices will determine into-mill
prices as long as the country is in a deficit position. Higher into-mill prices will exist in
Copperbelt than in Lusaka because of the extra transport costs.

The Ministry ofCooperatives should ensure that lower level Cooperatives know that they
can trade in maize and farm inputs without directives or control from government or
higher level cooperatives. This applies panicularly to direct sales to mills and sales to
residents in periods of local food shortages. The Ministry should also encourage
competition - nol collusion - within the Cooperative system. The continued involvement
of individual Cooperatives (including ZCf) in maize marketing should be determined
by the market place and member interests - not by government.

Into-mill prices in Western, Northwestern and Luapula, should be fully decontrolled and
mills in these areas should expect to compete with the Zairian market. Eastern,
Northern and Southern province mills may be able to buy for less if supplies remain
abundant. Producer prices will be determined by supply and demand although a system
of producer floor prices i:; an option.

Meal Market Uberalization

Maize Market Uberalization

Government may still have to provide some direct assistance to millers and Cooperatives
to ensure that the 1992 maize crop is bought. However, by 1993, buying by millers
should be handled entirely through normal commercial bank credit while government
support for Coop buying should be greatly reduced encouraging cooperatives to do
likewise.

In the case of mealie-meal consumer prices for roller and breakfast meal must be
degazetted and retailers allowed to set their own prices. Private retailers will be allowed
to sell at marlcet prices immediately. State shops will do so when the meal subsidy is
removed. Sales of meal to all retailers wiD be uncontrolled. Retail margins for meal
sold by state shops may still be set but margins will not be subsidized.
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For example, with an into-mill price of Kl800/bag, producers within 2501an of the major
mills should immediately receive at least K1550/bag as there win be no transport
subsidy. At this price, maize becomes profitable for small-scale and emerging farmers
(even if fertilizer is nol subsidized) along the line-of-rail -- it also becomes competitive
with other crops on many commercial farms.

The full liberalization of maize, meal and input markets is necessary because:

Full Liberalization or Maize and Meal Marketing and Input Supply

improvements are needed (see recent Price-Waterhouse study). Hammermills for
urban areas should be made available through VIS and slDa on a wide scale basis as
soon as possible strictly on commercial criteria. It should be ensured tbat hammermeal
does nol have a disadvantage because of subsidies paid on breakfast and or roller meal.
Further hammermills must have ready access to maize.

The expansion of maize production close to Lusaka and CQpperbelt should arise as a
result or b"beralization silKC producers will receive prices which reflect demand in these
markets and transport costs of more distant producers. Prices paid to farmers will
improve as a result of:

- dirce:t sales to mills;
- elimination of pan-seasonal pricing; and
- into-miD price ceilings at import parity prices.

- the existing regulated system is costing government more than it can sustain;
- the existing system is economically inefficient and wasteful of scarce

resources;
- government does not have the capability to :-egulate the system to achieve

overall efficiency and reduce puhiic costs; and
- expanded maize production dose to urban centres is needed.

Return of the paraslatals to the private sector is an essential step in liberalization.

The liberalization of maize, meal and input markets would necessarily entail:
(i) withdrawal of aU on-going government financial support from sectoral

parastatals and Cooperative:; at all levels;
(ii) removal of all existing price controls and price setting regulations from

all markets; and
(iii) price determination via the market interaction of supply and demand for

parastatal mills and Cooperatives.
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Liberalization of Farm Input Markets

In the case of farm inputs, markets for seed, fertilizer, and grain bags will be liberalized 
by:

- decontrolling prices;
- permitting anyone to import and/or sell the items to farmers;
- removing government-directed credit through input suppliers;
- not discriminating among suppliers with subsidies until subsidies are 

eliminated;
- ensuring that foreign exchange available for imports is allocated equitably 

among importers; and
- allowing the continued existence of NCZ to be determined in the market 

place.

Transport rates should be decontrolled and rates monitored to be sure that the Trucker's 
Association does not exert monopoly power and keep rates at the same or higher levels.

Special Assistance to Small-Scale and Emerging Producers

Some form of special continuing non-monetary assistance to small-scale and emerging 
producers may be needed because:

- small-scale and emerging producers will lose large amounts of support as the 
current system is liberalized;

- these groups account for most of the maize output;
- maize is the major source of cash income for small- scale and emerging 

fanners;
- the incomes of small-scale farmers are very low and their resources (skills and 

financial) are very limited; and
- promotion of maize production has been and may continue to be used as a 

means of bringing these groups into the market economy.

Impacts of Liberalization on Producers

Under a fully liberalized marketing system, many farmers in outlying provinces would 
receive similar or higher prices than those being received by farmers dose to Lusaka and 
Copperbelt. This would be a result of strong export demand. However, if exports are not 
freed immediately, fanners in these areas may not receive these favourable prices.

While the role of commercial fanners in maize production is expected to increase, 
small-scale and emerging farmers will still be major players in the industry if they can 
acquire and finance needed inputs (improved maize prices should offset higher fertilizer 
prices due to subsidy removal), and gain market access for their products. If small-scale 
and emerging farmers (especially the latter) do not continue in maize production, there

Consequences and needed Reforms

*ill be a loss in production simply because of their large maize output.
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Small-scale farmers in some areas of the country (e.g., parts of Northern Province) may 
find that maize is no longer more profitable. They will need help to diversify their 
operations and market their crops.

Types of Assistance

Special assistance to small-scale and emerging farmers should be provided in two forms; 
1) access to credit and 2) support for local farm organizations (mainly but not exclusively 
primary societies) in operating input supply and crop marketing facilities. It is suggested 
that the three lending agencies focus on emerging farmers (i.e., with more than 5 
hectares of crop) and conduct their operations on a commercial basis. This policy, 
combined with decontrol of the producer maize price will ensure that the money loaned 
goes for maize production in areas where this activity is profitable. The agencies' task 
will be to make and collect loans on commercial criteria for this specified clientele. 
Since the loans will be too small to attract commercial lenders, government and donors 
must commit funding to these programs, especially in the transitional stage (i.e., the next 
two to three years). The three agencies should also actively proceed to accept deposits 
to service their clients and to generate lending resources internally. This will help 
reduce, but not eliminate, the need for government/donor support.

An injection of K1.5 billion into the farm credit system is needed for this year's planting 
to partially offset inflation losses. For 1992 a similar injection may be required, but as 
soon as interest rates and inflation rates can be rationalized, the only budget outlay 
would be the partial subsidy on operating costs indicated above.

The second form of assistance for small-scale and emerging farmers would entail 
strengthening local farm organizations (mainly primary Cooperative societies) directly 
(i.e., not through higher level Cooperatives) by:

- training Directors, management and staff in financial matters;
- enabling these bodies to use their assets for loan security,
- ensuring that they can get reasonable commissions on loans made (for ZCF 

Finance Services) and on inputs sold and products marketed;
- offering, through the MOC and ZCF Finance Services, a loan guarantee 

program to enhance the capacity of primary societies to supply inputs and 
market products. ?

1)'peS of Assistance

Small-scale farmers in some areas of the country (e.g., parts of Northern Province) may
find that maize is no longer more profitable. They will need help to diversify their
operations and market their crops.
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will be a loss in production simply because of their large maize output.

Special assistance to small-scale and emerging farmers should be provided in two forms;
1) access to credit and 2) support for local farm organizations (mainly but not exclusively
primary societies) in operating input supply and crop marketing facilities. It is suggested
that the three lending agencies focus on emerging farmers (i.e., with more than 5
hectares of crop) and conduct their operations on a commercial basis. This policy,
combined with decontrol of the producer maize price will ensure that the money loaned
goes for maize production in areas where this activity is profitable. The agencies' task
will be to make and collect loans on commercial criteria for this specified clientele.
Since the loans will be too small to attract commercial lenders, government and donors
must commit funding to these programs, especially in the transitional stage (i.e., the next
two to three years). The three agencies should also actively proceed to accept deposits
to service their clients and to generate lending resources internally. This will help
reduce, but not eliminate, the need for government/donor support.

An injection of KI.5 billion into the farm credit system is needed for this year's planting
to partiaUy offset inflation losses. For 1992 a similar injection may be required, but as
soon as interest rates and inflation rates can be rationalized, the only budget outlay
would be the partial subsidy on operating costs indicated above.

The second form of assistance for small-scale and emerging farmers would entail
strengthening local farm organizations (mainly primary Cooperative societies) directly
(i.e., not through higher level Cooperatives) by:

In the case of farm inputs, markets for seed, fertilizer, and grain bags will be liberalized
by:
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Special Assistance to Small-scale and Emerging Producers

Transport rates should be decontrolled and rates monitored to be sure tbat the Trucker's
Association does not exert monopoly power and keep rates at the same or higher levels.

Uberalization of Farm Input Markets

- decontrolling prices;
- permitting anyone to import and/or sell the items to farmers;
- removing government-directed credit through input suppliers;
- not discriminating among suppliers with subsidies until subsidies are

eliminated;
- ensuring that foreign exchange available for imports is allocated equitably

among importers; and
- allowing the continued existence of NeZ to be determined in the market

place.

Some form of special continuing non-monetary assistance to small-scale and emergiag
producers may be needed because:

- small-sc:ale and emerging producers win lose large amounts of support as tbe
<:'lUI'ent system is liberalized;

- these groups account for most of the maize output;
- maize is the major source of cash income for small- scale and emerging

farmers;
- the incomes of small-scale farmers are very low and their resources (skills and

fmancial) are very limited; and
- promotion of maize production has been and may continue to be used as a

means of bringing these groups into the market economy.
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Impacts or UberalizatiOil oa Producers

Under a fuUy liberalized marketing system, many farmers in outlying provinces would
receive similar or higher prices than those being received by farmers close to Lusaka and
Copperbelt. This would be a result of strong export demand. However, if exports are not
freed immediately, farmers in these areas may not receive these favourable prices.

While the role of commercial farmers in maize production is expected to increase,
small-scale and emerging farmers will still be major players in the industry if they can
acquire and fmance needed inputs (improved maize prices should offset higher fertilizer
prices due to subsidy removal), and gain market access for their products. Ifsmall-scale
and emerging farmers (especially the latter) do not continue in maize production, there

- training Directors, management and staff in financial matters;
- enabling these bodies to use their assets for loan security;
- ensuring that they can get reasonable commissions on loans made (for ZCF

Finance Services) and on inputs sold and products marketed;
- offering, through the MOC and ZCF Finance Services, a loan guarantee

program to enhance the capacity of primary societies to supply inputs and
market products. ti
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Reasonable commissions on loans made, inputs sold, and products marketed would arise 
providing:

- markets are liberalized; and
- MOC and the Cooperative system work to ensure that primary societies 

become commercial businesses.

This revenue is critical to enable small-scale farmers to collectively acquire the resources 
needed to store and market their crops. This approach does little to assist the large 
number of small-scale fanners who have little to sell. A new strategy is needed to 
enable these fanners to gain control over sufficient land resources to enable them to 
produce for market.

Maize Marketing Coordination

Under a liberalized marketing system, some of the existing "market'coordination' 
mechanisms would disappear. There would be need for.

- a mechanism to manage the leasing and replacement of government-owned 
storage;

. a mechanism to collect, maintain and distribute information on marketings, 
prices, and stocks of maize (and perhaps other grains and even fertilizer) 
traded among members and stored at public or large-scale private facilities;

- an agent to administer the National Maize Reserve on behalf of government 
(currently handled by ZCF);

- a mechanism to provide government and donors with marketing information 
required for managing grain import and export policies; and,

- an official contact point for donors, other countries, and foreign buyers/sellers 
re large purchases of grain.

If floor prices are adopted there could also be a need for an agency to administer the 
system. The floor pricing system, coupled with the Maize Reserve operations, would 
provide the tools for any market stabilization interventions which government might wish 
to make.

A National Grain Storage and Trading Agency

Existing government Departments and Ministries do not have the capacity to perform 
these functions. The creation of a National Grain Storage and Trading Agency (or 
Board) is proposed, ideally, a representative of small-scale millers would sit on the 
Agency's Board of Directors.

The GSTA would have no government subsidy but could import maize when needed and 
sell imported maize to mills at import parity prices. In the near term, it might also buy 
some maize domestically to sell to hammermills and retailers until the industry is
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prepared to carry out this function. Revenues to sustain the new GSTA would come 
mainly from the leasing of storage facilities. Service charges could also be levied to 
members (or shareholders) for specific services and/or an annual membership fee could 
be levied. In the longer run, the GSTA could be the official body to administer weighing 
and grading regulations. It could also facilitate large-scale grain exchange transactions 
both domestic and international for current and future delivery.

The GSTA should be established immediately and a storage leasing program developed 
to recover costs from storage users. Planning and construction of new storage would 
rest with the GSTA and would be done on strictly a commercial basis. Existing storage 
would not necessarily be retained by GSTA - only those large-scale facilities essential 
for reserves. The primary societies would retain storage at all of their local collection 
points and mills would have whatever proprietary storage they considered necessary for 
their operations. The policy of charging for public storage coupled with seasonal price 
variations should encourage private storage by mills, commercial farmers and primary 
societies.

The GSTA should be made responsible for ensuring that market mechanisms exist to 
supply maize to urban hammermills and to consumers in urban areas and advise 
government on eliminating regulations. The GSTA, in cooperation with Zambia 
Railways and TAZARA should undertake a feasibility study of the bulk handling of grain 
using the railways as major carriers.

The logistics Planning Unit in the Ministry of Cooperatives should be transferred to the 
GSTA in order to collect data on stocks, prices and marketings from all GSTA 
members.

The GSTA would play role in assisting government to deal with regional food shortages 
by advising on costs and the most economical way to address the problem. The GSTA 
would be responsible for the Maize Reserve but, with the exception of maize imports, 
the operations of the Maize Reserve should be suspended until a domestic surplus is 
generated. Guidelines for the Reserve should be drawn up and approved. The GSTA 
would not make a profit or loss on trading of Reserve .grains. However, the GSTA 
would be allowed to recover a handling margin on all sales equal to the full costs of 
storage and marketing services.

Related Activities
s

The Crop Forecasting and Early Warning system in the Ministry of Agriculture should 
be continued but be more closely integrated with the work of CSO. In addition, the 
Ministry of Agriculture, in association with CFB and the GSTA should set up 
information systems to ensure that all farmers and local farmer associations (including 
primary societies) have:
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Rrlated Adivities

The GSTA would play role in assisting government to deal with regional food shonages
by advising on costs and the most economical way to address the problem. The GSTA
would be ~esponsible for !he Maize Reserve but, with the exception of maize imports,
the operations of the MaIZe Reserve should be suspended until a domestic surplus is
generated. Guidelines for the Reserve should be drawn up and approved. The GSTA
would not make a profit or loss on trading of Reserve.grains. How::ver, the GSTA
would be allowed to recover a handling margin on all sales equal to the full costs of
storage and marketing services.

The GSTA should be made responsible for ensuring that market mechanisms exist to
supply maize to urban hammermills and to consumers in urban areas and advise
government on eliminating regulations. The GSTA, in cooperation with zambia
Railways and TAZARA should undertake a feasibility study of the bulk handling ofgrain
using the railways as major carriers.

The logistics Planning Unit in the Ministry of Cooperatives should be transferred to the
GSTA in order to collect data on stocks, prices and marketings from all GSTA
members. !

prepared to carry out this function. Revenues to sustain the new GSTA would come
mainly from the leasing of storage facilities. Service charges could also be levied to
members (or shareholders) for specific services and/or an annual membership fee could
be levied: In the lo~ger run, the GSTA co~d be the official body to administer weighing
and gradmg ~egulat.lOns. It .could also faabtate large-scale grain exchange fransactions
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to rCC?ver costs from storage users. Planning and construction of new storage would
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tbe~ ?perations. The policy of.charging for public storage coupled with seasonal price
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The Crop Forecasting and ~yWarning system in the Ministry of Agriculture should
be continued but be more closely integrated with the work of CSO. In addition, the
~inistry.of Agriculture, in association with CFB and the GSTA should set up
m~ormatlon.s~tems to ensure that all farmers and local farmer associations (including
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Maize Markctilll Coordfaatioo

The GSTA would have no government subsidy but could import maize when needed and
seD imported maize to mills at import parity prices. In the near term, it might also buy
some maize domestically to sell to hammermills and retailers until the industry is

A National Grain Storage and Trading Agency

Reasonable commissions on loans made, inputs sold, and products marketed would arise
providing:

- markets are b"bcralized; and
- MOC and the Cooperative system work to ensure that primary societies

become commercial businesses.

Under a liberalized marketing system, some of the existing "market· coordination"
mechanisms would disappear. There would be need for.

• a mechanism to manage the leasing and replacement of govemment-owned
storage;

• a mmanism to collect, maintain and distribute information on marketings,
pri17es, and stocks of maize (and perhaps other grains and even fertilizer)
traded among members and stored at public or large-scale private facilities;

- an agent to administer the National Maize Reserve on behalf of govcrnmem
(currently handled by ZCF);

- a mechanism to proYide government and donors with marketing information
required fOl' managing grain import and aport policies; and,

- an official contact point for donors, other countries, and foreign buyers/sellers
re large purc:hascs of grain.
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This revenue is aiticaI to enable small-scale farmers to collectively acquire the resources
needed to store and market their crops. This approach does little to assist the large
number of small-scale farmers who have little to sell. A new strategy is needed to
enable these farmers to gain control over sufficient land resources to enable them to
produce for market.

If floor prices are adopted there could also be a need for an agency to administer the
system. The floor pricing system, coupled with the Maize Reserve operations, would
provide the tools for any market stabilization interventions which government might wish
to make.

Existing government Departments and Ministries do not have the capacity to perform
these funa;,ons. The creation of a National Grain Storage and Trading Agency (or
Board) is proposed_ Ideally, a representative of small-scale millers would sit on tbe
ft..gency's Board of Directors.
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- lull and complete information about how the liberalized system works, and
- regular, limely and accurate information on prices being paid by different 

buyers.

Government would still be responsible for Famine Relief.

Macro Policies

A "realistic" relationship between interest rates and inflation is needed to:

- prevent continual erosion of lending agency funds;
- stimulate savings at at! levels thereby reducing the excessive need for borrowed 

funds to finance the maize subsector (both production and marketing); and,
- ensure appropriate allocation of labour and capital resources in the subsector, 

especially in marketing and on commercial farms.

The current negative interest rates cause the three development lending agencies to lose 
half of their capital annually, even with 100% recoveries. Commercial banks do not have 
the same problem since it is their depositors, not the banks themselves who lose money. 
However, the lack of incentive to save is impacting heavily on the economy, including 
maize production. If there is no incentive to save, farmers themselves will have few funds 
to buy inputs. Thus, even if maize and input prices are freed and maize production is 
profitable, if real interest rates remain negative, this will reduce the amount of both 
equity and credit funds available to small-scale and emerging producers.

The current relationship between interest rates and inflation is also inhibiting the 
development of private sector capacity to finance maize and fertilizer purchases by the 
mills, Coops and NCZ. Unless this is corrected, government will find it difficult to 
withdraw completely even if the other factors are corrected through liberalization.

International Trade Policy

A revised international trade policy for maize, maize meal and farm inputs is needed to 
liberalize cross-border trade with nearby countries. Exports of maize would be 
discouraged in 1992 by setting into-mill prices at import parity levels. Exports of maize 
from all outlying regions should be permitted. Donors may need to assist to ensure that 
maize imports are available in urban areas over the next two to three years. Further, 
mills should be encouraged to import maize directly on their own. A monitoring system 
for exports and imports should be established through the GSTA and the Ministry of 
Commerce and Industry.

Consequences and needed Reform* 89

Exports of meal should be banned as long as meal prices are subsidized. When Zambia 
reaches a maize surplus position, some of the surplus will be exported as breakfast meal. 
Trade in most farm inputs other than fertilizer, is now free. Removal of subsidies and 
the favoured status to NCZ will encourage others to engage in fertilizer imports.

Public Financial Support and Budget Administration

The foregoing strategy will result in a reduction in both budget and non-budget financial 
support to the maize subsector. With the establishment of the new GSTA, all public 
storage will be funded from GSTA revenues and these revenues would provide the 
source of funds for storage maintenance. Investment in maize storage would no longer 
be a budget item. The Maize Reserve would still remain as a budget item but the 
operations of the Reserve can be designed to minimize financial support. The milling 
subsidy will be dropped entirely.

Government will have continuing obligations for debts and for loans and loan 
guarantees. Revised budget planning and administration procedures are needed to 
establish:

(i) realistic estimates of inflation, and
(ii) withm-year and between-year program adjustments.

Ibis means that Ministries preparing the budgets must know what the nature of their 
maize-related programs for the coming near la going to be at the time of fr"dgtt 
preparation. They cannot know this if there Is no overall Plan of Action or s^rateyy that 
has, at that time, received government endorsement. Thus, a strategy such as the one 

I here must be adooted before such Drocedures can be introduced.

If such a strategy is adopted, it is believed that direct budget support to the sector can 
be reduced by 50 to 80%-and supplementary support eliminated entirely by about 1993.

Macro Policies

Government would still be responsible for J:amine Relief.

89~ IINl nede4 Refomu

(i) realistic estimates of inflation, and
(ii) within-)'eat and ~n-)'eatprogram adjustments.

Exports of meal should be banned as long as meal prices are subsidized. When Zambia
reaches a maize surplus position, some of the surplus will be exported as breakfast meal.
Trade in most farm inputs other than fertilizer, is now free. Removal of subsidies and
the favoured status to NCZ will encourage others to engage in fertilizer imports.

Public Finaadal Support aad Budgod AdmJalstralioa

The foregoing strategy will result in a reduction in both budget and non-budget fmancial
support to the maize subsector. With the establishment of the new GSTA, aU public
storage will be funded from GSTA revenues and these revenues would provide the
source of funds for storage maintenance. Investment in maize storage would no longer
be a budget item. The Maize Reserve would still remain as a budget item but the
operations of the Reserve can be designed to minimize financial support. The milling
subsidy will be dropped entirely.

Government will have continuing obligations for debts and for loans and loan
guarantees. Revised budget planning and administration procedures are needed to
establish:

This means that Ministries prepartnl the budats must knOW what the paturr or tbdr
maifH'elated p!"OImIms for the coml. Bar Is coIg to be It the time or bgded
preparation. They Annot kgO!! this I'lhcrc is DO cmnll Plan ofAdioa orstn" that
bas. at that lime. received IfOm'IIment pdOl"HlllellL nus•• sin" sPCb u the ope
Sumstcd heR must be Idopted before .pc;b procedures can be Introduced,

If such a strategy is adopted, it is believed that direct budget support to the sedor can
be reduced by 50 to 8O%'and supplementary support eliminated entirely by about 1993.

- full and complete information about how the liberalized system works, and
- regular. timely and accurate information on prices being paid by different

buyers.

J. McKenzie cl F. Chenoweth88

The current negative interest iates cause the three development len~ agencies to lose
half of their capital annually. even with 100% recoveries. Commercial banks do not have
the same problem since it is their depositors, not the banks themselves who lose money.
However, the lack of incentive to save is impacting heavily on the economy, including
maize production. If there is no incentive to save. farmers themselves will have few funds
to buy inputs. Thus, even if maize and input prices arc freed and maize. production is
profitable, if real interest rates remain negative, this will reduce the amount of both
equity and credit funds available to small-scale and emerging producers.

The current relationship between interest rates and inflation is also inhibiting the
devdopment of private sector capacity to fmance maize and fertilizer purc:hases by the
mills, Coops and Nez. Unless this is corrected, government will find it difficult to
withdraw completely even if the other factors are corrected through b"beralization.

- prevent continual erosion of lending agency funds;
- stimulate savings at aU levels ~hereby reducing the excessive need for borrowed

funds to finance the maize subsedor (both production and marketing); and.
- ensure appropriate allocation of labour and capital resources in the subse<:tor.

especially in marketing and on commercial farms.

A "realistic· relationship between interest rates and inflation is needed to:

International Trade Policy

I
/

A revised international trade policy for maize, maize meal and farm inputs is needed to
liberalize cross-border trade with nearby countries. Exports of maize would be
discouraged in 1992 by setting into-mill prices at import parity levels. Exports of maize
from aU outlying regions should be permitted. Donors may need to assist to ensure that
maize imports are available in urban areas over the next two to three years. Further,
mills should be encouraged to import maize directly on their own. A monitoring system
for exports and imports should be established through the GSTA and the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry.
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Zimbabwe's Grain Marketing Policy Challenges in the 1990s: 
Short Run vs. Long kun Options

T.S. Jayne and Munhamo Chisvo 1 

Introduction

The objective of this paper is to identify major food policy challenges likely to confront 
the Government of Zimbabwe (GOZ) in the 1990s. We examine the congruence 
between the GOZ's food policy objectives and the organization of the maize marketing and pricing system, then evaluate alternative strategies to promote the achievement of 
these objectives under the Structural Adjustment Programme.2

Short-run and long-run strategies are distinguished. The time lag between policy 
decisions and payoffs constrains policy options in the short run. While improved crop 
technology and resettlement offer potential to enhance smallholder incomes and food 
security over the longer run, these gains are not on the near horizon and offer policy 
makers little scope to deal with issues of immediate political importance: 1) how to 
protect vulnerable groups from rising food costs under structural adjustment, 2) how 
to cut GMB deficits to zero by 1995, and 3) how to do both without eroding farm 
incomes and productivity. On the other hand, strategies that may meet rather immediate 
objectives may have little or even negative effects on longer-run objectives. Certain 
regulations of the existing grain marketing system pose such serious impediments to 
maize access and affordability that their modification will simultaneously promote 
agricultural growth and food security.

•f im rlu fmtfVm~*V (ACRTTEX, i-••—ill--' -•ifaij' i 1'xT ii —— 'i (USDA.ua; Ra^islMl).
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Evidence is provided to conclude that 1) the need for maize imports in 1991/92 is not 
a temporary aberration caused only by drought, i.e., under the continuation of status quo 
policies, Zimbabwe is likely to be a chronic maize importer throughout the 1990s; 2) 
the country's ability to maintain grain self-sufficiency in the short-run will involve, in the 
short-run, a 10% to 12% :ncrease in maize producer prices over and above inflation, 
ceterisparibus, and in the "org run, improved crop productivity; and 3) the GOZ's ability 
to raise real producer p .^;s at a time when GMB subsidies are to be eliminated — 
without causing large increases in staple maize meal prices -- may be facilitated by 
selected government investments and policy changes to support the development of 
small-scale trading and milling networks. Such changes could simultaneously result in 
higher producer prices to stimulate food supplies without requiring major increases in 
food prices to low income groups and or large government subsidies. Such gains, 
however, could be accomplished only in the medium run. In the very short run, a 
targeted subsidy may be necessary to protect vulnerable groups's access to staple grain. 
A subsidy on straight-run meal, being sclf-targetting, would be more cost-effective in 
protecting vulnerable groups than the current blanket subsidies on roller meal and super- 
refined meal which confer benefits to all consumers irrespective of income status.

Mayor Treads in Zimbabwe's Maize Sector
The food policy objectives of the Government of Zimbabwe since independence in 1980, 
have been, inter alia: 1) income growth among rural smallholders; 2) food security, with 
particular attention to the urban and rural poor; 3) stability in prices and supplies of 
basic foodstuffs; and 4) the minimization of budgetary losses arising from government 
marketing and pricing operations (GOZ, 1983; 1986).

!

Grain pricing and marketing policies have been primary instruments to achieve these 
broad objectives. The expansion of GMB buying depots into the communal lands was 
a pillar of post-independence policy to promote income growth among smallholders. 
Producer prices were normally kept above export parity. Agricultural credit disbursed 
to smallholders increased dramatically with repayment tied to crop sales to GMB. These 
policies contributed to the dramatic rise in GMB grain intake from the smallholder 
sector (Rohrbach, 1989).

However, perceptions have lagged behind reality since the mid-1980s. Since 1985, the 
growth rates of grain production and supply have been outstripped by growth rates of 
population and demand. The maintenance of large grain stockpiles, carried forward 
from the mid-1980s, prompted discussion of methods to dispose of maize surpluses, e.g., 
via the manufacture of ethanol lor fuel, and obscured Zimbabwe's trend toward national 
grain deficits.

6 Grain Marketing Policy Challenges 91
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Zimbabwe's Grain Marketing Policy Challenges in the 1990s:
Short Run vs. Long kun Options

T.S. Jayne and Munhamo Chisvo1

Introduction

The objective of tbis paper is to identify major food policy challenges likely to confront
the Government of Zimbabwe (GOZ) in the 19905. We examine the congruence
between the GOZ's food policy objectives and the organization of the maize marketing
and pricing system, then evaluate alternative strategies to promote the achievement of
these objectives under the Structural Adjustment Programme.2

Short-run and long-run strategies are distinguished. The time lag between policy
decisions and payoffs constaains policy options in the short run. While improved crop
technology and resettlement offer potential to enhance smallholder incomes and food
s«urity over the longer run, these gains are not on the near horizon and offer policy
makers little scope to deal with issues of immediate political importance: 1) how to
protect wlnerable groups from rising food costs under structural ~djustment,.2) how
to cut GMB deficits to zero by 1995, and 3) how to do both Without erodmg farm
incomes and productivity. On the other hand, strategies that may meet rather immediate
objectives may have little or even negative effects on longer-run objectives. Certain
regulations of the existing grain marketing system pose such serious impediments to
maize access and affordability that their modification will simultaneously promote
agricultural growth and food security.
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Evidence is provided to conclude that 1) the need for maize jmports in 1991/92 is not
a temporary aberration caused only by drought, i.e., under the continuation of status quo
policies, Zimbabwe is likely to be a chronic maize importer throughout the 19905; 2)
the country's ability to maintain grain self-sufficiency in the short-run wiIJ involve, in the
short-run, a 10% to 12% :ncrease in maize producer prices over and above inflation,
ceteris paribus, and in the ·o:""g run, improved crop productivity; and 3) the GOZ's ability
to raise real producer f'.~ at a time when GMB subsidies are to be eliminated __
without causing large increases in staple maire meal prices -- may be facilitated by
selected government investments and policy changes to support the development of
small-scale trading and milling networks. Such changes could simultaneously result in
higher producer prices to stimulate food supplies without requiring major increases in
food prices to low income groups and or large government subsidies. Such gains,
however, could be accomplished only in the medium run. In the very short run, a
targeted subsidy may be necessary to protect vulnerable groups's access to staple grain.
A subsidy on straight-run mea~ being self-targetting, would be more cost-effective in
protecting wlnerable groups than the current blanket ~uOsluies.onrol~ermeal and super
refined meal which confer benefits to all consumers irrespectIve of l:lcome status.

M~r Treads ia Zimbabwe's Maize &ctor

The food poiicy objectives of the Government ofZimbabwe since independence in 1980,
have been, interalia: 1) income growth among rural smallholders; 2) food security, with
particular attention to the urban and rural poor, 3) stability in prices and supplies of
basic foodstuffs; and 4) the minimization of budgetary losses arising from government
marketing and pricing operations (GOz, 1983; 1986).

J

Grain pricing and marketing policies have been primary instruments to achieve these
broad objectives. The expansion of GMB buying depots into the communal lands was
a piIJar of post-independence policy to promote income growth among smallholders.
Producer prices were normally kept above export parity. Agricultural credit disbursed
to smallholders increased dramatically with repayment tied to crop sales to GMB. These
policies contributed to the dramatic rise in GMB grain intake from the smallholder
sector (Rohrbach, 1989).

However, perceptions have lagged behind reality since the mid-1980s. Since 1985, the
growth rates of grain produdion and supply have been outstripped by growth rates of
population and demand. The ,maintenance of large grain stockpiles, carried forward
from the mid-198Os, prompted 1iscussion of methods t~ dispose ?f maize surpl~ e.g.,
via the manufacture ofethanol tOr fue~ and obscured Zimbabwe s trend toward natIOnal
grain deficits.
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Rer.ent trends

Figures 1 and 2 present trends in area planted to maize during the past decade. 
Commercial maize area has declined at a rate of 18,000 hectares per year since 1981. 
Smallholder maize area peaked in 1985 and has declined at an average rate of 55,000 
hectares since then. Most of the decline in smallholder maize area appears to be in the 
lower-rainfall areas and may reflect drought. Mashonaland maize area has been vitually 
unchanged over the past five years.
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Figure 2. Maize area planted by smallholder sector, 1980-91.

Commercial sector maize yields have been stagnant over the past 15 years, Figure 3. 
Smallholder yields in the Mashonaland provinces have been trending upward over the 
decade, but all other provinces show little improvement in productivity since 1985, Figure 
4.

Note: specified years are harvest years. Figures for 1991 arc estimates. 
Source: Central Statistics Office (various years).

Figure 1. Maize area planted by commercial sector, 1980-91.
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Note: specified yea~ are ht.tvest yealS. Figures for 1991 are estimates.
Source: Agritex Crop FolUaSt estimates (various yea~).

Commercial sector maize yields have b..:en stagnant over the past 15 years, Figure 3.
Smallholder yields in tbe Mashonaland provinces have been trending upward over the
decade, but all other provinces show little improvement in productivity since 1985, Figure
4.
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Rel:ent trends

Figures 1 and 2 present trends in area planted to maize during the past decade.
Commercial maize area has declined at a rate of 18,000 hectares per year since 1981.
Smallholder maize area peaked in 1985 and has declined at an average ratt: of 55,000
hectares since then. Most of the decline in smallholder maize area appears to be in the
lower-rainfall areas and may reflect drought. Mashonaland maize area has been vitually
unchanged over the past five years.

Figure 1. Maize area planted by commercial sector, 1980-91.

Note: specified yea~ are harvest yealS. Figures for 1991 are estimates.
Source: Central Statistics Office (various yea~).
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Figure 3. Commercial sector maize yields, 1975-91.
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Figure 4. Smallholder maize yields,1980-91.
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Both smallholder and commerdal maize production fluctuate with the weather, Figure 
5. However, neither sector has ever exceeded its 1984/85 production level. Most of the 
stagnation in maize production is due to declining area. Given average yields, maize 
production is shrinking at a rate of 90,000 and 53,000 tonnes from the commercial and 
communal sectors respectively each year. Per capita, maize production is 25% lower in 
1991 than at independence, Figure 6.
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Figure 5. Maize Production in Zimbabwe, 1980-91.
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Figure*. Maize Production per capita in Zimbabwe, 1SSO-91.

The production stagnation is a associated with a consistent slide in real maize 
producer prices since 1981 (Figure 7). Real maize prices were, on average, 25% 
higher during the first half of the 1980s than during the second half. With inflation 
currently running at 25%-30%, the 1992/93 pre-planting price of ZS325 per tonne 
is even lower in real terms than the 1991/92 price — the lowest producer price in 
real terms since 1970. Yet lower maize producer prices have not resulted in lower 
consumer prices for maize meal. Marketing costs are absorbing an increasing 
proportion of the value of industrially-processed maize meal. The higher marketing 
costs over the past decade, while commonly attributed to GMB, are also due to 
suslantial increases in subsidies and margins to industrial millers, Figure 8.
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The production stagnation is a associated with a consistent slide in real maize
producer prices since 1981 (Figure 7). Real maize prices were, on average, 25%
higher during the first half of the 1980s than during the second half. With inflation
currently running at 25%-30%, the 1992/93 pre-planting price of ZS325 per tonne
is even lower in real terms than the 1991/92 price - the lowest producer price in
real terms since 1970. Yet lower maize produCt'r prices have not resulted in lower
consumer prices for maize meal. Marketing costs are absorbing an increasing
proportion of the value of industriallfprocessed maize meal. The higher marketing
costs over the past decade, while commonly attributed to GMB, are also due to
sustantial increases in subsidies and margins to industrial millers, Figure 8.
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Figure 5. Maize Production in Zimlabwe, 1980-91.

Both smallholder and commercial maize production fluctuate with the weather, Figure
5. However, neither sector has ever exceeded its 1984/85 production level. Most of the
stagnation in maize production is due to declining area. Given average yields, maize
production is shrinking at a rate of 90,000 and 53,000 tonnes from the commercial and
communal sectors respectively each year. Per capita, maize production is 25% lower in
1991 than at independence, Figure 6.

Note: spccifieu yc&1S a~ ham:st yealS. Figures for 1991 a~ estimates.
Source: Agritex Second Crop Estimates (various yeatS); Central Statistics Office (various yeatS).
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Small Maize deliveries to GMB rose impressively during the first five years of 
independence, but have shown little upward trend since 1985, Figure 9. This growth is 
likely to be slowed futher as rural population increases, the private grain trader develops 
and GMB shuts down depots in remote smallholder arevs as currently planned. 
Commercial maize supplies already have been declining at a rate of 90,000 metric tonnes 
a year since 1981.
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Figure 9. Maize deliveries to the Grain Marketing Board, 1980-91.
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Meanwhile, the demand for GMB maize has increased 5.5% per year since 1985, 
reflecting rapid urban population growth, Figure 10. Maize sales have exceeded 
purchases for in the past two years.
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Figure 10. Maize sales by the Grain Marketing Board, 1984-91.
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Meanwhile, the demand for GMB maize has increased 55% per year since 1~5,

reflecting rapid urban population growth, Figure 10. Maize sales have exceeded
purchases for in the past two years.
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Small Maize deliveries to GMB rose impressively during the first five years of
independence, but have shown little upward trend since 1985, Figure 9. This growth is
likely to be slowed futher as rural population increases, the private grain trader develops
and GMB shuts down depots in remote smallholder arr~s as currently planned.
Commercial maize supplies already have been declining at a rate of 90,000 metric tonnes
a year since 1981.

I-total --_commercial smallholderl
I/oIc: opecili<d yea.-"'" -iDe,...,."(.". 1_-ApriI1_ 10 Muds 1981). .-........ for 1991 ...., ...-.
Soamo: Ap;aa1IunI MalktiDa AUIboriIy (..no. ,...,.).

YIgUre 10. Maize sales by the Grain Marketing Board, 1984-91.

...........~

-----

Note: Specified years are marketing years (e.&-, 1980=Aprill980 to March 1981). Figures for 1991 are
estimates.
Source: Agricultural Marketing Authority (various YUII).

Fagure 9. Maize deliveries to the Grain MarketiDg Board. 1980-91. j"
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Factors responsible for the decline in maize self-sufficiency:

The gradual decline in per capita maize production and supply, while exacerbated by 
poor weather, also appears to have several underlying structural causes:

1. The slide in real maize prices since 1985 — Producer prices are 25% lower than 
in 1985, after adjusting for inflation. Since then, there has been little 
improvement in productivity to offset the effect of declining prices on
profitability.2. The improved hybrid seed varieties that stimulated smallholder productivity 
during 1980-85 are now almost universally adopted. A new set of technological 
improvements or management practices is necessary to stimulate additional 
gains in productivity.

3. AFC credit to smallholders has been declining since 1987 while input costs have 
been rising. The amount of AN and Compound D fertilizer that can be 
purchased with AFC credit disbursed to smallholders is now 111,000 metric 
tonnes compared with 205,000 tonnes in 1987. Declining fertilizer usage, along 
with relatively poor rainfall, may explain why smallholder maize yields, even in 
the relatively productive Mashonaland provinces, have exceeded their 1985 level
only once.4. Input delivery systems continue to be largely unresponsive to smallholder needs.

5. Withdrawal of marketing infrastructure ~ even though 17 additional grain 
buying depots have been established since 1985, the number of rural collection 
points has declined from over 100 in 1985, to 42 in 1989, to 9 in 1991. The 
major reason for this withdrawal is cost (Zana, 1991).

6. National population growth of 3% per year — the population is now 20% larger 
than it was in 1985.

Projecting National Maize Supplies, Demand and Net Exports: 1992/92 - 1994/95

What would be Zimbabwe's expected maize supply, demand and trade position at 
alternative producer price levels if existing marketing regulations are maintained? This 
issue is addressed using an econometrically-based simulation model of the maize market 
The model forecasts maize production, GMB intake, GMB sales, maize processed by 
industrial and informal millers, urban consumption, rural consumption and trade as 
functions of GMB price levels, weather, stock policy and marketing costs between 
regions. The model includes seven maize production regions: (a) commercial farmers 
in Mashonaland; (b) smallholders in Mashonaland; (c) commercial producers in the 
remaining provinces; (d) smallholders in Midlands and Manicaland provinces; and (e) 
smallholders in Masvingo, Matabeleland North and South Provinces.
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Coefficients for the simulation model are based on econometric estimation of structural 
equations for annual maize area, GMB intake and GMB Si'ies over the 1978 to 1990 
period. A description of the model and estimated regression coefficients are contained 
in Appendices I and II. Those interested in a more detailed presentation of the model 
are referred to Jayne and Hajek (forthcoming).

Outcomes were simulated over a 3-year period, (1992/93 marketing year to 1994/95 
marketing year). Two different rainfall scenarios were examined: (2) a normal rainfall 
case; and (b) a drought case (Le., yields are one standard deviation belc-.v the mean}.

Table 1 sents the projected maize supply, demand and trade position based on the 
existing Jlructurc of the market and current real producer prices (Z$270 in 1991/92 
marketing year = ZS338 in 1992/93, assuming a 25% inflation rate). The estimates are 
derived by setting yield levels at 10-year trend estimates and all other predetermined 
variables at their 1990/91 levels.

Table 1. Projected national maize supply, demand and deficits under status quo 
policies and current real price levels.
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The increase in projected maize deficits over time is due mainly to population growth 
and negative trend effects in the commercial maize area. These trends could, in the 
short run, be reversed by favorable weather or changes in policy. Nevertheless, the data 
suggest that Zimbabwe's present maize deficit is not simply a transitory phenomenon 
due to drought. Without significant changes in productivity or policies related to price, 
land, or market regulation, Zimbabwe appears destined to be a net grain importer for 
much of the 1990s.

Agricultural Growth, Food SecuritySand the Food Price Dilemma:
r

Zimbabwe will encounter a food price dilemma during the 1990s. On the one hand, the 
reversal of Zimbabwe's slide toward maize imports will require, among other things, 
substantially higher producer prices. Yet higher food prices will exacerbate poverty and 
food insecurity among low-income consumers. The need to cushion the poor against
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Coe~cients for the simulation model are based on econometric estimation of structur-aJ
eq~tions for ~~ maize area, GMB intake and GMB sdes over the 1978 to 1990
penod. A description of the model and estimated regression coefficients are contained
in Appendices I and II. Those interested in a more detailed presentation of the model
are referred to Jayne and Hajek (forthcoming).

Outco~es were simulat~ over a .J-year peri~ (1992/93 markl,ting year to 1994/95
marketmg year). Two different rainfall scenanos were examined: (~\ a normal rainfall
case; and (b) a drought case (i.e., yields are one standard deviation"be:~ the ml"~J'

T~bl~ 1 ;-""" ..ents the projected maize supply, demand and trade position based on the
~ ;!:l1cture of the _market and current real producer prices (Z$270 in 1991/92
m~kettngyear. =~38 m 1992/93, assuming a 25% inflation rate). The estimates are
de~ved by sett~ )'leld levels at to-year trend estimates and all other predetermined
vanables at their 1990/91 levels.

Agricultural Growth, Food Securittrnd the Food Price Dilemma:

Zimbabwe~ encounter a food pdce dilemma during the 19905. On the one band, the
reversal .of ~babwe's slide toward maize imports will require, among other things,
subst~l1ally.higher producc.r prices. Yet higher food prices will exacerbate poverty and
food msecunty among low-mcome consumers. The need to cushion the poor against

The incr~ in projected ~aize deficits over time is due mainly to population growth
and negative trend effects m the cc'llmercial maize area. These trends could, in the
short run, be r~versedby favorable weather or changes in policy. Nevertheless, the data
suggest that Zimbabwe's present maize deficit is not simply a transitory phenomenon
due to drought. Witho~t sign~ficant cbang.es in productivity or policies related to price,
land, or market regulation, Zimbabwe appears destined to be a nel grain importer for
much of the 19905.

The slide in real maize prices since 1985 -- Producer prices are 25% lower than
in 1985, after adjusting for inflation. Since then, there has been little
improvement in productivity to offset the effect of declining prices on

profitability.
The improved hybrid seed varieties that stimulated smallholder productivity
during 1980-85 are now almost universally adopted. A new set of technological
improvements or management practices is necessary to stimulate additional
gains in productivity"
AFe credit to smallholders has been declining since 1987 while input costs have
been rising. The amount of AN and Compound D fertilizer that can be
purchased with AFC credit disbursed to smallbolders is now 111,000 n:etric
tonnes compared with 205,000 tonnes in 1987. Declining fertilizer usage, along
with relatively poor rainfall, may explain why smallbolder maize yields, even in
the relatively productive Mashonaland provinces, have exceeded their 1985 level

only once.
Input delivery systems continue to be largely unresponsive to smallholder needs.
Withdrawal of marketing infrastructure - even though 17 additional grain
buying depots have been established since 1985, the number of rural collection
points has declined from over 100 in 1985, to 42 in 1989, to 9 in 1991. The
major reason for this withdrawal is cost (Zana, 1991).
National population growth of3% per year - the population is now 20% larger

than it was in 1985.

Projecting NatiDnal Maize Supplies, Demand and Net ExpoI'tS: 1992/92 - 1994/95

What would be Zimbabwe's expected maize supply, demand and trade position at
alternative producer price levels if existing marketing regulations are maintained? This
issue is addressed using an econometrically-based simulation model of the maize market.
The model forecasts maize production, GMB intake, GMB sales, maize processed by
industrial and informal millers, urban consumption, rural consumption and trade as
functions of GMB price levels, weather, stock policy and marketing costs between
regions. The model includes seven maize production regions: (a) commercial farmers
in Mashonaland; (b) smallholders in Mashonaland; (c) commercial producers in the
remaining provinces; (d) smallholders in Midlands and Manicaland provinces; and (e)
smallholders in Masvingo, Matabeleland North and South Provinces.
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The gradual decline in per capita maize production and supply, while exacerbated by
poor weather, also appears to have several underlying structural causes:

Factors responsible for the decline in maize self-sufficiency:
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rapidly rising staple food prices will be even more pressing in an environment of falling 
real wages and incomes which is expected to characterize the next several years in 
Zimbabwe. At the same time, the government's commitment to reduce GMB deficits 
under the Structural Adjustment Programme will simultaneously exert downward 
pressure on producer prices and upward pressure on consumer prices.

In the longer run, technical innovation, improved management practices and resettlement 
offer possibilities to relieve the food price dilemma. Improved farm productivity can 
reduce per unit costs of production and thus allow lower prices to be passed onto 
consumers without jeopardizing production incentives. However, very little new 
technology is on the shelf, especially in the lower-rainfall areas of Zimbabwe where food 
insecurity appears to be most severe. Likewise, resettlement offers the potential to 
substantially increase crop cultivation, without requiring higher producer prices, through 
more intensive use of underutilized land. However, the World Bank (1991) estimates 
that the process of resettlement will require at least five to ten years before a significant 
amount of land can be productively utilized by smallholders.

Zimbabwe has already begun the process of structural adjustment. While these changes 
are ultimately expected to raise the country's rate of economic growth and the living 
standards of its people, certain short-run problems — inflation, currency depreciation and 
lower real wages — are already being felt. Strategies are clearly needed in the 
immediate future to guide policy makers attempting to reduce government deficits 
associated with food marketing without cutting off smallholders from market outlets, 
introducing instability in food supplies and prices, or exacerbating food access and 
affordability among vulnerable groups. Furthermore, these short-run strategies would 
obtain greater donor support if they complement rather than undermine longer-run 
developmental and budgetary objectives.

Maize Milling in Zimbabwe

This section briefly describes the the structure and behavior of the maize milling sector 
in Zimbabwe and then estimates the effects of these three policy options to promote 
maize access for low income groups.

Industrial maize milling is dominated by four large private firms: National Foods, Blue 
Ribbon Foods, Midlands Milling Company and Triangle Milling Company. National 
Foods alone handles about 65% of the market, while National Foods and Blue Ribbon 
combined handle 85%. These millers produce two types of maize meal: super refined 
meal (60% extraction rate) and roller meal (85% extraction rate). Millers currently buy 
maize from the GMB and sell to retailers at government-controlled prices. Maize 
milling margins are based on cost of production data supplied by the millers.
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Informal maize millers are numerous, operate primarily in rural areas, and may sell at 
unregulated prices, although their operations are greatly circumscribed by grain 
marketing regulations. Small-scale millers are capable of producing two kinds of meal, 
Table 2. The most common type is straight-run meal, or mugayiwa (96-98% extraction 
rate). This type of meal is widely consumed in the rural areas. A second type of meal, 
mudzvurwa, involves removing the bran before milling. Mudzvurwa is similar to roller 
meal and has an extraction rate of about 90%. This informally processed "roller meal" 
is currently available in Bulawayo, Buhera, Gokwe and Mberengwa for ZS.56 to ZS.58 
per kilogram, compared with ZS.63 for the controlled price of industrially-processed 
roller meal. Moreover, the milling margins of small-scale mills varies from ZS60-100 per 
tonne of maize processed, compared with ZS221 and Z$422 per tonne by industrial 
millers for the manufacture of roller meal and super-refined meal (Chisvo et aJ. 1990).

The effective demand for the informally-milled meals in urban areas is not well 
established because grain market regulations have historically blocked the informal 
sector from moving grain into urban areas and undercutting the prices of meal offered 
through the GMB/industrial milling system. However, demand for maize meal from 
informal mills is indicated by the following:

1. Results of a recent household survey in four peri-urban areas of Harare indicate 
that a moderate demand for straight-run meal exists among lower income 
groups, reflecting its cost discount. Sixty-two percent of the low-income group 
stated that they would purchase straight-run meal if it were 12% cheaper than 
roller meal and available in convenient bag sizes (Jayne et al. 1991). Relatively 
few of the high- and medium-income groups stated an interest in straight-run 
meal, even at substantial price discounts to the more refined meals. These 
findings indicate a potential for sclf-targctting, i.e., that a subsidy on straight-run 
meal would be conferred mainly to the poor.

2. Approximately 5,000 icunes of maize are produced illegally in the Harare area 
and are milled into straight-run meal by small-scale mills (Mudimu, 1991). In 
some areas, a land rent has evolved, indirectly indicating an unmet demand for 
straight-run meal in urban areas.

t !
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Approximately 5,00':1 ,Gimes of maize are produced illegally in the Harare area
and are milled into ;;traigbt-run meal by smaD-scale mills (Mudimu, 1991). In
some areas, a land rent has evolved, indirectly 4tdicating an unmet demand for
straight-run meal in urban areas.

Informal maize millers are numerous, operate primarily in rural areas, and may sell at
unregulatea prices, although their operations are greatly circumscribed by grain
marketing regulations. Small-scale milJers are capable of producing two kinds of meal,
Table 2. The most common type is straight-run meal, or mugayiwa (96-98% extraction
rate). This type of meal is widely consumed in the rural areas. A second type of meal,
mudzvurwa, involves removing the bran before milling. Mudzvurwa is similar to roller
meal and has an extraction rate of aoout 90%. This informally processed "roller meal"
is currently available in Bulawayo, Buhera, Golcwe and Mberengwa for ZS.56 to ZS58
per kilogram, compared with ZS.63 for the controlled price of industrially-processed
roller meal. Moreover, the milling margins of small-scale mills varies from ZS6O-100 per
tonne of maize processed, compared with Z$221 and ZS422 per lonne by industrial
millers for the manufacture of roller meal and super-refined meal (Chisvo et aI. 1990).

The effective demand for the informally-milled meals in urban areas is not well
established because grain market regulations have historically blocked the informal
sector from moving grain into urban areas and undercutting the prices of meal offered
through the GMBrmdustrial milling system. However, demand for maize meal from
informal mills is indicated by the following:

1. Results ofa recent household survey in four peri-urban areas of Harare indicate
that a moderate demand for straight-run meal exists among lower income
groups, reflecting its cost discount. Sixty-two percent of the low-income group
stated that they would purchase straight-run mCflI if it were 12% cheaper than
roller meal and available in convenient bag sizes (Jayne et al. 1991). Relatively
few of the high- and medium-income groups stated an interest in straight-run
meal, even at substantial price disl"oUDts to the more refined meals. These
fmdings indicate a potential for self-targettiug, i.e., that a subsidy on straight-run
meal would be conferred mainly to the poor.

2.
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Zimbabwe has already begun the process of structural adjustment. While these changes
are ultimately expected to raise the country's rate of economic growth and the living
standards of its people, certain short~run problems - inflation, currency depreciation and
lower real wages - are already being felt. Strategies are clearly needed in the
immediate future to guide policy makers attempting to reduce government deficits
associated with food marketing without cutting off smallholders from market outlets,
introducing instability in food supplies and prices, or exacerbating food access and
affordability among vulnerable groups. Furthermore, these short-run strategies would
obtain greater donor support if they complement rather than undermine longer-run
developmental and budgetary objectives.

In the longer run, technical innovation, improved management practices and resettlement
offer possibilities to relieve the food price dilemma. Improved farm productivity can
reduce per unit costs of production and thus allow lower prices to be passed onto
consumers without jeopardizing production incentives. However, very little new
technology is on the shelf, especially in the lower~rainfallareas of Zimbabwe where food
insecurity appears to be most severe. Likewise, resettlement offers the potential to
substantially increase crop cultivation, without requiring higher producer prices, through
more intensive use of underutilized land. However, the World Bank (1991) estimates
that the process of resettlement will require at least five to ten years before a significant
amount of land can be productively utilized by smallholders.

rapidly rising staple food prices will be even more pressing in an environment of falling
real wages and incomes which is expected to characterize the next several years in
Zimbabwe. At the same time, the government's commitment to reduce GMB deficits
under the Structural Adjustment Programme will simultaneously exert downward
pressure on producer prices and upward pressure on consumer prices.

This section briefly describes the the structure and behavior of the maize ~iIling sector
in Zimbabwe and then estimates the effects of these three policy options to promote
maize access for low income groups.

Industrial maize milling is dominated by four large private rums: National Foods, Blue
Ribbon Foods, Midlands Milling Company and Triangle Milling Company. National
Foods alone handles about 65% of the market, while National Foods and Blue Ribbon
combined handle 85%. These millers produce two types of maize meal: super refined
meal (60% extraction rate) and roUer meal (85% extraction rate). Millers currently buy
maize from the GMB and seD to retailers at government-controlled prices. Maize
milling margins arc based on cost of production data supptied by the millers.
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Table 2. Description of various maize meals produced in Zimbabwe
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3. An unknown but sizable quantity of maize is purchased at commercial farms 
and milled into straight-run meal for consumption by households in nearby peri- 
urban areas.

4. Straight-run meal accounted for approximately 5% to 8% of industrially-milled 
nruze meal before its manufacture in convenient bag sizes was discontinued in 
1979 (Robinson. 1991). While data is not available on consumption by income 
category, it is believed that this demand was concentrated primarily among the 
poor and in the southern portions of the country. The anticipated decline in 
real wages over the next several years may increase the demand for less- 
expensive staple food products.
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5. A survey of one informal miller producing mudzvurwa indicated that his 
Bulawayo outlet produces and distributes 20 metric tonnes per day, while his 
Gokwe outlet produces and distributes almost 40 tonnes per day.1

Impediments to the development of a viable small-scale informal milling sector

Despite its potential to reduce maize meal costs, informal maize milling is subject to a 
number of barriers to entry. The GMB has, in practice, restricted its grain sales to the
large industrial buyers: commercial millers (77% of total GMB maize sales since 1980), 
livestock and poultry feeders (8%), brewers (6%) and food aid (7%). Out of 15 depot 
managers surveyed during 1990, 13 stated that they do not permit sales to informal
buyers suspected of reselling the grain (Chisvo et al. 1991). Furthermore, maize grain 
cannot legally be transported privately into urban or peri-urban areas. These regulations 
prevent small-scale millers from sourcing grain to produce less expensive maize meal for 
the benefit of low-income urban consumers. As a result, the government has conferred 
a de facto monopoly to industrial millers, even though their margins are two to three 
times higher than those of small scale millers.1

Industrial millers receive 132% and 33% more gross revenue for every tonne of super- 
refined meal and roller meal, sold respectively, than straight-run meal. Table 3. 
Retailers also receive 5% and 13% more profit for stocking and selling super-refined 
and roller meal than straight-run meal. Moreover, many retailers are under the 
impression that straight-run meal is not even available to order from the mills.3 
Lacking any threat of competition from informal millers, which are blocked by policy 
from procuring grain in important urban areas, the industrial millers, whether by choice
or circumstance, are able to operate a higher cost system without losing market share.
Government regulation and pricing policy therefore appears to create incentives that 
perpetuate the distribution of more expensive meal, catering to higher-income tastes, 
with potentially adverse consequences for nutrition and incomes among the urban poor.

1 These activities, tame of which contravene (he refutations of the Grata Marketing Act, appear 
to be tolerated on a selective basis by the authorities.

The monopoly (mated to iadvsjrial millers is further entmh.-hcd in some urban municipalities 
soch as Harare where informal maize mills are banned by law.

\

None of the 35 urbM shops surveyed stocked straight run meal; 80% of these shopowners stated 
(hit they did MM Ihiak is possible to order straight-ran meal from the commercial mills. The other 2t% 
staled that the major problem with ordering straight-ran meal was that it was available only ir. SOkg and 
ttfcg bags, sites that are geared towards tastiMioMl buyers and wot convtnicnl for households lo buy.

o
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A survey of one informal miller producing mudzvurwa indicated that his
Bulawayo outlet produces and distributes 20 metric tonnes per day, while his
Gokwe outlet produces and distnoutes almost 40 tonnes per day.I
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Industrial millers receive 132% and 33% more gross revenue for every tonne of super
rermed meal and roUer meal, sold respectively, than straight-run meal. Table 3.
Retailers also receive 5% and 13% more profit for stodcing and selling super-refined
and roller meal than straight-run meal. Moreover, many retailers are under the
impr~on that straight-run meal is not even available to order from the mills.'
Laclung any threat of competition from informal millers, which are blodced by policy
from procuring grain in impOrtant urban areas, the industrial millers, whether by choice
or circumstance, are,able to o~?te a ~er cost system without losing market share.
Government regulation and pnang policy therefo~e appears to create incentives that
perpetuate the distnoution of more expensive meal, catering to higher-income tastes
with potentially adverse consCquences for nutrition and incomes among the urban poor:

Despite its pot~ntial to reduce maize meal costs, informal maize milling is subject to a
number of bamers to entry. The GMB has, in practice, restricted its grain sales to tbe
~ge industrial buyers: commercial millers (TI% oftotal GMB maize sales since 1980),
livestock and poultry f~ers (8%), brewers (6%) and food aid (7%). Out of 15 depot
managers surveyed dunng 1990, 13 stated that they do not permit sales to informal
buyers suspected of reselling the grain (Cbisvo et aI. 1991). Furthermore, maize grain
cannot legally be transported privately into urban or peri-urban areas. These regulations
prevent small-scale miUers from sourcing grain to produce less expensive maize meal for
the benefit of low-income urban consumers. As a result, the government has conferred
a de facto monopoly to industrial millers, even though their margins are two to three
times higher than those of small scale millers.2

Impediments to the devdopmenr ofa viable small-scale ;nfomJal milling sector
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An unknown but sizable quantity or maize is purchased at co~mercialf~
and milled into straight-run meal for consumption by households an nearby pen
urban areas.

Straight-run meal accounted (or approximately 5% to 8% of industrially-milled
m':.ize meal before its manufacture in convenient bag sizes was discontinued in
1979 (Robinson. 1991). While data is not available on consumptioll by income
category, it is believed that this demand was concentrated primarily among the
poor and in the southern portions of the country. The anticipated decline in
real wages over the next several years may increase the demand for less
expensive staple food products.
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Table 3. Gross revenue (minus raw material cost) accruing to industrial millers for the manufacture or 

various maize meals.

a. tovcmMM-conlrolkd 1991/92 Kllinf, price of meal 
at itvM (ZS/lonne)

b. proeu.'ement cod of maize grain required to produce 
oat tonne of meal (Le.. CMB maize feUiof price per 
(onoe adjunct! for the fraiiHo-meil outturn rue for 
each type of meal (ZS)

c. (rots revenue from one lonne ot meal (ZS) 
(a-b)

d. approximate market value of maize by-product for 
Uwilock feed (1991 ZJ/lonne)

manufadure of one tonne of aoaize meal (toiuei)

f. value of by-product revenue brjea the manufacturr of 
one lonne of maize meal (ZS) 
We)

f. direct tutandv to mitten (ZS per locae of neal 
produced)

B. total |raai rrvenue from one tonne of --eal plua by- 
produd (ZS) (c + f + |)

Super-reRaeo' meal Roller meml Suviatu-ruo meal 
(62% outturn) (8S** outturn) (96% outturn)

isi

1/J62-360

170

w>

1/.62-1

122

31

323

535

l/i5'360

111

200 

1/JS-l

35

39

1SS

470

1/S6*360

200

200 

1/56-1

8

36

13)

Source: Autbon CBfcuIMioaB TrarrT^a mrrrrmatipn tlyplifin*pBMrTaa7fy r*ilifmal t-ittTTlt NnrnnrI Ffrrrtt, wi"f, Tf'"*r*"^ ^•'^.'t**ff™*. 

cootenoa thai tne greaa narfina per tome for aoper-fefiBed. roBer mal and atraitbt-run meal are ZSZ31. ZS1S4 and 2314&.

Although direct subsidies to the industrial millers were phased out in 1986, they were 
reintroduced as of April 1991. The effect of this subsidy is to reduce the price of 
industrially-produced roller meal by about Z$40, or approximately 20% of the milling 
margin. This subsidy introduces an additional entry barrier to the development of a
small-scale milling sector as it artificially reduces the price of the product against which 
small-scale millers compete. The continuation of such a subsidy will stimulate 
consumption of industrially-processed meal and narrow the margin within which informal
grain traders and millers may operate profitably.

Grain Marketing Polity Challenges 

Investment in small-scale grain trading and milling is also constrained:4
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1. Lack of capital to finance needed investments in equipment, transport, electrical 
installations, etc.,

2. The ability to procure needed equipment, which is b short supply in Zimbabwe. This 
constraint appears to be correlated with lack of influence or connections; and

3. The ability to hire trusted subordinate managers. Grain procurement and the 
operation of distribution outlets over a wide geographical area requires able 
subordinates to manage company assets consistent with owner objectives.

Simulation results: an evaluation of three strategies to reduce maize meal costs to low- 
income consumers

The Government of Zimbabwe has committed itself to gradually reduce the deficits of 
the GMB from current levels of ZS40-60 million to zero by 1994/95. In recognition of
the effect that subsidy elimination may have on maize meal prices, the GOZ is currently 
considering ways to assure access to and affordability of staple maize meal by low- 
income consumers. Two short-run options are under active discussion:

Option A: Continue the existing policy of subsidizing the price of roller meal and 
super-refined meal by ZS46 and Z$31 per tonne, respectively. This 
amounts to a 7% and 4% reduction in the respective consumer prices.

Option B: Provide a direct subsidy to industrial millers for the manufacture of 
straight-run meal. The subsidy is to be sufficient to make production 
of straight-run meal as profitable as roller meal from the standpoint of 
industrial millers. This is estimated to cost approximately ZSll million.

A third, medium-range strategy is proposed, i.e.,

Option C- Remove direct subsidies on all industrially manufactured meals and 
promote new entry and investment in small-scale milling.

Options A or B do not preclude the simultaneous adoption of Option C.

Results are swwnarized from surveys of informal millers datria« 1*90 aad 1991 by the UZ/MSU 
Food Security Research Project.

C

Table 3. Gross reven_ (minus raw material mst) attruUlg to industrial millers ror the manurartu", or

...rioas maize meals.
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Continue the existing policy of subsidizing the price of roller meal and
super-refined meal by Z$46 and Z$31 per tonne, respectively. This
amounts to a 7% and 4% reduction in the respective consumer prices.
Provide a direct subsidy to industrial millers for the manufacture of
straight-r:un meal. The subsidy is to be sufficient to make production
of straight-run meal as profitable as roller meal from the standpoint of
industrial millers. This is estimated to cost approximately ZSl1 million.

Investment in small-scale grain trading and milling is also constrained:"

1. Lack or capital to finance needed investments in equipment. transport, electrical
installations, etc.,

2. The ability to procure needed equipment, which is in short supply in Zimbabwe. This
constraint appears to be correlated with lack of influence or connections; and

3. The ability to hire trusted subordinate managers. Grain procurement and the
operation of distribution outlets over a wide geographical area requires able
subordinates to manage company assets consistent with owner objectives.

The Government of Zimbabwe has committed itself to gradually reduce the deficits of
the GMB from current levels of ZS4O-60 million to zero by 1994/95. In recognition of
the effect that subsidy elimination may have on maize meal priccSs the GOZ is currently
considering ways to assure access to and affordability of staple maize meal by low
income consumers. Two short-run options are under active discussion:

Simulation results: an evaluation of three strategies to reduce maize meal costs to low
income consumers

Option B:

Option A:
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Although direct subsidies to the industrial millers were phased out in 1986, they were
reintroduced as of April 1991. The effect of this subsidy is to reduce the price of
industrially-produced roller meal by about ZS4O, or approximately 20% of the milling
margin. This subsidy introduces an additional entry barrier to the devclop~.,ent of a
small-scale milling sector as it artificially reduces the price of the product against which
small-scale millers compete. The continuation of such a subsidy will stimulate
consumption of industrially-processed meal and narrow the margin within which informal
grain traders and millers may operate profitably.

A third, medium-range strategy is proposed, i.e.,

Remove direct subsidies tin all industrially manufactured meals and
promote new entry and investment in small-scale milling.

Options A or B do not preclude the simultaneous adoption of Option C.

t~

4 ReaMs are-nzed1...- SIIiWySoli.I_1 Millers _ri...99O .....". by t .... UZ/MSU
Food Sealrity R.esare" Projed.
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Results of this analysis are derived from the econometrically-based simulation model 
described in Appendix 1. The analysis contrasts the three options in terms of GMB 
maize intake and sales, net exports, GMB operating deficits, subsidies to millers and 
total GOZ costs. At any given producer price (denominated in 1991/92 prices and 
based on a projected inflation rate of 25% between 1991/92 and 1992/93), GMB selling 
prices and maize meal prices are derived by adding a GMB marketing margin of Z$100 
per tonne5 and a milling margin that reflects the costs and subsidies associated with 
each respective scenario. The quantities of each maize meal purchased is derived from 
surveys of SIS urban households of different income brackets (Jayne et al. 1991). This 
survey was designed to identify demand for the various meal types at various prices. For 
each policy option, the simulation model was run under two rainfall outcomes: mean 
rainfall and one standard deviation below mean rainfall corresponding to a moderate 
drought.

Summary results arc presented in Table 4. Four conclusions emerge from the analysis:

(1) Maize demand is estimated to be about 3% lower under Option A than under 
Options B and C. This is because the latter options increase the availability of 
maize meal at prices below the price of roller meal. The 3% drop in aggregate 
consumption will be felt mostly among low-income consumers.

(2) A comparison of Options A and C indicate that the GOZ could offer higher 
producer prices to farmers, lower food prices for low-income consumers — at a 
lower cost to the treasury - than the present option of subsidizing roller meal and
super-refined meal

(3) An important difference between Options B and C is that the latter can achieve 
about the same level of consumption at less cost to the government treasury. 
Option C also offers employment generation and income multipliers in the informal 
sector. Recent research in Tanzania has shown that small-scale milling technology 
tends to be more labor-intensive than large-scale technology (Bagachwa. 1991).

(4) A major drawback of Option A is that a subsidy on commercially-produced roller 
meal would adversely affect investment by emergent businesses in informal grain 
milling and trading. Given that the success of the Structural Adjustment 
Programme in general, and the Grain Market Reform Program in particular, is 
based upon and requires increased participation and investment by small scale 
traders, shopowners, transporters and millers, the pursuit of strategies that 
discriminate against this sector is likely to compromise the objectives of these 
Programmes. Furthermore, Option A fails to meet the objectives of (he Structural 
Adjustment Programme to reduce budget deficits.
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5 This •Brfbi refects • lower kvti of GMB svbthijr tmmnnntt with Ms •*•• to gradually 
plus* art subsidies by 1994/*S.

Table 4. Simulation analysis resaMs for GMB intake, sales, act maize exports and fovenunent bodge* costs 
associated with selected Maize marfcetinf policies and producer prices.
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In addition to these implications for targetting, the results also indicate the following:

(1) Under current real producer pride levels and mean rainfall, maize demand is likely 
to outstrip GMB intake. Unlikethe 1990/91 and 1991/92 marketing years, in which 
maize deficits could be covered largely or entirely by surplus stocks, it is likely that 
Zimbabwe will be forced to import maize in 1992/93 - unless good weather 
prevails or producer prices are raised.
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In addition to these implications for targetting, the results also indicate the following:
I.,

(1) Under current real producer pr\4: levels and mean rainfall, maize demand is likely
to outstrip GMB intake. Unlikethe 1990/91 and 1991/92 marketing years, in which
maize deficits could be covered largely or entirely by surplus stocks, it is likely that
Zimbabwe will be forced to ~port maize in 1992{93 -- unless good wealber
prevails or producer prices are raised.
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Maize demand is estimated to be about 3% lower under Option A than under
options B and C. This is because the latter options ina-ease the availability of
maize meal at prices below tbe price of roller meal. The 3% drop in aggregate
consumption will be felt mostly among low-income consumers.
A comparison of Options A and C indicate that the GOZ could offer higher
producer prices to farmers, lower food prices for low-income consumers -- at a
lower cost to tbe treasury - than the present option of subsidizing roUer meal and

super-refined meal.
AD important difference between options B and C is that the latter can achieve
about the same level of consumption at less cost to tbe government treasury.
Option C also offers employment generation and income multipliers in the informal
sector. Rcc:cnt research in Tanzania has shown that small-scale milling technology
tends to be more labor-intensive than large-scale technology (Bagachwa. 1991).
A major draWback of Option A is that a subsidy on commercially-produced roller
meal would adversely affect investment by emergent businesses in informal grain
milling and trading. Given that the success .of the Structural Adjustment
Programme in general, and the Grain Market Reform Program in particular, is
based upon and requires inaeased participation and investment by small scale
traders, sbopowners, tran.c;porters and millers, the pursuit of strategies that
disc:riminate against this sector is liIcely to compromise the objectives of these
Programmes. Furthermore, Option A fails to meet the objectives of the Structural
Adjustment Programme to reduce budget deficits.

(4)

(3)

(2)

(1)
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Summary results are presented in Table 4. Four conclusions emerge from the analysis:

Results of this analysis are derived from tbe econometrically-based simulation model
described in Appendix 1. The analysis contrasts the three options in terms of GMB
maize intake and sales, net exports, GMB operating deficits, subsidies to millers and
total GOZ costs. At any given producer price (denominated in 1991/92 prices and
based on a projected inflation rate of 25% between 1991/92 and Im/93), GMB selling
prices and maize meal prices are derived by addiag a GMB marketing margin of ZSI00
per tonneS and a milling margin that refleds the costs and subsidies associated with
each respective scenario. The quantities of each maize meal purchased is derived from
surveys of S15 urban households of different income brackets (Jayne et aI. 1991). This
survey was designed to identify demand for the various meal types at various prices. For
each policy option, the simulation model was run under two rainfall outcomes: mean
rainfall and one standard deviation below mean rainfall corresponding to a moderate

drought.
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(2) The price increase necessary to obtain self-sufficiency under normal rainfall depends 
on which policy option is adopted. The simulation results indicate that, holding 
other factors constant, self-sufficiency would be achieved under Option A at a 
producer price of ZS36S for the 1992/93 marketing year. Under Options B and C, 
self-sufficiency would be achieved at ZS370. Pre-planting prices would be required 
in order to effectively stimulate supplies during the 1992/93 marketing year.

(3) Failure to achieve self-sufficiency will inflate GMB's trading losses. This is because 
the cost of procuring maize from the world market is 65-80% higher than the cost 
of domestic procurement (at prices necessary to achieve self-sufficiency under 
normal rainfall).6 This calls into question the recently announced plans by the 
GMB to shut down numerous "unviable" depots and collection points in smallholder 
areas. While these depots may procure supplies at a loss, the question arises as to 
whether these unit costs are higher than the unit costs of importing maize.7

(4) In the case of a drought, and under status quo policies, GMB operating losses are 
estimated to rise from ZS31 per tonne (estimating 63,000 tonnes of imports in 
1992/93) to ZS122 per tonne (under an estimated 230,000 tonnes of imports).

(5) The producer price level necessary to restore maize self-sufficiency would, under 
Option A, require large increases in the price of staple maize meal, even with a 
continuation of the present subsidy of Z$20 million per year. It is estimated that 
roller meal costs, if unsubsidized, would be ZS850 or more per tonne in 1992/93 
terms (i.e., 30% higher than in 1991/92). Price increases of this magnitude are 
likely to adversely affect nutritional status and real incomes of low-income urban 
and rural consumers.

0 G'mm high transport costs to landlocked Zimbabwe, tit import prices for maize in Harare are
on the order ofZSSM-SSt. By contrast, average domestic procurement costs (producer price pms marketing
costs paid by GMB) are enrartly abort ZJ4M, but arc cstmaled to be abort ZS505 in order to achieve
mane self-sufficiency in 1992/93 mumming normal rainfall. Under current world price and exchange rate-
toe cost of importing. This is calculated at the official exchange rate of $Z/$US=SA The cost premium 
of maize imports would be even more pronounced if the US dollar were valued at Hs shadow exchange rate 
(Muir and Jansen. 1991).

The issue of profitable vs. loss-miking depots is affected by weather and GMB's producer and 
selling prices. Prices and margins are uniform • .ith respect to location and season, and diverge substantially 
from what would prevail under market-determined prices. Viability determined by looking at depot balance 
sheets may not be ultimately 'correct*.
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Government Perceptions toward Small-Scale Milling Sector

Despite its apparent benefits, Option C suffers from a number of perceptional problems, 
i.e., (a) small-scale milling technology is inefficient; (b) it would be years before 
sufficient informal milling capacity could be developed to benefit urban consumers; and 
(c) shifting consumption patterns to more refined, higher-status meals has been a 
positive change and it would be demeaning to low-income consumers to revert back to 
the coarser, lower-status meals.

Perception (a) is an empirical question. The criteria for efficiency includes cost per unit 
for a service demanded by the market. Existing evidence indicates that milling margins 
(not necessarily costs) per unit of maize milled are considerably lower for small-scale 
millers than for the larger industrial millers. Informally-milled roller meal (mudzvurwa) 
cost Z$45 less per tonne than the subsidized price of industrial roller meal.

Perception (b) is also an empirical question. The main impediment to investment in 
informal milling appears to be access to milling equipment. The GOZ could relieve this 
constraint by importing and auctioning equipment. Interviews with millers indicate that 
a plant of 4 shelters and 2 hammer mills would cost Z$2SO,000 including construction 
and electricity costs. Given that consumers would pay Z$45 per tonne less for the 
mudzurwa manufactured by such a plant, the sale of 5,500 tonnes would offset the cost 
of the initial investment and additional output would represent a net benefit to society.

Concerning perception (c), if low-income consumers prefer to buy straight-run meal, 
taking the cost discount into consideration, the government would be doing a disservice 
to their constituents if they restricted this option. Furthermore, to the extent that 
competition from informal millers would attract market share away from industrial 
millers, such a dual system may also stimulate the competitiveness of the industrial 
milling sector.if prices are freed, thus passing along benefits to consumers of all income 
categories. 

6. Longer Run Issues: Grain Marketing, Food Security and Agricultural Growth

These short-run strategies cannot adequately address the underlying structural problems 
in the grain marketing system. Mechanisms to cushion vulnerable groups from the 
effects of structural adjustment have been conceptualized primarily in terms of short-run 
subsidies. However, regulatory aspects of the food marketing system pose serious 
impediments to maize accessjAnd affordability. Their modification must be viewed as 
part and parcel of a well-defined cushioning strategy as well as an overall growth and 
development strategy. The GOZ's main policy response to chronic and transitory food 
insecurity has been food and income transfer programs. The need for these costly 
programs has become apparent only after long-run food policies have failed.
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Perception (b) is also an empirical question. The main impediment to investment in
informal milling appears to be access to milling equipment. The GOZ could relieve this
constraint by importing and auctioning equipment. Interviews with millers indicate tbat
a plant of 4 shellers and 2 hammer mills would cost Z$25O,OOO including construction
and electricity costs. Given that consumers would pay 7.$45 per tonne less for the
mudzurwa manufactured by such a plant, the sale of 5,500 tonnes would offset the cost
of the initial investment and additional output would represent a net benefit to society.

Perception (a) is an empirical question. The criteria for efficiency includes cost per unit
for a service demanded by the market. Existing evidence indicates that milling margins
(not necessarily costs) per unit of maize milled are considerably lower for small-scale
millers than for the larger industrial millers. Informally-milled roller meal (mudzvurwa)
cost ZS45 less per tonne than the subsidized price of industrial roller meal.

Concerning perception (c), if low-income coasumers prefer to buy straight-run meal.
taking the cost discount into consideration, the government would be doing a disservice
to their constituents if they restricted this option. Furthermore, to the extent that
competition from informal millers would attract market share away from industrial
millers, such a dual system may also stimulate the competitiveness of the industrial
milling sector,if prices are freed, thus passing along benefits to consumers of all income

categories.
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Despite its apparent benefits, Option C suffers from a number of perceptional problems,
i.e., (a) small-scale milling technology is inefficient; (b) it would be years before
sufficient informal milling capacity could be developed to benefit urban consumers; and
(c) shifting consumption patterns to more refmcd, higher-status meals has been a
positive change and it would be demeaning to low-income consumers to revert back to

the coarser, lower-status meals.

Government Perceptions loward Small-Scale Milling SecIor

In the case of a drought, and under status quo policies, GMB operating losses are
estimated to rise from 2$31 per tonne (estimating 63,000 tonnes of imports in
1992/93) to ZSl22 per tonne (under an estimated 230,000 tonnes of imports).

The producer price level necessary to restore maize self-sufficiency would, under
Option A, require large increases in the price of staple maize meal, even with a
continuation of the present subsidy of Z$2O million per year. It is estimated that
roller meal costs, if unsubsidized, would be ZS850 or more per tonne in 1992/93
terms (i.e., 30% higher than in 1991/92). Price increases of this magnitude are
likely to adversely affect nutritional status and real incomes of low-income urban
and rural consumers.

(2) The price increase necessary to obtain self-sufficiency under normal rainfall depends
on which policy option is adopted. The simulation results indicate that, holding
other factors constant, self-sufficiency would be achieved under Option A at a
producer price of ZS365 for the 1992/93 marketing year. Under Options Band C,
self-sufficiency would be achieved at Z$370. Pre-planting prices would be required
in order to effectively stimulate supplies during the 1992/93 marketing year.

Failure to achieve self-sufficiency will inflate GMB's trading losses. This is becaUSe
the cost of procuring maize from the world market is 65-80% higher than the cost
of domestic procurement (at prices necessary to achieve self-sufficiency under
normal rainfall).6 This calls into question the recently announced plans by the
GMB to shut down numerous ·unviable" depots and collection points in smallholder
areas. While these depots may procure supplies at a loss, the question arises as to
whether these unit costs are higher than the unit costs of importing maize.7

(3)

(4)

(5)
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of maize iIIIporIs _III be _. _re pro_aced III. US cIolIu _re glued 111115s~ eu..... nee
(Muir .ad J.aseL 1"1).

7 'l1Ie issue 01pror,,8b1e YS.1055-llUlkl,,, cIepotsls .ft'«Ied by _I!wr.nd GMB's producer .ad
selliD& prires. Prices .......pas are unirol'lll' .ilh resped 10 IoaIlio. and seasoa, and dive. substanlially
II'lIIIl..... _III preqiI."r..rbI-delenailled prires. V"UIbilily ddermiMd 'by Iooldnc III depoe bIIl81Ke
sheds IIUIy DOl be ullinullely ·correct".

6. Longer Run Issues: Grain MarketiD& Food"Security ad Agricultural Growth

These short-run strategies cannot adequately address the underlying structural problems
in the grain marketing system. Mechanisms to cushion wlnerable groups from the
effects of structural adjustment have been conceptualized primarily in terms of short-run
subsidies. However, regulatory aspects of the food marketing system pose serious
impediments to maize aCCCS§fnd affordability. Their modification must be viewed as
part and parcel of a well-de5ned cushioning strategy as well as an overall growth and
development strategy. The GOZ's maio policy response to chronic and transitory food
insecurily has been food and income transfer programs. The need for these costly
programs has become apparent only after long-run food policies have failed.
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This condusion may be clarified by examples of bow the structure and regulatory aspects 
of the grain marketing system exacerbate household food insecurity in ways that cannot 
be adequately addressed through the continuation of subsidies and free food handouts. 

To ensure a consistent flow of «?aize meal to urban consumers, the GOZ has sought to 
influence prices and distribution through a controlled and centralized maize marketing 
system. The official grain marketing system induces a predominantly one-way flow of 
grain from rural areas to centralised urban milling and storage facilities. Maize may be 
sold through the official system to one of three procurement arms of the GMB: (1) 
GMB depots, normally located in town centres, (2) GMB collection points located in 
rural smallholder areas; and (3) licenced private traders that buy on behalf of the GMB. 
Private maize trading was never banned in the communal areas, but is nevertheless 
circumscribed by government regulations:
1. Smallholder maize, unless destined for a GMB depot, is prohibited from moving 

across the boundaries of urban or commercial farming areas. Since these areas 
contain virtually all of the country's main roads, this regulation effectively blocks 
private grain trade between non-contiguous smallholder areas or from smallholder 
areas to urban consumption centers.

2. Maize may not be moved privately from commercial fanning areas to smallholder or urban areas.

3. Once grain is sold to GMB collection points or approved buyers in smallholder areas, 
direct resale to consumers is prohibited. Instead, the grain must be forwarded to 
GMB depots, often a considerable distance from rural deficit areas. This effectively 
siphons supplies out of rural areas, tightens local supply-demand conditions, and 
exerts upward pressure on rural market prices.

_ _, ..uvuuiagca me consumption of urban milled mealin rural deficit areas. Pan-territorial prices for commercially-milled meal further 
extend the dominance of the official distribution system even in the most distant 
regions. These direct and indirect subsidies in the official marketing channel 
substantially narrow the scope for intra-rural private trade.

5. The rules governing resale of GMB grain to informal traders arc subject to a variety 
of interpretations. lo theory, any individual may purchase grain from GMB depots 
(see Grain Marketing Act, Section 21). Yet 13 of 15 GMB depot managers 
interviewed staled that they do not permit sales to informal traders suspected of 
reselling the grain, due to perceptions that they would exploit poor households needing grain.

Grain Marketing Policy Challenges 115

& Small-scale informal maize milling is illegal in urban areas. While there are 25-30 
such mills operating in and around Harare, throughput is greatly constrained due to 
points (1), (2) and (5).

The combination of producer price incentives, expansion of GMB buying points in 
distant rural areas, subsidies on maize meal marketed through the GMB/urban milling 
system and movement and resale controls, is based on several implicit assumptions about 
how Zimbabwe's grain marketing system works:

1. The emphasis on increasing the returns from smallholder grain sales as a means to 
stimulate rural incomes implicitly assumes that most farmers are surplus grain 
producers. Even in the marginal areas, GMB infrastructure was built with a view to 
increase smallholder incomes through increased crop sales.

2. The system is based on an image of grain self-sufficiency in rural areas. Official 
controls on ultra-rural grain trade restrict the development of alternative marketing 
channels and cause most surplus grain production to be channeled into the GMB 
system. The uni-directional orientation of the GMB effectively runnels supplies 
directly to industrial buyers in urban areas. Less than 2% of GMB's total maize 
intake since 1980 has been resold to consumers or private traders. The organization 
of the market has forced GMB to serve as de facto procurement agent for the large 
urban millers, stockfeeders and brewers, who have accounted for 77,8 and 6 percent 
of GMB sales since 1980. The remaining 7% of GMB maize sales have been for 
food aid. Thus, massive stocks at GMB depots in town centres throughout the 
country do not necessarily ensure grain accessibility in rural areas.
__ /

3. The current system provides a statutory monopoly on urban distribution of maize 
meal to the five large industrial millers. This implicitly implies a perception on the 
part of the GOZ that the centralized urban millers provide a more efficient system 
than one encouraging competition from the small scale milling sector.

These assumptions are contradicted by recent surveys of household, trader, and millers 
in Zimbabwe. The data reveal five salient points, Table 5. First, most smallholders in 
the drier regions sell little or no grain. Income from grain sales is highly concentrated 
among a narrow segment of resource rich farmers in the most productive regions. Of 
the country's 170 smallholder farming areas, 18 have accounted for 75% of GMB grain 
intake from this sector since 1983. Nationally, the top 10% of smallholders selling grain 
acount for about 90% of total irfcome accruing to the communal sector from GMB 
maize sales (Jayne et al. 1991). 'fiiese smallholders are almost exclusively in the high- 
rainfall areas.
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6. Small-scale informal maize milling is illegal in urban areas. While ther~ are 25-30

such miUs operating in and around Harare, throughput is greatly constramed due to
points (1), (2) and (5).

The combination of producer price incentives, expansion of GMB bUying points in
distant rural areas, subsidies on maize meal marketed through the GMB/urban milling
system and movement and resale controls, is based on several implicit assumptions about
how Zimbabwe's grain marketing system worlcs:

1. Thc emphasis on increasing the returns from smallholder grain sales as a means to
stimulate rural incomes implicitly assumes that most farmers are surplus grain
producers. Even in the marginal areas, GMB infrastructurc was built with a view to
increase smallholder incomes through increased crop sales.

These assumptions are contradicted by recent surveys of household, trader, and millers
in Zimbabwe. The data reveal fIVe salient points, Table 5. First, mOSl smallholders in
the drier regions seD little or no grain. Incomc from grain sales is highly concentrated
among a narrow segment of resource rich farmers in the most productive regions. ?f
the COUDtry'S 170 smallholder farming areas, 18 have accounted for 75% of GMB grald
intake from this sector since 1983. Nationally, the top 10% of smallholders sclling grain
acaunt (or about 90% of total it:ifome accruing to the communal sector from GMB
maize sales (Jayne et aI. 1991). ~nese smallholders are almost eXclusively in the high_
rainfall areas.
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2 Thc system is based on an image of grain self-sufficiency in rural areas. Official
controls on intra-rural grain trade restrict the development of altemati\'e marketing
channels and cause most surplus grain production to be channeled into the GMB
system. The uni-directional orientation of thc GMB cffectively funnels supplies
directly to industrial buyers in urban areas. Less than 2% of GMB's total maize
intalce since 1980 has been resold to consumers or private traders. Thc organization
of the market has forced GMB to scrve as de facto procurement agent (or the large
urban millers, stoclcfeeders and brewers, who have accounted for n, 8 and 6 percent
of GMB sales since 1980. The remaining 7% of GMB maize sales have been for
food aid. ThI:5, massive stocks at GMB depots in town centres throughout the
country do not Decessarily ensure grain acccsSJoility in rural areas.

3. The current system pr~des a statutory monopoly on urban distribution of maize
meal to the flYe large industrial millers. This implicitly implies a perception on the
part of the GOZ that the centralized urban mincrs provide a more efficient system
than one encouraging competition from the small scale miUing sector.

2 Maize may not be moved privately from commercial farming areas to smallholder orurban areas.

This conclusion may be clarified by examples of how the structure and regulatory asJJCcta
of the grain marketing system exacerbate household (ood insecurity in ways that c:aJlnot
be adequately addressed through the continuation of subsidies and free food handouts.

To cnsure a consistcnt flow I)f "1aize meal to urban consumers, the GOZ has sought to
influence prices and ~tnoution through a controUed and centralized maize mark •
~em. Thc official grain mark~ting system induces a predominantly onc-wayfl~
gram (rom rural areas to centralised urban milling and storage facilities. Maize may be
sold through the official system. to one of three procurement arms of the GMB: (1)
GMB depots, Dormally located m town centres, (2) GMB coUection points located i.a
~aI sm~lder a~cas; and (3) licenced private traders that buy on behalfof the GMB.
~nvatc ~aac trading was never banned in the communal areas, but is Devertheless
arcumscnbcd by government regulations:

1. Smallholder maize.. unless destined for a GMB dcpot, is prohibited from moviDg
aa~ th~ boundaries of urban or commercial farming areas. Since these areas
co~tam ~y all of the COUDtry's main roads, this regulation cffectively blocJcs
pIlVatc gram tradc between non-conbguous smallholder areas Or (rom smallholder
areas to urban consumption centers.

3. ~nccgrain is·sold to GMB c:oUection.points or approved buyers in smallholder areas,
direct resale to consumers IS proluolted. Instead, mc grain must be forwarded to
~MB depots, .often a considerable distance from rural deficit areas. This cffectively
Siphons supplies out of rural areas, tightens local supply-demand conditions, and
exerts upward pressure on rural market prices.

4. The margin bmveeD the GMB purchase price and seUing price to urban miUers since
1986~87~ been roughly ~f of GMB's actual operating costs (AMA, 1990). The
combmabon of consumer pnce subsidies and restrictions on direct trade between
~urplus and deficit rural areas bas encouraged the consumption of urban miUed meal
m rural deficit~. Pan·territorial prices (or commercially-milled meal further
ext~nd the do~cc o( the official distribution system even in the most distant
rCgJons.. These direct and indirect subsidies in the official marketing channel
suhstantially narrow thc scope for intra-rural Private tradc.

5. Th~ rules g~ming resale of GMB grain to informal traders arc: subject to a variety
of mterpretatlODS. ID theory, any individual may purchase grain from GMB depots
~see ~rain M4Irketing Act, Section 21). Yet 13 of 15 GMB depot managers
mtc",?cwed 5fal~ that they do not permit sales to informal traders suspected of
rese~ th~ gram, due to perceptions that they would exploit poor householdsneeding gram.
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Fourth, households selling the most grain tended to have both higher incomes and grain
consumption. Household surveys in two semi-arid communal areas indicated that, at the
.01 level of significance, household grain sales were positively correlated with per capita
income, grain availability per household member and crop sales from oiJsccds and cotton
(Chigume and Jayne, 1991). The poorest households tended to have relatively few
productive assets and were generally purchasers of grain.
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Fifth, after the GMB's buying c:ampaign, in which grain from surplus households is
transported to depots in town centers, many semi-arid smallholder areas are grain-deficit
in the aggregate. This is evident from the circuitous flow of grain in numerous
smallholder areas in which marketed maize surpluses flow out of rural areas through the
GMB system to be milled in reb!Jively distant urban centers, and then flow bacit into the
same or other rural areas in ~it'orm of expensive commercial maize meal (Jayne and
Chlsvo. 1991). Seventy-five percent of the grain-deficit households inlerviewed in
selected rural areas stated that they bought urban-milled meal simply because grain was
not available locally. Ironically, straight-run meal from a rural hammer mill is more

Third, household incomes in these grain-purchasing areas are often more affected by the
price of commercial maize meal than by GMB producer prices. Table S indicates that
the majority of households in the low-rainfall areas surveyed (Natural Regions IV and
V) were net purchasers of grain and that a large portion of purchased grain was in the
form of urban-milled meal Urban-milled meal accounted for 19% to 92% of total grain
purchases, and 24% to 37% of tolal grain consumption. in a survey of three semi-arid
smallholder areas studied (Hedden-Dunkhorst. 1990).

~ot~: The results of these surveys pertain to the period aAprill989 to March 1990 and
-November 1988 to October 1989. RainfaU was average to moderately below average
during the relevant production years in all survey areas. "The distinction between
purchases from housebolds and private traders was not made in this study.

Source: ·UZ/MSU/ICRISAT Grain Marketing Surveys. 1990; bHt'~"en-Dunkhorst,
Bettina, 'The role ofsmall grains in semi-arid smallholder farming systems iIi Zimbabwe:
preliminary findings', draft mimeo, SADCC/ICRISAT, Malopos.

SecOnd, between 50 and 100 percent of farm households in the dry areas are typically
oct purchasers of grain. The exact proportion of grain-deficit farm households depends
00 the particular geographical area and the quality of the harvest (i.e.. weather). The
government's investment in GMB infrastructure and producer price incentives have
largely bypassed these households. These farmers appear unable to rcspond significantly
to producer price incentives because of other binding constraints on·production - limited
land, draft animals. and non-farm income to finance investments inimpr~ tcclmology,
poor soil and erratic rainfall (Goverch. 1991).
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nutritious and less expensive than the more refined commercially-manufactured _v<t 

The circuitous flow of grain out of rural areas and expensive maize meal into rural are* 
is a symptom of poorly-functioning ultra-rural grain trade linking surplus and defo 
households and regions. The state's one-way distribution system, effectively siphons 
grain supplies out of semi-arid rural areas early in the season. Controls on maize 
movement, resale and pricing restrict consumers in these same areas from obtainiat 
maize through private trading channels, creating localised shortages later in the season. 
These controls provide the commercial milling system with a de facto monopoly oo 
maize distribution into grain-deficit areas. Therefore, the sale of grain "surpluses" to the 
GMB, while giving the illusion of rural self-sufficiency, has masked and even contributed 
to food insecurity in many smallholder areas. Econometric evidence indicates that the 
national magnitude of this phenomenon — grain moved out of rural areas by the GMB 
and urban-milled meal moved in — is about 130 000 tonnes during a normal rainfall year 
and as much as 275 000 tonnes or more during a drought year (Jayne et al. 1990). This 
represents about 26 and 42 percent of total commercial maize meal sales during a 
normal and drought year, respectively. This rural consumption is concentrated in the 
low rainfall communal areas and among households working on commercial farms 
allocated plots of land too sinall to produce their annual grain needs.

Thus, during drought years, the current organization of the market places increased 
emphasis on expensive urban-milled meal, transferring income from grain purchasers 
and rural small-scale millers (along with the multiplier and employment effects) to 
urban-based commercial millers. The phenomenon of increased demand for urban- 
milled meal during drought years is largely due to the failure of the marketing system 
to allow more direct redistribution of grain from surplus to deficit rural areas. The 
absence of viable intra-rural marketing channels inflates consumer grain prices and has 
effcctivelv reduced cash incomes among poor rural consumers by as much as 30% rJayne 

. 1991).

rf ———.. vxfcVU_--. mut pnenomenon of increased demand for urlmilled meal during drought years is largely due to the failure of the marketing sys 
to allow more direct redistribution of grain from surplus to deficit rural areas. ' 
absence of viable intra-rural marketing channels inflates consumer grain prices and 
effectively reduced cash incomes among poor rural consumers by as much as 30% (Ja and Chisvo. 1991).

Effects of Inflated Food Prices on Cropping Patterns

The current underdevelopment of intra-rural grain markets also reduces rural incomes 
in terms of the value of farm output sold. Evidence suggests that the production of 
"higher-valued" cash crops such as groundnuts, sunflower and cotton is constrained by 
high food marketing costs to rural areas. In the semi-arid areas, where most farm 
households are net purchasers of grain, the opportunity cost of cash crop production is 
not the net returns to growing and selling food grains, but rather the cost of acquiring 
the grain foregone by cultivating cash crops, i.e., the acquisition costs of grain rather 
than the selling prices. Typical assessments of crop profitability (e.g., returns to land and 
labor) are made with reference to producer prices of alternative crops and thus assume

Consequences and needed Reforms 87
prepared to cany out this function. Revenues to sustain the new GSTA would come 
mainly from the leasing of storage facilities. Service charges could also be levied to 
members (or shareholders) for specific services and/or an annual membership fee could 
be levied. In the longer run, the GSTA could be the official body to administer weighing 
gad grading regulations. It could also facilitate large-scale grain exchange transactions 
both domestic and international for current and future delivery.

The GSTA should be established immediately and a storage leasing program developed
to recover costs from storage users. Planning and construction of new storage would
rest with the GSTA and would be done on strictly a commercial basis. Existing storage
would not necessarily be retained by GSTA - only those large-scale facilities essential
for reserves. The primary societies would retain storage at all of their local collection
points and mills would have whatever proprietary storage they considered necessary for
their operations. The policy of charging for public storage coupled with seasonal price
variations should encourage private storage by mills, commercial farmers and primary
societies.

The GSTA should be made responsible for ensuring that market mechanisms exist to 
supply maize to urban hammennills and to consumers in urban areas and advise 
government on eliminating regulations. The GSTA, in cooperation with Zambia 
Raihvays and TAZARA should undertake a feasibility study of the bulk handling of grain 
using the raihvays as major carriers.

The logistics Planning Unit in the Ministry of Cooperatives should be transferred to the 
GSTA in order to collect data on stocks, prices and marketings from all GSTA 
members.

The GSTA would play role in assisting government to deal with regional food shortages 
by advising on costs and the most economical way to address the problem. The GSTA 
would be responsible for the Maize Reserve but, with the exception of maize imports, 
the operations of the Maize Reserve should be suspended until a domestic surplus is 
generated. Guidelines for the Reserve should be drawn up and approved. The GSTA 
would not make a profit or loss on trading of Reserve .grains. However, the GSTA 
would be allowed to recover a handling margin on all sales equal to the full costs of 
storage and marketing services.

Related Activities
ik

The Crop Forecasting and Earlyi Warning system in the Ministry of Agriculture sbould 
be continued but be more closely integrated with the work of CSO. In addition, the 
Ministry of Agriculture, in association with CFB and the GSTA should set up 
information systems to ensure that all fanners and local farmer associations (including 
primary societies) have:
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nutritious and less expensive than the more refined commercially-manufactured IIlcti.

!he circuitous flow ofgrain out of rural areas and expensive maize meal into rural .
IS a symptom of ~rly-fuoetioningintra-rural grain trade linking surplus and~
ho~oIds.and -... :n.~ _e', O8e·way &,,,ibutio. "'..... elfedively ~h::
gralD supplies out of semi-and rural areas early in the season. Controls on P •
m~ement. resal~ and pri~ ~estrict consumers in these same areas from obt:::"~
maIZe through pnvat.e trading CDannels, creating localised shortages later in the----.
Th~ c:on!rols. pr~de ~e com~ercial milling system with a de facto mono;;:
maae ~b~ti?nIOto~-defiClt areas. Therefore, the sale of grain ·surpluses. to lJJc
GMB,~e~ the illUSIon ofrural self-sufficiency, has masked and even contn"butecl
~o ~ood ~ty m m~y smallholder areas. EcoDometric evidence indicates that tbc
.:.atiooa! m~tude of this ph~nom~noD - grain moved out of rural areas by the GMB
and .urban-milled meal moved 10 - IS about 130 000 tOMes during a normal rainfall)'ear
and as much as ZlS 000 tonnes or more during a drought year (Jayne et aI. 1990). This
represents about 26 and 42 percent of total commercial maize meal sal d •

norm~ and drought )"Car, respectively. This rural consumptioD is coDcentrC-:ted~
low rainfaIJ commUnal~ and among households working on commercial fanns
a1Jocated plots of land too small to produce their annual grain needs.

Thus, d.uring dro~t }'ears, the. current organization of the marleet places increased
emphasis on expeDSlVe ~-~ilIed meal. transferring income from grain purchasers
and rural smaIJ-scaIe .milJe~ (along with the multiplier and employment eftCcts) to
~-based c:o~mercial millers. The phenomenon of increased demand for urban
mlUed meald~ dr~t~ is largel! due to the failure of the marketing systCDI
to a1Jow mo!'e~ redistn"bUtiOD.of gram from surplus to deficit rural areas. The
abscn.

ce
of viable mtra-~aI marketing channels inflates c:onsumer grain prices and has

effectively reduced cash mcomes among poor rural consumers by as much as 30% (.Ja......and Chisvo. 1991). 'J-

Effects ofIn/lated Food Prices on Oopping Pattents

!he current underdevelopment of intra-rural grain markets also reduces rural incomes
:no terms of th~ value of farm output sold. Evidence suggests that the production of•,:,",-vaIued ~ crops 'ueh .. 8'Ound..... 'WlIIowe, and _08 ;,~ by

food marketing costs to rural areas. In the semi-arid areas, where most farm
households are net pur~rsofgr~ the opportunity cost of cash crop productioD is
Dot the.net returns togr~ and selling food grains, but rather the cost of a ui'
the gralD fo~egon~ by cuJ~ating cash crops, i.e., the acquisitioD costs of grain~a~
than the seilingpn~ Typical assessments ofcrop profitability (e.g., returns to IaDd and
labor) are made With refereDce to producer prices of alternative crops and thus assume
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pared to cany out this function. Revenues to sustaiD the new GSTA would.come
preainJy from the leasing of storage facilities. Service charges could also be levied to
IIIembers (or shareholders) for specific services and/or an annual membership fee could
: levied. In the longer run, the GSTA c:o~!d be the official bo<!y to admiDister we~ing
and grading regulations. It could also faCIlitate large-scale .gralD exchange transactIOns
both domestic and internatioDal for current and future debvery.

The GSTA should be established immediately aDd a storage leasing program developed
to recover costs from storage users. Planning and construction of new storage would
rest with the GSTA and would be dODe on strictly a commercial basis. ExistiDg storage
would not necessarily be retained by GSTA - only those large-scale facilities essential
for rescm:s. The primary societies would retaiD storage at all of their local collection
points and mills would h~ve whateve~ propriet~storage they consid~red necessary ~or
their operations. The policy of chargmg for public storage coupled With seasonal pnce
variations sbou!d encourage private storage by miUs, commercial farmers and primary
societies.

The GSTA should be made responsible for ensuring that market mechanisms exist to
supply maize to urban hammermills and to c:onsumers in urban areas and advise
government on eliminating regulations. The GSTA, in cooperation with Umb~
Railways and TAZARA should undertake a feasibility study of the bulk handling orgram
using the railways as major carriers.

The logistics PJanniog Unit in the Ministry of Cooperatives should be transferred to the
GSTA in order to collect data on stocJcs, prices and marketings from all GSTA
members.

The GSTA would play role iD assisting government to deal with regional food shortages
by advising on costs and the most ecoDomical way to address the problem. The GSfA
would be responsible for tbe Maize Reserve but, with the exception of maize imports,
the operations of the Maize Reserve should be suspended UDtiI a domestic: surplus is
geDerated. GuideliDes for the Reserve should be drawn up and approved. The GSTA
would not malee a profit or loss OD trading of Reserve.grains. However, the GSTA
would be allowed to recover a handling margin OD all sales equal to the full costs of
storage and marketing services.

Related Activities

"'l
The Crop Forecasting and EarlyfWarning system in the Ministry of Agriculture should
be coDtinued but be more closely integrated with the work of CSO. ID addition, the
Ministry of Agriculture, in association with CFB and the GSTA should set up
information systems to ensure that all farmers and local farmer associations (iDcluding
primary societies) have:
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- full and complete information about how the liberalized system works, and- regular, timely and accurate information on prices being paid by different buyers.

Government would still be responsible for Famine Relief.
Macro Policies

A "realistic" relationship between interest rates and inflation is needed to:
- prevent continual erosion of lending agency funds;- stimulate savings at all levels thereby reducing the excessive need for borrowed funds to finance the maize subsector (both production and marketing); and,- ensure appropriate allocation of labour and capital resources in the subsector, especially in marketing and on commercial farms.

The current negative interest rates cause the three development lending agencies to lose half of their capital annually, even with 100% recoveries. Commercial banks do not have the same problem since it is their depositors, not the banks themselves who lose money. However, the lack of incentive to save is impacting heavily on the economy, including maize production. If there is no incentive to save, fanners themselves will have few funds to buy inputs. Thus, even if maize and input prices are freed and maize production is profitable, if real interest rates remain negative, this will reduce the amount of both equity and credit funds available to small-scale and emerging producers.
The current relationship between interest rates and inflation is also inhibiting the development of private sector capacity to finance maize and fertilizer purchases by the mills, Coops and NCZ. Unless this is corrected, government will find it difficult to withdraw completely even if the other factors are corrected through liberalization.
International Trade Policy

A revised international trade policy for maize, maize meal and farm inputs is needed to liberalize cross-border trade with nearby countries. Exports of maize would be discouraged in 1992 by setting into-mill prices at import parity levels. Exports of maize from all outlying regions should be permitted. Donors may need to assist to ensure that maize imports are available in urban areas over the next two to three years. Further, mills should be encouraged to import maize directly on their own. A monitoring system for exports and imports should be established through the GSTA and the Ministry of Commerce and Industry.

Con."SetjUt and aeeded Reforms 89
Exports of meal should be banned as long as meal prices are subsidized. When Zambia reaches a maize surplus position, some of the surplus will be exported as breakfast meal. Trade in most farm inputs other than fertilizer, is now free. Removal of subsidies and the favoured status to NCZ will encourage others to engage in fertilizer imports.

public Financial Support and Budget Administration
The foregoing strategy will result in a reduction in both budget and non-budget financial support to the maize subsector. With the establishment of the new GSTA, all public storage will be funded from GSTA revenues and these revenues would provide the source of funds for storage maintenance. Investment in maize storage would no longer be a budget item. The Maize Reserve would still remain as a budget item but the operations of the Reserve can be designed to minimize financial support. The milling subsidy will be dropped entirely.

Government will have continuing obligations for debts and for loans and loan guarantees. Revised budget planning and administration procedures are needed to establish:

(i) realistic estimates of inflation, and(ii) within-year and between-year program adjustments.
This means that Ministries preparing the budgets must know what the aaturc of their maize-related rograms for the coming ear is *oing to be at the lme ofpreparation. They cannot know this If there Is BO overall Plan of Action or strategy that has, at that time, received Government endorsement. Thus, a strategy auch as the one SDEEested here must be adooted before such nrocednm can he Introduced.
If such a strategy is adopted, it is believed that direct budget support to the sector can be reduced by 50 to 80% and supplementary support eliminated entirely by about 1993.

C.

Government would still be responsible for Famine Relief.

Exports of meal should be banned as long as meal prices are subsidized. When Zambia
reaches a maize surplus position, some of the surplus will be exported as breakfast meal.
Trade in most farm inputs other than fertilizer, is now free. Removal of subsidies and
the favoured status to NCZ will encourage others to engage in fertilizer imports.
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- full and complete information about how the liberalized system works, and
- regular, timely and accurate information on prices being paid by different

buyers.

~ tIIId II«Jtled Refomu 89
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Macro Policies

A ·realistic· relationship between interest rates and inDation is needed to:

- prevent continual erosion of lending agency funds;
- stimulate savings at all levels thereby reducing the excessive need for borrOWed

funds to fmance the maize subsector (both production and marketing); and,
- ensure appropriate allocation of labour and capital resources in the subsector,

especialJy in marketing and on commercial farms.

The current negative interest rates cause the three development len~ agencies to lose
halfof their capital annually, even with 100% recoveries. Commercial banks do not have
the same problem since it is their depositors, not the banks themselves who lose money.
However, the lack of incentive to save is impacting heavily on the economy, induding
maize production. Ifthere is no incentive to save, farmers themselves will have few funds
to buy inputs. Thus, even if maize and input prices are freed and maize production is
profitable, if real interest rates remain negative, this will reduce the amount of both
equity and aedit funds available to small-scale and emerging producers.

The current relationship between interest rates and inflation is also inhibiting the
development of private sector capacity to fmance maize and fertilizer purchases by the
mills, Coops and Nez. Unless this is corrected, government will fmd it diflicuJt to
withdraw completely even if the other factors are corrected through b"beralization.

InlenuitionaJ Tracie Policy

A revised international trade policy for maize, maize meal and farm inputs is needed to
h"beralize aoss-border trade with nearby countries. Exports of maize would be
discouraged in 1992 by setting into-mill prices at import parity levels. Exports of maize
from all outlying regions should be permitted. Donors may need to assist to ensure that
maize imports are available in urban areas over the next two to three years. Further,
mills should be encouraged to import maize directly on their OWO. A monitoring system
for exports and imports should be established through the GSTA and the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry.

Public FiIUUldal Support and BUdgd AdmfaIslntioa

The foregoing strategy will result in a reduction in both budget and non-bUdget fmancial
5Uppcrt to the maize subsector. With the establishment of the new GSTA, all public
storage will be funded from GSTA revenues and these revenues would provide the
source of funds for storage maintenance. Investment in maize storage would no longer
be a budget item. The Maize Reserve would still remain as a Ludget item but the
operations of the Reserve can be designed to minimize fmancial support. The milling
subsidy will be dropped entirely.

Government will have continuing obligations for debts and for loans and loan
guarantees. Revised budget planning and administration procedures are needed to
establish:

(i) realistic estimates of inDation, and
(ii) within-year and belWccn-year program adjustments.
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If such a strategy is adopted, it is believed that direct budget support to the sedor can
be reduced by 50 to 80% and supplementary support eliminated entirely by about 1993.
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Introduction

The objective of this paper is to identify major food policy challenges likely to confront 
the Government of Zimbabwe (GOZ) in the 1990s. We examine the congruence 
between the GOZ's food policy objectives and the organization of the maize marketing 
and pricing system, then evaluate alternative strategies to promote the achievement of 
these objectives under the Structural Adjustment Programme.2

Short-run and long-run strategies are distinguished. The time lag between policy 
decisions and payoffs constrains policy options in the short run. While improved crop 
technology and resettlement offer potential to enhance smallholder incomes and food 
security over the longer run, these gains are not on the near horizon and offer policy 
makers little scope to deal with issues of immediate political importance: 1) how to 
protect vulnerable groups from rising food costs under structural adjustment, 2) how 
to cut GMB deficits to zero by 1995, and 3) how to do both without eroding farm 
incomes and productivity. On the other hand, strategies that may meet rather immediate 
objectives may have little or even negative effects on longer-run objectives. Certain 
regulations of the existing grain marketing system pose such serious impediments to 
maize access and affordability that their modification will simultaneously promote 
agricultural growth and food security.

Grain Marketing Policy Challenges 91

Evidence is provided to conclude that 1) the need for maize imports in 1991/92 is not 
a temporary aberration caused only by drought, i.e., under the continuation of status quo 
policies, Zimbabwe is likely to be a chronic maize importer throughout the 1990s; 2) 
the country's ability to maintain grain self-sufficiency in the short-run will involve, in the 
short-run, a 10% to 12% increase in maize producer prices over and above inflation, 
ceteraparibus, and in the long run, improved crop productivity; and 3) the GOZ's ability 
to raise real producer prices at a time when GMB subsidies are to be eliminated - 
without causing large increases in staple maize meal prices - may be facilitated by 
selected government investments and policy changes to support the development of 
small-scale trading and milling networks. Such changes could simultaneously result in 
higher producer prices to stimulate food supplies without requiring major increases in 
food prices to low income groups and or large government subsidies. Such gains, 
however, could be accomplished only in the medium run. In the very short run, a 
targeted subsidy may be necessary to protect vulnerable groups's access to staple grain. 
A subsidy on straight-run meal, being self-targetting, would be more cost-effective in 
protecting vulnerable groups than the current blanket subsidies on roller meal and super- 
refined meal which confer benefits to all consumers irrespective of income status.

Major Treads in Zimbabwe's Maize Sector

The food policy objectives of the Government of Zimbabwe since independence in 1980, 
have been, inter alia: 1) income growth among rural smallholders; 2) food security, with 
particular attention to the urban and rural poor; 3) stability in prices and supplies of 
basic foodstuffs; and 4) the minimization of budgetary losses arising from government 
marketing and pricing operations (GOZ, 1983; 1986).

/
Grain pricing and marketing policies have been primary instruments to achieve these 
broad objectives. The expansion of GMB buying depots into the communal lands was 
a pillar of post-independence policy to promote income growth among smallholders. 
Producer prices were normally kept above export parity. Agricultural credit disbursed 
to smallholders increased dramatically with repayment tied to crop sales to GMB. These 
policies contributed to the dramatic rise in GMB grain intake from the smallholder 
sector (Rohrbach, 1989).

However, perceptions have lagged behind reality since the mid-1980s. Since 1985, the 
growth rates of grain production and supply have been outstripped by growth rates of 
population and demand. The maintenance of large grain stockpiles, carried forward 
from the mid-1980s, prompted discussion of methods to dispose of maize surpluses, e.g., 
via the manufacture of ethanol lor fuel, and obscured Zimbabwe's trend toward national 
grain deficits.
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The food ,policy objectives of the Government of Zimbabwe since independence in 1980,
have been, interalia: 1) income growth among rural smallholders; 2) food security, with
particular attention to the urban and rural poor; 3) stability in prices and supplies of
basic foodstuffs; and 4) the minimization of budgetary losses arising from government
marketing and pricing operations (GOz, 1983; 1986).
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Evidence is provided to conclude that 1) the need for maize imports in 1991/92 is not
a temporary aberration caused only by drought, i.e., under the continuation of status quo
policies, Zimbabwe is likely to be a chronic maize importer throughout the 19905; 2)
the country's ability to maintain grain self-sufficiency in the short-run will involve, in the
short-run, a 10% to 12% increase in maize producer prices over and above inflation,
ceterisparibus, and in the long run, improved crop productivity; and 3) the GOZ's ability
to raise real producer prices at a time when GMB subsidies are to be eliminated __
without causing large increases in staple maize meal prices -- may be facilitated by
selected government investments and policy changes to support the development of
small-scale trading and milling networks. Such changes could simultaneously result in
higher producer prices to stimulate food supplies without requiring major increases in
food prices to low income groups and or large government subsidies. Such gains,
however, could be accomplished only in the medium run. In the very short run, a
targeted subsidy may be necessary to protect wlnerable groups's access to staple grain.
A subsidy on straight-run meal, being self-targetting, would be more cost-effective in
protecting wlnerable groups than the current blanket subsidies on roller meal and super
refined meal which confer benefits to all consumers irrespective of income status.

1

Grain pricing and marketing policies have been primary instruments to achieve these
broad objectives. The expansion of GMB buying depots into the communal lands was
a pillar of post-independence policy to promote income growth among smallholders.
Producer prices were normally kept above export parity. Agricultural credit disbursed
to smallholders increased dramatically with repayment tied to crop sales to GMB. These
policies contributed to the dramatic rise in GMB grain intake from the smallholder
sedor (Rohrbach, 1989).
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Zimbabwe's Grain Marketing Policy Challenges in the 1990s:
Short Run vs. Long Run Options

Introduction

~e:jedive of this p~per is to identify major food policy challenges likely to confront
t e overnment of Zimbabwe (GOZ) in the 19905. We examine tbe congruen
betwee:

n
. the GOZ's food policy objectives and tlJe organization of the maize marke . ce

and pn~ng~tem, then evaluate alternative strategies to promote the achievemen~
these obJedlVes under the Structural Adjustment Programme.2

Sh~~-run and long-run stra!egies ~re d~inguished. The time lag between poli
deasrons and payoffs COnstrains policy optrons in the short run. While improved croCY
techn.ology and resettlement offer potential to enhance smallholder incomes and f~
secunty ~)Ver the longer run, tlJese gains are not on the near horizon and offer policy
makers liUle scope to deal with issues of immediate political importance' 1) how t
protect vulnerable.groups from rising food costs under structural adjust~enl, 2) hO::0 cut GMB defiCl~ ~o zero by 1995, and 3) how to do both without eroding farm
~':Om~ and productl~ty. On the other hand, strategies that may meet rather immediate
!ledl~ may have .lrt!le or ~ven negative effects on longer-run objectives. Certain

re~latrons of the eXISting ~arn marketing system pose such serious impediments to
ma~1 access and affordabJllty that their modification \\<ill simultaneously promoteagncu tural growth and food security.
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However, perceptions have lagged behind reality since the mid-1980s. Since 1985, the
growth rates of grain production and supply have been outstripped by growth rates of
population and demand. The ,maintenance of large grain stockpiles, carried forward
from the mid-198Os, prompted discussion of methods to dispose of maize surpluses, e.g.,
via the manufacture ofethanol tJr fue~ and obscured Zimbabwe's trend toward national
grain deficits.
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Recent trends

Figures 1 and 2 present trends in area planted to maize during the past decade 
Commercial maize area has declined at a rate of 18,000 hectares per year since 1981. 
Smallholder maize area peaked in 1985 and has declined at an average rate of 55,000 
hectares since then. Most of the decline in smallholder maize area appears to be in the 
lower-rainfall areas and may reflect drought. Mashonaland maize area has been vitually 
unchanged over the past five years.

Grain Marketing Policy Challenges
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Note: specified years are harvest years. Figures for 1991 are estimates. 
Source: Agritex Crop Forecast estimates (various years).
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Figure 2. Maize area planted by smallholder sector, 1980-91.

Commercial sector maize yields have been stagnant over the past 15 years, Figure 3. 
Smallholder yields in the Mashonaland provinces have been trending upward over the
decade, but all other provinces show little improvement in productivity since 1985, Figure 4.

Note:
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Recent trends

FIgUres 1 and 2 present trends in area planted to maize during the past decade.
Commercial maize area has declined at a rate of 18,000 hectares per year since 1981.
Smal1holder maize area peaked in 1985 and has declined at an average rate of 55,~
hectares since then. Most of the decline in smalIholder maize area appears to be in the
Jower-r.linfall ...... and may reO"" m0"8ht. M""""-aJand moizc Mea has beeo ritualJyunchanged Over the past five years.
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Figure 2. Maize area planted by smallholder sector, 1980-91.

Commercial sector maize yields have been stagnant over the past IS years, Figure 3.
Smallholder yields in the Mashonaland provinces have been trending upward over the
decade, but all other provinces show little improvement in productivity since 1985, Figure4.
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Note: specified years are harvest yean. Figures for 1991 are estimates.
Source: Central Statistics OfrlCC (various years).

Figure 1. Maize area planted by commercial sector, 1980-91.
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Note: specified years are harvest years; figures for 1991 are estimates. 
Source: Agritex crop forecasts (various years)

Figure 3. Commercial sector maize yields, 1975-91.
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Figure 4. Smallholder maize yields,1980-91.
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Figure 3. Commercial sector maize yields, 1975-91.
Note: specirlCd years are harvest years; figures for 1991 are estimates.
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Figure 4. Smallholder maize yields,1980-91.
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Both smallholder and commercial maize production fluctuate with the weather, Figure 
5. However, neither sector has ever exceeded its 1984/85 production level. Most of the 
stagnation in maize production is due to declining area. Given average yields, maize 
production is shrinking at a rate of 90,000 and 53,000 tonnes from the commercial and 
communal sectors respectively each year. Per capita, maize production is 25% lower hi 
1991 than at independence, Figure 6.

3000

1880 1081 1982 1983 1884 1885 1886 1887 1988 1080 1990 1991

I——total ——commercial ——smallholder]

Note: specified years are harvest years. Figures for 1991 are estimates.
Source: Agritex Second Crop Estimates (various years); Central Statistics Office (various years).

Figure 5. Maize Production in Zimbabwe, 1980-91.
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Figure 6. Maize Production per capita IB Zuababwc, 1980-91.

The production stagnation is a associated with a consistent slide in real maize 
producer prices since 1981 (Figure 7). Real maize prices were, on average, 25% 
higher during the first half of the 1980s than during the second half. With inflation 
currently running at 25%-30%, the 1992/93 pre-planting price of Z$325 per tonne 
is even lower in real terms than the 1991/92 price - the lowest producer price in 
real terms since 1970. Yet lower maize producer prices have not resulted in lower 
consumer prices for maize meal A Marketing costs are absorbing an increasing 
proportion of the value of industriojly-processed maize meal. The higher marketing 
costs over the past decade, while commonly attributed to GMB, are also due to 
sustantial increases in subsidies and margins to industrial millers, Figure 8.
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F'1gIII'e 6. Maize Prodactic.- per capita ill Zi..t.alJwe, 1910-91.

Note: specified years are ham:st yi:ars. Figures for 1991 are estimates.
Source: Agritex Second Crop Estimates (various years); Central Statistics Office (variousyears); Central
Statistics Officc (NO).

The production stagnation is a associated with a consistent slide in real maize
producer prices since 1981 (rJgUl'e 7). Real maize prices were, on average, 25%
higher during the first half of the 19805 than during the second half. With inflation
currently running at 25%-30%, the 1992/93 pre.planting price of Z$325 per tonne
is even lower in real terms than the 1991/92 price -- the lowest producer price in
real terms since 1970. Yet lower maize producer prices have not resulted in lower
consumer prices for maize meal. ~ Marketing costs are absorbing an increasing
proportion of the value of indust~y-processedmaize meal. The higher marketing
costs over the past decade, while commonly attributed to GMB, are also due to
sustantial increases in subsidies and margins to industrial millers, Figure 8.
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Both smallholder and commercial maize production fluctuate with the weather, Fsgure
5. However, neither sector has ever exceeded its 1984/85 production level. Most ofthe
stagnation in maize production is due to declining area. Given average yields, maize
production is shrinking at a rate of 90,000 and 53,000 tonnes from the commercial and
communal sectors respectively each year. Per capita, maize production is 25% lower in
1991 .han at independence, Figure 6.

Note: specified years are harvest years. Figures for 1991 are estimates.
Source: Agritex Second Crop Estimates (various years); Central Statistics Office (various years).

Figure 5. Maize Production in Zimbabwe, 1980-91.
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Figure 7. Official maize and roller meal selling prices, 1980-91.
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Figure 8. Total cost of roller meal (including subsidies), GMB producer prices, and GMB operating 
costs, 1985-91.
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Small Maize deliveries to GMB rose impressively during the first five years of 
independence, but have shown little upward trend since 1985, Figure 9. This growth is 
likely to be slowed father as rural population increases, the private grain trader develops 
and GMB shuts down depots in remote smallholder areas as currently planned. 
Commercial maize supplies already have been declining at a rate of 90,000 metric tonnes 
a year since 1981.
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Figure 9. Maize deliveries to the Grain Marketing Board, 1980-91.
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Meanwhile, the demand for GMB maize has increased 5.5% per year since 1985, 
reflecting rapid urban population growth, Figure 10. Maize sales have exceeded 
purchases for in the past two years.
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Figure 10. Maize sales by the Grain Marketing Board, 1984-91.
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Meanwhile, the demand for GMB maize has increased 5.5% per year since 1985,
reflecting rapid urban population growth, Fagure 10. Maize sales have exceedeJ
purchases for in the past two years.
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Small Maize deliveries to GMB rose impressively during the first five years of
independence, but have shown little upward trend since 1985, Fagure 9. This growth is
likely to be slowed futher as rural population increases. the private grain trader develops
and GMB shuts down depots in remote smallholder areas as currently planned.
Commercial maize supplies already have been declining at a rate of 90,000 metric tonnes
a year since 1981.
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FJgure 10. Maize sales by the GraiD Marketing Board, 1984-91.
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Factors responsible for the decline in maize self-sufficiency:
The gradual decline in per capita maize production and supply, while exacerbated by- poor weather, also appears to have several underlying structural causes:
1. The slide in real maize prices since 1985 - Producer prices are 25% lower than in 1985, after adjusting for inflation. Since then, there has been little improvement in productivity to offset the effect of declining prices on profitability.
2. The improved hybrid seed varieties that stimulated smallholder productivity during 1980-85 are now almost universally adopted. A new set of technological improvements or management practices is necessary to stimulate additional gains in productivity.
3. AFC credit to smallholders has been declining since 1987 while input costs have been rising. The amount of AN and Compound D fertilizer that can be purchased with AFC credit disbursed to smallholders is now 111,000 metric tonnes compared with 205,000 tonnes in 1987. Declining fertilizer usage, along with relatively poor rainfall, may explain why smallholder maize yields, even in the relatively productive Mashonaland provinces, have exceeded their 1985 level only once.
4. Input delivery systems continue to be largely unresponsive to smallholder needs.5. Withdrawal of marketing infrastructure - eve>> though 17 additional grain buying depots have been established since 1985, the number of rural collection points has declined from over 100 in 1985, to 42 in 1989, to 9 in 1991. The major reason for this withdrawal is cost (Zana, 1991).6. National population growth of 3% per year — the population is now 20% larger than it was in 1985.

Projecting National Maize Supplies, Demand and Net Exports: 1992/92 - 1994/95
What would be Zimbabwe's expected maize supply, demand and trade position at alternative producer price levels if existing marketing regulations are maintained? This issue is addressed using an econometrically-based simulation model of the maize market. The model forecasts maize production, GMB intake, GMB sales, maize processed by industrial and informal millers, urban consumption, rural consumption and trade as functions of GMB price levels, weather, stock policy and marketing costs between regions. The model includes seven maize production regions: (a) commercial farmers in Mashonaland; (b) smallholders in Mashonaland; (c) commercial producers in the remaining provinces; (d) smallholders in Midlands and Manicaland provinces; and (e) smallholders in Masvingo, Matabeleland North and South Provinces.
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needed for their own consumption. Although the local authorities nave tried to explain to farmers the risk involved in selling til their current crops, this does not seem to help change attitudes since fanners believe they have the right to sell whatever they want, and to whomever they wish.* (Noticias, 8/14/91).

Prior rapid appraisal results showed that the behavior of local officials is a critical element in the process of rethinking and adjusting to market rule changes made at provincial and national levels. National level rule changes may happen only in theory if local leaders do not understand or want to participate in their implementation. Local officials who live dose to rural producers and consumers are among the first to personally feel mistakes in market organization decided upon in distant locations. Hence systematic information about farmer and trader practices and the consequences of these can be useful to help guide the reform process. This process is dearly under doubt by the authorities quoted in the above news dipping. Key dimensions of farmer and merchant behavior that we will inform in this paper are:

o What are current farmer marketing practices, food buying and selling patterns, and what is the degree to which farmers are dependent on the market for cash income and/or for additional food supplies?
o Have the fanners seen or perceived systematic changes in marketing arrangements over the past five years? Have they been affected by new options or by new marketing system participants? Have higher prices, compared to official minimum prices, reached these rural districts? If so, are they stimulating farmers to market supplies neededfor on-fann consumption?.•
o What key factors, in addition to food crop market participation and the production of cash crops, are associated with different levels of food production and availability on the farm?

EMPIRICAL INSIGHTS ABOUT FARMER BEHAVIOR 

Farm Households and Markets in Nampula

The family sector household survey provided a information regarding the production, sales, purchase, and consumption behavior of rural households. It obtained qualitative information regarding farmer perceptions of problems and new opportunities facing them in the agricultural sector. .^
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Factors responsible lor the decline in maize selfsufficiency:

The gradual decline in per capita maize production and supply, while exacerbated by
poor weather, also appears to have several underlying structural causes:
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needed for their own COI\$umption. Although the local authorities have tried to explain
to fanners the risk involved in selling aJltheir current crops, this does not seem to help
change attitudes since fanners believe they have the right to sell whalever they wanl,
and to wIIomever they wish." (Noticias. 8/14/91).
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1. The slide in real maize prices since 1985 - Producer prices are 25% lower than
in 1985, after adjusting for inflation. Since then, there has been little
improvement in productivity to offset the effed of declining prices 00
profitability.

2. The improved hybrid seed varieties that stimulated smallholder productivity
during 1980-85 are now almost universally adopted. A new set of technological
improvements or management practices is necessaty to stimulate additional
gains in productivity.

3. AFC credit to smallholders has been declining since 1987 while input costs have
been rising. The amount of AN and Compound D fertilizer that can be
purchased with APe credit disbursed to smallholders is now 111,000 metric
tonnes compared with 205,000 tonnes in 1987. Declining fertilizer usage, along
with relatively poor rainfall, may explain why smallholder maize yields, even in
the relatively productive Mashonaland provinces, have exceeded their 1985 level
only once.

4. Input delivery systems continue to be largely unresponsive to smallholder needs.
5. Withdrawal of marketing infrastructure - eve.l though 17 additional grain

buying depots have been established since 1985, the number of rural collection
points has declined from over 100 in 1985, to 42 in 1989, to 9 in 1991. The
major reason for this withdrawal is cost (Zana, 1991).

6. National population growth of3% per year - the population is now 20% larger
than it was in 1985.

ProJectiag National Maize Supplies, Demand and Net Exports: 1992/92 - 1994/95

What would be Zimbabwe's expected maize supply, demand and trade position at
alternative producer price levels if existing marketing regulations are maintained? This
issue is addressed using an econometricaUy-based simulation model of the maize market.
The model forecasts maize production, GMB intake, GMB sales, maize processed by
industrial and informal millers, urban consumption, rural consumption and trade as
functions of GMB price levels, weather, stock policy and marketing costs between
regions. The model includes seven maize production regions: (a) commercial farmers
in Mashonaland; (b) smallholders in Mashonaland; (c) commercial producers in the
remaining provinces; (d) smallholders in Midlands and Manicaland provinces; and (e)
smallholders in Masvingo, Matabeleland North and South Provinces.

Prior rapid appraisal results showed that the behavior of local officials is a critical
element in the process of rethinking and adjusting to market rule changes made at
provincial and national levels. National level rule changes may happen only in theory
if Iocalleadcrs do not understand or want to participate in their implementation. Local
officials who live close to rural producers and consumers are among the first to
personally feel mistakes in market organization decided upon in distant locations. Hence
systematic information about farmer and trader practices and the COnsequences of these
can be useful to help guide the reform process. This process is clearly under doubt by
the authorities quoted in the above news clipping. Key dimensions of farmer and
merchant behavior that we will inform in th:s paper are:

o What are current farmer marketing practices, food buying and selling
patt~ms, and what is the degree to which farmers are dependent on the
market for cash income and/or for additional food supplies?

o Have the farmers seen or perceived systematic changes in marketing
arrangements over the past fIVe years? Have they been affected by
new options or by new marketing system participants? Have higher
prices, compared to official minimum prices, reached these rural
districts? If so, are they stimulating farmers to market supplies needed
for on-farm consumption?
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o What key factors, in addition to food crop market participation and the
production of cash crops, arc associated with different levels of food
production and availability on the farm?

EMPIRICAL INSIGHTS ABOUT FARMER BEHAVIOR

Farm Households and Markets in Nampula

The family sector household survey provided a information regarding the production,
sales, purchase, and consumption behavior of rural households. It obtained qualitative
information regarding farmer ~rceptions of problems and new opportunities facing
them in the agricultural sector.if~
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Food Crop Buying and Selling Practices of Fanners
A ten year civil war, together with a long history of tight control over the operation of the private sector, has had a profound impact on Mozambique's rural agricultural marketing system. Heavy destruction of infrastructure, continuing risk of attacks, and uncertainty regarding the content of political reform have hindered the ability of farmers and merchants to respond to the liberalized policy environment instituted under the Economic Rehabilitation Program (ERP). However, preliminary survey analyses indicate that Mozambican smallholders do participate in food and cash crop markets, primarily as sellers, but also as buyers.

Table 1 presents a classification of farm households in each district according to their food crop market behavior.7 These groups are mutually exclusive, and each are affected differently by government policy, especially price policy.

TABLE 1. HOUSEHOLD FOOD MARKET PARTICIPATION IN SELECTED DISTRICTS OF NAMPULA PROVINCE1

Districts
Household Food Crop 
Market Participation

Monapo Ribauc Angoche

• % OF HOUSEHOLDS ——
Buy Only

Buy & Sell

Sell Only

Neither B»y r.cr Sell

73

13.8

53.2

25.7

42

5.0

63.0

27.7

2.6

52

83.5

8.7
1 Food crops are maize, cassava, beans, rice, peanut, and sorghum 
Source: MOA/MSU/UA Farm Household Survey

Should policies stressing price increases be implemented as a means to encourage agricultural production, farmers who only buy and those who buy more than they sell, will see their income reduced, at least in the short-run. In contrast, farmers who only sell and those selling more than they buy, will enjoy increased income. Farmers not participating in the market will remain largely untouched by price policy. But policies

The food crops included in this and In* following tables are maize, cassava, beans, rice, peanut, and sorghum.
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and investments which result in increased competitiveness, efficiency and efficacy in the market will help all farmers already active in the market. They also will encourage participation by those who currently remain outside the system. In the long run, this will result in an improved commercial system, a "sine qua non" for the improved welfare of the rural populations.

The results show that large majorities in all districts participate in the food crop market, but that the great majority of these do so only as sellers. This is especially true in Ribaue and Angoche where fewer than 10 percent purchased food crops during the past year. Monapo, the district with the most extensive cotton production, shows the highest proportion of food crop buyers (21 percent). Both Monapo and Ribaue have relatively high proportions of non-participants in the food crop market. In each, slightly more than one-quarter of all households neither bought nor sold any food crop.
Food sales are a significant source of household income in all three districts.8 The average household derives over 16 percent of its income from food soles. This figure is highest in Angoche (over 27 percent) and lowest in Monapo (83 percent) with Ribaue in between (nearly 14 percent).
Food crop purchases are important for a minority of households. Nearly 8 percent of the sampled households were net buyers of food crops' and purchases by these households represent nearly 20 percent of their total caloric supply.
These results contrast with recent findings in other sub-saharan Africa countries where it is not unusual to find that over half of all rural households are net buyers of the staple food (Dione; Goetz; Kelly et al; Reardon and Peters). The explanation for a lower proportion of net buyers in Mozambique may be a combination of two factors. First, the Mozambican smallholder for many years has been subject to extractive economic policies oriented toward removing grains from rural areas under the assumption that all rural households are self-sufficient. Grain trade within rural areas, until the past few years, has been actively discouraged. The second factor, the country's ten year civil war, is unique in comparison with other African countries as it has destroyed roads and rural stores, making it very dangerous for rural traders to hold food except for short periods of time. As a result, food generally is not available in many rural stores, except during the harvest season.

8HousehoM income is calcul^cd as the value of all production (sold and retained), plus cash and in-kind earnings from off-font work of resident family members, pms remittances of non-resident members, plus the value of sold and slaughtered livestock, mins cash and in-kind payments to hired labor.

9A household was classified as a net buyer of food crops if, taken together, it bought more calories than it sold in maize, cassava, beans, rice, peanuts and sorghum.
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Food Crop Buying IIIId SelJing P1ucIias ofFilmlen

A ten year civil war, together with a long history of tight control over the operation of
the private sector, has had a profound impact on Mozambique's rural agricultural
marketing system. Heavy destruction of infrastructure, continuing risk of attacks, and
uncertainty regarding the conlenl of political reform have hindered the ability of farmers
and merchants to respond to the liberalized policy environment instituted under the
Economic Rehabilitation Program (ERP). However, preliminary survey analyses
indicate that Mozambican smallholders do participate in food and cash crop markets,
primarily as sellers, but also as buyers.

Table 1 presents a classification of farm households in each district according to their
food crop market behavior.

7
These groups are mutually exclusive, and each are

affected differently by government policy, especially price policy.

TABLE I. HOV3EHOLD FOOD MARKF:r PAR11CIPATION
IN SELECTED DlSTRIcrs OF NAMPUIA PROVINCEI
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and investments which result in increased competitiveness, efficiency and efficacy in the
market will help all farmers already active in the market. They also will encourage
parlidpation by those who currently remain outside the system. In the long run, this will
result in an improved commercial system, a "sine qua non" for the improved welfare of
the rural populations.

The results show that large majorities in all districts participate in the food crop market,
but that the great majority of these do so only as sellers. This is especially true in
Ribaue and Angoche where fewer than 10 percent purchased food crops during the past
year. Monapo, the district with the most extensive colton production, shows the highest
proportion of food crop buyers (21 percent). Both Monapo and Ribaue have relatively
high proportions of non-participants in the food crop market. In each, slightly more
than one-quarter of all households neither bought nor sold any food crop.

Food sales are a significant source of household income in all three districts! The
average household derives over 16 percent of its income from food :;,,·!es. This figure is
highest in Angoche (over Z1 percent) and lowest in Monapo (83 percent) wit!! Ribaue
in between (nearly 14 percent).

Food crop purchases are important for a minority of households. Nearly 8 percent of
the sampled households were net buyers of food crOps9 and purchases by these
households represent nearly 20 percent of their total caloric supply.

These results contrast with recent fmdings in other sub-saharan Africa countries where
it is not unusual to find that over half of all rural households are net buyers of the staple
food (Dione; Goetz; KcUy' et al; Reardon and Peters). The explanation for a lower
proportion of net buyers in Mozambique may be a combination of two factors. rust,
the Mozambican smallboider for many years has been subject to extractive economic
policies oriented 'Loward removing grains from rural areas under the assumption that all
rural households are self-sufficient. Grain trade within rural areas, until the past few
years, has been actively discouraged. The second factor, the country's ten year civil war,
is unique in comparison with other African countries as it has destroyed roads and rural
stores, making it very dangerous for rural traders to hold food except for short periods
of time. As a result, food generaUy is not available in many rural stores, except during
the harvest season.

..
8Householdi_iscalnJ~ as tile walee orall pl'OlhJtticHI (sold and retained), plus ca.~h and

i.·kind eaminp rl'Olll oIr-lanl workof reside.t r_ily -...ben, pIllS ftlRitta_ orIIOn.reside.. _ben,
plus the value or sold allCl .......ered liftstock, .i_ cas' aIICI i.-Idlld payments to hired labor.

9A household was dasslf"led as a net buyer of food crops i~ taba togttMr, it bought More calories
than it sold in maize, cassa... ~IIS,m, ~anuts, and sorghum.

Districts

Iiousehold Food Crop Monapo Ribauc AngocheMarlcet Participation

- % OF HOUSEHOLDS_
Buy Only 7.3 4.2 2.6

Buy&: Sell 13.8 5.0 5.2
Sell Only 53.2 63.0 83.5

Neither Buy r:.::r Sell 25.7 27.7 8.7
I Food crops arc maize. cassava, bean.<. rice, peanut, and sorghum

Sourre: MOAjMSUjUA Farm Household Survey

Should policies stressing price increases be implemented as a means to encourage
agricultural production, farmers who only buy and those who buy more than they sel~
will see their income reduced, at least in the short-run. In contrast, farmers who only
sell and those selling more than they buy, will enjoy increased income. Farmers not
participating in the market will remain largely untouched by price policy. But policies

7
The

rood nops indudfll in this and tM rol'-ing tables are maw, cassava, ~ans, m, ~anut,and sorghum.
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Marketing Channels and Prices Paid

One of the objectives of the ERP is to increase competition in rural agricultural markets. 
As the war ends and marketing infrastructure is rebuilt, the structure of these markets 
will influence the wellbcing of the rural population. The level of competition for 
farmers' products will affect this sector's response to the liberalized policy environment 
and thus the ability of the country to achieve its agricultural potential.

Both survey data and informal information indicate that existing traders continue to 
enjoy strong market positions. These traders tend to pay the government mandated 
minimum producer price which is no longer meant to be a fixed price for producers.

Household heads were asked whether they felt the marketing of their products had 
become easier or more difficult over the past five years. Respondents in Monapo and 
Angoche generally perceive that marketing has become easier, by proportions of 80 
percent and 95 percent, respectively. In Ribaue, the area most affected by the war and 
with the poorest marketing infrastructure, nearly two-thirds (64 percent) felt that 
marketing had become more difficult. Those who felt they could now market more 
easily cited as principal reasons the presence of more buyers (51 percent) and better 
prices (36 percent). The most common reasons cited for greater difficulty in marketing 
were transport, security problems and late payment by traders, each with an 
approximately 20 percent response.

Table 2 presents survey data on the purchase volume and mean prices paid by the two 
principal types of buyers in the study area. Cashews were included in the basket of food 
crops due to their great importance as an income source for small holders. Cotton, also 
a very important cash crop, is not purchased in any appreciable quantities by the two 
types of traders considered in this table, and was not included. "Lojistas", rural shop 
owners, were the only officially recognized rural traders prior to economic reform 
measures. "Ambulantes" are itinerant traders, most of whom have entered the market 
only since the onset of economic reform. Many reportedly operate without a license.

Results show that absolute quantities sold are quite small, averaging less than 400 kg per 
family over all crops. Cassava and cashew dominate. Cashews, with an average price 
of approximately 500 MT/KG vs 110 MT/KG for cassava, leads in the value of sales. 
The volume data clearly show that established lojistas continue to hold a dominant 
market position handling almost 70 percent of the total volume transacted. The 
exception to this pattern is cassava where the new ambulantcs captured over two-thirds 
of all farmer sales.
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In every case except peanuts, ambulantes paid higher mean prices than lojiMas. For 
maize and beans, prices paid by lojistas arc nearly identical to minimum prices set by 
the government, a price meant only to provide a floor below which producer prices 
would not fall (190 Mt/kg for maize and 270 Ml/kg for beans). This is reflected in the 
weekly AM! " S data, which show producer prices at rural shops arc very sticky around 
the floor p ' s.

In summary, there is evidence of entry by new market participants and these new 
entrants are competing with established traders by offering more attractive prices to 
producers. In the cases of maize and beans, however, this competition has not forced 
lojistas to pay farmers above the floor prices. It appears that these new entrants have 
not yet seriously challenged the dominant market position of the established traders.

TABLE 2. PURCHASE VOLUME AND MEAN PRICES PAID BY TYPE OF BUYER IN SELECTED 
DISTRICTS OF NAMPUIA PROVINCE

Type of Participant in the Market2

Product1

Com
Beans
Dry Manioc
Rice
Peanuts
Cashews

TOTAL

Total
Purchases

(kg)
22^02
4,521
46380
10.458
3,799

44,100

131,560

Lojista
Total

Purchases
17,750
2,741
14380
8.501
2.389

43.970

89,930

Price
(Mi/kg)

195
268
107
299
528
353

Ambulame
Total

Purchases
4.552
1.780

31.800
1.958
1,410
130

41.630

Price
(Mt/kg)

246
301
118
320
428
425

Cotton, a very important rash crop, is purchased almost entirely by HntrepoMo and dos 
Santos, and thus does not appear in this table.

2 Lojistas were the only participants in the market who were officially recognized in rural 
commerce before the economic reforms. Ambulanics are itinerant traders, most of 
whom entered the market only after the launching of economic reforms.

Source: MA/MSU/UA Smallholder Survey _________________ ________

Colon/Food Crop Interactions

The interaction between cash crops and food crops, :ind the impacts of 
commercialization on the income, consumption, and nutritional status of rural people, 
has been investigated throughout the developing world but continues to be a source of
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131,560 89.930 41.630
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oiJo"fFood Crop InlUlJctions

MA/MSU!UA Smallholder Survey

COllon. a very imponant cash crop. is purchascd almost cntirely hy Entn:posto and dos
Santos. and thus docs not appear in this lablc.
Lojistas were the only par1icipants in th~ marl.:ct who Were officially recognizcd in rur31
commerce: before the economic refonns. Ambulantcslore ilincrant traders. most of
whom entered the marl.:et only after the launching of economic reforms.
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Tj·pe of Panicipant in thc Marlct2

Lojista Ambulan1C
Total

Product1 Purchases Total Pricc Total Price:

(kg) Purchases (Mt/lg) Purchases (Mt/lg)

Com 22,302 17.750 195 4.552 246

Beans 40521 2.741 26Il 1.780 30t

Dry Manioc 46,3llO 14.sso 107 3t.8OO 118

Rice: 10.458 8.501 299 1.958 320

Peanuts 3,7'19 2.389 528 1,410 428

Cashews 44.100 43.970 353 130 425

2

TOTAL

Source:

In every case except peanuts, ambulantes paid higher mean prices than loji[,tac;. For
maize and beans, prices paid by lojistas are nearly identical to minimum prices set by
the government, a price meant only to provide a floor below which producer prices
would not fall (190 Mt/kg for maize and 270 Mt/kg for beans). This is rcflcctcd in the
weekly AM' "-·S data, which show producer prices at rural shops arc vcry sticky around
the floor r .... ,.:5.

In summary, there is evidence of entry by new market participants and these new
entrants are compcti1\f, with established traders by offering more attractive prices to
producers. In the cases of mai7..e and beans, however, this competition has not forced
lojistas to pay farmers above the floor prices. It appears that these new entrants have
not yet seriously chaUenged tbe dominant market position of the establi[,hed traders.

TABLE 2. PURCHASE VOLUME AND MFAN PRICES PAID BY n'PE OF Bl;YER IS SELECTED
D1STR1crs OF NAMPUIA PROVINCE

The interaction between cash crops and food crops, amI thc impacts of
commercialization on the income, consumption, and nutritional status of rural people,
has been investigated throughout the developing world but continues to he a source of
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Household heads were asked whether they felt the marketing of their products had
become easier or more difficult over the past five years. Respondents in Monapo and
Angoche generally perceive that marketing has become easier, by proportions of 80
percent and 95 percent, respectively. In Ribaue, the area most affected by the war and
with the poorest marketing infrastructure, nearly two-thirds (64 percent) felt that
marketing had become more difficult. Those who felt they could now market more
easily cited as principal reasons the presence of more buyers (51 percent) and better
prices (36 percent). The most common reasons cited for greater difficulty in marketiug
were transport, security problems and late payment by traders, each with an
approximately 20 percent response.

Table 2 presents survey data on the purchase volume and mean prices paid by the two
principal types of buyers in tbe study area. Cashews were included in the basket of food
crops due to their great importance as an income source for smaU holders. Cotton, also
a very important cash crop, is not purchased in any appreciable quantities by the two
types of traders considered in this table, and was not included. -Lojistas-, rural shop
owners, were the only officially recognized rural traders prior to economic reform
measures. -Ambulantes- are itinerant traders, most of whom have entered the market
only since the onset of economic reform. Many reportedly operate without a license.

Both survey data and informal information indicate that existing traders continue to
enjoy strong market positions. These traders tend to pay the government mandated
minimum producer price which is no longer meant to be a fIXed price for producers.

Results show that absolute quantities sold are quite small, averaging less than 400 kg per
family over all crops. Cassava and cashew dominate. Cashews, with an average price
of approximately 500 MT/KG vs 110 MT/KG for cassava, leads in the value of sales.
The volume data clearly show that established lojistas continue to hold a dominant
market position handling almost 70 percent of the total volume transacted. The
exception to this pattern is cassava where the new ambulantes captured over two-thirds
of all farmer sales.

One of the objectives of the ERP is to increase competition in rural agricultural markets.
As the war ends and marketing infrastructure is rebuilt, the structure of these markets
will influence the wellbeing of the rural population. The level of competition for
farmers' products will affect this sector's response to the liberali7.ed policy environment
and thus the ability of the country to achieve its agricultural potential.
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great debate (Maxwell ct al.). A major objective of the Mozambique survey is to inform the issue of cotton production in Nampula province and to clarify the policy options available to the country as its rural economy becomes more commercialized.
Cotton production is most established in the district of Monapo. Over 50 percent of interviewed farmers in this district grew cotton. No farmers in Angoche grew the cron and a relatively small and diminishing number produced cotton in Ribaue. Smallholders in Monapo produce cotton on their own land under the supervision of two Portuguese agribusiness enterprises. One of the companies also has blocks of land on which it produces its own cotton to supplement that produced by participating smallholders These companies have been granted regions of influence by the Mozambican government within which they have monopoly rights for the purchase of cotton. In general, the companies provide pesticides but no other inputs for smallholders.

Preliminary analysis shows that cotton producing households, on average, achieve greater household incomes than non-cotton households cultivating similar amounts of land. This advantage disappears, however, when incomes per adult equivaler. are compared. Caloric production per adult equivalent is higher in non-cotton growing households. This gap is reduced when total calories availability are compared. The analysis has P*H yet shown causal relationships, nor has it clearly distinguished the many factors whicn may contribute to this situation. Both will be foci of data analysis over the next few months.
Table 3 presents summary statistics on cotton and non-cotton growing households in Monapo district.10 Land hoHings show the same pattern as incomes. Cotton growers cultivate slightly more land per household, but approximately the same per household adult equivalent (AE) as non-cotton growers. Cotton growers have more adult laborers per household but slightly fewer per hectare cultivated. Dependency ratios are similar, as is the probability of the presence and amount of fallow for those who have it. Cotton growers, on average, allocate 39 percent of iheir cultivated land to cotton, but are able to produce nearly 30 percent more energy than non-cotton growers per hectare of land in food crops.

Table 4 presents cotton and non-cotton growing households' mean kilocalories produced, the number of households in each group and the percent of kilocalories sold by adult equivalent land area quartile in Monapo." Cotton households, on average, produce less energy per adult equivalent than do non-cotton households in the same land

Only Monapo is considered in this section, sine* cotton has not htcome firmly established in the smallholder sectors of the other two provinces.

These quartiles arc based on cultivated land per household adult equivalent. They do not include fallow. Tney will be referred to simply as land quartiles.
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quartile, Table 4. Land per adult equivalent does not appear to systematically change this pattern.
TABLE 3. SUMMARY HOUSEHOLD LEVEL STATISTICS, COTTON GROWERS 4 NON-COTTONGROWERS MONAPO DISTRICT

Net Income (Ml)

Net Incomc/AE (Ml)

Cultivated Area

Cultivated Area/AE1

Area in Cotton (%)
Adult Laborers2

Adult Laborers/Ha

Dependency Ralio(%)3
% w/Fallow

Ha in Fallow4

•Energy Vie;* 1

COTTON

405,867

120361

1.77

.53

39

2.7

2.05

38

52

1.1

11.413

NO COTTON

331,411

128,545

130

.57

0

23

23.

31

44

1.0

8,915
1 Adult equivalent is based on FAO consumption requirements for "normal" activity levels, and is defined as follows:

Males 10 or older 1 
Females 20 or older .72 
Females 10-19: .84 
Children less than 10: .602 Adult laborers are defined as all residents between the ages of 10 and 65. inclusive.3 Dependency Ratio is (Total Members - Adult Laborers)/Tolal Members.4 For those who have fallow.

5 Kilocalories produced/AE/day on each ha of land in food crops.
Source: MOA/MSU/UA Farm Household Survey _____________________ __

But perhaps the most important result shown in this table is that all but the smallest one-quarter of cotton growers in the sample produce sufficient energy at the household level for each of their membersjjo receive a calorically adequate diet. 12

1 2lnadequale infra-household food allocation fo children and pregnant and lactaliftg mothers can obviously result in individual household members being under nourished in spile of adequate household supplies (Kennedy and Cogill, IM7). This important issue is not addressed in this paper, due to lack of member level consumption data.
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great debate (Maxwell et al.). A major objective of the Mozambique survey is to infonn
the issue of cotton production in Nampula province and to clarify the policy options
available to the country as its rural economy becomes more commercialized.

Cotton production is most established in the district of Monapo. Over.50 percenl of
interviewed farmers in this district grew cotton. No farmers in Angoche grew the crop
and a relatively small and diminishing number produced cotton in Ribaue. Smallholders
in Monapo produce cotton on their own land under the supervision of two Portuguese
agribusiness enterprises. One of the companies also has bloch of land on which it
produces its own cOUon to supplement that produced by participating smallholders.
These companies have been granted regions of influence by the Mozambican
government within which they have monopoly rights for the purchase of cotton. In
general, the companies provide pesticides but no other inputs for smallholders.

Preliminary analysis shows that coUon producing households, on average, achieve greater
household incomes than non-cotton households cultivating similar amounts of land. This
advantage disappears, however, when incomes per adult equivaler. are compared.
Caloric production per adult equivalent is higher in non-cotton growing households. This
gap is reduced when total calories availability are compared. 1)Je analysis has r'l( )'tt

shown causal relationships, nor has it clearly distinguished the many factors whicn may
contribute to this situation. Both will be foci of data analysis over the next few months.

Table 3 presents summary statistics on cOUon and non-coUon growing households in
Monapo district.

IO
Land hoHings show the same pattern as incomes. Cotton growers

cultivate slightly more land per household, but approximately the same per household
adult equivalent (AE) as non-cotton growers. Cotton growers have more adult laborers
per household but slightly fewer per hectare cultivated. Dependency ratios are similar.
as is the probability of the presence and amount of fallow for those who have it. Cotton
growers, on average, allocate 39 percent of their cultivated land to cotton, but are able
to produce nearly 30 percent more energy than non-cotton growers per hectare of land
iD food crops.

Table 4 presents cotton and non-colton growing households' mean kilocalories produced,
the number of households in each group and the percent of kilocalories sold by adult
equivalent land area quartile iD Monapo. II Colton households, on average, produce
less energy per adult equivalent than do nOD-coUon households in the same land

'OOnly MolUpO is ronsickrrd In 'his Sftfio", sillC't cot'on "as 801 __ linllly flIablislwd I.
'M smallholder Sftfors of 'M OIMr two provinces.

"11Iew quartil" aft buecI On ....kiY..ed laftcl pu IMMnehold "'It eqIIivalent. 'I'1M'y do IIOl
iadude 'al_. ..owy will be ftferred '0 simply as laftcl qtlArtiles.

I
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quartile, Table 4. Land per adult equivalent does not appear to systematically change
this pattern.

TABLE 3. SUMMARY HOUSEHOLD LEVEL SJ"ATIsnCS, C01TON GROWERS &: NOS-COlTON
GROWERS MONAPO DISTRICT

COlTON NO COlTON

Ncl Income (MI) 405,867 33J,411

Nel Income/AE (MI) 120,361 128,545

Cullivaled Area 1.77 1.30

Cullivaled Area/AEI
.53 .57

Area in Collan (%) 39 0

Adull Labon:rr 2.7 2.2
Adull Laborers/Ha 2.OS 2.2

Dependency Ralio(%)J 38 31

%w/Fallow 52 44

Ha in Fallow· 1.1 1.0

"Energy Yie:d '-' 11.413 8.915

Adull equivalenl is based on FAO ronsumplion requirements for "normal" aClivity
levels, and is defined as follows:

Males 10 or older: t
Females 20 or older: .72
Females IG-l9: .84
Children less Ihan 10: .60

2 Adull laborers are defined as all residenls between the ages of 10 and 65. inclusive.
J Dependency Ralio is (fotal Members - Adult Laborers)/fotal Members.
4 For Ihose who have fallow.

5 Kilocalories produced/AE/day on each ha of land in food crops.

Sourre: MOA/MSU/UA Farm Household Survey

But perhaps the most important result shown in this table is that all but the smallest
one-quarter of cotton growers in the sample produce sufficient energy at 'he household
level for each of their membersl,to receive a calorically adequate diet.12

\~

121naclequate intra-llousehoid food allot-a'ion '0 childftft aftcl prepan' and lacta'ing motMrs can
obviously ftsul. in iftclividual IIousehold _bers bei.. under nourished in spi'e of adftlua'e IIouwhold
supplies (Kennedy aad COIiJl, 1m). 11Iis important is_ is 801 addressed in .hi. paper, due '0 ilk.. of
member level ronsumption da'L
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Cotton households tend to sell a smaller proportion of their energy production than do 
non-cotton households. But this difference is not as great as one might expect, 
considering that cash earned from cotton reduces the need to sell food. In fact, non- 
cotton households have other cash income sources in addition to food crop sales. These 
households earn more from cashew sales and off-farm work than cotton growing 
households. Consistent with this pattern, regression analysis indicates that an extra 10Q 
MT earned from cotton sales adds only 46 MT to total cash earnings. Overall, cash 
income represents 62 percent of total income in cotton households and 49 percent in 
non-cotton households.

TABLE 4. MEAN KILOCALORIE PRODUCTION AND PERCENT SOLD PER ADULT EQUIVALENT 
PER DAY, BV COTTON GROWERS AND NON-COTTON GROWERS AND ADULT 
EQUIVALENT LAND AREA QUARTTLE IN MONAPO'

QUART1LES OF AREA CULTIVATED/ADULT EQUIVALENT TOTAL

.11 ha-.29 ha JO ha-.44 ha .45 ha-.71 ha .72 ha-2.33 ha

COTTON
KCAL N % KCAL N % KCAL N % KCAL N %
PROD. SOL PROD. SOL PROD. SOL PROD. SOL

D D D D

KCAL % 
PROD. SOL

NO 2103 16 3 

YES 1258 II 3

2652 10 16

2643 18 4

5650 9 11

3304 18 10

6374 12 16 4112 II 

5713 12 12 3099 7

Food crops included are maize, cassava, c/cans, rice, peanui. and sorghum

Source: MOA/MSU/UA Farm Household Survey

Table 5 shows the mean kilocalorics available per adult equivalent for both cotton and 
non-cotton producing households after adjusting for sales, purchases, food paid to 
laborers, and food earned in labor off the farm. Neither type of household appears to 
use this cash to purchase appreciable quantities of food. Overall, purchases account for 
slightly more than 2 percent of total availarV energy for non-cotton households and 5 
percent for cotton households. This lack of food purchases should be expected for 
cotton growers and non-cotton growers who fall into the third and fourth land area 
quartilcs where mean calorie availability is well above the FAO requirement of 2,500 per 
adult equivalent. On average, cotton growers in the second land quartilc also appear to 
have sufficient energy available, although some households in this group are deficit. This 
is not the case for non-cotton growers in the second quartilc. These households produce
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just as much energy, on average, as cotton growers in the same quartile, but sell much 
more (16 percent compared to only 4 percent for cotton growers). These food sales, in 
the absence of offsetting purchases, result in average energy availability of only 82 
percent of the FAO requirement. Thus, cotton growing in this quartile is associated with 
greater energy availability through fewer food crop sales.

TABLE 5. MEAN KILOCALORIE AVAILABILITY PER ADULT EQUIVALENT PER DAY.BY COTTON
GROWERS AND NON-COTTON GROWERS AND ADULT EQUIVALENT LAND AR£A 

_____QUARTILE IN MONA_______________________________________

QUARTILES OF AREA CULTIVATED/ADULT EQUIVALENT

COTTON
.11 ha-.29ha 30 ha-.44 ha .45 ha-.71 ha .72 ha-233 ha

TOTAL

— Mean Kilocalorie Availability/AE/Day —

NO 2125 2049 4884 4803 3372 

YES_______1306_______2443_______3082________4722______2805 

1 Food crops included are maize, cassava, beans, rice, peanut and sorghum 

Source: MOA/MSU/UA Farm Household Survey________________________________

Both cotton and non-cotton growers in the lowest land area quartile appear to be at 
significant nutritional risk with this vulnerability being greatest for cotton growers. The 
inability of food markets to help these households close their energy gap is especially 
troubling. Future research needs to address two issues. First, why don't smallholders 
currently utilize food markets to close the energy gap? And second, why do these 
households have such limited access to land and other resources?

Perhaps the most important conclusion to draw from these data is that rural product 
markets arc not currently playing a significant role in the food security strategies of 
smallholders. This contrasts to findings in many other African countries. Cotton 
growing households have similar total incomes and higher cash incomes than non-cotton 
growers. But the smaller growers do not or cannot utilize this cash income to achieve 
acceptable levels of energy availability. This product market failure could become a 
constraint on increased cash crop production in the smallholder sector (dc Janvry ct al., 
Staatz & Wohl; Jaync).

POLICY IMPLICATIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH

At least four of the empirical results presented in this paper have important policy 
implications for Mozambique. First, a majority of smallholders arc active in the food 
market as sellers, with more than 16 percent of household income across the three

3372

TOTAL

4803

4722

.72 ha-2.33 ha

4884

3082

.45 ha-.71 ha

2049

2443

.30 ha-.44 ha

- Mean Kilocalorie Availability/AE/Day-

2125

1306

.11 ha-.29 ha

QUARTILES OF ARPA CULTIVATED/ADULT EQUIVALENT

Food crops included Ire mlize. CISSIVlI, beans. rice. peanut and sorghum

NO

YES

COlTON

Source: MOAjMSU/UA Farm Household Su....ey

just as much energy, on average, as cotton growers in the same quartile, but sell much
more (16 percent compared to only 4 percent for cotton growers). These food sales, in
the absence of offsetting purchases, result in average energy availability of only 82
percent of the FAD requirement. Thus, cotton growing in this quartile is associated with
greater energy availability through fewer food crop sales.

At least four of the empirical results presented in this paper have important policy
implications for Mozambique. First, a majority of smallholders are active in the food
markct as sellcrs, with more than 16 percent of household income across the three

TABLE So MEAN KILOCALORIE AVAILABILnY PER ADULT EQUIVALEr.,. PER DAY,BY COTl'ON
GROWERS AND NON-CanoN GROWERS AND ADULT EQUlVALEJIl,. lAND ARL4
QUAR11LE IN MONA
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80th cOilon and non-cotton growers in the lowest land area quartile appear to be at
significant nutritional risk with this vulnerability being greatest for cotton growers. The
inability of food markets to help these households dose their energy gap is especially
troubling. Future researc,h needs to address two issues. First, why don't smallholders
currently utilize food markets to close the energy gap? And second, why do these
households have such limited access to land and other resources?

Perhaps the most important conclusion to draw from these data is that rural product
markets are not currently playing a significant role in the food security strategies of
smallholders. This contrasts to findings in many other African countries. Cotton
growing households have similar total incomes and higher cash incomes than non-colton
growers. But the smaller growers do not or cannot utilize this cash income to achieve
acceptable levels of energy availability. This product market failure could become a
constraint on increased cash crop production in the smallholder sector (de Janvry et al.,
Staatz & Wohl; Jayne).

"POLICY IMPLI~ATIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH

QUARTILES OF AREA CULTIVATED/ADULT EQUlVAlENf TOTAL

.11 ha-.29 ha .30 ha·.44 ha .45 ha-.71 ha .72 ha-2.33 ha
KCAL %

CO"ITON PROD. SOL
KCAL N % KCAL N % KCAL N % KCAL N % D
PROD. SOL PROD. SOL PROD. SOL PROD. SOL

D D D D

NO 2103 16 3 US:! 10 16 5650 9 11 6374 12 16 4\12 \I

yr:s 1258 11 3 2643 18 4 3304 18 10 5713 12 12 3099 7

Food crops includcd arc mailc. cassava. i-eans, rice, pcanul. and sorghum

Source: MOA/MSU/UA Farm lIouschold Survey
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Cotton households tend to sell a smaller proportion of their energy production than do
non-cotton households. But this difference is not as great as one might eXJlCtt,
considering that cash earned from cotton reduces the need to sell food. In fact, non_
cOllon households have other cash income sources in addition to food crop sales. These
households earn more from cashew sales and off-farm work than collon growing
households. Consistent with this pattern, regression analysis indicates that an extra 100
MT earned from cotton sales adds only 46 MT to tolal cash earnings. Overall, cash
income represents 62 percent of total income in cotton households and 49 percent in
non-colton households.

TABLE 4. MEAN KILOCALORIE PRODurnON ASD PERCENT SOLD PER ADULT EQUIVALENT
PER DAY, BY COTfON GROWER.<i AND NON-COTfON GROWERS AND ADULT
EQUlVAI.ENT LANDA~ QUARTILE tN MONApol

Table 5 shows the mean kilocalories available per adult equivalent for both colton and
non-cotton producing households after adjusting for sales, purchases, food paid to
laborers, and food earned in labor off the farm. Neither type of ~ousehold appears to
use this cash to purchase appreciable quantities of food. Overall, purchases account for
slightly more than 2 percent of total availat·'~ energy for non-cotton households and 5
percent for collon households. This bck of food purchases should be expected for
cotton growers and non-cotton growers who fall into the third and fourth land area
quartiles where mean calorie availability is well above the FAD requirement of 2,500 per
adult equivalent. On average, colton growers in the second land quartile also appear to
have sufficient energy available, although some households in this group are deficit. This
is not the case for non-colton growers in the second quartile. These households produce
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districts derived from food sales. Food purchases, on the other hand, are negligible 
except for 5 percent to 10 percent of the population. Thus, in the short run, increased 
prices for food crops in rural areas should increase the incomes of a majority of 
producers. Given the relatively large rural-urban margins for most food items, rural 
food crop prices could increase due to greater competition and efficiency in the 
marketing process without increasing prices to consumers.

Second, it has been noted that the low level of food purchases in rural areas of 
Mozambique may be an artifact of the civil war combined with past economic policies. 
As security in the countryside improves and the rural marketing system begins to 
develop, it is expected that smallholders increasingly will specialize in the production of 
higher value cash crops such as cotton and cashew. One would also expect the demand 
for rural off-farm labor to expand as the rural economy recovers from its current 
trauma. Thus, the population of net buyers in rural areas could increase. The clear ) 
implication for the longer run, is that increasing prices as a strategy to elicit increased 
food output could have negative rather than positive effects for many rural households.

Third, since the inception of the ERP in 1987, some structural change appears to have 
taken place in rural markets. The informal trading system, which has emerged with such 
energy in urban areas, has only begun to be felt in rural areas. Basicly, marketing in the 
smallholder sector proceeds as always, with established rural store owners purchasing 
the bulk of the marketed surplus at supposedly "official" prices and moving it through 
traditional marketing channels. Farmers and traders seem to have little comprehension 
of the more flexible minimum price policy as contrasted with the abandoned policy of 
official (fixed) prices. New entrants have begun to pay more than the minimum prices, 
but buy a relatively small proportion of the marketed surplus. Their activities have not 
caused store owners to push their own prices above the current minimum prices.

There is need for the government to inform rural producers and traders of the new rules 
of the game. If the government is to assist the new entrants, it needs to know who they 
are, how they operate, and what hurdles they face in expanding and improving their 
operation. The supply response after the war and the policy reform will be facilitated 
by a more open, competitive and effective rural marketing system.

Finally, cotton growers, on average, are producing nearly 30 percent more energy per 
hectare of land in food crops than non-cotton growers. As a result, the larger growers 
(those in the third and fourth land area quartiles) comfortably achieve adequate levels 
of food availability and enjoy higher incomes than similar non-cotton growers. In the 
second quartile, cotton growers, on average, have sufficient food available while non- 
cotton growers do not. But the smallest cotton growers are at nutritional risk and are 
significantly worse off than non-cotton growers of the same size. Smallholders are 
unlikely to increase cotton production, or the production of any cash crop, if doing so 
reduces their food consumption.
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The effectiveness and efficiency of rural food markets will determine the wellbeing of 
the smallholder sector, will strongly influence its response to improved food price 
incentives and to the enhanced opportunities for cash crop production. The response 
of millions of small farmers will determine the country's realisation of its agricultural 
potential or its dependency on foreign aid for the foreseeable future.
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Second, it bas been noted that the low level of food purchases in rural areas of
Mozambique may be an artifact of the civil war combined with past economic policies.
As security in the countryside improves and the rural marketing system begins to
develop, it is expected that smallholders increasingly will specialize in the production of
higher value cash crops such as cotton and cashew. One would also expect the demand
for rural ofT-farm labor to expand as the rural economy recovers from its current
trauma. Thus, the population of net buyers in rural areas could increase. The clear
implication for the longer run, is that increasing prices as a strategy to elicit increased
food output could have negative rather than positivc effccts for many rural households.

districts derived from food sales. Food purchases, on the other hand, are negligible
except for 5 percent to 10 percent of the population. Thus, in the short run, increased
prices for food crops in rural areas should increase the incomes of a majority of
producers. Given the relatively large rural-urban margins for most food items, rural
food crop prices could increase due to greater competition and efficiency in the
marketing process without increasing prices to consumers.

rmally, cotton growers, on average, arc producing nearly 30 percent more energy per
hectare of land in food crops than non-cotton growers. As a result, the larger growers
(those in the third and fourth land area quartiles) comfortably achieve adequate levels
of food availability and enjoy higher incomes thdn similar non-colton growers. In the
second quartile, colton growers, on average, have sufficient food available while non
colton growers do not. But the smallest cotton growers are at nutritional risk and are
significantly worse ofT than non-cotton growers of the same size. Smallholders are
unlikely to increase cotton production, or the production of any cash crop, if doing so
reduces their food consumption.

Third, since the inception of the ERP in 1987, some structural change appears to have
taken place in rural markets. The informal trading system, which b3S emerged with such
energy in urban areas, has only begun to be felt in rural areas. Basicly, marketing in the
smallholder sector proceeds as always, with established rural store owners purchasing
the bulk of the marketed surplus at supposedly -official- prices and moving it through
traditional marketing channels. Farmers and traders seem to have little comprehension
of the more flexible minimum price policy as contrasted with the abandoned policy of
official (fIXed) prices. New entrants have begun to pay more than the minimum prices,
but buy a relatively smaU proportion of the marketed surplus. Their activities have nol
caused store owners to push their own prices above the current minimum prices.
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AGRICULTURAL PRICING POLICY FOR ZIMBABWE

T. Takavarasha

Introduction

This paper surveys the previous analyses of pricing policy in Zimbabwe since 

Independence 2. The general conclusion emerging is that Zimbabwe is one of the few 

countries where producer price policy has been used successfully to influence fanners' 

decisions and the pattern of agricultural production. However, Zimbabwe's pricing and 

marketing policy has encouraged capital intensive, high cost production methods. These 

policies also have had negative impacts on production efficiency, income distribution and 

employment (Blackie and Muir, 1991). Many of these problems could be overcome 

through a true liberalization of agricultural pricing and marketing.

A review of the major objectives of price policy intervention is provided, together with 

an evaluation of key macro-economic performance indicators during the ten year period 

from 1980. Nominal rates of protection for individual commodities are calculated, first 

with the world price converted at the official exchange rate, and secondly, with the 

exchange rate adjusted for overvaluation. Changes in pricing policy analysis that will be 

brought about by the new.cconomic reform programme (GOZ, 1991) is examined.

Objectives of Pricing Policy

For a comprehensive assessment of the effects of any particular policy measure, (price 

policy in this instance), it is important to first fully understand the policy objectives which 

that policy instrument is designed to achieve, and secondly, the overall Government 

macro-economic policy objectives within which the pricing objectives are set.
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The bulk of the analysis presented in this paper dwells heavily on work by the Food Studies Group 

(1990), M Roth (1990), M. Morris (1990), W. Masters (1991), Rukovo et A (1991), O'Driscoll and 

Takavarasha (1988), Janstn and Muir (1991), and the author's personal experience working in MLARR 

since 1980.
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AGRICULTURAL PRICING POLICY FOR ZIMBABWE

T. Takawrasba I

Introduction

This paper surveys the previous analyses of pricing policy in Zimbabwe since
Independence 2. The general conclusion emerging is that Zimbabwe is one of the few
countries where producer price policy has been used successfully to influence farmers'
decisions and the pattern of agricultural production. However, Zimbabwe's pricing and
marketing policy has encouraged capital intensive, high cost production methods. These
policies also have had negative impacts on production efficiency, income distribution and
employment (Blackie and Muir, 1991). Many of the..c;e problems could be overcome
through a true liberalization of agricultural pricing and marketing.

A review of the major objectives of price policy intervention is provided, together with
an evaluation of key inacro-economic performance indicators during the ten year period
from 1980. Nominal rates of protection for individual commodities are calculated, first
with the world price converted at the official cxcbange rate, and secondly, with the
exchange rate adjusted for overvaluation. Changes in pricing policy analysis that will be
brought about by the new,economic reform programme (GOz, 1991) is examined.

Objectives of Pricing Policy

For a comprehensive assessment of the effects of any particular policy measure, (price
policy in this instance), it is important to first fully understand the policy objectives which
that policy instrument is designed to achieve, and secondly, the overall Government
macro-economic policy objectives within which the pricing objectives are set.
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An evaluation of the performance of key macro-economic indicators during the period 
of analysis will help show the environment in which pricing policy has been operating. 
The success of any price intervention scheme depends, in part, on the broader 
development objectives pursued by a country and the corresponding policies used to 
secure those objectives (FAO, 1987).

The economic objectives of the new independent Government were first set out in 
Growth with Equity, GOZ, 1981. Government stated in this document its desire to 
pursue and implement policies based on socialist, egalitarian and democratic conditions 
of rapid economic growth, full employment, price stability, dynamic efficiency in resource 
allocation and equitable distribution of the resulting benefits. Zimbabwe's Transitional 
and First National Development Plans (GOZ. 1982, 1986) also set broad policy 
objectives which included economic efficiency, economic growth, equity , food security, 
stabilization, inflation control and foreign exchange generation. Each of these objectives 
has been pursued through a variety of policy instruments including taxes, subsidies, tariffs 
and price intervention.

White some of these objectives and policy instruments are mutually reinforcing, they can 
conflict with each other in a number of cases. For example, the equity objective is often 
framed in the context of providing food at an affordable price to the poor. If done by 
means of consumer subsidies, it may mean benefiting the urban sector at the expense 
of the poorer rural population. On the other band, if the supply of cheap food is 
achieved by paying food producers low prices, this may discourage domestic production, 
which conflicts with the efficiency and other objectives. Thus, a key consideration in 
agricultural price policy analysis is a need to understand the basic national objectives and 
the policy environment within which the price policy mechanism is expected to operate.

The Ministry of Lands, Agriculture and Rural Resettlement (1989) defined its policy 
objectives in controlling producer prices as follows:

a) to ensure food self-sufficiency at reasonably low prices to the consumer iud 
satisfy the demand for agricultural raw materials;

b) to raise the average level of producer incomes through increased production at 
remunerative prices;

c) to improve the contribution of agriculture to foreign exchange earnings by 
providing producers with the necessary incentives to produce marketed output 
and minimize food import requirements;

d) to achieve greater control over the supply of agricultural products thereby 
producing greater price and income stability,

e) to generate high rates of economic growth and to sustain and expand 
employment in the economy as a whole; and
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f) to improve productivity and living standards of farm families in communal, 
resettlement and small-scale commercial farming areas.

Since independence, increasing emphasis has been placed on the need to promote 
development of communal area agriculture, at the same time restraining the growing 
budgetary cost of agricultural intervention 3. The reconciliation of the various aims of 
the pricing policy outlined above is one of the most difficult economic management tasks 
in Zimbabwe. For example, the policy of fixing producer prices may destabilize 
producer incomes where production is highly variable from year to year as in the 
communal areas. Fixed consumer prices, on the other hand, may benefit urban 
consumers by cushioning them from demand pushed price increases.

Zimbabwe's pricing policy objectives are primarily commodity oriented. Producer prices 
of each commodity are revieved and determined on a case by case basis. For food 
crops (make, wheat and sorghum) the objective has been to promote self-sufficiency and 
to generate supplies for export where this can be achieved without subsidies.

In the case of groundnuts, which is a labour intensive cash crop mainly grown by 
communal farmers, price policy aims * • imulating increased production and market 
sales. Government policy in relation t-_ _. >;ton is to encourage export production. The 
policy objective for beef and dairy has been to promote expansion of the national herd 
in order to exploit domestic requirements and to meet viable export opportunities.

A major feature of price policy in Zimbabwe, and central to the price objectives, is the 
role played by maize pricing. This is due to the importance of maize in consumer 
expenditure and the high proportion of land and other productive resources dedicated 
to maize production.

Macroeconomic Conditions and Policies

Zimbabwe's impressive achievements after 1980 included rapid economic growth, 
resettlement of underutilized land and a sharp increase in smallholder production. 
Government borrowed abroad to invest in post-war reconstruction, expanded the civil 
service to cater to the new demands of Government intervention, imposed a high 
minimum wage and offered high farm prices to improve agricultural incomes and 
production. The majority of the population were given access to opportunities which, 
under colonialism, had previously been reserved for a minority. These factors, along

The Government allocation to agriculture includes financing lo cover agricultural marketing board 

deficits. In many instances these deficits arc the result of km selling prices and non-commercial activities. 
•Over 45% of Government spending on agriraltore is absorbed by subsidies to cover the operations of 
agricultural marketing boards. (Government of Zimbabwe, Estimates or Expenditure, 1980 - 1990).
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Zimbabwe's impressive achievements after 1980 included rapid economic growth,
resettlement of underutilized land and a sharp increase in smallholder production.
Government borrowed abroad to invest in post-war reconstruction, expanded the civil
service to cater to the new demands of Government intervention, imposed a high
minimum wage and offered high farm prices to improve agricultural incomes and
production. The majority of the population were given access to opportunities which,
under colonialism, had previously been re.o;erved for a minority. These factors, along
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A major feature of price policy in Zimbabwe, and central to the price objectives, is the
role played by maize pricing. This is due to the importance of maize in consumer
expenditure and the high proportion of land and other productive resources dedicated
to maize production. .

Since independence, increasing emphasis has been placed on the need to promote
development of communal area agriculture, at the same time restraining the growing
budgetary cost of agricultural intervention 3. The reconciliation of the various aims of
the pricing policy outlined above is one of the most difficult economic management tasks
in Zimbabwe. For example, the policy of fIXing producer prices may destabilize
producer incomes where production is highly variable from year to year as in the
communal areas. FIXed consumer prices, on the other hand, may benefit urban
consumers by cushioning them from demand pushed price increases.

Macroeconomic Conditions and Policies

f) to improve productivity and living standards of farm families in communal,
resettlement and small-scale commercial farming areas.

In tbe case of groundnuts, which is a labour intensive cash crop mainly grown by
communal farmers, price policy aims ,at .' imulating increased production and marlcet
sales. Government policy in relation t.. _. ,Uon is to encourage export production. The
policy objective for beef and dairy has been to promote expansion of the national herd
in order to exploit domestic requirements and to meet viable export opportunities.

Zimbabwe's pricing policy objectives are primarily commodity oriented. Producer prices
of each (v:nmodity are reviev,ed and determined on a case by case basis. For food
crops (maiL·e, wheat and sorghum) the objective has been to promote self-sufficiency and
to generate supplies for export where this can be achieved without subsidies.

3
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to ensure food self-sufficiency at reasonably low prices to the consumer :AI;:!

satisfy the demand for agricultural raw materials;
to raise the average level of producer incomes through increased prod'Jction at
remunerative prices;
to improve the contribution of agriculture to foreign exchange earnings by
providing producers with the necessary incentives to produce marketed output
and minimize food import requirements;
to achieve greater control over the supply of agricultural products thereby
producing greater price and income stability;
to generate high rates of economic growth and to sustain and expand
employm,:llt in the economy as a whole; and

d)

e)

a)

b)

c)

An evaluation of the performance of key macro-economic indicators during the period
of analysis will help show the environment in which pricing poliq has been operaling.
The success of any price intervention scheme depends, in part, on the broader
development objectives pursued by a country and the corresponding policies used to
secure those objectives (FAD, 1987).

The economic objectives of the new independent Government were first set out in
Growth with Equity, GOz, 1981. Government stated in this document its desire to
pursue and implement policies based on socialist, egalitarian and democratic conditions
of rapid economic growth. full employment, price stability, dynamic efficiency in resource
allocation and equitable distribution of the resulting benefits. Zimbabwe's Transitional
and First National Development Plans (GOZ. 1982, 1986) also set J>road policy
objectives which included economic efficiency, economic growth, equity, food security,
stabilization, inflation control and foreign exchange generation. Each of these objectives
has been pursued through a variety of policy instruments including taxes, subsidies, tariffs
and price intervention.

While some of these objectives and pOlicy instruments are mutually reinforcing. they can
conflict with each other in a Dumber of cases. For example, the equity objective is often
framed in the context of providing food at an affordable price to the poor. If done by
means of consumer subsidies, it may mean benefiting the urban sector at the expense
of the poorer rural population. On the other hand, if the supply of cheap food is
achieved by paying food producers low prices, Ibis may discourage domestic production,
which conflicts with the efficiency and other objectives. Thus, a key consideration in
agricultural price policy analysis is a need to understand the basic national objectives and
the poticy environment within which the price policy mechanism is expected to operate.
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with two years of exceptionally good rains, contributed to rapid growth in 1980 and 1981.

On the negative side, the UDI system of tight import control was maintained. This, 
coupled with rapidly growing domestic demand, caused the real exchange rate to 
appreciate sharply. The foreign exchange shortage worsened, private investment failed 
to materialize and bottlenecks in the economy led to sluggish, stop-go growth. Table 
1 indicates that there was a deep recession in 1982 - 1984 following the post- 
independence boom which saw real GDP growing by 10,6% and 12^% in 1980 and 1981, 
respectively. There was recovery in 1985, registering a real growth rate of 6,8%; 
recession in 1986-87; and recovery again in 1988-90. These cycles are triggered primarily 
by rainfall, reflecting the importance of agriculture in domestic demand, export 
performance and overall economic growth4. For the decade as a whole, real per capita 
income decreased by an average of 1,7% per annum while GDP grew by an average of 
2,7% per annum. The growth rate of agricultural output, at constant prices, between 
1980 and 1988 was 2,2% compared with a population growth oi over 3,0%.

Agricultural exports played an important role in the recovery and growth of total export 
earnings as is evident from Table 2. The average percentage distribution of agricultural 
exports by crop is shown in Table 3. The single most important export crop is tobacco, 
which accounts for nearly 50% of agricultural exports, followed by cotton lint. Maize3, 
meat, tea and coffee and sugar have aearly equal shares in the remainder. Horticulture 
is expected to make a significant contribution in the 1990's, following major investments 
made in this sector by commercial farmers.

4I» 1M1, •gricvMwre accounted tor 11% of GDP (industry 43% and services 4f%) and 4t% of total 
merchandise exports. Abo* half of 'Ik* manufacturing sector relies o» agricultural inputs, awl the 
agricultural sector accounts for approximately 70% of informal employment in the rani sector aad 25% of 
formal employment.

Maize exports fluctuate considerably due to the sensitivity of yields to rainfall aad to the fact that 
while maize is the main staple. Only that amount surplus to domestic requirements is available for export 

in any given year.
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Table 1 GROWTH RATES AND INFLATION RATES, 1MM9(%)

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 198S 1986 1987 1988 1989

Real GOP
Growth Rate 10.6 \2j 2,6 1.6 -1.9 63 2,6 -13 7,0 5$

153

Real GDP 
Per Capita 73 9,7 -0,2 -1,2 -4,7 4,0 -0,2 -4,0 4,2 1,7

Inflation
Rate (CPI) 4,4 13,1 10,7 23,1 20,2 8,5 143 12^ 7,1 15,0

Source: Jansen and Muir, 1991

Table 2 AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS, 1981 - 1987 (ZTOOO)

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987

Total Agric. 425,3 388,9 471,0 5894 785,0 896,8 932,4

Annual Change(%) -8,6 21,1 25,2 33,2 14,2 4,0

Total Exports 888,1 807,1 1025,7 1271,1 1545,3 1699318922

Annual Change(%) -9,1 27,1 23,9 21,6 10.0 11,3

AGRIC AS
% OF TOTAL 47,9 48£ 45,9 46,4 50,8 523 494

Source: Jansen and Muir, 1991

In sum, Zimbabwe's poor export performance, in terms of both output and 
employment6, is attributed to a number of historic and continuing factors: among them, 
administrative regulations and controls, drought, shortages of raw materials and 
overvalued exchange rates. Overvalued exchange rates often result in an excess of 
demand for imports over supply of foreign exchange earned via exports (Masters, 1991). 
This, in turn, encourages an administrative allocation of foreign exchange for imports 
with all the inefficiencies and critical shortages that are typical of such a system. 
Exporters have little incentive to expand their operations and their capacity to export is 
severely constrained by shortages of essential inputs.

Unemployment reached 24% in 1989. It is estimated that there are 200 000 to 300 906 school leavers 
each year against some 29 000 to 39 000 new Jobs created in the formal sector each year (CSO, 1990).
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with two years of exceptionally good rains, contributed to rapid growthin 1980 and 1981.

On the negative side, the UDI system of tight import control was maintained. This,
coupled with rapidly growing domestic demand, caused the real exchange rate to
appreciate sharply. The foreign exchange shortage worsened, private investment failed
to materialize and bottlenecks in the ecC'nomy led to sluggish, stop-go growth. Table
1 indicates that there was a deep recession in 1982 - 1984 following the post
independence boom which saw real GDP growing by 10,6% and 12,5% in 1980 and 1981,
respectively. There was recovery in 1985, registering a real growth rate of 6,8%;
recession in 1986-87; and recovery again in 1988-90. These cycles are triggered primarily
by rainfall, reflecting the importance of agriculture in domestic demand, export
performance and overall economic growth". For the decade as a whole, real per capita
income decreased by an average of 1,7% per annum while GDP grew by an average of
2,7% per annum. The growth rate of agricultural output, at constant prices. between
1980 and 1988 was 2,2% compared with a population growth of over 3,0%.

Agricultural exports played an important role in the recovery and growth of total export
earnings as is evident from Table 2. The average percentage distribution of agricultural
exports by aop is shown in Table 3. The single most important expo~ aop is tobacco,
which accounts for nearly 50% of agricultural exports, followed by cotton lint. MaizeS,
meat, tea and coffee and sugar ha\'c Oic:arly equal shares in the remainder. Horticulture
is expected to make a significant contribution in the 1990's, following major investments

made in this sector by commercial farmers.
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Table 1 GROwm RAlES AND INFlATION RATES, 1980-19(")

1980 Ifill 1M2 1983 I,... 1985 19116 1987 19t1l1 1,.,

RcalGDP
Growth Rate 10.6 12,5 2,6 1,6 -1,9 6,8 2,6 -1.5 7,0 5.5

Real GOP
Per Capita 7,8 9,7..(l,2 -1,2 4,7 4,0 ..(l,2 4,0 4,2 1,7

Inflalion
Rate (CPI) 4,4 13,1 10,7 23,1 20,2 805 14,3 12.,5 7,1 15.0

Source: Jansen and Muir, 1991

Table 2 AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS, 1981 - 1987 (ZS'OOO)

Ifill 191% 1m IM4 1985 19116 1987

Total Agric. 425,3 388,9 471,0 589.5 78.5,0 896,8 932,4

Annual Olange(%) -8,6 21,1 25,2 33,2 14,2 4,0

Total Exports 888,1 807,1 1025,7 1271,1 1545,3 1699,8 1892,2

Annual Change(%) -9,1 27,1 23,9 21.6 10,0 11,3

AGRICAS
% OF TOTAL 47,9 48,2 45,9 46,4 SO,8 52,8 49,2

j

Source: Jansen and·Muir, 1991

In sum, Zimbabwe's poor export performance, in terms of both output and
cmployment6

, is attnouted t~ a number of historic and continuing factors: among Ihem,
administrative regulations "and conl.roLi, drought, shortages of raw materials and
overvalued exchange rates. Overvalued exchange rates often result in an excess of
demand for imports over supply of foreign exchange earned via exports (Masters, 1991).
This, in turn, encourages an administrative allocation of foreign exchange for imports
with all the inefficiencies and critical shortages that are typical of such a system.
Exporters have little incentive to expand their operations and their capacity to export is
severely constrained by shortages of essential inputs.
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Table 3 AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS, 

1981 - 1*87

Tobacco
Cotton Lint
Sugar
Maize
Tea and Coffee
Meat and Hides
Total Agriculture

48,7% 
183% 
102% 
7,4% 
7,2%

100%

Agriculture as % of Total 48%

Source: Jansen and Muir, 1991.

In 1990, the public deficit was equivalent to 9 per cent of GDP. Total public 
expenditure amounted to 49% of GDP while total public sector revenues stood at 40% 
of GDP. Such ratios leave little room for the development of a market oriented strategy 
in which the private sector can play a key role. The Government absorbs a large portion 
of total savings utilizing administered interest rates and inflation. The Zimbabwean 
economy since UDI (1965), has been plagued with regulations particularly in relation to 
agricultural marketing, price controls, labour legislation and controls on investments. 
A related factor has been the increasing involvement of Government in the economy as 
a direct producer of goods and services through agricultural marketing boards and other 
parastatals. This has resulted in a requirement for direct subsidies amounting to 3,7% 
of GDP in 1990/91 or 40% of the Government deficit.

Growing recognition of the deleterious effects of existing economic policies was one of 
several influences culminating in the Government's decision in 1987 to liberalize the 
economy. This shift in policy has been expressed in a number of announcements since 
1988, e.g.,the establishment of a one-stop investment agency and a willingness to enter 
into a multilateral investment guarantee agreement. Formal recognition of the need 
for a change of policy direction was first signalled in the July 1990 budget speech. A 
second major policy pronouncement was made in October 1990, followed shortly by the 
announcement that a Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP) would be drawn up with 
the assistance of the World Bank and the IMF. This programme was presented to a 
Consultative Group Meeting (CGM) in Paris in April, 1991.

The Government's Framework for Economic Reform (GOZ, FER, 1991) sets out 
detailed measures for dealing with some of the problems outlined above over a five year 
period to 1995. These include:
a) a recovery of investment, especially in the export oriented sector;
b) improved efficiency;
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c) trade liberalization aimed at replacing the present system of foreign exchange 
allocation by an Open General Import Licence System;

d) relaxation of domestic controls, especially labor regulations and price controls: 
and

e) more uniform import taxes and positive real interest rates.

In relation to agricultural prices and marketing, the document states that The 
Government is studying the modification of pricing and marketing arrangements for 
cotton, dairy products, meat, coffee and small grains to eliminate subsidies and allow 
progressive development of private marketing channels — Regional variations in prices 
and greater participation by private traders in marketing are goals which will be 
considered as part of the medium term strategy of deregulation and rationalizing the 
operation of the GMB". (FER, 1991) p. 14). The broad issues to be addressed for 
agriculture in the 1990s include identifying sources of future growth, increasing the 
efficiency with which existing resources are used, improving the equity of resource 
allocation within the sector and devising policy changes and investment strategics that 
will foster growth. These decisions must be accomplished in a context of improved 
equity and conservation of the environment. This paper contributes to a clearer
understanding of the role of pricing policy in the achievement of these objectives. 

Producer Price Trends, 1979 - 1990

Nominal prices for the major crops grown in Zimbabwe increased substantially following 
independence, Tables 4(a) and (b). This reflects the desire by Government to promote 
self-sufficiency, to reassure white commercial farmers and to integrate communal 
fanners into the market economy. Severe drought occurred during the 1983-84 period 
and food supplies shrank. In response to this, prices of most staples were increased 
again. Two millet crops (mhunga and rapoko) and sunflowers were brought under the 
controlled market system with a guaranteed market and prices in 1982 and 1984 
respectively. Prices for mhunga and rapoko were set at 178% ($250 per tonne) and 
214% ($300 per tonne) of the producer price for white maize — $140 per tonne in 
1984/85. The GMB, as a result, accumulated large stocks of small grains which it could 
not sell without incurring huge losses. Stockfeed manufacturers argued that the price 
of small grains would have to be fixed at least 80% below maize before they could use 
them as stockfeed ingredients. Government kept the producer prices at the same 
nominal level for the next five years and allowed the GMB to dispose of the stocks at 
discounted (below cost) selling prices.

.»
The Government's Framework for Economic Reform (GOz, FER, 1991) sets out
detailed measures for dealing with some of the problems outlined above over a five year
period to 1995. These include:
a) a recovery of investment, especially in the export oriented sedor;
b) improved efficiency;
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Producer Price Tnnds, 1979 - 1990

In relation to agricultural prices and marketing, the document states that "The
Government is studying the m<K!lfication of pricing and marketing arrangements for
cotton, dairy products, meat, coffee and small grains to eliminate subsidies and allow
progressive development of private marketing channels - Regional variations in prices
and greater participation by private traders in marketing are goals which will be
considered as part of the medium term strategy of deregulalion and rationalizing the
operation of the GMBw. (FER, 1991) p. 14). The broad issues to be addressed for
agriculture in the 19905 include identifying sources of future growth, increasing the
efficiency with which existing resources are used, improving the equity of resource
aJlocalion within the sector and devising policy changes and investment strategies that
will foster growth. These decisions must be accomplished in a conlext of improved
equity and conservation of the environment. This paper contributes to a clearer
understanding of the role of pricing policy in the achievement of these objectives.

c) trade liberalization aimed at replacing the present system of foreign exchange
allocation by an Open General Import Licence System;

d) relaxation of domestic controls, especially labor regulalions and price controls;
and

e) more uniform import taxes and positive real interest rales.

Nominal prices for the major crops grown in Zimbabwe increased substantially following
independence, Tables 4(a) and (b). This reflects the <ksire by Government to promote
self-sufficiency, to reassure white commercial farmers and to integrate communal
farmers into the market economy. Severe drought occurred during tbe 1983-84 period
and food !iupplies shrank. In response to this. prices of most staples were increased
again. Two millet crops (mhunga and rapoko) and sunflowers were brought under the
controlled market syslem with a guaranteed marlcet and prices in 1982 and 1984
respectively. Prices for mhunga and rapoko were sct at 178% ($250 per tonne) and
214% ($300 per tonne) of the producer price for white maize -- $140 per tonne in
1984/85. The GMB, as a result, accumulated large stocks of small grains which it could
nol sell without incurring huge losses. Stoclcfeed manufacturers argued that the price
of small grains would have to be fIXed at least 80% below maize before they could use
them as stocJcfeed ingredients. Government kept the producer prices at the same
nominal level for the next five years and allowed the GMB to dispose of the stocks at
discounted (below cost) selling ~rices.

t\

48%

48.7%
18,8%
10,2%
7,4%
7,2%
5,8%
100%

Agriculture as % or Total

Tobacco
Cotton Lint
Sugar
Maize
Tea and Coffee
Meat and Hides
Toeal Agriculture

Source: Jansen and Muir. 1991.
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Table 3 AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DlSTRlBunON OF AGRICULTIIRAL EXPORTS,
1981-1987

Growing recognition of the deleterious effects of existing economic policies was one of
several influences culminating in the Government's decision in 1987 to liberalize the
economy. This shift in policy has been expressed in a number of announcements since
1988, e.g..tbe establisbment of a one-stop investment agency and a willingness to enter
into a multilateral investment guarantee agreement. Formal recognition of the need
for a change of policy direction was first signalled in the July 1990 budget speech. A
second major policy pronouncement was made in October 1990, followed shortly by the
announcement that a Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP) would be drawn up with
the assistance of the World Bank and the IMF. This programme was presented to a
Consultantive Group Meeting (CGM) in Paris in April. 1991.

In 1990, the public deficit was equivalent to 9 per cent of GDP. Total public
expenditure amounted to 49% of GDP while total public sector revenu~ stood at 40%
of GDP. Such ratios leave little room for the development of a market onented strategy
in which tbe private sector can playa key role. The Government absorbs a large portion
of total savings utilizing administered interest rates and inflation. The Zimbabwean
economy since UDI (1965), has been plagued with regulations particularly in relation to
agricultural marketing, price controls, labour legislation and controls on investments.
A related factor has been the increasing involvement of Government in the economy as
a direct producer of goods and services through agricultural marketing boards and other
parastatals. This has resulted in a requirement for direct subsidies amounting to 3,7%
of GDP in 1990/91 or 40% of the Government deficit.
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Table 4(a) NOMINAL AND REAL PRODUCER PRICES FOR SELECTED CONTROLLED CROPS
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WHITE MAIZE WHEAT
SHELLED 

GROUNDUTS SOYABEANS
COTTON

('/kg)

N N N N

1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

85,0
120,0
120,0
120,0
140,0
180,0
180,0
180,0
180,0
195,0
215,0
225,0

.92,83 
120,00 
105,26 
91,60 
60,29 
99,59 90,93' 

80,83 
70,74 
7038 
69,41

115,00
135,00
165.00
190,00
220,00
250,00
285,00
300,00
330,00
365.00
400,00
466,00

125,60
135,00
144,74
145,04
14139
13841
143,98
133,96
129,69
132.49
129,14

330,00
390,00
420,00
450,00
450,00
500,00
750,00
750,00
900,00 
$1 000
$1000
$1250

360,40 
390,00 
368,42 
343^1 
290,23 
276,63 
378,88
334,98
353,70
362,98
322,84

145.00
160,00
170,00
200,00
260,00
287,00
320,00
340,00
385,00
420,00
435,00
485,00

15836
160,00
149,12
152,67
167,69
158,78
161,66
151,82
151,31
152,45
140,44

36,50
37,50
40,00
51,50
51,50
58,00
67,00
75,00
80,00
85,00
92,00
117,50

39^6 
37,50 
35,09

33,22

33^5 
33,49
31,44
3035
29,70

Source: Producer Prices from MLARR: 
Consumer Price Indices from CSO
N = Nominal R = Real

Table 4(b) NOMINAL AND REAL PRODUCER PRICE INDICES FOR SELECTED CONTROLLED 
CROPS

WHITE MAIZE WHEAT
SHELLED 

GROUNDUTS
COTTON

SOYABEANS

N N N N N

1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1990

703 77,4
100,0 100,0
100,0 87,7
100,0 763
116.7 75,2
150,0 83,0
150,0 753
150,0 67,0
150,0 59,0
1624 59,0
1874

85,2
100,0
122,0

140,7
163.0
185,2
211.1
244,4
244.4
270,4

340.7

93,0
100,0
107,2

107,4
105,1
1024
106,6
99,2
96,1
98,1

84.0
100,0
107,7

115,4
115.4
128,2
1923
1923
2303
256,4
3204

92,4
100,0
944

88,1
74,4
70,9
97,1
85,9
90,7
93,1

90,6
100,0
1063

125,0
162.5
179.4
200,0
2124
240,6
2624

303,1

99,0
100,0

93.2
95.4

1043
99,2

101.0
94,9
94,6
953

973
100,0
106,7
1373
1373
152,0
178,7
200,0
2133
226,7

312,0

1063
100,0

93,6
1043
88,6
903
903
893
833
823

Source: Food Studies Group, 1990

Table 5 illustrates the extent to which some producer prices have declined in real terms 
since independence. Real prices were computed by using the consumer price index as 
a deflator of nominal producer prices in order to estimate the product's real purchasing

power and its incentive (or disincentive) effect on production. From Table 5 it can be 
seen that, with the exception of maize, prices for controlled crops grown primarily in the 
commercial sector such as wheat, barley and soyabeans, have either kept pace with 
inflation or only marginally declined in real terms. Prices of those commodities grown 
widely by peasant farmers have fallen. Prices of the main export crops have been 
influenced by world market conditions in addition to domestic considerations.

Measuring the Impact of Price Policies

A system of controlled or administered prices means that domestic price levels will not 
necessary equal import or export parity prices. The difference between parity prices and 
the determined prices represents the opportunity cost to the producers and consumers
of Government intervention.

Nominal Rates of Protection

In order to quantify the price distortions caused by Government intervention, Nominal 
Rates of Protection (NRPs) were calculated for cotton, maize, wheat, groundnuts, 
soyabeans, red and white sorghum and beef, covering the period from 1966/67 (where 
data were available) to 1988/89 (Rukovo et a! 1991).

Table 5: ANNUAL GROWTH RATES FOR OFFICAL PRICES, 1979-1989

Nominal Prices (*) 'Real Price* (%)

Maize •
Sorghum (red)
Sorghum (white)
Pearl Millet
Finger Millet
Wheat
Barley
Groundnuts
Sunflower
Soyabean
Cotton
Tobacco

8,80
7,65
9,41
0,00
0,00
12,00
1234
10,60
11,44
1041
8,77

16,20

-2,68
-3,78
-2,11
-939
-939

0.26
0,62

-1,01
-0.25
-1,10
-2,71

4.01

Source: Food Studies Group 1990.t,
The Nominal Protection Ccjefficient (another way of expressing the NRP) is the ratio 
of output valued at market prices to its estimated national opportunity cost. A nominal 
rate of protection compares the prices a producer actually receives for a commodity with 
what he would have received in the absence of Government intervention in pricing, trade 
and exchange rate policy. In the absence of these policies, producers would obtain the

Nominal Rates or Protection

Table S: ANNUAL GROWIH RATES FOR OFFJCAL PRICES, 1979-1989
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Measuring the Impact or Price P«plicies

- 2,68
-3,78
-2,11
- 9,39
-9,39

0.26
0,62

-1.01
-0,25
-1,10
-2,71

4,01

8,80
7,65
9,41
0,00
0,00
12,00
12,34
10,60
11,44
10,51
8,77

16,20

Nomiaal Prien ("') 'Ral Prire5 ("')

Maize'
Sorghum (red)
Sorghum (white)
Pearl Millet
finger Millet
Wheat
Barley
GI'O'JndnulS
Sunflower
Soyabean
Cotton

Tobacco

power and its incentive (or disincentive) effect on production. From Table 5 it can be
seen lhat, wilh the exception of maize, prices for controlled crops grown primarily in the
commercial sector such as wheat, barley and soyabeans, have either kept pace with
inflation or only marginally declined in real terms. Prices of those commodities grown
widely by peasant farmers have fallen. Prices of the main export crops have been
influenced by world market conditions in addition to domestic considerations.

A system of controlled or administered prices means that domestic price levels will nol
necessary equal import or export parity prices. The difference between parity prices and
the determined prices represents the opportunity cosl to the producers and consumers
"f Government intervention.

In order to quantify the price distortions caused by Government intervention. Nominal
Rates of Protection (NRPs) were calculated for cotton, maize, wheat, groundnuts,
soyabeans. red and white sorghum and beef, covering the period from 1966/67 (where
data were available) to 1988/89 (Rukovo et 9! 19(1),

Source: Food Studies Group 1990.
i.

The Nominal Protection CqJfflcient (another way of expressing the NRP) is the ratio
of output valued at market prices to its estimated national opportunity cost. A nominal
rate of protection compares the prices a producer actually receives for a commodity with
what he would have received in the absence of Government intervention in piicing, trade
and exchange rate policy. In the absence of these policies, producers would obtain the

SHELLED COlTON
WHITE MAIZE WHEAT GKOUNDUfS SOYABEANS (r/kg)

N R N R N R N R N R

1979 85,0 .92,83 115,00 125,60 330,00 360,40 145,00 158,36 36,50 39,86
1980 120,0 120,00 135,00 135,00 390,00 390,00 160,00 160,00 37.so 37,50
1981 120,0 105,26 16.5,00 144,74 -420,00 368,42 170,00 149,12 40,00 35,09
1982 120,0 91,60 190,00 145,04 450,00 343,51 200,00 152,67 51.so 39,31
1983 140,0 60;l9 220,00 141,89 450,00 290,23 260,00 167,69 51.so 33,22
1984 180,0 99,59 250,00 138,31 500,00 276,63 287,00 158,78 58,00 31,54
1985 180,0 90,93 285,00 143,98 750,00 378,88 320,00 161,66 67,00 33,&5
1986 lSO,O SO,83 300,00 133,96 750,00 334,98 340,00 151,82 75,00 33,49
1987 180,0 70,74 330,00 129,69 900,00 353,70 385,00 151,31 80,00 31,44
1988 195,0 10,88 365,00 132,49 $1000 362,98 420,00 152,45 85,00 3O,8S
198';1 215,0 69,41 400,00 129,14 $1000 322,84 435,00 140,44 92,00 29,'70
1990 225,0 - 466,00 - $12S0 - 485,00 - 117.so
Source: Producer Prices from MIARR:
Consumer Price Indices from CSO
N =Nominal R = Real

Table 4(a) NOMINAL AND RFAL PRODUCER PRICES FOR SELEcrED CONfROLLED CROPS
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Table 4(b) NOMINAL AND REAL PRODUCER PRICE INDICES FOR SELECTED CONfROUED
CROPS

SHEUED C01TON
WHITE MAIZE WHEAT CROUNDurs SOYABFANS (r/Jq)

N R N R !'l R N R N R

1979 70.8 77,4 85,2 93,0 84.0 92,4 90,6 99,0 97,3 106,3
1980 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0
1981 100,0 ffT,7 122,0 10i,2 107,7 94,5 106,3 93,2 106,7 93,6
1982 100,0 76,3 140,7 107,4 115,4 88,1 125,0 95,4 137,3 104,8
1983 116.7 75,2 163,0 105,1 115,4 74,4 162.5 104,8 137,8 88,6
1984 150,0 83,0 185,2 102,S 128,2 70,9 179,4 99,2 152,0 90,3
1985 150,0 75,8 211,1 106,6 192,3 97,1 200,0 101.0 178,7 90,3
1986 150,0 67,0 244,4 99,2 192,3 85,9 212,5 94,9 200,0 89,3
1987 150,0 59,0 244.4 96,1 230,8 90,7 240,6 94,6 213,3 83,8
1988 162,5 59,0 271),4 98,1 256,4 93,1 262,5 95,3 Z1fJ,7 1r.-,3
1990 IffT,5 - 340.7 - 320,5 - 303,1 - 312,0

Sour.e: FCl'ld Studies Group, 1990

Table 5 illustrates the extent to which some producer prices have declined in real terms
since independence. Real prices were computed by using the cor.sumer price index as
a deflator of nominal producer prices in order to estimate the product's real purchasing
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prevailing world price for the commodity i.e., the c.i.f. import price if it is an import substitute and the f.o.b. export price if it is exported7. These prices would be converted to domestic currency at an exchange rate set by free market forces, i.e., the market clearing price for the Zimbabwe dollar on the world's foreign exchange market.

The numerator of the NRP is the actual producer price in domestic currency and the denominator is the world price, converted into domestic currency by use of an exchange rate. This ratio is then converted into a rate by subtracting one from it. An NRP greater than one indicates that the producer of the commodity has received a positive incentive or "protection" from Government pricing policies — an NRP less than one indicates that the producer has received negative protection or has been taxed by Government pricing policies.

The Nominal Rate of Protection is expressed as follows: 
NRPi = Pi - Pi*)/Pi* = Pi/Pi*-l 
Where NPi is the nominal rate of protection on good i 
Pi is the domestic price of good i
Pi* is the border or world price of good i adjusted for transport and other marketing 
costs.

NRPs are often calculated only to compare the actual price with the world price converted at the official exchange rate. This only assesses the impact of commodity pricing policy. For a broader focus of policy effects, such as the effect of trade and exchange rate policy as well as pricing policy on agricultural production it would be necessary to vse an exchange rate adjusted for policy distortions.

Table 6 provides average NRPs for individual commodities based on calculations in Rukovo et al. 1991 which were done using the official exchange rate. It can be seen that only groundnuts and soyabcans were taxed on average throughout the sample 
period. The parity price for imports is the c.i.f. value less local transport and marketingcosts. This may account for the fact that the NRPs calculated in Table 6 for soyabeans differ from those calculated by others" since soyas were imported in the early 70s and 80s.

For importable goods the border price is defined as the World price (equal to the c.Lf. import price) 
plus cost of unloading, transport to the wholesale market, and marketing less transport and marketing costs between the farmgate and wholesale market. For an exportable good, the border price measured is defined as the world price less the cost of export handling, transport and marketing not only to the port and border point, but also between the Cumgate and the local wholesale market (in orfer to make a comparison with farmgate prices). Details <-f NRP calculations are shown in the Appendix.

For example, Jansen & Muir. 1991.

Table < Average Nominal Rales of Protection (Percentage)

Commodity

Seed Cotton
Maize
Wheat
Groundnuts
Soyabeans 
Beef
Red Sorghum 
White Sorghum

19M-I97I

+ 120
nj.
nJ.
n*.
n.a.

+ 13
nJ. 
n-a.

1972-J979

-9
-22

+ 11
-22
-7 
+53
+ 18 
+ 18

1980-1989

-4
+30
+ 6
-15
-24 

+ 100
+ 111 
+ 169

Average

+27
+ e
+ 8
-8
-13 
+61
+58 
+83

a '+" implies protection, "-• taxation of domestic producers, 
nji. indicates that data are not available. 
Source: Rukovo et al. January 1991.

Seed cotton received a vesy high level of protwaion from 1966 to 1971 but then was unprotected. The Government set the producer price of seed cotton substantially above the world market price to encourage production resulting in an average NRP of 120 percent. From 1971/72 onwards, the Government recognised the need to remain competitive on international markets since about 70% of the cotton lint produced in Zimbabwe is exported. This led to a reduction in the level of protection to a point where seed cotton producers were taxed with the exception of 1974/75, 1976/77, 1982/83, 1986/87 and 1987/88. Falling real producer prices resulted in a decrease in seed production in the 1989/90 season. This forced the Government to announce a pre- planting producer price for the 1990/91 growing season, deviating from its general policy of announcing producer prices after the planting season (or at harvest time).

Cotton production is being actively promoted by the Government for three reasons:i) cotton lint is a valuable foreign exchange earner;
ii) cotton is an important cash crop for communal farmers; and,iii) cotton production provides jobs for as many as half a million people.In part, because of its drought tolerant qualities, cotton has proved to be a particularlyvaluable cash crop for the communal sector which accounts for well over half of totalsales to the Cotton Marketing Board. Cotton thus has important implications forattaining the Government's objectives of income distribution and employment.

For maize, NRPs were negative in the 1970s and positive in the 1980s. Prior to 1980, maize producers were taxed heavily, whereas the consumers received subsidies. Since 1980, Government policy has been to restore self-sufficiency in the nation's staple food crop and to enhance household food security in the communal farming sector. Consequently maize producers have been protected since 1980 with the exception of the 1984/85 and 1988/89 marketing years when NRPs were - 45 per cent and -26 per centI
For exaMple, J.nsen " Muir. 1991.

prevailing world price for the commodity i.e., the c.iJ. import price. if it is an import
substitute and the f.o.b. export price if it is exported7• These prices would be converted
to domestic currency at an exchange rate set by free market forces, i.e., the market
clearing price for the Zimbabwe dollar on the world's foreign exchange market.

NRPs are often calculated only to compare the actual price with the world price
converted at the official exchange rate. This only assesses the impact of commodity
pricing policy. For a broader focus of policy effects, such as the effect of trade and
exchange rate policy as well as pricing policy on agricultural production it would be
necessary to ..:c;e an exchange rate adjusted for policy distortions.

7 .
For iIIIpon... lOOds the border pm is defined.s the "'orld pm(.1 to the ~.LI. impon pm)

plus Nsf 01u.to.dia& transport to the "'holesale marbt, .nd marbtinc less 'ranspon .nd marlcding NslS

behrH••he lannpte .1Id ",1IoIesa1e marbt. For an exporr.ble aood. tile border pm -.sured is o:!~fined
as the world prite less tile Nsf 01exporr handling. tntnsporr .nd ....rbting IIOf only to the POrr .nd border
poi but .Iso betwft••Ite Ianaple and .Iw Ioal "'holesale marbt (i. on'er to ...... compa~n1riIh
I e prices). Det.ils ..t' NRP nlnolations .res~ in .he Appelldix.
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Table' Average Nominal Rates 01 Protection (perftn'age)

COIftiollOC1ity 1"'-1971 1972·11)19 1980·1989 Average

Seed Cotton +120 -9 -4 +27
Maize n.a. -22 +30 +6
Whe.1. n.a. +11 +6 +8
tJroundnuts n.e. -22 -15 -8
Soyabcans n.•. -7 -24 -13
Beef + 13 +53 +100 +61
Red Sorpum n.a. +18 +111 +58
While Sorghum n.a. +18 +169 +83

Seed cotton received a veiY high level of prot~ion from 1966 to 1971 but then was
unprotected. The Government set the producer price ofseed cotton substantially above
the world market price to encourage production resulting in an average NRP of 120
percent. From 1971/72 onwards, the Government recognised the need to remain
competitive on international markets since about 70% of the cotton lint produced in
Zimbabwe is exported. This led to a reduction in the level of protection to a point
where seed cotton producers were taxed with the exception of 1974/75, 1976/n,
1982/83, 1986/trl and 1987/88. Falling real producer prices resulted in :1 decrease in
seed production in the 1989/90 season. This forced the Government to announce a pre
planting producer price for the 1990/91 growing season, deviating from its general policy
cf announcing producer prices after the planting season (or at harvest time).

• "+- implies protection, "-" 12xalion of domestic producers.
n.a. indicates that data are not available.
Source: Rukovo el at January 1991.

Cotton production is being actively promoted by the Government for three reasons:
i) cotton lint is a valuable foreign exchange earner;
0) colton is an important cash crop for communal farmers; and,
iii) Coltnn production provides jobs for as many as half a million people.
In part, because of its drought tolerant qualities, cotton has proved to be a particular,.;'
valuable cash crop for the communal sector which accounts for well over half of total
sales to the Cotlon Marketing Board. Cotton thus has important implications for
attaining the Government's objectives of income distn"bution and employment.

For maize, NRPs were negative in the 1970s and positive in the 1980s. Prior to 1980,
maize producers were taxed heayily, whereas the consumers received subsidies. Since
1980, Government policy has been to restore self-sufficiency in the nation's staple food
crop and to enhance household food security in the communal fanning sector.
Consequently maize producers have been protected since 1980 with the exception of the
1984/85 and 1988/89 marketing years when NRPs were - 45 per cent and -26 per cent
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The Nominal Rate of Protection is expressed as follows:
NRPi = Pi - Pi·)/Pi· = Pi/Pi·-l
Where NPi is the nomiaal ra~e of protection on good i
Pi is tbe domestic price of good i
Pi· is the border or world price of goocl i adjusted for transport and other marketing
costs.

The numerator of the NRP is the actual producer price in domestic currency and tbe
denominator is tbe world price, converted into domestic currency by use of an exchange
rate. This ratio is then converted into a rate by subtracting one from it. An NRP
greater than one indicates that the producer of the commodity has received a positive
incentive or -protection- from Government pricing policies -- an NRP Jess than one
indicates tbat tbe producer has received negative protection or has been taxed by
Government pricing policies.

Table 6 provides average NRPs for individual commodities based on calculations in
Rukovo et al. 1991 which were done using the official exchange rate. It can be sccn
that only groundnuts and soyabeans were taxed on average throughout the sample
period. The parity price for imports is the c.iJ. value less local transport and marketing
costs. This may account for the fad that the NRPs calculated in Table 6 for soyabeans
differ from those calculated by othersl since soyas were imported in the early 70s and
80s.
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respectively. This new attitude towards maize was also reflected in higher real prices 
during 1980/81 and 1981/82 seasons (see Appendix B). Simultaneously, the Government progressively has reduced consumer subsidies.

White maize undoubtedly lies at the centre of agricultural policy management in Zimbabwe. Decisions on marketing and pricing policies for maize have a major impact on resource allocation within the agricultural sector owing to the high proportion of land 
and other productive resources dedicated to the crop. The production and availability 
of maize in different regions and for different socio-economic groups directly affects 
incomes and household food security. Further, the financial costs of public sector marketing of the crop, which accounted for 67% of GMB losses between 1980 and 1990, has a significant impact on the macro-economy.

A structural shift has occurred over the decade towards production and marketed 
supplies being provided by the small-scale farmers who now plant 1,1 million hectares with a yield averaging about 1 tonne per hectare, all produced under dryland conditions. The high variability of yield from this sector compared with the large-scale commercial 
sector has serious implications for national food security and marketing efficiency. Moreover, the marked differences between yield levels of maize in different natural 
regions, when taken in conjunction with consumption requirements, have a strong 
influence on equity and on transport costs (see section on pan-territorial pricing in Muir and Takavarasha. 1989).

In the case of wheat, (the only import commodity considered), domestic prices modestly 
exceeded world market prices. Since independence, the Government apparently has attempted to set wheat producer prices tc provide just enough incentive to encourage most farmers to make full use of existing irrigation potential (Jansen. 1982; Morris. 1988). Selling prices to local millers were above import parity prices in most instances. 
Millers in turn received subsidies in order to guarantee low bread prices for consumers.
Wheat production in Zimbabwe grew from 4000 tonnes in 1964 to reach 256 000 tonnes delivered in 1988/89. Of the latter, 242 000 tonnes, or 94,5%, was produced by large- 
scale commercial farmers primarily as an irrigated winter crop. Wheat is playing an 
increasingly important role in national food security. It is the sole major winter cereal for direct consumption, accounting for about 11% of the total cereal production of 2^ million tonnes. Wheat consumption has increased from a level of 220 000 to 230 000 
tonnes between 1981/82 and 1984/85 to 287 000 tonnes in 1988/89. The increase is due mainly to the convenience of wheat flour and wheat products and a price policy which encourages the consumption of wheat through a subsidy of 14%, primarily benefiting the 
growing urban population (Food Studies Group. 1990). Producer prices have been 
Mow import parity with producers receiving an average of Z$365 in 1989 compared with ZS429 for landed imports and ZS460 in 1990 compared with an estimated import parity of ZS620, all calculated at nominal exchange rates. Long term prospects for wheat

production in the country depend on the prospects for the large farm sector. The mechanized technology and irrigation requirements of wheat as a winter crop militate 
against its ready adoption by smallholders.

After 1980, the real producer price for groundnuts declined and producers continued to be taxed except for 1985/86,1987/88 and 1988/89, when the NRPs were 23%, 4% and 10% respectively. Since groundnuts are quite an important crop for communal fanners, 
the pricing policy appears to be inconsistent with the Government's concern for reducing 
rural poverty. Nearly 90% of total groundnuts production occurs in communal areas where most of the crop is retained for home consumption or sold on the informal market. In 1989, top quality sales to the GMB secured a price of ZS650 per tonne while 
prevailing local market prices were around ZS1500 according to the GMB Groundnut 
Review Committee.

Beef9, as well as red and white sorghum, were subject to protection with increasing trends; the NRPs being on average 100% and more since 1980. Beef producers have 
been protected since 1965 ~ only in 1986/87 and 1987/88 seasons were NRPs negative. (The calculation of the protection rates in T-c.c 6 is based on the average realization 
of the quota into the heavily protected EEC market indicated by the extraordinarily high 
export parity prices in those years).

It is important to note that large<-ale commercial farmers produce 80% of all 
commercial beef sales through the Cold Storage Commission although communal 
fanners own 69% of Zimbabwe's estimated 5,6 million cattle. Cattle in communal areas play a multi-purpose role which includes provision of draft power, manure and transportation. In addition, cattle are an important source of wealth. For this reason, beef has a negative response to price in this sector. The benefits from a heavily 
protected beef industry, therefore, have not accrued to communal farmers.

The levels of protection for sorghum producers increased after independence. This led to high stocks of sorghum (particularly red sorghum), which the market would not 
absorb at prices comparable to the prices paid to domestic farmers10. The GMB had

Despite the strong pratedimi of formers, beef production dcdmcd in the 19Ws mainly as • result 
of the war of liberation and four years of drought during (be decade. High export parity prices were reconfed during the jean when Zimbabwe was exporting beef into the lucrative EEC market on a quota basis.

From the 1990/91 marketing year, (he red sorghum market was partially decontrolled. Brewers 
who normally utilize red sorghum tor nulling purpose were encouraged to enter into contracts with local rarmers (both large-scale commercial and small-scale formers) with the GMB acting only as a residual
buyer.
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respectively. This new attitude towards maize was also reflected in higher real prices
during 1980/81 and 1981/82 seasons (see Appendix B). ~imultaneously,lheGovernment
progressively bas reduced consumer subsidies.

White maize undoubtedly lies at the centre of agricultural policy management in
Zimbabwe. Decisions on marketing and pricing policies for maize have a major impact
on resource allocation within the agricultural sector owing to the high proportion of lan~
and other productive resources dedicated to the crop. The production and availability
of maize in different regions and for different socio-economic groups directly affects
incomes and household food security. Further, the rmancial costs of public sector
marketing of the crop, which accounted for 67% of GMB losses between 1980 and 1990,
bas a signifICant impact on the macro-economy.

A structural shift bas occurred over the decade towards production and marketed
supplies being provided by the smaU-scale farmers who now plant 1,1 million hectares
with a yield averaging about 1 tonne per hectare, all produced under dryIand conditiobs.
The high variability of yield Crom this sector compared with the large-scale commercial
sedor has serious implications for national food security and marketing efficiency.
Moreover, lhe marked differences IKaween yield levels of maize in different natural
regions, when taken in conjunction with consumption requirements, have a strong
influence on equity and on transport costs (see £CClion on pan-territorial pricing in Muir
and Takavarasha. 1989).

.In the case of wheal, (the only import commodity considered), domestic prices modestly
exceeded world market prices. Sina: independence, the Government apparently has
attempted to set wheat produ('~r prices to provide just enough in~Dtive to encourage
most farmers to make full use of existing irrigation potential (Jansen. 1982; Morris.
1988). Selling prices to local millers were above import parity prices in most instances.
Millers in turn received subsidies in order to guarantee low brud prices for consumers.

Wheat production in Zimbabwe grew from 4000 tonnes in 1964 to reach 256 000 tonnes
delivered in 1988/89. Of the latter, 242 000 tonnes, or 94,5%, was produced by large
scale commercial farmers primarily as an irrigated winter crop. Wheat is playing an
increasingly important role in national food security. It is the sole major winter cereal
for direct consumptioa, accounting for about 11% of the total cereal production of 2,3
million tonnes. Wheat COD>UJI1ption has increased from a level of 220 000 to 230 000
tonnl:S between 1981/82 anlll984/85 to 1117 000 tonDes in 1988/89. The increase is due
mainiy to lhe convenience of wheat flour and wheal products and a price policy which
encourages lhe consumption ofwheat through a subsidy of 14%, primarily benefiting the
growing urb2Jl population (Food Studies Group. 1990). Producer prices have been
helow import parity with producers receiving an average of2$365 in 1989 compared with
Z$429 for landed imports and Z$46O in 1990 compared with an estimated import parity
of Z$620, aD calculate::: at nominal exchange rates. Long term prospects for wheat

production in the country depend on the prosJ'CCl5 for the large farm sedor. The
mechanized technoiogy and irrigation requirements of wheat as a winter crop militate
against its ready adoption by smallholders.

After 1980, lhe real producer price for groundnuts declined and producers continued to
be taxed CT.cept for 1985/86, 19ir7/88 and 1988/89, when lhe NRPs were 23%, 4% and
10% respedr.-ely. Since groundnuts are quite an important crop for communal farmers,
the pricing policy appears to be inconsistent with the Government's COncern for reducing
rural poverty. Nearly 90% of total groundnuts production occurs in communal areas
where most of the crop is retained for home consumption or sold on the informal
market. In 1989, top quality sales to the GMB secured a price of ZS650 per tonne while
prevailing local market prices were around ZS1500 according to the GMB Groundnut
Review Committee.

Beet', as weD as red and white sorghum, were subject to protection with increasing
trends; the NRPs being on average 100% and more since 1980. Beef producers have
~.en protected since 1965 - only in 198fJ/ffl and 19'61/88 seasons were NRPs negative.
(The calculation of the protection rates in T.?o;<. 6 is based on the average realization
of the quota into the heavily protected EEC miif~et indicated by the extraordinarily high
export parity prices in those years). .

It is important to note tbat large-::.:ale commercial farmers produce 80% of all
commercial beef sales tlrrough the Cold Storage Commission although communal
farmers own 69% ofZimbabwe's estimated 5,6 million cattle. Cattle in communal areas
play a multi-purpose role which includes provision of draft power, manure and
transportation. In addition, cattle are an important source of wealth. For this reason,
beef has a negative response to price in this sedor. The benefits from a heavily
protected beef industry, therefore, have not acaued to communal farmers.

The levels of protection for sorghum producers increased after independence. This led
to high stocks of sorghum (particularly red sorghum), which the market would not
absorb at prices comparable to the prices paid to domestic farmers1o

• The GMB had

,
Desplle lhe SCI'Olll protedioa 01 rtl1Mrs, beef pl"Odwtioa dftliMd i_ lile I..s __Iy as _ resuk

of .he .... of lihe....iOII lUId !oIar yea.-s 01 dr-alt.....rbIa .he deode. HiP apcm parity prices _re
!WOrded duri••1Ie ,.ears wtwa~ was aporti. beef iato .1Ie .........iw EEC ...-bt oa • ..-.
llesls.

I'
From lhe 19M/'1 _rketi.. yur, lhe red so'lh_ ...rket _s panlally cI«oa'rollecl. BrNers

wlM» _ ...11y atilize reel5O~ for ..kinc ....rpose _re .._raged to ..1Il..r into ~nt""swith bal
I........rs (both "~.saIlee--rriaI ..... _II-salle I........rs) with t .... GMB adinc oaly as • residual
buyer.

~
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to sell the accumulated surplus of over 100 000 tonnes at a discount, thus exacerbating 
the trading deficit. The marketing strategy for sorghum, which had been based on 
extending formal public marketing for purchasing surpluses from rural areas and 
providing market incentives for greater production, has not been appropriate for the role
played by this crop. The role of sorghum in the drier rural areas as a food security crop 
is of prime importance. But food security is little affected by the policy of attempting 
to raise the incomes of poor rural groups through high sorghum prices owing to the 
limited marketing by the poorest fanners.

Pricing policies in Zimbabwe have not discriminated against agricultural commodities.
Out of the seven products considered, only groundnuts and soyabeans on average were 
taxed. The fact that only wheat has to be imported to supplement domestic production 
indicates a high degree of self-sufficiency for Zimbabwe which is partly due to favourable 
pricing policy for most commodities. The level of prices, and in particular relative 
prices, has had an important effect on the allocation of resources and has favoured the 
large-scale commercial sector. In addition, the subsidies inherent in the level of input 
and output prices for a large proportion of controlled products have tended to accrue 
to upper income groups. The inter-sectoral differences in the incidence of benefits from 
price policy stems from the fact that most communal fanners do not produce a 
marketable surplus, their dependence on relatively low value crops such as sorghum, 
millet, maize and their limited access to productive inputs and markets.

The implication from this analysis is that price policies pursued since independence have 
benefited the large scale farmers while failing to increase incomes and producing a 
decline in the terms of trade faced by communal fanners. These results are at variance 
with the Government's stated aim of extending the full benefits of agricultural
development to farmers in communal areas.

Effects of Exchange Rates and Other Macroeconomic Policies

In order to incorporate the effect of trade and exchange rate policy on 74RPs, it is 
necessary to use a market-clearing exchange rate rather than the official exchange rate 
to convert the commodity's world price into domestic currency. Table 7 (a & b) 
represents NRPs for major crops calculated by Jansen and Muir (1991) using, first, the 
official exchange rate (Table 7a) as well as the "REAL" exchange rate (Table 7b). In 
the 1981-89 period, the Zimbabwe dollar was overvalued and affected the NRPs. World 
prices converted to Zimbabwe dollars at the official exchange rate are considerably lower 
than they would be if they were converted at a more realistic (not overvalued) exchange 
rate. As a result, one would expect the NRPs at the real exchange rate to show low 
rates of protection or higher rates of taxation (negative protection) than those calculated 
using the official exchange rate. These results also would change significantly to reject 
the recent devaluation of the Zimbabwe dollar (1 to 5 with the US$ as of October 1991, 
compared to 1 to 3 in August 1991).
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Similar conclusions emerge from the NRPs presented in Table 7 (a), i.e., that commodity 
pricing policy has generally had a negative effect on the production of Zimbabwe's major 
tradable agricultural commodities. In the case of tobacco, there is no effect, since that 
price is not set by Government. For most of the controlled commodities, for which 
Government sets the price, there has been a negative effect. The exception is maize 
which has had, on average, a 31 per cent nominal rate of protection during the 1981-89 
period and wheat and groundnuts during the latter half of the period. Where real 
exchange rate has been used to convert world prices into domestic currency, Table 7b, 
the NRPs are larger. Incorporating the effect of an overvalued exchange rate raises the
value of the denominator and Ic^ds to much lower rates of protection and much higher 
rates of disprotection. All of the commodities had negative rates of protection during
the 1981-89 periods, Table 7d, suggesting that trade and exchange rate policy has
significantly added to the disincentive provided by Government commodity pricing policy 
for agriculture in the post-independence period.

Masters (1991) has explored the changes in profitability and comparative advantage that 
is caused by a range of macro-economic and product market conditions. He concluded
that since prices for controlled crops arc set through the process of negotiations between 
producers and Government, prices have almost replicated the interaction of supply and 
demand in a competitive market. He argues that for most crops, the local market 
follows border prices because nominal prices almost never decline. His findings also 
indicate that the highest degree of nominal disproiectton is in soyabeans, groundnuts and 
cotton, reflecting Government policy to support agro-industries, and that this does not 
augur well for equity and efficiency objectives. The problem with groundnuts appears 
to have more lo do with the relationship between formal and informal markets, while
in the case of sunflowers, it is the issue of low yields that needs to be tackled by policy. 
The central issue for white maize is the scale and location of production, where, 
according to Masters, smallholder fanners have a comparative advantage for this crop.
In the case of coarse grains (millet and sorghum) including yellow maize, the critical 
problem arises from limited urban and industrial demand for the crops. It therefore 
follows that crop movement and market development (food beverages and animal feed) 
could make a considerable contribution to rural welfare, particularly in drought prone 
areas.

meets of Exchange Rata and Other Macroeconomic Policies

The implication from this analysis is that price policies pursued since independence have
benefited the large scale farmers while failing to increase incomes and producing ;l

decline in the terms of trade faced by communal farmers. These results are at variance
with the Government's stated aim of extending the full benefits of agricultural
development to farmers in communal areas.

to sell the accumulated surplus of over 100 000 tonnes at a discount. thus exacerbating
the trading deficit. The marketing strategy for sorghum, which had been based On

extending formal public marketing for purdJasing surpluses from rural areas and
providing market incentives for greater prod'.Iclion, has nOl been appropriate for the role
played by this crop. The role of sorghum in the drier rural areas as a food security crop
is of prime importance. But food security is little affected by the policy of attempting
to raise the incomes of poor rural groups through high sorghum prices owing to the
limited marketing by the poorest farmers.

Pricing policies in Zimbabwe have not discriminated against agricultuia! commodities.
Out of the seven products considered, only groundnuls and soyabeans on average were
taxed. The fact that only wheat has to be imported to supplement domestic production
indicates a high degree ofself-sufficiency for Zimbabwe which is partly due to favourable
pricing policy for most commodities. The level of prices, and in particular relative
prices, bas had an important effect on the all<xation of resources and has favoured the
large-scale commercial sc:ctor. In addition, the subsidies inherent in the level of input
and output prices for a large proportion of controlled products have tended to accrue
to upper income groups. The inter-sectoral differences in the incidence of benefits from
price policy stems from the fact that most communal farmers do not produce a
marketable surplus, their dependence on relatively low value crops such as sorghum,
miUet, maize and their limited access to productive inputs and markets.
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Similar conclusions emerge from the NRPs presented in Ta~le : (a), i.e"! that co~moo.ity
pricing policy has generally had a negative effect on the prouuctlOn.ofZimbatJw: s major

dable agricultural commodities. In the case of tobacco, there IS no effect, smce that
~~cc is not set by Government. For most of the .controlled commoditi~ f~r wh~ch
GO\'Cmmenl sets the price, there has been a negative effect. The cxcc:ption IS mcuze
which bas had. on average, a 31 per cent nominal rate of protection d~ng the 1981-89
period and wheat and groundnuls during the latter half of the penod. Where real
exchange rate has been used to convert world prices into domestic currency, Table 7b,
the NRPs are larger. Incorporating the effect of an overvalued exchange rate raises the
value of the denominator and Ic.:.ds to much lower rates of protection and m~ch hi8?er
rates of disprotection. All of the comm~itieshad negative rates of proteClton.dunng
the 1981-89 periods, Table 70, suggestmg that trade and exchange rate pohcy has
significantlyadded to the disincentive provid~ by Government commodity pricing policy
for agriculture in the post-independence penod.

Masters (1991) has explored the changes in profitability and comparative advantage that
is caused by a range of macro-economic and product market conditions. He concluded
that since prices for controlled aops arc set lbrougb~epr~ofne~tionsbetween
producers u:d Government, prices have almost replicated the mteraetlOn of supply~d
demand in a competitive market. He argues that for most crops, tbe local marKet
foDows border prices because nominal prices almost never decline. His rmding; also
indicate that the highest degree of nominal disprO:ectio~ is in ~yabeans,gro~dnut.. and
cotton, reflecting Government policy to support agro-lDdUSin~and that this does not
augur well for equity and efficiency objectives. The probkm With groundnutsa~
to have more to do with the rehtionship betw-..en formal and informal markets, ~le
in the case of sunDowers. it is the issue of low yields thatn~ to beta~ by policy.
The central issue for white maize is the scale and locatIon of productJon, where,
according to Masters, smallholder farmers have a ~mpar~tive advantag~ for this ~op.
In the case of coarse grains (millet and sorghum) mcludlng yellow m;uze.~ cntJca]

problem arises from limited urban and industrial demand for the crops. It therefore
follows that crop movement and market development (food be~erages.and animal feed)
could make a considerable contribution to rural welfare, partIcularly m drought prone
areas.
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In order to incorporate the effect of trade and exchange rate policy on NRPs, it is
necessary to use a market-clearing exchange rate rather than the official exchange rate
to convert the commodity's world price into domestic currency. Table 7 (a & b)
represents NRPs for major crops calculated by Jansen and Muir (1991) using, first, the
official exchange rate (Tnble 7a) as well as the ~RE.AL~ exchange rate (Table 7b). In
the 1981-89 period, the Zimbabwe dollar was overvalued and affected the NRPs. World
prices converted to Zimbabwe dollars at the official exchange rate are considerably lower
than they would be if they were converted at a lJlore realistic (not overvalued) exchange
rate. As a result, one would expect the NRPs at the :real exchange rate to show low
rates of protection or higher rates of taxation (negative protection) than those caJcI;lated
using the official exchange rate. These results also would change signiticantly to relect
the recent devzluation of the Zimbabwe dollar (1 to 5 with the US$ as of October 1991.
compared to Ito 3 in A\!.o"YUSt 1991).
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Table 7(a) Nominal Rales of Protection at Offical Exchaaee Rates 1W1 - 19*9 (Percentage)

1961
1982
1963
1964
1965
1986
1987
1968
1989
1990

Averages
1981-84
1985-89
1961-89

Mibc

18
84
5V

-45
36

123
52

-26
-19

29
33
31

Wkeai

i
7

-11
-7
10
0

23
19

njL

-2

na.
DJ.

GrouHdmrfs
-18
-12
-35
-34
23

-28
4
10

IUL

-25
n.i.
a*.

Soyabeaas

22
0
0
0
0
0

-45
-40
-38

6
-25
-11

Cotton
-11
31

-2
-33
-17
23
7

-13
-5

-4
-1
-2

Tobacco
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

Source: Jautsen and Muir; 1991

Tab* 7(b)

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

Avenges
1981-84
1985-89
1981-89

Noauaal Rales otPnttetiou at Real E«cfca»y Rates 1M1 - 1M9 (Penmate)
Maize

-9
22
4

-62
-10
38

-10
-55
-54

-11
-18
-15

Wheat

-22
-29
-42
-35
-27
-38
-27
-27
n.a.

-32
n-a.
M.

Grand arts

-37
-41
-57
-54
-19

. -55
-39
-33
n-a.

-47
n-a.
M.

Soyabcuu

-6
-33
-34
-30
-34
-38
-67
-63
-65

-26
-54
-41

Cotton

-32
-13
-36
-53
-45
-24
-37
-47
-47

-33
-40
-37

TbtMaCCO

-23
-33
-34
-30
-34
-38
-41
-39
-44

-30
-39
-35

Source: Jansea and Muir, 1991

A more complex indicator of the transfer effects of policy is the Effective Protection Coefficient (EPC), which compares value added in private and national terms. This concept cow.rs projection effects on the input side of a protective system. These have, however not been included in this paper which focuses mainly on output pricing policy.

Conclusion

In conclusion, pricing policy is one of the important instruments used to influence agricultural output in Zimbabwe. There is evidence to suggest that farmers are highlyresponsive to price changes. The structure of agricultural to a large extent has been 
determined by the relative prices of crops. The design and implementation of price policy is, therefore, of utmost importance in influencing increased output for all crops. The Zimbabwe Government intervenes in the agricultural sector by regulating producer prices of a number of crops and livestock products. The pricing policy objectives are
primarily commodity oriented as each price is determined on a case by case basis. Theproducer price formulation mechanism is complex and is governed by numerous factors which include the marketing environment, the inflation rate, marketing board stocks and trading accounts, parity prices, costs of production and demand patterns. Official producer prices are set uniformly throughout the country (pan-territorial) and for the 
whole marketing year (pan-seasonal), using cost of production models formulated underlarge-scale commercial fanning conditions. In this regard, it is likely that the present producer price policy entails efficiency losses, since it does not take into account
geographically varying comparative advantages and changing seasonal demand and supply conditions in the domestic market
Since 1980 the objective for food crops (maize, wheat, and soyabcans) has been to 
promote self-sufficiency and to generate supplies for export where this can be achieved without subsidies. Policy in relation to cotton is to encourage export production and employment in the industrial sector. For groundnuts, the policy is to stimulate market sales and improve the level of nutrition in the rural sector. The policy objective for beef 
and dairy has been to promote expansion of the national herd in order to meet domestic requirements and to meet viable export opportunities. To determine the extent to which these objectives have been achieved, when measured against their effects on growth, equity, efficiency (marketing board costs) and the achievements of food security (farm incomes and nutrition levels), requires more analytical work.

Agricultural Pricing Policy Issues for the Future

There are several changes to be expected, both in the thrust and administration of agricultural pricing policy, in the future arising from the Government's new economic policy reform programme of 1991. The most immediate factors are the need to raise 
the agricultural growth rale to 3,2 per cent per annum, the modification of pricing and marketing arrangements to reduce the financial deficits of the agricultural marketing boards, changes in the regulations affecting marketing and movement of crops and the facilitation of private marketing in the rural areas.

,.,....
r-,-
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Tallie 7(a) N_iaal Rates of Protectioa .. 0Ir~~ Ibles 1981 _ 1989 (P~"'".t_)

Maize Wheal GrouldlUts Soyabeaas Cotto. Toba«o

1981 18 1 -18 22 -11 0
1982 84 7 -12 0 31 0
1983 5Y -11 -]5 0 -2 0
1984 4S -7 -34 0 -33 0
1985 36 10 23 0 -17 0
1986 123 0 -28 0 23 0
1987 S2 23 4 -4S 7 0
1988 -26 19 10 -40 -13 0!989 -19 n.a. n... -38 -s 0
1990

A~

1981-S4 29 -2 -2S 6 -4 0
1985-89 33 n... n.l. -25 -1 0
1981-89 31 0 ... n.a. -11 -2 0

Source: .Jaasen aDd Muir. 1991

TIIb~ 7(11) NORWIaI bes of Prot....... Ra1 Eu.... RMes 1.1 _ .,.,~..)

Maize WIMaI G __IId~
SoyIIIJeaas CottOR ToNmI

1981 -9 -22 -37 -6 -32 -231982 22 -29 -41 -33 -13 -33
1983 4 -42 -57 -34 -36 -34
1984 -62 -35 -54 -30 -53 -301985 -10 -27 -19 -34 45 -341986 38 -38 -55 -38 -24 -381981 -10 -27 -39 -67 -31 -41
1988 -55 -27 -33 -63 -41 -391989 -54 11.&. 11.&. ~ -41 44
1990

Aft,.e5
1981-84 -11 -32 -47 -26 -33 -301985-a9 -18 n.a. n.a. -54 -40 -391981-89 -JS n... n... -41 -37 -15

Source: Janse.'1 and Muir. 1991

A more complex indicator of the transfer effects of policy is the Effective Protection
Coefficient (EPC), which compares value added in private and national terms. This
concept covr;rs pr~ection effects on the input side of a protective system. These have,
however not been included in this paper whiclt focuses mainly on output pricing policy.
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Coac:lUSiOD

In conclusion, pricing policy is one of the important instruments used to influence
agricultural output in Zimbabwe. There is evidence to suggest that farmers are highly
responsive to price changes. The structure of agricultural to a large extent has been
determined by the relative prices of crops. The design and implementation of price
policy is, therefore. of utmost importance in influencing increased output for all crops.
The Zimbabwe Government intervenes in the agricultural sector by regulating producer
prices of a number of crops and livestock products. The pricing policy objectives are
primarily commodity oriented as each price is determined on a case by case basis. The
producer price formulation mechanism is complex and is governed by numerous factors
which include the marketing environment, the inflation rate, marketing board stocks and
trading accounts, parity prices, costs of production and demand patterns. Official
producer prices are set uniformly throughout the country (pan-territorial) and for the
whole marketing year (pan-seasonal), using cost of production models formulated under
large-scale commercial farming conditions. In this regard, it is likely that the present
producer price policy entails efficiency losses, since it does not take into ac:count
geographically varyingcomparative advantages and changingseasonal demand and supply
conditions in lite domestic market.

Since 1980 the objective for food crops (maize, wheat, and soyabeans) has been to
promote self-sufficiency and to generate supplies for export where this can be achieved
without subsidies. Policy in relation to cotton is to encourage export production and
employment in the industrial sector. For groundnuts, the policy is to stimulate market
sales and improve the level of nutrition in the rural sector. The policy objcctiw: for beef
and dairy has been to promote expansion of the national herd in order to meet domestic
requirements and to meet viable export opportunities. To determine the extent to which
these objectives have been acltieved, when measured against their effects on growth,
equity, efficiency (marketing board costs) and the acltievements of food sec:urity (farm
incomes and nutrition levels), requires more analytical work.

Agricultural Pridag Policy Issues for the Future

There are several changes to be expected, both in the thrust and administration of
agricultural pricing policy, in the future arising from the Government's new economic
policy reform programme of 1991. The most immediate factors are the need to raise
the agricultural growth rale to 3,2 per cent per annum, the modification of pricing and
marketing arrangements to reduce the financial deficits of the agricultural marketing
boards, changes in the regulations affecting marketing and movement of crops and the
facilitation of private marketing in the rural areas.
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a) The main change envisaged in pricing policy is a movement away from a system 
of uniform (pan-seasonal and pan-territorial) prices and post-planting prices
based on cost of production estimates and administered through a single 
channel controlled marketing system (marketing boards), to a more liberalized 
system in which prices are determined on the basis of market forces, reflecting regional and seasonal vitiations in supply and demand. Market liberalization 
is expected to create a multi-channel marketing system in which the private 
sector will play an increasingly important role.

b) The process of price determination will shift from direct Government intervention to one that allows the interaction of supply and demand, with the 
marketing boards providing floor prices to protect producers in disadvantage*!
areas and intervening only in those cases where market forces may result in 
excessive fluctuations in prices.

c) There will be a greater need for Market Information Systems to monitor price 
trends and marketing margins for private traders. At present, most of the data 
used in price analysis relies on gazetted prices and the published annual reports 
and accounts of statutory marketing boards, which have generally been easy to find. It will be necessary to monitor and measure prices paid and quantities 
purchased in the informal market. The need to monitor the impact of 
introducing regional and seasonal variations in prices for grain will inevitably call for more sophisticated methods of data collection and price analysis.d) For export crops, there will be need to monitor international price movements, 
changes in demand caused by technological improvements, exchange rate 
changes and handling and transport costs for calculating parity prices and supplementary payments for producers of exportable commodities.

e) Market reform and liberalization will entail greater opportunities for rural 
traders to invest in storage, transport, processing, input supply and agro- industries. This will require specialised training and credit facilities, 
infrastructural development (roads, telephones, power, dams) and supportive 
policy measures such as tax incentives and foreign exchange retention schemes 
for small traders together with measures to attract established investors into 
rural areas.

0 Each specific commodity faces different policy issues. Maize will remain the 
most strategic basic grain and it will be important for policy to sustain a reliable 
production base in Natural Region II by using variable two-tier pricing systems 
to build strategic food reserves and take advantage of regional exports. 
Zimbabwe is well placed to supply seed and grain in the Southern African region where white maize is the major staple. Maize production and 
distribution in the communal areas will benefit from improved activity by private 
traders. The GMB can complement these activities by establishing distributiondepots at strategic points in grain deficit areas as well as by providing a floor 
price for surplus producers. The industrial use of yellow maize for snacks, 
breakfast foods, starch and stockfecd will need to be fully exploited. Pricing
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policy can play a role in promoting this objective.
g) Wheat, being a winter crop, has significant advantages in promoting investment 

in water storage, irrigation and research, which are basic requirements for food security. This suggests that the cost of producing wheat will remain high. The 
consumer can be cushioned by taking advantage of wheat imported at lower 
world prices to supplement high cost domestic production. Again, pricing policy 
has an important role in this regard.

h) Pricing policy in relation to small grains has been concerned with the need to encourage communal and other small-scale producers to grow rapoko and 
mhunga (millet) and red and white sorghum for their own immediate
consumption. These crops can play a significant role in keeping the cost of 
basic food low provided varieties and milling characteristics are improved. The 
deregulation of the marketing system should facilitate the participation of 
private companies in developing these crops.

i) The markets for oilseed crops (soyabean, sunflowers, groundnuts), beef, dairy 
and horticultural products remain strong both within Zimbabwe and regionally. 
There are major opportunities for growth in the supply and demand for these 
commodities. Pricing policy should change from a Fixed price system to one 
that is dependent on net market realizations so that benefits from improvements 
in the market prices can be passed on to producers in the form of 
supplementary payments.

j) Finally for cotton, steps have already been taken to replace administered prices 
with market determined prices and supplementary payments. Small scaleproducers appear to have a comparative advantage in the production of cotton which has not been fully exploited due to transport and marketing constraints 
and poor crop management practices. Domestic lint prices will be brought 
more into line with market values.

It is dear that the price mechanism, even under pricing arrangements other than tiie 
existing controlled system, will continue to play a critical role in increasing output, 
integrating small producers into the market economy and enabling the agricultural sector 
to meet the requirements of the economic reform programme.
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It is clear that the price mechanism, even under pricing arrangements other than tile
existing controlled system. will continue to play a critical role in increasing output,
integrating smaU producers into the market economy and enabling the agricultural sector
to meet the requirements of the economic reform programme.

policy can playa role in promoting this objective.
Wheat, being a winter crop, has significant advantages in promoting investment
in water storage, irrigation and research. which are basic requirements for food
security. This suggests that the cost of producing wheat will remain high. The
consumer can be cushioned by taking advantage of wheat imported at lower
world prices to supplement high cost domestic prduction. Again, pricing policy
bas an important role in this regard.
Pricing policy in relation to small grains has been concerned with tbe nc.ed to
encourage communal and other small-scale producers to grow rapoko and
mhuaga (millet) and red and white sorghum for their own immediate
consumption. These crops can play a significant role in keeping tbe cost of
basic food low provided varieties and milling characteristics are improved. The
deregulation of the marketing system should facilitate the participation of
private companies in developing these crops.
The markets for oilseed aops (soyabean, sunflowers, groundnuts), beef, dairy
and horticultural products remain strong botJJ within Zimbabwe and regionally.
There are major opportunities for growth in the supply and demand for these
commodities. Pricing policy should change from a faxed price system to one
that is dependent on net market realizations so that benefits from improvements
in the market prices can be passed on to producers in the form of
supplementary payments.
Fmally for cotton, steps have already been taken to replace administered prices
with market determined prices and supplementary payments. SmaU scale
producers appear to have a comparative advantage in tbe production of cotton
which has not been fully exploited due to transport and marketing constraints
and poor aop management practices. Domestic lint prices will be brought
more into line with market ..1iliJes.

g)

h)

i)

j)

The main change envisaged in pricing policy is a movement away fro~ a system
of uniform (pan-seasonal and pan-territorial) prices and post-plantmg prices
based on cost of production estimates and administered through a single
channel controDed marketing system (marketing boards), to a more b1Jeralized
system in which prices are determined on the basis of market forces, reOecting
regional and seasonal "'_nations i,p supply and demand. Market liberalization
is expected to create a multi-channel marketing system in which the private
sector will play an increasingly important role.
The process of price determination will shift from direct Govc-:.mnent
intenention to one that allows the interaction of supply and demand, With the
marketing boards providing floor prices to protect producers in disadvantaged
areas and intervening only in tbose cases wbere market forces may result in
excessive fluctuations in prices.
There wiD be a greater need for Market Information Systems to monitor price
trends and marketing margins for private traders. At present, most of the data
used in price analysis relies on gazetted prices and the published annual reports
and accounts of statutory marketing boards, which have generally been easy to
find. It will be nc:cessary to monitor and measure prices paid and quantities
purchased in the informal market. The need to monitor the impact of
introducing regional and seasonal variations in prices for grain will inevitably
call for more sophisticated methods of data collection and price analysis.
For export crops, there will be need to monitor international price movements,
changes in demand caused by technological improvements, exchange rate
changes and handling and transpcrt costs for calculating parity prices and
supplementary payments for producers of exportable commodities.
Market reform and liberalization wiD entail greater opportunities for rural
traders to invest in storage, transport, processing, input supply and agro
industries. This will require specialised training and credit facilities,
infrastructural development (roads, telephones, power, dams) and supportive
policy measures such as tax incentives and foreign exchange retention schemes
for small traders together with measures to attract established investors into
rural areas.
Each specific commodity faces different policy issues. Maize will remain the
most strategic basic grain and it will be important for pelicy to sustain a reliable
production base in Natural Region II by using variable two-tier pricing systems
to build strategic food reserves and take advantage of regional exports.
Zimbabwe is well placed to supply seed and grain in the Southern African
region where white maize is tbe major staple. Maize production and
distribution in the communal areas will benefit from improved activity by private
traders. The GMB can complement these activities by establishing distribution
depots at strategic points in grain deficit areas as well as by providing a floor
price for surplus producers. The industrial use of yellow maize for snacks,
breakfast foods, starch and stockfecd will need to be fully exploited. Pricing
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e)
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Tablet GOVERNMENT BUDGET DEFICIT .-.NO MAIZE SUBSIDY 
IN ZAMBIA

IMPLICATIONS OF CURRENT POLICIES AND PRACTICES 
ON FOOD SECURITY IN ZAMBIA

Kapola F. Sipula 
Phiri Maleka1

INTRODUCTION

Major objectives of the Zambian government since independence in 1964 have 
included plans to: a) diversify the economy away from total dependence on copper; b) 
provide cheaper food to the Zambian people; c) promote import substitution; d) 
attain self-sufficiency in food and industrial raw materials; and e) create new 
employment and income opportunities, particularly for the rural areas, to arrest the 
high rate of rural-urban migration.

A number of policies were instituted to fulfill these objectives. The major ones were 
price controls for the major agricultural products and inputs, direct control or
ownership of marketing institutions, institutionalization of subsidies on maize and 
agricultural inputs and the coupon system to supplement maize meal prices.

These measures were implemented and defended by the government as the only way 
to achieve regional and social equity and maintain food security in the country. Poor 
balance of payments and increasing levels of subsidies, contributing to high levels of 
budget deficits, Table 1, forced the government to institute measures aimed at 
liberalizing the economy. The measures were started in the early 1980s and have 
gained momentum in the last two years. A serious attempt has been made to 
decontrol prices, reduce subsidies and privatize marketing of all agricultural products.

Year

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

198S

1986

1587
1988

1989

1990

Budget Delicti 
(Kwacha) 
(Million)

1603

155.7

6S8.1

288.6

284.6

2804

1025.7

214&B
1531.2

3699.0

2801.4

ToUl Maize Subsidy 
(Kwi.cb-0 
(Million)

154.0

87.1

138.0

124.7

81.6

134.0

565.0

638.4

1413.0

1S85.6

3363.9

Source: NCDP, I iitiki. 1990 and maize Sector Study Planning Division, Lusaka, IWO, p. 15.

The impacts of these new measures have not been evaluated. They have just been 
established and are still undergoing reforms. The subject matter can, however, be 
dealt with in terms of how it is likely to affect household food security.

This paper, therefore, has the following objectives:

a) To briefly review major current policies and practices and how they pertain 
io food security. Emphasis will be on price policies for food products. The 
historical role of price policies and practices will be briefly presorT--1.. This 
information has well documented by such scholars as D. Jansen, (1987, 1988, 
1990), A. Wood, (1988), Kydd, (1988), GRZ, (1990, 1991), and I. Ndalamei, 
(1990).

b) To predict the implications of the current policies and practices on household 
food security. The predictions will not be based on any empirical model due 
to lack of data. In addition, the policies currently are undergoing reform. 
Economic theory, however, will guide the predictions supported by empirical 
data where available.

'Rural Development Studies Bureau, University of Zambia, P O Box 3279,1 ntaka.
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IMPLlCA110NS OF CURRENT POLICIES AND PRACI1CES
ON FOOD SECURITY IN 7AMB1A

Kapola F. Sipula
Phiri Malelca l

INTRODUcnON

Major objectives of the Zambian government since independence in 1964 have
included plans to: a) diversify the economy away from total dependence on copper; b)
provide cheaper food to the Zambian people; c) promote import substitution; d)
attain self-sufficiency 1n food and industrial raw materials; and e) create new
employment and income opportunities, particularly for the rural areas, to arrest the
high rate of rural-urban migration.

A number of policies were instituted to fulfill these objectives. The major ones were
price controls for the major agricultural products and inputs, direct control or
ownership of marketing institutions, institutionalization of subsidies on maize and
agricultural inputs and the coupon system to supplement maize meal prices.

These measures were implemented and defended by the government as the only way
to achieve regional and social equity and maintain food security in the country. Poor
balance of payments and increasing levels of subsidies, contributing to high levels of
budget deficits, Table 1, forced the government to institute measures aimed at
liberalizing lhe economy. The measures were started in the early 19805 and have
gained momentum in the last two years. A serious attt.:mpt has been made to
decontrol prices, reduce subsidies and privatize marketing of all agricultural products.

IRu.... ~1optM... Stuclws Bu~au, Unh'~nily or 7..amhia, PO 80x 3279, I ..~b.

Year Bud,et DefICit Total ~!aize Sul-..ldy
(Kwacha) (Kw.dlo:j
(Million) (Million)

1!l8O 160.3 154.0

1981 ISS.7 87.1

1982 6S8.1 138.0

1983 288.6 124.7

1984 284;; 81.6

1985 28\;'.4 134.0

.986 1025.7 565.0

1~ 2146.8 638.4

1988 1531.2 1413.0

1989 3699.0 1S8S.6

1990 .1.4 3363.9

Saurr.:: NCDP. t.-ka, 1990 and maize Sector Sludy Planning Division. Lu5ab, 1m. p. 15.

The impacts of these new measures have not been evaluated. They have just been
established and are still undergoing reforms. The subject matter can, however, be
dealt with in terms of how it is likely to affect household food security.

This paj1~r. therefor.:, has the following objectives:

a) To briefly review major current policies and pradices and how they pertain
£0 food security. Emphasis win be on price policies for food products. The
historical role of price policies and practices will be briefly presen·....._ This
infotmation has well documented by such scholars as D. Jansen, (1987, 1988,
1990), A. Wood, (1988), Kydd, (1?88), GRZ, (1990, 1991), and I. NdaJamei,
(1990).

b) To predict the implications of the current policies and rradices on household
r~ security. The predictions will not be based on allY empirical model due
to lade of data. In addition, the policies currently are undergoing reform.
Economic theory, however, will guide the predictions supported by empirical
data where available.'
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PRICE POLICIES

Agricultural prices include producer prices, input prices, into-mill prices, and retail 
prices as well as marketing costs such as transportation, storage, processing and 
packaging and retail. However, price policies in Zambia normally are discussed
relative to the maize, the single most important commodity to the country. The crop 
covers 70% nf all cultivated land, generates 70% of total crop value and is consumed 
by a large majority of people both in the. urban and rural areas. Traditional crops 
such as Sorghum, Cassava and Millet are important only in few areas. However, the 
future role these commodities will have in food security is recognized in this paper.

Maize price controls started as early as 1936 when European fanners, facing 
competition in the marketing of maize from the African farmers, sought protection 
from the government. They also wanted protection from lower producer prices. A 
maize control board was established to facilitate price discrimination and control. The 
board was given the function of purchasing and selling all maize at fixed prices in the 
old line-of rail — Ltvingstone to Mufulira. Most of the marketed maize was produced 
in this area at that tune. The rural areas were producing traditional crops like 
Cassava, Millet and Sorghum. The fixed producer prices were set on the basis of the 
cost of production. Consumer prices then as now, were designed to supply the urban 
consumers with cheap food.

PRODUCER PRICING

From 1964 to 1971 the government maintained some form of regional price fixing 
policy. Nominal prices generally have been increasing since 1964. Real prices, 
however, have shown a stable trend. Nominal prices were considerably higher in 
outlying areas with a deficit supply position thgn in areas with surpluses and along the 
old line of rail. This policy reflected the fear by the government that market forces 
alone would bypass a significant sector 01 small scale (subsistence) farmers. It was 
feared that these fanners would not be absorbed into the market economy, thus lag 
behind in development.

This policy was the driving force behind the uniform pricing system introduced in the 
1974/75 crop season. The government introduced the uniform floor price to ensure a 
"fair" compensation to all the farmers, especially those in the remote areas. The 
uniform price failed to reflect transport cost under this new price control system. 
Pan territorial prices have been in operation in the country since 1975. Currently, a 
uniform farmgate floor pries is the policy.

Implications of Current Policies and Practices 173

Prices (including producer floor prices) are fixed by the government in consultation
with the Commercial Fanners Bureau (CFB). The criteria used include:

(i) the cost of production of maize;
(ii) export and import parity,
(iii) crop profitability, and
(iv) "fairness" to producers and consumers.

The maize producer price is then pegged at 100% above the cost of production plus a 
management allowance. The cost of production is considered over three categories 
of farmers. A weighted average is calculated with the commercial farmers weight at 
30%, the emergent farmers at 40% and the subsistence farmers at 30%. The cost of 
production is assumed to be uniform throughout the country.

Of the criteria used, the one aimed at appeasing the politically sensitive urban group 
appears to have dominated and has effectively kept the producer price down. 
Producer prices, in general, have been below import parity and free market prices 
(Jansen, 1988).

The uniform producer pricing system has not achieved the equity goal. The policy 
has encouraged maize production primarily in remote areas such as the Eastern and 
Northern provinces (Jansen, 1988, Muntanga, 1984). The controlled prices of maize 
have tended to set the floor price for maize even in rural parallel markets for grain. 
Rural parallel markets also have been under the influence of village political party 
authorities.

Rural prices are influenced by several other factors, e.g., the supply and demand 
situation in the local area at a given time, the price* and availability of industrial 
mealie-meal, the cost of rural milling, the incomes of the rural population and the 
volume for transaction. Table 2 shows the rural prices for the grains per kilogram 
obtained from an on-going study "Rural Trade and Processing of Traditional Crops in 
Zambia* (Maleka et. al. 1991).

Generally, parallel market prices have been found to be at least twice the level of the 
official price for maize. For net food buyers this has contributed to food insecurity. 
The' prices are lower in the surplus Northern Province and monthly changes are 
negligible. Preliminary indications show higher prices and more within year 
deviations in the Western province. This reflects poor grain supplies and small 
transaction volumes. The traditional crops are used for beer and may be pre- 
germinated making it difficult to compare parallel market prices with official prices.
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PRICE POLICIES

Agricultural prices include producer prices. input prices, into-min prices, and retail
prices as weD as marketing costs such as transportation, storage, processing and
packaging and retail. However, price policies in Zambia normally are discussed
relative to the maize, the single most important commodity to the country. The crop
covers 70% of all cultivated land, generates 70% of total aop value and is consumed
by a large majority of people botb in tbe. urban and rural areas. Traditional aops
such as Sorghum, Cassava and MiJlet are important only in few areas. However, the
future role these commodities will have in food security is recognized in this paper.

Maize price controls started as early as 1936 wben European farmers. facing
competition in tbe marketing of maize from the African farmers, sought protection
from the b\T/Crnment. They also wanted protection from lower producer prices. A
maize control board was established to fac-ilitate price discrimination and control. The
board was given tbe function cf purcbasi~and .selling all maize at faxed prices in tbe
old Iinc·of rail - Uvingstone to Mufulira. Most uf the marketed maize was produced
in this area at that time. The rural areas wen' producing traditional crops like
Cassava, Millet and Sorghum. The fIXed producer prices were set on tbe basi.. of the
cost of production. Consumer prices tben as now. we.-e designed to supply the urban
consumers with cheap food.

PRODUCER PRICING

From ~964 to 1971 the government maintained some form of regional price fIXing
policy. NommaI prices generally ha\'C been increasing since 1964. Real prices.
however. have shown a stable trend. Nominal prices were considerably higher in
outlying areas with a deficit supply position f~"n in areas with surpluses and along the
old line of rail. This policy reflected the fear by the government that market forces
alone would bypass a significant sector 01 small scale (subsistence) farmers. It was
feared that these farmers would not be absorbed into the market economy, thus lag
behind in development.

This policy was the driving force behind the uniform pricing system introduced in the
1974/75 crop season. The govemment introduced the uniform tloor price to ensl!re a
"fair" compensation to all the farmers, especially those i:l the remote areas. The
uniform price failed to rcOect transport cost under this new price control system.
Pan territorial prices have been in operation in the country since 1975. Currently. a
uniform fanngate floor priCe is the policy.

Prices (including producer floor prices) are fixed by the government in consultation
with the Commercial Farmers Bureau (eFB). The criteria used include:

(i) the cost of production of maize;
(ii) export and import parity;
(iii) crop profitability; and
(iv) "fairness" to producers llIid consumers.

The maize producer price is then pegged at 100% above tbe cost cf production plus a
management allowance. The cost of production is considered over tbree categories
of farmers. A weighted average is calculated with the commercial farmers weigbt at
30%, tbe emergent farmers at 40% and the subsistence farmers at 30%. The cost of
production is assumed to be uniform throughout the country.

Of tbe criteria used, the one aimed at appeasing the politically sensitive urban group
appears to have dominated and bas effectively kept the producer price down.
Producer prices, in general, have been below impo~ parity and free market prices
(Jansen, 1988).

The uniform producer pricing system has not achieved the equity goal. The policy
bas encouraged maize production primarily in remote areas such as the Eastern and
Northern provinces (Jansen, 1988, Muntanga, 1984). The controUed prices of maize
bave tended to set the floor price for maize even in rural parallel markets for grain.
Rural parallel markets also have been under the influence of village political party
authorities.

Rural prices are influcnced by several other factors. c.g., the supply and demand
situation in the local area at a given time, tbe price' and availability of industrial
mealie-meal, the cost of rural milling, the incomes of the rural population and the
volume for transaction. Table 2 shows the rural prices for the grains per kilogram
obtained from an on-going study -Rural Trade and Processing of Traditional Crops in
Zambia- (Maleka et. aI. 1991).

Ger.erally, parallel market prices have been found to be at least twice the level of the
ofiiciaJ price for maize. For Det food buyers this has contributed to food insec:urity.
Tbe .prices are lower in the surplus Northern Province and monthly changes are
negligible. PreliminaJy indications show higher prices and more within year
deviations in the Western province. This reflects poor grain supplies and small
transaction volumes. The traditional crops are used for beer and may be pre
germinated making it difficult to compare parallel market prices witb official prices.
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Pressure to abandon uniform pricing and its related large government subsidies was 
re-enforced in the early 1980s. The pressure was building due to the more frequent 
occurrence of maize and maize meal shortages. Further, subsidy levels have had 
adverse effects on the government budget, as shown in Table 1. The subsidies have 
surpassed the total budget deficit. Since these deficits have contributed to the high 
inflation rate, international lending agencies such as the World Bank and the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) have been pressuring the government to dianfc 
policies. The major subsidy went towards market coordination
Transportation has been and continues to be the major expense in marketing. 

Tabfe 1 AVERAGE GRAIN PRICES FOR SELECTED DISTRICTS

Province

Southern

Southern

Western

Western

Northern

Northern

Copperbelt

Lusaka

Official 
Producer 
Price 90/91

District

Chonia

Katoroo

Sdiajlga

Sesheke

Kasama

Luwingu

NdoU 
Rural

Lusaka

Price Per Kilogram of Grain (Dec-May Average) 
(Standard Deviation in Parentheses)

Maize

7.7 
(22)

11.6 
(5.4)

16.9 
(22-7)

9.2 
(3.7)

63 
(12)

6.6 
(2.1)

&5 
(2J»)

39.2 
(18.7)

32

White 
Sorghum

55.8 
01-9)

nj.

•242. 
(MS)

14.8 
(2.1)

45.7 
(1.10)

12 
(1.4)

9.2 
(4.7)

104.9 
(26.6)

Red 
Sorghum

89.1
(1023)

n-a.

20.2 
(17.5)

2tS 
(31.9)

114.

n.a.

63 
(0.2)

104.9 
(26.6)

Bulrush 
Milk!

773 
(1V.9)

27.1 
(LI)

24.S 
(10.6)

19.0 
(1«)

n*.

KM.

nj.

104.9 
(26.6)

Finger 
Millet

n-a.

na.

na.

oa.

25.8 
(22.9)

10.6 
(U)

22.7 
(12.0)

104.9 
(26.6)

!

Source: Maleka et al. forthcoming 1991.
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TRANSPORTATION COSTS AND RATES

The final product price needs to cover all of the costs involved. One of these costs is 
for transporting the commodity several times before it reaches the consumer. It is 
estimated that about 70% of the marketing cost for maize in Zambia is 
transportation, Table 3. The major transportation cost involves the movement of 
maize from rural depots to storage and milling facilities.

TaMc % COSTING OF ONE BAG OF MAIZE BOUGHT IN DIFFERENT
PROVINCES, AUGUST 1991 ESTIMATES

Gist of maize

Interest for six months

Handling up to IK.. -4 depot

Storage lost @ 3%

Cost of empty bag

SUB-TOTAL

Administration charges @ 7%

SUB-TOTAL

Profit @ 5%

GRAND-TOTAL

Chipata to 
Lusaka

aoo
600

184

200

24

17

1152

72

1897

55

1952

Kasama to 
NdoU

800

780

184

SCO

24

17

1466

91

2196

70

fXA

Mkusni to 
NdoU

800

300

184

200

24

17

815

SI

1576

39

1615

Source: Ministry of Apiculture, Planning Division.

Maize transportation iavotves bicycles (especially for smuggled mealie-meal to 
neighboring countries), ox-carts (10>20 bags), tractor and wagon, rail, and various 
sizes of trucks (1-30 tones). Ox-carts arc widely used by farmers to move maize from 
their farms to the depots, particularly in Southern, Central, Lusaka and Eastern 
provinces. Opportunities exist for Primary Societies (to which over two-thirds of the 
small scale farmers belong) and fanners to transport maize to milling facilities by ox 
cart at low cost.

Sourte: Maleka et aI. forthcoming 1991.
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Chipafa to Kasama 10 Mkusbi 10

LuAka NdoIa NdoIa

Colt 01 maize 1m 800 800

Tnansport 600 1M :!OO-
IIItcftSl for six IDOIItIIs 184 184 184

HatldUaa up to h... '"depot 200 ",10 200

fl'Olll buyiAa point .

SConac sc. @ ~ 14 14 14

Old at cmp«y bac 17 17 17

SUB-TOTAL 1152 1466 815

Admitli5tratioll cbarp @ 1'lto 72 91 51

SUB-TOTAL 1897 2196 1516

Profit @ S'l' 55 70 39

GRAND-TOTAL 19S2 22t.6 1615

Tillie J: cosnNG OF ONE lAG OF MAIZE BOUGHT IN DIFFERENr
PROVINCES. AUGUST 1991 ES11MATES

Sourte: Minilll)' of Apiculture, Planninc Division.

Maize transportatiou imo1ves bicydes (especlaUy (or smuggled mea1ie-meal to
neighboring countries), ox-carts (16-20 bags), trador and wagon, rail, and various
sizes of trucks (1-30 tones). Ox-carts arc widely used by farmers to move maize from
their farms to the depots, particularly in Southern, Central, Lusaka and Eastern
provinces. Opportunities exist for Primary Societies (10 which over two-thirds of the
small scale farmers belong) and farmers to transport maizc to milling facilities by ox-

cart at low cost.

TRANSPORTATION COSTS AND RATES

The final product price needs to COYer all of the costs involved. One of these costs is
for transporting the commodity several times before it reaches t~e C?n5umer, , It ~
estimated that about 70% of the marketing cost for maIZe m zambia IS

transportation, Table 3. The major transportation cost involves the movement of

maize from rural depots to storage ad milling facilities.

•
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Price Per Kilopar.l of Gnain (Dec-May Avcraae)
(SbIndard Deviatioll in Parentheles)

Pl'OYinoe District White Red BuIN5h FillFr
Maize Sorpum Sorpum Millet Millel

Southern 0I0ma 7.7 55.8 89.1 ~7.3

(2.2) 01.9) (102.2) .-Q2:9) n.a.

Southern Kalomo 11.6 n.a. nA. 27.1 nA.
(5.4) (z'1)

Western Seaanp 16.9 24.2 20.2 le.s ILL

(22.7) (le.8) (17.5) (10.6)

Western Sesheltc 92 14.8 26.S 19.0 ILL

(3.7) (2.1) (31.9) (11.2)

Northern K.ama 6.3 45.7 R.a. n.a. 25.8
(2.2) (1:1.0) (22.9)

Northern Luwinp 6.6 I 7.2 n.a. nA. 10.6
(1.1) (1.4) (1.2)

Copperbelt NdoIa 8.S 9.2 6.S "0..7
Rural (2.8) (4.1) (0.2) nA. (t1.0)

Lusaka Lusaka 39.2 104.9 104.9 104.9 104.9
(18.1) (26.6) (26.6) (26.6) (26.6)

OffICial
Producer I I
Price 90/91 3.2 i
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Pressure to :-bandon uniform pricing and its related large government subsidies was
re-enforced In the.early 1980s: The pressure was building due to the more frequent
occurrence of maac and maIZe meal shortages. Further, subsidy levels have had
adverse effects on the govemn.ent budget, as shown in Table 1. The subsidies have
~urp~ the t~aI bu~et deficit. Since these deficits have contributed to the high
inflatIOn rate, mtemational lending agencies such as the World Bank and tbe
Int~~tional Mo~ Fund (IMF) have been pressuring the government to change
polices. The major subsidy went towards market coordination aetivit~
Transportation has been and continues to be the major ClCpCDSC in marketing.

T..... 1: AVERAGE GRAIN PRICES FOR SELECTED DlSTRICfS

I
I

I'I:.,
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Table 4: AVERAGE NUMBER OF OX-CARTS OWNED BY MEMBERS 

OF PCS BY PROVINCE
Tabk 5 OFFICIAL TRANSPORT RATES 19*1

PROVINCE

Lusaka
Central
Northern
North-Wcstern
Southern
Eastern

AVERAGE
NUMBER OF OX-CARTS

21
22
03
05
22
18

PCS
MEMBERSHIP

426
622
356
343
970
870

%OF
MEMBERSHIP

OWNING OX-CARTS

4.9
3.5
0.8
12
23
2.1

Source: Forthcoming Report - Sipula.

However, this mode of transportation is not fully utilized by Primary Cooperative Societies' membership who own ox-carts. Table 4 shows the average number of ox 
carts owned by primary cooperative society members in selected provinces and the average membership of each society.

Most of the maize from the rural depots is moved by trucks to district/provincial storage facilities. The maize is normally moved by the Cooperative Movement, 
Private Transporters (TAZA members) and Contract Haulage (a parastatal company) 
using controlled transportation rates.

Transportation rates have generally been determined through negotiation among 
TAZA, Contract Haulage and the Ministry of Power, Transport and 
Communications. The rates set take into account average operational costs (TAZA and Contract Haulage estimates) and a profit margin of 33%. The cost of empty runs are also considered in the cost calculations.

There are two major weaknesses in the determination of transportation rates.

(i) They lack per unit cost of transportation; and
(ii) No differentiation in rates is made between good (tarmac) and bad 

(gravel) roads even though depreciation and incidence of 
breakdowns are higher on poor roads. The result is that truckers 
avoid the poor roads or only haul short distances on rural roads.

Transport rates for maize are quoted on a distance, weight basis. Table 5 shows the rates per km per ton existing in June, 1991 and the rates proposed for August, 1991.

DISTANCE (KM)

1-50 
51-100 
101-200 

>201

EXISTING K/TON/KM

11.60 
9.30 
8.10 
7.80

PROPOSED RATES (K/TON/KM)

18.00 
15.00 
13.00 
11.00

Source: Ministry of Transport and Communications, 1991.

Transportation rates in Zambia have had little relationship to producer or retail prices. Transport services increase the value to the commodity by creating a place 
utility. Due to pan-territorial pricing, place utility has not been reflected in the prices 
of the commodity. Subsidies have covered the net price differentials.

Since maize is a bulky, low value commodity, transportation costs are a large part of the total cost. Pan territorial pricing policies have involved heavy government 
subsidies in moving maize from surplus areas to major consumption areas including Lusaka and Copperbelt provinces which annually consume 3.2 and 4.7 million bags respectively. The country consumes 10.0 million bags of marketed maize. The 
copperbelt produces less than a million bags.

A transport subsidize of K852.00 per 90 kg bag was required in 1990 to move maize 
from Chipata to Lusaka a distance of just under 600 kilometers. This represented 
about 44% of the total millers' cost in Lusaka. Costs for other areas included a 
subsidy rate of Kl 166.00 from Kasama to Ndola KS75.00 from Mkushi to Ndola.
Applying these subsidy rates to the least cost maize movement for 1990, as calculated 
by Mulwanda (1991, p. 55), the government needed a minimum of K150 million for 
transportatiop 'cr these regions alone, representing slightly over half of the maize 
movements for the year.

Transportation costs provide signals for improving resource allocation in a 
competitive market. Muntanga, employing a linear programming transport model, came to the conclusion that Lundazi and Katete (Eastern Province in general) should not have produced surplus maize given the 1978 and 1981 price conditions (1984, p. 
79). The same conclusion was reached for ilie 1987/88 and 1989/90 seasons (Mulwanda, 1991, p. 72). Eastern Province apparently has a comparative disadvantage in maize production.

lidl

I
I
I
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T'" 4: AVIllAGE NUMBER OF OXoCARTS OWNED BY MEMBERS
OF PeS BY PROVINCE
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T'" 5 omclAL TRANSPORT IlAns .99.
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..--

I'q;
;l

%OF
AVERAGE PCS ~EMBP.RSHIPPROVINCE NUMBER OF OX-CARTS MEMBEP.sHIP OWNING OX-CARTS

Lusaka 21 426 4.9Cenlnol 22 622 3.5Northern 03 3S6 0.8North-Western OS 343 1.2Soulhc:rn 22 970 2.3Eastern 18 870 2.1

Source:: Forthroming Report - Sipula.

However, this mode of transportation is not fully utilized by Primary Cooperative
Societies' membership who own ox-earts. Table 4 shows the average number of ox
carts owned by primuy cooperative society members in selected provinces and the
average membership of each society.

Most of the maize from the rural depots is moved by trucks to district/provincial
storage facilities. The maize is normally moved by the Cooperative Movement,
Private Transporters (TAZA members) and Contrad Haulage (: ~afastatal company)
using conlroUed transportation rates.

Transportation rates have generally been determined through negotiation among
TAZA. Contrad Haulage and the Ministry of PO'If'Cr, Transport and
Communications. The rates set take into account average operational costs (TAZA
and Conlrad Haulage estimates) and a profit margin of 33%. The cost of empty
runs are also considered in the cost calculations.

There are two major weaknesses in the determina!ion of transportation rates.

(i) They Iaclc per unit cost of transportation; and
(Ii) No differentiation in rates is made between good (tarmac) and bad

(gn:vel) roads even though depreciation and incidence of
breakdowns are higher on poor roads. The result is that truclcers
avoid the poor roads or only haul short distances on rural roads.

Transport rates for maize are quoted on a distance, 'If'Cight basis. Table 5 shows the
rates per Itm per ton existing in June, 1991 and the rates proposed for August, 1991.

DlsrANCE (KM) EXJSI1NG K/fON/KM PROPOSED RATES (K/fON/KM)

1-50 11.60 18.00
51-100 9.50 15.00
101-200 8.10 13.00

>201 7.80 11.00

Source: MinistryoCTrall5JlOft lind Communicalions, 1991.

Transportation rates in Zambia have had little relationship to producer or retail
prices. Transport services increase thl: value to the commodity by creating a place
utility. Due to pan-territorial pricing, place utility has not been reflected in the prices
of the commodity. Subsidies have covered the net price differentials.

Since maize is a bulky, low value commodity, transportation costs are a large part of
the total cost. Pan territorial pricing policies have involved hea~ government
subsidies in moving maize from surplus areas to major consumption areas including
Lusaka and Copperbelt prOllinces which annually consume 3.2 and 4.7 million bags
respectively. The country coasumes 10.0 million bags of marketed maize. The
copperbelt produces less than a million bags.

A transport subsidize of K8S2.OO per 90 kg bag was required in 1990 to move maize
from Chipata to Lusaka a distance of just under 600 kilometers. This represented
about 44% of the total millers' cost in Lusaka. Costs for other areas included a
subsidy rate of Kl166.00 from Kasama to Ndola K575.00 from Mkushi to Ndola.

Applying these subsidy rates to the least cost maize movement for 1990, as calculated
by Mulwanda (1991, p. 55), the government needed a minimum of Kl50 million for
transportatioll ~::;r these regions alone, representing slightly over half of the maize
movements for the year.

Transportation costs provide signals for improving resource allocation in a
competitive market. Muntanga, employing a linear programming transport model,
came to the conclusion that Lundazi and Katete (Eastern Province in general) should
not have produced surplus maize given the 1978 and 1981 price conditions (1984, p.
79). The same conclusion was reached for ~:.e 1987/88 and 1989/90 seasons
(Mulwanda, 1991. p. 72). Eastern Province apparently has a comparative
disadvantage in maize production.
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Unsubsidked free market determined transportation costs will be a major factor in 
changing the crop production patterns in the country and will directly affect food 
security. Western Province is the most disadvantaged of the deficit provinces. The 
province has poor soils and transportation costs are high. The role traditional crops 
can play in maintaining food security under a free market system to this province 
needs to be studied. In comparatively disadvantaged regions, such as Western, 
NVestern and Luapula provinces, traditional crops will become more competitive 
with maize. In the short run, these regions are expected to experience decreased 
incomes, especially for those producing maize as a cash crop. The pace at which 
production patterns will change in favor of tradJHonal crops will depend on input 
prices.

INPUT PRICES

Uniform pricing for fertilizers was introduced in 1975. It existed until early 1991 
when liberalization was attempted. The fertilizer price, determined by the 
government, took into account the average cost per metric ton of the total quantity to 
be supplied and the amount of subsidy available. The average cost per metric tonne 
considers import parity prices plus a margin to cover local production costs. These 
include all costs incurred from the point of production to the retail point. Imports 
are bought on elf. basis, Lusaka. Imports (including donations) account for over 
90% of the total fertilizer supply in the country. vfinety percent of all the fertilizer 
consumed is for maize production.

Nominal fertilizer prices have increased substantially in the last two years as subsidies 
have been reduced, Table 6.

Implications of Current Policies and Practices

Table « PRODUCER PRICE OF MAIZE, AND FERTILIZER PRICES 
UREA AND rUTOMPOUND, MM/S1 TO 19M/91
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Yew

1980/81

1961/82

1982/83

1962/84

1984/85

1985/86

1986/87

1987/58

1968/89
1989/90

1990/91

Maize Producer 
Price (Kmcha)

11.70

13.50

16.00

18.30

24 JO

28.32
55.00

78.00

80.00

125.00

800.00

Urea Price 
(Kwicha)

11.65

9.65

10.95
14.95

24.10

26.75

63.00

63.00

71.00

447.00

1601.00

D-Cofflpound 
Price (Kwacha)

11.60

9.60

11.75
14.95

24.10

26.75

80.00

9&2S

r.oo
447.00

1572.00

The government introduced fertilizer subsidies in the early 1970s. In 1972 the subsidy 
covered 30% of the landed cost By 1982, the average rate of the subsidy was 60% 
(Jansen. 1988. p. 93). Subsidies have played a major role in providing peasants with 
affordable inputs to increase then- effective incomes.

Unlike the fixed producer price which had taxed fanners, the fertilizer price has 
helped increase the consumption of the input. On a regional basis, however, it 
favored the old line of rail fanners. In 1975, 84.9% of the fertilizer was consumed in 
the old line of rail. In 1987, only 60.5% was utilized in this region. Commercial 
farmers based, on size, benefitted more than the emergent and subsistence farmers 
(Jansen, 1988, Ndalamei, 1989, Wood, 1988).

The government's new policy of economic pricing for fertilizer resulted in the price 
being pegged c.i.f. Lusaka plus transportation to the consumption area. The price 
has, therefore, changed from a fixed rate of about K500.00 per 50kg bag to over 
K1500.00. The increase was generally over 170%.

Although not officially stated, the fertilizers used mainly on maize were supposed to 
be sold at K800.00 with the government subsidizing Nitrogen Chemicals of Zambia 
(NCZ), the monopoly, by 50% of the retail price (GRZ study, 1991, p. 61). The

ill
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Unsubsidi7..ed free market determined transportation costs will be a major factor in
changing the crop production patterns in the countly and will directly affect fOOd
security. Westem Province is the most disadvantaged of the deficit provinces. The
province has poor soils and transportation costs are high. The role traditional crops
can play in maintaining food security under a free market system to this prO\lince
needs to be studied. In comparatively disadvantaged regions, such as Western,
N'westem and Luapula provinces, traditiOnal aops will become more competit~
with maize. In the short run, these regions are expected to experience decreased
incomes, especially for those producing maize as a cash crop. The pace at which
produ«:!ion patterns will change in favor of traclit;onaJ crops wiD depend on inputprices.

INPUT PRICES

Uniform pricing for fertilizers was introduced in 1975. It existed until early 1991
when Jiber2Jization was attempted. The fertilizer price, determined by the
government, took into account the average cost per metric ton of the total quantity to
be supplied and the amount of subsidy available. The a~.::rage cost per metric tonne
considers imr<Ort parity prices plus a margin to cover local production costs. These
include aU costs incurred from the point of production to the retail point. Imports
are bought on c.i.f. baili, i.co:;a1ca. Imports (including donations) account for over
90% of the total fertilizer supply in the countly. 'finely percent of aU the fertilizer
consumed is for maize production. .

Nominal fertilizer prices have increased substantially in the last two years as subsidies
have been reduced, Table 6.

~
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TMie' PRODUCER PRICE OF MAIZE, AND FERTIUZER PRICES IUREA AND o.cOMPOVND, 1_"1 TO 1""'1

Year JMaize Produce,' IUrea Price , D-ComPOUnd
Price (Kwacha) (Kwacha) Price (Kwacha)

1980/81 11.10 11.65 11.60

1981/82 13..50 9.65 9.60

1982/83 16.00 10.95 11.75

1982/84 18.30 14.95 14.95

1984/85 24.30 24.10 24.10

1985/86 28.32 26.75 26.75

1986/87 55.00 63.00 80.00
1987J!8 78.00 63.00 98.2S

J!llI8j89 80.00 71.00 ;:.00
1989/90 125.00 ....7.00 ....7.1JO

1990/91 800.00 1601.00 1572.00

The government introduced fertilizer subsidies in the early 19705. In 1972 the su~dy
covered 30% of the landed cost. By 1982, the average rate of the subsidy was~
(Jansen. 1988. p. 93). Subsi~ have played a major role in providing peasants With
affordable inputs to increase their effective incomes.

Unlike the fvtcd producer price which had taxed farmers,. the fert~r price h~
helped increase the consumption of the input. On a regIOnal basis, hllWever, ..t
favored the old line of rail farmers. In 1975, 84.9% of the fertilizer was COnsumed.1D
the old line of rail. In 1987, only 60.5% was utilized in this region. Commeraal
farmers based, on size, benefitted more than the emergent and subsistence farmers
(Jansen, 1988, Ndalamei, 1989, Wood, 1988).

The government's new policy of economic pricing for fertilizer .resulred in the p~ce
being pegged c.iJ. Lusaka plus transportation to the consumption area. The pnce
has, therefore, changed from a fIXed rate of about KSOO.OO per 50kg bag to over
K15OO.00. The increase was generally o\'er 170%.

Allhough not officially stated, the fertilizers u~ .mainl~ on maize w~re supposed ~o
be sold al KBOO.OO with the govemment subsldlzlDg Nitrogen Chemicals of Zambia
(NCZ), the monopoly, by 50% of the retail price (GRZ study, ]99], p. 61). The
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fertilizers involved include Urea, Compound "D," and 'X' and Ammonium Nitrate. 
Other fertilizers are supposed to fetch import par'ty prices.

Reducing or eliminating fertilizer subsidies is expected to hsve severe adverse effects 
on maize production. Many small scale farmers will nave no access to the input. 
Productivity will decline, increasing the vulnerability of the producers to food 
insecurity. Net food buyers may face food shortages or high prices. Surplus maize 
areas, such as the Eastern and Northern provinces, will be most affected.

Even under total liberalization, it is unlikely that the farmers will be able to pass on 
their input costs to urban consumers because of the high transportation cost Thus, 
in the long run, farmers are expected to produce enough maize for local 
consumption, then switch to crops with a comparative advantage, such as groundnuts 
and tobacco, in the Eastern province.

Seed, unlike fertilirer, has remained a low cost input. Only about 5% of the total 
cost of production is attributed to seed. Seed pricing had been set by the monopoly 
Zambia Seed Company (ZAMSEED). Their prices, however, have been subject to 
government approval effectively Iimi;.ng their price flexibility. However, for the 
1991/92 season, the Seed Company has set its price without government involvement 
Seed prices have been set below import parity and generally have been accepted on 
the market

Cooperatives have been distributing over 70% of the seed. The cooperatives have 
obtained seeds on credit, but by July 1991, they owed ZAMSEED over K60 million 
from previous seasons' deliveries. This year, the company will attempt to distribute 
its seed on a cash basis through parastatal retail shops. There are about 115 retail 
outlets well scattered all over the country (but still less than the PCSs). This year's 
maize and sorghum seed prices are shown b Appendix 1. The prices do not reflect 
transportation cost to different areas. Future seed prices will reflect import parity 
prices.

It will be difficult for other companies in Zambia to penetrate ZAMSEED's seed 
market since its operation has been reliable and required investments are large. This 
lack of competition may fail to reduce the rate of increase of seed prices. Seed 
prices in the short run are expected to have little impact on the production of maize 
despite the ZAMSEED's market power. Productivity may be affected by poor 
information dissemination because the retail shops have no direct relationship with 
the farming community and ZAMSEED is not involved in the extension services.

Other inputs had little direct government price control in the 1980s. However, 
commercial farmers tended to benefit from imported inputs because of overvalued 
exchange rates.
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CREDIT

A recent study reported that the agricultural credit systeu. *?- small scale farmers in 
Zambia is in a state of financial disarray (GRZ, 1991, p. 1.0). This will curtail the 
production of maize. Repayment in the last two seasons has reen very poor (below 
50%). Reasons for such poor results range from drought, lack of adequate fertilizer, 
liberalization of the marketing system (resulting in poor market coordination), lack of 
payment to farmers for their output, inflation, etc The report called for 
decontrolling interest rates to achieve positive annual real interest rates. The current 
nominal annual interest rate is 46% while the annual inflation rate is estimated at 
between 120% and 190%. This makes real interest rates negative and creates an 
excess demand for credit.

Hig'i nominal interest rates will discourage maize production, especially in the 
agronomically disadvantaged areas such as the Northern province. Transitory food 
insecurity is possible. In the long run, traditional and/or cash crops will regain their 
importance and household food security will improve.

INTO-MILL PRICING

Into-mill prices have been set by the government's Prices and Incomes Commission 
(PIC) which considers the major milling companies' cost of processing. All large 
commercial mills have been run by cooperatives and as parastatal companies since 
they were nationalised in December 1986. Table 7 shows into-mill prices, producer 
prices and maize meal retail prices. Into-mill prices were the same as producer 
prices in 1982 and 1984 indicating the presence of subsidies. In 1986, the into-mill 
price was even lower than the producer price.

Into-mill prices had increased by 1990. Yet retail prices of roller and breakfast meals 
had not. These price differentials indicate the magnitudes of the subsidy required. 
Downward pressure on retail prices also resulted from the 1986 and 1990 food riots.

1/1' "

fertilizers involved include Urea, Compound '0,' and 'X' and Ammonium Nitrate.
Other fertilizers are supposed to fetch import par'ty prices.

Seed, unlike fertili7::r, has remained a low cost input. Only about 5% of the total
cost of production is attn"but~ to seed. Seed pricing had been set by the monopoly
Zambia Seed Company (ZAMSEEm. Their prices, dowever, have been subject to
government approval effecti\'ely Iimii ~ng their price flexibility. HOWCl'er, for the
1991/92 season, the Seed Company has set its price without government involvement.
Seed prices have been set below import parity and generally have been accepted onthe market.

Cooperatives have been distn"buting over 70% of the seed. The cooperatives have
obtained seeds on aedit, but by lu1y 1991. they owed ZAMSEED over K60 million
from previous seasons' deliveries. This year, the company will attempt to distn"bute
its seed on a cash basis through parastatal retail shops. There are about 115 retail
outlets well scattered all over the country (but still less than the PCSs). This years
maize and sorghum seed prices are shown in Appendix 1. The prices do not reflect
transportation .rost to different areas. Future seed prices will reflect import parityprices.

It will be difficult for other companies in Zambia to penetrate ZAMSEED's seed
market since its operation has been reliable and required investments are large. This
lack of competition may fail to reduce the rate of increase of seed prices. Seed
prices in the short run are expected to have little impact on the production of maize
despite the ZAMSEED's market power. Productivity may be affected by poor
information dissemination because the retail shops have no direct relationship with
the farming community and ZAMSEED is not involved in the extension services.
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CREDIT

A recent study reported that the agricultural credit systeJ.:. ,,~...mall scale farmers in
Zambia is in a state of fmancial disarray (GRZ, 1991, p. 1.0). This will curtail the
production of maize. Repayment in the last two seasons has ~ cen \'ery poor (below
50%). Reasons for such poor results range from drought, Jack of adequate fertilizer,
b"beralization ofthe marketing system (resulting in poor market coordination), Jack of
payment to farmers for their output, inflation, etc. Tue report called for
decontrolling interest rates to achieve positive annual real interest rates. The current
nominal annual interest rate is 46% while the annual inflation rate is estimated at
between 120% iL1d 190%. This makes real interest rates negative and aeates an
excess demand for credit.

Hig."1 nominal interest rates will discourage maize production, especially in the
agronomically disadvantaged areas such as the Northern province. Transitory food
insecurity is pos5I"ble. In the long run, traditional and/or cash crops will regain their
importance and household food security will improve.

INTO-MILL PRICING

Into-mill prices have been set by the government's Prices and Incomes Commission
(pIC) which considers the major milling companies' cost of processing, All large
commercial mills have been run by cooperatives and as parastatal companies since
they were nationalised in December 1986. Table 7 shows into-mill prices, producer
prices and maize meal retail prices. Into-mill prices were the same as producer
prices in 1982 and 1984 indicating the presence of subsidies. In 1986, the into-mill
price was even lower than the producer price.

Into-mill prices had increased by 1990. Yet retail prices of roller and breakfast meals
had not. These price differentials indicate the magnitudes of the subsidy required.
Downward pressure on retail prices also resulted from the 1986 and 1990 food riots.
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Reducing or eliminating fertilizer subsidies is expcc.ed to Mve severe adverse effects
on maize production. Many small scale farmers will oave no access to the input.
Productivity will decline, increasi"6 the vulnerability of the producers to food
insecurity. Net food buyers may face food shortages or high prices. Surplus maize
areas, such as the Eastern and Northern provinces, will be most affected.

Even under total h"beralization, it is lIIllikely that the farmers will be able to pass on
their input costs to urban consumers because of the high transportation cost. Thus,
in the long run, farmers are expected to produce enough maize for local
consumption, then switch to crops with a comparative advantage, such as groundnurs
and tobacco, in the Eastern province.

I
I
I
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Other inputs had little direct government price control in the 19805. However,
commercial farmers tended to benefit from imported inputs because of overvalued
exchange rates.

7>,..-
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Tabk 7 MAIZE PRICES 1981 to 1990

Year

1961

1962

19S3

198S

1986

1987

1988
1969 January

1990 August
May/June

Before 
May 1991

May 1991

May 1992

Producer 
Price

11.70

1330

16.00

2430

2832

55.00

78.00

80.00

125.00
284.00

500.00

800.00

1200.00

Into-Mill 
Price

10.21

1330

16.00

26.00

35.00

35.00

35.00

80.00

160.00

442.00

_

1100.00

1800.00

Retail 
Breakfast 
(K/25Kgbag)

4.10

6.63

7.25
12.90

19.15

19.15

19.15
56.00

114.50
269.00

Prices 
Roller 
(K/25Kg
b«B)

3.75

S.OO

631

10.74

14.85

14.85

I4.8S

41.08

8230
196.00

Source: Ministry of Agriculture and Prices and Incomes Commission, 1990. 

•preannounced 1991/92 Market season prices: October 2nd 1991.

RETAIL PRICING

The goverament's control of the retail price of maize meal is aimed at providing 
cheap food to the urban population. The dependence of consumers on cheap maize, 
since prc-indcpendence, has no doubt made the price of this commodity a sensitive 
one. Urban consumers do not expect maize meal to be a drain on their disposable 
incomes.

It cost K505.00 in August 1991 for a major milling company to produce a 25 kilogram 
bag of breakfast mealie-meal. The cost included the delivered cost of the maize, 
processing, packaging, and losses. The bag was officially wholesaling at K215.00. 
The retail price through the parastatal companies including transportation was just

over K220.00 in Lusaka. Fifty seven percent of the cost of mealie-meal was, 
therefore, paid through subsidies. This did not include the transport and storage 
subsidies paid by the government to gel the maize to the millers' gate.

In July the government "decontrolled" the price of mealie-meal (statutory instrument 
number 97). An official statement followed stating that Miller's price levels would be 
monitored. (Times of Zambia, 31st July, 1991, p. 1). The monitoring was to allow a 
gradual increase of price, with Millers not supplying retailors who "overcharged." The 
instrument had no direct bearing on the coupon policy but price increases required 
higher levels of subsidy. The coupon system was introduced in January 1989 to 
facilitate a gradual removal of maize subsidies without jeopardizing the food security 
of the poor. The system has been unable to reduce the subsidy requirements and 
does not assist rural net food buyers.

Since "decontrol" of maize meal prices, a 25 kilogram bag of the commodity can 
fetch as much as K1500.00 in the deficit Western province. The price is more than 
the area's ave-.-ge monthly wage. Traditional crops will need to substitute if food 
security is to be achieved in such areas. Malnutrition is more prevalent in rural areas 
than in urban centers, since the later group has benefited more from subsidized food 
price',. Otb«-.r beneficiaries have been consumers across the borders with access to 
smuggled suljsidized mcalie meal.

The removal of subsidies will result in increased food prices. Maize meal price may 
go up threefold given the inflation rate and the current level of subsidy. This will 
generate a push for higher wages, higher inflation and more unempioyment. The 
food security situation will worsen in the short run. However, increasing the retail 
price will relieve the downward pressure on the producer price stimulating maize 
production in comparatively advantaged provinces such as Southern, Lusaka, Central 
and Copperbell. Food supplies will improve and this will improve the food security 
situation. Since the country is capable of producing enough maize for domestic needs 
with a surplus for export, there, is little need to import maize even in drought 
periods.

/. strategic reserve, currently planned for 25 million bags, can serve as a price 
stabilization instrument. Maize can be released on the market when prices become 
"too high" and can be siphoned out of the market when producer prices are "too low." 
Price stabilization together with improved food production and marketing institutions 
can insure food security for consumers and producers alike.
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over 1<220.00 in Lusaka. Fifty seven percent of the cost of m~lie-meal was,
therefore, paid through subsidies. This did not include the transport and storage
subsidies paid by the government to get the maize to the millers' gate.

In July the government -decontrolled" the price of mealie-meal (statutory instrument
number 97). An official statement followed stating that Miller's price levels would be
mcnilored. (Times of Zambia, 31st July, 1991, p. 1). The monitoring was to allow a
gradual increase of price, with Millers nol supplying retaik:rs who ·overcharged: The
instrument had no direct bearing on the coupon policy bUl price increases required
bigher '{;vels of subsidy. The coupol! system was introduced in January 1989 to
facilitate a gradual removal of maize subsidies without jeopardizing the food security
of the poor. The system has been unable to reduce the subsidy requirements and
does not assist rural net food buyers.

Since -decontrol" of maize meal prices, a 25 kilogram bag of the commodity can
fetch as much as KI500.00 in the deficit Western province. The price is more than
the area's ave~.:ge monthty wage. Traditional crops will need to substitute if food
security is to be achieved in such areas. Malnutrition is more prevalent in rural areas
than in urban centers, since the later group has benefited more from subsidized food
priceo;. Othp.r beneficiaries have been consumers across the borders wilh access to
smuggled suhsidized mealie meal.

The removal of subsidies will result in increased food prices. Maize meal price may
go up threefold given the inflation rate and the current level of subsidy. This will
generate a push for higher wages, higher inDation ~nd more unemployment. The
food security situation will worsen in the short run. However, increasing the retail
price will relieve the downward pressure on the producer price stimulating maize
production in comparatively advantaged provinces such as Southern, Lusaka, Central
and Copperbelt. Food supplies ",ill improve and this will improve the food security
situation. Since the country is capable ..,i pmducing enough maize for domestic needs
with a surplus for export, there, is little need to import mai7.e even in drought
periods.

i. strategic reserve, currently planned for 2.5 million bags, can serve as a price
stabilization instrument. Maize can be released on the market when prices become
"too high" and can be siphoned out of the market when producer prices are -too low:
Price stabilization together with improved foOO production and marketing institutions
can insure food security for consumers and producers alike.

Table 7 MAIZE PRICES 1981 to 1'"

Source: Ministry of Agricullure and Prices and Incomes Commission, 1990.

·preanDOUnttd 1991/92 Markee season prices: October 2nd 1991.
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Year Producer Ineo-Mill Retail Prices
Price Price Breakfast Roller

(K/25Kg bag) (K/2SKc
baK)

1981 11.'10 10.21 4.10 3.75

1982 l.1.5O 13.50 6.63 5.00

1983 16.00 16.00 7:15 6.31

1985 24.50 26.00 12.90 10.74

1986 28.32 35.00 19.15 14.85

1987 55.00 ~5.00 19.15 14.85

1988 78.00 35.00 19.15 14.85

1989 Janllary 80.00 80.00 56.00 41.08

1990Au&USt 125.00 160.00 11450 82.30

'toby/June 284.00 442.00 269.00 198.00

Before
May 1991 500.00 -
May 1991 800.00 1100.00

May 1992 1200.00 1800.00
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RETAIL PRICING

The government's control of the retail price of maize meal is aimed at providing
cheap food to the urban popdalIon. The dependence of consumers on cheap maize,
since pre-independence, has no doubt made the price of this commodity a sensitive
one. Urban consumers do not expea maize meal to be a drain on their disposable
incomes.

It cost K.S06.00 in August 1991 for a major milling company to produce a 25 kilogram
bag of breakfast mealie-meal. The cost included the delivered cost of the maize,
processi'lg, packaging, and losses. The bag was officially wholesaling at 1<215.00.
The retail price through the parastatal companies including transportation was just
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FOOD MARKETING INSTITUTIONS

In 1964, the Agricultural Rural Marketing Board (ARMB) was formed to supplement 
the existing Grain Marketing Board (GMB) in serving remote areas. The new maize 
marketing board was to er murage Zambian farmers to shift from subsistence to 
commercial farming in all regions. Cooperatives were also to be encouraged.

In 1969, the government merged ARMB and GMB to form the National Agricultural 
Marketing Board (NAMBoard) to eliminate the perpetuation of a dualistic 
agricultural sector. NAMBoard performed poorly and government switched its 
attention to Cooperatives. The role of Cooperatives in maize marketing expanded 
rapidly.

NAMboard was to withdraw from rural marketing between 1978 to 1981, and actually 
handed over some rural depots to Provincial Cooperative Unions (PCU.«=>. These 
PCU's purchased maize and other produce from Primary Cooperativ. Societies 
(PCSs) arranging collection from PCS premises. The PCSs were paid a small 
commission for operating as collection points. The PCU's were free to transport and 
sell to millers within the province of origin. Inter-provincial trade remained the 
preserve of NAMBoard until August 1989 when they were abolished.

Before the market allowed private trading, market, coordination became more 
difficult and more dependent on subsidies. This defeated the purpose of encouraging 
cooperatives to take over marketing. The cooperatives encountered the same 
problems, e-g^ fanners were paid late, maize was not collected from rural depots, 
transporters were owed money and unions became bankrupt. Eventually the 
marketing system collapsed, resulting in severe shortages of maize and maize meal 
Food security was threatened through lack of maize availability and accessibility due 
to declining real income.

PRICING, SUBSIDIES AND MARKET STRUCTURE RELATIONSHIP

Prior to establishing the floor into-mill price in 1991, a typical maize movement and 
pricing arrangement looked tike Figure 1. Between 1982 and 1984 the into-mill price 
was the same as the producer price. In 1985, the into-mill price was higher than ine 
producer price. In 1986, the producer price was actually higher than the into-mill 
price by K20.00. The millers bought their maize at K55.00 from NAMBoard but 
received a K20.00 government subsidy.

FIGURE 1 MAIZE MOVEMENT AND PRICES 1989/90

FARMERS

PRICE K1Z5

Depots manned by Primary Coop Soc 
" District • " 
• Provincial" •

K160
HAMMER MILLS

MiOJERS 
(Paraslatal 
ACoop)

ALL PRICES ARE FOR A 90kg BAG.

The government was trying to switch the point of the subside from the marketing 
institutions to the millers, envisioning that it would be more cost effective. Millers 
took advantage of this arrangement effectively purchasing maize at K35.00 and 
reselling it for K5S.OO to NAMBoard. This practice was common and the 
government lost a lot of money.
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The government Was trying to switch the point of the subside from the marketing
institutions to the millers, envisionn.g that it would be more cost effective. Millers
took advantage of this arrangemem ..!!;;aively purchasing maize at K35.00 and
reselling it for K55.00 to NAMBoard. This practice was common and the
government lost a lot of money.
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NAMboard was to withdraw from rural marketing between 1978 to 1981, and actually
handed over some rural depots to Provincial Cooperative Unions (pcUI:). These
PCU's purchased maize and other produce from Primary Cooperatiw'! Societies
(PCSs) arranging collection from PCS premises. The PCSs were paid a small
commission for operating as collection points. The PCU's were free to transport and
sell to millers within the province of origin. Inter-provincial trade remained the
preserve of NAMBoard until August 1989 when they were abolished.

In 1969, the government merged ARMB and GMB to form the National Agricultural
Marketing Board (NAMBoard) to eliminate the perpetuation of a dualistic
agricultural sector. NAMBoard performed poorly and government switched its
attention to Cooperatives. The role of Cooperatives in maize marketing expanded
rapidly.

FOOD MARKETING INSTlTIJTIONS

In 1964, the Agricultural Rural Marketing Board (ARMB) was formed to supplement
the existing Grain Marketing Board (GMB) in serving remote areas. The new maize
marketing board was to er .:..:;urage Zambian farmers to shift from subsistence to
commercial farming in aU regions. Cooperatives were also to be encouraged.

PRICING, SUBSIDIES AND MARKET SfRUCIlJRE RELATIONSHIP

Before the market allowed private trading, market, coordination became morc
difficult and more dependent OD subsidies. This defeated the purpose of encouraging
cooperatives to take over marketing. The cooperatives encountered the same
problems, e.g., farmers were paid late, maize was not -:ollected from rural depots,
transporters were owed money and unions became bankrupt. Eventually the
marketing system collapsed, resulting in severe shortages of maize and maize meal
Food security was threatened through lack of maize availability and accessibility due
to declining real income.

Prior to establishing the floor into-mill price in 1991, a typical maize movement and
r!icing arrangement looked like Fagure 1. Between 1982 and 1984 the into-mill price
was the same as the producer price. In 1985, the into-mill price was higher tblou ihe
producer price. In 1986, the producer price was adunlly higher than the into-mill
price by K20.00. The millers bought their maize at K55.00 from NAMBoard but
received a K20.00 government subsidy.
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Figure 2 illustrates maize movement and price differentials for the 1991 situation. 
The marketing system has changed little from that shown in Figure 1. Farmers can 
now sell their maize to any willing buyer at a bargained price level. The government 
however, has provided a panseasonal, pan territorial floor price of K800.00 per 90 kg 
bag of maize.

Figure 2 CURRENT MAIZE MOVEMENT AND PRICES - 1991
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The Unions, ZCF and PCSs, as buyers of last resort, buy maize at the floor. ZCF is 
also buying maize directly from fanners, thus competing with the other levels of the 
cooperative movement. ZCF deducts a transport cost of K64.00 from the floor price 
for maize purchased within the Lusaka district. As a result, the farmgate price 
offered is lower than the floor price.

Prices received by fanners from private traders have been as low as K400. Sipula 
found that 46% of the fanners sold to private traders because of prompt payment 
(forthcoming). Only 103% sold to private traders because of a higher price. 
Proximity caused 43% sell to private traders.

Millers have been offering producers K8SO.OO for maize delivered to their gate. This 
price attracts maize from a radius of about SO kilometers with a transport rate of 
Kl.O per kilometer per 90kg bag. However, some transporters are known to charge 
as much as K3.0 per kilometer per 90 kg bag of maize.

The ceiling into-mill price of K1100.00 kwacha is apparently offered for maize coming 
from further away. It appears that this arrangement is to facilitate subsidy payments 
to the miller from the government The government will not refund K1100 for maize 
transported only a short distance. This is an indication of continued subsidies 
supporting a policy to perpetuate maize production far from major consumption 
areas. This practice also has prevented the entry of many private traders, even within 
a SOKm radius.

The private buyers identified are basically not middlemen, but processors with 
commercial farmers comprising the largest group. Sipula found that 56% of the 
farmers sampled sold their maize through commercial farmers who use the first 
grade maize for making stock feed. The use of first grade maize for stockfecd by 
commercial fanners presents another food security dilemma on the national level by 
resulting in less marketed maize. However, access to high protein foods such as meat 
and eggs, which results from the maize fed to the animals, is much needed.

Only 19% of the farmers have sold maize directly to millers. Local villagers 
constitute 19% of the buyers while marketeers comprise 6%.

New developments in the marketing of maize permits maize-meal to go through 
parastatal and private retail systems at a competitive level. Since coupons are 
honored only through parastatal retail shops, which sell inealie-mcal at official prices, 
shortages are prevalent. A transport cost markup is allowed for private retailers and 
25kg of breakfast meal may sell for up to K400.00 (220.20 official price in Lusaka). 
The mark up is attributed to the transportation cost. Shortages arc less prevalent 
through this channel. Mealie-meal smuggled to Zaire fetches as much as K1000 per 
25 kg bag. Into-mill price control implies that subsidies still exists whether the maize
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Prices received by farmers from private traders have been as low as K400. Sipula
found that 46% of the fanners sold to private traders because of prompt payment
(forthcomiDg). Only 10.3% sold to private traders because of a higher price.
Proximity caused 43% sell to private traders.

Millers have been offering producers K850.00 for maize delivered to their gate. This
price attracts maize from a radius of about 50 kilometers with a transport rate of
Kl.0 per kilometer per 90kg bag. However, some transporters are known to charge
as much as K3.C per kilometer per 90 leg bag of maize.

Only 19% of the farmers have sold maize directly to millers. Local ",!lagers
constitute 19% of the buyers while marketeers comprise 6%.

The Unions, ZCF am! PCSs, as buyers of last resort. buy maiu at the floor. ZCF is
also buying maize directly from farmers, thus competing v.ith the other levels of the
cooperative movement. ZCF deducts a transport cost of K64.00 from the floor price
for maize purchased within the Lusaka district. As a result, the farmgate price
offered is lower than the Roor price.

New developments in the marketing of maize .permits maize-meal to go through
parastatal and private retail systems at a competitive level. Since coupons are
honored only through parastatal retail shops, which sen meal!e-meal at official prices,
shortages are prevalent. A transport co,:;t markup is allowed for private retailers and
25kg of breakfast meal may sell for up to K400.00 (220.20 official price in Lusaka).
The mark up is attributed to the transportation cost. Shortages are less prevalent
through this channel. Mealie-meal smuggled to Zaire fetches as much as Kl000 per
25 kg bag. Into-mill llrice control implies that subsidies still exists whether the maize

The ceiling into-mill price of KllOO.OO kwacha is apparently offered for maize coming
from further away. It appears that this arrangement is to facilitate subsidy payments
to the miller from the government. The government will not refund KllOO for maize
transported only a short distance. This is an indication of continued subsidies
supporting a policy to perpetuate maize production far from major consumption
areas. This practice also has prevented the entry of many private tradel'St even within
a SOKm radius.

The private buyers identified are basically not middlemen, but processors with
commercial farmers comprising the largest group. Sipula found that 56% of the
fanners sampled sold their maize through commercial fanners who use the first
gcade maize for making stock feed. The use of fust grade maize for stocld'eed by
commercial farmers presents another food security dilemma on the national level by
resulting in less marketed maize. However, access to high protein foods such as meat
and eggs, which results from the maize fed to the animals, is much needed.
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Figure 2 illustrates maize movement and r-:-kc differentials for the 1991 situation.
The marketing system has changed littie from that shown in Figure 1. Farmers can
now sell their maize to any willing buyer at a bargained price level. The government
however, has provided a panseasonal, pan territorial floor price of KBOO.OO per 90 kg
bag of maize.
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goes through the parastatal channel or the private one. The commercial channel, 
controlled by parastatals and cooperative unions, still abides by the government rule 
thus "controlling" the price of mealie-meal.

Private hammermill operations (both rural and urban) are mostly service oriented. 
They cater to persons who have their own maize. Thus, the rural millers' share of 
the urban market is virtually zero.

IMPACT OF CURRENT PRICE AND MARKETING POLICIES AND PRACTICES 
ON FOOD SECURITY-SUMMARY

Price policies and marketing arrangements have significant influence on the total 
amount of maize marketed and household food security. Some of the implications 
include:

i) The decontrol of producer fertilizer prices may not increase the marketed 
output of maize. For decontrolled input/output prices to influence marketed 
output and food markets (including those marketing substitute traditional 
crops), markets must work efficiently. Improved infrastructure, especially 
roads and storage facilities, are a must Prompt payment to the farmers by 
the official channels, as buyers of last resort, will be needed. Low
transportation costs will be needed in order to deliver maize to consumers at
the lowest price possible. Generally market coordination must become 
economically efficient.

With the crop production pattern expected to change, maize prices will be 
relatively high in those areas with comparative advantage namely the 
Southern, Coppcrbelt, Central, and Lusaka provinces. Other areas will 
concentrate on other crops such as millet, sorghum, cassava and cash crops. 
Imports may be necessary and, in themselves, are not unwelcome as long as
the country has a positive balance of trade and is at a comparative 
disadvantage in the production of the imported crop.

ii) Retail prices are expected to increase once the full liberalization of the 
economy occurs. Many households will not easily afford maize meal due to 
the decreased purchasing power of the local currency. The effects of higher 
wages, unemployment and inflation will no doubt make the situation 
uncertain in the short run. The need for some form of subsidy will be
required for the people without purchasing power in the free market system. 
(The coupon system is to end in 1992). It will take time for prices to
stabilize. A scheme for purchasing and releasing maize stocks to stabilise 
prices might be appropriate. In fact, the government has been planning a
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reserve stock of 2J> million bags of maize. This has not happened due to 
poor harvest, poor institutional arrangements and/or lack of storage facilities, 

iii) Current policies are trying to restrict credit to farmers, contract the money 
supply and reduce the high rat.'- of inflation. Less credit with high fertilizer 
prices may limit farmers access to important inputs and threaten their
productivity. Low productivity also threatens farmers' incomes and food 
security.

iv) The removal of input subsidies will make traditional crops more competitive. 
With respect to food security, a rediscovery of consumer taste for the 
traditional commodities will be necessary. Transitory food insecurity may be 
a reality for many rural households.

v) Liberalization of the marketing system will not automatically result in an 
efficient market This may be particularly acute in the Zambian situation 
because government involvement prevented the development of marketing 
skills in the private sector. The cooperative movement is particularly 
vulnerable.

The PCS's may be best placed to gather information, assemble maize and 
channel inputs (because of economies cf scale). These institutions could 
become important not only in the short run, but also in the long run
especially in the remote areas of the country. They cau contribute to food 
security by linking surplus maize supply to deficit areas.

vi) The lack: of an existing trader class will also retard progress towards 
"delinkagin^" government from the marketing of crops. Investments in 
transportation and storage are costly. Fortunately, rural milling has been 
revived due to lack cf a backward maize/maize meal linkage. With the 
removal of pan-territorial and pan-seasonal prices, transportation and storage
will improve. This has happened in the case of beans where private traders 
locate, store (fumigate) and speculate in the commodity.

vii) The development of a trader class will not only improve the efficiency of the 
market, due to competition, but also generate employment. Employment 
opportunities will improve incomes and help contain the rural-urban 
migration.

viii) The pace of adjusting to the new reforms is expected to be relatively fast. 
The collapse of the existing market system has forced local initiative to 
develop. The 1990/91 drought has reduced maize supplies providing
conditions for large marketing margins which are conducive to private 
trading.

IMPAcr OF CURRENT PRICE AND MARKETING POLICIES AND PRACI1CES
ON FOOD SECURIn'-SUMMARY

Price policies and marketing arrangements have significant influence on the total
amount of maize marketed and household food security. Some of the implications
include:
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The removal of input subsidies wiD make traditional crops more competitive.
With respect to food security. a rediscovery of consumer taste for the
traditional commodities will be necessary. Transitory food insecurity may be
a reality for many rural households.

Liberalization of the marketing system will not automatically result in an
efficient market. This may be particu1arl)" acute in the Zambian situation
because government involvement prevented the development or marketing
skills in the private sector. The cooperative m(nement is particularly
vulnerable.

reserve stock of 25 million bags of maize. This has not happened due to
poor harvest. poor institutional arrangements and/or lack of storage facilities.
Current policies are trying to restrict credit to farmers. contract the money
supply and reduce the high rat:'. of inflation. Less credit with high fertilizer
prices may limit farmers access to important inputs and threaten their
prodUCiivity. Low productivity also threatens farmers' incomes and food
security.

The PCS's may be best placed to gather information. assemble maize and
channel inputs (because of economies Cif scale). These institutions could
become important not only in the short run. but also in tbe long run
especially in the remote areas of the country_ They can contn"bute to food
security by linkiog surplus maize supply to deficit areas.

v)

iii)

iv)
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goes throUgll the parastatal channel or the private one. The commercial cbanne~

controlled by parastatals and cooperative unions, still abides by the government rule
thus ·controlling· the price of mealie-meal. '

Private hammermiU operations (both rural and urban) are mostly service oriented.
They cater to persons who have their own maize. Thus, the rural millers' share of
the urban market is virtually zero.

i) The decontrol of producer fertilizer prices may not increase the marketed
output of maize. For decontrolled input/output prices to influence marketed
output and food markets (including tbose marketing substitute traditional
crops). markets must work efficiently. Improved infrastructure. especially
roads and storage facilities, are a must. Prompt payment to the farmers by
the official channels. as buyers of last resort, will be needed. Low

transportation costs will be needed in order to deliver maize to consumers at
the lowest price possible. Generally market coordination must become
economically cfficicnt.
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With the crop production pattern expected to change, maize prices will be
relatively high in those areas with comparative advantage namely the
Southern. Copperbelt. Central. and Lusaka provinces. Other areas will
concentrate on other crops such as millet, sorghum. cassava and cash crops.
Imports may be necessary and. in themselves. are not unwelcome as long as
the country has a positive balance of trade and is at a comparative
disadvantage in the production of the imported crop.

vi) The lad:. of an existing trader class will also retard progress towa.ds
·de~· government from the marketing of crops. Investments in
transportatiolk lUId storage are costly. Fortunately, rural milling Cas been
revived due to lack ,,! a backward maize/maize meal linkage. With the
removal of pan-territorial and pan-seasonal prices. transportation and storage
will improve. This has happened in the case of beans where private traders
locate. store (fumigate) and speculate in the commodity.

~
.,/*'

r..
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ii) Retail prices are expected to increase once the fuD liberalization of the
economy occurs. Many households will not easily afford maize meal due to
the decreased purchasing power of the local currency. The effects of higher
wages, unemployment and inflation will no doubt make the situation
uncertain in the short run. The need for some fonn of subsidy wiD be
required for the people without purchasing power in the free market system.
(The coupon system is to end in 1992). It will take time for prices to
stabilize. A scheme for purchasing and releasing maize stocks to stabilise
prices might be appropriate. In fact. the government has been planning a

vii)

viii)

The development of a trader class will not only improve the efficiency of the
market. due to competition. but also generate employment. Employment
opportunities will improve incomes and help contain the rural-urban
migration.

The pace of adjusting to the new reforms is expected to be !'elatively fast.
The collapse of the existing market system has forced local initiative to
develop. The 1990/91 drou,gltt has reduced maize supplies providing
conditions for large marketint margins which are conducive to private
trading.
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MMSH413

UNIT

SOKg
• 

* 

•

SOKg

•

RETAIL PRICE

2,265.00 
2^65.00 
4,220.00 
4,220.00

900.00 
900.00 

2,110.00
2,110.00

Maize seed and soighum come in SO, 25, 10, 5 and 2Kg packs.

Source: Zambia Seed Company Limited.
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Lusaka MiUers", Lusaka.
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STOCK MANAGEMENT: PROBLEMS AND
POLICY UNDER MARKET 

LIBERALIZATION FOR GRAINS IN TANZANIA

H.K.R. Amani &
W.E. Maro1 

INTRODUCTION
Market reforms were initiated in 1984, have continued through 1991 and are likely to 
continue into the future. The most recent (July 1990) reforms include the
deconfinement of all producer prices, the deconfinement of wheat marketing and the 
transfer of the Strategic Grain Reserve ;'SGR) from the NMC to the newly 
established Food Security Unit within the Ministry of Agriculture, Cooperatives and 
Livestock Development. Market reforms have not encouraged traders to hold stocks 
for release in periods of food shortages. Except for food stock management at the 
national level, food stocks are held by producers.

This paper examines policy issues relating food security to stock management at the 
national and rural household levels. Food security reserve Stocks at the national level
and external trading will be considered jointly as they are interdependent, Le., stocks
are considered in relation to a trade strategy.

Stock Management at (he National Level: The Strategic Grain Reserve

The Tanzania Strategic Grain Reserve (SGR) is a quantity of grain owned by the 
government and kept in addition to the commercial stocks of the Cooperative 
Unions/NMC. The SGR can only be released with the consent of the Minister of 
Agriculture, Cooperatives and Livestock Development on the advice of the Food 
Security Unit.

TMMT Md **«„ ftl{ow>
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The SGR in Tanzania began with the food crisis of 1973-74. Food worth more than 
140 million US dollars was imported. Drought was the major cause of that food 
crisis but other contributing factors were poor sto- \ control, rapid depletion of 
commercial stocks, the instability of the commercial market and the expansion of the 
unofficial market. A 1976 FAO mission recommended the establishment of a 
Strategic Grain Reserve to cope with emergencies beyond the NMC's normal support 
to market outlets. The main issue was what constituted an emergency from a food
security point of view? Under a "genuine" emergency, food should be distributed at a
discounted price or free, implying that the commodities would be distributed at a 
financial loss.

The government accepted the FAO recommendation to establish an SGR as one of 
its food security instruments during production shortfalls. Storage facilities to house 
the SGR were constructed in Arusha, Shinyanga, Iringa, Dodoma, Makambako and 
Dar es Salaam. The initial (1978) stock of 100,000 tons of food grains was provided 
by donors. There is co information on how the 100,000 tons figure was derived or 
how it relates to actual requirements during food crises. The 1973-74 food crisis 
mostly affected the urban population and the SGR was intended, at that time, to 
address the food security needs of urban areas.

By 1981, the initial reserve of 100,000 tons was exhausted through sales to cope with
serious food shortages during the early 1980's, particularly 1980/81. Unlike the 
1973-74 food crisis, the post 1980/81 food shortages also affected rural areas. Thus,
the SGR whose target group was mainly the urban population had to be shared with
deficit rural households. The SGR ceased to exist between 1981 and 1986 partly 
because sales by the NMC from the grain reserve were not fully compensated by cash
deposits into the counterpart reserve fund. According to FAO (1986), in 1986 the 
Reserve fund stood at 55 million shillings compared to an estimated net 128 million 
shillings which should have been deposited. The 55 million shillings in the Fund 
could buy only 6200 metric tons of maize at the 1985/86 NMC ex-store price.

A follow-up FAO Food Security Mission b 1986 reviewed the SGR situation and 
came up with a number of proposals to rebuild and manage the SGR. The Missions' 
proposals were aimed primarily at ensuring that the SGR would only be utilized to 
meet emergency food requirements and that funds from sales from the SGR would 
be used to replenish the SGR following its drawdown.
The specific recommendations of the FAO Food Security Mission were (World Bank 
1988, Tanzania government 1988a, 1988b and 1988c) that:

• the government be the owner of the SGR.

• the SGR be used only during emergencies,
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STOCK MANAGEMENT: PROBLEMS AND
POLICY UNDER MARKET

LIBERALIZATION FOR GRAINS IN TANZANIA

H.K.R. Amani &

W.E. Marol

INTRODUCfION

Market reforms were initiated in 1984, have continUed through 1991 and are likely to
continue into the future. The most recent (July 1990) reforms include the
deconfmement of aU producer prices, the deconfinement of wheat marketing and the
transfer of the Strategic Grain Reserve rSGR) from the NMc to the newly
established Food Security Unit within the Minisby of Agriculture, Cooperatives and
Livestoclc Development. Market reforms have not encouraged traders to hold stocks
for release in periods of food shortages. Except for food stoclc management at the
national level, food stocks are held by producers.

This paper examines policy issues relating food security to stoclc management at the
national and rural household levels. Food security reserve stocks at the national level
and external trading will be considered jointly as they are interdependent, i.e.. stocks
are considered in relation to a trade strategy.

Stock M.aage.nt at the National wei: The Straftgic Grain Reserve

The Tanzania Strategic Grain Reserve (SGR) is a quantity of grain owned by the
government and kept in addition to the commercial stocks of the Cooperative
Unions/NMc. The SGR can only be released with the consent of the Minister of
Agriculture, Cooperatives and Livestoclc Development on the advice of the Food
Security Unit.

The SGR in Tanzania began with the food crisis of 1973-74. Food worth more than
140 million US dollars was imported. Drought was the major cause of that food
crisis but other contributing factors were poor sto.·~ control, rapid depletion of
commercial stocks, the instability of the commercial market and the expansion of the
unofficial market. A 1976 FAD mission recommended the establishment of a
Strategic Grain Reserve to cope with emergencies beyond the NMC's normal support
to market outlets. The main issue was what constituted an emergency from a food
security point of view? Under a -genuine- emergency, food should be distributed at a
discounted price or free, implying that the commodities would be distributed at a
rJJ13J1cial loss.

The government accepted the FAD recommendation to establish an SGR 35 one of
its food security instruments during production shortfalls. Storage facilities to house
the SGR were constructed in Arusha, Shinyanga. lringa, Dodoma, Makambako and
Dar es Salaam. The initial (1978) stoclc of 100,000 tons of food grains was provided
by donors. There is no information on how the 100,000 tons figure was derived or
how it relates to actual requirements during food crises. The 1973-74 food crisis
mostly affected the urban population and the SGR was intended, at that time, to
address the food security Deeds of urban areas.

By 1981, the initial reserve of 100,000 tons was exhausted through sales to cope with
serious food shortages during the early 1980's, particularly 1980/81. Unlike the
!973-74 food crisis, the post 1980/81 food shortages also affected rural areas. Thus,
the SGR whose target group was mainly the urban population had lo be shared wilh
deficit rural households. The SGR c:cascd to exist between 1981 and 1986 partly
because sales by the NMC from the grain reserve were not fully compensated by cash
deposits inlo the counterpart reserve fund. According lo FAO (1986), in 1986 lhe
Reserve fund stood at 5S millioD shillitJWii compared to an estimated net 128 million
shillings which should have beeD deposited. The 55 million shillings in the Fund
could buy only 6200 metric tons of maize at the 1985/86 NMC ex-store price.

A follow-up FAD Food Security Mission in 1986 reviewed the SGR situation and
came up with ~ number of proposals to rebuild and manage the SGR. The Missions'
proposals were aimed primarily at ensuring that the SGR would only be utilized to
meet emergency food requirements and that funds from sales from the SGR would
be used to replenish the SGR foUowing its drawdown.
The specific recommendaticns of the FAD Food Security Mission were (World Bank
1988, Tanzania government 1988a, 1988b and 1988c) that:
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• the SGR be used only during emergencies,
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what constitutes an "emergency" is to be identified by the food 
security unit (FSU),

SGR stocks only to be released on authority of the Prime Minister's 
office on recommendation of FSU,

an SGR unit be established within the Ministry of Agriculture - 
headed by a Food Security Officer,

NMC continue to manage the SGR on behalf of the government in 
return for a reimbursement of all expenses resulting from the SGR 
operations, and

a Food Security Reserve Fund be established within government 
accounts.

During the 1988/89 marketing year, the SGR was re-established by purchasing 
112,000 tonnes of domestic maize. Twenty-nine thousand tons of maize was 
purchased during the 1989/90 marketing season bringing the total to its target level 
of 150,000 ions. Part of this stock however, was used by NMC to fulfil its own 
commercial targets. Thus, the government transferred the management of the SGR 
to the Food Security Unit of the Ministry of Agriculture partly because of NMCs 
mismanagement of the SGR and partly due to the government's decision to 
depoliticise NMC so it can act as a commercial entity.

Justification for the SGR

Is there a need for an SGR in Tanzania, a country which is not landlocked? It is 
justified as follows: First, the degree of climatic variability and the relatively small 
proportion of national grain production traded through the official channel can shift 
the domestic market rapidly from a surplus to a deficit position. Second, the country 
is still facing a chronic shortage of foreign exchange so that the availability of foreign 
exchange for commercial imports cannot be guaranteed at short notice when the need 
for imports arises. Lastly, while concessional food aid is normally available to meet 
emergency food requirements, there is a negotiation, contracting and delivery time 
lag for such imports of between 3 and 6 months.

Cost-EfTective SGR

The costs of Reserve stockholding are substantial (Tanzania Government 1989a) due 
to the high cost of Storage facilities, their maintenance and depreciation; substantial 
losses attributable to the decline of product quality, for stocks held for prolonged

periods; and high interest charges on capital tied up in grain. The government has 
decided to rotate part of the SGR via annual commercial purchases and sales by the 
NMC and to compensate the NMC for the costs of undertaking this stock-recycling.

A suggestion to minimize the costs, risks and operational problems of managing the 
SGR would have Tanzania splitting the reserve into a physical and a financial reserve 
of foreign exchange (Tanzania Government. 1987; Gray and Baker. 1988). A 
financial reserve has the advantage of earning interest and overcoming foreign 
exchange constraints. However, there are opportunity costs in maintaining a foreign 
exchange reserve. In the Tanzanian context, maintenance of a financial reserve is 
difficult for two main reasons. First, the country faces a chronic shortage of foreign 
exchange and it would be difficult to raise the hard currency tor such a financial 
reserve. Second, there is the problem of maintaining the discipline required to 
eliminate the possibility of the financial reserve being diverted to other uses 
(Tanzania Government. 1987). Thus, for a country like Tanzania with a foreign 
exchange shortage, the opportunity costs of holding a financial reserve (in foreign 
currency) are high. It must also be remembered that a drawdown in the financial 
reserve requires replenishment in terms of foreign exchange. Even if the government 
could attract donor support for such a reserve, the opportunity costs of such support 
are likely to be high in view of other demands for foreign exchange.

However, a combination of physical stocks and a financial reserve could minimize 
costs of holding stocks and maintaining a financial reserve.

Important Issues Concerning UK SGR

The problems of the SGR (its role, procurement and management) centre on its 
functions size and composition, and the mechanism by which the use of the Reserve
is triggered. The functions of the SGR under market reforms are not clear. With a 
targeted level of 150,000 tonnes, it would appear that the function of the SGR is to 
deal with famine. The amount is too low to serve as an intervention (buffer) stock 
needed for effective implementation of price stabilization. However, the issue of 
price stabilization under the current decontrol policy is very important.

Since the 1988/89 marketing season, the NMC is no longer obliged to buy all crops
purchased by cooperatives for its commercial operations. More recently, the 
government decontrolled all producer and consumer food prices2 except the price of 
sugar. Prices of food, to a large extent, are determined by the market-imperfect as

The government fixes an indicative (floor) price for major food staples like maize, paddy and 
wheat. Cooperative are obliged to pay at least this price while private traders are not. This anomaly is 
yet to be corrected.

J8stlllcatioa lor tile SGR

DuriDg the 1988/89 marketing year, the SGR was re-cstablished by purchasing
112,000 tonnes of domestic maize. Twenty-nine thousand tons of maize was
purchased during the 1989/90 marketing season bringing the total to its target level
o( 150,(0) l..1DS. Part of this stock however, was used by NMC to fuIfiI its own
commercial targets. Thus, the government transferred the management of the SGR
to. the Food Security Unit of the Ministry of Agriculture partly because of NMCs
mlSDlanagement of the SGR and partly due to the govemm~nt's decision to
depolitic:ise NMC so it can act as a commercial entity.

Is there a nced (or an SGR in Tanvmia, a country which is not landlocked? It is
justified as foUows: FU'St, the degree of climatic variability and the relatively small
proportion of national grain production traded through the official channel can shift
the domestic market rapidly from a surplus to a deficit position. Second, the country
is still facing a chronic. sh?rtage of foreign exchange so that the availability of foreign
exchuge for commercial IDlporls cannot be guaranteed at short notice when the need
for imports arises. Lastly, while conccssional food aid is normally available to meet
emergency food requirements, there is a negotiation, contracting and delivery time
lag for such imports of between 3 and 6 months.

Cost-Effective SGR
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A suggestion to minimize the costs, risks and ~pcrational .problems "! ma?aging the
SGR would haYe Tanz.ania splitting the reserve mto a physical an.d a Imanoal reserve
of foreign exchange (Tanzania Government. 1987; Gray and Baker. 1988). A
ftnancial reserve has the advantage of earning inlerest and overcoming foreign
exchange constraints. However, there are opport~nity costs in maintai~ing a forei~

exchange reserve. In the Tanzanian context. ma:ntenance of .a finanCIal reserve: IS

difficult for two main reasons. FU'St, the country faces a chromc shortage of foreign
exchange and it would be difficult to raise the hard currency tor such a financial
reserve. Second, there is the problem of maintaining the discipline required to

eliminate the possibility of the financial reserve being diverted to other uses
(Tanzania GOYemment. 1987). Thus, for a cou~try like Ta.nzania with .a fore~gn

exchange shortage, the opportunity costs of holding a finanCIal rese.rve (10 forel~

currency) are high. It must also be remembered that a drawdo~ 10 the financial
reserve requires replenishment in terms of foreign exchange. Even If the government
could attract donor support for such a reserve, the opportunity costs of such support
are likely to be high in view of other demands for foreign exchange.

However, a combination of physical stocks and a financial reserve could minimize
costs of holding stocks and maintaining a financial reserve.

periods; and high in:erest charges on capital tied up i~ grain. The government has
decided to rotate part of the SGR via annual comme,aal purchases and sales by the
NMC and to compensate the lI.'MC for the costs of undertaking this stock-recycling.

Important Issues Concenaing tIh: SGR

The problems of the SGR (its role, procurement and management) centre on its
functions size and composition, and the mechanism by which the use of tile Reserve
is triggered. The functions of the SGR unde:- market reforms ~e not clear. W~th a
targeted level of 150,000 tonnes, it would appear that the .functlon .of the SGR IS to
deal with famine. The amount is too low to serve as an mterventlor. (buffer) stock
needed for effective implementation of price stabilization. However, the issue of
price stabilization under the current decontrol policy is very important.

Since the 1988/89 marketing season, the NMC is no longer obliged to buy all crops
purchased by cooperatives for its commercial operations: 2More rec:entl~, the
government decontrolled all producer and consume~ food prices except .the price of
sugar. Prices of food, to a large extent, are determlOed by the market--lmperfect as
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what constitutes an "emergency" is to be identified by the food
security unit (FSU),

• SGR stocks only to be released on authority of the Prime Minister's
office on recommendation of FSU.

• an SGR unit be established within the Ministry of Agriculture _
headed by a Food Security Officer,

• NMC continue to manage the SGR on behalf of the government in
return for a reimbursement of all expenses resulting from the SGR
operations, and

• a Food Security Reserve Fund be established within government
accounts.
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The costs of Reserve stockholding are substantial (Tanzania Government 1989a) due
to the high cost of storage facilities, their maintenance and depreciation; substantial
10sses attnoutabIe to the decline of product quality, for stocks held for prolonged

1 The ~ftm_n' raxes a. indka.ift (floor) p.ve lor"r 1.-1 staple!> li"'e maiu, padcly and
_heal. CooperalM aft oblicecl 10 pay .. least Ihis p.ve while pmale lraders aft nac. This a_I), is
yet '0 be rorr«lN.
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it is. In order to stabilize both producer and consumer prices for food security purposes, the government needs to be the buyer and seller of last resort. To fulfil the responsibility of buyer and seller of last resort, the government not only needs a Strategic Grain Reserve for famine situations but also an intervention stock for stabilizing prices.

The problem of expanding the SGR to include a buffer stock for price stabilisation is lack of funds (Tanzania Governmeu:. 1988a). During the 1988/89 market season, the government spent about US $10.2 million to support (producer) maize prices in the remote regions of Rukwa and Ruvuma. These regions were excluded from the commercial maize operations of the NMC3 and neither private traders nor the cooperatives were able to buy excess supplies of maize from these regions (Tanzanian government t988b). Since then, the government has continued to buy maize for the SGR from these remote regions, high cost of transportation notwithstanding. As table 1 shows, the two remote regions were the main source of maize grain for the SGR. Others are the Iringa and Mbeya regions which are accessible transport-wise..
Tabfc L- SWKCS of Mate Grain It Paddy for Strategic Grata Rrsem 1999/91

Maize Grain Paddy
RcgiM Qcaafity (loos) * of (be Total Quantity (ton) % onto Total

Rukwa

Ruvuma
Iringa

Mbeya
Anisha

Singida

Dodoma

Mwanza

Shinyanga
Tabora

Kigoma

Total

22217

17867

17619

6970

4000

3124

1600
—

1486
—

—

74883

29.7

23.9

23.5

93

53

42

2.1

—

2.0
—

—

100.0

—
—
—

260

—

—

—

2428

2261
499

245

5693

—

—

—

4.6

—
—
—

42.6

39.7

8.8

43

100.0

Due lo logistical constraints and high transport costs.

Slock Management 
Source: Ministry of Agriculture, Food Security Unit (1991) Unpublished information.

Given that these remote regions arc the main producers of surplus maize in Tanzania, government purchases comprise only a fraction of the marketable surplus. The responsibility of buyer and seller of last resort was left to the respective Regional Cooperatives. Today these cooperatives, like those in other regions, are expected to buy all scheduled crops from fanners and to develop marketing strategies to dispose of the crops. Financial problems, together with marketing problems such as distant markets and high transport costs, have made it very difficult for cooperajives to perform the function of buyer and seller of last resort. This issue remains unresolved.

Size and Composition of the SGR
While there is no dispute about the need to maintain the SGR, the magnitude and composition of the SGR is an issue. The key requirement on the size of the stocks is to relate the SGR to circumstances for which imports are required. However, there is no simple relationship between .;<^k levels and the need to import. A minimum level of the SGR, below which an order for imports should be placed, is difficult to define. The difficulty is that the appropriate minimum level varies with the prevailing market situation and the month of the year.
It has been estimated that, due to scarcity of foreign exchange and other structural p oblems associated with import procedures for processing food, the transportation and distribution of imported food will take between three and four months. To mccl the per capita food requirements during a "normal' food crisis, a minimum of 150,000 tons of SGR is required (Tanzanian Government. 1987 op. cit.). !n the event of severe famine, that amount may not last more than two months.
Related to the issue of the size of SGR is the question of its composition. The 1976/77 Household Budget estimates that about 80 per cent of the urban population cereal requirements is obtained from maize (53%), rice (24%) and wheat (2%). The rules governing the SGR do not specify what the composition of the stocks should be. However, due to processing problems, cassava, sorghum and millet are not included in the SGR. The costs of procuring and maintaining wheat and ncc would make it prohibitive for the government to include them in the SGR. In addition, current consumption requirements for wheat and rice exceed available supphes. Should the SGR contain a substantial amount of these two food crops, pressure to divert them to meet current consumption would be irresistible. Thus, almost the entire SGR should be maize. Currently, some paddy has been purchased for the SGR, Table 1. Due to high transport costs from the main paddy producing areas to the mam consuming areas, private traders have not responded significantly to the increased supply of

It is. In order to stabilize both producer and consumer prices for food security
purposes, the government needs to be the buyer and seller of last resort. To fulfil
the responsibility of buy~r and seller of last resort, the government not only needs a
Stra!egic Grain Reserve for famine situations but also an intervention stock for
stabilizing prices.

The problem of expanding the SGR to include a buffer stock for price stabilisation is
lack of funds (Tanzania Governmeu~. 1988a). During the 1988/89 market season, the
government spent about US $10.2 million to support (producer) maize prices in the
remote regions of Rukwa and Ruvuma. These regions were excluded from the
commercial maize operations of the NM~ and neither private traders nor the
cooperatives were able to buy excess supplies of maize from these regioJ::.; (Tanzanian
government 1988b). Since then, the government has continued to buy maize (.'lr the
SGR from these remote regions, high cost of transportation notwitlbtanding. As
table 1 shows, the two remote regions were the main sour-:e of maize grain for the
SGR. Others are the Iringa and Mbeya regions which are accessible transport-wise..

Tallie 1: S.na 01 Maize GrQa " hddy lor Stnatak Grata Rneno: ."'".

J Due to loIistitai COIlStmllfs ucI .........sport rosts.

Maize Gni!l
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~: Minisuy of Apicullure, Food Securily Unil (1991) Unpublished information.

It has been estimated that, due to .'iC3J'city of foreign exchange and other structural
p:'oblems &sOCiated with import procedures for processing food, the transportation
and distn"bution of imported food wiD tue between three and four months. To meet
the per capita food requirements during a -normal- food aisis, a minimum of 150,000
tollS of SGR is required (Tanzanian Government. 1987 op. cit.). In the eYeDt of
severe famine, thai amount may not last more than two monlhs.

Size nnd Composition or the SGR

While there is no dispute about the need to maintain the SGR, the magnitude and
composition of the SGR is a&1 issue. The 1;ey requirement on tite size of the stocks is
to relate the SGR to circumstances for which imports are r~uired. Howc\'Cr. there
is no simple rt'lationship between .•;,:.dt levels and the need to import. A minimum
level of the SGR, below which an order for imports should be placed, is diflic:J1t to
define. The difficulty is that the appropriate minimum level varies with !he prevailing
market situation and t.be month of the year.

Given that these remote regions are the main producers of surplus maize in
Tanzani!t, government purchases oomV'ise only a fraction of the marketable surplus.
The responsibility of buyer and seller of last resort was left to the respective Regional
Cooperatives. Today these cooperatives, like those in other regions, are expected to
buy all scheduled crops from farmers and to develop marketing strategies to dispose
of the crops. Financial problems, together with marketing problems such as distant
markets and high transport costs, have made it very difficult for coopera~ives to
perform the function of buyer and seller of last resort. This issue remains
unresolved.

Related to the issue of the size of SGR is the question of its composition. The
1976/n Household Budget estimates that about 80 per cent of the urban population
cereal requirements is obtained from maize (53%), rice (24%) and wheat (2%). The
rules governing the SGR do not specify what the composition of lbe stocks should be.
However, due to processing problems, cassava, sorghum and millet are not included
in the SGR. The costs of procurin~ and maintaining wheat and rice would make it
prohibitive for the government to include them in the SGR. In addition, current
consumption requirements for wheat and rice exceed availahle supplies. Should the
SGR cc-ntain a substantial amount of these two food crops, pressure to divert them to
meel current consumption would be irresistible. Thus, almost the entire SGR should
be maize. Currently, some paddy has been purchased for the SGR, Table 1. Due to
high transport costs from the main paddy producing areas to the main consuming
areas, private traders have not responded significantly to the increased supply of

4.6

42.6

39.7

8.8

4.3

100.0

.. 0I.1Ie Total

2428

260

Paddl:,

2261

499

245

5693

Qalltlty ('OIIS)

2.0

]00.0

1486

74ll.83

Qw.uIlty ('ou) "ol'_Totai

22217 29.7

17867 23.9

17619 23.5

6970 9.3

.cooo 5.3

3124 4.2

1600 2.1
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Mbeya
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paddy. Thus paddy was purchased not so much for the SGR as for the purpose of 
relieving fanners of the huge stocks they could not sell.

Denning an Emergency

The problem is defining what constitutes an emergency for the purpose of triggering 
the release of the SGR. Currently, the SGR stocks can only be released on authority 
of the Prime Minister's Office (PMO) on recommendation of the Food Security Unit. 
To avoid misusing of the SGR, the conditions that constitute an emergency and the 
procedures by which the Prime Minister's office consents to the use of the SGR must 
be defined and strictly followed.

Stock Management: Household Level

Government policy on stock management, until now, has been directed toward a
&ge national operation such as the SGR. There are no policies that would.
encourage stock management at village, district, and regional levels. Recent
investments in storage facilities at the village levei have nothing to do with stock
management for food security purposes. Sotsc villiage storage facilities4 have been
constructed with the objective of storing crops pending collection by Cooperative
Unions/NMC. In this case, storage is considered as an extension of transportation.
Because of * shortage of transport equipment, and/or due to seasonal nature of road
conditions, storage is used to buy time until transport equipment is available or until
the roads are passable. Village storage facilities are also used to store agricultural
inputs and equipment There is evidence to show that many of these village storage
facilities are used only 3 to 4 months in a year (J. Coulter and P. Golob. 1991).
A major reason for ignoring the need for stock management at the village level or
district level is the whole irsue of rural-urban bias. Rural areas are assumed to be
food secure and the probability of a severe food crisis low. Another reason is that, in
the case of rural famine, the quantity of food that would be required for famine relief
is low compared to what the requirements would be in urban areas. The small rural
famine relief required, it is argued, could be supplied by the SGR, transportbottlenecks notwithstanding.

The current market reforms are inadequate to encourage private traders to invest in 
storage facilities lo supply markets during food shortages or during the hungry season

*-
Funds for buiidin
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management takes
(the immediate pre-harvest period)5. Apart from the SGR, stock 
place on-farm.

Data from a Household Food Security Survey in four regions, namely Arusha, 
Singida, Ruvuma and Mrwara* relates household food security under market 
liberalization to household level stock management.

Household Storage

ut 70 to £0 percent of total grain production in Tanzania is kept at the household 
level in traditional storage facilities. (Tanzania Government, Marketing Development 
Bureau, various issues). Stocks held by rural households are meant to meet food 
requirements of the household and, in the event of need for cash, for sale.

The inability of Cooperatives to buy from farmers, and the refusal of private traders 
to buy from remote and low supply areas due to high transport costs, has forced 
some farmers to construct either permanent or temporary storage facilities. The 
following table shows construction of storage before and during a marketing season. 

Table 2:
____ ...__._ *.OT9MH«C11 a«M1

Beftrara Mareh and September 199%, By Region

The number of households in the sample »-s 240. However, some households have contracted 
both permanent and temporary stores.pocn permanent and temp 

Source: Computed from Survey data

5 See Amani rjti Mam. 1991. 'Policies to Promote An Effective Private Trading Svstem in Farm 
Products and Farm Outputs*. Paper presented to the Seventh Annual Conference on Food Security in 
Souther. Africa, M* to 30* October, 1991.

The surrey was conducted in April and September 1990. Ri 
surplus regions while Singida and Mlwara are food deficit. and Arasha represent food
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L The number or households in .he sample ..~ 240. However. some households have conlrucred
both perm.nenl and temporary stores.

Soun:e: Compuled from SUIYC)' dala

(the immediate pre-harvest period)'. Apart from the SGR, stock management takes
place on-farm.

D ta from a Household Food Security Survey in four regions, namely Arusha,
S~da, Ruvuma and Mtwara

6
relates household food security under market

hberalization to household level stoclc management.

Roasehold Storage

AlIout 70 to 80 percent of total grain production in Tanzania is kept at the household
level in traditional storage facilities. (Tanzania Government, Marketing Development
Bureau, various issues). Stoclcs held by rural households are meant to meet food
requirements of the household and, in the event of need for cash, for sale.

The inability of Cooperatives to buy from farmers, and the refusal of private traders
to buy from remote and low supply areas due to high transport costs.••~as forced
some farmers to construct either permanent or temporary storage faalihes. The
foDowing table shows construction of storage before and during a marketing season.

TIIIJIe 2: PI'apon.. or HOIISeIIoIds WIIir. Coastnonftl Sf...Cap8riIy
..... Mud! ...~ 1"" 8J Recioa

paddy. Thus paddy Was purchased not so much for the SGR as for the pur(JOse r
relieving farmers of the huge stocks they could not sell. 0

Denningan~

The - is defining what "'""".'e. aD .m......"" for the pu"""" of lrieBeri"ll
the ...~ of ~.SGR. eun.nlIy, ,&. SGR st_ <an only be rdeased on aut/writy
of the ~nm~ M~cr'sOffice (PMO) on recommendation of the Food Security Unit.
To avotd mlSUStng of the SGR, the conditions that constitute an emergency and the
procedures by which the Prime Minister's office consents to the USC of the SGR mUstbe defmed and strictly foUewed. .

Stock M8IIageaIeaa: HOUSdIoid Level

G ovemm~nt policy on stoclc management, until now, has been directed toward a
~ge national Operation such as the SGR. There are no policies that would
~ncourage ~ocIc JDanage~~~t at village, district, and regional levels. Recent
mVCSlments m storage faalitlCS at the village levei have nothing to do with stoclc
managemcnt ~or food security ptUposes. SQr.n= viIliage storage facilities4 have been
co~ructed with the. objective of storing aops pending coUection by Cooperative
Umons/NMc. In this case, storage is considered as an extension of transPOrtation.
Bcca.~ of ash~ of transport equipment, and/or due to seasonal nature of road
conditions, storage IS used to buy time unti) transport equipment is available or until
!he roads are ~ble. V~e st?rage facilities are also used to store agricultural
m~u.~ and eqUIpment. There IS CVJdencc t~ show that many of these village storage
faciliti.es are Used omr 3 t~ 4 months in a year (1. Coulter and P. Golob. 1991).
~ ~aJor r~ (or 19Dor:Dg the need for stoclc management at the village level or
district level IS the whole ,:~ue of rural-urban bias. Rural areas are assumed to be
food secure and the ~obabilltyof ~ severe food aisis low. Another reason is that, in
!hc case o( rural (amme, the quantity of food that would be required for famine relief
IS low compared to what the requirements would be in urban areas. The small rural
famine relief required, it is argued, could be supplied by the SGR transportbotdeneds notwithstanding. ,

The Cu.lTe~t.~arket reforms are inadequate to encourage private traders to invest in
storage faalitles :Q supply markets dUring food shortages or dUring the hungry season

Stock Management

Typed
Recion IStonge

RowMlWara% Ruvuma % Sinpta %' ~l:l% Tout(n-222) (n-374)- (n-I98) (n-220) % (n - 1036)
Permanenl 29.3 "9.6 83.8 -48.6 51.9
Temporal)' 70.7 SO.4 16.2 51.4 48.1
Column Tora! 21.8 36.8 19.5 21.9 100.0
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• _ ..__.....__..""................. F................1Ift. a.e r.... Y8IioIts~

5 See Aaaaai '-"d M..... 1991. ·Polities Co P.-~ Aa Etrmi.-e Pri".c~Tradiac SysCftII ill F.rm
Pndwts ... F.,. Ovcpucs·. Paper presented '0 trw Sewat. Aanu.1 COClkftnre 011 Food Security i.
ScMItMni Afrinl, ua to • Odobrr, 1"1•

-n. Alrwy -as ftNIdwcftl ill April .ad SeptaalJer 19M. R__ .nd AnI. npreseat rood
A1rph1s I'fIioIlS while Singicb and M""ara are rood .rltit.
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With the exception of Singida, the majority of the households in all other regions 
constructed temporary storage facilities. This reflects the high cost of building 
permanent storage facilities at the household level.

Permanent storage facilities include homesteads which are used both as homes and as 
stores, Table 3.

Quality of Storage

Table 3: Ttmmltft of Households with Different Qualities 
of Stooge Facility by Ktfnm: 1999/91

1. Bride wail & iron sheets 

Z Mud mil A inn sheets

3. Mud w*U A Hutched

4. Inside house

5. Outside House (cowered)

6. Outside house (uncovered)

7. Other (specify)

Column Total________ 
Source: Computed from survey <

In survey regions, many fanners hold stocks inside their homes, while a few store 
outside their homesteads. The probability of crop losses in the latter case is high. 
The traditional storage methods are low cost in terms of investment but may result in 
significant crop losses. When asked whether they have experienced any crop losses in 
storage, the households responded as in Table 4.

8.2

l&S

29.0

33.7

0.9

6.0

3.7

29.7

8.0

Z8

34.0

27.6

18.3

5.5

3.6

30.5

7.2

8.2

43

763

1.1

Z4

OS

17.4

4.1

83

353

32.7

0.0

IS

18.0

22.4

7.1

9.6

27.6

39.1

6.1

42

63

100.0

Table 4: Proportion of Households Which Experience* Crop Losses u 
Stonft im 1999/91 Marketing Season, Br Sffiom
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The proportion of households which experienced crop losses is higher in those 
regions with more temporary storage facilities (Mtwara and Ruvuma — compare 
tables 3 and 4).

The major causes of storage losses are insects, fire, theft and moisture. Insect 
damage is more serious than other causes of crop losses, Table 5. A combination of 
poor storage facilities and poor pest control strategies contribute to the losses. 
Heavy insect losses are found in those areas where farmers plant hybrid maize or 
seed obtained from the previous year's crop.

Table 5: Major Cmmst of Storage Losses; Proportion of Households 
Responding, by Region -1990/91

Cause of Loss

Insects

Fire

Moisture

Theft

Other (specify)

Column Total

Mtwara % 
(n=84)

.,23

123
—

20.0

15.4

36.2

Ruvuma % 
(n=68)

473

15.5

93

15.5

123

293

Singida % 
(n=35)

100.0

—

—

—

15.1

Arusha % 
(r=45)

90.5

•4.8

4.8

"

—

19.4

Row Total 
%(n = 232)

65.5

9.9

3.4

12.1

9.1

100.0

Source: Computed from survey data

The 1989/90 production season was bad for most parts of the country. There was
too much rain7 in some regions, such as Mtwara and Arusha, and drought in other 
regions, such as Singida. In a normal production year, a single storage season lasts 
for about ten months (Golob 1986). Because of the poor production season, the 
average stock held and storage period were very low compared to the storage 
capacity, Table 6. With such low food stocks, many households were food insecure 
since low production also meant low incomes. Not.only were the food stocks low but 
average losses due to storage were quite significant. In Mtwara, for example, average 
storage loss was SO percent of the amount stored. Theft, insects and fire contributed 
to this high rate of storage loss.

' There were floods im Mtwara (Masasi and Newala districts) and Arusha (mainly in Babati 
district).
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T_ae 5: M.r e-se of 51 Lossu; I'rnpol1ion or Houoeholds
Respoadi by Repon .1990/'1

The proportion of households which experienced crop losses is higher in those
regions with more temporaJy storage facilities (Mtwara and Ruvuma _ cOmpare
lables 3 and 4).

The major causes of storage losses ace insects, fire, theft and moisture. IDSCd
damage is more serious than other causes of crop losses, Table 5. A combination of
poor storage facilities and poor pest control strategies contribute to the losses.
Heavy insect losses ace found in those aceas where farmers plant hybrid maize or
seed obtained from the previous year's crop.

100.0 90.5 65.5

201

121

9.1

100.0

4.8 9.9

4.8 3.4

19.4
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Singida % Arusila % Row Toral
(n =35) (r =45) % (0 = 232)

15.1

Cause of Loss Mrwua% Ruvuma%
{n =84) (0=68)

Insects .,2.3 47.3

fire 12.-1 15.5

Moisture - 9.3

Theel 20.0 15.5

Olher (specify) 15.4 12.3

Column Total 36.2 29.3

With the exception of Singida, the majority of the households in aU other regions
constructed temporaJy storage facilities. This reflects the high cost of bUilding
permanent storage facilities at the household level.

Permancnt storage facilities include homesteads which are used both as homes and as
stores, Table 3.

TMie 3: !'aft... 01 H_1IoIds wit. DiIrere... QuJities
01 SConee FlIdIity by Rapt.: 1""'1

Qualily of Stonge
Mrwara Ruwma Singida Anasha Row Total(n=222) (n=374) (n=Ige) (n=220) (n = 1036)% % % % %

I. Brick Mil &: il'Oll sheelS 8.2 8.0 7.2 ".1 7.1
2. Mud waJJ a: iron sbcets 18.5 2.8 8.2 8.3 9.6
3. Mud .... &: tbatebcd 29.0 34.0 ....3 :55.3 7:7.64. Inside bouse

33.7 7:7.6 76.3 32.7 39.1
S. Outside House (COIIered) 0.9 18.5 1.1 0.0 6.1
6. Outside house (UJlCO\'ered) 6.0 5.5 2.4 r.s 4.2
7. Other (spcc:i(y) 3.7 3.6 0.5 18.0 6.3
Column Total 29.7 30.5 17." 22... 100.0~rce: compured from sun-cy CGIa

In survey regions, many farmcrs hold stocks inside their homes. while a few store
outside their homesteads. The probability of crop losses in the latter case is high.
The traditional storage methods are low cost in terms of investment but may result in
significant aop losses. When asked whcther they have experienced any crop losses in
storage, the households responded as in Table 4.

THIe 4: Proponioa orH~ WIUc. E.perie..Crop Losses ia
SConee ia 1"'/91 Marbfi. Saso., 81 ReIioa

Mrwara% Ruvuma% Singida % Arusha % RowResponse (n IC21S) (n=214) (n=I3S) (n = 165) Total
% (n = 729)

Yes 39.2 31.8 25.9 27.3 32.4
No 60.8 68.2 74.1 72.7 67.6
Column Total 29.5 29.4 185 22.6 100.0~urce: COmpured from survey dara

Source: Computed from surYey data

The 1989/90 production season was bad for most parts of the country. There was
too muc4 rain' in some regions, such as Mtwara and Arusha, and drought in other
regions, such as Singida. In a normal production year, a single storage season lasts
for about tcn months (Golob 1986). Because of the poor production season, the
average stock held and storage period were very low compared to the storage
capacity, Table 6. With such low food stocks, many households were food insecure
since low production also meant low incomes. Not.only were the food stocks low but
average losses due to storage were quite significant. In Mtwaca, for example, average
storage loss was 50 percent of the amount stored. Theft, insects and fue contributed
to this high rate of storage loss.

7 n.e.... -.... Roods ill Mrwara (Masasi .ad N-.Ja districts) .ad Arusa (....inly in Babati
district)•

..-
0"--
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TaMe C. Average Storage Period (nvanths), Namber of Months Profitable lo Store, Average Storage Capacity (bags), Average NanaVr of Unit (bags) Stored and Average Nmmber of Units (bags) lost by Region: l9S9/9t Season

Avenge Avenge No. of months Average no. of Avenge no. storage period storage profitable to bags stored of bags lost (months) capacity (bags) store Region

Mtwara U 193 22 1.0 OS 
Ruvuma 4.7 235 3.9 7.0 0.9 
Singida 1.4 11.4 2.4 1.6 0.4 
Arusha 4.9 21.2 2.4 93 0.1

Source: Computed from survey data

Household storage can be supplemented with village- storage capacity if available. As table 7 shows, not many households in the survey had a nearby village store. Relatively high positive responses in Arusha and Ruvuma are explained by the recent deliberate decision to erect more village stores in the food surplus regions. Village facilities are available for use by farming households as show in Table 7.
TaMe?. Doe* the Village Own Storage Facility?: Proportion of HoMehaUs Responding, by Region 1999/91

Response Mtwara % Ruvuma % Singida % Arusha % Row Total (n«215) (n«214) (n-134) (n = 166) % (n = 729)
Yes 47.9 6*8 0.4 59.9 47.5 
No 52.1 33.2 99.6 40.1 S2JS
Column 295 293 18.4 22-8 100.0 Total

Source: Computed from survey data

Q
i 

Stock Management
Table 8. Proportion of Households Which Have Used/Not Used Village Storage Farilitr In Past Three Years; By Region

Response Mtwan % Ruvuma % Singida % Anisha % Row Total (n=215) (n=214) (n=134) (n=167)
Yes 20.0 25.7 — — 13.9 
No 80.0 743 100.0 100.0 86.1 
Column Total 29.4 29.3 183 23.0 100.0

P
\f ^^

203

Source: Computed from survey data

In Mtwara and Ruvuma, 25% of the sampled households have used village storage facilities in the last three years. Reasons Tor using village stores include proximity and the availability of a village godown, Table 9.
TaMe 9. Reasons for Utilizing Village Storage Capacity: In Last Three Years

Quality of storage Mtwan Ruvuma Singida Anisha Row Total (n=43) (n=55) (n=0) (n=23) (n - 121)
1. dote to me 20.9 5.5 0.0 0.0 9.9 
2. Availability of Ready Market 0.0 16.7 0.0 0.0 7.4 
3. Availability of storage space 79.1 77.8 0.0 100.0 82.7 
Column Total 35.0 ' 45.4 0.0 19.6 100.0

Source: Computed from survey data

Reasons given for not using the village storage capacity are shown in Table 10. Those households whose own storage capacity is inadequate, cannot entrust their grain to a village store for fear of crop deterioration, theft and/or unauthorized by the union.
own 
sale

None of the households in Arusha and Singida region had used village storage facilities during the past three years, Table 8.
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Table '" Aft,.. St... Period <__lis), N_btr or MoltChs Prordable to Store, AftJ1I&e Storllf
CaparifJ (IlIp), A..... N....... or Vaif (Np) StorM .... Awnee N.-ber or Vaits (Np)
lost .,. ....._'M Sea-.

AW:n.F Aw:nge No. of monlhs Average no. of Average no.
stonge period stonge profilable CO bapstored ofbap loa

(moatlls) caplCity (bap) store
Re&ion

Mlwara 1.8 19.3 2.2 1.0 05
Ruvuma 4.7 23.5 3.9 7.0 0.9
Singida l.4 11.4 2.4 1.6 0.4

ArusIIa 4.9 21.2 2.4 9.3 0.1

Source: Compuced from survey daca

Household storage can be supplemented with village storage capacity if available. Astable 7 shows. not lIWly households in the survey had a nearby village store.Relatively high positM: responses in Arusba and Ruwma are explained by the recent
deh"berate decision te erect more village stores in the food surplus regions. Villagefacilities are available for use by fanning household'i as show in Table 7.

T'" 7. Don fR vm.p 0- St..... FKiIiIJ!: PropoItio. of
B....liIs .....iaI. .,. R.eaioa 1""'1

Response MIdnl% Ruvuma% SinJida % Anasba % RowTocaJ
(a-2l5) (a-ZI4) (n c 134) (a 0= 166) % (n 0= 729)

Yes 47.9 66.8 0.4 59.9 47.5

No 52.1 33.2 99.6 40.1 S2.S
Column 29.5 29.3 18.4 22.8 100.0Tolal

Source: Compuled from survey daca

None of the households in Arusha and Singida region had used village storagefacilities dwing the past three years, Table 8.

Table.. Proponioa or HOIIsellolcls WIIk. B_ Vsed/Not Used ViII.
Slorw Facility i. Past Three Years: By Rgio.

Response Me-ra% Ruvuma % Singida % Arosha % Row TOIaI
(a=2l5) (a =214) (n=l34) (a=167)

Yes 20.0 25.7 13.9

No 80.0 74.3 100.0 100.0 86.1
Column Toeal 29.4 2Y.3 18.3 23.0 100.0

Soutce~ CompuCed from survey daca

In Mtwara and Ruwma, 25% of the sampled households have used viIIage storagefacilities in the last three years. Reasons ;or using village stores include proximity and
the availability of a village godown, Table 9.

Quality of stonge Mrwanr Ruvuma Singida Arusba Row TOlal
(a =43) (n=SS) (a =0) (n=23) (n "' 121)

1. ac.e Co me 20.9 5.5 0.0 0.0 9.9

2. Availability of Ready Martel 0.0 16.7 0.0 0.0 7.4
3. Availability of stonge spac:e 79.1 77.8 0.0 100.0 82.7
Column Toeal 3S.0 45.4 0.0 19.6 100.0

Source: Compuled from 5U~ data

Reasons given for no( using the village storage capacity are shown in Table 10.
Those households whose own storage capacity is inadequate, cannot entrust their owngrain to a village store for fear of crop deterioration, theft and/or unauthorized saleby the union.
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3- Village has 

«• One storage is adequate 

Column Total

Conclusion

The impact of market liberalization on stock management is still emerging. Private 
traders do not hold stocks -- their trade is strictly on a spot basis. The market 
reform policies do not encourage private traders to specialize in stock management 
Cooperatives, crippled by financial problems, are unable to manage stocks in rural areas.

The current centralized system of stock management is expensive and urban biased.
Thus, a diversified pattern of government storage of food grains should include
investment in and improvement of on-farm storage and storage by private traders and
cooperatives. Household storage facilities for stock management are relatively cheap
and emphasis should be placed on improving them.

The government should re-examine its policy towards the functions of the SGR. j 
With the price decontrol for agricultural food crops, price and market stabilization { 
may become a variable. The SGR may not be confined to emergency cases. ; 

To minimize operational costs of that part of the SGR held in physical form, the 
government should seek donor support to establish a financial food security reserve : 
that would be maintained as an external foreign exchange reserve.
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ror Not Using Vii. Storage Farilify R9'h>n: Last TIt.... v..!!!

Q~lily0( storage
Mlwara Ruvuma Singida Arusha Row(n=43) (n=55) (n=o) (n=23) TOIaI

1. Insecure
/).7 0.0 0.0 14.5 6.72. Did nor~ much 10 store
2.2 7.3 0.0 16.2 6.4

3. Village has no storage
6S.1 44.6 100.0 56.2 6S.J

4. One storage is adeq~te
21.J 48.1 0.0 13.1 21.6Column Total
28.2 26.1 22.0 23.7 100.0~u~: Computed from SUl\'ey dala
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CHANGING MARKETING ENVIRONMENT, EMERGING
PRICING ISSUES AND
POLICY IN MALAWI

Exley B.D. Silumbu1

INTRODUCTION

A number of studies and reviews exist on pricing policy regarding the smallholder agricultural sector in Malawi within the structural adjustment programme (SAP) of the 1980s. These especially pertained to input pricing and subsidy management; import-export parity and gross-margin pricing; fiscal and financial considerations; historical evolution of pricing policy; statistical estimation of supply responses; eta, (see bibliography). This paper focuses on: 1) reporting the extent to which changes in government, partial deregulation and pricing have altered the marketing environment using the data collected in the Food Marketing Liberalization Survey undertaken by the Centre for Social Research of the Univt ,-sity of Malawi during 1990-1991; 2) discusses the potential for Government intervention to influence food grain markets and prices; and, 3) tests for the market-efficiency enhancement potential of market liberalization.

Overall Performance of Smallholder Production

A number of domestic and csiernal forces and natural hazards have conditioned the performance of the smallholder subsector, but the differential outcome exhibited by various crops indicates that policies may have had a decisive role to play. The deadweight impact has been a depressed production in groundnuts and tobacco so that the balance of payments contribution of the subsector has not been satisfactory. The poor performance of maize production during 1984 - 87 was attributed mainly to the smallholder fertilizer subsidy removal programme which necessitated taking a cautious approach, given higher landed costs due to devaluations and inflated external transport costs. Although production has recovered, the structural problems of low fertilizer uptake and low proportion of hybrids to total production remain.
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CHANGING MARKETING ENVIRONMENT, EMERGING
PRICING ISSUES AND
POLICY IN MALAWI

Exley B.D. Silumbul

INTRODVCI10N

A number of studies and reviews exist on pricing policy regarding the smallholder
agricultural sector in Malawi within the struetul-aI adjustment programme (SAP) of the
19805. These especially pertained to input pricing and subsidy management;
import-export parity and gross-margin pricing; fiscal and financial consideraticns;
historical evolution of pricing policy; statistical estimation of supply responses; etc.. (see
bibliography). This paper focuses on: 1) reporting the extent to which changes in
government, partial deregulation and pricing have altered the marketing environment
using the data collected in the Food Marketing Liberalization Survey undertaken by the
Centre for Social Research of the UniY< --sity of Malawi during 1990-1991; 2) discusses
the potential for Government intervention to influence food grain markets and prices;
and, 3) tests for the market-efficiency enhancement potential of market liberalization.

Overall PerfOI'llUllKe or Smallholder Production

A number of domesHc :!..qd e:aernaJ forces and natural hazards have conditioned the
performance of the smallholder subsec:tor. but the differential outcome exhibited by
various crops indicates that policies may have had a decisive role to play. The
deadweight impact has been a depressed production in g:-oundnuts and tobacco so that
the balance of payments contribution of the subsector has not been satisfactory. The
poor performance of maize production during 1984 - 87 was attributed mainly to the
smallholder fertilizer subsidy removal programme which necessitated taking a cautious
approach, given higher landed costs due to devaluations and inOated external transport
costs. Although production has recovered, the structural problems of low fertilizer
uptake and low proportion of hybrids to total production remain.
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The stagnation of the subsector is seen in the low growth in its contribution to Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP). Inspite of SAP measures, the subsector has been depressed 
since 1984. The contribution of the agricultural sector to economic recovery in the latter 
half of the 1980s decade was from the largescale subsector. Differential access to 
resources, technology and vulnerability to shocks are some of the factors responsible for 
differences in performance between these two subsectors.

A critical food security implication of the depressed productivity of the maize subsector 
is that domestic demand has persistently outstripped domestic maize production since 
1985/86, excluding the refuge demand. (Estimated minimum consumption requirement 
is 945-1,000 legs of maize per year or about one 90-kg bag per month for an average 
household of five). In general, Admarc regional net purchases show that the Southern 
Region tends to be a net importer of maize from the other two regions. It can be seen 
that the partial produce market liberalization introduced in 1987, the withdrawal of 
Admarc from unprofitable markets and our survey all have occurred during a tight 
domestic maize market. The survey was actually carried <">-it against an 11% drop in 
maize production.

The Changing Marketing Environment

We examined the manner in which households and private traders responded to the 1987
marketing changes. Seventy four percent of the households interviewed in the Lilongwe
Agricultural Development Division (LJLADD) responded that maize has not been
sufficiently available in the local markets in recent years. This percentage was lower in
the other ADDs ~ 49% for Blantyre ADD (BLADD) and 16% for Mzuzu ADD
(MZADD). Admarc had closed about 50 percent of their markets in all areas. A
majority to the respondents trade with Admarc (85%, 68.4% and 92-2% in LLADD,
BLADD and MZADD, respectively). Admarc's closures did make a difference (86.7%
in LLADD, 89.8% in BLADD, and 77.7% in MZADD). Fifty five percent in MZADD
and 55% in BLADD claimed that it now was difficult to buy compared with only 6.6%
and 12.7% who found it difficult to sell their produce. LLADD households, however,
found the situation different as 433% found i'. difficult to sell while only 123%
experienced purchasing problems with Admarc market closures.

Many households, however were looking forward to dealing with Admarc the following 
year - 823% in MZADD, 763% in LLADD, and 673% in BLADD. The nature of the 
expected trade differed marketedly with BLADD households expecting to be net maize 
sellers to Admarc (658% selling with 24.5% buying). This 41% net selling position 
declined to 22.8% for the LLADD households with MZADD households expecting to 
be net maize buyers (32.4% as buyers and 11.8% as sellers). The percentages for 
MZADD households reflected the fact that 42.2% of the households expected to 
purchase inputs from Admarc compared to only 10% and 5.1% for LLADD and 
BLADD.
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I Those who did not expect to deal with Admarc in the following year (32.7% in BLADD,

173% in MZADD and 233% in LLADD) cited distance to Admarc market sites and
unfavourable prices as the key deterrent factors. For instance, 70.1%, 41.8% and 393%
in MZADD, LLADD and BLADD, respectively, thought Admarc market was too far
away while 14.9%, 383% and 433%, respectively, thought that ADMARCs selling

i prices were too high or buying prices were to low. Only 33%, 7.6 and 5.7% of the
j households which did not expect to deal with Admarc in MZADD, LLADi.) and
j BLADD, respectively, thought that private traders offered better prices and services than
i Admarc.
|
I It has been established empirical from econometric analyses that smallholders respond 
! rationally to relative prices. Qualitative responses to this question showed that only 

LLADD households (61.8%), on average, expected to respond positively to expected 
producer prices. A majority in BLADD (53.6%) and MZADD (62.1%) did not expect 
to be influenced by expected prices in their crop production decisions. For a majority, 
input decisions turned out to be binding constraints including land reallocauons. Thus, 
non-price variables play an important role in smallholder's supply calculations.

Traders' Responses

The entry of private traders was quite substantial and favourable in the Central and 
Southern Regions. Unfortunately there was no private trader in the survey areas of 
Mzimba Central or South. In LLADD, of the 53 traders, more than 40% had been in 
the business of trading in agricultural produce for only three years at the time of the 
baseline survey — more than half, for five years. Ten of the 53 traders had been in 
business for only one year. Another indicator of favourable response to liberalization 
is that 82.1% and 72.7% of traders in LLADD and BLADD, respectively, claimed that 
competition in produce marketing had increased. The level of education for traders is 
substantially higher than for households. About half of the traders belong to an elitist 
group holding some leadership position or belonging to some sodo*ecomic commmittee 
in a traditional, party, religious or business association.

Planners question whether private traders are willing to trade in food deficit areas. In 
LLADD and BLADD, 763 % and 94%, respectively, of the traders thought that traders 
were generally willing to trade b deficit areas as sellers. Thirty-eight point five percent 
and 34.4%, respectively reported that they were already trading there. Moreover, 22% 
and 563%, respectively, were planning to begin selling in food deficit areas. Low 
demand for sales in food deficit areas was not a significant deterrent to selling there.

How have the regulatory changes affected traders? A general feature of the economic 
liberalization process in Malawi is that local government authorities, such as Municipal 
and District Councils, tend to control and/or institute additional controls on certain 
items that have been liberalized by the national or Central Government. Most traders,

The stagnation of the subsector is seen in the low growth in ils contribution to GrOSsDomestic Product (GDP). Inspite of SAP measures, the subsector has been depressedsince 1984. The contribution of the agricultufal sedor to economic recovery in the latterhalf of the 19805 decade was from the largescale subseetor. Differential access toresources. technology and vuloerability to shocJcs are some of the factors responsible fordifferences in performance between these two subseetors.

A critical food security implication of the depressed productivity of the maize subsectoris that domestic demand has persistently outstripped domestic maize production since1985/86, excluding the refuge demand. (Estimated minimum consumption requirementis 945-1,000 kgs of maize per year or about one 9O-kg bag per month for an averagehousehold of fIVe). In general, Admarc regional nel purl".hases show that the SouthernRegion tends to be a net importer of maize from the other two regions. It can be seenthat the partial produce market liberalization introduced in 1987, the withdrawal ofAdmarc from unprofitable markets and our survey all have occurred during a tightdomestic maize market. The survey was actually carried "'Olt against an 11% drop inmaize production.
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Those who did not expect to deal with Admarc in the following year (32.7% in BLADD,17.5% in MZADD and 23.5% in LLADD) cited distance to Admarc market sites andunfavourable prices as the key deterrent factors. For instance, 70.1%,41.8% and 395%in MZADD, LLADD and BLADD, respectivdy, thought Admarc market was too faraway while 14.9%, 385% and 43.3%, respectively, thought that ADMARCs sellingprices were too high or buying prices were to low. Only 35%, 7.6 and 5.7% of thehouseholds which did not expect to deal with Admarc in MZADD, LLADi.1 andBLADD, respectively, thought that private tradei"S offered better prices and services thanAdmarc.

It has been established empirical from econometric analyses that smallholders respondrationally to relative prices. Qualitative responses to this question showed that onlyLLADD households (61.8%), on average, expected to respond positively to expectedproducer prices. A majority in BlADD (53.6%) and MZADD (62.1%) did not expectto be influenced by expected prices in their aop production decisions. For a majority,input decisions turned out to be binding constraint" including land reallocai.;ons. Thus,Don-price variables play an important role in smallholder's supply calculations.

/':,/

The CbaDging Markdiag Eaviroament

We examined the manner in which househoids and private traders responded to the 1987marketing changes. Seventy four percent of the households interviewed in the LilongweAgricultural Development Division (Ll.ADD) responded that maize has not beensufficiently available in the local markets in recent years. This percentage was lower inthe other ADDs - 49% for Blantyre ADD (BLADD) and 16% Cor Mzuzu ADD(MZADD). Admarc had closed about 50 percent of their markets in an areas. Amajority to the respondents trade with Admarc (85%, 68.4% and 92.2% in ll.ADD,BLADD and MZ.ADD, respectively). Admarc's closures did make a difference (86.7%in LIADD, 89.8% in BIADD, and 77.7% in MZADD). Fifty five percent in MZADDand 55% in BLADD claimed that it now was difficult to buy compared with only 6.6%and 12.7% who Cound it difficult to seU their produce. LlADD households, however,found the situation different as 43.3% Cound i~ difficult to sell while only 12.5%experienced purchasing problems with Adman: market closures.

Many households, however were looking forward to dealing with Admarc the followingyear - 82.5% in MZADD, 765% in LLADD, and 67.3% in BJ...A.DD. The nature of theexpeded trade differed marketedly with BlADD households expecting to be net maizesellers to Admarc (65.8% selling with 245% buying). This 41% net selling positiondeclined to 22.8% for the LLADD households with MZADD households expecting tobe net maize buyers (32.4% as buyers and 11.8% as sellers). The percentages forMZADD households reflected the fact that 42.2% of the households expected topurchase inputs from Admarc compared to only 10% and 5.1% for LLADD andBLADD.

Traders' Responses

The entry of private traders was quite substantial and favourable in the Central andSouthern Regions. Unfortunately there wall no private trader in the survey areas ofMzimba Central or South. In LLADD, of the S3 traders, more than 40% had been inthe business of trading in agricultural produce for only three years at the time of thebaseline survey _ more than half, for five years. Ten of the 53 traders had been inbusiness for only one year. Another indicator of favourable response to libera1izationis that 82.1% and 72.7% oCtraders in LLADD and BLADD, respectively, claimed thatcompetition in produce marketing bad inaeaserl. The level of education for traders issubstantially higher than Cor households. Aoout half of the tr.:1ders belong to an elitistgroup holding some leadership position or belonging to some socio-ecomic commmitteein a traditional, party, religious or business association.

Planners question whether private tradeas are willing to trade in food deficit areas. InLLADD and BlADD, 765 % and 94%, respectively, of the traders thought that traderswere generally willing to trade in deficit areas as sellers. Thirty-eight point fIVe percentand 34.4%. respectively reported that they were already trading there. Moreover, 22%and 56.3%, respectively, were planning to begin seUing in food deficit areas. Lowdemand for sales in food deficit areas was not a significant deterrent to selling there.
How ha':e the regulatory changes affected traders? A generai feaiure of the' economicliberalization proces:. iIi Malawi is that local government authorities, such as Municipaland District Councils, tend to control and/or institute additional controls on certainitems that have been liberalized by the national or Central Government. Most traders,
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_ _— — —u» uuiucnce tneir choic _ .._. e paces 
where these regulations applied strictly. In LLADD 73.1% and 80.8% felt that these 
controls did not affect buying and selling prices of grain while the comparative figures 
for BLADD were 61.8% and 67.6%. The effect of these controls was stronger in 
BLADD than in LLADD with 235% and 17.6% of traders in the former ADD reporting 
that controls tended to make buying prices high while depressing selling prices.

Unexpectedly, local controls, Central Government pricing policy and the partial market 
liberalization seem to have had positive regional effects on the trading opportunities of 
private traders. The 1987 produce marketing reforms led to the introduction of two 
official prices, one being the official price traders receive when selling maize to Admarc 
at Admarc's divisional markets, a price higher than the producer floor price. The Other 
price is the maximum consumer price traders are supposed to charge consumers - a 
price higher than ADMARC'S consumer price. This pricing arrangement is designed to 
get around the constraint imposed by the pan-territorial pricing structure. It is also 
intended to facilitate the flow of maize from rural areas to major Admarc depots and 
urban areas and back to rural areas during periods of scarcity. Changes in Government 
price policy affected half of the traders in LLADD and 58.8% in BLADD. It enabled 
71.4% in each ADD to earn more profit. Twenty-eight point six percent of the traders 
in BLADD could buy more crops.

Traders' responses and opportunities, however, are constrained by liquidity and 
infrastmctural factors. The dominant marketing constraints, cited by 38.2% of the 
BLADD traders, are lack of credit followed by unavailability of transport (235%). If 
transport costs are added, then transport accounts for 35.2%. For Lilongwe, lack of
credit and transport (202%) were equally important - with transport in general, 35.6%.
These factors outweighed the storage constraint which was cited by only 10.6% ii;
LLADD and 7.4% in BLADD. Being mostly "Spot Marketeers", cash and transportproblems dominate.

The implications of these constraints are two-fold. First, although private traders do not 
seem to fear Admarc's as a competitor, the traders' potential is seriously undermined 
by Admarc relative superiority in access to liquidity with which to command resources 
and marketing logistics. Second, the credit/transport constraint may have significant 
implications for spatial or trans-regional market intermediation and integration by the 
private sector.

Production-Marketing Cycles and Price Movements

The seasonal cycle of maize prices, observed at the major urban markets, has created 
keen interest in food-security-concerned circles. The Department of Economic Planning 
and Development (especially its Food Security and Nutrition Unit or FSNU) is

• concerned about the lack of a precise explanation for the rise in -maize market price in 
i the face of the availability of maize stock at Admarc outlets (Food Security and Nutrition 
i Bulletin, March, 1991, p.ll). Their concern is motivated by the desire to protect
• low-income households against high consumer prices. They favour increased 

j intervention to reduce market prices to official consumer price levels (Ibid, p. 12).

. An examination of the maize price cycle reveals that prices start rising in the
; June-August period and continue to rise until they peak in December-January
1 (sometimes February). Thereafter they fall until they bottom out in June-August. The

harvesting and marketing season starts in April, with Admarc purchasing peaking during
June-August and ending in October-November — the planting period. The price decline
starts in the pre-harvest period of January-March and its trough coincides with Admarc's
peak purchasing period.

The survey carried out weekly collection of data on prices in some markets in rural areas 
and centres. Monthly prices were collected at Nguludi and Blantyre, and at Chunbiya 
and Lilongwe, respectively and matched with the official minimum producer price and 
the private trader official maximum consumer price (PTMCP). Rural market consumer 
prices: also start rising when urban market prices start to rise. However, they continue 
rising into the pre-harvest period after the urban markets have peaked.

The seasonal food-security cycle, or maize depletion schedule, is related to the household 
maize price cycle. Survey data indicate that a quarter of the households interviewed, in 
all survey areas, harvest enough maize to reach the next harvesting season. About 32% 
of the households deplete their stocks during July-December, when prices are rising, 
while 39% (almost 47% in LLADD) deplete stocks during January-March when urban 
prices generally begin to fall.

It appears that demand pressures in the maize market start early, before official 
concerns about food insecurity are traditionally revealed. Heavy purchasing to 
accumulate stocks, together with and early distress selling by households to earn cash, 
may be contributory factors to apparent maize scarcities and the concomitant increases 
in price as early as July-September. The collapse of prices in urban centres, while rural 
prices continue to rise unabated, reflects the historical urban bias nature of the 
marketing system. Indeed Admarc has more purchasing points than selling outlets in 
rural areas. This reflects the failure of the marketing system to return sufficient stocks 
to the rural areas during the pre-harvest period.
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appear to be well. aware of the price regulations of the District Councils _ they think
thatth.:yare not ..go~ouslyenforced and tend to be predictable. Sixty-seven percent and
52% o~ the ~aders.m BlADD and LlADD, respectively, reported tbat these price
regulations did Dot ~nflueDce .their ~hoice of grain trading places. They avoided laces
where tb~ regulations ap~lred stnetl~. ID ~LADD 73.1% and 80.8% felt thatPthese
~ntr~d Dot affect buymg and sellmg pnces ofgrain while tbe comparative figures
or B D were 61.8% and 67.6%. The effect of these controls was stronger in

BlADD tban iD LlADD with 235% and 17.6% oftraders in the former ADD re rtin
tbat controls tended to malee bUying prices high while depressing selling prices.PO g

~n~ct~ly, local controls, Central Government pricing policy and tbe partial marker
b~ralazatlon seem to bave had positive regional effects on tbe trading opportunities of
~te tr?ders. The. 1987 produce marketing reforms led to the introduction of two
o lcia!pn~.o!,~ bemg the official price traders receive when selling maize to Admarc
at.A~arcs ~onal markets, a price higher tban tbe producer floor price. The other
p~ce ~ the maxunum consumer price traders are supposed to charge consumers _ a
pnce higher tbanAD~~sconsumer price. This pricing arrangement is designed to
~et around tbe. ~nstrawt unposed by tbe pan-territorial pricing structure. It is also
mteDded to facihtate the flow of maizt: from rural areas to major Admarc depots and
urban areas and back to rural areas dunng periods of"""·CJ·ty Ch:tnnes' G

. Ii ........ . --0 m ovemment~~: p? cy affected half of the traders in LLADD and 58.8% in BLAnD. It enabled
. . % m each ADD to earn more profit. Twenty-eight point six percent of the tradersm BlADD could buy more crops.

An examination of the maize price cycle reveals that prices start rising in the
June-August period and continue to rise until they peak in December-January
(sometimes February). Thereafter tbey fall until they bottom out in June-August. The
harvesting and marketing season starts in April, with Admarc purchasing peaking during
June-August and ending in October-November - tbe planting period. The price decline
starts in the pre-harvest period ofJanuary-March and its trough coincides with Admarc's
peak purchasing period.

The seasonal cycle of maize prices, observed at tbe ma;or urban markets, has created
keen interest in food-securi"j-r.oncem.~ circles. The Departmellt of Economic Planning

r and Development (especially its Food Security and Nutrition Unit or FSNU) is
concerned about tbe lack of a precise explanation for the rise in -maize market price in

.the face of tbe availability of maize stcclc at Admarc outlets (Food Security and Nutrition
Bulletin, March, 1991, p.ll). Their CODrem is motivated by the desire to protect
low-income households against high consumer prices. They favour increased
intervention to reduce market prices to official consumer price levels (Ibid, p. 12).

It appears tbat demand pressures in tbe maize market start early, before official
concerns about food insecurity are traditionally revealed. Heavy purchasing to
accumulate stocks, together with and early distress selling by households to cam cash.
may be contributory factors to apparent maize scarcities and the concomitant increases
in price a5 early as July-September. The collapse of prices in urban centres, while rural
price~ continue to rise unaba:ed, reflects the historical urban bias nature of the
marketing system. Indeed Admarc has more purchasing points than selling outlets in
rural areas. This reneds the failure of the marketing system to return sufficient stocks
to the rural areas during the pre-harvest period.
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Production-Marketing Cycles and Pric:e Movements

The survey carried out weekly collection ofdata on price..<; in some markets in rural areas
and centres. Monthly pri-=es were collected at Nguludi and Blantyre, and at CbUnbiya
and Lilongwe, respectively and matched with tbe official minimum producer price and
the private trader official maximum consumer price (PTMCP). Rural market consu.mer
pricef also start rising when urban market prices start to rise. However, they contIDue
rising into the pre-harvest period after the urban markets bave peaked.

The seasonal food-security cycle, or maize depletion schedule, is related to th~ household
maize price cycle. Survey data indicate that a quarter of the households interviewed. in
all survey areas. harvest enough maize to reach the next harvesting seaso~. About.3~%
of the households deplete their stoclcs during July-December, when pnces are nsmg,
while 39% (almost 47% in LlADD) deplete stocks during January-March when urban
prices gener.:.lIy begin to fall.
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~~:ders' responses and. oPportu?ities, howe~er, are constrained by liquiciity and
astructural factors. The dom!nant marketmg coDStraints, cited by 38.2% of the

BlADD traders, are Jack of credit follOWed by unavailability of transport (235%). If
tr~rt costs are added, then transport accounts for 35.2%. For Lilongw I k f
credit and transport (20.2%). e, ac 0
Th . were equally Important -- with transport in general. 35.6%.

esc factors oU~igbed the storage COnstraint which was cited by only 10.6% iL
LlAobDD and ?4% m BLADD. Being mostly ·Spot Marketeers· cash and transportpr lems dommate. ,

The implications of these constraints are two-fold. First, altbough private traders do not
~n:.: fear Ad.marc's ~ a.co?'~titor, the traders' potential is seriously undermined

YdA arc relatlVC supenonty ID access to liquidity with which to command resource"
an marketing· Innidics Seco d, h ed' . ~
• •• ~~. n I e cr It/transport COnstraint may have significant
~phca(jons for spallal or trans-regional market illtermediation and integration by tbepnvate sector.
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This observed price cycle has some implications for price monitoring for gauging trends 
in market pressures. Price monitoring is useful for detecting price rebounds. This means 
that the exercise has to be continuous. In this respect, market pressures can be detected 
as early as July. Beyond that point, price monitoring per se may be misleading or 
inappropriate in some rural markets where maize is not available. Monitoring quantity 
or market activity rather than price is more useful. Counting the number of traders may 
be a meaningful gauge of scarcity. In areas where markets do not exist, therefore, other 
information collection mechanisms will have to be used.

Market intervention designed to reduce market prices to officially desired limits must 
start early and not be postponed to December-February when prices have already 
peaked. Prices in some rural markets tend to be above the officially stipulated private 
trader-consumer prices for much of the year. Large stocks would be required for 
effective intervention.

Grain Market Liberalization and Market Efficiency

One reason for encouraging increased private participation in produce marketing is to 
promote market efficiency. The advantages cited are associated with the characteristics 
of a competitive market system versus monopoly and/or stnte intervention. The 
effectiveness of liberalization, as revealed in market performance, is empirically 
tested in terms of spatial market unification/integration and allocative efficiency over 
time and reported here.

Spatial market integration is achieved when prices from different regions tend to 
converge or move in tandem, Lc., prices in exporting regions tend to be related to those 
prevailing in importing regions plus transport costs (Ravallion, 1987). Under conditions 
of severe market segmentation, deficit regions are unable to obtain surplus grains from 
surplus regions. This stifles commodity arbitrage maintaining scarcities in deficit regions 
and excess supply in surplus areas. This results in price divergence between regions.

To evaluate the impact of market liberalization on the potential for spatial market 
unification, the Southern Region of Malawi is defined as the deficit region importing 
surpluses from the Central and Northern Regions. Maize grain prices collected monthly 
by the National Statistical Office (NSO) at Blantyre, Lilongwe and Mzuzu city markets 
have been used. The period January 1984 to December 1986 represents the 
pre-liberalization phase and the January 1988-June 1991 period the post liberalization 
phase. \

The concept of cointegration was used to test the long-run relationship of Blantyre 
market prices and prices in Lilongwe and Mzuzu markets. Two economic variables are 
cointegrated if the residuals from the static model are found to be stationary, i.e., exhibit

an order of integration equal to zero or I(o). Two tests were used, the Durbin-Watson 
which tests the null hypothesis of stationarity against non-stationarity (as used by Sargan 
and Bhargava, 1983) and the Dickey-Fuller procedure which tests the null of 
non-stationarity against stationarity. (Dickey and Fuller, 1981; Engle and Granger, 1987).

Weak cointegration emerged with regard to Blantyre and Mzuzu prices for the entire 
period and the pre-liberalization phase. (Tests No.4 and 5). Significant cointegration was 
found between Blantyre and Lilongwe market for both periods with the strength of 
significance increasing for the post-liberalization period, even for Blantyre and Mzuzu 
prices. These results indicate that markets seem to have become more integrated during 
the partial liberalization period.

Allocative efficiency over time refers to the extent that stock adjustment is used to 
influence prices over time. This measure is crucial in gauging the role of private traders 
in the determination of seasonal prices. An efficient trading system tends to be price 
stabilizing between periods of surplus and scarcity, ensuring a steady flow of food among 
seasons.

Monthly average stock adjustment was determined using survey data for LLADD 
traders. Stock adjustment refers to monthly stock accumulation or decumulatioo — 
closing stock minus opening stock for the month. There was a general tendency for 
traders to be in selling positions, especially during January-March, although stock 
accumulation started to diminish much earlier.

To evaluate the effectiveness of market liberalization in enhancing intertemporal 
allocative efficiency, the relationship between increased private participation and price 
variations was examined. Market prices for Blantyre indicated that the amplitude of 
price fluctuations widened soon after June 1987, narrowed between mid-1988 and end 
of 1989, before rising again. This also was true for Lilongwe prices although the 
widening of the amplitude started about a year before market liberalization. For Mzuzu, 
it is clear that the seaso.ial arr.r<itude has tended to increase throughout the 
post-liberalization phase.

The different measures of yearly variation for each year since 1984 are reported. On 
average, the degree of price variation was lower prior to liberalization for all the markets 
as measured by variance and standard deviations. The year of liberalization experienced 
the largest degree of price instability. However, the degree of instability measured by 
the coefficient of variation tended to decline during the post-liberalization phase (even 
for Blantyre) up to 1989.

A number of factors may have been responsible for the increased instability observed 
in the later years. First, it may have been a result of increased domestic scarcity leading 
to market uncertainties. Second, Admarc's withdrawal from the marketing scene may
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This observed price cycle has some implications for price monitoring for gauging trends
in market pressures. Price monitoring is useful for detecting price rebounds. This means
that the exercise has to be continuous. In this respect, market pressures can be detected
as early as July. Beyond that point, price monitoring per se may be misleading or
inappropriate in some rural markets where maize is not available. Monitoring quantity
or market activity rather than price is more useful. Counting the number of traders may
be a meaningful gauge of scarcity. In areas where markets do not exist, therefore, other
information collection mechanisms will have to be used.

Market intervention designed to reduce market prices to officially desired limits must
start early and not be postponed to December-February when prices have already
peaked. Prices in some rural markets tend to be above the officially stipulated private
trader-consumer prices for much of the year. Large stocks would be required for
effective intervention.

Grain Market UberalizatiOll aad Market Elradenc:y

One reason for encouraging inaeased private participation in produce marketing is to
promote market efficiency. The advantages cited are associated with the characteristics
of a competitive market system versus monopoly and/or stnte intervention. The
effectiveness of h1>eralization, as r~ed in market performance, is empirically
tested in terms of spatial market unification/integration and aUocative efficiency over
time and reported here.

Spatial market integratiOE! is achieved when prices from different regions tend to
converge or move in tandem, ie., prices in exporting regions tend to be related to those
prevailing in importing regions plus transport costs (Ravallion, 1987). Under conditions
of severe market segmentation, deficit regions are unable to obtain ~urplusgrains from
surplus regions. This stifles commodity arbitrage maintaining scarcities in deficit regions
and excess supply in surplus areas. This results in price divergence between regions.

To evaluate the impact of market liberalization on the potential for spatial market
unification, the Southern Region of Malawi is defined as the deficit region importing
surpluses from the Central and Northern Regions. Maize grain prices collected monthly
by the National Statistical Office (NSO) at Blantyre, Lilongwe and Mzuzu city markets
have been used. The period January 1984 to December 1986 represents the
pre-liberalizatil?n phase and the January 1988-June 1991 period the post liberalization
phase. \

The concept of cointegration was used to test the long-run relationship of Blantyre
market prices and prices in Lilongwe and Mzuzu markets. Two economic variables are
cointegrated if the residuals from the static model are found to be stationary, i.e., exhibit

an order of integration equal to zero or 1(0). Two tests were used, tbe DlIJ'bio-Watson
which tests the null hypothesis of stationarity against non-stationarity (as used by Sargan
and Bhargava, 1983) and the Dickey-Fuller procedure which tests the null of
non-stationarity against stationarity. (Dickey and Fuller, 1981; Engle and Granger, 1987).

Weak cointegration emerged with regard to Blantyre and Mzuzu prices for the entire
period and the pre-liberalization phase. (Tests No.4 and 5). Significant cointegration was
found between Blantyre and Lilongwe market for both periods with the strength of
significance increasing for the post-liberalization period, even for Blantyre and Mzuzu
prices. These results indicate that markets seem to have become more integrated during
the partial liberalization period.

AIIocative efficiency over time refers to the extent that stock adjustment is used to
influence prices over time. This measure is crucial in gauging the role of private traders
in the determination of seasonal prices. An efficient trading system tends to be prke
stabilizing between periods ofsurplus and scarcity, ensuring a steady flow of food among
seasons.

Monthly average stock adjustment was determined using survey data for LLADD
traders. Stock adjustment refers to monthly stock accumulation or dec:umulation 
closing stock minus opening stock for tbe month. There was a general tendency for
traders to be in selling positions, especially during January-March, although stock
accumulation started to diminish much earlier.

To evaluate the effectiveness of market liberalization in enhancing intertemporal
allocative efficiency, the relationship between inaeased private participation and price
variations was examined. M~rket prices for Blantyre indicated that the amplitude of
price fluctuations widened soon after June 1987, narrowed between IDid-l988 and end
of 1989, before rising again. This also was true for Lilongwe prices although the
widening of the amplitude sl;.rted about a year before market liberalizat~n. For Mzuzu,
it is clear that the seaso.lal amriitude has tended to increase throughout the
post-liberalization phase.

The different measures of yearly variation ror each year since 1984 are reported. On
average, the degree of price variation was lower prior to liberalization for all the markets
as measured by variance and standard deviations. The year of liberalization experienced
the largest degree of price instability. However, the degree of instability measured by
the coefficient of variation tended to decline during the post-liberalization phase (even
for Blantyre) up to 1989.

A number of factors may have been responsible for the increased instability observed
in the later years. First, it may have been a result of increased domestic scarcity leading
to market uncertainties. Sc::ond, Admarc's withdrawal from the marketing scene may
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have worsened the situation. Third, frequent official price revisions may have increased 
the sensitivity of market prices, c.g-, the sharp increase in the mean prices after 1987. 
Inc'eed, cointegration tests between city market prices and official producer prices 
revealed significant cointegration of Blantyre and Mzuzu prices with official producer 
prices after 1987. The reverse however, was observed for Lilongwe prices. These 
analyses point to the potential of the private sector in stablising prices over seasons with 
official intervention influencing price trends. Liquidity and infrastructural constraints 
limit the effective private sectors' role in this regard. Survey data indicate that very few 
traders transact for more than three-four months or maintain stocks for extended 
periods.

Concluding Remarks

A number of observations emerge from the preceding discussion regarding the impacts 
of the 1987 reforms on households and traders. Constraints to emerging pricing policy 
in the food grain markets also are identified. We see from the households point of view 
that, although many households deal with Admarc, their perceptions of dependence 
differ across regions. Specifically, households in the MZADD seem to depend on 
ADMARC for inputs more significantly than households in BLADD and LLADD. The 
importance of prices also varies regionally with a majority of households in LLADD 
claiming to be more influenced by producer prices than BLADD and MZADD 
households. Non-price factors, especially inputs and land reallocation, are also important 
in their production decisions.

The response of traders to the reforms varied from being none in MZADD 'o a rapid 
response in the number of traders in LLADD. Competition in produce trading has 
reportedly increased. The traders appear venturesome and are prepared to fill the gap 
left by Admarc withdrawal from dei.cit rural areas even as sellers. The partial revision 
of panterritorial pricing affected trading performance and improved profitability positions 
of those traders positively influenced by the policy shift. Constraints to increased private 
traders' contribution are lack of credit, limited transport facilities and high transport 
cost. While these constraints are already familiar, there is some evidence to suggest that 
local government authorities' regulatory mechanisms may be constraining traders' 
responses to reforms in some areas.

The seasonal maize market price cycle reveals a bottoming out of prices during 
July-August-September when stocks kept by trade s, and especially Admarc, are at high 
levels. However, urban market prices peak during December-January and start to fall 
during the pre-harvest period. In contrast, rural market prices continue rising unabated 
during the pre-harvest period. The early start in the price rise trend is due to heavy 
restocking of maize and distressed household selling ~ both of these activities lead to 
withdrawal of maize from the market at an early stage. The marketing system's urban 
bias nature tends to exacerbate relative maize scarcities in the rural areas while
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generating relative abundance in urban areas during the pre-harvest period. Nonetheless, 
urban prices stay above the official consumer ceiling price:, which suggests the overall 
inadequacy of intraseasonal maize reserves.

Efficiency effects of market liberalization were gauged from tests on spatial and 
intertemporal market integration. Although the market intermediation mechanisms are 
not fully understood, urban markets in different regions show signs of increased 
integration. Furthermore, market prices have become more responsive to official prices 
since liberalization.

Policy wise, a number of suggestions can be offered. To enhance responses to the price 
mechanism, a supportive hand is required in the form of a significant reduction of 
non-price constraints, especially improvement of access to credit for both farmers and 
traders and transport capacity. There is also the need to eliminate or harmonize local 
government and national regulations where they are incompatible with market 
liberalization.

While ultra-seasonal variations in prices are essential, efforts have to be made to reduce 
the urban bias which is historically built into the marketing system. Since produce prices 
start to rise soon after the peak of the purchasing season, intervention through stock 
management, which is designed to moderate overshooting of prices, has to start quite 
early before market prices peak. This is, however, dependent on holding substantial 
quantities of stocks throughout the September-June period. Monitoring of market 
pressures should be based both on price trends and observations of the extent of market 
activity. Since, in some rural areas, organized periodic markets and trading seems to be 
lacking, other mechanisms of collecting information pertaining to trends in food 
insecurity have to be explored. Furthermore, a supportive hand should be given to the 
establishment of a trading culture in such areas.
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have WO~?ed the situation.- Third, frequenr official price revisions may have increased
th~ sensl~ty of ~arket pnces, e.g., the sharp increase ic the mean prices after 1987.
Int:eed, CC?m~egratlOn .tests~n city market prices and official producer prices
re~ealed Significant comtegralion of Blantyre and Mzuzu prices with official producer
poces afte~ 1987. The reverse however, was observed for Lilongwe prices. These
anal~porot to.the.potenti~of t~e private sector in stablising prices over seasons with
~ffi~a1 mterve?tlon .influenang pnce trends. Liquidity and infrastructural constraints
linllt the effectIVe pnvate sedors' role in this regard. Survey data indicate that very few
traders transact for more than three-four months or maintain stoclcs fm- extended
periods.

Concluding Remarks

A number of observations emerge from the preceding discussion regarding the impacts
?f the 1987 re~orms on househol~and.traders. Constraints to emerging pricing policy
m the food gram markets also are identified. We see from the households point of view
t~t, although m:-oy uouseh~ deal with Admarc, their perceptions of dependence
differ across r~ons. S~~, households in the MZADD seem to depend on
~MARCfor mputs more SIgnificantly than households in BIADD and LlADD. The
IDlportance of prices also varies regionalJy with a majority of households in UADD
claiming to be more influenced by producer prices than BIADD and MUDD
households. Non-price factors, especialJy inputs and land reaUocation, arc also important
in their production decisions.

The res~nseof traders to the reforms varied from being Done in MZADD to a rapid
response ~ the number of traders in LLADD. Competition in produce trading has
reportedly Incr~. The tradersa~venturesome and are prepared to fill the gap
left byA~~cWl~~awaI from del:at rural areas even as sellers. The partial revision
ofpantemtonalp~~ectedtrading performance z:nd improved profitabilitypositions
of those traders POSitively influenced by the policy shift. Constraints to increased private
traders' ~ntribution are.lack of credit, limited transport facilities and high transport
cost. While these constramts are already familiar, there is some evidence to suggest that
local govemment authorities' regulatory mechanisms may be constraining traders'
responses to reforms in some areas.

The seasonal maize market price cycle reveals a bottoming out of prices during
July-Augusl-September when stoclcs kept b~ tradlo5, and especially Admarc, are at high
lew:ls• However, urban ~arket prices peaIc during December-January and start to fall
dur~ng the pre-~arvestpcn~. In contrast, rural market prices continue rising unabated
dunng .the pre-h~rvest pe?od. The early start in the price rise trend is due to heavy
rc:stoclc2

Dg ofm~ and dIStressed household selling - both or these activities lead to
~thdrawaJof maIZe from the market at an early stage. The marketing system's urban
bias nature tends to exacerbate relative maize scarcities in the rural areas while

generating relative abundance in urban areas during the pre-harvest period. Nonetheless,
urban prices stay above the official consumer ceiling price.:i which suggests the overall
inadequacy of intraseasonal maize reserves.

Efficiency effects of market liberalization were gauged from tests on spatial and
intertemporal market integration. Although the market intermediation mechanisms are
not fully understood, urban markets in different regions show signs of increased
integration. Furthermore, market prices have become more responsive to official prices
since b"bcralization.

Policy wise, a number of suggestions can be offered. To enhance responses to the price
mechanism, a supportive hand is required in the form or a significant reduction of
non-price constraints, especially improvel,"ent of access to credit for both farmers and
traders and transport capacity. There is also the need to eliminate or harmonize local
government and national regulations where they are incompatible with market
liberalization.

While intra-seasonal variations in prices are essential, efforts have to be made to reduce
the urban bias which is historically built into the marketing system. Since produce prices
start to rise soon after the peak of the purchasing season, intervention through stocJc
management, which is designed to moderate overshooting of prices, bas to start quite
early before market prices peak. This is, however, dependent on holding substantial
quantities of stocks throughout the September-June period. Monitoring of market
pressures should be based both on price trends and oJ>servations or the extent of market
activity. Since, in some rural areas, organized periodic markets and trading seems to be
lacking, other mechanisms of collecting information pertaining to trends in food
insecurity have to be explored. Furthermore, a supportive hand should be given to the
establishment of a trading culture in such areas.
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HOUSEHOLD FOOD AND INCOME SECURITY UNDER
MARKET LIBERALISATION: EXPERIENCE FROM MALAWI

Dr. RF. Kudoole mmd Mr. I*AJL Msokwa'

INTRODUCTIONMjtcroeconomic Background

.!?? twwmy of Malawi experienced rapid growth for over a decade after independence. «*• growth occurred mostly in the agriculture sector where estate production grew-***** lhan smallholder output. Malawi's economic difficulties emerged in the late 70'sand car |y 80»s, mainly due to falling terms of trade; drought which reduced export>'Uffie» and necessitated the importation of staple food; disruption of the transport*yM«m through Mozambique forcing Malawi to use more costly alternative routes; an ">crca»ing debt service burden; and inefficiencies in many parastatals.

j ̂ "vcrnmcnt approved several sectoral policies and measures to alleviate theseproWcnn which included encouraging increased agricultural production andiih lion; maintaining food self-sufficiency and diversification of exports throughnwiiholdcr producer price incentives and a credit facility for the estate subsector;rnowng the fertilizer subsidy to the smallholder subsector; and the establishing of anM««le ftcctor management training and extension service.

li waft recognised that the marketing structure of smallholder output was not conducive ' K"iw»h. Trading in the sector was left primarily to the Agricultural Development and ' kchn8 Corporation (ADMARC) and prices were kept deliberately low to meet other crocconomic ives. Government liberalized the market for smallholder output.
™0 thc problcin of declining agricultural production by restructuring ADMARC a»'»wing private traders to transact in smallholder agricultural output.

ADMARC was established in 1971, taking over the Farmers Marketing Board (FMB). Its main objective was to buy, store, process, adapt for sale, distribute, insure, advertise, and transport all products grown for sale on customary land. ADMARC was mandated to sell produce for domestic consumption at prices that covered marketing costs except where government felt that a lower price was in the national interest. The difference between the below cost price and the cost recovery price would be reimbursed to ADMARC by government

During the 70's, ADMARC taxed smallholders by purchasing their produce, especially tobacco, below market value. The resultant profits were transferred to the estate sector and industry. In addition, these profits financed ARMARC's development role in the smallholder sector, i.e., subsidizing an extensive network of markets; defending pan- territorial prices for producer goods and inputs; cross-subsidizing producer prices between tobacco and food crops: and defending the subsidized consumer price of maize for urban dwellers.

ADMARC enjoyed good profits up to 1978. It then began to make losses, and by 1982, it could hardly finance the procurement of fertilizer for the smallholder sector. Factors contributory to this poor performance included heavy involvement into non-marketing areas; costly financing and management of the 180,000 MT strategic grain reserve; ever- increasing transport costs; deteriorating terms of trade; and the subsidising of inputs, especially seeds and fertilizer. ADMARC was instructed to operate commercially by dosing down all uneconomic markets and to competr- with private traders. Producer prices and ADMARC selling prices were increased and frequently reviewed. The corporation gave up most of its non -agricultural trading activities. The agriculture (General Purpose) Act in June 1987 was enancted to liberalise agricultural produce marketing.

The Agriculture (General Purpose) ACT

ADMARC essentially had exclusive rights, until 1987, to purchase maize from smallholders, export, import and resell to consumers. However, private trading flourished simultaneously, albeit at a small scale. The financial problems faced by ADMARC led Government to revise crop trading operations with a view to increasing marketing efficiency by allowing the corporation to compete with private traders. Only traders transacting small quantities and selling directly to consumers or in local markets had been operating, but the Act allowed big traders to enter the market for smallholder agricultural output.
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HOUSEHOLD FOOD AND INCOME SECURI1Y UNDER
MARKET

LIBERAUSATION: EXPERIENCE FROM MALAWI

Dr. IU'. Kucloole aM Mr. LA.H. Msakwal

.\f""""It'.C:IHlQmic Background

:Th~ Y..tmtnny ofMalawi experienced rapid growth for over a decade after independence.
nll~ gr'JWth occurred mostly in the agriculture sector where estate production grew

1;'1>Ler tb;,n smallholder output. Malawi's economic difficulties emerged in the late 70's
and early 80's, mainly due to falling terms of trade; drought which reduced export
vlJlum« and necessitated the importation of staple food; disruption of the transport
~}'7Item through Mozambique forcing Malawi to use more costly alternative routes; an
mCTe:.Aing debt service burden; and inefficiencies in many parastatals.

"The Wwc:rnment approved several ~ctoral policies and measures to alleviate these
~CJ"~m~ which included encouraging increased agricultural production and
dlVer"fication; maintaining food self-sufficiency and diversification of exports through
1Im;,lJh'''dc:r producer price incentives and a credit facility for the estate subsector;
rc:moving the fertilizer subsidy to the smallholder subsector; and the establishing of an
C:"';"c: ~Clr management training and extension service.

., Wall recognised that the marketing structure of smallholder output W,)S not conducive
It, grlJWth. Trading in the sedor was left primarily to the Agricultural Development and
Markc:'ing Corporation (ADMARC) and prices were kept deliberately low to meet other
m;,cTllCc(JnClmic objectives. Government liberalized the market for smallholder output
It, ()vc:rCl'mc: the problem ofdeclining agricultural production by restructuringADMARc
lmd all"wing private traders to transact in smallholder agricultural output.

•e-re elSecW --...~ elMaIIIIri.

ADMARC was established in 1971, taking over the Farmers Marketing Board (FMB).
Its main objective was to buy, store, process, adapt for sale, distribute, insure, advertise,
and transport all products grown for sale on customary land. ADMARC was mandated
to sell produce for domestic consumption at prices that covered marketing costs except
where government telt that a lower price was in the national interest. The difference
between the below cost price and the cost recovery price would be reimbursed to
ADMARC by government.

During the 70's, ADMARC taxed smallholders by purchasing their produce, especially
tobacco, below market value. The resultant profits were transferred to tbe estate sector
and industry. In addition, these profits financed ARMARC's development role in the
smallholder sedor, ie., subsidizing an extensive network of markets; defendiDg pan_
territorial prices for producer goods and inputs; cross-subsidizing producer prices
between tobacco and food crops; and defending the subsidized consumer price of maize
for urban dweUers.

ADMARC enjoyed good profits up to 1978. It then began to make losses, and by 1982,
it could hardly fmance the procurement of fertilizer for the smallholder sector. Factors
contributory to this poor performance included heavy involvement into Don-marketing
areas; costly fmanclng and management of the 180,000 MT strategic grain resene; eYer
increasing transport costs; deteriorating terms of trade; and the subsidising of iaputs,
especially seeds and fertilizer. ADMARC was instruded to operate commerc:iaUy by
closing down all uneconomic markets and to CClmpe:~wit!"! private traders. Producer
prices and ADMARC selling prices were inaeased and frequently reviewed. The
corporation gave up most of its nOD -agricultural trading activities. The agriculture
(General Purpose) Act in June 1987 was enanded to JiberaJise agricultural produce
marketing.

The Agrkultuft (Geaeral Purpose) ACI'

ADMARc essentially had exclusive rights, until 1987, to purchase maize from
smallholders, export, import and resell to consumers. However, private trading
flourished simultaneously, albeit at a small scale. The financial problems faced by
ADMARC led Government to revise aop trading operations with a view to increasing
marketing efficiency by allowing the corporation to compete with private traders. Only
traders transacting small quantities and selling directly to consumers or in local markets
had been operating, but the Act alJowed big traders to enter tbe market for smaJlboider
agricultural outpUl.

rIi iiiiiii1II
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The Agricultural (General Purpose) Act provides the legal basis for private trader 
operations and encompasses the following features:

(a) All traders must be licensed annually;
(b) They must operate in specified markets;
(c) Only Malawian nationals or businesses are eligible;
(d) Minimum prices are to be adhered to;
(e) Exports are to be controlled through the existing export licensing system; and,
(f) Monthly returns on volumes and values of the traded produce must be reported.

These reforms created some problems relative to smallholders' income and food security. 
The closure of ADMARCS uneconomic markets created an unfilled gap as private 
traders did not immediately fill the vacuum for the same reasons ADMARC had 
abandoned them. The smallholder farmers in these remote, inaccessible areas were left 
without a channel either to sell their output or to purchase inputs. 
Further, the licensing system proved to be unforceable with many traders buying at less 
than the stipulated floor prices and filing false purchase returns, making accurate 
national food security monitoring impossible. Furthermore, the shortage of credit for 
private sector investment and the historical influence of the quasi-public institutions in 
the economy has retarded the development of private trade. Many traders entering the 
market are insufficiently financed and have inadequate storage capacity and technical 
expertise. As a result, traders sell immediately after purchase, failing to take advantage 
of seasonal fluctuations in the demand for food. Attempts to store their purchases have 
failed due to lack of proper storage facilities. Private traders tend to buy from the rural 
areas where prices are low and sell in urban centers where they can fetch high prices. 
This affects the food security situation in the rural areas.

Objectives of the Study, Methodology and Study Area 

The main objectives of this study were:

(a) to assess the impact of market reform on household income and food security;
(b) to assess the response of private traders to the new policy; and,
(c) to determine the constraints being faced by private traders.

This paper concentrates on the first objective.

The study was undertaken in three Agricultural Development Divisions (ADDs) for a 
period of 13 months. Blantyre ADD was chosen to represent a region of food deficit 
but with a relatively well developed private sector. Lilongwe represented a food surplus 
area with a growing private sector and Mzuzu was chosen to represent a food surplus 
area with few private sector activities.
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The survey was undertaken in selected areas in each of the three ADDs. The following 
criteria were used in selecting these study areas:

(a) Where there is an ADMARC market still operating;
(b) Where there was an ADMARC market which is now dosed; and,
(c) Where there has never been an ADMARC market within an 8 Kms radius.

Two Rural Development Programmes (RDPs) were selected from each ADD. Within 
each RDP, two Extension Planning Areas (EPAs) were chosen for focussed interviews 
over a twelve month period. Baseline information was collected from a sample of 1800 
farm households. A sub-sample of 600 households was selected for monthly visits 
during which data on food consumption, income and expenditure were collected.

Limitations of the Study

The aim was to select food surplus and deficit rural development projects in each ADD. 
However, Malawi experienced a dry spell for three to four weeks during the 1989/90 
growing season which greatly affected grain production. Total maize production in 1990 
was estimated at 13425 metric tonnes which was 89 percent of the 1989 level. Areas 
considered to be food deficit fared better than those normally considered surplus 
because they received better rainfall.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SURVEY POPULATION 

Population Covered

The study was to cover 200 households in each Agricultural development division for a 
total of 600 households. Only 567 households were covered during the first month 1990, 
but thereafter, the 600 target was surpassed.

The sex of household head by Agricultural Development Division is shown in Table 2.1. 
Overall, 17 percent of the households were headed by females. This ranged from only 
10 percent in the Lilongwe ADD to nearly 32 percent in Blantyre ADD. The incidence 
of female headed households in our survey is lower than that reported in other surveys 
except for BLADD. A Ministry of Agriculture (MOA) survey reported that female 
headed households comprised 30 percent of total households ranging from 16 percent 
in Karonga RDP to 47 percent in Ntchisi RDP.

The main objectiw:s of this study were:

The Agricultural (General Purpose) Act provides the legal basis for private trader
operations and encompasses the following features:

Th~ study was undertaken in three Agricultural Development Divisions (ADDs) for a
penod of 13 months. Blantyre ADD was chosen to represent a region of food deficit
but with a relativel) weD de~loped private sector. Lilongwe represented a food surplus
area with a growing private sector and Mzuzu was chosen to represent a food surplus
area with few private sector activities.
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(a) Where there is an ADMARC market still ~per~ting;
(b) Where there was an ADMARC market which IS now closed; and,
(c) Where there has never been an ADMARC market within an 8 Kms radius.

Two Rural Development Programmes (RDPs) were selected from each ADJ? ~thin
each RDP. two Extension Planning Areas (EPAs) were chosen for focussed mtel'Vlews
over a twelve month period. Baseline information was collected from a sample of 1800
farm households. A sub-sample of 600 households was selected for monthly visits
during which data on food consumption, income and expenditure were collected.

CIlARACIERISTICS OF TIlE SURVEY POPULATION

The survey was undertalcen in selected areas in each of the three ADDs. The following
criteria were used in selecting these study areas:

Populatioa Covered

UmitatioDs of the Study

The aim was to select food surplus and defIcit rural development projects in each ADD.
Howew:r. Malawi experienced a dry speD for three to four wee~ during ~e J.?89/90
growing season which greatly affected grain production. Total mcuze production m 1990
was estimated at 1342.8 metric tonnes which was 89 percent of the 1989 level. Areas
considered to be food deficit fared better than those normally considered surplus
because they received better rainfall.

The study was to cow:r 200 households in each Agricultural development division for a
total of600 households. Only 567 households we.e covered during the fust month 1990.
but thereafter. the 600 target was surpassed.

The sex of household head by Agricultural Dew:lopment Division is shown in Table 21.
Overall, 17 percent of the households were beaded by females. This ranged ~ro~ only
10 percent in the UIongwe ADD to nearly 32 percent in Blantyre ADD: The madence
of female headed households in our survey is lower than that reported an other surv::ys
except for BLADD. A Ministry of Agriculture (MOA) survey r~ported that female
headed households comprised 30 percent of total households raDging from 16 percent
in Karonga RDP to 47 percent in Ntchisi RDP.
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(a) AU traders must be licensed annually;
(b) They must operate in specified markets;
(e) Only Malawian nationals or businesses are eligible;
(d) Minimum prices are to be adhered to;

(e) Exports are to be controDed through the existing export licensing system; and,
(I) Monthly returns on volumes and values of the traded produce must be reported.

These reforms created some problems relative to smallholders' income and food security.
The closure of ADMARc'S uneconomic markets created an unfilled gap as private
traders did not immediately fill the vacuum for the same reasons ADMARc had
abandoned them. The smaUholder farmers in these remote. inaccessible areas were left
without a channel either to seD their output or to purchase inputs.
Further, the lic:e1lSing S)'Stem proved to be unforceable with many traders buying at less
than the stipulated floor prices and filing false purchase returns, making accurate
national food security monitoring impossible. Furthermore. the shortage of credit for
private sector investment and the historical influence of the quasi-public institutions in
the economy has retarded the development of private trade. Many traders entering the
mar~ are insufficiently financed and haw: inadequate storage capacity and technical
CXJJCrtise. As a result, traders seD immediately after purchase, failing to take advantage
ofseasonal fluctuations in the demand for food. Attempts to store their purchases have
failed due to lack ofproper storage facilities. Private traders tend to buy from the rural
areas where prices are low and seD in urban centers where they can fetch high prices.
This affects the food security situation in the rural areas.

(a) to assess the impact of market reform on household income and food security;
(b) to assess the response of private traders to the new policy; and,
(c) to determine the constraints being faced by private traders.

This paper concentrates on the fIrst objective.

I
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Table 2.1 Sex of Household head by ADD (Percentages)
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FEMALE

MZADD 87.0 13.0 

LADD 90.0 10.0 

BLADD 68.4 31.6 

ALL ADDs 83.0 17.0 

Source: CSR Field swvcy (Grain Marketing liberalisation)

The majority (51.5%) of household heads were between 36 and 60 years old. Thirty one 
point five percent were below 36 years of age and 17% over 60 years old. A quarter of 
the BLADD household heads in the sample were over 60 years old compared with 
12.7% and 15.6% for LADD and MZADD respectively.

The highest number of individuals surveyed was recorded in September 1990 (3,650) and 
the lowest in May (3,200). The average household size ranged between 5.4 persons and 
5.8 persons study period.

Occupation

The occupation of the household head is given in table 2.2. As expected, the majority 
(89.6) of respondents are smallholder farmers with those in paid employment comprising 
6.9 percent and businessmen/women, 2.5 percent of this total sample. There are some 
slight differences between ADDs with BLADD having the highest population (10%) of 
household heads in wage employment as compared to 95% for MZADD and only 3.4% 
for LADD. Nearly 78.6 percent of all businessmen/women sampled in the study were 
in Blantyre.

BLADD is the most constrained in terms of land. Households with very smallholdings 
or without land have to find gainful employment outside agriculture — hence the 
relatively higher proportion for employees and business persons in BLADD.
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TABLE 2.2 MAIN OCCUPATION OF HOUSEHOLD HEAD BY ADD

MZADD LADD BLADD ALL ADDs
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Fanning (own land)
Employed (outside agriculture)
Agriculture Labourer
Own Business
Unemployed

% 
90.5
9.0
OS

.
-

% 
93.6
2.9
0.5
IS
IS

% 
82.9
9.9
_

12
-

89.6
6.5
0.4
2S
OS

Source: CSR Field Survey (Grain Marketing Liberalisation)

Analysis of data on the occupation of all adults excluding those still in school, showed 
39.9% daiming to be unemployed while 26.4% had no formal education or less than four 
years of education. Primary and secondary school leavers constituted a third of the 
total unemployed. The high rate of unemployment does not just reflect school leavers 
who want to get wage employment but may be a growing problem affecting everyone 
due to the declining size of land holdings.

Education

The education of the household head by sex is given in table 23. Nineteen percent of 
the male household heads have had no formal education — 52 percent of the female 
heads never went to school. Since four years of primary education is considered the 
minimum required to enable one to acquire lasting literacy, nearly 52 percent of the 
surveyed household heads could be said to be illiterate - 47.2% among males as against 
75% among female heads.

Data on the educational level of all adults (15 years and above) show that 32% of the 
adults never went to school and 57.9% could be considered illiterate. The latter 
proportion for males was 47.7% as compared with 67% for females. Thus overall, the 
literacy rate is higher in the general adult population than among household heads but 
the differences between sexes are present in both cases.

The ADD statistics show marked differences in adult literacy. Twenty percent of adults 
in the Mzuzu sample never went to school while 34 and 42 percent respectively for 
Lilongwe and Blantyre ADDs never attended formal education. The illiteracy rales in 
the three ADDs (including those with 3 or less years of formal education) are 49, 64.6 
and 60 percent for MZADD, LADD and BLADD respectively. The overall adult 
illiteracy is lower in MZADD than in the other ADDs. However, the female illiteracy 
rate (63.1%) is similar to that of other ADDs - 75.2% and 62.7% for LADD and 
BLADD respectively.
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Education

Analysis of data on the occupation of aU adults excluding those still in school, showed
39.9% claiming to be unemployed while 26.4% had no formal education or less than four
years of education. Primary and secondary school leavers constituted a third of the
total unemployed. The f,igh rate of unemployment does not just reflect schoolleavers
who want to get wage employment but may be a growing problem affecting everyone
due to the declining size of land holdings.

MALE FEMALE

MZADD 87.0 13.0

lADD 90.0 10.0

BlADD 68.4 31.6

AIL ADDs 83.0 17.0

Soulft: CSR ....Id SlIney (Grain Marbtinc Liberalisafion)

The majority (51.5%) of household heads were between 36 and 60 years old. Thirty one
point five percent were below 36 years of age and 17% over 60 years old. A quarter of
the BlADD household heads in the sample were over 60 years old compared with
127% and 15.6% for LADD and MUDD respectively.

The highest number of individuals surveyed was recorded in September 1990 (3,650) and
the lowest in May (3,2(0). The average household size ranged between 5.4 persons and
5.8 persons study period.

Occupatioa

TABLE 2.2 MAIN OCCUPATION OF HOUSEHOW HEAD BY ADD

MZADD lADD BlADD

% % %
Farming (own land) 90.5 93.6 82.9
Employed (outside agriculture) 9.0 2.9 9.9
Agriculture Labourer 0.5 05
Own Business - 1.5 7.2
Unemployed - 1.5

Source: CSR Held SUI'Ie)' (Grain Marketing Liberalisation)

ALL ADDs

89.6
6.5
0.4
2.S
0.5

~n
~

The occupation of the household head is given in table 2.2. As expected, the majority
(89.6) of respondents arc smallholder farmers with those in paid employment comprising
6.9 percent and businessmen/women, 25 percent of this total sample. There are some
slight differences between ADDs with BlADD having the highest population (10%) of
household heads in wage employment as compared to 95% for MZADD and only 3.4%
for lADD. Nearly 78.6 percent of all businessmen/women sampled in the study werein Blantyre.

BlADD is the most constrained in terms of land. Households with very smallholdings
or without land have to fmd gainful employment outside agriculture ._ hence the
relatively higher proportion for employees and business persons in BlADD.

The education of the household head by scx is given in table 2.3. Nineteen percent of
the male household heads have had no formal education - 52 percent of the female
heads never went to school Since four years of primary education is considered the
minimum required to enable one to acquire lasting iiteracy, nearly 52 percent of the
surveyed household heads could be said to be illiterate - 47.2% among males as against
75% among female heads.

Data on the educational k.vel of all adults (15 years and above) show that 32% of the
adults never went to school and 57.9% could be considered illiterate. The latter
proportion for males was 47.7% as compared with 67% for females. Thus overall, the
literacy rate is higher in the general adult population than among household heads bat
the differences betwccn sexes are present in both cases.

The ADD statistics show marked differences in adult literacy. Twenty percent of adults
in the Mzuzu sample never went to school while 34 and 42 percent respectively for
Lilongwe and Blantyre ADDs never attended formal education. The illiteracy rates in
the three ADDs (including those with 3 or less years of formal education) are 49, 64.6
and 60 percent for MUDD, LADD and BLADD respectively. The overall adult
illiteracy is lower in MUDD than in the other ADDs. However, the female illiteracy
rate (63.1%) is similar to that of other ADDs -- 75.2% and 62.7% for LADD and
BlADD respectively.
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TABLE 23 EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF HOUSEHOLD HEAD BY SEX
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No Education Std. 1-3 Std. 4-8 Higher

Male (N = 456) 18.9 
Female (N = 92) 522 
Both sexes 24.4 
(n«548)

283 
22S 
27.4

46.7
23.9
42.9

6.1 
\2 
S3

SOBRC CSR Field Swnty (Grail MarfcNb* UberaliuMioa).

The picture presented above shows that more than half (57.99) of Malawi's rural adult population can neither read nor write and that the situation is worse among female adults. For these, the majority of smallholder farmers, the only way of acquiring knowledge to help them improve their agricultural productivity would be through personal contact.

AGRICULTURE PRACTICES, INCOME AND EXPENDITURE

Crop Production.

Information on holding sizes has been analysed for Biantyre ADD only. Thus, the discussion on holding sizes centres on this ADD. During the first month when baseline data was collected, households were asked for estimates of their holding sizes. During the focused interviews, experts were deployed into the area to actually measure the gardens of the respondents. There is a big discrepancy between the estimates and the actual measurements, Table 3.1. The data shows that smallholder fanners tended to overestimate the sizes of their farms. The actual measurements are consistent with the results found by Ministry of Agriculture.

It is well documented that small land holdings are an indicator of food insecurity. In Biantyre ADD, most of the households deplete their maize stocks before the next harvest season. Thus the small holdings resulting from population pressure in Biantyre ADD, especially in the Shire Highlands RDP, result in a very serious situation.

The household estimates, Table 3.1, indicate uiat MZADD has larger plots since the area is not as densely populated as BLADD. According to the Food Security and Nutrition Monitoring Report of the Ministry of Agriculture, nationally, 56% of smallholder households have less than a hectare of land. LADD ?,tid MZADD figures are below the national average.

The major food crop being grown in Biantyre ADD is maize. However, 98 percent of the households grow the local variety demonstrating the lack of popularity of hybrid maize. Pulse^, which are consumed together with maize as relish, is the major food crop grown b the area. The most prominent cash crop, competing with maize for scarce land and other resources, is cotton.

TABLE 3.1 IANDHOLDING SIZES BY ADD (« OF HOUSEHOLDS)

Household Estimates
Holding Sizes

Up to OS hac.
0.5 - 1.0 hac.
1.0 - 2.0 hac.
Over 2.0 hac.

MZADD

4.4
14.9
34.8
45.9

LADD

11.7
25.0
423
21.0

Actual measurements
BLADD

20.7
24.0
27.7
27.6

in BLADD

22.0
40.2
24.8
13.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Buying Kvrdes

Private traders' activities are relatively well developed in Biantyre ADD. A number of smallholder fanners sell their produce to private traders. Figure 2 shows the majority of cash crops transactions taking place between households. In April, 38 percent of the farmers sell to other households. In February and March, nearly 80% of the transactionsare between household. Households top all other buying agencies except for June and July.

ADMARC is a significant buyer only four months of the year (May through August) when it buys cotton. The fact that ADMARC markets are dosed to sellers during certain periods may increase inter-household activities. Direct sales b;r smallholder farmers in local markets is important from July to November when farming activities are slack and households have time to sell at the markets.

The study shows that private traders are relatively more active in BLADD than in the other two ADDs. Their transactions comprised more than 15 percent of the total during most of the study. Private trader purchases peaked in December when they dealt with 40 percent of the farmers.

For food crops Figure 3A shown that local markets are most important virtually throughout the year. They are followed by transactions between households. ADMARC buys few food crops from this area. Although private trader activity is less than 20 percent of all activity, it is significantly above ADMARC. This can be explained by two factors. First, ADMARC waits much longer after harvest before purchasing to ensure
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AGRICUJ..1URE PRACTICES, INCOME AND EXPENDI11JRE

SoIIne: CSR Field s.~ (Grai. Marbt.. LllJenliilltiOll).

The picture presented above shows that more than half (57.99) of Malawi's rural adult
population can neither read nor write and that the situation is worse among female
adults. For these, the majority of smallholder farmers, the only way of acquiring
knowledge to help them improve their agricultural productivity would be through
personal contact.

TABLE 2.3 EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF HOUSEHOW HEAD BY SEX

Male (N = 4S6) 18.9 28.3 46.7
Female (N = 92) 52.2 22.8 23.9

Both sexes 24.4 27.4 42.9
(n ., 548) TABLE 3.1 lANDHOLDING SIZES BY ADD (.. OF HOUSEHOLDS)

Household Estimates Actual mcasurcmenl$HoIdm, Sizes MZADD lADD BlADD inBlADD

Up to 0.5 hac. 4.4 11.7 '2JJ.7 22.00.5 • 1.0 hac. 14.9 25.0 24.0 40.21.0 • 2.0 hac. 34.8 42.3 27.7 24.8OYer 2.0 hac. 45.9 21.0 27.6 13.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

The major food aop being grown in Blantyre ADD is maize. However, 98 percent of
the households grow the local variety demonstrating the lack of I'Opularity of hybrid
maize. Pulse.., which are consumed together with maize as relish, is the major food crop
grown in the area. The most prominent cash aop, competing with maize for scarce land
and other resources, is cotton.

Hiper
%

6.1
1.2
5.3

Sid. 4-8
%

Std. 1-3
CJ&

No Education
CJ&

Crop Production.

Information on holding sizes bas been analysed for Biantyre ADD only. Thus, the
discussion on holding sizes centres on this ADD. During the ftrSt month when baseline
data was collected, households were asked for estimates of their holding sizes. During
the focused interviews, experts were deployed into the area to actually measure the
gardens of the respondents. There is a big discrepancy between the estimates and the
actual measuremenls, Table 3.1. The data shows that smaUho!der farmers tended to
overestimate the sizes of their farms. The actual measurements are consistent with the
results found by Ministry of Agriculture.

It is well documented that smaU land holdings are an indicator of food insecurity. In
Blantyre ADD, most of the households deplete their maize stoclcs before the next
harvest season. Thus the smaU holdings resulting from population pressure in Blantyre
ADD, especially in the Shire Highlands RDP. result in a very serious situation.

The household estimatc:s, Table 3.1, indicate wat MUDD has larger plots since the
area is not as densely populated as BLADD. According to the Food Security and
Nutrition Monitoring Report of the Ministry of Agriculture, nationally, 56% of
smallholder households have less than a hectare of Ia...d. IADD aud MZADD figures
are below the national average.

Buytag ~~.r.des

Private traders' activities are relatively well developed in Blantyre ADD. A number of
smallholder farmers seD their produce to private traders. FIgUre 2 shows the majority
ofcash aops transactions taking place between households. In April, 38 percent of the
farmers sell to other households. In February and March, nearly 80% of the
transactionsarc between household. Households top all other buying agencies except
(or June and July.

ADMARC is a significant buyer only four months o( the year (May through August)
when it buys cotton. The fact that ADMARC markets are closed to sclJers during
certain periods may increase inter-household activities. Direct sales b;' smallholder
farmers in local markets is important from July to November when farming activities are
slack and households have time to sell at the markets.

The study shows that private traders are relatively more active mBIADD than in the
other two ADDs. Their transactions comprised more than 15 percent of the total during
most of the study. Private trader purchases peaked in December when they dealt with
40 percent of the fanners.

For food crops rtgure 3A show:: that local markets are most important virtually
throughout the year. They are followed by transactions between households. ADMARC
buys few food crops from this area. Although private trader activity is less than 20
percent of all activity, it is significantly above ADMARC. This can be explained by two
factors. rust, ADMARC waits much longer after harvest before purchasing to ensure
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that the water content in the crop reaches an acceptable level. Meanwhile, households 
need cash to pay for various mandatory expenditures such as School fees and the 
minimum tax. Private traders are willing to buy, but probably at a lower price, before 
ADMARC steps in. Secondly, ADMARC buys at a prescribed minimum price. But 
farmers can make more money dealing directly with households or selling in local 
markets because they use measuring units that result in a higher return than they can 
obtain from ADMARC.

FIGURE 3A
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that the water content in the crop reaches an acceptable level. Meanwhile, households
need cash 10 pay for various mandatory expenditures such as School fees and the
minimum tax. Private traders arc willing to buy, but probably at a lower price, before
ADMARC steps in. Secondly, ADMARC buys at a prescribed minimum price. But
farmers can make more money dealing directly with households or selling in local
markets because they use measuring units that result in a higher return than they can
obtain from ADMARC.
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In LADD, direct purchase by households is the most important outlet ADMARC is 
very active in cash crops between June and August and private traders between April 
and June. For Food crops, ADMARC is a significant buyer between May and 
November. Private traders transact in food crops throughout the, year but they are most 
visible between November and June, Figure 3B

Except for the period between March and July, when some households transact with 
ADMARC in cash crops, practically all activities are between households. Private 
traders are essentially nonexistent. Looking at trading in food crops, Figure 3C, 
households are followed by local markets. ADMARC is only active between June and 
October.

Smallholder farmers sell most of their products directly to households within their 
community. Distances to ADMARC markets are long and private traders can't 
economically venture into the remote areas. Therefore, where ADMARC markets are 
dosed, smallholder fanners have no option but to sell tc households. Where 
ADMARC markets are available, fanners still may opt to sell directly to households 
because of a better return. Consumers prefer buying from fanners because they usually 
sell the local maize variety. Hybrid is common place at ADMARC markets.

Food and Income Security Under Market Liberalisation 
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Smallholder farmers sell most of their products directly to households within their
community. Distances to ADMARC markets are long and private traders can't
economically venture into the remote areas. Therefore, where ADMARC markets are
dosed, f:'1lallholder farmers have no option but to sell te households. WhefC
ADMARC markets are available, farmers still may opt to seD directly to households
becau.".C of a better return. Consumers prefer buying from farmers because they usually
seD the loc:al maize variety. Hybrid is common place at ADMARC markets.

Except for the period between March and July, when some households transact with
ADMARC in cash crops, practically aU activities are between households. Private
traders are essentially nonexistent. Looking at trading in food crops, F'Jgure 3C,
households are followed by local markets. ADMARC is only active between June and
October.

In IADD, direct purchase by households is the most important outlet. ADMARC is
very active in cash crops between June and August and private traders between April
and June. For Food crops, ADMARC is a significant buyer between May and
November. Private traders transact in food aops throughout tht- year but they are most
visible between November and June, F'Jgure 3D
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FIGURE. 3C
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In BLADD, where private trade is well developed, transactions between households and 
at local markets surpasses those of private traders. After 5 years, private trading has not 
overtaken other forms of trading. Markets liberalization was introduced without dearly 
identifying the characteristics of private traders. Most of them lack storage 
infrastructure, reliable transport and working capital. They (end to buy and sell before 
the next round of purchasing. To rectify this situation, Private traders should be 
provided assistance in obtaining working capital and infrastructure. Technical training 
in business practices should be made available to them to enable them to be successful 
businessmen who will impact the trading of agricultural output.

Household Income

Table 32 shows the average monthly household income for each ADD and its source. 
A very small proportion conies from agriculture in BLADD. The majority is from other 
sources such as employment, business and transfers. In LADD, most of the income is 
from the sale of agricultural output, especially during the marketing season. MZADD 
follows the pattern of LADD. Whether a higher proportion of respondents ir BLADD 
were either employed or bad their own business than in the other two ADDs was not 
determined. BLADD was chosen to represent areas dose to Urban centres. Land 
holdings are very small and most of what is grown is for home consumption. 
Household.- must rely on sources other than agriculture for cash income.

In every month, except September, LADD had the highest average household income, 
peaking in July. Highest incomes occur during the marketing season, May to August. 
BLADD's average income reached KL155 in July. BLADD has a more serious food 
insecurity problems with small land holdings and limited cash income.

Average total income in BLADD increases with the size of land holdings, Table 33. 
This implies that the near landless are more food insecure than those with more 
hectarage. The high population density makes reallocating land infeasiblc. Short of 
relocating people to the less populated areas in the north, off-farm income generating 
activities is the alternative for improving their welfare. The high proportion of 
households with very little land explains the trade in food items between households.

Household Income

In every month, except September, LADD had the highest average household income,
peaking in July. Highest incomes occur during the marketing SC8SOu, May to August.
BIADD's average income reached K1,1SS in IDly. BIADD has a more serious food
insecurity problems with smaD land holdings and limited cash income.

Table 3.2 shows the average monthly household income for each ADD and its source.
A very smaU PCCportion comes from agriculture in BlADD. The majority is from 'lther
sources such ;.15 eu:ployment, business and transfers. In LADD. most of the income is
from the sale of agricultural output, espcc:ialJy during the marketing season. MZADD
foDows the pattern of lADD. Whether a higher pi'oportion of respondents ir. BLADD
were either employed or had their own business than in the other two ADDs was not
determin,.:d. BLAnD was c:hoscn to represent areas dose to Urban centres. Land
holdings are very smaU and most of what is grown is for home consumption.
Househol~ must rely on sources other than agric:uJture for cash income.
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In BlADD, where private trade is weD developed, transactions between households and
at local markets surpasses those ofprivate traders. After 5 years, private trading has not
overtaken other forms of trading. Markets IibcraIization was introduced without clearly
identifying the characteristics of private traders. Mt>St of them lade storage
infrastructure, reliable transport and working capital. They (end to buy and seD before
the next round of purchasing. To rectify this situation, Private traders should be
F:'ovided assistance in obtaining working capital and infrastructure. Tcdmic:al training
in business practices should be made available to them to enable them to be successful
businessmen who will impact the trading of agricultural output.
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."*"- TRADER Average total IDcome in BLADD increases with the size of land hOldings, Table 33.
This implies that the ncar landless are more food insecure than those with more
heetarage. The high popuiation density makes rcallrA:ating land infeasible. Short of
relocating people to the less populate" areas in the north, off-farm income generating
activities is the alternative for improving their welfare. The high proportion of
households with very little land explains the trade in food items between hm:scholds.
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Table 3.2 Average Household Income by soarce mmi North. MaUwi Kwacha

Food and Income Security Under Market Liberalisation
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ADD MONTH FOOD CROPS CASH CROPS OTHER TOTAL

BLANTYRE
MAY
JUNE
JULY 
AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
DECEMBEn
JANUARY 
FEBRUARY
MARCH
APRIL

LILONGWE 
MAY 
JUNE 
JULY 
AUGUST 
SEPTEMBER 
OCTOBER 
NOVEMBER

MZUZU

DECEMBER
JANUARY
FEBRUARY
MARCH
APRIL

MAY 
JUNE 
JULY 
AUGUST 
SEPTEMBER 
OCA>BER 
NOVEMBER 
DECEMBER 
JANUARY
FEBRUARY 
MARCH 
APRIL

535
20.43
1/i jCTkJO.OU 
13.93
2.12
638
650
559
732 
730
9.78
6.72

49.06 
3355 
707.73 
17531 
23.62 
2635 
15.65
28.10
1754
27.16
1.64

10.73

3524 
78.15 
33.79 
2534 
37.64 
17.18 
26.64 
21.03 
19.19
25.06 
1758 
1221

233
12.14
1055 
21.11
21.41
26.49
436
6.93
452 
336
7.95
3.03

230.14 
208.45 
27836 
294.99 
5823 

107.49 
4953
37.00
81.77
37.69
32.75
4222

9.17 
10.40 

1353-1 
28855 
18034 
66.17 
93V 
7.12 
1350
554
3.73 
7.12

40.72
4853
8732 
93.96
7335
83.15
86.06
8755
9231 
6325
5Z76
58.99

12056 
30624 
16920 
216.72 
19739 
18326 
26532
162.49
204.95
168.92
136.08
107.09

84.16 
148.90 
159.6-; 
147.99 
17629 
16534 
13434 
10730 
10556
97.92 
73.69 
70.05

48.40
81.10

134.47 
129.00
9738

116.03
97.42

100.07
104.15 
74.41
7050
68.75

39935 
54824 
115528 
687.03 
27923 
317.79 
33050
22759
30426
233.77
170.47
160.04

12857 
237.45 
32833 
46239 
^.77 
249.18 
17137 
135.46 
13824

! -- - ——— „„ H<7 ^mwwtf tvue, DL»*\uu

LANDAREA ESSS" 2SEE"1 INCOME FR^T^T
wutCROP CASH CROP OTHER INCOME

SOURCE "XLUMb

05-1.0 £g "! 10255 IS6341-°-2-° SS 10tS !«f,7 ***
2 + 12730 *«',< 189'13 379-21
——— ________ -30 _______ 3K3S 11*^1 1630.07

HOUSEHOLD FOOD SECURITY SITUATION

Major Food Crops Grown

_
S^T^ZtSSS ""Wt °f ̂  hOUSCh°Ids ««^» h^ "aize,"aiK^jauy it. vne nut's in BLADD and LADD than >h> \*r\ *. • «uoi«,
percent of the households in LADD Md BLADD^ ^T SU™y' ^ ̂ ^^
11% and 13% for Ntchcu mdTh^f-r*- respectwely compared to the MOA's

= '
produced a^lus of nearl 94 S, ̂  -W H "* P°PuIation- '" 1980/81, Malawi
estimated defich ^f ' "™ZJ%?° "_?nc tOnnes_of maize- '" 1990 there was an

Table 4.1 indicates that a majority of the survey households grow local maize as their
main staple crop. This is foUowed by beans, grown by (62.9 percent)and hybrid maize
(32.9 percent). A recent MinistIy of Agriculture (MOA) survey found that, with the
exception of Blantyre/Shire HigbJands and South Mzi~ba RDPs, aU households used
maize as their main staple food. Three percent and one percent for Blantyre and South
Mzimba respectively, used other crops as their main staple (MOA, 1991).

Increasing yields of maize has been a strategy for increasing national food security. It is
also seen as the only way of increasing household food security. However, the production
of maize appears not to have kept pace with the population. In 1980/81, Malawi
produced a surplus of nearly 94,000 metric tonnes of maize. In 1990 there was an
estimated deficit of some 274,000 metric tonnes. The gap between production and
national requirements at the national level can only reflect the situation at the householdlevel.

Our survey reported a much hig:Jer proportion of the households growing hybrid maize,
especiaUy iI: the RDPs in BLADD and LADD, than the MOA survey, i.e., 29 and 25
percent of the hou!<eJJolds in LADD and BLADD respectively compared to the MOA's
11% and 13%.for Ntcheu and Thiwi Lifidzi respectively in LADD ~d 3% and 8% for
Mwanza and Blantyre/Shire Highlands in BLADD. The proportion of farmers growing
hybrid maize in MUDD is similar in both surveys, 41 to 46 peJ:cent.
Differences between the two surveys may reflect the difference in time period reported.
A campaign by the Ministry of Agriculture and the Party urging smallholders to grew
quick maturing hybrid varieties, may have encouraged more smallholders to grow hybrid
in 1990/91. The Ministry's estimate of 114,OOOha planted to hybrid compared to 100,000
ha the previous season (FSNU, 1991) may be indicative. However, the area planted to
hybrid maize is stH! a small fraction of total land under maize, i.e., 10%.
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233.53
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Table 3.2 Aft... HOIIsellolcll_ by _1ft ucI _ ..... Malawi Kwacha I

ADD MONTH FOOD CROPS CASH CROPS
OWER TOTAL=I

BLANIYRE

2.33 40.72 48.40MAY 5.3S
JUNE 20.43 1214 48.53 81.10
JULY 36.60 10.55 87.32 134.47
AUGUsr 13.93 21.11 93.96 129.00
SEPTEMBER 2.12 21.41 73.85 97.38
OCOOBER 6.38 26.49 83.15 116.03
NOVEMBER 6.SO 4.86 86.06 97.42
DECEMBE:1 559 6.93 8755 100.07
JANUARY 7.32 452 92.31 104.15
FEBRUARY 1.30 3.86 63.25 74.41
MARCH 9.78 7.95 52.76 70.50
APRIL 6.72 3.03 58.99 68.75

ULONGWE

230.14 120..56 399.85MAY 49.06
JUNE 33.55 D.4S 306.24 S48.24
JULY 7CT1.73 278.36 169.20 1155.28
AUGUsr 175.31 294.99 216.72 687.03
SEPI'EMBER 23.62 S8.23 197.39 279.23
ocroBER 26.85 107.49 183.26 317.79
NOVEMBER 15.65 4953 265.32 330.50
DECEMBER 28.10 37.00 162.49 22759
JANUARY 17.54 81.77 204.95 304.26
FEBRUARY 27.16 37.69 168.92 233.77
MARCH 1.64 32.75 136.08 170.47
APRIL 10.73 42.22 107.09 160.04

MZUZU

9.17 84.16 128.57MAY 35.24
JUNE 78.15 10.40 148.90 237.45
JULY 33.79 135.3·' 159.6': 328.83
AUGU~T 25.84 288.55 147.99 462.39
SEPIEMBER 37.64 180.84 176.29 :14.77
oc."OBER 17.18 66.17 165.84 249.18
NOVEMBER 26.64 9.8'J 134.84 171.37
DECEMBER 21.03 7.12 107.30 135.46
JANUARY 19.19 13.50 lQ5.56 138.24
FEBRUARY 25.06 5.54 97.92 12851
MARCH 1758 3.73 ~.69 94.99
APRIL 12.21 7.12 70.05 90.05
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More smallholders might be willing to adopt hybrid maize — note the increases in BLADD and LADD. However, the non-availability of adequate quantities of seed and fertilizers has frustrated a number of would be adopters. On average, the National Seed Company only managed to produce 0.71 kgs of seed per farming household per year between 1985 and 1990.

Hybrid maize is mostly grown as a cash crop. ADMARC's failure to buy all the hybrid maize in 1986 resulted in a 46 percent drop in the hectarage under hybrid. This year, ADMARC has failed to purchase all the maize farmers offered. Some farmers have had to spend several days sleeping in the open at a market to sell their maize. Such farmers have no incentive to grow hybrid next year, especially in those areas where they are dependent upon ADMARC. A hybrid variety that can be stored successfully under existing village conditions needs to be developed so that farmers can grow it for their own consumption.

Table 4.1 shows that the population is heavily dependent on maize as a staple food. Only in MZADD do households grow cassava and/or milki/sorghum. A major maize failure would mean no food unless it is available on the market and households are able to pay for it. This high dependency on one crop coupled with low rural cash incomes, may be the major reason the majority of the households can only afford one meal a day.
Table 4.1 Major food oops grown (percentcge of households (towing)

MZADD LADD BLADD ALL ADDS
Local maize
Gomp. maize
Hybrid maize
Beans
Peas
Oth. pulses
G/nuts
Milkt/sorghum
Cassava
Rice
Irish Potatoes
Sweet Potatoes

97.9
2.1

433
89.7
11.6
112
44.6
283
18.5
0.4
13

622

89.6
IX

29.0
463.
10.4
14.9
22.6
13.6
23
0.9

18.1
10.4

71.6
32

24.7
49.5
59.5
24.7
8.9

12.6
11.6
0.5
-

7.4

873
23

32.9
62.9
253
165
26.6
18.6
10.9
0.6
6.7

283
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Information was collected on storage with enumerators asked to measure the level of crop in storage or count the number of bags every month for 12 months. A household's stored food was depleted if the enumerator could not measure the storage or count anybags.

The data show that by August 1990, two months after harvest, 26.8 percent of the households had depleted their stored food. By December 1990, over half (58.4%) of the households had depleted their food stocks. The highest proportion was found in BLADD (743%). By the next harvest, March/April 1991, 85% of the households had run out of stored food.

The Ministry of Agriculture's Food Security and Nutrition Monitoring Survey found that, by December 1990, nearly three quarters of the households had depleted their food' stocks. Over 86 percent of the households in MZADD had depleted their food stocks by December. Except for Karonga ADD, over 70 percent of the households had no food by December, 1990. Blanryre and Liwonde ADDs were hardest hit By March 1991, nearly 94 percent of the households in BLADD, 69 percent in LADD and 92 percent in MZADD had depleted their stored food.

Source CSR Fidd Snvqr (ImpKt «T Mulcting Ubenlisalioa)

More sma1lho!ders might be willing to adopt hybrid maize - note the increases in
BL<\DD and !ADD. However. the non-availability of adequate quantities of seed and
fertilizers has frustrated a number of would be adopters. On average. the National
Seed Company only managed to produce 0.71 kgs of seed per farming household per
year between 1985 and 1990.

Table 4.1 shows that the population is heavily dependent on maize as a staple food. Only
in MZADD do households grow cassava and/or millcl/sorghum. A major maize failure
would mellJl no food unless it is available on the market and households are able to pay
for it. This high dependency on one aop coupled with low rural cash incomes, may be
the major reason the majority of the households can only afford one meal a day.

Hybrid mW..e is mostly grown as a cash crop. ADMARCs failure to buy all the hybrid
maize in 1986 resulted in a 46 percent drop in the hectarage under hybrid. This year.
AOMARC has failed to purchase aU the maize farmers offered. Some farmers have had
to spend several days sleeping in the .apen at a market to sell their maize. Such farmers
have nu incentive to grow hybrid Dext year. especially in those areas where they are
dependent upon ADMARC. A hybrid variety that can be stored SUccessfully under
existing village conditions needs to be developed so that fanners can grow it for their
own consumption.

Information was collected on storage with enumerators asked to measure the le.,'el of
crop in storage or count the number of bags every month for 12 months. A houselJold's
stored food was depleted if the enumerator could not measure the storage or count anybags.
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Food Depletion

The data show that by August 1990. two months after harvest, 26.8 percent of the
households had depleted their stored food. By December 1990. over half (58.4%) of the
households had depleted their food stocks. The highest proportion Was found in
BLADD (74.3%). By the next harvest, March/April 1991,85% of the households had
run out of stored food.

The Ministry ofAgriculture's Food Security and Nutrition Monitoring Survey found that.
by December 1990. nearly three quarters of the households had depleted their food
stocks. Over 86 percent of the households in MZADD had depleted their food stocks
by Dec:cmber. Except for Karongn ADD. over 70 percent of the households had no
food by December, 1990. Blantyr~ and Uwonde ADDs were hardest hiL By March
1991, nearly 94 percent of the households in BIADD. 69 percent in IADD and 92
percent in MZADD had depleted their stored food.

B.F. Kandoole ere LA.H. Msukwa

Table 4.1 Major food rnIp5 pown (pen:catqe oL bousehokfa; puMa&)

MZADD LADD BLADD AIL ADDS
LocaI maize 97.9 89.6 71.6 873Comp. maize 2.1 1.8 3.2 2.3H)1Jrid maize 433 29.0 24.7 329BeaDs 89.7 46.2 49.5 62.9Peas 11.6 10.4 S9.5 253Oth. pulses 11.2 14.9 24.7 16.5G/auls .....6 22.6 8.9 26.6Millet/SOrghum 28.3 13.6 12.6 18.6Cas5ava 18.5 23 11.6 10.9Rice 0.4 0.9 (loS 0.6Irish Potatoes 13 18.1 - 6.7Sweet Potatoes 62.2 10.4 7.4 283

Sourn: CSR F"1dd &Irwy (I..... .,Marlldilll LibenJislItioa)
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FIGURE. 4B

FOOD DEPLETION BY MONTH 
(BLADD MAY 90 - APRIL 91)
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Table 43. Percentage of households depleting food stock in CSR Survey ROPs

Jrae 19M December 19M

MZADD
Central Mzimba 
South Mzimba

IADD 
Ntcbeu 
Thiwi/Lifidzi

BIADD 
Mwanza 
Blantyre/ 
Shire Highlands

20

19

87
86

84
56

70

80

Some MOA (1*»1) Food Senrity ud NutriHom MomHorimg Report -I

Since only 14 percent of the households had enough harvested maize in 1990 to last them to the next harvest, how did the other 86% of households manage to get theirfood? Was the food they got adequate? What survival mechanisms did they employ?
Coping Strategies

Information was collected monthly to record the meals consumed by each survey household and the source of the main ingredient. A total of 15,607 meals were recorded of which 14^95 or 922. percent were prepared from maize. The remaining meals were mainly composed of tea (32%) potatoes/cassava (2.1%) pumpkins (13%) and other (1.2%).

TABLE 43 Main Meal Made From (As Pcrctatage of all Meals)

Nsima from maize 90.8
Maize 1.4
Tea (with bread) 0.6
Tea (without bread) 1.5
Pumpkins 13
Potatoes/cassava 2.1
Other 1-2
Total meals recorded 15.607

Food and Income Security Under Market Liberalisation 241
Maize is the main ingredient for almost all meals prepared by households. Figure 5 shows that own stored maize was the dominant source of calories during the months immediately following harvest. As the year progressed and households depleted their own stock and purchases from ADMARC, local markets and other households become more significant.

While 86.5% of meals prepared from maize and/or maize products in July 1990 came from own stored stocks, the proportion dropped to 32 percent in February 1990. Purchases from ADMARC, Trader and Local markets combined rose from 7.9 percent in July 1990 to 44.9 percent in February 1991. Dependence on ADMARC as a source of maize is highest in the Blantyre ADD. Fifty nine point five percent of all maize based meals in February came from ADMARC compared with 19.5% in LADD and 25.9% in MZADD. In these ADDs, other sources and buying from other households combined are more important than ADMARC. This confirms the finding in the baseline survey that, due to distances to ADMARC markets, more households in LADD and MZADD depended on ganyu labour for maize than in BLADD.

In May 1991, only 1.4% of the meals prepared were from maize bought from otherhouseholds. This proportion rose to 8.1 percent in December but declined to 4 percentin March. During the hunger months, January to March, the bigger smallholders who maintain a maize inventory, run out.Copiog Strategies

Table 4.2 Percentage of households depleting food stock in CSR Survey RDPs

So.rcc MOA (1"1) Food~ ... NlItriliOllMod~Report _I

Since only 14 percent of the households had enough harvested maize in 1990 to last
them to the next harvest, how did the other 86% of households manage to get their
food? Was the food they got adequate? What survival mechanisms did they employ?

In May 1991, only 1.4% of the meals prepared were from maize bought from other
households. This proportion rose to 8.1 percent in December but declined to 4 percent
in March. During tbe bunger months, January to March, tbe bigger smallholders who
maintain a maize inventory, run I)ut.
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Maize is the main ingredient for almost all meals prepared by households. FlgUJ'e 5
shows that own stored maize was the dominant source of calories during the months
immediately following harvest. As the year progressed and households depleted their
own stock and purchases from ADMARC, local markets and other households become
more significant.

While 86.5% of meals prepared from maize and/or maize products in July 1990 came
from own stored stocks, the proportion dropped to 32 percent in February 1990.
Purchases from ADMARC. Trader and Local markets combined rose from 7.9 percent
in July 1990 to 44.9 percent in February 1991. Dependence on ADMARC as a source
of maize is highest in the Blantyre ADD. Fifty nine point five percent ofall maize based
meals in February came from ADMARC compared with 19.5% in lADD and 25.9%
in MZADD. In these ADDs, other sources and buying from other households combined
are more important than ADMARC. This confirms the finding in the baseline survey
that, due to di.~ances to ADMARC markets, more housebolds in LADD and MZADD
depended on ganyu labour for maize than in BlADD.

B.F. Kandoo/e « LA.H. Msulcwa

J __ 1". o.ce.ber 19M

MZADD
Central Mzimba 4 87
South Mzimba 9 86

lADD
Ntcheu 6 84
Thiwi/Lif"Jdzi 6 56

BUDD
Mwanza 20 70
Blantyre/
Shire Highlands 19 80

240

Information was collected monthly to record the meals consumed by each survey
household and the source of the main ingredienL A total of15,007 meals were recorded
of which 14,395 or 92.2 percent were prepared from maize. The remaining meals were
mainly composed of tea (32%) potatoes/cassava (2.1%) pumpkins (1.3%) and other
(12%).

TABLE 4.3 MaUl Meal Made F.- (As PercaI.. 01 ... MuIs)

Nsima from maize 90.8
Maize 1.4
Tea (with bread) 0.6
Tea (without bread) 15
Pumpkins 13
Potatoes/cassava 2.1
Other 1.2
Total meats recorded 15.607

~~
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FIGURE. 5

SOURCE OF MAIN INGREDIENT OF MAIZE 
BY MONTH (ALL ADDS]
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Private traders were not a significant source of maize. In May 1990, only 0.4 percent of 
the mcalswere from maize bought from private traders, with the highest proportion 3.8 
percent, bought in January 1991.

Meal Composition

The majority of meals prepared were nsima, mostly made from maize flour.' When 
households have maize in stock, nsima made from refined flour dominates. As can be 
seen from table 4.4, nearly 72 percent of the meals prepared in June was nsima from ufa 
but the proportion declines to 62.4 percent in December and 47.1 percent in March. On 
the other hand, the proportion of meals prepared from "mgaiwa" flour increases from 
9 percent in June to 27.4 percent in March.

TABLE 4.4. TYPE OF MEALS EATEN YESTERDAY FOR JUNE AND DECEMBER 199% AND 
MARCH 1991 - % OF ALL MEALS

Porridge
Kama (ufa)
Nsima (mgaiwa)
Nsima (madeya)
Other

JUNE 1990
8.1

71.7
9.0
0.2

11.0

DECEMBER 1990
8.9

'32.4
22.1
1.6
5.0

MARCH 1991
5.8

47.1
27.4
1.4

183

SOURCE CSR Held Survey 1990/91

There are marked differences in the proportion of "mgaiwa" meals between the three 
ADDs as shown in table 4.5. Nearly 43 percent of meals in March for BLADD were 
prepared from mgaiwa flour compared with 303% in LADD and only 6.8 percent for 
MZADD where 14.4 percent of meals were pumpkins.

TABLE 4.5. PERCENTAGE OF MEALS FROM 'UFA' AND -MGAIWA" FLOUR BY ADD

June 1990 Dec. 1990

MZADD
LADD
BLADD

Ufa

785
69.6
66.5

Mgaiwa Ufa

0.4 79.9
93 56.8

18.5 51.6

Mgaiwa Ufa

3.9 58.9
27.6 43.9
33.6 39.6

March 1991
Mgaiwa

6.8
30.3
42.7

Source CSR Field Survey (Grain Marketing Liberalisation)
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FlGURE.S

SOURCE OF MAIN INGREDIENT OF MAIZE
BY MONTH (All ADDS)

Private traders were not a significant source of maize. In May 1990, only 0.4 percent of
t~e meaIswere from maize bought from priV&te traders, with the highest proportion 3.8
percent, bought in January 1991.

Mra. Composition

80

60

MARCl-I 1991
5.8

"7.1
27.4
1.4

183

DECEMBER 1990
8.9

:i2...
22.1
1.6
5.0

nJNE 1990
8.1

71.7
9.0
0.2

11.0

Potridge
Nsima (ur.)
Nsima (mpiwa)
Nsima (madeya)
Olher

SOURCE CSR field Sul'lq' 1990/91

TABLE ...... TYPE OF MEALS EATEN YESTERDAY FOR JUNE AND DECEMBER 1'"AND
MARCH 1991 - .. OF ALL MEALS

The majority of meals prepared were nsima, mostly made from maize flour; When
households have maize in stock, nsima made from rermed flour dominates. k can be
seen from table 4.4, nearly 72 percent of the meals prepared in June was nsima from ufa
but the proportion declines to 62.4 percent in December and 47.1 percent in March. On
the other hand, the proportion of meals prepared from -mgaiwa- flour increases from
9 percent in June to 27.4 percent in March.

o~~~~~±±~~~
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There are marked differences in the proportion of -mgaiwa- meals between the three
ADDs as shown in table 4.5. Nearly 43 percent of meals in March for BlAnD were
prepared from mgaiwa flour compared with 303% in lADD and only 6.8 percent for
MZADD where 14.4 percent of meals were pumpkins.

CENTRE 101 SOCIAL IUUICI
TABLE "5. PERCENTAGE OF MEALS FROM -UF"- AND -MGAIW,,- FLOUR BY ADD

June 1990 Du. 1990
ur. Mgaiwa ur. Mgaiwa Ufa

March 1991
Mpiwa

MUDD
IADD
BLADD

785
69.6
66.5

0.4
9.3

18.5

79.9
56.8
51.6

3.958.9
27.643.9
33.639.6

6.8
30.3
42.7
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The high proportion of mgaiwa meals in BLADD and LADD results from two fadorj. 
First, as households run out of stored maize, they purchase maize, processing it ^ 
minimize wastage. Second, households that depend on the market, especially 
ADMARC, cannot always get local maize and have to buy hybrid which is not easily 
processed into 'ufa'. The households are, therefore, forced to "mgaiwa" because they 
cannot obtain local maize. In MZADD, households have to subsist on "non-traditional" 
staple foods, like pumpkins, because they do not have access to local maize and are 
unable to purchase hybrid from the distant ADMARC markets.

Households frequently use vegetables as relish with their meals followed by beans. 
Vegetables, beans and pulses account for 82 percent of all the relish in May, dropping 
to 713 percent in January, then rising again to 78 percent in March. The type of relish 
is influenced more by availability than by conscious choice. Relish collected from the 
wild accounts for 1.5 of all relish in May increasing to 103 percent in January when 
mushrooms become available.

Animal protein (livestock products and fish) is taken with 16.4 percent of meals in May 
and 25.4 percent in November, averaging 202 percent. Fish accounts for over 58 percent 
of this type of relish.

Table 4.6 presents the average number of meals prepared by households. The highest 
mean number of meals is 23 in May — the lowest is 1.9 from December to February. 
Although the highest proportion of households depleting their stored food was in 
MZADD and BLADD, the highest average number of meals were recorded in BLADD followed by LADD.

TABLE 4 A AVERAGE NUMBER OF MEALS TAKEN YESTERDAY BY ADO AND MONTH 

MZADP MOD BIADD

May UN
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
January 1991
February
March
April

23
22
2.1
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.9
1.8
1.8
IS
1.8
2.1

23
23
2.1
22
22
ZO
2.1
IS
1.9
1.9
2.0
22

14
2.1
22
2.1
2.1
2.1
1.9
2.1
ZO
2.0
Zl
22

23
22
2.1
2.1
Zl
ZO
ZO
1.9
1.9
1.9
ZO
Z2

e: CSR ReM Survey (Grain Marketing Liberalisation)
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Averages are not necessarily the best way to judge severity as they hide inter - household 
differences. Figure 7A shows the proportion of households eating only one meal a day 
\yy month and sex of household head. Only 7.4 percent of the households ate only one 
meal per day in May, but more than 27 percent did so in February. Over 40 percent of 
the female headed households prepared one meal per day in February.

Households in BLADD faired best while the worst situation was observed in MZADD. 
Income cannot be the explanation as average incomes are lowest in BLADD. One 
plausible explanation may be the better developed food marketing infrastructure and 
proximity to ADMARC markets. The average distance to place of food purchase in 
April was more than 12 tons for MZADD, 8-5 Kms for LADD and 3.1 KMs for 
BLADD, Figure 8. When ADMARC is purchasing produce, distances to places of 
purchase are shorter. As ADMARC withdraws from temporary markets, distances 
become greater.

The high proportion of mgaiwa meals in BlAnD and lAnD results from two faetOl\
Fust, as households run out of stored maize, they purchase maize, processing it 10
minimize wastage. S~nd, households that depend on the market. csP«=cially
ADMARc. cannot always get local maize and have to buy hybrid which is Dot easily
processed into 'ufa'. The households are, therefore, forced to -mgaiwa- because they
cannot obtain local maize. In MZADD, households have to subsist on -non-traditional'
staple foods, like pumpkins, because they do not have access to local maize and arc
unable to purchase hybrid from the distant ADMAR,C markets.

Households frequently use vegetables as relish with their meals foUowed by beans.
Vegetables, beans and pulses account for 82 percent of all the relish in May, dropping
to 71.3 percent in January, then rising again to 78 percent in March. The type of relish
is influenced more by availability than by conscious choice. Relish coUected from the
wild accounts for 1.5 of aU relish in May ina-easing to 103 percent in January wheu
mushrooms berome available.

,.verages are not necessarily the best way to judge severity as they hide inter - household
differences. rrgure 7A shows the proportion of housebc.lds eating only one meal a day
bY month and sex of household head. Only 7.4 percent of the households ate only one
tlIeaJ per day in May, but more than Z1 percent did so in February. Over 40 percent of
the female headed households prepared ODe meal per day in February.

Households in BLADD faired best while the worst situation was obscnocd in MZADD.
Income cannot be the explanation as average incomes are lowest in BIADD. One
plausible explanation may be the better developed food marketing infrastructure and
proximity to ADMARC markets. The average: distance to place of food purchase in
April was more than 12 kms for MZADD, 8.5 Kms for lAD!> and 3.1 KMs for
BLADD, Figure 8. When ADMARC is purchasing produce, distances to places of
purchase are shorter. As ADMARC withdraws from temporary markets, distances
become greater.
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Animal protein (livestock products and fash) is taken with 16.4 percent of meals in May
and 25.4 percent in Noycmber, averaging 20.2 percent. rlSh accounts for over 58 perceDt
of this type of relish.

Table 4.6 presents the average number of meals prepared by households. The highest
mean number of meals is 23 in May - the lowest is L9 from December to Febnwy.
Although the highest prOportion of households depleting their stored food was in
MZADD and BlADD, die highest aw:ragc number of meals were recorded in BIADD
followed by lADD.

TABLE 4.6. AVERAGE NUMBER OF ME.UJi TAKEN l'ES'ImWAv BYADD AND MON11l

~ MDD I!L&I!I! AU ADDs

M., I". 2.3 2.3 2.4 2.3June 2.2 2.3 2.1 2.2July 2.1 2.1 2.2 2.1AUJUSt 2.0 2.2 2.1 2.1September 2.0 2.2 2.1 2.1OCtober 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.0November 1.9 2.1 1.9 2.0December I.8 I.8 2.1 1.9Janual)' 1991 1.8 1.9 2.0 1.9Februal}' I.8 1.9 2.0 1.9March 1.8 2.0 2.1 2.0April 2.1 2.2 2.2 2.2

Source: CSR FJeld SuJYey (Grain Marteting Liberalisation)
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FIGURE. 7A
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CONCLUSIONS AND POUCYIMPUCATIONS

Major Coodusioos

Market liberalisation and the welfare of smallholders are linked. Allowing private traders to get involved in the marketing of agricultural produce may not totally offset the effect of the closure of ADMARC markets which are not commercially viable. Althoughmost household can dispose of their produce during a three to four months marketingseason, households in remote areas find it difficult to obtain food after their own stocks are depleted.

All food offered for sale during the marketing season may not be surplus. The majority of households that sell part of their maize harvest do not produce enough for their own consumption. However, they sell some of their maize to meet immediate cash needs. With the closure of some of ADMARCs markets it was expected that private traders would fill the gap. However, private traders are not willing to operate in remote areas where ADMARC has withdrawn unless it is profitable. Even where private traders are most active, Le., in BLADD, the movement of produce from remote rural areas to more urban centres is the mode. These traders lack basic infrastructure, capital and skills. Still, inefficient official markets result food crop transactions primarily between households and in local markets.

Because most households only produce enough food for 5 to 8 months, they had to employ certain survival mechanisms. These included eating less preferred food (mgaiwa) or inferior foods (madeya, pumpkins, green maize, roast cassava, etc.) and/or reducing the frequency of meals. During the hungriest part of the year, a quarter of the households manage only one meal a day.

More households in BLADD have two meals a day than in LADD and MZADD, even though their average cash income is the lowest among the three ADDs. A more developed "food trade" infrastructure appears to be the reason. Households in BLADD have better access to places where they can buy food.
Households growing hybrid maize in MZADD have more cash income but are worse off in terms of food security. Their preference for "nsima" made from ufa is part of the problem. However, the long distances Jo ADMARC markets, as seasonal markets close, is a factor.

Food and Income Security Under Market Liberalisation 249
Recommendations

(1) Where a land constraint exists, i.e., Blantyre and LJwonde ADD's, other income generating activities should be introduced and activities of the Malawi Mudzi Fund should be extended to cover all districts within the two ADD's.
(2) Most private traders now operating lack basic skills, working capital and Otherresources. A mechanism for helping private traders to overcome these constrain * needed.

(3) The present level of development by private traders in produce marketing does not serve remote areas adequately. The possibility of utilising farmers' clubs as cooperatives to buy and store produce for sale to members during the hunger season should be explored. Alternatively, prominent individuals in remote areas could be assisted in constructing acceptable storage facilities.

(4) It is our observation that Government is very slow to react to emergency situations. Although an early warning system is in place to help government take timely action when a serious food problem occurs, it does not appear to be working. A system capable of analysing the food security situation area by area to guide effective relief action needs to be developed This can not be done if decision making is concentrated at the national level

(5) There recently have been workshops on implementing the food for work concept This concept needs to be put into practice.
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M~or Coodusioas

Market Iiberalisation and the welfare of smallholders are linked. Allowing private
traders to get involved in the marketing of agricultural produce may not totally offset the
effect of the closure ofADMARC markets which are not commercially viable. Although
most household can dispose of their pr04uce during a three to four months marketing
season, households in remote areas fmd it diffir.ult to obtain food after their own stocks
are depleted.

All food offered for sale during the marketing season may not be surplus. The majority
of households that sell part of their maize harvest do not produce enough for their own
consumption. However, they sell some of their maize to meet immediate cash needs.
With the closure of some of ADMARC's markets it was expected that private traders
would fill the gap. However, private traders are not williug to operate in remote areas
where ADMARC has withdrawn unless it is profitable. Even where private traders are
most active, ie., in BIADD, the movement of produce from remote rural areas to more
urban centres is the mode. These traders laclt basic infrastructure, capital and skills.
Still, inefficient official markets result food aop transactions primarily between
households and in local markets.

Because most households only produce enough food for S to 8 months, they had to
employ certain sUIVival mee:banisms. These included eating less preferred food (mgaiwa)
or inferior foods {madeya, pumpkins, green maize, roast cassava. etc.) and/or reducing
the frequency of meals. During the hungriest part of the ycaJ'. a quarter of the
households manage only one meal a day.

More households in BlADD have two meals a day than in lADD and MUDD, even
though their average cash income is the lowest among the three ADDs. A more
developed wfood trade

w
infrastructure appears to be the reason. Households in BlADD

have better access to places where they can buy food.

Households growing hybrid maize in MZADD have more casb income but are worse off
in terms of food security. Their preference for wnsimawmade from ufa is part of the
problem. However, the long distances ~oADMARC markets, as seasonal markets close,
is a factor.

(1) Where a land constraint exists, i.e., Blantyre and Liwonde ADD's, other income
generating activities should be introduced and activities of the Malawi Mudzi Fund
should be extended to cover aU districts within the two ADD's.

(2) M~ private traders now operating lack basic skills, working capital and other
resources. A mecltanism for helping private traders to overcome these COnstrai~.3 15
needed.

(3) The present level of development by private traders in produce marketing does not
serve remote areas adequately. The possibility ofutilising farmers' clubs as cooperatives
to buy and store produce for sale to members during the hunger season should be
explored. Alternatively, prominent individuals in remote areas could be assisted in
constructing acceptable storage facilities.

(4) It is our observation that Government is very slow to react to emergency situations.
Although an carlywarning system is in place to help government take timely aetioa when
a serious food problem oc:c:urs, it docs Dot appear to be working. A system capable of
ana!ysing the food security situation area by area to guide effccme relief aetioa Deeds
to be developed. This can not be done if decision making is eonc:entrated at the
national level.

(5) There recently ha\'e been workshops on implementing the food for work c:oacept.
This concept needs to be put into practjce.
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IS GRAIN AVAILABILITY AN IMPORTANT
DETERMINANT OF VARIATION OF NUTRITIONAL STATUS

AMONG CHILDREN?

Preliminary evidence and policy implications 
from Zimbabwe's communal areas

Munhamo Chisvo and T.S Jayne'

INTRODUCTION

The plight of Zimbabwean women and children is receiving attention from a growing 
audience. This follows in part from a global recognition that survival, protection and 
development of children and women are rights, not privileges (UNICEF, July 1991). It 
is also the result of earlier national recognition that child nutrition problems are 
muhifaceted and attempts to solve them need be multidisdplinary (National Steering 
Committee on Food and Nutrition. 1990).

Zimbabwe pledged, along with other countries at the World Summit For Children held 
at the United Nations Headquarters in New York in September of 1990, to develop a 
National Plan of Action for Children to achieve particular nutritional goals. Among 
these goals was the reduction by half of 1990 levels severe and moderate malnutrition 
among under-frves in the next decade (UNICEF, 1991). This presents Zimbabwe with 
two major challenges. First, Zimbabwe has made commendable efforts in support of 
child health and nutrition in the past decade. But the 30 to 35 percent level of stunting 
still being reported in some parts of the country indicates that progress has been slow 
(Grciner and Tagwireyi. 1991). Second, Zimbabwe's economic climate continues to be
transformed by the Economic Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP). The tighter 
budgets of all relevant ministries inevitably restrain essential public sector investment in 
child health and development.

1 Research scholar and Visiting Lecturer, respectively, Department of Agricultural Economics and 
Extension, University of Zimbabwe. The authors thank J. B. Wyckoff, Jeremy Jackson and Dr. Choc's (UZ 
Medical School) for fammtnts on an eariier draft.
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Thus, resource re-allocation and prioritization become pivotal to the success of 
Zimbabwe's future efforts to support child health. This entails reassessing and 
streamlining current national child health and development programs highlighting 
reforms needed to improve management, financing and coordination of health and 
nutrition activities. Analyses of the relative importance of and interactions between 
factors influencing child nutrition would help guide scarce government resources into 
activities of greatest benefit.

Food and nutrition policy makers in the country, either implicitly or explicitly, have 
questioned the role that food security plays in explaining stunted growth among children 
under five years and the extent to which grain marketing reforms can improve the 
nutritional status of children in communal area. This paper reports a study of the extent 
to which household grain availability explains stunting (low height for age measurements) 
relative to other factors among under-fives in Zimbabwe's communal areas. Activities 
that, on the basis of preliminary evidence, may cost-effectively enhance child nutrition 
and/or merit further research are suggested.

The paper is divided into five sections. Summary statistics on the prevalence of 
malnutrition amongst sampled children and a brief description of factors contributing to 
stunting are presented in the first section. The conceptual framework underlying the 
analytical technique used in this study is then described. In the third section, models 
used to examine factors explaining malnutrition are specified and results interpreted. 
These results are synthesised in the fourth section to emphasize the Ley observations 
made from the analysis. Policy conclusions drawn from these observations are discussed 
in the final section.

PREVALENCE OF MALNUTRITION IN ZIMBABWE

A child nutrition survey was carried out in selected communal areas in the Midlands 
Province during January and February of 1991 by the University of Zimbabwe Food 
Security Project in collaboration with the Ministry of Health. A total of 335 children 
under 5 years old were weighed. Valid height-for-age z-scores could not be determined
for some of the children sampled because their birth dates were not recorded on health 
cards. In a number of cases the children were too young for height measurements to 
be taken (i.e., no height measurements were taken for children under six months of age).

Table 1 shows the prevalence of malnutrition by communal area. Gokwe communal 
area has the highest level of malnutrition. Interestingly, smallholder incomes were 
highest in this region. However, there is great variation among wards within Gokwc, 
ranging from food surplus households growing substantial amounts of cotton, to grain 
deficit, remote and low-income households in the drier northern parts of the communal 
area.

~~c--
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IS GRAIN AVAIIABILI1Y AN IMPORTANT
DETERMINANT OF VARIATION OF NUTRITIONAL STATUS

AMONG CHILDREN?

PrelIIIl1D1U7 eYideace ad poUcy Implications
from 21mba...·s communal areas

Munhamo Chisvo and T.S Jayne'

INTRODUcnON

The plight of Zimbabwean women and children is receiving attention from a growing
audience. This follows in part from a global recognition that survival, protection and
development of children and women are rights, not privileges (UNICEF. July 1991). It
is also the result of earlier national rec:ognition that child nutrition problems are
multifaceted and attempts to solve them need be multidisciplinary (National Steering
Committee on Food and Nutrition. 1990).

Zimbabwe pledged, along with other countries at the World Summit For Children held
at the United Nations Headquarters in New York in September of 1990, to develop a
National Plan of Action for Children to achieve particular nutritional goals. Among
these goals was the reduction by half of 1990 levels severe and moderale malnutrition
among under-fm:s in the next decade (UNICEF. 1991). This pr~sents ZimbaiJwc v.ith
two major challenges. First, Zimbabwe has made commendable efforts in support of
child health and nutrition in the past decade. But the 30 to 35 percent level of stunting
still being reported in some parts of the country indicates that progress has been slow
(Greiner and Tagwireyi. 1991). Second, Zimbabwe's economic climate cont;nues.t0 be
transformed by the Economic Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP). The tighter
budgets of all relevant ministries inevitably restrain essential public sedor investment in
child health and development.

1 ~.. sc........... V"lSilillc Lect1oftf', respectiwly, I)qoa"-'" 01' Apmaltural Eco_ics ...
Extnsioll, U.lftniIJ of ZialNIMe. 11Ie ...1Iors ....11 J. B. Wyckoff, J~mny Jackson .nd Dr. C~r. (UZ
MedKal School) for ~ 5 011 •• eart~rdraft.

Thus, resource re-allocation and prioritization become pivotal to the success of
Zimbabwe's future efforts to support child bealth. This entails reassessing and
streamlining current national child health and development programs highlighting
reforms needed to improve management. fInancing and coordination of health and
Dutrition activities. Analyses of the relative importance of and interactions between
factors influencing child nutrition would help guide scarce government resources into
activities of greatest benefit.

Food and nutrition policy makers in the country, either implicitly or explicitly, have
questioned the role that food security plays in explaining stunted growth among children
under five years and the extent to which grain marketing reforms can improve the
nutritional status of children in communal area. This pa~r reports a study of the extent
to which household grain availability explains stunting (low height for age measurements)
relative to other factors among under-fives in Zimbabwe's communal areas. Activities
that, on the basis of preliminary evidence, may cost-cffc:ctively enhance child nutrition
and/or merit further research are suggested.

The paper is divided into five sections. Summary statistics on the prevalence of
malnutrition amongst sampled children and a brief desaiption of factors contributing to
stunting are presented in the first section. The conceptual framework underlying the
aualytical technique used in this study is then described. In the third section, models
used to examine factors explaini.OJg malnutrition are specified and results interpreted.
These results arc synthesised in the fourth section to emphasize the ley observatiOns
made from the analysis. Policy conclusions drawn from these observations are discussed
in the ftnal section.

PREVALENCE OF MALNUI'RITION IN ZIMBABWE

A child nutrition survey was carried out in selected communal areas in the Midlands
Province during January and February of IS'91 by the University of Zimbabwe Food
Scc:urity Project in collaboration with the Ministry of Health. A total of 335 children
UDder S years old were weighed. Valid height-for-age z·scores could not be determined
for some of the children sampled because their birth dates were not recorded on health
cards. In a number of cases tbe children were too young for height measurements to
be taken {i.e., no height measurements were taken (or children under six months of age).

Table 1 shows the prevalence of malnutrition by communal area. Golcwe communal
area has the highest level of malnutrition. Interestingly, smallholder incomes were
highest in this region. However, there is great variation among wards within Gokwc,
ranging from food surplus households growing substantial amounts of cotton, to grain
deficit, remote and low-income households in the drier northern parts of the communal
area.
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Table L Prarakacc of Malwrtritioa by ComawBal Ana, Midlands Province, January 1*91

COMMUNAL 
AREA

MBEREMGWA

RUNDE

SHURUGWI

KAMA

GOKWE NORTH*

GOKWE SOOTH*'

TOTAL

TOTAL CHILDREN 
WEIGHED

Number 
64

«

30

21

17

X

ZM

HEIGHT FOR AGE 
MALNUTRITION 
< -ZED < -3SO

% * 
63 13.

133 W

133 34

14.3 C

333 3,7

13,9 0

IM 4.7

WEIGHT FOR 
HEIGHT 

MALNUTRITION 
<- 2 SO < -3 SO

% * 
L2 0

14 0

0 0

4.S 0

11/5 M

0 0

3<« 03

WEIGHT FORAGE 
MALNUTRITION 

<-2SD <-3SD

* % 
164 5«

IM W

4* 24

IM 0

2M 4.3

124 0

IS* 34

SiM*nb« lad Cftfcqi W«rti 
' Njehte md Hi •nj»i Wmfc

The higher levels of malnutrition in northern Gokwe requires some elaboration. A 
sample of nurses interviewed at local clinics identified seven major contributory factors:

1. Earfy weaning due to pregnancy. Many families have poor child spacing resulting 
in early weaning which disturbs the normal growth of child.

2. Diarrhoea: This is caused by poor sanitation and poor quality water. Most 
households rely on bush toilets and river water.

3. Shortage of other foods to add to porridge and sadza: Groundnut production is 
almost absent in Gokwe. Households rely on rural shops for their peanut 
butter, which is frequently in short supply and expensive.

4. Lack of budgeting/poor management of financial resources: Many households 
are headed by people who drink Polygamy is also reputed to result in 
mismanagement of both financial and physical resources.
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5. Alcoholism/alcohol abuse: This problem tends to be serious in Semuchembu 
where drinking and smoking is more of a tradition than just a habit for both 
men and women. Pregnant mothers who smoke and or drink risk giving birth 
to children who are under-weight because alcohol and smoke inhibit the flow 
of food from the mother to the child through the placenta. The survey data 
showed significantly lower birth weights among mothers who drank beer.

6. Abject poverty: Output from crop production is low in northern Gokwe and 
there is limited scope for local employment. Pressures on family members' time 
in productive uses may reduce their ability to participate in child nutrition 
schemes. For example, of 94 children registered for supplementary feeding by 
a school in Zarova area of Gokwe, households of only 35 of the children 
actually participated in the supplementary feeding programme.

7. Inadequate health services: Most people travel nine to ten hours to get to the 
nearest health centre.

METHODOLOGY

The conceptual framework guiding this analysis is underpinned by the theory of a health 
production function2. Variability in nutritional status of children (measured using child 
anthropometry) is explained by factors that are both endogenous and exogenous to the 
household. Endogenous factors are those controlled by the household and include 
income and available food (from own production or purchases). The household can 
allocate these among competing opportunities. For example, available income can be 
used to buy food for the child or to buy inputs for the next crop year. Similarly, 
available food can be sold or exchanged to acquire other goods and services with higher 
utility.

Exogenous factors, on the other hand, are external to the household. They affect 
household decisionmaking and resource allocation, thus the nutritional status of children. 
An example of an exogenous factor is ths genetic potential of the child1. Community 
factors such as availability or access to health facilities, sanitary facilities and water 
quality are considered to be exogenous to the household.

Sec -Household mourns awl thiW health U Zimbabwe', hy Dunean Thomas. 19M. n> 2.

determine whether the eUU Is foiaf to realise Ms genetic poteMiaL

T8bk L PrnaIeMe ot MaJ.tritioli by c Area, Mid.... I'r'owiMe, J..uary 1"1
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Alcoholism/alcohol abuse: This problem tends to be serious in Semuchembu
where drinking and smoking is more of a tradition than just a habit for both
men and women. Pregnant mothers who smoke and or drink risk giving birth
to children who are under-weight because alcohol and smoke inhibit the now
of food from the mother to the child through the placenta. The suncy data
showed sigcificantly lower birth weights among mothers who drank beer•

MEmODOLOGY

lnadequote hellith services: Most people travel nine to ten hours to get to the
nearest hc:::Jth centre.

Abject povetty: Output from aop production is low in northern Gokwe and
there is limited scope for local employment. Pressures on family members' time
in productive uses may reduce their ability to participate in child nutrition
schemes. For example, of 94 children registered for supplementary feeding by
a school in Zarova area of Gokwe, households of o>nly 35 of the children
actually participated in the sU!l"lementary feeding programme.

5.

6.

7.

The conceptual framework guiding this analysis is underpinned by the theory or a health
production function2

• Variability in nutritional status of children (measured using child
anthropome!ry) is explained by fadors that are both endogenous and emgenous to the
household. Endogenous (adors are those controlled by the household and include
income and available food (from own production or purchases). The household can
allocate these an.m:g competing opportunities. For example, available income C3n be
used to buy food for the child <lr to buy inputs for the next crop year. Similarly,
available food can be sold or exchanged to acquire other goods and services with higher
utility.
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CICltoOWNAL 1UI'ALCm.DREI'l HE1GHI' FOIl AGE W1!IGHI' FOIl WElGlr.FOIl AGE
AREA WEIGHED MAUll1I1UnON HEIGHI' MAUiVlRlI10N

< -ZSD <-350 MAU«1IRl11ON < .250 < ·350
<-250 < -350

N-. .. .. .. .. .. ..
JollII!RmlGWA lit 6,3 1,2 u 0 16<C 51/

RUNDE 110 l3,3 1,3 lA 0 U.- '1./l

SHURUGWI JO 13,3 3,3 0 0 4~ z.e

KANA Z1 14,3 C 4,5 0 l3,6 0

GOItWE~· V 33,3 3,7 lloli 1'- ZI,4 4,5

GOItWE SOUIH·· y; ~ 0 0 0 U,5 0

TOI'AL ZJI au 4.7 3,4 0,3 l3,6 3,1

The higher levels of malnutrition in northem Gone requires some elaboration. A
sample of nurses interviewed at local clinics identitied seven DJajor contn'hutory fadors:

2. DiiIrrlwea: This is caused by poor sanitation and poor quality water. Most
households rely on bush toilets and riw:r water.

1. EtuIy wuningdue 10 pregtUl1Jcy: Many families have poor child spacing resulting
in early weaniog which disturbs the normal growth of child.

-<>
~

3.

4.

Shortage ofother foods 1o lJdd 1oponidge tmd sadzD: Groundnut production is
almost absent in Gokwe. Households rel~' on rural shops for their peanut
butter, which is frequently in short supply a&d expensive.

Lade of budgeting/poor management of jinancitll resowces: Many households
are headed by people who drink Polygamy is also reputed to result in
mismanagement of both financial and physical resources.

Exogenous (actors, on the other hand, are external to the household. They affect
household decisionmaking and resource allocation, thus the nutritional status ofchildren.
An example of an exogenous factor is th~ genetic potential of tbe child'. Community
factors such as availability or access to health facilities, sanitary facilities and water
quality are considered to be exogenous to the household.

2 See 'H_1to1d ...-fteS ud ddld ..... ill ZiIIIb8bwe", .., Du... n.o.as. .9M. lIP 2.
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As in any production function, the output (child health) and certain inputs are jointly 
determined. For example, several studies have demonstrated a significant positive 
relationship between nutritional status and the incidence of disease - acute respiratory 
tract infections and diarrhoea in particular. However, debate continues over the 
direction of causality. Health status and food consumption also appear to be 
simultaneously determined - low levels of either factor tend to reduce the other.

To minimise simultaneity bias, two-stage least" squares was used which accounts for the 
endogeneity of •egressors. Instruments developed for endogenous factors, in 
combination with other explanatory variables, were used to specify the second stage 
equations which estimate the parameters underlying the production function. The 
regression coefficients estimated by the second stage equations are examined to identify 
determinants of child nutritional status. In both stages, multiple regression models 
tested the fit of data from a single cross-sectional household survey4 of 209 households 
in the Midlands Province during 199L Three hundred and thirty five children under five 
from these households were included.

The dependent variable, child heigul-for-age, is a measure of chronically inadequate food 
intake. Height-for-age scores are expressed as standardized values, or Z-scores, which* 
are the preferred indicator of the World Health Organization.

SPECIFICATION OF MODELS AND INTERPRETATION OF
RESULTS

1st Stage Modds

In the first stage, two models were specified to estimate two endogenous variables: "non- 
salaried income and net grain availability for consumption by the child. These 
instruments, in combination with other explanatory variables, were used to construct the 
model that examines factors associated with hcight-for-agc nutritional status of children.

As b InK af mast crM 
ood explanatory powei

•Bitted variables affected the analysis. DiffiraMits in
atkipated tut an Ike spceined models.
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Household income

Only non-salary incomes were estimated. Salaries were excluded because they are 
earned off the farm and imply a different control and expenditure pattern.3 The 
proportion of income spent on child needs at the margin may depend to a larger extent 
on where the income is earned than on who earns it and the actual amount earned. 
Children staying on the farm, ctteris paribus, have greater access to income earned on 
die farm. This led to testing the affect of salaries on child nutrition independently of 
incomes from other sources.

To develop instruments for non-salary household income, a multiple regression model 
was fitted to the survey data using ordinary least-squares (OLS). Non-salary income 
encompasses farm sales: hence, the specification of the model was guided to some extent 
by production function theory. The value of farm sales depends on output market 
access and prices. Non-farming activities (although performed at the farm) such as 
handcrafting and beer brewing also are included.

In this study, inter-household variability of non-salary incomes was hypothesized to be 
explained by owned household resources (land, labour and equipment and draft), 
variable inputs purchased (fertilizer quantity applied), and locational or agroclimatic 
factors (location)6. The impact of factors missing in the model specification are 
aggregated in the error term.

The final specification of the model is presented below. The expected nature of 
association between the dependent variable and the explanatory variable in question is 
shown in parentheses.

where:

INCOME

INCOME
bo
LOCI
LOC2
LABOUR

bo + bi(LOCl) + ba(LOC2) + ba(LAND) + b<LABOUR) • 

Bs(EQUIP) -I- BefDRAFT) + e

Total household non-calaiy- income 
Constant term
Low yielding location: (Dummy) 
Medium yielding location (Dummy) 
Labour (Memben tbove five yean)

Most salaries an earned in arban centres where they arc abject to different allocation decisions 
•mi expenditure pMtenu than incomes caned on the turn. AH other things held constant, children are 
man likely to benefit directly tram Incomes caned OH the Cam than salaries caned la arban centres.

For More detail on specifying the Model lor household income see "Determinants Of Raral Incomes 
la ComMinul Areas Of Zimbabwe: Household Food Security Implicatioas* by Charles J.Cbopak, 1991.
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As in any production function, the output (child health) and certain inputs are jointly
determined. For example. SCYCI'a1 studies have demonstrated a significant posime
relatioaship between nutritioaal status and the incidence of disease - acute respiratory
tract infections and diarrhoea in particular. However, debate continues over thc
clirec:tion of causality. Health status and food consumption also appear to be
simultaneously determined - low ~1s of either factor tend to reduce the other.

To minimise simultaneity bias, two-stage Jcas{ squares was used which accounts for the
endogencity of ..egressors. Instruments developed for endogenous factors, in
combination with other explanatory variables, were used to specify the second stage
equations which estimate the parameters underlying the production function. The
regression coefficients estimated by the second stage equations are examined to idcntify
determinants of child nutritioaal status. In both stagc:s, multiple regression modeJs
tested the 5t of data &om a single cross-sectional household survey' of 209 households
in the MIdlands Province during 199L Three hundred and thirty five children under five
from these households were included.

()D1y nOD-salary incomes were estimated. Salaries were excluded because they are
earned €Iff the farm and imply a different control and expenditure pattern.' The
proportion of income spent on child needs at the margin may depend to a larger extent
(Ill where the income is earned than on who carns it and the actual amount earned.
Children staying OD the farm, ceteris paribus, have greater access to income earned on
the farm. This led to testing the affect of salaries on child nutrition independently of
incomes from othcr sources.

To d~lop instruments for non-sa1aJy household income, a multiple regression model
was fitted to the survey data using ordinary least-squares (OLS). Non-salary income
eacompasses farm sales: hence, the specific:ation of the model was guided to some extent
by production function theory. The value of farm sales depends on output market
access and prices. Non-farming activities (although performed at the faria) such as
handaafting and beer brewing also are included.

The final specification of the model is presented below. The expected nature of
association between the dcpendent variable and the explanatory variable in question is
shown in parentheses

ID this study, inter-household variability of nOD-salary incomes was hypothesized to be
espIaincd by owned household resources (land, labour and equipment and draft),
variable inputs purc:based (fertilizer quantity applied), and Iocatiooal or agrodimatic
factors (location)'. The Impact of factors missing in the model specification are
asgregated in the error term.

bo + bl(LOC1) +b~) + bJ(LAND) + IM(lABOUR) +

Ib(EOUlP) + B6(DRAFI) + e

(-)
(+)
(+)

Tocal bousehold IIOII~ income
Con5tant term
1.oIryicldiq b:alion: (Dummy)
Medium yielcSillllocation (Dummy)
Ubour (McIIIbcrs ..bcwe lift )Urs)

INCOME
bo
LOCI
LOC2
LABOUR.

(la) INCOME •

where:

SPECIFICATION OF MODELS AND INTERPRETATION OF
RESULTS

In the rust stage, two models were specified to estimate two endogenous variables: 'non
salaried income and Jlet grain availability for consumption by the child. These
instruments, in combination with other explanatory variables, were used to construct the
model that examines factors assc>ciated with height-for-age nutritional status of children.

The dependent variable, c:bild height-for-age, is a measure of chronically inadequate food
intake. Height-for-age sc:orc:s arc ezprcssed as standardized values, or Z-scorcs, which'
are the preferred indic:ator of the Wodd Health Organization.
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LAND 
EQUIP 
DRAFT

Land owned (hectares) 
Equipment owned (ZJ) 
Draft owned(cattte equivalents) 
Error term

(4) 
(4)

Evaluation of the performance of the regression model shows that the independent variables explained nearly 31 percent (Adjusted R2 =0307) of the variation of non-salary incomes of the surveyed households. The F-value of 18.25 was highly significant (0.00% level) for the linear relationship between non-salary income and the explanatory variables in the model.

A number of insights are provided by the estimated regression coefficients. First, UK expected reliance of households on agricultural production for their non-salary incomes is confirmed by the positive coefficients on production-related resource valuables: equipment ownership (statistically significant at the .01% level), cattle ownership (1%), and labour availability (.5%). Land ownership, was significant at the 10 percent level The regression coefficients imply that: (i) a one acre increase in land owned by the- household, ceterisparibus, is associated with a 2312.61 increase in non-salary income of the household; (ii) an additional head of cattle owned by the household, ceteris paribus, is associated with a ZS27.89 increase in non-salary household income; (iii) an additional ZS1.00 worth of equipment owned, ceteris paribus, is associated with an increase in non- salary income of ZS0.41 for the household; and an additional household member above five years of age, ceteris paribus, is associated with an increase in non-salary household income of ZS5239 per annum.

The importance of the productivity of the farm location to non-salary household income is confirmed by the statistically significant relationship between non-salary income and the dummy variable for medium-yielding location (5 percent). Non-salary householdincome is ZS723.19 higher in the medium yielding survey wards than in the low yielding wards.

Net grain availability

Net grain availability was calculated as an indirect measure of actual grain consumption by summing households production, monetary and non-monetary purchases, gifts and food aid received minus sales, gifts given and changes in storage inventory. This indirect indicator of household grain consumption provided a useful, albeit rough and imperfect, measure of household caloric intake from grains. USDA estimates that grains constitute about 50% of the average Zimbabwean's caloric intake although some observers believe it is much higher in the rural areas (Ramji, 1991).
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To develop instruments for estimating net grain availability per child (NGA), a multiple regression model was fitted to the survey data using ordinary least-squares (OLS). Inter- household variation of net grain availability per child was hypothesized to be explained by owned household resources (land, labour, equipment and draft), variable inputs purchased (quantity of fertilizer applied), and exogenous factors that account for the influence of agroecological conditions (i.e., the location dummy variables). The amount of grain available is also determined by sales, purchases, gifts, exchanges and drought relief. These in turn are influenced by a variety of social and economic factors some of which were not measured and hence appear in the error term. Grain purchases and sales, for example, depend on household production, access to the market and grain prices, and reflect the priorities of family decisionmakers with regard to expenditure and resource allocation. Gifts and exchanges are also a function of complex social factors and inter-household relations. An additional dummy variable, for whether or not households brewed beer in the study period, was included in the model to test whether there was competition for grain between consumption and beer brewing. The final specification of the model is as shown below. Again, the expected nature of association between the explanatory variables and the dependent variable is shown in parentheses:

The regression model explained 12 percent (adj. R2 =0.12) of the variation of net grain availability to children of the surveyed households with an F-statistic of 3.978 significant at the 0.01 percent level. The low association between the predicted values and the observed values raises questions about the plausibility of the instruments generated by thi-. model.

(Ib)

where:

NGA = bo 4 bi(BEER) + b^LOCLOW) 4 ba(LOCMED) 4 b<EINCOME) 4 b5(SALARY) 4 bc(LAND) 4 bi(DRAFT) 4 be(FERTQ) + e

NGA = Grain availabk per child for consumptionbo Constant term
BEER Beer brewing (Dummy) (+)LOCI Low-yielding Location (Dummy) (-)LOC2 Medium-yielding Location (Dummy) (4)EINCOME Estimated non-salary income (4)SALARY Total salary earned by household (ZJ) (4)LAND Land owned (hectares) (4)EQUIP Equipment owned (ZS) (4)DRAFT - Draft animals (cattle equivalents) (4)FERTQ = Fertilizer quantity applied (4)e = Error term

The estimated regression coefficients provide several interesting insights. First, the anticipated reliance of children on agricultural production for their food is confirmed by the strong statistical significance of production-related resource variables: equipment ownership (statistically significant at the .05% level), cattle ownership (5% level), and land availability (5% level). An unanticipated, result is the significant negative

Evaluation of the performance of the regression model shows that the independellt
variables explained nearly 31 percent (Adjusted R2 =0.307) of the variation of non-salary
incomes of the surveyed households. The F-vaIue of 18.25 was highly significant (O.OO%
level) for the linear relationship between non-salary income and the explanatory
variables in the model.

A number of insights are provided by the estimated regression coefficients. Fust, the
expected reliance of households on agricultural production for their non-sa1aJy incomes
is confirmed by the positive coefficients on production-related resource vat :ables:
equipment ownership (statistically significant at the .01% level), cattle ownershi;. (1%),
aDd labour availability (.5%). Land ownership, was significant at the 10 percent level
The regression coefficients imply that: (i) a one acre increase in land owned by the.
household, aterisparibus, is associated with a Z$12.61 increase in non-salary income of
the household; (ii) an additional head of cattle owned by the household, ceteris paribus,
is associated with a 2SZ1iJ9 increase in non-salary household income; (w) an additional
Z$1.oo worth ofequipment owned, ceterispa1ibus, is associated with an increase in nOD
salary income of ZJO.41 for the household; and an additional household member aboYe
fIVe years of age, ceteris paribus. is associated with an increase in non-salary household
income of 2$5239 per annum.

To develop instruments for estimating net grain availability per child (NGA), a multiple
regression model was fitted to the survey data using ordinary least-squares (OLS). Inter
household variation of net grain availability per child was hypothesized to be explained
by owned household resources (land, labour, equipment and draft), variable inputs
purchased (quantity of fcrtilizer applied), and exogenous factors that ae:count for the
influence of agroecological conditions (i.e.. the location dummy~bIes). 11Ie amount
of grai!l available is also determined by sales, purchases, gifts, exchangrs and drought
relief. These in turn are iclluenced by a variety of social and ec:oaomic fadors some of
which were not measured and hence appear in the error term. Gram purchases and
sales, for example, depend on household production, access to the multet and grain
prices, and reflect the priorities of family decisionmalters with regard to C2pCnditure and
resource allocation. Gifts and exchanges are also a function of complex social fadors
and inter-household relations. An additional dummy variable, for whether or not
households brewed beer in the stu~yperiod, ws~ included in the model to test whether
there was competition for grain between consumption ano beer brewing. The final
specification of the model is as shown below. Again, the expected Illlhm ofassociation
between the explanatory variables and the dependent variable is shown in :wenthesc:s:

The regression model explained 12 percent (adj. R2 =0.12) of the variation of net grain
availability to children of the surveyed households with an F-statistic of3.978 signifacant
at the 0.01 percent level. The low association between the predicted values and the
observed values raises questions about the pl•.usibility of the instruments generated by
tJi..• model.
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lAND
EQUIP
DRAFr
e

Land owned (hectares)
Equipment owned (ZS)
DraCl owned(cattle equivalents)
Error term

(+)
(+)
(+)
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The estimated regression coefficients provide several interesting insights. F'ust, the
anticipated reliance of children on agricultural production for their food is confirmed by
the strong statistical significance of production-related resource variables: equipmcnt
ownership (statistically significant at the .05% level), cattle ownership (5% level), and
land availability (5% level). An unanticipated, result is the significant negative

NGA
bo
BEER
LOCI
LOC2
ElNCOME
SAlARY
lAND
EQUIP
DRAFr
FERlQ
e

bo + bl(BEER) + b2(LO(1OW) + b3(LOCMED) +
b4(E1NCOME) + lJj(SAlARY) + be(LAND) + b7(EOUIP) +
tM(DRAFI) + b9(FERTQ) + e

/\
~r'. ~

The importance of the productivity of the farm location to non-salary household income
is confumed by the statistically significant relationship between non-salary income and
the dummy variable for medium-yielding location (5 percent). Non-salary household
income is Z!723.19 higher in the medium yielding survey wards than in the low yielding
wards.

Net gruin availability

Nel grain availability was calculated as an indirect measure of actual grain consumption
by summing households production, monetary and non-monetary purchases, gifts and
food aid received minus sales, gifts given and changes in storage inventory. This indirect
indicator of household grain consumption provided a useful, albeit rough and imperfect,
measure of household caloric intake from grains. USDA estimates that grains constitute
about 50% of the average Zimbabwean's caloric intake although some observers believe
it is much higher in the rural areas (Ramj~ 1991).

(lb)

where:

NGA =

= Grain available per child for consumption
Constant term
Beer brewinc (Dummy)
Low-yieldinC LoQlion (Dummy)
Medium-yieldinc LoQlion (Dummy)
Eaimaled _IaJY inc:ome
Total u1aJY earned by household (ZS)
Land owned (hectares)
Equipment owned (ZS)
Draft animals (cattle equivalenls)
Fertilizer quanlicy applied
Error term

(+)
(-)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
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association (at the 1% level) between both salary and non-salary income and the amount of grain available for consumption by the child. The result, may be plausible for places 
like Gokwe North which is poorly suited to maize production but well-suited for cotton 
production. Yet income generated from cotton is difficult to convert into grain because of local scarcity and poor grain distribution channels (Chisvo et aL 1990). This 
observation is consistent with observations made in other low yield areas where maize 
is the only source of both food and cash income and households just attain food self, 
sufficiency retaining most, if not all, of the grain they harvest for consumption at the 
expense of cash income- (from grab sales). Salaries were expected to be higher for households that cannot raise crops, either because of poor agroecological conditions or because they lack certain necessary resources thus rely on off-farm employment. Grain 
availability, under these circumstances, was determined by grain prices and availability 
on local markets. Earlier surveys have shown that, in most grain deficit low-productivity 
areas, grain availability for purchase is seasonal and expensive forcing households to rely on purchased meal that is 30-35 percent more expensive than grain. In this case, even 
though households have high salaries, grain itself may not be readily accessible. The 
negative association between salaries and net grain availability could reflect bask consumer behaviour of shifting tastes from staple foods to non-food luxuries as incomes 
grow. The estimated regression coefficients imply that: (i) an additional Z$LOO of salary 
and non-salary household income is associated with 0.02 kg and 0.57 kg less grain available for consumption by the child, respectively; (ii) a one acre increase in land 
owned by the household, ceteris paribus, is associated with a 922 kg increase in the 
amount of grain available for consumption by the child; (iii) an additional head of cattle 
owned by the household, ceteris paribus, is associated with a 1522 kg increase in the 
amount of grain available to the child for consumption; and (iv) an additional ZS1.00 worth of equipment owned, ceteris paribus, is associated an additional 0266 kg of grain 
available to the child.

The coefficients also demonstrate the importance of area productivity to grain availability 
for consumption. At the 10 percent level of significance, wards that yield 476-657 kilograms of grain per acre (also referred to as medium-yielding wards) arc associated 
with 361 kilograms more grain available for consumption by a child.

Beer brewing and the amount of fertilizer applied to grains do not seem to have a 
significant association with net grain availability for consumption.
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2nd Stage Model 

Determinants of heigfit-for-age malnutrition in undcr-fivcs

The literature fails to provide a sound theoretical base for the specification of a child 
nutrition model Several different regression models therefore were specified using 
different combinations of explanatory variables. These alternative specifications were 
used to test the robustness of results obtained and the conclusions reached. Following 
Thomas (1990), five sets of factors are hypothesised to explain the hcight-for-agc measurements of the surveyed children. These are: (i) household characteristics, e^, asset ownership, type of latrine, marital status, gram available to the family for 
consumption; (ii) parental characteristics (i.e., height, drinking habits); (iii) community 
factors (Le., water accessibility and quality, accessibility to health centres; (iv) child characteristics (Le., age, sex, birth weight, height, weaning age, and child spacing); and lastly> (v) type and duration of illnesses.

A regression model was specified to examine the determinants of variations of height- for-age nutritional status among under fives.

The regression model's independent variables explained nearly 22 percent (adj. R2 
=0216) of the variation of heigh t-for-age z-scores (HAZs) of the survey children but the model was not significant.
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association (at the 1% level) between both salary and DOn-saIaJy income and the amoUllt
ofgrain available for consumption by the child. The result, may be plausible for places
like Gokwc North wbidl is poorly suited to maize production but weD-suited for cotton
production. Yet income generated from colton is difficult to convert into grain because
of local scarcity and poor grain clistnoutioa channels (Chisvo et aL 1990). This
observation is c:onsistent with observations made in other low yield areas wherem~
is the only sourcc of both food and cash inc:ome and households just attain food self.
sufficiency retainiug most, if not aU, of the grain they harvest for consumption at the
ClpCDSC of cash income- (from grain sales). Salaries were expected to be higher for
houseboJcL; that cannot raise crops, either because of poor agroccological conditions or
becaU5C they lade certain necessary resources thus rely on off-farm employment. Grain
availability. under tIiese circllmstances, was determined by grain prices and availability
on Ioc:aI markets. Earlier surveys have shown that, in most grain deficit low-productivity
areas, grain availability for purchase is seasoaal and expensive forcing households to rely
on pun:hased meal that is 30-35 percent mocc expensive than grain. In this case, eYl:Il

thoush housc:hoIds have hish salaries, grain itself may not be readily accessible. The
ueptive associatioa bctw=n salaries and act grain availability could reflec::t basic
CIOIISUIDCI' behaviour of shifting tastes from staple foods to non-food luxuries as incomes
grow. The estimated regression coefficients imply that: (i) an additional 1'.$LOO ofsalary
and non-salaJy houseboIcI income is associated with 0.02 kg and 0.57 kg less grain
available for consumptioa by the c:biId, rcspcc:tiveIy; (0) a one acre increase in land
owned by the household, cetetis ptIIibus. is usociated with a 9.22 kg increase in the
amount ofgrain available for consumption by the child; (ili) an additional head of c:attlc
owned by the household, cetetis ptvi."us. is associated with a 15.22 kg increase in the
amount of grain available to the c!illd for coasumption; and (iv) an additional 1'.$1.00
worth ofequipment owned, cetetis paribus. is associated an additional 0.266 kg of grain
available to the child.

The coefficients also demonstrate the importance ofarea productivity to grain availability
for c:onsumption. At the 10 perccnt level of significance, wards that yield 476-657
kilograms of grain per acre (also referred to as medium-yielding wards) are associated
with 361 kilograms more grain available ~or consumption by a child.

Beer brewiug and the amount of fertilizer applied to grains do not seem to have a
significant association with net grain availability for consumption.

2nd Stage Model

DetenninlllJts ofheighl1or-age maInutrilion in undu-jives

The literature fails to provide a sound theoretical base for the specifICation of a child
nutrition model Sever~ different regression models therefore were specified using
different c:ombint~t!ons of explanatory variables. These alternative specifiC3tions were
used to test the robustness of results obtained and the conclusions reached. FoUowing
Thomas (1990). fiw sets of factors are hypothesised to explain the height-for-age
measurements of the SUl've)'Cd children. These are: (i) household characteristics, e.g..
asset ownership, type of latrine, marital status, grain available to the family for
consumption; (0) parental characteristics (i.e.• height, drinking habits); (Ui) community
factors (ie., water accessibility and quality; aCCCSSloility to health centres; (IV) child
characteristics (i.e., age, sex. birth weight, height, weaning age. and child spacing); and
last1y. (v) type and duration of illnesses.

A regression model was specified to examine the determinants of variations of height
for-age nutritional status among under fives.

The regression model's independent variables explained nearly 22 percent (adj. R2
=0.216) of the variation ofheight-for-age z-scores (HAZs) of the survey children but the
model was not significant.
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(2)

where:

HAZ

HAZ
bo
SEX
AGE
MARJTALS
MAR1TALP
BIRTH W
NGA
WEANED
DIAR
MEASLES •
COUGH
EINCOME
SALARY
EDUCATM
HEIGHTM

bo + bi(SEX) + b^AGE) + bXMARTTALS) + KMARITALP) •«• bs(BIRTH W) + be(NGA) + tn(WEANED) + b«(DIAR) + bKMEASLES) + t>io(COUGH) + bil(EINCOME) -f 
bi^SALARY) + bi3(EDUCATM) + bi<HEIGHTM).

Height for age Z-ccore 
Consunt term 
Gender Dummy 
Age in months dummy 
Miriul tutus dummy 
Marital tutus dummy 
Birth weight dummy

(1-nute)

(1-single ) 
(1-polygamy) 
(l-<2SOOg)Estimated grain availability ( kgs )

Weaning age in dummy (1 = < 14 months)Number of days child had diarrhoea
Number of days child had measles
Number of days child had a cough
Estimated household income (ZS)
Salary earned by household members (ZS)
Years of FORMAL education of mother
Height of mother

SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The results indicate that the estimated relationship between grain availability for consumption by the child and the child's height-for-age nutritional status is sensitive to model specification. Whilst no significant association is shown by be results of the specified equation, other models have shown a positive association between grain availability and nutritional status at the 10% to 15% level of significance. Using the actual values for grain availability, positive association (10% significance level) results.
Several other variables appear to be associated with nutritional status regardless of the model specification: (i) the height of the mother (positive at the 10% level of significance); (ii) children past weaning age (negative at the 1% level); (iii) polygamous households (negative at the 5% level); (hr) the incidence of diarrhoea (negative at the 1% level), (v) the level of education of the mother (negative at the 10% level), and (vi) low birth weights (below 2500 gms) negative at the 10% level

The coefficients imply that:

(i) children under 16 months (likely to be still breastfeeding), ceteris paribus, are associated with an increase of 0.69 in their HAZs;
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(ii) a one year increase in the years of education of tie mother, ceteris paribus, is associated with a decrease of 0.5 in the child's height-for-age z-score;

(iii) polygamous households, ceteris paribus, arc associated with a decrease of 057 in height-for-age z-scores of under-fives in Zimbabwe's communal areas;
(iv) a one centimeter increase in the height of the mother, ceteris paribus, is associated with a 0.03 increase in the height-for-age z-scores of her under fives;
(v) low birth weight (below 25 kgs) is associated with a 0.72 decrease in HAZs. UNICEF reports that 70% and 53% of infant deaths occurred within the first month in two sample areas in 1983 and 1984 respectively (UNICEF, 1985, p.12). A regression analysis to identify factors associated with low child birth weights7 identified the importance of main water sources further than 21cm from home. A distance further than 2 kilometres to the most utilised water source, ceteris paribus, was associated with a fall in birth weight of 023 kg, significant at the 10% level No significant relationship was observed between birth weight and type (or quality) of water source. Thus, proximity of water sources may be more important than type of source. It is generally understood that the quantity of water fetched and the number of uses to which a given quantity of water is put are more important in determining health (especially incidence of diarrhoea) than the water source itself (Choto, 1991). The quantity of water fetched is a function of distance from source, physical well being of the person fetching it and the opportunity cost of fetching water. In rural areas several activities compete with time spent fetching water, such as working in fields and fetching firewood. Reducing the distance to water sources, therefore, could increase the amount of water used and/or free up mothers' time for other activities, including the time devoted to caring for children. Other factors that were significantly associated with birth weight were (a) gender, males being significantly associated ( at the 0.01% level) with an increase in birth weight of 034 kg, (b) marital status of household — single parents (at the 5 percent level) being significantly associated with an increase in birth weight of 035 kgs.

I* the Model specified, child birth weigh* was hypothesized to be explained by 11 factors: (1)•other's drinking; habks; (2) Mother's height; (3) type of latatae; (4) estbaate* MM-salary honchoU OKOBM; (5) water some and distance frow water some; 0) Marital states (7) Total boneboU \mnmt (TOOT salaries; (8) child's fender; <•) Distance froai health centre; (!•) Yean of fenuleaWatMM of anther;•ad (H) grain availability to the boosebold(eslimale).

Several other variables appear to be associated with nutritional status regardless of the
model SpecifICatiOn: (i) the height of the mother (positiYe at the 10% level of
significance); (Ii) children past weaning age (negative at the 1% level); (iii) polygamous
households (negative at the S% !eYeI); (iv) the incidence of diarrhoea (negatiYe at the
1% level), (v) the level of education of the mother (negatiYe at &be 10% level), and (\II)
low birth weights (below 2500 gms) negatiYe at the 10% level

The results indicate that the estimat~.d relationship between grain availability (or

consumption by the child and the child's height-far-age nutritional Slahls is sensiliYe to
model specification. Whilst no significanr association is shown by he results of the
specified equation, other models haYe shown a positiYe association between grain
availability and nutritional status at the 10% to 15% level of sigaificance. Using the
aetuaI values for grain availability. positiYe association (10% significance level) results.
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(iii) polygamous households. ceteris paribus, are associated with a decrease of 0.57 in
height-for-age z-scores of under-fives in Zimbabwe's communal areas;
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(IV) a one centimeter ina-case in the height of the mother. ceteris pGribus. is associated
with a 0.03 increase in the height-far-age z·~res of her under ftYeS;

(v) low birth weight (below 25 kgs) is associated with a 0.12 decrease in HAZs.
UNICEF reports that 70% and 53% of infant deaths oc:curred within the fJl'st month in
two sample areas in 1983 and 1984 respectively (UNICEF. 1985. p.12). A regression
analysis to identify factors associated with low child birth weights' identified the
importance of main water sources further than 2km from home. A distance further than
2 kilometres to the most utilised water source, ceteris pmibus. was associated with a faJ)
inb~ weight of 0.23 kg. significant at the 10% level No significant relationship was
obscnocd between birth weight and type (or quality) of water source. Thus, proximity
ofwater sources may be more important than type ofsource. It is geacraUy understood
that the quantity of water fetched and the number of uses to wbic:b a gMD quantity of
water is put are more important in determiniag health (espec:ial.Iy incidence ofdiarrhoea)
than the water source it>clf (Choto, 1991). The quantity of water fetched is a function
ofdfutance from source, physical weD beiag of the person fetc:bing it and the opportunity
cost of fetching water. In rural areas several aetivitic:s compete with time spent fetching
water, such as working in fields &Dei fetching firewood. Reducing the distance to water
sources, therefore, could ina-ease the amount of wat~ used and/or free up mothers'
time for other activities, including the time devoted to cariog for children. Other factors
that were significantly associated with birth weight were (a) gender. males beiag
significantly associated \ at the 0.01% IeYeI) with an increase in birth weight of 0.34 kg,
(b) marital status of household _. sir.gle parents (at the 5 percent level) beiag
~cantlyassociated with an increase in birth weight of 0.35~

(ii) a one year increase in the years of education of L!!e mother, utois pmibus. is
associated with a decrease of 0.5 in the dilld's height-for-age z-score;

Heipt for. Z-Icore
Constant term
Gender Dummy ( 1zmale) (+)
Ace in months dummy (1= <16) (+)
Marilal stltus dummy CI-linlle ) c-)
Marital stltus dummy ( I-poIypmy) (_)
Birth _igtu dummy ( 1- <2S00 I ) (_)
&timated grain availability ( kgs ) ( +)
Weaning age in dummy (1 =< J4 months) C-)
Number of days child had dUirr!Joea c-)
Number of days child had measles (_)
Number of days child had • cough (_)
&timated househokl inc:ome (ZS) ( +)
Salary earned by household members (ZS) ( +)
Years of FORMAL eduation of mother (+)
Height of mother ( +)

bo + bl(SEX) + b2(AGE) + bJ(MARITALS) + bc(MARITALP)
+ b5(BIRTII W) + b6(NGA) + b7(WEANED) + ba(DIAR) +
b9(MEASLES) + blo(COUGH) + bJl(ElNCOME) +
bl2(SALARY) + blJ(EDUCA1M) + bl4{HEIGHIM).

SUMMARy OF RESULTS

HAZ

HAZ
bo
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where:

The coefficients imply that:

(i) children under 16 months (likely to be still breastfecding), ceteris paribus, are
associated with an increase of 0.69 in their HAZs;
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(vi) An additional day that a child suffers from diarrhoea, ceteris paribus, is associated 
with a decrease in HAZ of 0.004 - hence, children who suffer from frequent and long 
durations of diarrhoeal episodes are likely to be stunted The average number of days 
a child suffered from diarrhoea in the year prior to the survey was approximately 13 - 
for severely stunted children (i.e., HAZ < -3.0) it was 66 days, for the less severely 
stunted (Le., -2< HAZ< -3) the average was 15 days and children who were not stunted 
(Le, HAZ > -2) had suffered from diarrhoea for an average of 9 days. A regression 
model specified to identify key factors contributing to the incidence of diarrhoea 
identified two main factors: a) absence of a latrine (or the use of the bush — significant 
at the 0.07% level of significance) being associated with an increase of 16 days in the 
total number of days the child had diarrhoea; and (b) excessive drinking by parents was 
associated (at the 5% level) with an increase of 64 days that the child had diarrhoea in the previous year. Salary had a negative coefficient and was not significant. Non-salary 
income had a positive coefficient but was not significant

Improving sanitary conditions by constructing pit latrines greatly reduces the incidence 
of diarrhoea which itself is associated with a deterioration in the nutritional status of 
children. Of the sampled households, sixty percent used the bush, 18 percent had a pit 
latrine with the rest having access to a Mair or VIP latrine. Of those who did not have 
a latrine, about 40 percent were participating in sanitation projects in which they were 
constructing their own latrines with government helping provide essential raw materials 
such as cement Almost all of those participating had fully dug a pit in antkif • ttion of 
receiving their allocation of cement Almost afl of them indicated that failure to receive 
cement had stopped further progress. Latrine projects should be reinforced rather than 
terminated during structural adjustment in light of the above findings.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

The results from this analysis suggest six important implications for child health and 
nutrition policy:

1. Returns to investments in diarrhoeal disease control and in nutrition and health 
education, specifically focusing on maternal and child care — measured through 
improvements in child nutrition — appear to be more strongly associated with 
child nutrition that additional grain consumption by households. The impact of 
the latter is determined, however, by effects of a dynamic process and is difficult 
to trace. For example, grain availability may affect mothers' food security, 
which in turn affects her productivity and time spent with children. These 
indirect effects were not captured in the model. Greater access to and 
affordability of staple grain contributes to a number of family objectives apart 
from child nutrition (c.g., income growth and security).
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The analysis suggests that nutrition and health education should be viewed as 
an indispensable component of formal eduction and should be targeted to both 
parents. The above analysis shows that formal education, as such is less 
important than informing on practices related specifically to health education 
e.g., pre-natal practices of the mother, weaning practices and sanitation.

Curricula for healtb and nutrition education should include the following:

(i) importance of birth weight — its relationship to the health, diet and 
workload of pregnant women;

(ii) post-weaning child care and the control of diarrhoea; 

(iii) importance of adequate water and sanitation standards;

(iv) the effects of inadequate child nutrition on productivity and future 
health risks; and

(v) intra-housebold control of income and prioritization of expenditure 
including gender issues associated with child nutrition.

In the process of economic reform, the government may consider mechanisms 
to facilitate private investment in nutrition and health education in both rural 
and urban areas. For example, many rural households appear to have 
undertaken digging and construction of latrines and are waiting for cement to 
complete the latrines. The health impacts of and mechanisms to promote 
improved cement distribution in rural areas to encourage private investment in 
improved sanitation indirectly affects nutrition.

There appears to be a link between mothers' pre-natal behavior, low-birth 
weight and child stunting. Between 53% to 70% of all infant mortality in 
Zimbabwe occurs within the first month (about 35% within the first week), and 
is closely associated with low birth weight (UNICEF, 1985). Low birth weight, 
in turn, is associated with the condition of the mother during pregnancy, which 
b a function of diet, drinking, smoking, etc Low birth weight also is associated 
with distance from main water source and polygamous households.

Preliminary evidence indicates that, holding other factors constant, polygamous 
families tend to have a higher proportion of malnourished children. Why this 
should be the case has not been established.
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(vi) An additional day that a child suffers from d:arrhoea, ceteris paribus, is associated
with a decrease in HAZ of 0.004 - hence, children who suffer from frequent and long
durations of diarrhoeal episodes are likely to be shiDted. The average number of da)'S
a child suffered from diarrhoea in the year prior to the survey was approximately 13 _
for ~rely stunted children (i.e.. HAZ < -3.0) it was 66 da)'S, for th~ less SC\'erely
stunted (Le.. -2< HAZ< -3) the average was 15 days and children who were not stunted
(ie., HAZ > -2) had suffered from diarrhoea for an a\U8ge of 9 days. A resrcssioa
model specified to identify key fadors contributing to the incidence of diarrhoea
identified two main fadors: a) absence of a latrine (or the usc of the bush - significant
at the 0.07% Ievd of significance) being associated with an inaease of 16 days in the
total number of days the child bad diarrhoea; and (b) e:xcessive drinking by parents was
associated (at the 5% level) with an increase of64 days that the child had diarrhoea ill
the previous year. Salary bad a negative coefficient and was not significant. Non-sa1aJy
income had a positive coefficient but was not significant.

ImproviDg sanitary conditions by construding pit latrines greatly reduces the iqcidence
of diarrhoea which itself is associated with a deterioration in the nutritional status of
children. Of the sampled households, sixty percent used the bush, 18 percent had a pi
latrine with the rest having access to a blair Or' VIP latrine. Of those who did not have
a latrine, about 40 percent were participating in sauitation projects in which they were
constructing their own latrines with government helping provide essential raw materials
such as cement. Almost all of those participating had foUy dug a pit in anticil' .tion of
recciviag their allocation of cement. Almost all of them indicated that failure to receive
cement bad stopped further progress. Latrine projects should be reinforced rather than
terminated during strudural adjustment in light of the abmoe fin~

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

The results from this analysis suggest six important implications for child health and
autrition policy:

1. Returns to investments in diarrhoeal disease control and in nutrition and heal',h
education, specirlCally focusing on maternal and child care - measured through
improvements in child nutrition - appear to be more strongly associated with
child nutrition that additional grain consumption by households. The impad of
the latter is determined, however, by elTedS ofa dynamic process and is difficult
to trace. For example, grain availability may affect mothers' food security.
which in turn afTedS her produdivity and time spent with children. These
indired effeds were not captured in the model. Greater access to and
afTordability of staple grain contributes to a number of family objectives apart
from child nutrition (e.g., income growth and security).

3.

4.

5.

The analysis suggests that nutrition and health education should be viewed as
an indispensable component of formal edudion and should be targeted to both
parents. The above analysis shows that formal education, as such is less
important than informing on pradic:es related specifically to health education
e.g., pre-natal pradic:es of the mother, weaning pradic:es and sanitation.

Curricula for health and nutrition education should include the fonowing:

(i) importance of birth weight - its relationship to the health, diet and
workload of pregnant women;

(ii) post-weaning child care and the control of diarrhoea;

(iii) importance of adequate water and sanitation standards;

(iv) the effects of inadequate child nutrition on produdivity and future
health risks; and

(v) intra-household control of income and prioritization of expenditure
including gender issues associated with child nutrition.

In the process of economic reform, the government may consider mechanisms
to facilitate private investment in nutrition and health education in both rural
and urban areas. For example, many rural households appear to have
undertaken~ and construction of latrines and are waiting for cement to
complete the latrines. The health impacts of and mechanisms to promote
improved cement distribution in rural areas to encourage private investment in
improved sanitation indirectly affedS nutrition.

There appears to be a link betwec.n mothers' pre-natal behavior, low-birth
weight and child stunting. Between 53% to 70% of all infant mortality in
Zimbabwe occurs within the rust month (about 35% within the rust week), and
is closely associated with low birth weight (UNICEF, 1985). Low birth weight,
in turn, is associated with the condition of the mother during pregnancy, which
is a fundion of diet, drinking, smoking, etc. Low birth weight also is associated
with distance from main water source and polygamous households.

Preliminary evidence indicates that, holding other fadors constant, polygamous
families tend to have a higher proportion of malnourished children. Why this
should be the case bas not been established.
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6. The relatively importance of the negative coefficient for salaries compared to the positive coefficient for non-salary incomes provide preliminary evidence that the value of a dollar of income relative to child nutrition depends on where that income is earned and who controls it Income generated through local rural employment may, ceteris paribus, contribute more to nutritional well-being of rural children than income earned by family members in urban employment Given the importance of agriculture as a source of rural income, improvements in farm technology and the promotion of rural home-based industries appear to provide greater potential benefits to children living in the rural areas than employment elsewhere.
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THE EFFECT OF CASHCROPPING ON FOOD SECURITY,EMPLOYMENT AND INCOME IN SWAZILAND:PRELIMARY FINDINGS
Vincent Majozi Sithole1

Introduction

Satisfying man's food needs has always been a struggle for a majority of the world's population. Therefore the world's food problem is nothing new. Many people have frequently, if not continuously, suffered from, at best, an inadequate food supply and, £t worst, from hunger if not starvation" (Dilon, 1984:4). The difference is that today, hunger, actual or potential, is no longer seen as a natural part of the human condition because, due to improved technology, there is a general awareness of the problem and science and technology are now seen as capable of providing a solution.
Indeed, studies have shown that the world is able to produce more food than its inhabitants require. According to the World Bank, the 'growth of global food production has been faster than the unprecedented population growth of the past forty pars* (World Bank, 1986:1). However, despite this, some 34% of the population of the developing world — excluding China - still does not eat well enough to lead an active working life, and nearly half of these are barely subsisting on a minimum survival diet. Put in a different way, it means that about 730 million people do not have enough food. Amongst these, there are about 340 million persons who are acutely undernourished (World Bank, 1986).

The implications of the above are that, in the global sense and often in individual countries, inadequate food production is no longer the source of the food problem. Problems with food security do not necessarily result from inadequate food production. They also arise from a lack of purchasing power on the part of nations and households.

Social Science Research Unit, University of Swaziland.
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Satis;ying man's food needs has always been a struggle for a majority of the world's
population. Therefore the world's food problem is nothing new. Many people have
.....equently, if not continuously, suffered from, at best, an inadequate food supply and,
lit worst, (rom hunger if not starvationw (DiloD, 1984:4). The difference is that today,
hunger, actuoll or potential, is no longer seen as a natural part of the human condition
because, due to imprOVed technology, there is a general awareness of the problem and
science and technology are now seen as capable of providing a solution.

Indeed, studies have shown that the world is able to produce more food than its
inhabitants require. According to the World Bank, the "growth of global food
production has been faster than the unprecedented population growth of the past forty
j:arSW (World Bank, 1986:1). However, despite this, some 34% of the population of the
developing world - excluding China - still does not eat weD enough to lead an active
working life, and nearly half of these are barely subsisting on a minimum survival diet.
Put in a different way, it means that about 730 million people do not have enough food.
\mongst these, there are about 340 million persons who are acutely undernourished(World Bank, 1986).

The implications of the above are that, in the global sense and often in individual
countries, inadequate food production is no longer the SOurce of the food problem.
Problems with food security do not necessarily result from inadequate food production.
lbl"~ also arise from a lade of purchasing power on the part of nations and households.

J
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Just as it is not necessary for a country to produce everything it consumes, neither rnusj 
farm households. It may not be necessary and, infact, it may be inefficient for a fanner 
to meet all his food crop requirements through own production. Just as it is essential 
for a country to generate enough foreign exchange to be able to import goods and 
services required by its nationals, it may be efficient for a farm household to engage in 
other non-food production activities/enterprises which will generate enough income to 
enable purchase of food requirements. One such enterprise is cash crop production. 

Cashcropping, or commercial farming, can be defined as growing a crop2 with the 
purpose of selling it. A cashcrop, therefore, is a crop that is sold for cash ~ Maxwell 
(1989:3) refers to this as the common sense definition. Marketed surplus at the 
homestead level and exported produce at the national level are thus defined as cashcrops.

The above argument easily holds for non-edible crops. For example, all cotton produced
on the farm will be marketed and is therefore a cashcrop. When we follow this
argument through for edible crops however, this would mean that, during a year in which
high yields could be achieved due to, for example, favourable • '-fall, many more
fanners would be commercialized than in years with lower yield, I other words, the
"normal surplus"3 resulting from good yields, in what otherwise would be subsistence
fanning, is now referred to as a cashcrop, whereas in other ("below-average") years, the
same crop would be a subsistence crop.

Any definition of cashcropping should take into consideration the deliberate aim of a 
farmer to produce a marketable surplus. This notion is taken from Testerink (1984), 
who has an elaborate definition. In the context of the effect of cashcrops on food 
security, it may be argued that the production of edible cashcrops, other than "luxury" 
food cashcrops such as sugar, reflects a situation c; farm level self-sufficiency. There 
may be exceptions, however, in the case of the farmer who sells produce directly after 
harvest to satisfy short-term cash needs, or due to a lack of storage, only to buy food 
(often at a higher price) later. Another example would be a fanner who entered into 
a contract and is under an obligation to sell all or part of his food crop.
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Tfce,
ike ajonul Mipfas tousHMts (he rtsuk of plowed ovciprodMtkw im s*bsidea*c faming a 

onkr to cope with the risk of variable rainfall (Tesferuilc, 1M*2).

Notwithstanding the above, for purposes of this study we exclude the production of 
edible crops as a cashcrop. We focus on those farmers growing cotton on Swazi Nation 
Land (SNL). Cotton has been selected because it is the major non-edible cash crop on 
SNL. Initially we planned to include tobacco growers. However sampling problems, due 
to the insignificant extent to which the crop is grown, led to it being discarded. 
The purpose of this paper is to explore the impact of cashcropping on household food 
security, income and employment in Swaziland. Food security is defined as dependable 
access by all people at all times to enough food to be able to lead an active and healthy 
life. Such access can be attained through own production and/or ability to purchase 
needed food.

Section 2 summarizes the Swaziland government's attitude towards cashcropping together 
with an overview of cashcropping in Swaziland. Section 3 presents a literature review, 
whilst the research method adopted for this paper is presented under section 4. Section 
5 presents discussion of the research findings. Based on the previous sections, the final 
section presents a summary and research/policy recommendations.

CASHCROPPING IN SWAZILAND

Swaziland Government Policy Towards Cashcropping

The government has emphasized cashcropping in the agricultural sector for a long time. 
According to the Post Independence Development Plan, one of the agricultural objectives 
was to "convert the Swazi farmer from being a cultivator eking out a subsistence 
existence supplemented by wage earning, to a full time profitable yeoman class of 
fanner" (Swaziland Government, 1969:67). The same objective is reiterated in the 
Second National Development Plan, 1973-1979, where the first aim of agricultural policy 
is listed as being "to assist Swazi fanners in making the transition from subsistence 
activity to semi-commercial and commercial farming" (Swaziland Government, n.d.:45). 
Such a transition was expected to be attained through increasing the marketed 
production of key food crops and cashcrops by Swazi farmers, primarily by raising crop 
yield per hectare and by introducing farmers to cash crop farming. The third and the 
fourth national development plans echoed this policy.

The main programme used to assist SNL farmers in making the transition to (semi-) 
commercial farming, has been the Rural Development Areas Programme. This 
integrated rural development programme was initiated in 1968. The programme, partly 
financed with British aid and World Bank loans, included physical reorganization of land 
use patterns, provision of improved infrastructure as well as the provision of extension 
services, input supplier and credit facilities. The results have not been impressive and 
implementation of the programme was stopped perse after 1983 when external funding 
for the programme came to an end. Since then, no further large scale rural
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Notwithstanding the above, for purposes of this study we exclude the producJion of
edible crops as a cashaop. We focus on those farmers growing colton on Swazi Nation
Land (SNL). Cotton has been selected because it is the major non-edible cash crop on
SNL. Initially we planned to include tobacco growers. However sampling problems, due
to the insignificant extent to which the crop is grown, led to it being discarded.
The purpose of this paper is to explore the impact of cashcropping on household food
security, income and employment in Swaziland. Food security is defmed as dependable
access by all people at all times to enough food to be able to lead an active and healthy
life. Such access can be attained through own production and/or ability to purchase
needed food.

Section 2 summarizes the Swaziland government's attitude towards cashcropping together
with an overview of cashcropping in Swaziland. Section 3 presents a literature review,
whilst the research method adopted for thili paper is presented under section 4. Section
5 presents discussion of the research findings. Based on the previous sections, the fmal
section presents a summary and research/policy recommendations.

The government has emphasized cashcropping in the agricultural sedor for a long time.
According to the Post Independence Deve/opmenl PlIIII, one of the agricultural objectives
was to wconvert the Swazi farmer from being a cultivator eking out a subsistence
existence supplemented by wage eaming, to a full time profItable yeoman class of
farmer
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is listed as being -ro assist Swazi farmers in making the transition from subsistence
activity to semi-eommercial and commercial farming" (Swaziland Government, n.d.:45).
Such a transition was expected to be attained through increasing the marketed
production of :'~y food crops and cashcrops by Sw-cai farmers, primarily by raising aop
yield per hectare and by introducing farmers to cash aop farming. The third and the
fourth national development plans echoed this policy.
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development programmes have been mounted. Aided development now takes place 
through ad hoc funded projects.

Characteristics of Cash Crop Production in Swaziland

The importance of cashcrops in Swaziland can be illustrated by listing a number of 
variables, such as its contribution to GDP, creation of employment opportunities, r" 
number of fanners growing cashcrops, the area under cultivating ^f A— —
r»it*»*«* A _ -«

«.. _..— *,j »». *~eairai statistical Office (CSO) uu wuiuuai accounts were so 
obviously wrong for most years, we decided not to pursue the issue further.

Data on employment in the cashcropping sector on SNL are not available. Some 
studies, however, give indications of labour hired by cashcroppers. A survey of 140 
cotton fanners on the southern part of the Lowveld, carried out in 1980, shows that 
about 63% of the surveyed cotton fanners hire labour for harvesting, with an average 
133 hired labourers (Sterkenburg and Testerink, 1982:33-34). ft has also been argued 
that labour shortages, particularly during the harvest period, form a constraint to 
increased cotton production (F.A.O., 1981: 37-38) thus indicating high (potential) 
employment opportunities.

Figures on the number of cashcroppers, over the years, are scarce. Cotton growers are f 
concentrated in the Lowveld as shown in Table 1. This is probably due to favourable : 
climatic conditions for cotton in that region, compared to the staple crop, maize. Two- 
thirds of the cotton growers are found in this agro-ecological zone whilst an additional ' 
quarter are found in the Middleveld. Furthermore, 22% of SNL fanners in the Lowveld 
grow cotton. In total, 8% of all SNL homesteads produce cotton and, for the purposes : 
of this study, are classified as cash croppers.

^^^•^^
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The area under major crops on SNL is recorded in the Annual Statistical Bulletin of 
CSO (Swaziland Government, 1980-1987) and are the source of the data used here. 
However, there are some unexplained variations in the figures published in different 
years pertaining to the same growing season. It is, however, the only source that 
provides annual figures.

Table 2 gives a summary of the area under cotton and maize. From this table the 
reader can see that maize is dearly the most important crop in terms of area — about 
three quarters of all cropped SNL land is under this crop in any given year. The area 
under cotton increased considerably between 1971/72 and 1978/79 from about 4000 ha 
(4.9% of cropped SNL) to 17709 ha (18%). However, the hectarage dropped to 6492 
ha in 1983/84 (8.6%). Stagnating cotton prices, accompanied by an increase in the cost 
of production, may have shifted production towards maize. This is supported by a 
comparison of gross margins for maize and cotton, presented in a recent World Bank 
Report (1987: Table 7), reproduced here as table 4, and by the increase in the area 
under maize from 723% in 1978/79 to 84% in 1983/84, Table 2.

Table 2. Am rader Cotton Md Main M SNL - 1971/87

Year
Total 
area

Cotton
% of total 
cropped SNL

Total 
area

Maize
% of total 
cropped SNL

(ha) (ha)

1971/72
1972/73
1973/74
1974/75
1975/76
1976/77
1977/78
1978/79
1979/80*
1980/81
1981/82
1982/83
1983/84
1984/85'
1985/86'
1986/87'

3933
3493
9666
11336
10130
7925
7013
17709
17709
13035
11575
7536
6492
6492
6492
6492

4.9
4.1
10.6
13.1
122
11.2
10.1
18.0
18.0
16.9
145
13.2
8.6
8.6
8.6
8.6

62311
70555
68851
60999
59799
53902
53902
71145
71145
55654
58936
44143
63582
63582
63582
63582

78.0
81.9
75.8
70.4
72.0
763
773
723
723
7Z4
74.1
77.1
84.0
84.0
84.0
84.0

Source: CSO Annual Statistical Bulletins 1980-1987, Cotton Board Annual Reports. * Estimates.
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development programmes have been mounted. Aided development now takes place
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The importance of cashcrops in Swaziland can be illustrated by listing a number of
variables, such as irs conrnoution to GDP. creation of employment OPPOrtunities, the
number offarmers growing cashcrops, the area under cultivation of these crops and total
output An attempt was made to calculate the conrnoution to GDP. but the fpes
prO\lided by the Central Statistical Offic:c (<:SO) on national accounts were so erratic and
obviously wrong for most years, we decided not to pursue the issue further.

Data on employment in the cashc:ropping sector on SNL are not available. SoDle
studies, hOWC\'er. give indications.of labour hired by cashcroppcrs. A s~y of 140
cotton farmers on the southern part of the Lowveld, carried out in 1980. shows that
about 63% of the surveyed cotton farmers hire labour for harvesting, with an average
13.3 hired labourers (Sterkenburg and Tcsterink, 1982: 33-34). it has also been argued
that labour shortages, particu)arly during the harvest period, form a constraint to
inaeased cotton production (F.A.O.. 1981: 37-38) thus indicating high <PotCDtiaJ)employment opportunities.

F'JgUI'CS on the number of cashcroppcrs, over the )'ears, are scarce. Cotton growers are
COIICCDtratcd in the Lowveld as shown in Table 1. This is probably due to favourable
climatic conditions for cotton in that region, compared to the staple crop. maize. Two
thirds of the cotton growers are found in this agr~logicalZOne whilst an additional
quarter arc found in the Middle\'Cld. Furthermore. 22% ofSNL farmers in the Lowveld
grow cotton. In total, 8% of aU SNL homesteads produce cotton and. for the purposes
of this study. are classified as cash croppers.

Tillie i ........ Distrtll.tioll"~_ SNL _UI3/..

Rqioa Cotton Growers Non-Cotton Growers
All SNL Homestead

No. % No. 91> No %Hipveld .127 3.0 14338 29 14465 27.20.9 99.1
100MiddIeYc:Id 1123 265 20910 43 22033 4155.1 94.9
100l.owweld 2699 63.7 9S6O 20 ]22S9 23.122.0 78.0
100Lubombo 288 6.8 4061 8 4349 8.26.6 93.4
100Swaziland 4237 ]00 48Il69 ]00 53]06 1008.0 92 ]00

Soum:: Data from CSO Agricullural Census, ]5183/84
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TIIbIe 2. Ara ..... CettOil !OM MaDe OIl SNL - 1971/trT

Qmgg MaizeYear

91> oltotal Total 91> 0( totalTotal
croppedSNL area cropped SNLarea

(ha) (ba)

4.9 62311 78.01971/72 3933
70SSS 81.94.1]972/73 3493

68851 75.81973/74 9ti66 10.6
19.413.1 609991974/75 11336

59799 12.01975/76 ]0130 12.2

76311.2 53902]976/77 792S
53902 Tl319T1/78 1913 10.1

72318.0 711451978/79 17709

71145 723]979j8IJ- 17709 18.0
12.416.9 5S6S41980/81 13035
74.1145 S89361981/82 ItS75

44143 T!.]1982/83 7536 13.2
84.06492 8.6 63S8215183/84

63S82 84.01984/85" 6492 8.6
84.08.6 63S821985/86" 6492
84.08.6 63S821986/87" 6492

Soum:: CSO Annual Statistical Bulletins 1980-1987, Conon Board AnnUllI Reports. "Eslimates.
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Assuming that cotton farmers are capable of producing maize as an optimum, the higher 
gross margin for maize may induce cotton growers, particularly in the middleveld where 
growing conditions are better than in the Lowveld, to shift to maize. The returns per 
man-day for maize (both intermediate and optimum) are substantially higher, warranting 
the shift for the middleveld farmer.

Another factor may be the government promotion of maize self-sufficiency in the early 
eighties, as stated in the Third National Development Plan, pushing (probably mainly 
Middleveld) farmers into maize production. A further explanation may be a shift to off. 
farm wage employment with higher earnings per manday than the EZ50 earned 
producing cotton. Off-farm wage employment may also provide a more secure income 
source (particularly in view of a drop in yield due to a severe drought simultaneous with 
a decline in hectarage under cotton). However, the decline in area under cotton is 
probably due to a combination of these factors. The recent decline in off-farm 
employment opportunities, however, may have created a situation where cotton 
production is again a good way of earning a cash income, particularly for Lowveld farmers.

Total cotton production and yield have fluctuated widely over the years, from a modest 
2282 tones in 1971/72 to a record 14922 tones in 1980/81. Yields ranged from a low 580 
kg/ha in 1978/79 to a high of 1692 kg/ha in 1977/78. These yield differences are most 
likely explained by variations in rainfall.

Methodology and Field Work Prwbkms

The study used several sources of information to investigate the role of cashcropping in 
food security, employment and income. Secondary data were used for. establishing the 
institutional environment, as well as the general background of the farming system on 
Swazi Nation Land. Primary data was collected at the household level. As the 
middleveld and lowvcld are the only two agro-ecological zones producing both cotton 
and maize, the sample was selected from these regions. The sample was stratified (two 
clusters) with each region representing one stratum. In each of the two agro-ecological 
zones, both groups (Lc., casbcroppers and non-cashcroppers) of farmers were 
interviewed. Initially the idea was to have a third group consisting of households 
producing cotton under a contractual agreement However, because of difficulties in 
obtaining a sampling frame from the cotton buyers, the idea was discarded. Thus, the 
sampled fanners were distributed as follows:

Middleveld 

Lowveld
cashcroppen 30
"on-caihcroppcis 30
cashcroppen 30
»on-«asncroppers 30
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Cashcroppeix Non-cashcroppeis

Mean cropped area (ha)
Mean % kept under maize
Mean area under maize (ha)
Mean % kept under cotton (ha)
Mean area under cotton (ha)
Mean % under other food crops
Mean area under other

food crops (ha)

32
42.9
13

493
1.6
7.8

03

15
87.7
13
—
—
1Z3

02

All SNL

1.6
83.6
13
43
0.1

11.9

02

Source: Data from CSO Agricultural Census, 1963-84

One area per region was selected at random from a list of areas falling under proposed 
RDA status in 1982 and, with the aid of the population census enumeration areas, one 
area per region was selected at random. In the middleveld, the selected area was 
Mafutseni whilst in the lowveld the area was Elulakeni. The two groups of farmers were 
interviewed in each area.

Maps of the selected areas were used in the field for accurate boundary determination. 
Enumerators selected households by first locating a cotton producer and then selecting 
the nearest non-cotton producer. This was based on the assumption that there tends to 
be more non-cotton producers than cotton producers in both regions.

The field work was undertaken to cover a period of one year through four visits, Table 
4. The questionnaire was designed so that the respondent was expected to recall events 
of the previous three months. However, some questions, particularly those pertaining 
to the nutrition section, required a recall period covering the previous 24 hours.

1
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Assuming that cotton farmers are capable ofproducing maize as an optimum, the~
gross margin for maize may induce COlton growers, Particularly in the middleveld where
growing conditions are better than in the Lowveld, to shift to maize. The returns JIer
man-day for maize (both intermediate and optimum) are substantially higher, W3rrantiJJs
tbe shift for the middleveld farmer.

Total cotton production and yield have fluctuated widely over the years, from a modest
2282 tones in 1971/72 to a record 14922 tones in 1980/81. Yields ~nged from a low~
kg/ba in 1978/19 to a high of 1692 kgJha in 1m/78. These yield differences are most
likely explained by variations in rainfall.

Methodology aad Field Work Problems

Another factor may be the government promotion of maize self-sufficiency in the early
eighties, as stated in the 11Iird NatiOllQ/ Development Plan, pushing (probably mainly
Middleveld) farmers into maize production. A further explanation may be a shift to off.
farm wage employment with higher earnings per manday than the E2.5O eaJ1Ied
producing COlton. Off-farm wage employment may also provide a more secure inCOlllc
source (particularly in view of a drop in yield due to a seven; drought simultaneous with
a decline in hectarage under COlton). However, the decline in area under cotton is
probably due to a combination of these factors. The recent decline in off.fann
employment OP~ties, however, may have created a situation where COltOQ
production is again a good way of earning a cash income, Particularly for LowveJdfarmers.

02
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1.6
83.6
1.3
4.3
0.1

11.9

02

12.3

15
ff1.7
1.3

32
42.9
1.3

49.3
1.6
7.8

0.3

Mean aopped aru (ha)
Mean % kepi under maize
Mean aru under maize (ha)
Mean % kept under cotlon (ha)
Mean aru under cotton (ha)
Mean % under other food crops
Mean area under olher

food crops (tw)
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TJIbIe 3. Area ....r diffeR.' rrops, SNL, 1983....

Cashaoppeno NorKashcroppen;

Soum:: nala from CSO Agricullural Census, 1983-84

One area per region was selected at random from a list of areas falling under proposed
RDA status in 1982 and, with the aid of the population census enumeration areas, one
area per region was selected at random. In the middleveld, the selected area was
Mafutseni whilst in the lowveld the area was Elulakeni. The two groups of farmers were
interviewed in each area.

Maps of the selected areas were used in the rteld for accurate boundary determination.
Enumerators selected households by rust locating a cotton producer and then selecting
the nearest non-cotton producer. This was based on the assumption that there tends to
be more non-cotton producers than cotton producers in both regions.

The field work was undertaken to cover a period of one year through four visits, Table
4. The questionnaire was designed so that the respondent was cxpceted to recall events
of the previous three months. However, some q~tions, particularly those pertaining
to the nutrition section, required a recall period covering the previous 24 bours.

CUhc:roppcn; 30
ftOft-<ashcroppers 30
c:ashcroppen; JO
ftOft-ashcroppers JO

Middle.oeld

~1d

The study used several sources of informatiof! to investigate the role of cashcropping in
food security, employment and income. Secondary data were used for: establishing dJe
institutional environment, as wen as the general baclcground of the farming system on
Swazi Nation Land. Primary data was collected at the household level. As the
middieveJd and lowveld are the only two agro-ecological ZOnes producing both COlton
and maize, the sample was selected from these regions. The sample was stratified (two
clusters) with each region representing one stratum. In each of the two agro-ecological
zones, both groups (i.e., cashcroppers and non-cashcroppers) of farmers were
interviewed. InitiaUy the idea was to have a third group consisting of househoias I
producing cotton under a contractual agreement. However, because of difficulties in
obtaining a sampling frame from the COlton buyers, the idea was discarded. Thus, the
sampled farmers were di.~ributed as follows:

/;'-~....~ ....... :~l

'"
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nuize intermediate3
- HighveU 2^50
-MiddleveJd 1,773
-Lowvcld gjo

«*ts value per 
per ha ha

333 791
259 527
178 264

Per ha margin2 man day 
E/ha E

Maize optimum4
-HighveM
-MkJdlevekJ
-Lowveld 
Cotton

4,250 
2^50 
1.275 

850
Tobacco air-cured TOO

563
384
270
714
515

1,318
791
395
398
910

78
65
60

50
45
40

125
145

458
268
86

755
407
125
316
395

6.1 
4.1 
1.4

15.1
9.0
3.1
23
2.7

1 Grace yields tea 15% for harvest/storage losses.
2 Including family labour.
3 Tractor-ploughing, ox-harvesting and sowing, hybrid seed, medium fertilization, —-~ -~^. for weeding; improved storage, active farmers.
4 Commercial fanners on SNL (less than 10% of households), tractor cultivation, adequate fertilizer and weeding by herbicide.

i, hired assistance

Source: The World Bank. 1987 table 7.

The distribution «f the visits and coverage is shown u Table 5.

Table S.Rrid Work Visit a^Com^t

Month Undertaken Period Covered

First 
Second 
Third 
Fourth

December 1990 Sept-Nov 1990
March 1991 Dec 1990-Feb 1991
June 1991 March-May 1991
September 1991 June-Aug 1991
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Field Work Problems

A number of problems were encountered in sample selection in the field. Late rains 
made field work difficult Some farmers had not yet started ploughing with some 
indicating that they actually might decide not produce anything this season. Secondly, 
some well known cotton producers in the middleveld decided that they would not 
produce cotton because of the late rains - rather, they would produce only maize. The 
opposite occurred in the lowveld where farmers, who normally do not produce cotton, 
decided to produce some because they felt it would adapt better under the late/less rain 
conditions.

Many interviews had to be done in the evenings because of the absence of adult 
household members during the day. In addition, the timing of some of the field visits 
coincided with peak labour demand on the farm. Consequently, to get an interview, the 
enumerators found themselves having to show extra politeness by taking part in the field 
work, such as weeding and picking cotton.

Presentation and Discussion of Survey Results

We hypothesized that cashcroppers have a higher degree of food security than non- 
cashcroppers. This is because the former use and have greater access to extension 
services, agricultural inputs, and credit facilities. Also their households are headed by 
innovative heads (i.e., they are relatively young, more educated and predominantly male). 
We, therefore, tested the hypothesis using the data collected. In addition we 
hypothesized that cashcropping contributes positively to the creation of employment 
opportunities and to increased total household income.

Food Security

Maize is the major staple food crop in Swaziland. The agricultural cropping system 
centres around maize. Many crops are intercropped with it. Others are produced on 
the remaining land once enough land has been put under maize to enable a homestead to at least subsist. According to CSO data, maize occupies 67% of the total net area 
under crops in Swaziland. This share is as high as 87% in the highveld whilst in the 
lowveld, which is not suitable for maize, the share is 45%.

Maize is produced by virtually all SNL farmers. According to Shhole (1990:11), 90% of 
all SNL farmers produce some maize and Ristanovic (1990:1) reports that more than 
95% of the maize produced is for direct human consumption. This shows the 
importance of maize in the diet of Swazis. Given the importance of maize in the diet 
and the proportion of land allocated to it, it seems proper to infer that there exists a 
direct relationship between production levels and degree of food security. Indeed a 
recent SSRU report, (using CSO data), demonstrates that the majority of SNL farmers

Many interviews had to be done in the evenings because of the absence of adult
household members during the day. In addition, the timing of some of the field visits
coincided with peale labour demand on the farm. Consequently, to get an interview, the
enumerators found themselves having to show extra politeness by taking part in the field
work, such as weeding and picking colton.

A number of problems were encountered in sample selection in the field. Late rains
I lDade field work difficult. Some farmers had not yet started ploughing with some

indicating that they actually might decide not produce anything this season. Secondly,
some weD known colton producers in the middJeveld decided that they would not
produce cotton because of the late rains - rather, they would produce only maize. The
opposite occurred in the lowveld where farmers, who normally do not produce cotton,
decided to produce some because they felt it would adapt better under the late/less rain
conditions.
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T.... 4.5NL.......... IN5 ......

Yieldl TOIa) TOIal output Man days Grou -Return per
q!ba C05ts value per perha margiJl2perha ba man day

Elba E

maize intennediate3
-Hi&lMJd 2,SSO 333 791 78- MiddlcveJd 1,770 458 6.1259 527 6S 268-LowveId 8SO 4.1178 264 60 86 l.4
Maize opcimum4

-H~/d 4,250 S63 1,318 SO- MiddleYe/d 2,SSO 755 lS.l
-I..ow".e/d 384 791 45 4071,275 9.0
Cottoa

270 395 40 1258SO 714 398 3.1
Tobacco air<Ured 700 125 316 2.S51S 910 145 39S 2.7

,
field Work Problems
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1 Grog; yields lea lS'Jf> (or harvest/Slonge Josses
2 Indud~ (amily labour. .

3 Tnctor-plouJlUJII, ol[-hanatil1land' . .
(or weedi"" i____.. . SOWIng, hybri<l5eCd. medium (enilization hin:d .~_

.... -r'''''''' SlGnF, IIdJYe (armclS. ' --lICe
4 Commen:ial (anaers 011 SNL (Ica lhan 10'Jf> ol

(enilizer and weeerm, by herbicide. bousehoIds). tractor cultivation, adequale

Source: The Wortcl Bank, 1987 table 7.

'I1Ietl......•- elllIe 9isIU ... -nee is s__ ia TUie s.

TMie S. Field Work Vasil ...e-....

PftsentatiOD and DiscusslOD or SUI'ft)' Results

We hypothesized that cashcroppers have a higher degree of food security than non
cashcroppers. This is because the former use and have greater access to extension
services, agricultural inputs, and credit facilities. Also their households are headed by
innovative heads (i.e., they are relativelyyoung. more educated and predominantly male).
We, therefore, tested the hypothesis using the data coUceled. In addition we
hypothesized that cashcropping contnootes positively to the creation of employment
opportunities and to increased total household income.

VISit
Month Undertaken Period Cooiercd

Food Security

first
Second
ThinS
Founh

Den:mbcr 1990
March 1991
June 1991
September 1991

Sept-Nov 1990
Dec 1990-Feb 1991
March-May 1991
.June-Aug 1991

Maize is the major staple food crop in Swa7ilancl The agricultural cropping system
centres around maize. Many crops are intercropped with it. Others are produced on
the remaining land once enough land has been put under maize to enable a homestead
to at least subsist. According to CSO data, maize occupies 67% of the total net area
under crops in Swaziland. This share is as high as 87% in the highveld whilst in the
lowveld, which is not suitable for maize, the share is 45%.

Maize is produced by virtuaUy all SNL farmers. According to Siihole (1990:11), 90% of
all SNL f:umers produce some maize and Ristanovic (1990:1) reports that more than
95% of the maize produced is for direct human consumption. This shows the
importance of maize in the diet of Swazis. Given the importance of maize in the diet
and the proportion of land allocated to it, it seems proper to infer that (here exists a
direct relationship between production levels and degree of food security. Indeed a
recent SSRU report, (using CSO data), demonstrates that the majority ofSNL farmers
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Cowpeas
Beans
Groundnuts
Jugobeans
Pumpkin 
Sweet potatoes 
Potatoes 
Vegetables

Source: CSO Census 1983/84

Crops, rrodwtd by Type of Famer

Cish Croppers Non-Oshcroppe*

Cotton
Maize only
Maize/peanuts/cowpeas 
Maize/cucurbits
j^/pumpkins/soyabeans 
Maize/pumpkins/cowpeas 
Maize/pumpkin
Cowpeas
Cucurbits
Sweet potatoes
Beans
Sorghum
Groundnuts
•lugooeans

62
ITJo
1

5 
2 
1 
3
3
2
2
1
1
3
3

100
58 

1.6
8 

32 
1.6
4.8
4.8
3.2
32
1.6
1.6
4.8
4.8

-
40
2
7 

3
8
1
-
_
2
1
4
6

.
63 
32
14 

4.8
U
1.6

32
1.6
6

10

Source: Survey Results
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ffot all SNL farmers produce enough maize to meet their consumption needs throughout 
(he year. In a sample of 58 061 homesteads in 1983/84, the CSO found that only 16% 
are able to always produce enough maize, Table 8. This figure compares unfavourably 
with the more than 30% who never produce enough maize to last the whole year. The 
data support our hypothesis by showing that only 25% of cashcroppers never produce 
enough maize compared to 35% of non cashcroppers. Indeed more than 23% of the 
cashcroppers always produce enough compared to only 16% non cashcroppers.

Our data also confirms these findings. Table 9 shows that 66% of the fanners already 
knew by December 1990 that their remaining stock of maize would not last up to the 
1991 harvest (May/June). The percentage is surprisingly higher among cashcroppers 
(69%) than the non-casbcroppers (63%). As shown in Table 9, only 25% of the farmers 
perceived that their maize stock would last till the next harvest. Of even greater concern 
is the fact that, with harvest at least five months away, 27% of the fanners were already 
totally out of own produced maize.

Table 8. Caskcroppuic ••<« Maize Sttf-S-ffkieiiej 1M3-S4 

Production Level* Cash croppers Non-Cashcroppers Total

No. % No. %

Always enough 1372 233 7501 15.9
Mostly enough 1218 20.7 8716 18.5
Sometimes enough 1818 30.8 14445 30.6
Never enough 1489 253 16547 35.1

No. *

8873 16.7
9934 18.7
16263 30.6
18036 34.0

5897 100.0 47209 100.0 53106 100.0

Notes * Always - 100% of the time Mostly « Create: than half of the time
Sometimes «= Less than half of the time Never •= Zero percent of the time 

Source: Data from CSO Agricultural Census, 1983-84.

Table 9. Ability of households to prodwe cMMch Maine by type of farmer (1M9/M)

Particulars

Enough maize
Not enough
Not sure
No maize in
Stock by December

Cash croppers Non-cashcroppers Total

No. % No.

12 19 19
43 69 39
232

16 25 17

%

31
63
3

27

No.

31
82
4

33

%

•«£
66
3

27
Source: Survey Results
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Tete ,. Ability 0I1Ioase1aolds 10 pI'CIChKe .e.... _ire IIy type 01 ru-r (I"'''')

Noces ., Always - 100% ol the time Moaly ., Great<,:- tf',u hal! ol the time
Sometimes '" Lea than halr ol the time Ne1Ier '" Zero pefte1lt ol the time

Source: Dar. rrom CSO AJriaaltunl Census, 1983-84.

Our data also confirms these fmdings. Table 9 shows that 66% of the farmers already
knew by December 1990 that their remaining stock of maize would not last up to the
1991 harvest (May/June). The percentage is surprisingly higher among cashaoppers
(69%) than the noo-cashaoppers (63%). As shown in Table 9, only 25% of the farmers
perceived that their maize stock would last till the next harvest. Of CW:D greater concern
is the fact that, with harvest at least fIVe months away, 27% of the farmers were already
totally out of own produced maize.

Not all SNL farmers produce enough maize to meet their consumption needs throughout

I
the year. ID a sample of 58 061 homesteads in 1983/84, the CSO found that only 16%
are able to always produce enough maize, Table 8. This fJgUJ'c compares unfavourably

. with the more than 30% who Dever produce enough maize to last the whole year. The
data support our hypothesis by showing that only 25% of cashcroppers DeYer produce
enough maize compared to 35% of DOD cashaoppers. IDdeed more than 23% of the
cashaoppers always produce eDough compared to only 16% non cashaoppers.
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T.we L~ ... M8be ScIf-SeftkwllCy ItlO-I4

Production !.eYe" Cash croppers Non-Cashcroppers Total

No. % No. % No. 'I>

Always enough 1372 23.3 7501 15.9 8873 16.7
MOOly enough 1218 1JJ.7 8716 18.5 9934 18.7
Sometimes enough 1818 30.8 14445 30.6 16263 30.6
Ne1Ier enoup 1489 25.3 16547 35.1 Il1036 34.0

Total SfH7 100.0 47209 100.0 53106 1110.0

Paniculars Cash croppers Non~hcroppers Total

No. % No. % No. 'I>

Enough maize 12 19 19 31 31 2SNot enough 43 69 39 63 82 66
Not sure 2 3 2 3 4 3No maize in
Stock by December 16 25 17 27 33 27

Source: Su~y Results

~ No. or H9Illestellds
~(n 0: 53106)

Cowpeas
4562

9~ns
4416

8Groundnuts
53" 10Jugobeans
3551 7Pumpkin

15743
30Sweet potatocs

6778
13Potatoes

490
1Vegetables

384
1

Crop
Call Croppers NonoCashcroppers
No. CJ(, No. CJ(,

Cotton
62 100Maize only
36 58 40 63Maize/peanuts/cowpeas 1 1.6 2 3.2Maize/CUCUrbirs 5 8 7 14Naize/pumpkins/soyabc:ans 2 3.2 - -Maize/pumpkins/c:owpeu 1 1.6 3 4.8Maize/pumpkin 3 4.8 8 1.3Cowpea
3 4.8 1 1.6Cucutbirs
2 3.2Sweet potatocs
2 3.2Beans
1 1.6 2 3.2Sc:npum
1 J.6 1 1.6Groundnurs
3 4.8 4 6JugOOeans
3 4.8 6 10

SouI'tC: Su~y Results

SouI'tC: <:so CellSUS 1983/84

-TlIIIIe 7. 1)pes 01 Craps, I'radwed IIy 1)pe 01F-.er

do nOl produce other food crops, Table 6. Our data presented in table 7, conCUrs With
this finding. In this section of the analysis, we used the ability of households to produce
enough maize as a proxy for food security. This is modified by examining the ability to
purchase supplemental}' food. Other variables that are perceived to be influential in the
food security status of households are examined briefly.

Table '- FreqwllCy 01 Proch.ctIcNl 01 NOlI..... Food Cnps 011 SNL

~
V"-.
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Responses were obtained on the kind of strategies used when there is no money i 
purchase maize. Table 10 summarizes the strategies and the degree of usage. Up to 
65% of the cashcroppers are always able to provide themselves with some maize 
compared to only 43% non cashcroppers. Up to 86% of the cashcroppers, who are not 
always able to provide themselves with enough maize, are able to borrow or barter from 
neighbours compared to half of the non cashcroppers. Since borrowing implies ton 
latter they will return the items, in effect one could argue that these households also 
able to provide for themselves. •re

Trible I*. AMUfr «f hawhiiM to pFotof/pmrhas* *md rtrattgtes msed to npfln** '•Mrtayt,
by tjft «T futacr (1999/91)

Particu la is Ctshcroppers Non-cashcroppere

Always able to 
produce/purchase

Borrow*
Receive from 
friends/relatives

Reduce meals
Wild fniitc and
vejetable*

Le« Variety
Inferior Food

Note:

No.

40
19

11
8

3
2 
I

65
86

50
36

14
9
5

No.

27
18

23
27

9
5
9

43
50

63
75

25
13
25

• The percentages from ibit Men downwards are calculated based on households not always 
able to produce/purchase enough maize.

Asking from neighbours and/or friends is the second most popular strategy used by 5096 
of the cashcroppers and 63% of the non cashcroppers. It would be socially unacceptable 
for friends and neighbours who have produced surplus maize not to give a deficit friend 
or relative a bag or two of maize. The same argument holds for a neighbour. Indeed, 
cases of prosperous fanners neglecting poor neighbours are known to have bad 
repercussions. Elements of jealousy and attribution of prosperity to witchcraft are well 
documented. It is probably partly for this reason that the deficit neighbour can still rely 
on prosperous neighbours.

Another popular strategy involves reducing the number of meals per day. A large 
number of the fanners, 75% non cashcroppers and 36% cashcroppers, reported that 
such a strategy is used. This strategy may affect the health of the people.
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Cashcroppers produced more maize during the 1990/91 cropping season than non- 
cashcroppers. Whilst their average maize output was 10.25 bags, non cashcroppers only 
produced an average 5.9 bags during the same period. Given the earlier figures showing 
(bat there is no «%"'<"•?"* difference in areas under maize for the two types of fanners, 
the output figures indicate that cashcroppers get higher yields. The cashcroppers higher 
ability to have enough food is due to the cashcrop itself. The gross income from cotton 
during the 1990/91 cropping season was an average of E3000 per fanner, with some 
having up to more than £10,000. This reflects a marketing infrastructure that is much 
better than that of maize. Other factors that contribute to cashcroppers' food security 
include better access to extension services and the qualities of the head of household.

Access to Extension Services

As shown in Table 11, our study confirms the inadequacy of extension - farmer contact. 
During the period covering the planting period (September-November), less than 5% of 
aH the fanners had been visited by government extension workers. Amongst the 
cashcroppers, 8.1% were contacted compared to oary L6% of the aon-cashcroppers. 
This confirms the fact that extension workers, with the time and means, prefer to visit 
progressive fanners who respond more positively to advice.

However, as many as three out of five of the visited cashcroppers (60%) did not find the 
visit by die extension workers useful. The same claim was given by the only visited non- 
cashcropper. This implies that either the fanners already knew the techniques that die 
extension worker was promoting, or the latter was not convincing to the farmers. 
In addition to on - farm visits, fanners are invited to attend extension services courses. 
Only 6.4% of the cashcroppers had attended such a course. Not a single non- 
cashcropper has attended. Amongst those who attended the course, half were heads of 
homesteads and a quarter were females. Given the dominance of males as heads of 
homesteads, and the dominance of women in agricultural activities, the scenario painted 
is that more training is presented to household members who do relatively less 
agricultural work rather than to those who dominate agricultural work. This tends to 
confirm the extension service bias against women noted earlier.

Virtually all fanners claimed that advice from government extension workers is not 
received on time. This corroborates the fact that the majority had not received extension 
visits when most needed i.en during the planting time. Fanners who had not been 
contacted by extension workers, and those who normally do not get extension advice 
attributed this to several dominant reasons. As can be seen from Table 11, the most 
dominant reason across all types of farmers is that the extension workers do not visit 
farmers. Indeed 65% of cashcroppers and 68% of non-cashcroppcrs cite this reason. 
Another large proportion of fanners cite a lack of awareness of the availability of 
extension services.

Responses were obtained on the kind of strate .es •
purchase maize. Table 10 summarizes the strat~gies'::: t e

; there ~ no money 10
65% arectofthe casbaoppers are always able. to provide the~se~ee~thusage. Up to
comp to only 43% DOD cashaoppers. U t 86% f some __
always able to provide themselves with cnouJ; o. 0 th; cashaoppers, who are Dot
neighbours compared to half of the nOD cashmlllU, are a. Ie to borr~or.barter froaa
latter they will retura the ite' aoppers. Smce borrowmg UDplies that
able to provide for themse~m effect one could argue that these bouseholds also are

TIIIIIe II. oUWfJ et to Jft/IteftIJ rdIase
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HoweYCI, IS many IS three out of five of the visited c:ashcroppers (60%) did not find the
visit by the cstcnsioa workers uscfuI. The same claim was giYen by the oaIy Wiled DOll

casbcroppcr. This implies that cither the farmers already knew the tecbniques that the
atensioa woder was promoting. or the latter was not c::om'inc:ing to the farmers.
In additioa to on - farm visits, farmers arc invited to attend enensioa scrvic:es courses.
Only 6.4% of die asberoppers bad atteadcd such a course. Not. siag1e DOll

casbcropper bas attended. Amoagst those who attended the course, halfTae heads cl
homesteads and a quarter werc females. Given the dominance of males as heads cl
homesteads, and the dominance of.-omen in agric:uJtural ae:tMties, the scenario painted
is that mOre training is presented to household members who do relatiwely less
agric:uJturaI work rather than to those who dominate ag:icultural work. This tends to
confum the exlension ~rvice bias against women noted earlier.

The Effect of Quhcropping on FoodS~

Vutually all farmers claimed that advice hom government e:uensioa workers is not
received OD time. This corroborates the fact that the majority bad not received exlcnsioa
visits when most needed i.e., during the planting time. Farmers who had not been
contacted by cstcnsion workers, and those who normally do not get exlension advice
attn"buted this to several dominant reasons. As c:an be seen from Table 11, the most
dominaat reason aaOSS aU types of farmers is that the e1ltension wnrkers do DOt mt
farmers. Indeed 65% of casbaoppcrs and 68% of Don-casbcroppers cite this reason.
Another large proportion of fanners cite a lack of awareness of the availability of
extension services.

As shown in Table 11, our study coafirms the inadequacy ofe:uension - farmer contact.
During the period c:overiag the planting period (September-November), less than s% of
aD the farmers bad been visited by governmcnt Clteasion workers. AmOlJ8Sl the
casbcroppcrs. 8.1% were c:ootaded compared to 0P.dy 16% of the ooa-casberoppers.
This coa6rms the fact that e:uensioa workers, with the time and means, prefer to Wit
progrcssne farmers who respond more positively to ac:lvice.

casbcroppers produced more maize during the 1990/91 cropping season than DOD

casbcroppers. Whilst their average maize output was 10.25 bags, DOD c:asbaoppen oaIy
produced an a\'CI'age 5.9 bags during the same period. G~n the earlier figures showiDg
Ibat there is DO signiflQl't difference in ucas under maize for the two types of farmers,
the output figures indic:ate that c:ashcroppers get higher yields. The c:ashcroppen higber
ability to have enough food is due to the c:asbcrop itself. The gross income from CClUOD
during the 1990/91 eroppiag season was an avoerage of E3000 per farmer, with some
baviPg up to m'.H'C than EI0,OOO. This ret1ects a muketi9g infrastructure that is much
better than that of maize. Other factors that coatn"bute to cashaoppers' food scc::urity
iAdudc better access to Clteasion services and the qualities of the head of houscboJd.
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Particulan; Cashcroppen; ~n;

Atwa,s able 10
No. % No. %

produce/PUrmase 40 6S rr 43Borrow-
R.eceM (rom

19 86 18 50

(riends/~IalM:s 11 50 23 63Reduce meals
Wald fnailS and

8 36 27 7S

vqetablel 3 14 9
LeaVariely 2S

Inferior Food
2 9 S 0
I S 9 2S
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Noce: -11Ie penaLt&a fromllJil it cbmwII
able to prodlft/pun:IJase cnc::.. lftIizc.nk.~ calculated baa.d on households not....

Asking hom Deighbours and/or frieads is the
of the cashcroppers aacl63% ofthe sec:oad most popular strategy used by 50%
for friends and Deighbours who ha DOD cashcroppers. It would be sociaJJy unacceptable
or relative a bag or two of maize rioduc:ed surplus maize not to give a deficit friend
c:asc:s of prosperous farmers D~ ~ same~ent bolds for a neighbour. Indeed,
repercussions. Elements of'cal ec:tiDg ~r .neighbours are known to have bad
documented. It is probably:"':0:: an~aunbut.on of prosperity to witchaaft are weJ)
on prosperous neighbours. y or t reason that the deficit neighbour can still rely

Anotber popular stratcgy involves red •
Dumber of the farmers, 75% non cashuang the number of meals per day. A large
such a strategy is used This t aoppers and 36% cashaoppers, reported that

• s ratcgy may affect the health of the people.
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TaMe It. Access to Extension Services by Type of Farmer

Particulars

EXTENSION VISIT

Yes
No
No response

EXTENSION COURSE ATTENDED

Yes
No

Cashcroppers

No.

5
56

1

4
58

%

8.1
903
1.6

6.4
93.6

Non-cashcroppers

No.

1
62
0

0
63

%

1.6
98.4

0

0
100

REASONS FOR NOT USING GOVERNMENT EXTENSION

Unaware of its existence
Ext workers never visit-
Ext workers cannot
be contacted
Not needed
Poor services

ACCESS TO NON GOVERNMENT EXTENSIO

Yes
No
No response

NON GOVERNMENT EXTENSION SOURCES

ADAS
Cotona
Clark cotton
S.F.D.
None

8
40

13
3
1

NSEK\

14
40
8

0
11
5
1

43

12.9
64.5

21.0
4.8
l£

/ICE
2Z6
64.5
12.9

0
17.7
8.1
1.6

69.4

19
43

6
4
0

9
49
5

1
2
1
4

55

30.2
683

9.5
63

0

143
77.8
7.9

1.6
32
1.6
6.4
873

Source: Survey Results

Apparently Swazi farmers still believe in the orthodox approach of providing extension 
information, Le., farmers wait in their homesteads to be visited individually by extension 
workers. A small proportion showed that they had tried to contact the extension worker. 
The failure of extension workers to contact most of the fanners could be attributed to 
various reasons, the main ones being a high fanner to extension worker ratio and limited 
means of transport available to the extension worker.
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AS noted earlier, some farmers have access to other extension services. The study shows 
(bat 23% of the cashcroppers and 14% of the non-cashcroppers, over the period 
September-November, were able to receive extension services from other sources. The 
cost popular source amongst the cashcroppers was the Cotona ginery whilst among the 
non-cashcroppers, it was the Swaziland Fanners Development which runs a number of 
projects in the country. Other sources included the Agricultural Development and 
Services (ADAS) and Clark Cotton. The interest of Cotona and Clark Cotton is 
obvious, limiting access to this source of non-governmental extension services to non- 
cashcroppers.

Credit

We also found that there is a greater use of and access to credit facilities by 
cashcroppers than non-cashcroppers. In the 1989/90 cropping season, 26% of the 
cashcroppers used some credit loans for their agricultural production compared to only 
8% non cashcroppers. Amongst the various reasons given for not using credit by non- 
cashcroppers, lack of security was prominent The popular reason among cashcroppers 
was that they did not need it

During the cropping season 1990/91, up to 42% of the cashcroppers had already 
obtained loans during the first field visit compared to only 9% of the non- casboroppers. 
Amongst the cashcroppers who had not yet received credit, some were waiting for the 
processing of their applications.

It is clear that cashcroppers have greater access to credit facilities than non- 
cashcroppers. These farmers know the credit sources. For a particular cashcrop, the 
buyers often provide financing. In addition, cashcroppers have the required assets to 
pledge as security. They can use the cotton as collateral for loans obtained from buyers 
whilst their high ownership of cattle allows them better access to other financiers.

Household Membership

The characteristics of the head of homestead are summarized in table 12. The majority 
of the homesteads are headed by males - 87% and 81% of cashcroppers and non- 
cashcroppers respectively. Although there is no major difference, one could note that 
19% of non-cashcroppers, compared to about 13% of cashcroppers are headed by 
females.
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We also fouod that thcre is a greatcr usc of and access to credit facilities by
casbcroppcrs than non-<:aShcroppcrs. In the 1989/90 cropping scasoa. 26% of the
c:ashaoppcrs used some credit loans for their agricultural production compared to only
8% DOll cashaoppcrs. Amongst the various reasons given for Dot using cn:dit by DOIl

cashcroppcrs, lac:k of security was prominent The popular reasoo amoag casbc:roppcrs
was that they did not aced it

During the cropping season 1990/91, up to 42% of the c:ashaoppers bad already
obtaiJlc.d loans during the fll'Sl field visit compared to only 9% of the DOD- casbaoppers.
Amoogst the cashaoppers who had not yet received credit, some were waitiag fOl' the
processing of their applic:ations.

The characteristics of the head of homestead are summarized in table 12. The majority
of the homesteads are headed by males - 87% and 81% of c:ashcroppcrs and non
cashaoppers respectively. Although there is no major difference, one could note that
19% of noo-c:ashcroppcrs, compared to about 13% of cashcroppcrs are headed by
females.

/lS noted earlier, some fann'}rs have access to other extcnsion senices. The studyshows
chat 23% of the cashcroppcrs and 14% of the non-c:ashcroppcrs, over the period
september-November, were able to receive extension services &om other sources. The
tlost popular source amoogst the cashaoppcrs was the Cotona gUlcty wbUst amoag the
lIOD-cashcroPPCrs, it was the Swaziland Farmers I>c\'elopment which I'UDS a number of
projects in the couotty. Other sources included the Agricultural Developmcnt and
Services (ADAS) and Clark CottOD. The interest of Cotona and Cart Cotton is
obvious, limiting access to this source of non-govemmentaJ extensioa services to non-

cashaoppers.

Credit

It is dear that c:ashcroppcrs have gruter access to credit faci1itics than DOIl

cashcroppers. Tbcsc fanners know the credit sources. FOI' a partic:ubr c:asbc:rop. the
buyers often provide financiJIg. In addition, cashaoppcrs have the required assets to
pledge as security. They can usc the cotton as collateral fOl' loans obtaiDcd from buyers
whi1st their high owucrship of cattle aJJows them better access to other fjuncicfS.

14.3
Tl,B
7.9

1.6
3.2
1.6
6.4

87.3

9
49
5

1
2
1
4

55

22.6
64.5
12.9

o
17.7
8.1
1.6

69.4

14
40
8

o
11
5
1

43

Paniculars Cuhcroppers Non-ashcroppell

No. % No. %
EXTENSION VISIT

Ye5 5 8.1 1 1.6
No 56 90.3 62 98.4
No RSpOIISC 1 1.6 0 0

EXTENSION COURSE A:JWNDED

Ye5 4 6.4 0 0
No 58 93.6 63 100

REASONS FOR NOT USING GOVERNMENT EXTENSION

Uaawue of its aistence 8 12.9 19 30.2
Est tIIOItclI never viiit- 40 64.5 43 683
Est tIIOItclI QIUJOC
be C'OIIta1ed 13 21.0 6 9.5
Not needed 3 4.8 4 63
PoorscMces 1 1.6 0 0

EXTENSION SERVICEAq;r.§S TO NON GOVERNMENT

Ye5
No
No response

V.M. Sithole

T8bIe II. Aftess '0 Exteasioll SeI'Yice5 IIy 1)pe or ra..-r

NON GOVERNMENT EXlENSION SOURce,

ADAS
Colona
OlIrt COlton
SoP.D.
Nonc
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Source: Survey Res..Jts

Apparently Swazi farmers still beliC"'C in the orthodox approach of providing extension
information, ie., farmers wait in their homesteads to be visited individually by extension
workcrs. A small proportion showed that they had tried to contact the exteasion worker.
The failure of extension workers to contact most of the farmers could be attributed to
various reasons, the main ones being a high fanncr to extension worker ratio and limited
means of transport available to the exteasion worker.
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SEX
Male 
Female 54

8
87.1
12.9

53

None 
Sebeata 
Belovctd.1 
Std.1-5 
•nom J-3
Form 4-5
College
Don't know/no ityome

OCCUPATION

JYofesaooal 
Skilled manual 
Blue collar 
UackiOed manual

Setf-emplcgfed ether
Not employed
Don't know/no irtponse

Average Annual Income

18
1
4

22
3
2
I
II

2
3
1
6

20
3
8

19

29.0 
1.6 
6S

3SS 
4* 
32 
L6

17.7

12
4.8
L6
9.7

323
4.8

12.9
30.6

E6697

51
12

8tO 
19.0

508

26
0

17
7
3
0
0
9

2
3
0

21
9
4
7

17

413
0

27.0
11.1
4.8

0
0

143

32
4.8

0
333
143
63

11.1
27.0

The table shows that 73% of cashcroppers and 79% of non-cashcroppers have up to primary level education. The table also reveals that a higher proportion of non- 
casbcropper heads of homesteads have no formal education at all — 41% compared to 29% of cashcroppers. Whilst some heads of cashcropping homesteads have attained 
matric and tertiary education, there is no head of non-cashcropping homesteads with this level of education.

The Effect of Cashcropping on Food Security 283
A large fraction of the heads of cashcropping homesteads engage in fanning on a full 
lime basis. Thirty-two percent of cashcroppers, compared to 14% of non-cashcroppers, 
are self-employed fanners. The most popular occupation of heads of non-cashcropping homesteads is unskilled manualt which is associated with their low level of education. 
The average annual income from wage employment is higher for cashcroppers (E6697) 
than non-cashcroppers (ES906).

A surprising finding was that the average age of heads of non-cashcroppers is lower than 
that of cashcroppers. Based on the theory of innovation, we had expected the 
cashcroppers to be generally younger, thus more receptive to cashcropping strategies. Therefore the average age of S3 amongst the cashcroppers' heads and 51 amongst the 
non-cashcroppers' heads is difficult to explain. However we note that the difference is 
small

We found no significant difference in household members between cashcroppers and oon-cashcroppers. Cashcroppers have an average 10.8 members while non-cashcroppers 
have 10.9. However cashcroppers tend to have fewer children under 5 ^ears; 1.7 
compared to non-cashcroppers' 12.

Both types of farmers experience migration of labour to urban areas. Up to 60% 
cashcroppers and 78% non-cashcroppers have at least on; absentee member. The 
average absentees are L2 and 2.0 for cashcroppers vA non-cashcroppers respectively. Virtually all cashcroppers' absentees are engaged in wage employment, whilst this is not 
the case for non-cashcroppers. Only 15% of cashcroppers with absentees reported that 
they do not receive remittances from working absentees. The figure is higher, at 22%, 
amongst the non-cashcroppers.

Cashcroppers have more members of working age and fewer dependents. In addition, 
their members tend to be more resident with all those absent engaged in wage 
employment and many of them remitting. Such remittances are used on the farm to 
help augment agricultural production and ability to acquire food.

Employment

Cashcrops create employment directly in the field through forward and backward 
linkages, and indirectly, through multiplier effects of the related income and 
employment. In the field, cash crops require more labour input per unit of land than 
non-cashcrops. Hired labour input tends to be substantial for cash crops and non-cash crops.

'Iii.'• Ii
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PAR1laJIARS
CASH CROPPERS

NO~ CROJ'PBR;

No. 'J' No. 'J'

54 87.1 518 12.9 81.0
12 19.0

S3
50.8

The Effect of Cashcropping on Food Security

~ large fraction of the beaUs of cashcropping homesteads engage in farming on a fuD
IiDlc basis. Thirty-two percent ofcashcroppers, compared to 14% of non-cashao~pers,
arc self-employed farmers. Thc most popular occupation of heads of non-c:asbaopping
homesteads is unskilled manual, which is associated with their low level of education.
1be average annual income from wage employmcnt is higher for cashcroppers (E6697)
than non-c:ashcroppers (ES906). .

~ surprising finding was that the average age of heads of non-cashcroppers is lower than
that of cashcroppcrs. Based on the theory of innovation, we had expected the
c:ashc:roppcrs to be generally younger, thus more receptive to cashcropping strategies.
Thcrefore the average age of 53 amongst the casbcroppcrs' heads and 51 amongst thc
DOn-easbcroppers' heads is difficult to explain. However we nole thal the difference is
small.

None
Scbeac.
8eIowltd.l
Sld.l-S
Form 1-3
Porm4-S
.CoIIeae
Don't"-1_~

OCgJPA~

Pmf'eaionaJ
Stilled I11IIIl1li
B1ueClllllar
UIIItiIIcd _l1li
SeIloClllJlloJed fanner
SelfoClllJlloJed eUler
Not CIIIJ1IoJed
Don't~/_ rapoase

A~...Aanlllllncomc

Souroc: SuIWJ Raults

18 29.0 26 We found no significant difference in household members between casbcroppers and
1 Ui 41.3 non-cashcroppers. Cashcroppers have an average 10.8 mcmbers while non-casbcroppers04 60S 0

have 10.9. HO\VCVCr casheropper5 tend to have fewer children under 5 ;cars; 1.717 1:1.022 3S.s 7 compared to non-c:ashcroppcrs' 2.2-3 4.8 11.1
3 4.82 3.2 0 0 Both types of farmen; experience migration of labour to ,.roan areas. Up to 60%1 1..6 0JJ 17.7 0

c:ashcroppcrs and 78% noa-c:asbcroppers have at least 011': absentee member. The9 14.3
average absentees are 1.2 and 20 for cashcroppers a~~ IIDn-cashcroppers respectively.
Vutua1ly all cashcroppers' absentees are engaged ir, wage employment, whilst this is nol

2 12 2 the case for noo-c:ashcroppers. Only 15% of c:asbcroppers with absentees reported that
3 4.8 3.2 they do not receive remittances from working absen:ees. The fIgUre is higher, at 22%,
1 3 4.8 amongst the non-cashcroppers.16 0 06 9.7

20 21 33.33Z.3 9 Cashcroppers have more members of working age and fewer dependents. In addition,3 4.8 14.3
4 6.3 their members tend to be more residcnt with all those absent engaged in wage8 12.9 7 11.1 employment and many of them remitting. Such remittances are used on the farm to19 30.6 17 27.0

help augment agricultural production and ability to acquire food.
E6697

£5906
Employment

The table shows that 73% of cashcro rs
primary level education. The table ':.k r~~Of DO~-c:ashcroppers have up to
c:ashcropper heads of homesteads have no formal ed t.a higher proportion of non
29%.of c:ashcroppcrs. WhiJst some heads or ueat~on at aII- 41% compared to
matric: and tertiary education, there is DO h d· ~croPPlDghomesteads have attained
level of education. ea 0 non-c:ashaopping homesteads with this

Cashcrops aeate employment directly in the field through forward and backward
Iinlc:agcs, and indirectly, through multiplier effects of the related income and
employment. In the field, cash crops require more labour input per unit of land than
non-eashcrops. Hirecllabour input tcnds to be substantial for cash crops and non-cash
crops.
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The share of labour by gender may vary or change when cashcropping is introduced. 
Surprisingly, von Braun found that most labour in all crops is provided by men, even 
though it tends to vary by farm sire, class anJ crop type. 'In the case of Swaziland, based 
on literature review, one wouJd expect females to dominate farm labour.

Due to the higher input demand of cashcropping, substantial backward linkages are 
realized. Those industries producing agricultural inputs respond to increased demand 
for their product by increasing output through, inter alia, increased labour input4. 
Forward linkages can be realized through increased labour input in the marketing and 
distribution of the casflcrop as well as in the processing industries. Labour migration in 
Swaziland has changed the pattern of labour availability at the homestead over the past 
decade. Whilst in 1981 de Vlcttcr found 58% were adult male absentees and 28% adult 
female absentees, recent studies report 63% and 12% respectively. Thus the people 
remaining in the homestead are predominantly adult women and children. Resident 
women outnumber men by almost 3:1.

The absentees, however,
«!.—— e.—— - - - - __- ———/. » uc impact m_ _.,—. .«ua 15 unwed Dy the short, 2 days duration. Male homestead heads are 
more likely to reside on the homestead than other adult males. Adult women provide 
major agricultural labour in planting; weeduuc. and tan*-**!— '*--»--*-
KI-n,.«-l~ •""*" * ~~

--— —? w 1C4iac o,, „„. homestorf j. ^^ ,,,„," I—— «"««aic*i neads arc 
nwjor agricultural labour in t^imTwSSn* A^ "^ Adult woinen "wide
**™»*>- 1979, de Vfctter M8« w^?*^ 1"^51™8 ("A"***", et aL197? 
fircwooA™,,^i.,«-_--_7 . * women predominate in. roiu^:Z __.__ '\

.__. . ——. «uuicu pravMM_^__.„„ i«juur in punting, weeding, and harvesting (Andrehn, et aL 1977; 
Nxumalo. 1979, de Vfetter. 1981). Women predominate in- collecting water and 
firewood, purchasing and preparing food, handicrafts, brewing beer and selling produce. 
The labour input of women in agriculture has been estimated to be three times that «f men.

Direct Employment

Our research shows that both categories of SNL farmers have access to and utilize two 
sources of farm labour, viz, family labour and hired labour.5 The shares of farm labour 
in the various agricultural activities, by gender, for the cashcroppers and mm- 
cashcroppers are summarized in Table 13. It is clear that mates dominate ploughing in 
both groups with the dominance marginally higher amongst cashcroppers than non- 
cashcroppers (67% compared to 63%).
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Women in both categories dominate planting and weeding. The involvement of males 
is greater amongst cashcroppers. For instance, males do 40% of the weeding in 
cashcropping households compared to 33% among non-cashcroppers. Due partly to the 
large cultivated areas and the correspondingly high labour input demand, more family 
labour is involved in agricultural production for cashcroppers than non-cashcroppers.

Use of hired labour is not popular on SNL. However, we found that 25% of the 
cashcroppers hire some labour compared to 10% of thenon-cashcroppers. Cashcroppers 
who employed hired labour had an average of 5 workers per fanner compared to only 
2 per non-casbcropper. The main activities undertaken by hired labour are weeding and, 
for the cashcroppers, the picking of cotton.

This supports the hypothesis that cashcropping creates more direct employment 
opportunities which are utilized predominantly by family labour. This reduces niral- 
urban-migration. It also creates employment opportunities for hired labour.

Table 13. Famfy Labor Shan oT Fam ArtMtks by Grader

Acnvrry

Ploughing

Planting

Welding

Spraying

CASH CROPPERS NON-CASHCROPPERS

males

67

48

40

67

females

33

52

60

33

males

63

43

33

-

females

37

57

67

-

The rale of

Source: Survey Results

Backward Linkages

Cashcroppers have relatively better access to extension services and rely heavily on 
recommendations for improved purchased agricultural inputs. The results of the survey 
reveal that cashcroppers spend relatively more money on inputs than non cashcroppers. 
Preliminary analysis indicate that whilst cashcroppers spend an average ES3 on seeds, 
non-cashcroppers spend an average £33. Cashcroppers spend an average £76 and £112 
on fertilizer and pesticides respectively compared to E46 and E0.71 by non cash 
croppers. Casual examination of the data shows that, even in similar crops, cashcroppers 
tend to use more fertilizer and pesticides than non-cashcroppers.

II!
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Women in both categories dominate planting and weeding. The involvement of males
is greater amoDgst cashcroppers. For instance; males do 40% of the weeding in
cashcropping households compared to 33% among non-cashcroppers. Due partly to the
large cultivated areas and the correspondingly high labour input demand, more family
labour is involved in agricultural production for cashcroppers than non-cashcroppers.

Use of hired labour is not popular on SNL. HoweYer, we found that 25% of the
cashcroppers hire some labour compared to 10% ofthenon-cashcroppers. Cashcroppers
who employed hired labour had an average of 5 workers per farmer compared to only
2 per non-cashcropper. The main activitics undcrtaken by hired labour arc weeding and.
for thc cashcroppers, the picking of cotton.

This supports the hypothesis that cashcropping creatcs more direct employment
opportunities which arc utilized predominantly by family labour. This reduces rural
urban-migration. It also creates employme~ltopportunities for hired labour.

TMie l.J. F-.Dy .....r Sllare 01 F... Adirilies ., Ge_r

maJes females males females

PloupinC 67 33 63 37

Plantinc <48 52 43 57

WeldinC 40 60 33 67

Sprayinc 67 33

Sourte: Su~ Results

Backward Linkages

The share of labour by gender may vary or change when cashcroppiog is introduc:ecl.
Surprisingly, VOn Braun (ound that most labour in aU crops is provided by men, even
though it tends to VlUy by farm size,~ ar.J crop type. 'In the case ofSwaziland, basccJ
on literalll..re 1"C\Iicw, one 1iVOWd expect felDales to dominate farm labour.

Due to the higher input demand of c:ashcropping, substantial backward linkages are

realized. Those industries producing agric:ukural inputs respond to increased delDaDd
(or their product by inaeasing output through, inJu tlIi4, increased labour input!.
Forward Iinbges can be realiud through increased labour input in the marketing and
distribution 0( the c:ashcrop as weD as in the processing industries. Labour migratioa in
Swaziland has changed the pattern 0( labour availability at the homestead over the past
decade. Whilst in 1981 de Vlctter found 58% were adult male absentees and 28% adult
female absentees, recent studies report 63% and 12% respec:tively. Thus the pecpIe
remaining in the homestead are predominantly adult women and children. Resident
women outnumber mcn by almost 3:L

The abscmees,~r, do return with 70% retUrning at least monthly. The impact of
these frequent l'isits is limited by the sbort, 2 days duration. Male homestead heads are
more likely to reside on the homestead than otheI' adult males. Adult women provide
major~ labour in planting, weeding, and IIanocsting (Andrchn, et at 1977;
NxumaIo. 1979,· de Vlcttcr. 1981). Women predominatc in. coDecting water and
firewood, purc:hasing and preparing food, hancIiaafts, brewing beer and selling produce.
The labour input 0( women in agriculture has been estimated to be three times that ofmen.

Direct Eaaplo,...t

Our research shows that both Qlegorics ofSNL farmers haYe access to and utilize two
sources of farm labour, viz., family labour and hired Iabour.s The shares of farm labour
in the various agricultural activities, by gender, fOl' the casbcroppcrs and non
c:ashaoppcrs arc summarized in Table 13. It is dear that males dominate ploughing in
both groups with the dominance marginaUy higher amongst c:ashcroppcrs than DOn
cashcroppers (67% compared to 63%).

ACIlVTIY
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Cashcroppers have relatively better access to extension services and rely heavily on
recommendations for improved purchased agricultural inputs. The results of the survey
reveal that cashcroppers spend relatively more money OD inputs than nOD cashcroppers.
Preliminary analysis indicate that whilst cashcroppers spend an average 83 on seeAs,
Don-cashcroppers spend an average E33. Cashcroppers spend an average E76 and E1l2
on fertilizer and pesticides respectively compared to E46 and EO.71 by non cash
croppers. Casual examination of the data shows that, even in similar crops, cashcroppers
tend to use more fertilizer and pesticides than non-cashcroppers.
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This has positive employment implications for agricultural input industries. This is 
particularly important in the seed industry because many are produced locally. Even 
though the impact on the fertilizer and pesticide industries6 is not fully realized locally 
such expenditures contribute to increased labour use in the marketing and distribution sectors.

Forwcrd Linkages

Virtually all cashcroppers sell some crops. In addition to the cotton, they also sen other 
crops they produce. Their sales volume is larger than that of non-cashcroppers. 

The higher commercial involvement of cashcroppers contributes positively to increased 
employment opportunities in the marketing and distribution sectors as well as in the 
processing industries. More local people are employed in maize and cotton marketing. 
The transportation sector, which is dominated by the private sector, thrives on the 
movement of agricultural products, even if its seasonal.

The processing companies, such as the National Maize Corporation, cotton gineries, the 
National Textile industry, all employ a la<ge number of Swazis. Local cashcroppers are 
valuable contributors of raw materials to these processing industries. 
Income

Such direct and indirect contribution to employment leads to increased incomes for 
locals and associated improved standards of living. For purposes of this paper, we used 
proxies to compare relative wealthiness of the two groups of fanners. Livestock and 
equipment ownership, as well as sanitation facilities, were examined. We have yet to 
assess total household income from both agricultural activities (gross margins for 
different crops as well as livestock income) and major non-agricultural activities. The 
contribution of the cashcrop to total income will be a main issue for consideration.

The Effect of Cazhcropping on Food Security 
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Using some wealth proxies, we found that cashcroppers are generally better off than 
•on-cashcroppers. Livestock and implement ownership and holdings are summarized 
in table 14. Up to 68% of cashcroppers hold cattle compared to 57% of non- 
casbcroppers. In terms of ownership, the situation remains the same with 74% of 
cashcroppers owning cattle compared to 67% non-cashcroppers.7 Even the average 
numbers held and owned are higher for cashcroppers than non-cashcroppers (25.6 and 
223 compared to 17.1 and 12.3, respectively).

With the exception of goat ownership, cashaoppers dominate in terms of livestock 
ownership, holding and numbers.

The table shows that, in terms of implement ownership, cashcroppers are better off than 
non-cash croppers. Even though ownership of tractors is generally low across the board, 

I cashcroppers' ownership is marginally better. More than 8% of cashcroppers own 
tractors compared to less than 2% among non-cash croppers. Up to 80% of those 
cashcroppers who own tractors also have tractor ploughs and tractor planters whilst 40% 
and 60% also have tractor cultivators and tractor carts.

Other indicators show that car ownership is also higher amongst cashcroppers. More 
than half of cash croppers own pickup trucks compared to less than 10% of non-cash 
croppers. Ox pulled implement ownership distribution also c!-jws cashcroppers being 
better — c.g-, 63% and 41% ownership of oxploughs by cashcroppers and non-cash 
croppers respectively.

"her agricultural clh«micaU, lm,T |UTC negative The difference between holding and owning of livestock «ris 
borrowing livestock among SNL households. ; from the system of lending and
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With thc exception of goat ownership, cashcroppers dominate in terms of livestock
ownership, holding and numbers.

Other indicators show that car O\1VIlership is also higher amongst cashcroppers. More
than half of cash aoppers own pickup trucks compared to less than 10% of non-eash
aoppers. Ox pUUed implement ownership distribution aJsc. =')\\'5 cashcroppers being
better - e.g.. 63% and 41% ownership of oxploughs by c:ashcroppers and non-cash
croppers respectively.

The table shows that, in terms of implemcnt OWDcrship, cashcroppers are better off than
aon-cash croppers. Even though O\1VIlersbip of tractors is generaUy low attoss the board,
cashcroppers' ownership is marginaUy better. More than 8% of cashcroppers OWD
tractors compared to less than 2% among 1lOIl-e:ash croppers. Up to 80% of those
c:ashcroppers who 0\1VIl tractors also have tractor ploughs and tractor planters whilst 40%
and 60% also have tractor cultivators and tractor carts.

Using some wealth proxies, we found that c:ashcroppers are generaUy better off than
aon-cashcroppers. Lnoestock and implement O\1VIlership and holdings are summarized
ill table 14. Up to 68% of c:ashcroppcrs hold cattle compared to 57% of non
c:ashcroppers. In tcrms of owncrship, thc situation remains the same with 74% of
cashttoppers owning cattle compared to 67% non-cashcroppers.7 Even the average
.umbers held and owned are higher for cashcroppers than non-c:ashcroppers (25.6 and
22.3 compared to 17.1 and 123, respectively).
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Table 14. Livestock awl Implement Ownership by Typ* of Famwr

PARTICULARS

CATTLE HELD
Sucking calves 
Weaning calves 
Young adult cattle 
Cows 
Oxen 
Bulls 
Holding cattle 

TATTLE OWNED
Sucking calves 
Weaning calves 
Young adult cattle- 
Cows 
Oxen 
Bulls 
Total owners cattle 

GOATS AND SHEEP HELp
Goats 
Sheep 

GOATS AND SHEEP OWNED
Goats
SnCCp

OTHER LIVESTOCK
fif 
Chicken 

IMPLEMENT
Tractors 
Tractor ploughs 
Tractor planter 
Tractor cultivator 
Tractor cart 
Pickup track 
Knapsacks 
Water pumps 
Ox planter 
Ox plough 
Ox cultivator 
Ox wagon 
Oxcart 
Sprayers
Harrows 
Wheelbarrow

CASHCROPPERS

No. "7 average
ft 52

38 61 (4.1) 
29 47 ,;3.0) 
27 44 (7.7) 
40 64.5 (10.7) 
37 59.7 (4.6) 
15 247 (1.7) 
42 67.7 (25.6)

38 613 (3.8) 
28 457 (3.0) 
26 41.9 (7.0) 
41 66.1 (10.4) 
36 58.1 (4.7) 
12 19.4 (1.9) 
46 747 (223)

31 50.0 (16.8) 
2 37 (125)

33 537(16.0) 
3 4.8 (93)

8 1Z9 (2.1) 
59 95 (20.0)

5 8.1 (1) 
4 65 (1) 
4 65 (1) 
2 37 (1) 
3 4.8 (13) 
8 12.9 (1.1) 

32 50.8 (17) 
1 1.6 (1.0) 

15 247 (1.1) 
39 62.9 (1.1) 
24 38.7 (1) 
1 1.6 (1) 
3 4J8 (1.1) 
7 113 (1)

16 25.8 (13) 
49 79.0 (17)

NON-CASHCROrpERS

No. % averaxe
N-63

32 50.8 (3.1) 
26 413 (2.4) 
28 44.4 (4.9) 
35 55.6 (5.4) 
24 38.7 (4.0) 
12 19.0 (1.9) 
36 57.1 (17.1)

32 5O8 (23) 
27 4Z9 (23) 
27 42.9 (3.7) 
38 603 (4.7) 
24 38.1 (35) 
11 175 US) 
42 66.7 (123)

29 46.0 (17.0) 
000

35 55.6 (14.9) 
000

8 12.7 (33) 
58 92.1 (19.9)

1 1.6 (I) 
I t6 (I) 
1 1.6 (1) 
1 1.6 (1) 
2 37 (1) 
6 95 (1) 
6 9.5 (1) 
0 0 

11 17.5 
26 413 (1) 
13 20.7 (1) 
1 1.6 (1) 
5 7.9 (1) 
0 0
6 95 (1) 

43 683 (1)
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jtoIUtion

Access to sanitation facilities by the different farmers is summarized in Table IS. The 
(uyority of the fanners get their drinking water from dams, ponds, rivers or springs. 
Ifbese sources collectively account for 74% and 70% of ca&bcroppers and non- 
dshcroppcrs source of water. Eleven percent of cashcroppers compared to only 9% of 
lon-cashcroppers obtain their water from piped or pubtic taps. This indicates that the 
rural water department under the Ministry of Natural Resources has reached only a few 
bnners. Given the distribution of the farmers and the fact that cashcroppers are not 
separated from non-cashcroppers by location, the better usage of piped water likely 
(effects individual household efforts.

A large share of the farmers reported that the quality of the water is poor. Only 16% 
of cashcroppers and 19% of non-cashcroppers felt the quality of the water consumed was 
good. With the quality judgement left to the respondent, it may reflect the knowledge 
and educational level of the respondent A cashcropper could regard the water as being 
of poor quality whilst a non-cashcroppcr, using the same source, could regard the water 
as being good quality. Such subjective statistics must be treated with caution.

Despite the strongly held view that the water quality is poor, only 16% of cashcroppers 
and 11% of non-cashcroppers treat water before use. Attempts to get the treatment 
methods revealed that some bou, use jik, and some use a sieve (presumably to remove 
particles such as sand and twigs). The majority do not treat their water at all

The data also reveals a marginally better awareness of hygiene by cashcroppers. Forty 
two percent of them, compared to 32% of non-cashcroppers use a pit for refuse disposal. 
However the most popular refuse disposal method for all types of farmers, is throwing 
refuse in the open.

ft,large share of the farmers reported that the quality ofthe water is poor. Only 16%
IIcashaoppers and 19% of non-cashcroppers felt the quality of the water consumed was
zood. With the quality judgement left to the respondent, it may reflect the knowledge
and edueationallevel of the respondenL A cashaopper could regard the water as being
rJ poor quality whilst a non-cashaopper, using the samc source, could regard thc water
as being good quality. Such subjective statistics must be treated with caution.
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Despite the strongly held view that the water quality is poor, only 16% of c:ashcroppers
and 11% of oon-cashaoppers treat water before usc. Attempts to get the treatment
methods re~ed that some boil, usc jik, and some usc a sie\'e (presumably to remove
particles such as sand and twigs). The majority do not treat their water at ail

The data also reveals a marginally better awareness of b)'gicnc by c:ashaoppers. Forty
two percent of them, compared to 32% of non-cashaoppers usc a pit for refuse disposal.
However the most popular refuse disposal method for all typ<..s of farmers, is throwing

refuse in the open.

saaltatioo

1-~ to sanitation fac:ilities by the different farmers is summarized in Table 15. The
...jority of the fanners get their drinking water from dams, ponds, rivers or sp~.
t1IeSC sources conectively account for 74% and 70% of ~croppers and oon
cJSbcroppers source of water. Eleven percent of cashaoppers c:ompa:ed to otiIy 9% of
llJIl-cashcroppers obtain their water from piped or public taps. This indiwtes that the
IllfIl water department under the Ministry of Natura1 Resources has reached only a few
t-nners. Given the distn"buUon of the farmers and the fact that cashaoppers are not
~ted from oon-cashaoppers by location. the better usage of piped water likely

reflects individual household efforts.
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T'" 14. LMscock'" l.-pae-.. o..rs.ip ..,. Type 01 F_r

PARTICULARS CASHCROPPERS NON-eASHCROrPERS

& '~: herace &~ ""'1'11"""-'52 N.,63CATnEHELD
SlICtilll c:aMs 38 6l (4.1) 32 50.8 (3.1)Weaniq c:aMs 29 47 .:3.0) 26 41.3 (2.4)
YoulII adult cattle n 44 (7.7) 28 44.4 (4.9)Cows 40 64.5 (10.7) 15 55.6 (5.4)Ollell 37 59.7 (4.6) 24 38.7 (4.0)Bulls IS 24.2 (1.7) U 19.0 (1.9)Holdillg caWe 42 67.7 (25.6) 36 57.1 (17.1)!':A11l.E OWNED

Suckiag c:aMs 38 61.3 (3.8) 32 50.8 (2.3)WeaniDgcalYes 28 45.2 (3.0) 'J:1 42.9 (2.3)Young adult cattle 26 41.9 (7.0) 'J:1 42.9 (3.7)Cows 41 66.1 (10.4) 38 60.3 (4.7)Oxen 36 58.1 (4.7) 24 38.1 (3.5)Bulls 12 19.4 (1.9) 11 17.5 (1.5)Total ormcn; cattle 46 74.2 (22.3) ..2 66.7 (12.3)GOATS AND SHE§P HELp
Goats 31 SO.O (16.8) 29 46.0 (17.0)Sbccp 2 3.2 (12.5) 0 0 0GOA'I'S AND SHEEP OWNED
Goats 33 53.2 (16.0) 15 55.6 (14.9)SIIcep 3 <4.8 (9.3) 0 0 0Q1HER l.IVFSTfJtX
Pip 8 12.9 (2.1) 8 12.7 (3.3)Olkkcll 59 9S (20.0) 58 92.1 (19.9)JMPLEMENr
TlKton; 5 8.1 (I) 1 1.6 (1)Tractor pIouzhs 4 60S (I) 1 1.6 (I)Tractor planter 4 6.5 (1) I 1.6 (I)Tl'Idor cultivator 2 3.2 (1) 1 1.6 (1)Tractor cart 3 4.8 (1.3) 2 3.2 (1)Pidcup tract 8 12.9 (1.1) 6 9.5 (1)Knapqcb 32 50.8 (1.2) 6 9.5 (1)Water pumJl5 I 1.6 (1.0) 0 0Ox planter IS 24.2 (1.1) 11 17.5Ox plough :\9 62.9 (1.1) 26 41.3 (1)Ox cultivator 24 38.7 (1) 13 20.7 (1)Ox wagon 1 1.6 (1) 1 1.6 (1)Oxcart 3 4.8 (1.1) 5 7.9 (1)Sprayers 7 11.3 (1) 0 0Hal'l'OWS 16 25.8 (1.3) 6 9.5 (I)WhccINrrow 49 79.0 (1.2) 43 68.3 (I)

Soum:: Sul'lle)' Results

---(r,,.,.-
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Table 15. SwftMmi Facilities Availability by Type of Fanwr

PARTICULAR CASHCROPPERS

WATER SOURCE

Piped or public tap
dam or pond
protected spring
river or spring
borehole or well
unprotected spring
no response

WATER QUALITY

poor
avenge
good
no response

No %

7 113
27 433
2 33

19 30.6
3 4.8
3 4S
I 1.6

39 62.9
12 19.4
10 16.1
1 1.6

NON-CASHCROPPERS TOTAL
No

6
26
3

18
3
5
2

40
11
12
0

*

9.5
413
4.8

28.6
4.8
7.9
32

633
173
19.0

0

No

13
53
5

37
6
8
3

79
23
22
1

%

104
4Z4
4.0

29.6
4.8
6.4
2.4

632
18.4
17.6
OS

WATER TREATMENT BJJFORE USE
Ye*
No

REFUSE DISPOSAL

Pit
open
bum
don't know

LATRINE AVAILABILITY

Yes
No
no response

10 16.1
52 83.9

26 41.9
34 54.8
2 32
1 1-6

26 41.9
35 563
1 1.6

7
56

20
41
1
0

23
40
0

11.1
88.9

31.7
65.1
1.6
0

363
633

0

17
108

46
75
3
1

49
75
1

13.6
86.4

36.8
60.0
Z4
0.8

392
60.0
0.8

TOILET USED BY CHILDREN
open/bush
concrete latrine
wooden latrine
no response
not applicable

33 53.2
9 143
2 32
1 1.6

17 27.4

40
3
4
0

16

633
4.8
63

0
25.4

73
12
6
1

33

58.4
9.6
4.8
OJB

26.4
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Latrine facilities are not available to most farmers. About 57% of cashcroppers and ]&% of non-cashcroppcrs have no latrines. Indeed most of those homesteads with I children have the latter using the open or bush.
rpfJCLUSION
flic preliminary nature of the findings prevents us from drawing firm conclusions on the ££ of Cashcropping on food security, employment and income. However the gencnd Se from th?Sl analysis confirms the hypothesis that cashcroppers tend to be relatively more food secure in terms of combined own production and ability to purchase. Cashcropping contributes positively to increased employment opportunities and income.
Besides producing the cashcrop, land set aside for maize production and other food crops is more or less similar, in size terms, with that of non-cashcroppers. The use of improved production techniques acquired from the relatively lugher access to extension services, and the dominance of innovative and male heads, results in better output of Sod crops by cashcroppers than non<ashcroppers. The income raised from the sale of cotton and other cropsTused as one of the various coping strategies for food shortages.

The high demand for labour input in Cashcropping households contributes to direct employment opportunities on the farm. Related to this are the realized backward nkages. Cashcroppers, on average, spend more moneyon agricultural 0101115. IMS Shat agSXraTinput industries thus are able to increase ^ <?«£*"«£ Src£cdcmrfoyn.ent of labour. The relatively high commerc^ihzatKjn rfcaslKroppers also results in forward linkages realized though increased employment in the marketing and distribution sectors.
Finally the data indicates that cashcroppers are relatively wealthy compared to non- cashcroppers. They own more livestock and implements and also have better access to improved sanitation facilities.
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F'malIy the data indicates that cashaoppers are relatively wealthy compared to noo
cashcroppers. They own more livestock and implements and also have better access to
improved sanitation facilities.
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JLatrane facilities are not available to most farmers. About 57% of cashcroppers and
163% of non-cashcroppers have no latrines. Indeed most of those homesteads with
i dilldren have the latter usiDg the open or bush.
!

IWNCLUSION

IThe preliminary nature of the rmdiDgs prevents us from drawiag rum c:oaclusioDS 00 the
effect ofcashcropping on food sccurit.y, employment and income. However the general
picture from the initial analysis confirms the hypothesis that cashcroppers tend to be
relatively more food secure in terms of combined own production and ability to
purchase. CashcroppiDg contnoutes positively to increased employment opportunities
and income.

Besides produciDg the cashaop, land set aside for maize production and other food
aops is more or less similar, in size terms, with that of non-cashcroppers. The use of
improved production techniques acquired from the relatively higher a<;ccss to extension
semc:es, and the dominance of innovative und male heads, results in better output of
food aops by cashaoppers than non-c:asbcroppers. The income raised from the sale of
cotton and other crops is used as one of the various coping strategies for food shortages.

The high demand for labour input in casbaopping households contn"butes to direct
employmel!t opportunities on the fum. Related to this arc the reaIizcd backward
Jinkages. Cashcroppers, On average. spend more moncy' 011 agricultural inputs. It is
argued that agricultural input industries thus arc able to increase their output through
increased emp!oyment of labour. The reIatMIy high commerc:ializatioo ofcasbaoppers
also results in forward 1iakages rea1izcd though inaeased employment in the marketing
and distn"bution sectors.
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T'" 15. Saabcioll F8riJities AYaiIllbilicy .", 1)pe 01F_

PAR11CUlAR
CASHCROPPERS NON-cASHCROPPERS TOTAL

No % No % No %
WATER SOURCE

Piped or public lap 7 11.3 6 ~S 13 lOAclam or pond rI 43.5 26 41.3 53 42.4protcetcd~ 2 3.3 3 4.8 S 4.0rMr or SPrilll 19 30.6 18 28.6 37 29.6borehole or well 3 4.8 3 4.8 6 4.8unprotected sprin, 3 4.8 5 7.9 8 6.4no response 1 1.6 2 3.2 3 2.4
WATER QUA1lfX

poor 39 62.9 40 63.S 79 63.2-..,e U 19.4 11 17.5 23 18.4IOOd 10 16.1 U 19.0 22 17.6no respoase 1 1.6 0 0 1 0.8
WATER IREA'IMEm' BEFoRE USE

Yes 10 16.1 7 11.1 17 13.6No S2 83.9 56 88.9 1~ 86.4
BEfUsa DISPOSAL

pil 26 41.9 20 31.7 46 36.8opea 34 54.8 41 65.1 7S 60.0bUrD 2 3.2 1 1.6doft't~ 3 2.41 1.6 0 0 1 0.8LAl:BJNE AVAlLAB1r..n:Y

Yes 26 41.9 23 36.S 49 39.2No 3S S6.S 40 63.5 7S 60.0norapoase 1 1.6 0 0 I 0.8
TOILIrr USED BY CHlWREN

open/bulh 33 53.2 40 63.5 73 58.4concrete latrine 9 14.5 3 4.8 12 9.6WOOden lalrine 2 3.2 4 6.3 6 4.8no response I 1.6 0 0 1 0.8110I applicable 17 rI.4 16 25.4 33 26.4

Source: Survey Resulls
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food access through income generation. This analysis win examine the contribution of 
livestock to household food security via improved food access, both as a source of 
income and as a form of insurance.

Communal farm households derive income from many sources including crop and 
livestock sales, wages, remittances and small enterprises. The contribution of each source 
to total income, and its reliability, varies greatly between households. Factors 
contributing to this variation include agro-ecological conditions, wealth and income 
levels. The contribution of these factors' influence on livestock income and the extent 
to which livestock income is used to acquire food versus other types of expenditure is 
important.

Livestock also function as a store of wealth, thus serve as an insurance mechanism in 
poor years. When food stocks run out, in drought years or normal seasons, livestock can 
be liquidated and the resultant income used to purchase food. They can also be 
exchanged for grains during food shortages. The importance of this contribution 
depends on agro-ecological conditions, wealth and income levels.
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INTRODUCTION

Livestock form an important compoaent of househoid food security in the communal
areas, colltributing toboth household food availability through production and household
food access through income generation. This analysis wiD examine the contribution of
livestock to household food security via improved food ac:cess. both as a source or
income and as a form of insurance.

Communal farm households derive income from many sources including aop aud
livestoclc: sales, wages, rcmittalk-es and small enterprises. The contn"bution ofeach source
to total income, and its reliability, varies greatly between households. Factors
contn"buting to this variation include agro-ecoJogical conditions, wealtil and income
levels. The contn"bution of these (actors' influence on livestock income and the extent
to which livestock income is used to acquire food versus other types of expenditure is
important.

Livestoclc: also function as a store of wealth, thus serve as an insurance medJanism in
poor years. When (ood stocks run out, in drought years or normal seasons, livestock can
be liquidated and the resultant income used to purchase food. They can also be
exchanged for grains during food shortages. The importance of this contnoution
depends on agro-ecological conditions, wealth and income levels.

I.n.e~-~~"''''''''''r. EIiodJ .... ,.,.' ..
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The most important livestock types in communal areas are cattle and goats, each of 
which ser-n different functions under different household- circumstances. Cattle are 
generally regarded as an investment and a production input while small stock, especially 
goats, are viewed as a ready source of cash. All livestock species have the. potential»~ contribute to both income and as insurance.

Income Versus Insurance 295

OBJECTIVE OF STUDY

- Potential t0

1. 

z

The objective of this study is to examine how socio-economic status, agro-ecological zone 
and the level of livestock ownership affect the relative importance of livestock's 
contribution to income and insurance; hence to household food security. 
The following research hypotheses will be examined:

1 Livestock are more important as a source of income than as insurance for wealthy households.
The relative contribution of livestock to insurance, as compared to income, 
increases as agro-ecological conditions become less favourable.

3. Livestock become relatively more important as an income source as the level 
of livestock ownership increases.

4. The contribution of goats to income is greater than the contribution to insurance, cettris paribus.
5. The contribution of cattle to insurance is greater than their contribution to 

income, cetera paribus.

STUDY AREA DESCRIPTION AND DATA COLLECTION METHODS

The study covers five communal areas in Manicaland Province. Each communal area was
purposively selected to represent one of Zimbabwe's five agro-ecological zones. Fifty
(50) households were sampled from each communal area to facilitate inter-regional
comparisons. Sample households were selected using a stratified random sample design.
Within each selected communal area, wards were ranked on the basis of high or low
cattle ownership. Two wards, one of high cattle ownership and the other of low cattle
ownership were randomly selected. Within each selected ward, two villages were
randomly selected. In each village, 12 or 13 households were randomly selected, Table
L Data collection commenced in April, 1991 and retrospective data, for the 1990/91season are reported in this paper.

Livestock ownership groups

Households were divided into four groups based on the ownership or non-ownership of 
cattle, goats and sheep Table 2. Thirteen Percent of the households in the sample were 
non-livestock owners. These are likely to be the poorer households who are not able to 
invest in any of these key livestock types. On the other hand, 51.8% of the households 
own both cattle and small stock. Seventeen point four percent of the households own 
onh/ cattle and 17.8% of the households own only small stock. Those households owning 
both cattle and small stock have higher mean cattle holdings (7.5) than households 
owning cattle only (6.0). Although 95.5% of the households own some poultry, 
households with no cattle or small stock have the smallest number of birds (6.1) 
compared to households owning both cattle and small stock (11.4), Table 2.

Taolel. Dtoribution of sample ^ common* are. a»J Mturt ^^ zimte**, 1991

Communal Area

Hokknby

Chkfuku

Buhera North 
Marange 

Buhera South

rhujhest rainfall and natural region V having the lowest. 
z. IBM preliminary analysis looks at 247 bousehokfa

UZjou Projcr: Su~, 1991 . widlurum reJion I bavinl the1. Zim,*- is divided into flYe~ ZIDIICS

hipest rainfall and natu.... rqioa V baviJII the IcMat.
2. This preliminary anaJysis Ioob II 24711ouse1101ds

CammuaaJ Ala Nalu.... Repeal No. ol VdJI&e$ No.olH~

I 4 50
HoIcSeDby

II 4 SO
OJiduku

m 4 50
Buhera North

IV 4 47Marure
V 4 SO

Duhcra South

Source:
Notes:
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Uvestock oweenhip groups

Households were divided into four groups based on the ownership o~ non-ownersbip ofcattle m\.t., and sheep Table 2. Thirteen Percent of the households m the samplebwc.re
' 0........ likely to be the poorer households who are not a e to

non-Jn:estoclc owners. Th~~:"_L -.. On the other hand, 51.8% of the householdsinvest m any of these key UY<;:Sluo;& .~-- h b Ids
own both cattle and smaD stock. ScweDteen point four percent of the ouse 0 O.WD

only cattle and 17.8% of the households own only smaD sth~';ose(7'~o=~~m::
d aU ........ have higher mean cattle 0 ...~~ ca~an SID (6~~-Although 95.5% of the households own some poultty,

=:aIds ~r:~ ca:nI~ or small stock have the smaDest number of birds (6.1)
compared to households owning both cattle and smaD stock (11.4), Table 2

T.,Je L Diaributioa oC umpJe by communal area and natu.... RJion. 21mbE"-, 1991
1. Livestock are more important as a source of income than as insurance forwealthy households.

2. The relative contnoution of li\'estock to insurance, as compared to inCOibe,
increases as ~JogicaJconditions become less favourable.

3. Uvestock become reJatn.cly more importad as an income source as the.beIof livestock OWDership ina-eases.

4. The contribution of goats to income is greater than the coDtn"bution toinsurance, ceterisptlfibus.

S. The contnDution of cattle to insurance is greater than their contnoutioo toincome, ceterisparibus.

The most important Jivestoc;k types in communal areas are caUle and goats, each or
which ser:~-: different functions under different househo!1--circumstances. Cattle are
generally regarded as an investment and a production input while small stock,es~
goats. are viewed as a ready source ofcash. J'.JIlivestock sJ>('.aes have the.potential tocontnoute to both income and as insurance.

OBJECnvE OF S11JDy

The objective ofthis study is to examine howsocio-economic status, agro-ecological ZOac
and the level of livestock ownership affect the relative importance of Iivest~$
contribution to income and insurance; hence to household food security.
The following research hypotheses will be examined:
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STUDy AREA DESCRlPI10N AND DATA COLU:cnON METHODS

The studye:cwers the CODlmUDal areas in Manicaland Province. Each communal area was
purposive:y selected to represent one of Zimbabwe's five agro-ecological zones. Fifty
(SO) households were sampled from each eommUDal area to facilitate inter-regional
comparisons. Sample bouseholds were selected using a stratified random sample design.
W"athin each selected communal area, wards were ranked on the basis of high or low
cattle ownership. Two wards, one of high cattle ownership and the other of low cattle
ownership werc randomly selected. W"athin each selected ward, two villages were
randomly selected. In~ village, 12 or 13 households were randomly selected, Table
L Data coUection commenced in April, 1991 and retrospective data, for the 1990/91season are reported in this paper.
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Table 2. Distribution of Sample by Livestock Group and Avenge Livestock Holdin
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Table 4. Percentage distribution of households i» each livestock ownership grtwp by Wealth Quartiles1

% Households 

Cattle (mean no.) 
Goats (mean no.) 
Sheep (mean no.) 

Poultry (mean no.)

No cattle or 
smallstock3

13.0 

0 

0 

0 

6.1

Small 
stock 
only

17.8 

0 

55 

0.1 

&8

Cattle 
only

17.4 

6.0 

0.0 

0.0 

8.7

Cattle + 
Small 
stock

51.8 

75 

6.1 

13 

11.4

Sample
%

100

4.9 

4.1 

0.7 

9.8

Nocatth

Smallsto

Cattle ot

Cattle pi

Total

Source: 
Notes: 1.

No cattle or Smallstock
Smallstock only

Cattle only

Cattle plus snullstock

Total

Lowest 25%

403

50.0

65

32

100

2nd Quartile

8.1

16.1

145

613

100

3rd Quartile

1.6

33

295

65.6

100

Highest 25%

1.6

1.6

18.0

78.8

100

Source: UZ/OU Project Survey, 1991Notes: 1. Livestock groupings rre based on cattle, goat and sheep ownenhip. Smallstock refers to goatsand sheep only. There are no pig owners in the sample. Only 5.7% of the sample householdsown rabbits. Poultry is owned by 955% of the households. Z Households in this category will be referred to as non-livestock owners.Patterns of livestock ownership and distribution vary across and within Zimbabwe's natural regions (Christensen and Zindi. 1991). The distribution of livestock ownership groups in the sample villages also varies across natural region, Table 3. Although non- livestock owners are found in each natural region, the percentage of non-livestock owners is highest b natural region I (18.0%) which also has the highest percentage (52.0%) of non-cattle owning households. The percentage of non-livestock owners is lowest in natural region m (6.0%) followed by natural region IV (10.6%) and natural region V (14%).

Livestock Ownership Group

No Canle or Smallstock
Smallstock only
Cattle only

Caul e plus Smallstock
Total

I

18.0

52.0

4.0

26.0

100

Natural Region

II

16.0

14.0

26.0

44.0

100

m
6.0

12.0

28.0
54.0

100

rv
10.6

6.4

192
63.8

100

V

14.0

4.0

10.0

72.0

100source, u^/uu project survey,

UZ/OU Project Survey. 1991The wealth function was derived from the summation of the current value, as perceived by the farmer, of household assets such as stoves, radios, generators, bicycles, cars, tractors, ploughs, planters, scotchcarts and livestock. Ranges for wealth quartiles are as follows in ZJ: Lowest 25% (up to 599); 2nd quartile (600-1874), 3rd quartile (1875- 3433) and highest 25% (3434-34883. In future analysis, the wealth indicators will be improved by including data on incomes, etc.
Sample households were divided into wealth quartiles based on farmer valuation of assets and livestock, Table 4. The largest proportion of non-livestock owner households is found in the lowest wealth quartile, Table 4. The percentage of households owning small stock only decreases across wealth quartiles whereas the percentage of households owning cattle tends to increase across wealth quartiles. For example, only 9.7% of households in the lowest income quartile own cattle-compared to 95.1% and 96.8% of households in the top two income quartiles respectively.

The highest percentage of households b the lowest wealth quartile is found b natural regions I (38%) and II (26.0%) whereas the largest percentage of households in the highest wealth quartile is in natural region 3 (48%). Natural regions I, II and IV have higher percentages of households b the two lower wealth quartiles whereas higher percentages of households b natural regions III and V are b the two higher wealth quartiles.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The preliminary analysis reported b this paper examined:
1) Farmer perceptions of the role of livestock b contributing income and as ah insurance mechanism b poor years — this analysis covers all households whether or not they currently own livestock and 2) looks at the actual contribution of livestock to household food access during the 1990/91 agricultural season - this part of the analysis is restricted to livestock owning households only.

'j
:!
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Table 2. Distribution of Sample by Livestock Group and A-,oerage Livestock Holding! Table 4. Faulllage c!istrilMotioa or "seholds ill eacll liftstock __rsIIlp P'OIIP bJ WealtllQuartilesl

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The highest percentage of households in the lowest wealth quartile is found in natural
regions I (38%) and n (26.0%) whereas the largest percentage of households in the
highest wealth quartile 15 in natural region 3 (48%). Natural regions I, n and IV have
higher percentages of households in the two lower wealth quartiles whereas higher
percentages of households in natural regions m and V are in the two higher wealth
quartiles.

The preliminary analysis reported in this paper exanined:
1) Farmer perceptions of the role of livestock in contn'buting income and as aD
insurance mechanism in poor years -- this analysis covers all households whether or not
they currently own livestock and 2) looks at the adual contribution of livestock to
household food access during the 1990/91 agricultural season - this part of the analysis
is restricted to livestock owning households only.

Sample households were divided into wealth quartiles ba.e;ed on farmer valuation of
assets and livestock. Table 4. The largest proportion of Don-livestoclc owner households
is found in the lowest wealth quartile, Table 4. The percentage of households owning
small stock only decreases across wealth quartiles whereas the percentage of households
owning cattle tends to increase across wealth quartiles. For example, only 9.7% of
households in the lowest income quartile own cattle"COmpared to 95.1% and 96.8% of
households in Ole top two income quartiles respectiw:ly.

UZ/OU Project SuM:)'. 1991The wealth function was derived from lhe summation of Ihe current value. IS pen:eived
by the farmer. of IlouschOld _IS such • stoves, radial, BCltCratolS, bicyda, cars.
tractOIS, ploughs, planters, srocc:bcarts and liYcstodt. Ranp for weallh quartiles are
• follows in ZS: Lowest 25% (up 10 599); 2nd quanile (tiOO-l874). 3rd quartile (187.5
3433) and hipest 25% (3434-34883. In future lnalysis, the walth indicatolS will be
improuoed by indudinz dar. on incomes. etc.

Soun:e:
Notes: 1.

Lowest 25% 2nd Quartile 3rd Quartile Highest 25%No cattle or s..'I1lIllstoclr. 40.3 8.1 1.6 1.6Smallstock only 50.0 16.1 3.3 1.6Cattle only 6.5 14.5 29.5 18.0Cattle plus smallstoclr. 3.2 61.3 6S.6 78.8ToIll
100 100 100 100

No cattle or Small Callie !:attle + SamplesmaUstoc~ stock only Small %only stock% Households
13.0 17.8 li.4 51.8 100Cattle (mean no.)

0 0 6.0 7.5 4.9GoIits (mean no.) 0 5.5 0.0 6.1 4.1Sheep (mean no.)
0 0.1 0.0 1.3 0.7Poultry (mean no.) 6.1 8.8 8.7 11.4 9.8

LiYestock OwnelShip Group
Natural Rl:poa

I D lD IV VNo Callie or SmaJlstoc:t 18.0 16.0 6.0 10.6 14.0Smallstock only 52.0 14.0 12.0 6.4 4.0Cattle only
4.0 26.0 28.0 19.2 10.0CaUl e plus SmaJlstock 26.0 44.0 54.0 63.8 12.0Total

100 100 100 100 100
-~. --

T.t>1e 3: Pen:entue distn"bution of households in each liw=stodt ownelShiD UOUD bv naluralremoa

Soun:e: UZ/OU Project Sul\leY. 19')1Notes: 1. LMstock sroupinp ere based CXI cattle, pt and iIteep ownership. SrruIllstoclt melS to IOIts
and iIteep only. There are ItO pic 0InIeIS in the ample. Only 5.7% of the sample households
0Im rabbits.. Poulhy is owned by 9S.5% of the bouscbolck.2. Houscbolds in this catCJlOlY wiD be rdem:d to • non-IM:stock 0Imers.Patterns of livestock ownership aud distnbution vary across and within Zimb~'s

natural regions (Cbristeasen and Zindi. 1991). The distribution of livestock ownership
groups in the sample villages also varies across natural region, Table 3. Although 000
livestoclc owners are found in each natural region, the percentage of nOD-livestock
owners is highest in natural region I (18.0%) which also bas the highest percentage
(520%) of non-cattle owning households. The percentage of non-livestock owners is
lowest in natural region m (6.0%) foUowcd by natural region IV (10.6%) and natural
region V (14%).

'V)
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Table S. Distribution of households in each wealth quartile by natural region

Income Versus Insurance 

Table 6. Contribution of livestock to household cash income by natural region

299

Wealth Quartile

Lowest 25%
2nd Quartile

3rd Quartile
Highest 25%
Total

I

38.0

30.0

20.0

12.0

100

n
2&0

34.0

26.0

14.0

100

Natural Region

10

18.0

8.0

26.0

48.0

100

IV

213

31.9
255

21.3

100

V

2ZO

210
28.0

2&0

100

Source: UZ/OU Project Survey. 1991

Farmer perceptions of the role of livestock

Farmer perception of the importance of livestock may differ from the actual contribution 
observed, particularly where the level of livestock ownership is less than that considered 
optimal Actual contributions can also be misleading if events in a given year are 
atypical Fanner perceptions of livestock's contribution to the following aspects of 
household food security were recorded:

a) Livestock contribution to cash income,
b) Reliability of livestock as a source of cash income, and
c) Relative importance of livestock sales versus other income sources used to 

purchase grains/mealie-meal when households are faced with food shortages.

CoatributioD of livestock to household cash income

Communal area farm households derive cash income from the following key sources: 
crop sales, wages, remittances, small enterprises (e.g. beer brewing), livestock sales and 
the sale of garden produce. Forty-four pout nine percent of the households indicated 
that crop sales contributed the largest amount to total household cash income. The 
percentage of households ranking other income sources as most important was as 
follows: wages (15.4), remittances (10.9), small enterprises (10.1), livestock (9.7) and 
gardening (8.9). Thus, overall livestock was ranked fifth. Although only 9.7% of the 
households identified livestock as their most important source of cash income, 243% of 
the households ranked livestock as the second most important income source and 16.6% 
ranked livestock as the third most important cash income source, Table 6. Thus, 50.6% 
of the households ranked livestock as one of the top three sources contributing to 
household cash income.

Rank of 
Livestock 
income

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th and below

Total

% households

9.7

243

16.6

14.6

34.8

100

Natural Region

I
2.0

10.0
14.0

34.0

40X1

100

11

8.0

8.0

14.0

110

58.0

100

in
110
26.0

24.0

10

32.0

100

rv
213
12JB

23.4

14.9
ZTA

100

V

6.0

64.0

4.0

10.0

16.0

100

Source: UZ/OU Project Survey, 1991

Livestock was not perceived as being the most important source of cash income in any 
natural region. The percentage of households ranking livestock as the first or second 
most important cash income source increased from high rainfall to low rainfall areas, 
Table 6. For example, only 12-16% of households in natural regions I and II ranked 
livestock as the first or second most important source of cash income compared to 70% 
of the households in natural region V.

The highest percentage of households ranking livestock as the most important cash 
income source was in natural region IV, Table 6, whereas the highest percentage of 
households ranking livestock as a secondary income source was in natural region V. This 
is consistent with agro-ecological factors and livestock ownership patterns since natural 
regions IV and V are unfavourable for crop production and have the highest percentages 
of households owning both cattle and small stock. The results suggest that the 
contribution of livestock to income increases as agro-ecological conditions become less 
favourable.

The percentage of households ranking livestock as the first or second most important 
cash income source increases across wealth quartiles from the poorest to the wealthiest 
households, Table 7. In the top wealth quartile, 48% of the households ranked livestock 
as being either the most important or the second most important cash income source 
compared to only 21% of the households in the lowest wealth quartile. This is expected 
since livestock are a household's main store of wealth.

299Income Venus Insurance

Olatribution of li\utodt to household cub inrome by nalural rep

UZ/OU Project Sul"q', 1991

Table 6.

Source:

Rant 01 9& bouseboIds Natural Regioa
lJvesIock
income 1 n m IV V

lit 9.7 2.0 8.0 110 213 6.0

2ad 24.3 10.0 8.0 26.0 12.8 64.0

3rd 16.6 14.0 14.0 24.0 23.4 4.0

<lIb 14.6 34.0 110 2.0 14.9 10.0

Sthandbdow 34.8 40.0 58.0 32.0 7:1.6 16.0

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100

The percentage of households ranking livestock as the first or second most important
cash iDcome source increases across wealth quartiles from the poorest to the wealthiest
households, Table 7. In th~ top wealth quartile. 48% of the households ranked livestock
as being either the most important or the second most important cash income source
compared to ollly 21% of the households in the lowest wealth quartile. This is expected
since livestock are a household's main store of wealth.

The highest percentage of households ranking livestock as the most important cash
income source was in natural region IV, Table 6, whereas the highest percentage of
households ranking livestock as a sccondaIy income source was in natural region V. This
is consistent with agro-ecoIogicaI factors and livestock ownership patterns since natural
regions IV and V arc unCa\'OW'able for crop production and have the highest percentages
of households owning both cattle and small stock. The results suggest that the
contribution of lMsock to iDcome increases as agro-ecological conditions become less
favourable.

Livestock was not perc:ci\'ed as being the most important source of cash income in any
natural region. The percentage of households ranltfng li\'estock as the first or second
most important cash income source increased from high rainfall to low rainfall areas,
Table 6. For example, oaIy 12-16% of households in natural regions I and n ranked
livestock as the first or second most important source of cash income compared to 70%

1 of the households in natural region V.
I

i

Natural ReJioa
Wealth Quartile

I U IU IV V

Lowat2S% 38.0 26.0 18.0 21.3 22.0

2ad QuartiIc 30.0 34.0 8.0 31.9 22.0
3ntOuutiJe 20.0 26.0 26.0 ZS.5 28.0

Hipest2S% 12.0 14.0 48.0 21.3 28.0

Total 100 100 100 100 100

Table S. Distribution of househokls in each walth qllArtile by natural ~Iion

farmer perception ofthe importance of livestock may differ from the actual contnDutioa
obsened, particularly wbel'e the level of livestock owuersbip is less than that c:oasidcred
optimal Actual cont.ributioas can also be mislcading if events in a giwen )'Car are
atypicaL Farmer pcreptions of li\'estock's contn"bution to the following aspects of
household food security were rec:ordcd:

a) Li\'cstodt contn'"bution to cash income,
b) Retiability of li\'estoclc as a source of cash income. and
c) Relative importance of livestock sales versus other income sources used to

purchase grains/mealie-meal when households are faced with food shortages.

CoatributiOil 0I1JftItock to .ousdaold cash lacome

Fanaer perceptiou 01 tile role 0I1hatock
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UZ!ou Projcd Sun.<ey. 1991

Communal area farm households derive cash iDcome from the followiDg key sources:
crop sales, wages, remittances, small enterprises (e.g. beer brewing), livestock saIcs and
the sale of garden produce. forty-four point nine percent of the households indicated
that crop sales contributed the largest amount to total household cash income. The
percentage of households ranking other income sources as most important was as
follows: wages (15.4), remittances (10.9), small enterprises (10.1), livestock (9.7) and
gardening (8.9). Thus, overall livestock was ranked fifth. Although only 9.7% of the
households identified livestock as their most important source ofcash income. 2A.3% of
the households ranked livestock as the second most important income source and 16.6%
ranl:cd lM:stodt as the third most important cash income source, Table 6. Thus, 50.6%
of the households ranl:ed livestock as one of tbe top three sources contn"buting to
household cash income.

Ij
•. I

I
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Among the livestock owning groups, only 9.1-11.7% of the households ranked livestock 
as the most important income source, Table 8. The percentage of households ranking 
livestock as the second most important income source was highest among the households 
owning both cattle and small stock. Of the households owning only cattle or small stock, 
21-30% ranked livestock among the top two most important sources of cash income. 
This compares to 44% of the households owning both cattle and small stock. In the non- 
livestock owning group, 19% of the households ranked livestock as the second most 
important source of cash income indicating that poultry sales are an important cash
income source.

Table 7. Contribution of livestock to household cash income by wealth quartiles

Rank of livestock 
income

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th and below

Total

% households

9.7

243

16.6

14.6

34.8

100

Lowest 25%

32

17.7

14.5

19.4

45.2

100

2ndQuartile

113

22.6

113

22.6

322

100

3rd Quartile

113

22A

17.7

1.6

4&8

100

Highest
25%

13.1

34.4

23.0

&6

22.9

100
Source: UZ/OU Project Survey. 195T

Table 8. Contribution of livtstock to household cash income by livestock croupe

u£/uu noject survey, mi 
Notes: 1. Households can also derive income from the sale of poultiy

Rank of livestock 
income

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th and below

Total

% 
households

9.7

243

16.6

14.6

34.8

100

No cattle or 
smaUstock

.

1&8

9.4

15.6

562

100

SmaUstock 
only

9.1

11.4

15.9

27.3

363

100

Cattle only

11.6

18.6

233

11.6

34.9

100

Cattle plus 
small-ctock

11.7

32.0

16.4

10.9

29.0

100

Reliability of livestock as a source of cask income

In terms of reliability, 25.7% of the households ranked crop income as the most reliable. 
The percentage of households ranking other income sources as being the most reliable 
were as follows; livestock (22.9), small enterprises (2Z2), wages (16.7), remittances (12JJ) 
and gardening (102). The fact that 22.9% of the households ranked livestock as the most 
reliable source of income, compared to 9.7% of the households who ranked livestock as 
the most important source of income, suggests that the reliability of income from
livestock is perceived to be more important than its actual contribution to household 
cash income.
The percentage of farmers ranking livestock as the most reliable source of income rises 
across natural regions with 31.9% of the farmers in natural region IV and 50% in 
natural region V identifying livestock as the most reliable income source, Table 9. The 
results suggest that livestock are important as a form of insurance for households in the 
less favourable agro-ecological zones.

Table 9. Reliability of livestock as a source of cash income by natural repon

Rank of Livestock 
income

let

2nd

3rd

4th

5th and below

Total

* ! househotj:

22.9

163

12.7
"03.

35.9

100

Natural Repon

I

6.0

4.0

18.0

28.0

44.0

100

n
12.0

8.0

10.0

6.0

64.0

100

m
144)

30.0

210

10.0

24.0

100

IV

31.9

27.7

2.1

-

383

100

V

soa
110
10JO

16,0

12.0

100

Source: UZ/OU Project Survey, 1991

The reliability of livestock as an income source increased across wealth quartiles for 
households ranking livestock as being either the most reliable or the second most 
reliable source of income, Table 10. For example, 24.6-37.7% of the households in the 
two lower wealth quartiles ranked livestock among the two most reliable compared to 
46.8-47.5% of households in the two highest wealth quartiles. The results suggest that 
livestock are more important as a form of insurance for households in the two top
wealth groups.

Table 7. Contribution of livestock10 household cash income by -.Ith qUllrtiles

301Income Venus lrlSUTtUlce

Rank of LMstoclt ~ NaturaiRepoa

income bousehoJ':::
I n m IV V

bt 22.9 6.0 12.0 14.6 31.9 so.o

2nd 16.3 4.0 8.0 30.0 rI.7 12.0

3rd 12.7 18.0 10.0 22.0 2.1 10.0

4th 12.2 28.0 6.0 10.0 - 16.0

51h and below 3.5.9 44.0 64.0 24.0 38.3 12.0

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100

Table 9. Rdiability of livestock as a source of cash illClOClle by natural rqioa

Source: UZ/OU Project SIImcy. 1991

The reliability of livestock as an income source increased across ~th quartiles for
households ranking livestock as being either the most reliable or the second most
reliable source of income, Table 10. For example, 24.6-37.7% of the households in the
two lower wealth quartiles ranked livestock among the two most reliable compared to
46.8-47.5% of households in the two highest wealth quartiles. The results suggest that
livestock arc more important as a form of insurance for households in the two top

wealth groups.

In tcrms of reliability. 25.7% of the households ranitcd aop income as thc most reliable.
The percentage of households ranking other income sources as being the most retiable
were as foUows; livestock (22.9). small enterprises (22.2), wages (16.7), remittances (12.2)
and gardeoing (10.2). The fact that 22.9% of the households ranked livestock as the most
reliable source of income, compared to 9.7% of the households who raakcd livestoclt as
the most important source of income, suggests that the reliability of income &om
livestock is perceived to be more important than its actual contn"bution to household

cash 'income.

The percentage of farmers rankiog livestock as the most reliable source of income rises
acrOSS natural regions with 31.9% of the farmers in natural region IV and 50% in
natural region V identifying livestock as the most reliable income source, Table 9. The
resuIts suggest that livestock are important as a form of insurance for households in the
less favourable agro-ecologica1 zones.

, Reliability or livestock as a source of casb lacoaae

I
!,C Zindi &: J. Stack

mcy,
Notes: 1. Households can also derive incomc from the sale of poult!)'

Table 8. Coatnllution ollivatoct to bousehold rah itIcome by livatodt &rOUP'
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Among the livestock owning groups. only 9.1-11.7% of the households ranked livestock
as the most important income source, Table 8. The percentage of households ranking
livestock as the second most important income source was highest amoog the households
owniog both cattle and small stock.. Of the households owniog only cattle or small stock,
21-30% ranked ~ock among the top two most important sources of cash income.
This compares to 44% of the households owniog both cattle and small stock. In the non.
livestock owning group, 19% of the households ranked livestock as the second most
important source of cash income indicating that poultry sales arc an important cash
income source.

Rank of u-todc % bovseholds Lowat2S% 2nd QUllrtiJe 3rd QUllnile Hi&flest
income 25%

1st 9.7 3.2 11.3 11.3 13.1

2nd 24.3 17.7 22.6 22.6 34.4

31d 16.6 14.5 11.3 17.7 23.0

4th 14.6 19.4 22.6 1.6 6.6

5th IIIC2 below 34.8 45.2 32.2 <46.8 22.9

Total 100 100 100 100 100
Source: \JL/U\J rve¥.1Yl'1

Rant olli¥estodc '% No cattle or SmaUstock Cattle only Cattle plus
income housebolds smaIIslock only smalktoclt

1st 9.7 - 9.1 11.6 11.7

2nd 24.3 18.8 11.4 18.6 32.0

3rd 16.6 9.4 15.9 23.3 16.4

4th 14.6 15.6 27.3 11.6 10.9

5th and below 34.8 56.2 36.3 34.9 29.0

Total 100 100 100 100 100
;)()UrtC: u£/UU I'IOICCt ~r-' IWI

/
. (-"
'.: -.,
".--
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Table 10. Reliability of livestock as a source of cash income by wealth groups

Rank of livestock 
income

lit

2nd
3rd

4th

5th and below

Tout

% households

22.9

163

12.7

1Z2

35.9

100

Lowest
25%

14.8

9JS

US

13.1

508

100

2nd 
Quartik

263

US

16.4

115

34.4

iOO

3rd 
Quartile

19.4

27.4

65

16.1

30.6

100

Highest 
25%

31.1
16.4

16.4

&2

27.9

100
source: ui/uu rroject Survey,

Fifty percent (50%) of households owning both cattle and small stock ranked livestock 
among the two most reliable sources of income, Table 11. Forty percent of the 
households owning cattle ranked them among the two most reliable sources of cash 
income compared to 163% of the households owning only small stock. Twenty-five 
precent of the non-livestock owning households ranked livestock among the top two most 
reliable income sources suggesting that poultry enterprises are important for households 
which have neither cattle nor small Stock. The results indicate that livestock are ranked 
highly as a form of insurance by households owning both cattle and small stock 
compared to households owning either cattle or goats only.

Table II. Reliability of livestock as a source of income by livestock groups

Rank of 
Livestock income

1st

2nd

3nJ

4lh

Sth and below

Total

% Households

22.9

163

12.7

127

35.9

100

No cattle or 
smalbtock

125

125

125

43.8

18.7

100

Smattstock 
only

93

7.0

14.0

7.0

62.7

100

Cattle 
only

19.0
21.4

95

11.9

382

100

Cattle plus 
smtll-stock

313

18£

133

63

303
100

Source: UZ/OU Project Survey, 1991
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Relative importance of livestock sales versus other income sources used to purchase
" I shortages

Farmers were asked whether they had experienced any food shortages in the last five 
seasons. If so, the income sources2 they used to purchase grains in the years of food 
shortages were identified. No food shortages had been experienced in the last five 
seasons by 15.4% of the households. Of the 84.6% of the households who experienced 
food shortages, 53.4% indicated they had used income from the sale of garden 
vegetables for grain purchases, Table 12. Forty point one percent indicated they had used 
livestock income to purchase grain. Households deriving income for grain purchase 
from the other income sources used: local labour sales (37.7), beer sales (36.4), fuel 
wood sales (25.9), craft sales (21.9) and off-farm work (8.9).

Table 12. Frequency distribution of major income sources used for 
purchasing (rains1 by households facing food shortages in 
the last live seasons____

Income Source
Selling garden vegetables

ScUint livestock
jelling labouf locally

Brewing beet for sate

Selling fudwood/thilchiBg grass

jelling crafts

% Households2
53.4

40.1

37.7

36.4

2S.9

21J9

Seek off-farm work_________j 8.9___ 
"SuiceTOIi/ob Project Survey! 1991 
Noted. Includes the purchasing of roealie-meal.2. A better indicator of the relative im{ioctance of the different income sources 

would have been obtained from (he actual amounts derived.

A large percentage of the households in each natural region used income from the sale 
of garden produce to purchase grains. The highest percentage of households using 
livestock income for grain purchases was found in natural region V ~ whilst the lowest 
in natural region II, Table 13. Seventy ttwo perccent of the households in natural region 
V had used income from livestock sales to acquire grain in the last five seasons,

~,
".,.-
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IncomeSoug *H~

5e1liq prden wcetab1e5 S3.4

SdliftC liYestock 40.1

SCllinllaboUr Ioca\Iy
rr.7

Brewilll beer for sale
36.4

SCUid& fudwoOd/thatdlilll pass 25.9

5e1liq aafls
21.9

Seek oCf.rann wort 8.9

source: UZ/OU I'rojed Sul\'q'. 19'Jl

Table 12. FrequcftC)' di5tribution of major income sources used for
puJdIIIsing paitlsl by houSeholds facing food shortaFS ill

the last flYe seasoas

A large percentage of the households in each natural region used income from the sale
of garden produce to purchase grains. The highest percentage of households using
livestoclc income for grain purchases was found in natural region V - wbilslthe lowest
in natural region II, Table 13. Seventy ttwo pera:ent of the households in natural region
V had used income from livestock sales to acquire grain in the last fIVe seasons,

Notes:l. lacIudes the purchalilll of mealie-meaL
2. A better indicator of the IdatM im}tOrI&nce of the diffelCftt income sources

would \laVe been obtained from ihe actual amounts deri¥ed.

2 w- ." _ r&.i ~--.-. ....,...•. ..._tk.......... C ' __ IRQ .......---

Relative lmiJOl'1UCe or I1Yestoek sales wrsus other IDCOIDe sources used to purdwe
pas by houebolds fadag food shortages

Farmers were asked whether they had experienced any food shortagcs in the last fIVe
i seasons. If so, the income sourccs2 they used to purchase grains in the years of food
i shortages were identified. No food shortages had been experienced in the last five
~ scaso

DS
by 15.4% of the households. Of the 84.6% of the households who experienced

. food shortages, 53.4% indicated they bad used income from the sale of garden
vegetables for grain purchases, Table 12 Forty point one percent indicated they bad used
livestock inc:ome to purchase grain. Households derlWtg income for grain purchase
from the other income sources used: local labour sales (37.7), beer sales (36.4), fuel
wood sales (25.9), craft salcs (21.9) and off-farm work (8.9).

I

Rank of li\utod %bouiehokk l.oMsl 2nd 3rd

income
Hipesl

2S~ Quartile Quartile 2S~

1st 2Z.9 14.8 26.2 19.4 31.1

2nd 16.3 9.8 11.5 7:1.4 16.4

3rd 12.7 11.5 16.4 6.S 16.4

41h 122 13.1 U.5 16.1 82

Sth alId below 35.9 50.8 34.4 30.6 7:1.9

TocaJ 100 100 100 100 100

~ ...,,,.... "'l'" '_My,IWl

Table 10. Reliability or liYestodc as • souroc or cash income by wealth JrOUP5

/
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Fifty percent (50%) of ho~holdsowniag both cattle and small stoclc ranked livcstock
:m~ two. most reliable sources of income, Table lL Forty percent of th
o owmng cattle ranked them among the two ost r ble e

- :""pomI ~o 16.3% of.the hoaseboIds 0WDiag :..,.~ ..=~~
~~~• the noo-liYestoclc~ households ranked liYcstoclc among the top two most
• .........,.., UlCOIDe sources sugge5ttng that poultry t' •
w!Iic:h have neither e:attle nor small st--L ......_en ults~diare IIDportant for households
..:....1.. • ~ I uc:; res m catc that 1iwstoclc arc ranked
UIf5tIU~ as

ed
a form of msurance by households owniag both cattle and small stock

compar to households owning either cattle or goats only.

Tllble 11. ReIiabi6ty of Iivatoct .... 5OUroc of income by lMstodt pouJl'

RatIk of ~ JIoImehoids No cattle or SmaJlstoct
LiYatoct inrome

Caltle Cattle p1U5
lIIIIIIstodt only only lmIlktodt

1st 22.9 12.5 9.3 19.0 31.3

2ad 16.3 12.5 7.0 21.4 18.8

3rd 12.7 12.5 14.0 9.5 13.3

4tb 122 43.8 7.0 11.9 6.3

5th aDd below 35.9 18.7 62.7 38.2 30.3

TOCII 100 100 100 100 100

Soun:c: U~/uU rwy. 1991
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Table 13.

% Households
Selling puden 
vegetables

Selling livestock 
Selling labour 
locally

Bicwiiig beer 
(break

Selling fuehvood/ 
(hatching grass

Selling craft* 
Seek off-farm work

1

38.0

36.0 
22.0

10.0

28.0

22.0
iao

n

40.0

14.0 
20.0

28.0

12.0

2ZO 
4.0

Natunl
m

64.0

38.0 
48.0

64.0

20.0

26.0 
10.0

Region
IV

51.1

40.4 
362

213

34.0

6.4 
8-5

V

74.0

72.0 
62.0

58.0

36.0

32.0 
4.0

Source: UZ/OU Project Survey, 1991

_...__ income was used to i . ,_ _ ,w|, iu,vs; 
wealth quartiles, Table 14. Over 3U% Of the households in the upper wealth quartile 
USCd livestock income to buy grain in poor seasons. Forty to forty seven percent of the 
households in the second and third wealth quartOes used livestock income to acquire 
grains compared to 2Z6% of households in the lowest Wealth quartile. Livestock are an 
important form of insurance for households in the top three wealth quartiles.

Livestock appears to be an important form of insurance for households owning both 
cattle and small stock. Fifty one point six percent of the households owning both cattle 
and other livestock used livestock income when faced with food shortages, Table 15. 
Local labour sales and beer brewing seem to be of greater importance, compared to 
livestock sales, among households owning cither cattle only or small stock, only. Poultry 
are an important income source during food shortages for non-livestock owning 
households with 18.8% using livestock income to buy grain in poor seasons.

% households

Selling garden vegetables

Selling livestock

Selling labour locally
Brewing beer for sale

Selling fuehvood/ thatching grass
Selling crafts

Seeking off-farm work

Lowest 
25%

452

22.6

45.2

43^

30.6

ISA

12.9
Source: UZ/OU Project Survey, 1991

2nd quartile

54.8

46JB

45.2

33.9

30.6

27.4

113

3rf quartile

51.6

403

3SS

35.5

19.4

9.7

8.1

Highest 
25%

623

50.8
24.6

3Z8

23.0

24.6

33

• Table 15. Relative importance of livestock 
ownership groups in the last five i

% households

Selling garden vegetables
Selling livestock

Selling labour locally
I Brewing beer for sale

Selling fuehrood/ thatching grass

Selling crafts
Seeking off-farm work

sales as • source of income to purchase grain by livestock 
xasons

No cattle 
or
tmaltctock

53.1

18£

43J8

53.1

18*

1&8

15.6

SmaUstock 
only

47.7

38.6

40.9

273

38.6

295

182
Source: UZ/OU Project Survey, 1991

Cattle only

52.4

23*

35.7

38.1

19.0

•16.7

7.1

Cattle plus 
cntallsfocfc

563

51.6

3S3.

34.4

25.8

21.9

4.7

compared to 14% in natural region II. Thirty six to forty percent of the households in
natural regions I. III and IV used livestock income to buy graio in poor 5easoas.
Livestock appear to be an important form ofinsurance (or households in the driest lIBra.
ecological zone.
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Table 15. RclatM imponance of tiveslock sales •• _rce of income to purcllale pin by li\atodt
• tile last (ave RaIOtIS

Income Venus Insuronce

. fable 14. Relative importance r.! :;-..~toclc Illes as a source of income to purchase pain by_lth quartiles
i in the last fave-.

* households Lowest 2nd quartile 3td quartile Hipest

25* 25*
SeUing prden vegetables 452 S4.B 51.6 62.3

SeIliDllivatock 22.6 46.8 40.3 SO.8

Selling labour locally 452 452 35.5 24.6

BrcwinC beer for Alc 43.5 33.9 3S,S 32.8

Sem." fllClwood/ thatching grass 30.6 30.6 19.4 23.0

i
SeIJiq crafts 2S.8 27.4 9.7 24.6

Seekins oII'-rarm wort 12.9 11.3 8.1 3.3

iOiirce: lJUUlJ 1'101«1 :MIncy. 1991

4)(, houseboIds No cattle SmaUaodt CattIc CIIIIy Cattle plus
or CIIJy AMIlstock

~odt

Selling prden veeetab/Q S3.1 47.7 52.4 S6.3

5dIiDa Iivalock 18.8 38.6 Z18 S1.6

SellillJ labour Ioca1Iy 43.8 ~.9 3:5:1 352

;
B~S beer for saJc 53.1 27.3 38.1 34.4I

•
I ScUing fudwoodl thatcbinJ pas5 18.8 38.6 19.0 ZS.8
I

I-~ 18.8 29,S ·16.7 21.9

Seeldq oft'-Carm wortc 15.6 182 7.1 4.7

• SOUrce: lJUUU rIOted SUrvey. 1991

Nttural ReJion
n UI IV V

% HQlISebolds

Selling prden 38.0 40.0 64.0 S1.1 74.0"'CFtab/Q

Scm." livatoc:t 36.0 14.0 38.0 040.4 72.0SeIJillllabour 22.0 20.0 48.0 36.2 62.0IoaJJy
B~lIIbcer 10.0 28.0 64.0 21.3 58.0for ale
SeUill( rllCtwood/ 28.0 12.0 20.0 34.0 36.0tbaCCllina IJ'UI
Scm. crafts 22.0 22.0 26.0 6.4 32.0SccJc oft'-Cann wort 18.0 4.0 10.0 as ".0

Source: VZ/OU Project SurYey, 1991

Table 13. Relative imponance 0( livestock sales as a soun:e of income to purchase grain byllltllllJ
rqioa in the last five seasons

304 C. Zindi & J. Slade

Livestock income was used to purchase grain primarily by households in the top three
wealth quartilcs, Table 14. Over SO% of the households in the Upper wealth quartile
used livestock income to buy grain in poor seasoas. Forty to forty seven percent of the
households in the secoad and third wealth quartiles used lhutock income to acquire
grains compared to 22.6% ofhouseholds in the 10west wealth quartile. Livestock are an
important fonn of insurance for households in the top three wealth quartiJes.

Livestock appears to be an" important form of insurance for households owoing both
cattle and smaJ) stock. F'd'ty one point six percent of the households owning both cattle
and other livestock used lNestock income when faced with food shortages. Table 15.
LocaI labour sales aad beer brewing seem to be of greater importance, compared to
livestock sales, amoag households owning either cattle ooly or small stock.ooIy. Poultry
are an important income source during food shortages for nOD-livcstock owning

. households with 18.8% using livestoclc income to buy grain in poor seasons.

r'
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!jl
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!
I
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ACTUAL CONTRIBUTION OF LIVESTOCK

The incidence of livestock income among sample households during the 1990/91 season 
indicates the contribution of livestock to household food access3. Fifty-one point six 
percent of the sample households actually generated income from the sale of livestock 
in the 1990/91 agricultural season. Over 50% of these households in natural regions III- 
V derived some livestock mcome compared to 26% and 42% of farmers in the more 
favourable natural regions II and I respectively. Eight percent of the households in 
natural region V, indicated that they had received some livestock income.

The percentage of households generating livestock income increases from 30.6% in the 
lowest wealth quartilc to 672% in the highest wealth quartile. The percentage of 
households generating livestock income increased across livestock ownership groups from 
28.1% in the non-cattle or small stock owning households to 625% in the category of 
households owning both cattle and small stock.

U«» of livestock IOCOBM

Livestock owning households used their livestock income to purchase grains or mealie 
meal (40.8%), Table 16. School fees rank second with 325% of the households 
indicating that they used livestock income for this purpose. A few households used 
livestock income for the payment of lobola.

Table 16. Main use* of livestock income in toe 1990/91 season

Income Versus Insurance 307

Main Uses

Buying gnins/mealie meal

School fees payment

Buying dothec

Buying farm inputs

Payment of medical expenses

Payment of lobola

Total

% of Households

40.8

325

10.8

92

42

25

100

livestock income is an important insurance mechanism against food shortages for 
households in natural region IV and V. la natural region III, and to a lesser extent 
natural region II, it is more important as an mcome source, Table 17. For example in 
natural region IV and V, 40.6 to 61.6% of the households indicated that they used 
livestock income for the purchase of grain. In natural regions II, livestock income was 
mainly used for buying clothing (30.7%) whilst in natural region III, it was used for 
school fees (61.5%). In natural region I, where the level of livestock ownership is 
relatively low, livestock income was used for the purchase of grain by 66.7% of the 
households.
Table 17. Livestock income use by natural region 1990/91 season

Main Use

Buying (rain

School fees

Buying dothe*

Farm inputs

Medical expenses

L£Dola payments

Total

% 
Households

4O8

323

10.8

92

41

25

100

Natural Region

I

66.7
_

SA

16.7

1LO

.

100

n
211

23.1

30.7

15.4

.

7.7

100

m
its
615

-

15.4

7.7

3.9

100

IV

61.6

23.1

7.7

18

18

-

100

V

40.6

37.8

163

2.7

-

2.7

100

Source: UZ/OU Project Survey, 1991

Livestock income appears to be an important income source to purchase food by poor 
households with over 54% of the households in the two lower income quartiles 
purchasing grains or meaue-meaL Only 28-35% of the households in the two upper 
mcome quartiles bought food, Table 18. Households in the lower wealth quartiles did 
not rank livestock high in terms of cash income reliability. However these households 
sold to generate income to purchase food.

Source: UZ/OU Project Survey. 1991
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Main Use ~ NaNral Reaioa
HousehoIck

I D m IV V

BuyiJII paiD 40.8 66.1 23.1 11.5 61.6 ~.6

Scboolr_ 32.S - 23.1 615 23.1 37.8

BuyiJII cIodIa 10.1 5.6 30.1 - 1.7 16.2

FumiDputs 92 16.7 15.4 15.4 3.B 2.7

NecIical apccses 42 11.0 - 7.7 3.B .
LoboIa paymenl5 2.S . 1.7 3.9 - 2.7

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100

Source: UZ/OU Project &aM)', 1991

Livestock income appears to be an important income source to purchase food by poor
households with over 54% of the households in the two lower income quartiles
purchasing grains or mealie-meal. Only 28-35% of the households in the two upper
income quartilcs bought food, Table 18. Households in the 1000000r wealth quartilcs did
Dot rank livestock high in tcrms of c:asb incomc reliability. Howcycr these households
sold to generate income to purc:hase food.

Table 17. LMstodt illCOllle use by 1Ial\llll rqion 1990/91 season

Livestock income is an important insurance mechanism against food shortages for
households in natural region IV and V. la natural region m, and to a lesser extcnt
Jiatural region n. it is morc important as an income source, Table 17. For example in
natural region IV and V. 40.6 to 61.6~ of the housc~ds inmc:atcd~ they used
livcstoc:k income for the purchase of gram. In natural regtODS n, livestock tDCOmc was
mainly used for buying clothing (30.7%) wbiJst in natural region Ill, it was used for
school fees (61.5%). In oaturaI region I, where the Ic\d of JM:stock ownership is
relatively low, livestock income was used for the purc:hase of gram by 66.7% of the
housebolds.

NaiaUtcs ~ of Ifouscbokk

8uJiIII paiIls/mealic meal 40.8

ScbooI fees paylIICIIl 32.S

8u:YiIlI c:Iotha 10.8

BuyiJII fum iIlputs 92

l'aymeal of medic8J expenses ....2

PlIJmenI of Iobola 2.S

Total 100
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Source: UZ/QU Project Survey, 1991

Table 16. Main _ of liIaIoct ilICOIIIC ill the 19\1O/911C-x1

ACfUAL CONfRIBUTlON OF LIVESTOCK

The incidence of lMstock income among sample households during the 1990/91 season
iDcIicates the contn"bution of livestock to household food a~. Fafty-one point six
percent of the sample households adually generated income from the sale of livestock
in the 1990/91 agricultural scasoa. Over SO% ofthcsc households in natural regionsm
V dcmed some livestock income compared to 26% and 42% of farmers in them~
fa\'01JJ'lble natural regions n and I respectively. Eight ~at of the households ill
natur~ region V. iodic:ated that they bad receitJed some livestock income.

1'hc percentage of households generating livestock income increases from 30.6% in thc
lowest wealth q~.to 672?> in th.c highest wealth quartile. The percentage of
houseboIdsseneratingJnoestock mcome macascd acrosslWestoclc ownershipgroups from
28.1% in the oon-cattJe or small stock owning households to 625% in the category of '
househoIcIs 0WDi0g both cattle and small stock.

U.. oIlhatoc:k~

Li\'estock owning households used their lMstock income to purc:basc grains or mcalic
~~ ~40.8%), Table 16. ~ool fees rank second with 325% of the households
mdicating that they used lM:stock income for this purpose. A few households used
IMstock income for the pa)'IDeat of lobola.
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Table 18. Livestock intomt we by «okh qurtitrs, 19M/91 season
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'. T*t>te 19. Source of livestock income by natural region 1990/91 season
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Sources of livestock income

Households generating income from the sale of livestock indicated they derived livestock 
income mainly from the sale of goats 165%. Twenty-one point two percent of the 
households sold oxen. Poultry provided income for 18.8% of the households. Very few 
households (12%) disposed of steers. The relative importance of the different livestock 
types as income sources varies across natural regions and wealth quartiles.

Goats are an important source of livestock income for farmers in natural region in and 
to a lesser extent in natural regions I and V, Table 19. Seventy-three precent of the 
farmers in natural region III derived livestock income mainly from goats compared to 
53 and 31% respectively in natural regions I and V. The sale of goats are not important 
in natural regions II and IV where over 60% of the households derived livestock income 
mainly from poultry and oxen sales, Table 19.

Source of 
income

Goats

Oxen

Poultry

Cows

Bulls

Steers

Total

% 
Households

365

212

1&8

14.1

62

12

100

Natural Repon

I

533
.

46.7

_

,

.

100

II
-

-

60.0

40.0

-

.

100

ni
72.7

-

1&2
-

-

9.1

100

rv
210

612

53
- '

10.5

-

100

V

31.4

17.1

&6

28.6

143

-

100
UZ/OU Project Survey, 1991

The relative hnportance of goats as an important source of livestock income decreases 
across wealth quartiles, Table 20. Farmers in the lowest wealth quartile, where 66.7% 
of the households indicated that they derived livestock income mainly from goat sales, 
compared to only 28% of the households in the top wealth quartile. The relative 
importance of cattle as an income source increases across wealth quartiles with the 
highest percentage of households deriving income from livestock in the top wealth 
quartile, Table 2O. Poultry are not an important income source for households in the 
middle wealth quartiles. Goats are an important form of insurance for households in the 
lower wealth quartiles.

"'HoaeIIoId LolIIesa~ WQuniIe 3n1Qur1Ue ~IMala Vse

HlPatz,..""'1I'aiII ..... 5f.5 fU 35.1
Z7.$&11ooi fees 32.5 1:1.3 1&7 3U 4Z.S....dllflles IU f.l I'" IU 1.$F_.... ,.% - 3.3 15.1 I'"Medal Gpeues 4.2 f.1 - 5.1 5.1..... .-,.ellls 2.5 - - - 1.$Total 1M JM 1M 1M I.- uz/ov I'I'c jeCt 1IIney, ~I
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Source of ~ N.tum Rqioa
incOIIIe HOU5eholds

I II OJ IV V

Galli 36.S 53.3 - 72.7 21.0 31.4

ORa 212 - - - 63.2 17.1

Poultl)' 18.8 46.7 60.0 18.2 5.3 8.6

Cows 14.1 - 40.0 - - 28.6

Bulls 8.2 - - . 10.5 14.3

Steers 1.2 . - 9.1 . -
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100

! 5Un:e: --uzl{l U I'rOj«t ::Ml1W:y.1991

: T.bJe 19. Sour::e ofli\'5tock income by natural Rgjon 1990/91 susoa

I
~

! The relative importance of goats as an important source of livestock income deaeases
: across wea1th quartiles, Table 20. Farmers in the lowest wealth quartile, where 66.7%
t of the households indicated that they derM:d li\'estock income mainly from goat sales,

Icompared to only 28% of the households in the top wealth quartile. The relative
importance of cattle as an income source inaeases across wealth qnartiJes with the

I highest percentage of households deriWJg income from livestock in the top wealth
i quartile, Table 20. Poultry are not an important income source for households in the
I middle wealth quartiles. Goats are an important form of insurance for houseboIcIs in the
I lower wealth quartiles.
I

I
;
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TMie II. Uftst_k~ _ by weaIf......iIes, 1"'1'1 __

come

"

Households generating income Cron. the sale of liw:stock indicated they derived lM:stock
income mainly Crom the sale of goats 26.5%. Twenty-one point two percent of the
households sold oxen. Poultry PI'OYidcd income for 18.8% of the households. Very few
households (1.2%) disposed of steers. The relative importance of the different livestock
types as income sources varies across natural regions and wealth quartiJes.

Goats are an important source of liw:stock income for farmers in natural region mand
to a lesser extent in natural regions I and V, Table 19. Seventy-three prec:ent of the
farmers in natural region m derived livestock inc:ome mainly from goats compared to
53 and 31% respectively in natural regions I and V. The sale of goats are not important
in uatura! regions n and IV where OYer 60% of the households derived livestock income
mainly from poultry and oxen sales, Table 19.

~!•.
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Table 20. Source of livestock income by wealth quartiles, 1990/91 season

======= 
Source of income

Goats

Oxen
.

Poultry

Cows

Bulk

Steeis

Total
Source: UZ/OU Prpf

FREQUENCY OF 1

Of the 173% of the 
slaughtered oxen or 
were slaughtered by 
s more common fa 
*eers when heed w

)nh/ poultry was sb 
ood crisis, Table 21 
ixen and cows. Goal 
t least 30% of the!

====«•:

% households

3&S

2U

1&8

14.1

&2 •
t2

100

===== 
Lowest 25%

66.7

11.1

11.1

11.1

^^•••MmMMI^MW.

. 100

LIVESTOCK SLAUGHTER

households who slaughters 
cows whilst goats were slau
53% and Z6% of the house 
r households to slaughter m 
ith a food shortage.

ughtercd in natural region ! 
. In natural regions II-IV, 2 
5 are an important secondar 
louseholds indicated that the

===3=n 
2ndQuattile

40.0

15.0

30.0

10JO

5.0

100

sssssaasas: 
3idQuaitife

313

16.1

25.8

16.1

9.7

100

• »--
Highest 2S%^

28.0
36.0———— — —— -
4.0

16.0—— -
12X1

4.0

I

DURING FOOD SHORTAGES j

\ livestock during food shortages, 63% 
ghtered by 28.9%. Poultry and steers 
:hoWs respectively. This suggest that it 
iture cattle or small stock rather than

, when households were faced with a 
!0-30% of the households slaughtered 
' animal b natural regions ffl-V where 
y slaughtered goats, Table 2L
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Table 21. Types of livestock mainly slaughtered during food shortages, 1990/91 season
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Type of 
livestock

Cows

Oxen

Goats

Poultry

Steers

Total

% Households

31.6

31.6

28.9

53

2£

100

I

.

-

.

100.0

-

100

n
50.0

50.0

.

.

-

100

HI

41.7

16.7

333

-

83

100

Natural Region

rv
20.0

50.0

30.0

-

-

100

V

273

273

363

9.1

.

100
Source: UZ/OU Project Survey,

The relative importance of goats as a slaughter animal during food shortages decreases 
across wealth quartiles. One hundred percent of the households in the lowest wealth 
quartile slaughtered goats compared to 16.6% of the households b the top wealth 
quartUe. Cows and oxen are mainly slaughtered by households in the two top wealth 
quartiles, 273-45.4% respectively, Table 22.

Table 22. Types of livestock mainly slaughtered durinj food shortages by wealth quaitiles, 1990/91 season

Type of 
livestock

Cows

Oxen

Goats

Poultry

Steeis

Total

% 
households

31.6

31.6

28.9

53

2.6

100

Lowest 25%

.

.

100.0

.

-

100

2nd Quattile

-

50.0

50.0

-

-

100

3rd Quaitile

45.4

273

1&2

9.1

-

100

Highest 25%

38.9

333

16.6

5.6

5.6

100
Source: UZ/OU Project Survey, 1991

Table 20. Source 0( livestodt income by -.Jlb quartilcs, 1990/91 se.an
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Type 0( % Households Natum Region
livestodt

I 0 OJ IV V

Cows 31.6 - SO.O 41.7 20.0 27.3

Oxen 31.6 . SO.O 16.7 SO.O 27.3

Goats 28.9 . - 33.3 30.0 36.3

Poullly S.3 100.0 . - - 9.1

Steers 2.6 . - 8.3 - .
Tocal 100 100 100 100 100 100

rce: U£(-.Ju J: I'OJCCI lSUf"q'. IWI
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Table 21. Types 0( Imstock mainly 51au&'llcRd during food shortages, 1990/91 seuoa

Sou

1)peol' CJ(p Lowat254J11 2nd Quartile 3rdQuartile Hi&flest 2SCj(,
liYescodt bourcbolds

Cows 31.6 . - 45.4 38.9

Oxen 31.6 . SO.O 27.3 33.3

GoalS 28.9 100.0 SO.O 18.2 16.6

Poultry 5.3 - - 9.1 5.6

Steen: 2.6 - - - S.6

Total 100 100 100 100 100

lOUrce: uL./u 'I'I'OJCCI lSUf"q'. IWI

The relative importance of goats as a slaughter animal during food shortages decreases
across wealth quartilcs. ODe hundred percent of the households in the lowest wealth
quartile slaughtered goats compared to 16.6% of the households in the top wealth
quartile. Cows and oxen are mainly slaughtered by households in the two top wealth
quartiles, 27.3-45.4% respectively, Table 22-

Table 22. Types olliYescodt mainly 51auplcRd dvrilll food sIIcJnaFs by wealth quaniJes, 1990/91 season
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Source of income: ~ IIouseholds LoweR2S% 2nd Quartile 3rdOuaniJe Hipeu2S%
GoeIS 36.S 66.7 40.0 32.3 28.0
0xaI 21.2 11.1 15.0 16.1 36.0
PouJlIy 18.8 11.1 30.0 25.8 4.0
eo.s 14.1 11.1 10.0 16.1 16.0

,

Bulk 8.2 - 5.0 9.7 u.o
Seem 1.2 - - - 4.0
Total 100 100 100 100

I
100 j

IlOUl'CIe: u'/uu~ ca~.I",1 I

FREQUENCY OF UVESTOCK SIAUGII'IER DURING FOOD SHORTAGES

Of the 173% of the households who slaughtered~ock during food shortages. 63%
slaughtered Olea or cows whilst goats were slaughtered by 28.9%. PouItJy and steers
~ alausbtered by 53% and 2.6% of the households respectively. This suggest that it
IS more c:ommoa for bousehoIds to slaughter mature cattle or smaU stock rather than
steers ... faced with a food shortage.

00Iy poultry was slaughtered in natural region I, wbeu households were faced with a
food c:ri&is, Table 21. In aahu'aI regioas n-IV, 20-30% of the households slaughtered
»rca and cows. Goats arc an important secondaryanimal in natural regions ID.V where
at least 30% of the households indicated that they slaughtered goats, Table 2L
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC CONSTRAINTS ON CONTRIBUTION OF LIVESTOCK TO
FOOD SECURITY

farketing policies

ivestock income plays an important role in enabling households to access food during 
>od shortages. This underscores the importance of the role which both formal and 
formal livestock markets can play in enhancing the food security status of communal 
ea farmers via food access. Fanner perception of the livestock marketing system in 
immunal areas many inhibit the role of livestock in household food security, 
•omoting household food access should take into account the necessity of developing 
efficient market system for livestock in the communal areas.

Jrty percent of the households who sold cattle did not experience any marketing 
istraints. Forty-two percent and 16.7% of goat and sheep sellers indicated that they 
i not experienced marketing problems.

the 703% of households who experienced cattle marketing constraints, 76.9% 
icated that low prices are the main constraint, Table 23. The results suggest that, 
:n the 'right prices', farmers might actually be prepared to sell their cattle. The 
rent government determined beef prices have both floor and ceiling price levels. The 
loval of the ceiling price whilst maintaining the floor price might result in prices 
± motivate cattle owning fanners to increase production and sales. Thirteen point 
percent of households selling cattle indicated that they had problems in identifying 
mtial buyers. This problem might possibly be solved by communal farmers in a given
grouping their cattle at central points to be transported by private traders to the 

C depots or sale points. The issue of distant sale pens or markets was reported by 
'> of the fanners. The lack of transport was not widery seen as an important 
traint to cattle marketing being reported by only 1.9% of the households.

Income Versus Insurance 
Table 23. Lh«,ock marketing constraints in the commuMl,

% households I areas of Zimbabwe 1990/91 season.

SonTO: U2/OU Project Survey, 1991

• Cattle off-take rates in communal areas are very low, Le, 1 to 3% compared to 18 to 
j 23% in the commercial fanning sector (A.M.A, 1989). If 'right prices' Were in place, 
i this might provide an incentive for farmers to sell their animals. This would likely 
; enhance household food access. Market accessibility should play a positive role in 

j promoting household food access with fanners able to dispose of their animals without 
problems in finding buyers. The National Livestock Development Policy (Ministry of 

t Lands, Agriculture and Rural Resettlement, 1988) notes that some farmers are having 
to travel up to 60km to get to sale pens. The policy document aims at attaining the ideal 

'ward to safe pen ratio of 1:4 as compared to the present ratio of 1& Sale pen 
, construction is widely seen as a means of promoting communal area cattle sales. The
I long distances to safe peas likely act as a disincentive for fanners intending to sell their .livestock.

| The main constraint experienced by households marketing small stock was identifying 
{buyers, Table 23. Over 72% of small stock owners identified this as a major problem. 
'This problem could be solved by private buyers going out into the communal areas and 

1 purchasing small stock. Thirty-six point five percent of the households mainly derived 
itheir livestock income from goat sales. Over 20% of small stock owners identified low 
.'prices as a marketing constraint in the communal areas. Only 43% of goat selling 
• households identified the Isck of transport as hindering goat marketing.

Most of the operating sale pens cater mainly for cattle marketing. The current marketing
system needs to be re-invigorated to enable communal fanners to have easy access to
the Cold Storage Commission (CSC) goat marketing facilities. Lack of suitable transport

: of small stock has been singled out as affecting the viability of the CSC small stock
I purchase programme (CSC, 1989). The CSC Small Stock buying scheme does not appear

IU2 C Zindi de J. Stack

SOCIO-ECONOMIC CONSTRAiNTs ON CONTRIBl1J10N OF LIVESTocK TO
FOOD SECURI1Y
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Table 23. l.iveaoc:t marketing constraints in tile communal areas cl7imbatJwl= 1911O/91 season _
% households

Most of the operating sale pens cater mainly for cattle marketing. The current marketing
system needs to be re-invigorated to enable communal farmers to have easy access to
the Cold Storage Commission (CSC) goat marketing facilities. Lack ofsuitable transport

•of smaD stock has been singled out as affecting the viability of the CSC small stodc
ipurchase programme (CSC, 1989). The CSC Small Stock buying scheme does not appear

Marketin, Constraint
lMstoct 1)pe

Catt/c Goats Sbeep
Low prices olrered

76.9 23.4 20.0
DilrICllIIy ia fUldiIIJ • bll)'Cr 13.5 72.3 10.0
Sale JICDI/market too far 7.7 - -Lact cl baIIIport

1.9 4.3 -Total
100 100 100

Soun:c: UZ!OU Project Survey, 1991

The main COIIStraint experienced by households marketiug smaD stock was identifying
buyers. Table 23. 0veI' 72% of smaD stode owners ideotified this as a major problem.
This problem could be solved by private buyers going out ioto the communal areas aad
purchasing smaD stock. Thirty-six point f1\lC percent of the households maioIy c1eriYcd
their livestock income from goat sales. OYer 20% of smaD stock owners identified low
prices as a mUketing constraint in the communal areas. Only 43% of goat selling
households identified the Jade of transport as hindering goat marketing.

Cattle off-take rates in communal areas are very low, i.e.. 1 to 3% COIDpucd to 18 to
23% in the COIDDlerciaJ farming sector (AM.A., 1989). H 'risht prices' were in place,
this mipt provide an incentive for farmers to seD their animals. TIais would likely

i enhance household food access. Market accessibility should play a )JOSiIive role iaIpromotiug household food access with farmers able to dispose of their aaimaJs without
I problems in findiog buyers. The National I.iw:stock Developmcut Policy (Ministry of

1Lands. Agriculture and Rural RCSCUlemcut, 1988) notes that some farmcn are having
. to trm:1 up to 60bn to get to sale pens. The policy document aims at attaining the ideal
Iward to sale pen ntio of 1:4 as compared to the present ratio of 1:8. Sale pen
constructioo is widely seen as a means of promoting communal area eauJc Illes. The

IJoog distances to sale pens likely aet as a disincentive for farmers intending to sell their!livestock.

fadeciag policies

ivestock income plays an important role in enabling households to access food dUring
IOd shortages. This underscores the importance of the role which both formal and
formal livestock markets can play in eahaaciag the food SCCUriry status of communal
ea farmers via food access. Farmer perception of the Iftatock marketing system in
'mmunal areas many inhibit the role of livestock ia household food security.
'omotiog household food access should take into account the necessity of developing
efficient market system for livestode in the communal areas.

irty percent of the households who sold cattle did not experience any marketing
utraints. Forty-two percent and 16.7% of goat and sheep seDers indicated that they
j not experienced marketing problems.

the 703% of households who experieac:ed cattJc marketing constraints, 76.9%
icated· that low prices are the main constraint, Table 23. The results suggest that,
:n the 'right prices', farmers might letuaUy be preparcct to seD their cattle. The
rent government determined beefprices lJa\'C both floor aad ceiling price levels. The
Ioval of the ceiling price whilst maintaining the floor price might result in prices
:h motivate cattle 0WDiag farmc-I'S to increase production and sales. Thirteen point
percent of households selling cattle indicated that they Iaad problems in identifying
:utiaJ buyers. ·This problem might possibly be~ bycommunal farmers in a given
grouping their cattle at central points to be transported by Private traders to the

C depots or sale points. The issue of distant sale pens or markets was reported by
; of the farmers. The lack of transport was not widely seen as an important
traint to cattle marketing being reported by only L9% of the households.

----E>
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to have had a major impact in small stock buying in the communal areas. In 1988, the CSC only managed to purchase 46% of the target small stock figure (CSC, 1988). The failure to attain the target was attributed partly to communal fanners anticipating a price increase. In a bid to improve the CSC's off-take of goats and sheep, producer prices for small stock were raised. In 1989 the CSC bought 66 176 small stock from the communal areas which represented a 40.7% increase the 1988 figure (CSC, 1989). Studies carried out in Zimbabwe have noted a positive supply response to an increase in goat prices in some communal areas (GFA, 1987). Price incentives are likely to result in fanners disposing of their small stock with the derived income used for purchasing grains. The development of any marketing system is also dependent on the development of a good road infrastructure to ensure easy accessibility to both buyers and producers.
Credit policy

Farmers who purchased livestock used income sources other than formal loans. This may imply that little attention has been focused on the provision of livestock credit to the communal fanners. The Cattle Finance Scheme (CFS), managed by Cold Storage Commission (CSC), is a credit facility for livestock development which has mainly benefited large scale commercial farmers. Only recently have lending conditions been relaxed to give communal fanners the opportunity to utilise this fund
Communal ownership of land

In most survey areas, fanners are faced with the problem of lack of grazing. This was particularly highlighted in natural region I where fanners identified this as the main constraint to livestock ownership. Government policy concerning livestock development in the communal areas has been based on the premise that overstocking and overgrazing is leading to environmental degradation and that the individual land tenure system is an obstacle to improved management (Cousins. 1987). The establishment of grazing schemes has formed a central part of government livestock development strategies for communal areas. The central aims behind the establishment of grazing schemes include the following: a) improving livestock productivity in communal areas through, e.g^ breeding, conserving vegetative cover in communal areas (thereby halting environmental degradation), b) protection of crops from stray animals, and c) reducing labour constraints to the community (thereby releasing labour for other activities), (Cousins. 1987; Chinembiri. 1989).

If the condition of the veld improves with the establishment of grazing schemes, it is likely that livestock productivity will rise in communal areas. One possible outcome of an increase in livestock numbers might be that farmers will have more animals for sale. During periods of food shortages, communal farmers can sell off the extra animals and use the income for purchasing grains.

CONCLUSIONS AND ISSUES FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Some of the characteristics identified in the survey areas that may be of interest to policy makers concerned with the contribution of livestock to household food security are summarized below:

o Although non-livestock owners were present in all natural regions, thepercentage was highest in natural region I which also has the highest percentageof non-cattle owning households, o Although few households identified livestock as their most important incomesource, 50.6% of the households ranked it among their top three. o The contribution of livestock to household income increases as agro-ecologicalconditions become less favourable for cropping — it also increases across wealthquartiles. 
o The percentage of households ranking livestock income as the most reliableincome source was greater than the percentage of households identifying it asthe most important income source. This highlights the role of livestock as aform of insurance, o The importance of livestock as a form of insurance increased from high rainfallto low rainfall areas. The role of livestock as a form of insurance wasappreciated across all wealth quartiles. o In natural regions I, IV and V, income derived from livestock sales waspredominantly used to purchase grain or mcalie-meal whereas in natural regionsII and III, livestock income was more commonly used for other purposes suchas buying clothing and payment of school fees.o The main marketing constraint identified by cat lie sellers was that of low prices. o Small stock sellers identified difficulties in identifying buyers as the mainmarketing constraint.

FUTURE RESEARCH

This preliminary analysis has used cross tabulations to examine the data set to see if there is evidence to support the stated hypotheses. It is anticipated that the survey data set for 1991/92, currently being collected will facilitate testing the hypotheses and extend the depth and breath of the analysis. For example, income data will quantify the actual contribution of livestock to household income and the contribution of livestock to food availability. Since communal farmers are not a homogeneous group, future analysis will examine variations within the livestock holding groups which arise due to differences in the number of livestock owned.

Credit policy

Commu.... ownership of Iud

I.f the condition of the veld improves with the establishment of gra7jng schemes it is
hk~ly that Ii~ock productivity will rise in communal areas. One possible outco~e of
an I?crease. In livestock numbers might be that farmers will have more animals for sale.
Dunng penods of food shOl1ages. communal farmers can sell ofT the extra animals and
use the income for purchasing grains.

F~ers who p~chased li~ock used income sources other than formal loans. This
may Imply that lIule aUentlon has been focused on the provision of livestock aedit to
the co~n:'un~ farmers. The Cattle Finance Scheme (CFS), managed by Cold St0l'a6e
CommISSion (csq, is a cred!t facility for livestock development which has mainly
benefited la~ge scale commerCial farmers. Only recently have lending conditions been
relaxr~d to give communal farmers the opportunity to utilise this fund
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CONCLUSIONS AND ISSUES FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Some of the characteristics identified in the survey areas that may be of interest to policy
makers concerned with the contribution of livestock to household food securitv are
summarized below: .

o Altbough non-livestock owners were present in all natural regions, (he
percentage was highest in natural region I wbich also has the highest percentage
of non-caule owning households.

o Although few households identified livestock as their most important income
source, 50.6% of the households ranked it among their lop three.

o The contribution of livestock to household income increases as agro-ecological
conditions become less favourable for cropping -- it also increases across weallh
quartiles.

o The percentage of households ranking livestock income as the most reliable
income source Was greater than the percentage of households identifying it as
tbe most important income source. This highlights the role of livestock as a
form of insurance.

o The importance of livestock as a form of insurance increased from high rainfall
to low rainfall areas. The role of livestock as a form of insurance was
appreciated across all wealth quartiles.

o In natural regions I, IV and V, income derived from livestock sales was
predominantly used to purchase grain or mealie-meal whereas in natural regions
II and III, livestock income was more commonly used for other purposes such
as buying clothing and payment of school feeS.

o The main marketing constraint identified by caule sellers was that of low prices.
o Small stock sellers identified difficulties in identifying buyers as the main

marketing constraint.

FUnJRE RESEARCH

This preliminary analysis has used cross tabulations to examine the data set to see if
there is evidence to support the stated hypotheses. It is anticipated that Ihe survey data
set for 1991/92, currently being collected will facilitate 'testing the hypotheses and extend
the depth and breath of the analysis. For example, income data will quantify the actual
contribution of livestock to household income and the contribution of livestock to food
availability. Since communal farmers are not a h\lmogeneous group, future analysis will
examine variations within the livestock holding groups which arise due 10 differences in
the number of livestock owned.

C Zindi de J. StQck314

to have had a major impact in small stock buying in the communal areas. In 1988, the
~C only ma~aged to purchase 46% of the target small stock figure (csc, 1988). The
failure to aUaln the target Was auributed partly to communal farmers anticipating a •
. I b'd . pnce
Increase. n a I t~ Improve the CSC's off-take of goats and sheep, producer prices for
small st~ were raISed. In 1989 the CSC bought 66 176 small stock from the communal
are~ W~lch represented a 40.7% increase the 1988 figure (CSC, 1989). Studies carried
out In Zimbabwe have noted a positive supply respol1S(.~ to an increase in goat prices in
s?me ~mmun~1 areas (GFA, 1987). Price incentives are likely to result in farmers
diSposIng of thell' small stock with the derived income used for purchasing grains. The
devel?pment of any marketing system is also dependent on the development of a good
road infrastructure to ensure easy accessibility to both buyers and producers.

In n:'ost survey ~eas, f~ers are faced with the problem of lack of grazing. This was
particularly highlighted In natural region I where farmers identified this as the main
~nstraint to livestock ownership. Government policy concerning livestock development
~n the ~mmun~areas has been based on the premise that overstocking and overgrazing
IS leading to ~DVIronmentaidegradation and that the individual land tenure system is an
obstacle to Improved management (Cousins. 1987). The establishment of grazing
schemes has formed a central part of government livestock development strategies for
communal.areas. ~e cen~raI ~ims behind the establishment of grazing schemes include
the f~IIOWJng: a). ImprovlII~ hVCst~ productivity in communal areas through, e.g.,
breedl~ consemng veg~a(jvecover ID communal areas (thereby halting environmental
degrad~tlon), b) protectl~ of crops from stray animals, and c) reducing labour
constraants to the commuDlty (thereby releasing labour for other activities) (Cousins.
1987; Chinembiri. 1989). '
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CROP MIX, TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER, AND RELATED POLICDZS AS THEY AFFECT HOUSEHOLD FOODSECURITY

Jones Govereh1
and 

Godfrey Mudimu

DORODUCnON
In the mid-1980s, communal Area farmers were encouraged to diversify into oilseed production in the high potential areas (Natural Region II) and from maize production into moisture-stress and drought tolerant crops (small grains) in the low rainfall areas (Natural Region IV and V) as a possible means to improve income levels and household food security. Farmers, however, have not changed their crop mix at the expected rate and reasons for their limited response are not clearly understood. The analysis reported in this paper seeks to uncover the reasons farmers are not changing their crop mix in addition to the general problems identified in previous studies which include the lack of seed, credit, management knowledge, transport, appropriate soils and adequate nun.

The paper is composed of three sections. The first discusses the dominance of grain crops in marginal area farming systems. The second discusses how the availability of technology influences farmers' decisions on which crops to grow and the third highlights some of the requirements for improving household food security through changing crop mix and improving technology transfer.
This paper synthesizes the research findings of the research undertaken in three communal areas, Mutoko and Mudzi in Natural Region (NR) IV and Buhera in NR V, under the UZ/MSU Food Security Research Project, 1987-89. The sites in NR IV had predominantly maize producing farmers with millets and oilseeds as minor crops, while in Buhera, the sites were dominated by production of millets and groundnuts.

Lectarer umi Senior Lecturer, respectively, DeputMeM otAficutlmrml EcowMiics ud Extcashm, Unhwrsir; at Zimbabwe
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CROP MIX, TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER, AND RELATED
POLICIES AS 11IEY AFFECf HOUSEHOLD FOOD

SECURI1Y

Jones Govereh1

and
Godfrey Mudimu

IN'IRODUcnON

In the mid-l98Os, communal Area farmers ere ellCOUJ'aBCd to diversify into oilseed
production in the high potential areas (Natural Region n ) and &om maize production
into moisture-stress and clroughttoleraat crops (smaIJ grains) in the low rainfaIJ areas
(Natural Region IV and V) as a possJ"ble means to improve income IeYeIs and household
food security. Farmers. however, ha'YC not chaaged their crop mix at the ezpected rate
and reasons for their limited response are not dearly understood. The auaIysis reported
in this paper seeks to unCO\'Cr the reasons farmers are not changing their crop mix in
addition to the general problems identified in previous studies which include the lade of
seed. credit. management knowledge. transport, appropriate soils and adequate rain.

t,
I The paper is composed of three sections. The first discusses the dominance of grain

Ii crops in marginal area farming S)'Stems. The second discusses how the availability of
tec:haology influences farmers' decisions on which crops to grow and the third highlights
some of the requirements for improving household food security through changing crop

I mix and improving technology transfer.I

This paper synthesizes the research fmdings of the research undertaken in three
communal areas. Mutoko and Mudzi in Natural Region (NR) IV and Bohera in NR V,
under the UZ/MSU Food Security Research Project, 1987-89. The sites in NR IV had
predominantly maize producing farmers with millets and oilseeds as minor crops. while
in Bohen, the sites were dominated by prodUdion of millets and groundnuts.

I......rer ... Se.lor Lemarer, ft5pedmly,~ 01A...in..' .....~ ... Extetuioll,
UilMrsit)' 01~
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FACTORS DETERMINING CROP PRODUCTION AND ENTERPRISE MIX

Food Self Sufficiency and Food Markets

Grain crops, particularly maize, dominate farming systems in low and high potential 
areas in terms of are a planted and output per capita. More than two thirds of the 
cropped area in Mutoko/Mudzi and Buhera was planted to grain crops, Table 2.1. 
Oilseeds are minor crops in terms of land allocation. The importance attached to 
different crops was also indicated by the location of the crops with respect to soil 
fertility. Maize and bulrush millet (mhunga) were planted on the best soils in 
Mutoko/Mudzi and Buhera, respectively.

Table 2.1 Distribution of Crop Production, Mutoko/Mudzi and Buhera Districts, Zimbabwe, 88-89

Crop

Pearl Millet
Maize
Finger Millet
Sorghum
Sunflower
Groundnuts
RoundAuts
Other crops

Mutoko/Mudzi (N=lbJ)

%grow

83
97
13
24
45
39
13

%-area

33
32
1
3
12
4
>1
14

Area
(ha)

.90

.88
M
.08
32
.10
.02
38

Buhera (N = 134)

%grow

92
85
25
40
13
SO
42

%
area

49
19
3
9
3
7
5
5

Area
(ha)
2-36
.91
.17
.44
.14
34
2S
3S

Source: Food Security Surveys, 1967 - 89.

Food markets in marginal areas are very uncertain. Local food is expensive because of 
high marketing costs. Fanners find the option of producing cash crops to buy back grain 
or mealie-meal unattractive because food prices are relatively high compared to producer 
prices for cash crops. A study by Jayne (1991) shows that such an option is highly 
unlikely when mealie-meal and maize purchase prices are high. Fanners attach high 
opportunity costs to the production of food crops as a strategy that ensures them some 
level of food security at least cost.

Asked to rank the relative importance of different crops, fanners in Mutoko/Mudzi 
ranked maize number one followed by pearl millet, Table 212. In third and fourth 
positions were sunflower and groundnuts, respectively. Food crops were more important 
than crops grown solely for cash. Fanners in Buhera ranked pearl millet number one, 
Table 23. Maize was second followed by roundnuts, then groundnuts, finger millet, 
sunflower and sorghum. Sunflower was less important in Buhera, compared to

Crop Mix, Technology Transfer, and Related Polices 

Mutoko/Mudzi, because of the lack of markets and seed.

Table 2-2 Ranking Order of Importance Among Crops in Mutoko/Mudzi, Zimbabwe,

321

Rttk

1
2
j
4
5
<
7
a
9
TOTAL

Cnpl

MUK

7«
IS
S
1
I
0
0
0
0

100

P Millet

23
51
X
5
1
0
0
0
0

too

FMOkl

0
6

20
7
»
J7
H
2
0

100

R
Sorgbum

0
0
3
13
36
3*
3
16
3

100

W
SOf^JtOXB

0
5
33
Z3
13
12
13
3
-

100

Riot

3
15
21
•
17
3
0
3
0

100

GKMBdM

1
12
27
33
»
9
0

in

SnOoKr

0
9
3*
21
21
14
S

100

Source: Food Security Surveys, 1967 - 89

Table 23 Ranking Order of Importance Among Crops in Buhera, Zimbabwe, 1989.

Rjak

,

TOTAL

Mibc

36
45
11
S
2
1
0
0
0

100

rwaki

m
32
9
7
3
1
0
O
0

100

FMiflrt

«
6
J7
10
2»
17
10
4
0

100

R
SocfhM*

15
15
17
25
9
12
I
0
0

100

Cnp

w
SoctfMi

a*
14

ia
a
14
13
13
0
0

100

Growl
Mtt

2
10
30
41
15
2
0

100

SMflOMT

S
0
10
13
»
31
11

too

RoMdMl

1
«
J»
33
IS
3
3

100

Source: Food Security Surveys, 1967 - 89

Maize was the most important crop in Mutoko/Mudzi, because while it was grown 
primarily for food, it was also important in earning household cash, Table 2.4. Millet 
was important for the same reasons but in addition was also good for beer. Groundnuts 
were primarily grown for food with surpluses sold. Sunflower was a cash crop with very 
little on-farm use.
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. .

Source: Food Security Surveys, 1987 - 89

Table 2.3 RasWq Order cf Import.ldlCC Amon& Crop5 ill Bulle.... Zimbabwe. 1989•

Source: Food Security Sut¥eyS, 1987 - 89

- 0tJp

..... ,MiIkI FWiIkI R W Gro-I s.ac-r ~
SorP- SorP- -

I 36 • 6 15 • 1 , I

2 4S 32 6 15 14 10 0 6

3 II 11 17 17 II 30 10 "4 , 7 10 2$ a ft u :D, 1 3 • 11 14 15 2!1 15
6 I 1 17 12 U 2 3Z 3
7 0 0 10 a u 0 II 3

• 0 0 4 0 0
11 0 0 0 0 0
TOI'AL 1011 1011 1011 1011 1011 lao lao lao

- ~

,..... .- FMiIIef R W Rila ~ 5aIIcooot'

SorPlIIIl SorP-

1 .. 2J 0 0 0 3 I 0
2 15 51 6 0 , 15 12 9
;; , 31 31 3 SJ 21 27 31
4 1 , 7 13 23 31 SJ 21, I 1 31 36 13 17 I' 21
6 0 0 17 J6 12 3 9 14
7 0 0 21 3 13 0 0 ,
I 0 0 2 16 3 3
11 0 0 0 3 . 0
TOI'AL 1011 1011 1011 1011 100 1011 1011 1011
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MutokoiMudzi, ber...ause of the lack of markets and seed.

Table 2.2 RAnkilll Order or Importanee AmonJ Crop5 in Nutoto/Mudzi. Zimba"-.

Maize was the most important crop in MutokofMudzi. because while it was grown
primarily for food. it was also important in earning household cash. Table 2.4. Millet
was important for the same reasons but in addition was also good for beer. Groundnuts
were primarily grown for food with surpluses sold. Sunflower was a cash crop with very
little aD-farm use.

Crop Mutoko/Mudzi (N=Ib3) Bubera (N = 134)

% grow <J6.uea ArQ % pow % ArQ
(ha) area (ha)

Peart Millet 83 33 •90 92 49 236
Maize 97 32 .118 as 19 .91
FiaFr Millet 13 1 .Q4 15 3 .17
So'lbum 24 3 .(8 40 9 .44
Sunl1oM:r 4S U .32 13 3 .14
Groundnucs 39 4 .10 50 7 .34
Roundnuts 13 >1 .02 42 S .2S
Othera0p5 14 .38 5 .1S

Soum:: Food SecuritySu~ 1987 - 89.

Table 2.1 Di$tnbulion of Crop Production. MUloIco/Mudzi and Bubera Di$tric:ts, ZimbatJor.c.ll8-89
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Grain crops, particularly maize. dominate farming systems in low and high potential
areas in terms of are a planted and output per capita. More than two thirds of the
cropped area in Mutoko/Mudzi and Buhera was planted to grain crops, Table 21.
OiJseeds are minor crops in terms of land allocatioD. The importance attached to
differeDt crops was also iDdicated by the location of the crops with respect to soil
fertility. Maize and bulrush millet (mhtmga) were planted on the best soils in
Mutoko/Mudzi and Bubera, respectively.

Food Self Sufficiency and Food Markets

FACTORS DETERMINING CROP PRODUCTION AND ENTERPRISE MIX

Food markets in marginal areas are very uncertain. Local food is expensive because of
high marketing costs. Farmers find the oplion of producing cash crops to buy back grain
or mealie-meal unattractive because food prices are relativelyhigh compared to producer
prices for cash crops. A study by Jayne (1991) shows that such an option is highly
unlikely when mealie-meal and maize purchase prices are high. Farmers attach high
opportunity costs to the production of food crops as a strategy that ensures them some
level of food security at least cost.

Asked to rank the relative importance of different crops, farmers in Mutoko/Mudzi
ranked maize Dumber ODe followed by pearl millet, Table 22 ID third and fourth
positions were sunflower and groundnuts, respectively. Food crops were more important
than crops grown solely for cash. Farmers in Buhera ranked pearl millet number one.
Table 23. Maize was second fonowed by roundnuts. tbeD groundnuts. fmger millet.
sunflower and sorghum. Sunflower was Jess important in Buhera, compared to

I

~/
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Table 2.4 Reasons for Growing Crops in Mutoko/Mudzi, Zimbabwe, 1989.

FOOD
CASH
?OOD AND CASH
SUrrEDTOSQU.
SUITED TO RAIN
fEST RBISTANT 
BEER BREWING 
EASY PROCESSING 
"VESTOCXreED

1=00(1 Srcwfcy Srnqn, 1917

In Buhera, MR V, fanners ranked pearl mi/Jet as the most important crop in their 
farming system, Table 2J5. Pearl millet was both a food and cash crop. Further pearl 
miliet was more suited to the agro-ecological conditions of low and uncertain rainfall. 

Maize was preferred because it was resistant to pests and diseases and did well in 
suitable soils. Groundnuts, a food crop, also was used in exchange for other goods 
(grain) and services (labour). Roundnuts was an important cash crop for farmers in 
Buhera. Roundnuts were sold in Rusape to Cairns, an agri-food company. When the 
company has enough stocks it offers reduced prices. This makes the crop important 
both for food and exchange.

The above discussion suggests that fanners emphasize own food production as shown 
by area allocated to crops and the reason for growing these crops. Farmers place 
priority on grain crops rather than cash crops as a strategy for food security. Cash crops 
are secondary because of a high opportunity costs of relying on the market.

Grain and Flour Preferences, Processing Technology and Crop Choice 

Farmers' crop selection is also influenced by their preference for both the grain and the 
flour made from that grain. Farmers were asked their preferred composition of 10 bags 
of grain. Farmers in Mutoko/Mudzi preferred that an average of 4.4 bags be maize and 
2.6 bags pearl millet, Table Z5. They preferred maize grain because it was easy to 
process into flour and fanners were used to consuming it. Pearl millet grain was good 
for beer and it stored well. Farmers' preference for sorghum and rapoko grain was low 
because the flour had an inferior taste.

Crop Mix, Technology Transfer, and Related Polices 

Table 25 Grain Preferences in Mutoko/Mudzi, Zimbabwe, 1989
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REASONS FOR PREFERENCE

ProponiM oC grain \xtlc\ ««i (%)
Itodlok
TMoiDCd
A^il^ilf lonlly
DOClttCUMC
E«rioprocc«
Hartlopneai
Sloftivell
Doaat«are«ell
BecrbRvuv
NocrlMcdft
dker

MHUNGA

26
20
13
4
S
1

14
22
1

24
a
4

MAIZE

44
32
20
a
3

41
0
3
0
a
0
0

RAPOKO

t
2
8
2

37
1
2
0
S
46
2

WHITE 
SORG

6
•
29
3

41
1
7

S
0
2

RED 
SORG

3
2
6
5
S»

1
7
0
6
7
1

RICE

13
3

fiS
a
14
0
•
1
0
0
2

foot Stcaritf SumjK. l««7 - *>.

Preference for flour was the same as for grain but the reasons were different, Table 2.6. 
Maize flour was preferred because it tasted good and farmers preferred pearl millet 
flour for its heaviness as a meal Farmers did not like flour from sorghum and finger 
millet because the flour had poor taste.

Table 2.6 Flour Preference by Farmers in Mutoko/Mudzi, Zimbabwe, 1989.

REASONS FOR PREFERENCE

rropOftioB of fntu preferred \^t)
Died loft
TMUXfoad
Awttfe taaoj
Dcmtlftxuiu
Enyio praam
Hardtopraom
SuxavcD
Da fat mart well
Becrbrcwu*
FiHMCt4>
Noer Med ft
Other

MHUNCA

29
IS
22
4
7
1
6
13
1
0

21
0
4

MAIZE

43
M
55
1
1
3
0
3
0
0
0
0
0

RAPOKO

4
1

11
1

62
1
1
I
1
8
0
0

WHITE 
SORG

2
5
31

1
40

1
2

6
0

2

RED 
SORG

1
0
1
1

76
0
2
0
6
7
0
2

RICE

13
0
6S
0
19
0
1
0
0
0
0
s

Source: Food Security Surveys, 1987 - 89.

Grain preferences in Buhera show that maize is preferred most because it is easy to 
process, Table 2.7. The second choice was pearl millet because it tasted good and stored 
well. Rapoko and sorghum grain were only preferred in small quantities for beer but 
not as flour for sadza because of the taste.

Grain and Flour Preferenca, Processing Technology and Crop Choice

The above discussion suggests that farmers emphasize own food production as shown
by area allocated to crops and the reason for growing these crops. Farmers place
priority on grain crops rather than cash crops as a strategy for food security. Cash crops
are secondary because of a high opportunity costs of relying on the market.
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Table 24 Reasons (or Growing Crops in MUloko!Mudzi, Zimbabwe, 1989.

Nc<e: _ ..... _ coI_ '" 100

Soar<z: F.- S<-couiIy s......,.., I~ .

REASoNS
CRops

WUZE .NIUEr FNIUEr R W
SORGHUN SORGHUMR)()O

41. 16 4 .. I' 12 " 2S 31 15 0 0 '5 2 0
CASH

2 5li 7 J 2J • 2 32 J5 22 7 0 3 4Z •rooD AND CASH J5 3 2 I' I 6 7 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0
SUrTED TO SOIL 1 I' 16 6 2S 9 2 6 0 0 7J 0 0 33 0
SUrTED TO RAIN I 2 2D 3 J6 J2 0 3 0 0 J5 30 0 • ZJ
PEsT REsISTANT 0 0 2 J J II 0 3 • 0 0 0 0 6 0
BEEK BREWING 0 0 z: 2 6 4Z 30 J5 27 0 7 SO 0 0 15
EASY PROCESSING 0 S 16 1 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
lJVESrocJc FEED 0 1 II 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 54
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In Buhera, NR V, farmers ranked pearl miUet as the most important crop in their
farming system, Table 2.5. Pearl millet was both a food and cash crop. Further pearl
millet was more suited to the agro-ecological conditions of low and uncertain rainfall.

Maize was preferred because it was resistant to pests and diseases and did well in
suitable soils. Groundnuts, a food crop, also was used in eXchange for other goods
(grain) and services (labour). Roundnuts was an important cash crop for farmers in
Buhera. Roundnuts were sold in Rusape to Cairns, an agri-food company. When the
company has enough stocks it otTers reduced prices. This makes the crop importantboth for food and exchange.

Farmers' crop selection is also influenced by their preference for bolh lhe grain and the
flour made from thaI grain. Farmers were asked their preferred composition of 10 bags
ofgrain. Farmers in Mutolco/Mudzi preferred that an average of 4.4 bags be maize and
2.6 bags pearl millet, T~ble 25. They preferred maize grain because it was easy to
process into flour and farmers were used to consuming it. Pearl millet grain was good
for beer and it stored well. Farmers' preference Cor sorghum and rapoko grain was low
because the flour had an inferior taste.

.I
I
I
I
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Table 2.7 Grain Preference by Farmers in Buhera, Zimbabwe, 1989.
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REASONS FOR PREFET.ENCE

Proportion of (run preferred (%)
Uvdtok
Tana jood
AwOibfe knBr
Dart tike Me
E«y foproet»
Hud 10 proem
Scores ««Q
Do •QCaoreiMdl
BecrbK*i*{
FiHnM<4>
Never iMed ft
Otter

MHUNCA

33
6

33
0
2
2
9
IS
1
13
11
0
0

MAIZE

38
IS
34
0
«

34
2
0
0
0
0
0
0

RAFOKO

9
2
2
0
27
2
0
0
0
63
0
2
0

VHTTB 
SORG

6
2

35
0

33
0
a
0
9
2

2

RED 
SORG

2
2
0
0

7J
2
7
0
«
X
0
0

R'CE

13
0

74

0
2
0
22

Source: Food Security Surveys, 1987 - 89.

The flour preference of farmers in Buhera was high for pearl millet, Table 2.8. The 
taste for pearl millet flour surpassed all other types. Second choice of flour was maize 
flour also because of its good taste. White sorghum flour was their third choice because 
it tasted good. Red sorghum flour had a poor taste while linger millet was only required 
in small quantities for beer brewing.

Table Z8 Grain Preferences Farmers in Buhera, Zimbabwe, 1969

REASONS FOR fREFERENCE

PropoctiOQ of (TMB preferred (%)
Itodtttt
T«u*r>od
AwuhMeknOr
DnlHuCaM
E~r to praam
Hud to promi
Sura veil
DoaoltlonvcO
Beerbmrat
FUlBevp

MHUNGA

37
0

64
0
4
4
«
13
1
9
15

MAIZE

30
24
30

RATOKO

6
3
21
09
IS
1
1
1
1

62
0

WHITE
SORG

14
3
a
0
12
0
0
0
0
10
2

RED 
SORG

2
0
3
0
«
0
2
0
4
M
0

RICE

11
0
75
0
10
0
0
O
0
0
O

Souraer foal Securtly Sunq*. I9«7 - m.

Dissemination and establishment of dehulling services in marginal communal areas has 
been developing for the past three to four years. Farmers have had some relief but 
mprovements in existing milling technology is required to produce a quality product. 
With more dehulling units being set-up, the services of a back up unit have been 
tretched. Most defaulter operators have experienced problems and assistance has coir e 
ery late. This service has immediate impact oh increasing consumption of small grains
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but an increase in area planted to small grains is less likely to occur given that maize 

yields best.

Access to Production Resources
Empirical evidence shows that fanners do not have adequate access -to resources (land, 
working capital, draft power, labour) for a diversified crop production system. A 
significant proportion (up to 40%) of farm households do not own draft power (Rukuni, 
1984). These fanners access draft power late for planting long season growing crops 
such as groundnuts and cotton. Under the existing farming system, fanners experience 
labour bottlenecks during planting, weeding and harvesting. Increased production of 
labour-intensive crops like cotton and groundnuts tend to worsen labour bottlenecks. 
The bundles of farmers' resources cannot be stretched to diversify away from grain 
crops. Farmers invest their resources in the crop that yields a better return.

Crop Marketing Factors Affecting Crop Selection

The market for cash crops is not as attractive as that for food crops. There is a viable 
local market for food crops but not for cash crops. Farmers are generally within 50-60 
km of a grain marketing depot. Markets for cash crops are located long distances from 
communal fanners and discourages production of cash crops. For example, farmers in 
Mutoko/Mudzi, until recently, 'had to transport cotton to a depot in Shamva, 160 km 
away. These conditions encourage farmers' to embark on a strategy that ensures them 
a product they can sell, can consume or sell locally.

Improving rural market infrastructure would reduce acquisition costs for goods as well 
as production inputs. Farmers in marginal areas respond significantly to improved 
markets. Rohrbach (1989) noted that farmers increased maize production mostly 
because of the availability of markets. Improvement in market opportunities resulted 
in increased sales. Chigume (1988) found that farmers closest to the marketing point 
sold more than fanners more distant. Easy access to product markets influences 
farmers' behaviour with respect to crop choice for production and marketing.

Technology Availability and Crop Choice
Farmers in Mutoko/Mudzi and Buhera applied general farm technologies such as early 
planting, winter ploughing, fertilizer, improved seed, early weeding, etc, more on maize 
than other crops. This reflects the relative profitability in applying these technologies 
to maize compared to other crops given limited cash and other resources. The return 
to the application of selected technologies on other crops was low, probably because of 
the absence of improved and certified seed, particularly for sunflower and groundnuts.

Table 2.9 shows that improved maize varieties were adopted by more than 95% of the
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Table 2.9 shows that improved maize varieties were adopted by more than 95% of tbe

Tecbnology Availability and Crop Choice

The market for cash crops is not as attractive as that for food crops. There is a viable
local market for food crops but not for cash crops. Farmers arc gener.ny within 50-60
km of a grain marketing depot. Markets for cash crops are located long distanceS from
communal farmers and ~ourages production of cash aops. For example, farmers in
Mutoko/Mudzi, until recently, ·had to transport colton to a depot in Shamva, 160 kID
away. These conditions encourage farmers' to embark on a strategy that ensures them
a product they can sell, can consume or seD loc:aUy.

Farmers in Mutoto/Mudzi and Buhera applied general farm technologies such as early
plantiDg, winter ploughing, fertilizer, improved seed, early weeding. etc., more on maize
than other crops. This reflects the relative profitability in applying these technologies
to maize compared to other crops given limited cash and other resources. The reUim
to the application of selected technologies on other crops was low, probably because of
the absence of improved and certified seed, particularly for sunflower and groundnuts.

Improving rural market infrastructure would reduce acquisition costs for goods as well
as produdion inputs. Farmers in marginal areas respond significantly to improYed
markets. Rohrbach (1989) noted that farmers inaeased maize production mostly
because of the availability of markets. Imptow:menl in market opportunities resulted
in increased sales. Chigume (1988) found lhat fanners dosest to the marketing point
sold more than fanners more distant. Easy access to product markets influences
farmers' behaviour with respect to crop choice for production and marketing.

Crop Marketing Fac:ton Afred1ng Crop SeledlOII

Empirical evidence shows that farmers do not have adequate access to resources (land,
working capital, draft power, labour) for a dM:rsiflCd crop production system. A
sig.t.1ificant proportion (up to 40%) of farm households do not own draft power (Rukuni.
1984). These farmers access draft power late for planting long season growing aops
such as groundnuts and cotton. Under the existing fanning system, farmers experience
labour bottlenecks during planting, weeding and harvesting. Increased production of
labour-intensive crops like colton and groundnuts tend to worsen labour bottlenecks.
The bundles of farmers' resources cannot be stretched to diversify away from grain
crops. Farmers invest their resources in the crop that yields a better return.

Access to Production Resources
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but an increase in area planted to small grains is less likely to occur given that maize

yields best.

REASONS FOR'REH:!',ENCE MHUNOA MAIZE RAJ'OICO ~:i'£ RED R!.-.."'E
SORa SORa

l'ropootiDe 01 poiIlpodaml (") 33 3& 9 6 2 13
Ue:I toil 6 15 : 2 2 0
T.eo...,s 33 34 2 35 0 74
A_1aaIIIy 0 0 0 0 0 2
Daa'l .... _ 2 • r1 33 71 •
EOOJ'.o_ 2 34 2 0 2 0

Hardro_ 9 2 0 13 7 0
SCons_ 15 0 0 0 0 0
00_ ..... _

I 0 0 9 6 0
....bInilII 13 0 61 2 :Ill 0
rlD_ ... II 0 0 0 2
Ncwr_edil 0 0 2 2 0 0
or.... 0 0 0 22

.
REASONS FOR I'REJ'EREIoICE MIIUNGA MAIZE RAPOIto WJfnE RED IUCI!

SORG SORG

Propartioe ot plIiIl prdmed (") 37 3D 6 14 2 II
Ue:llOil 0 :M 3 S 0 0
T_...,s 6C 51 21 tf1 3 75
A_1aaIIIy 0 2 011 0 0 0Daa,._ 4 6 15 12 66 10
e.,.10~ 4 • I 0 0 0Hard10_

6 2 I 0 2 0sc....._ 13 0 I 0 0 0
00___

I 2 I 0 6 0
....-ma 9 0 62 10 21 0
FiB_lip IS 0 0 2 0 0

Table 2.7 Grain Preference by Farmers in Buhera, Zimbabwe, 1989.

Sopn:e: Food Security SurYC)'S, 1987 - 89.
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The flour preference of farmers in Buhera was high for pearl millet, Table 2.8. The
taste for pearl millet flour surpassed all other types. Second choice of flour was maize
flour also because of its good taste. White sorghum flour was their third choice beause
it tasted good. Red sorghum flour had a poor taste while finger millet was only required
in small quantities for beer brewing.

Dissemination and establishment of debulling services in marginal communal areas has
)(:en developing (or the past three to four years. Farmers havc had some relief but
mprovements in existing milling technology is required to produce a quality produd.
Nith more dehulling units being set-up, the services of a back up unit liilve been
tretched. Most dehuUer operators have experienced problems and assistance has COn' e
ery late. This service has immediate impact on inaeasing consumption of small grains

Tlble 2.8 Grain Preren:nces F.nnen: in &hera. Zimbabwe, 1989

Sowa:: Food SecuriIy s......,.. 1987 • 5.
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farmers in marginal areas. For other crops, the situation was completely different. 
Although unproved seed for sunflower and sorghum exists, they are not generally 
available in marginal areas. Farmers continue to use stored seeds from previous 
harvests for sorghum and sunflower.

Recommended production practices for maize were best known, tried and adopted 
relative to other crops by farmers in both Mutoko/Mudzi and Buhera. Table 2.9 shows 
that a significant proportion of farmers in Mutoko/Mudzi adopted all but two maize 
recommendations. Lack of money prevented them from applying the recommended 
levels of fertilizers. It also was difficult to source the fertilizer.

Farmers in Mutoko/Mudzi had adopted only two. recommended production practices for 
sorghum, L.C., use of grain insecticide and harvest timing. Table 2.10. Other practices 
they were aware of were not followed. Farmers in Buhera were less knowledgeable and 
had not tried many of the recommended production practices for sorghum. Fanners' 
reasons for not adopting these recommendations were that seed was difficult to find and 
cash was inadequate for them to purchase fertilizer and pesticides.

Table 2.9 Patterns of Recommended Maize Production Practices' Awareness, Trial and Adoption 
in Mutoko/Mudzi and Buhera. Zimbabwe, 1987-89.

Recommendations

1. Variety 
2. Spacing 
3. Superphosphate 
4. Cmpd D Levels 
5. AN Levels 
6. Rotation
7. Cmpd D Timing 
8. AN 1st Application 
9. AN 2nd Application 
10 Insecticide

Awareness

M/M BUH

93 98 
49 34 
b b 

38 20 
41 20 
SO 48
60 27 
58 25 
46 b 
73 b

Trial

M/M BUH

85 92 
31 29

22 b 
25 b 
37 45
47 b 
40 b 
25 
36

Adoption

M/M BUH

85 93 
26 26

b 
23 
31 43
40 
29 
b 
36

Source: Food Security Surveys, 1987-89. 
b percentage it below 20.

RECOMMENDED CROPPING PRACTICES 

MAIZE -

1. Plant variety R201 mostly, R215 and R200
2. Space between rows 90cm and 30cm within rows
3. Apply 25kg/acre Single superphosphate
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4. Apply 33kg/acre Computed D
5. Apply 33kg/acre Ammonium Nitrate
6. Plant legumes before planting maizr on the same plot
7. Apply Cmpd D in rows before planting
8. Apply 2/3 of AN at knee height (4-6 weeks)
9. Apply the remaining 1/3 at tasselirg (8-10 weeks)
10. Prevent stalkborer by applying Dipterex or Thiodin (1-2 kg/acre)

Table Z10 Pattern of Recommended Sorghum Production Practices' Awareness, Trial and 
Adoption in Mutoko/Mudzi and Buhera, Zimbabwe, 1987-89

Recommendations

1. Variety 
2. Spacing 
3. AN A Cmpd D levels 
4. Cmpd D Tuning 
5. AN Timing 
6. Insecticide
7. Harvest Timing 
8. Pesticide

Awareness

M/M BUM

51 33 
26 20 
b b 
41 b 
3? b 
41 b
71 76 
57 44

Trial

M/M BUM

b b 
20 b

b 
b 
b
59 60 
39 b

Adoption

M/M BUH

b

59 60 
33

Source: Food Security Surveys, 1987-89. 
b percentage * below 20

RECOMMENDED CROPPING PRACTICES 

SORGHUM

1. The best crop varieties are Segaolene, SV1 and SV2
2. Space between rows 75-90cm and 12-25cm within rows
3. Apply 75-12Skgs/acre Cmpd M and 2Skg/acre of-AN or apply 50-75 kgs/acre 

	Cmpd D and 25-50 kgs.acre AN
4. Apply Compound D or M at planting in rows
5. Apply Ammonium Nitrate 4-6 weeks after germination
6. Prevent stalkborer by applying Dipterest twenty days after germination
7. Harvest when grain is ripe and dry
8. Prevent grain weevils by applying grain protectants.

Improved varieties have just been realeased for the other small grains but they are not 
yet available to marginal area fanners. Thus, adoption is low. However, farmers do
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Recommendations Awareness Trial JI'.doption

!!.&l BUH M/MBUH MfM BtTH

1. Variety 51 33 b b

2.St-inc 26 20 20 b b

3. AN '" Cmpd D Ic:vds b b
4. Cmpd D Tunin, 4J b b
5. AN TUlliaS P b b
6. Insecticide 41 b b
7. HaJYCSt Tuning 11 76 59 60 59 60
8. Pesticide 51 4C 39 b 33

Crop Mix, Technology Transfer, and Related Polices

4. Apply 33kg/acre Computed D
5. Apply 33kg/acre Ammonium Nitrate
6. Plant legumes before planting maizr on the same plot
7. Apply Cmpd D in rows before planting
8. Apply 2/3 of AN at knee height (4-6 weeks)
9. Apply the remaining 1/3 at tasseImg (8-10 weeks)
10. Prevent .stalkborcr by applying Dipterc.x or Thiodin (1-2 kg/acre)

Table 2.10 Pattern eX Retommeaded SorJhum Production Pract:ces' A....Rness. Trial and
Adoption in Mutoko/Mudzi and Bube.... Zimbabwe, 1987~

SORGHUM

RECOMMENDED CROPPING PRACI1CES

Source: Food Security Surveys. 1987-89.
b peltClltaF is below 20

Improved varieties have just been rcaleased for the other small grains but they are not
yet available to marginal area fanners. Thus, doption is low. However, farmers do

1. The best crop varieties are Segaolene. SVI and SV2
2 Space between rows 75-9Ocm and 12-25cm within rows
3. Apply 75-12SIcgs/acre Cmpd M and 2Skg/acre of-AN or apply 50-75 kgs/acre

Cmpd D and 25-50 kgs.acre AN
4. Apply Compound D or M at planting in rows
5. Apply Ammonium Nitrate 4-6 weeks after germination
6. Prevent stalkborer by applying Dipterest twenty days after germin3tion
7. Harvest when grain is ripe and dry
8. Prevent grain weevils by applying grain protectants.

an .
R.ecommeadatioas AwaretlC& Trial Adoption

MLM mm MfM BUH M/M BUH

I. Variety 93 98 8S 92 8S 93

2. St-inc 49 34 31 29 26 26
3. SuperpllOlpbate b b
<t. Cmpd D 1.eYds 38 20 22 b b
5. AN [.c,Ie1s 41 20 2S b 2i
6. Rotation SO 48 n 45 31 43
1. Cmpd D nminJ 60 n 47 b .to
8. AN 1st Application 58 2S <CO b 29
9. AN 2nd Application 46 b 2S b
101MeCticide 73 b 36 36
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Source: Food Security SuIYCJ5, 1987-89.
b percentaF is below 20.

Table 2.9 Patterns 01. Recommeadcd l\ofaizc PIOduetioll Practices· A....R-.Trial and AItoptioa
. Mutoko/Mudzi and Bube.... Zimbabwe 1987~

Recommended production practices for maize were best known, tried and adopted
relative to other crops by farmers in both Mutoko/Mudzi and Bubera. Table 29 shows
that a significant proportion of farmers in MutokofMudzi ado~ed all but two maize
reromdJendalions. Lack of money pr~ed them from applymg the recommended
levels of fertilizers. It also was difficult to source the fertilizer.

fanners in marginal areas. For otber crops, the situation was completely different.
Although improved seed for sunflower and sorghum exists, they are not generally
available in marginal areas. Fanners continue to use stored seeds from prev:ious
harvests for sorghum and sunflower.

Farmers in Mutoko/Mudzi bad adopted only two. recommended production practices for
sorghum. i.e., use of grain inscdicide and harvest timing, Table 210. Other practices
they were aware ofwere not foUowed. Farmers in Bubera were less knowledgeable and
bad not tried many of the recommended production practices for sorghum. Farmers'
reasons for not adopting these recommendations were that seed was difficult to fmd and
cash was inadequate for them to purchase fertilizer and pesticides.

RECOMMENDED CROPPING PRACI1CES

MAIZE -

1. Plant variety R201 mostly, R215 and R200
2 Space between rows 90cm and 30cm within rows
3. Apply 2Skg/acre Single superphosphate

" .
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•plant a wide range of local millet

Farmers' level of awareness, trial and adoption of recommended groundnut production
practices was second only to maize, Table 2.11. But the technologies adopted were those
that required little additional cash outlay. Gypsum was continually applied by less than
20% of the farmers in Mutoko/Mudzi. Cash was inadequate and fanners could not
purchase fertilizer and insecticide to apply on groundnuts. Farmers reported that some
of their soils were clayey and they had no choice but to remove all weeds by band with
inadequate labour. Fanners' awareness of basal fertilizer, seed dressing, ridges, rotations
and inoculants was very low and additional training is needed.

Table 2.11 Pattern of Recommended Groundnuts Production Practices' Awareness, Trial and 
Adoption in Muloko/Mudzi and Buhera, Zimbabwe, 1987-89.

Recommendations

1. Soil type
2. Plant of ridges
3. Rotation
4. Variety
5. Seed dressing 

Use Inoculants
7. Cmpd D Levels
8. Gypsum Levels
9. Weeding
10. Insecticide

Source: Food Security Surveys. 1987-89.

A significant proportion of the farmers in Mutoko/Mudzi were aware of most 
recommended sunflower practices but adopted only half. They were aware of the use 
of seed dressing and fertilizer but did not apply them, Table 2.12. Fanners did not have 
enough cash to buy fertilizer to apply on sunflower. Farmers in Buhera were less aware 
of the recommended practices and considerable extension effort would be required to .rain these farmers.

Table 2.12: Patterns of Recommended Sunflower Production Practices' Awareness, Trial and 
Adoption in Mutoko/Mudzi and Buhera, Zimbabwe, 1987-89.

Recommendations | Awareness Trial Adoption

M/M BUH M/MBUH M/M BUH

Crop Mix, Technology Transfer, and Related Polices

I. Variety 
2. Use certified seed
3. Planting Time 
4. Seed Dressing
5. Spacing
6. Cmpd D Levels
7. AN Levels
8. Weeding

74 39 
67 b
75 31 
21 b
35 b
31 b
35 b
44 b

57 24 
33
60 28 
b
22
b
b
32

50 24 
24
59 28

b

30

Source: Food Security Surveys, 1987-89. 
b percentage is below 20

RECOMMENDED CROPPING PRACTICES 

SUNFLOWER

1. The best seed variety is Masasa
2. Buy certified seed annually 

i 3. Plant to harvest after rains
4. Use seed dressing before planting
5. Spacing between rows is 90cm and 30cm within row
6. Apply 25kgs/acrc Cmpd L in rows at planting
7. Apply 2Skgs/acre AN six weeks after germination
8. Avoid weeds in the first two months after germination

More fertilizer was applied on maize than on other crop because returns were higher. 
Results of a study done by the MLARR Farm Management Section (1989), confirms 
that fanners decision to plant maize in marginal areas is rationale. The returns to land, 
labour and cash were higher for maize than for other crops (both early and late planted 
maize). In his study of the economics of groundnut production in Mangwende, 
Makombe (1990) found that it was not profitable to apply fertilizer on groundnuts. 
Chiduza (1989) also found similar results with sorghum in the Scbungwc region. 
Mudhara's (1981) study of the economics of maize production and farmer management 
strategies in Mangwende and Mudzi, showed that returns to both early and late planted 
maize were significantly higher than for those crops recommended as alternatives or for 
late planting.

Credit can be used as a vehicle for technology adoption. Credit use is, however, limited 
to maize and cotton in all NRs except NR V. Credit is not advanced for other crops 
because the lending agency does not perceives it to be economic. There is no credit

•
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Farmers' level of awareness, trial and adoption of recommended groundnut production
practices Was second only to maize, Table 2.11. But the technologie!: adopted were those
that required little additional cash outlay. Gypsum was continually applied by less than
20% of the farmers in Mutoko/Mudzi. Cash was inadequate and fanners could not
purchase fertilizer and insecticide to apply on groundnuts. Farmers reported tbat SOme
of their soils were clayey and they had no choice but to remove all weeds by band with
inadequate labour. Farmers' awareness ofbasal fertilizer, seed dressing, ridges, rotations
and inoculants was very low and additional training is needed.

Table 211 Paltem 0( Reconunendcd Groundnuls Production Practices' AYiareness, Trial and
Adoption in MUlolco/Mudzi and Buhcra, Zimbabwe, 1987-89.

1. Variery 74 39 57 24 50 242 Use c:enified seed 67 b 33 243. Planling 'lime 7S 31 60 28 59 284. Seed Dressing 21 b b
5. Sparing 3S b 22 b
6. Cmpd D Levels 31 b b
7. AN Levels 3S b b
8. Weeding 44 b 32 JO

Source: Food Security Surveys, 1987-89.
b percentage is below 20

RECOMMENDED CROPPING PRACfICES

SUNFLoWER

1. The best seed variety is Masasa
2 Buy certified seed annually
3, Plant to harvest after rains
4. Use seed dressing before planting
S. Spacing between rows is 90cm and 3Oc:m within row
6. Apply 25kgs/acre Cmpd L in rows at planting
7. Apply 25kgs/acre AN six weeks after germination
8. Avoid weeds in the fU'Sl two months after germination

More fertilizer was applied on maize than on other crop because returns were higher.
Results of a study done by the MURR Farm Management Section (1989), confirms
that farmers decision to plant maize in marginal areas is rationale. The returns to land,
labour and cash were higher for maize than for other aops (both early and late planted
maize). In his study of the economics of groundnut produdion in Mangwende,
Makombe (1990) found that it was not profitable to apply fertilizer on groundnuts.
Cbiduza (1989) also found similar results with sorghum in the Sebungwe region.
Mudhara's (1981) study of the economics of maize production and farmer management
strategies in Mangwende and Mudzi, showed that returns to both early and late planted
maize were significantly higher than for those crops recommended as alternatives or for
late planting.

Credit can be used as a vehicle for technology adoption. Credit use is, however, limited
to maize and COlton in all NRs except NR V. Credit is not advanced for other crops
because the lending agency does not perceives it to be economic. There is no credit

Recommendations Awareness Trial Adoption

MLM BUH M/MBUH M/M BUH
I. Soil type 9S 94 57 24 50 242 Plant 0( ridges b b 33 243. Rotation b b 60 28 59 284. Variety 48 42 b5. Seed drcssin& b b 22 b6. Use InoculanlS b b b7.CmpdD~1s b b b8. Gyp5um 1.e¥c1s 42 b 32 309. Weeding 63 3210. Insecticide 30 b

Recommendalions Awareness Trial Adoption

M/M BUH M/MBUfI M/M BUH

Table 2.12: Pallems 0( Recommended Sunflower ProdUction Practiccs' Awareness, Trial and
Adoplion in Mutoko/Mudzi and Buhera, Zimbabwe, 1987-89.

Source: Food Security Surveys, 1987-89.

A significant proportion of the farmers in Mutoko/Mudzi were aware of most
recommended sunflower practices but adopted only half. They were aware of the use.
of seed dressing and fertilizer but did not apply them, Table 2.12. Farmers did not have
enough cash to buy fertilizer to apply on sunflower. Farmers in Buhera were less aware
:>f the recommended practices and considerable extension effort would be required to.rain these farmers.
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assistance for purchasing a crop input in MR V because cropping in these areas is 
generally considered too risky. Available credit assistance has strengthened the position 
of maize as a dominant crop in the farming systems with little effort directed at assisting 
oilseed producers in marginal areas. Seed packages should be given on credit to 
promote adoption of improved sunflower and sorghum, even in marginal areas. The 
current credit package of seed and fertilizer should be reviewed given that farmers 
perceive the application of fertilizer to be unprofitable on crops other than maize.

Pest and Disease Resistance

Maize is less disease and pest prone than groundnuts and cotton. The only maize pest 
problem is the stalkborer which is an easier pest to manage than aphids and other cotton 
pests. Millets and sorghum have a disadvantage in the control of pests, particularly 
birds, and fanners find pest control to be too labour intensive.

The general level of farm household income in marginal areas is very low. Increased 
productivity and marketing improvements of non-grain crops remains fundamental to 
improving the well being of these households. Cash crop production significantly 
influences household food security. The highest income groups in both Mutoko/Mudzi 
and Buhera frequently marketed maize, millets, roundnuts, sunflower and groundnuts. 
Lower income groups marketed only millets. Current government policy that supports 
local consumption of small grains worsens income positions by lowering the real 
producer price for millets. Stimulating industrial demand for millets has potential 
benefits for the low income groups of fanners in marginal areas.

Technology can facilitate changes in crop mix in the short run when available. 
Appropriate maize production technologies exist. Therefore intervention should address 
constraints related to technology adoption at the farm. Better dissemination of existing 
profitable technology will improve productivity. The extension system needs to make a 
significant effort to train fanners in the use of effective technology and credit to alleviate 
cash constraints. This will have an immediate impact en household food security. 
Future productivity gains on millets and oilseeds are expected from ongoing research in 
improved varieties.

The potential impact of technology on food availability cannot be divorced from existing 
marketing problems. Improvement in the marketing of inputs will lower production 
costs making available technologies more profitable.

Deregulation of oilseeds marketing would improve opportunities to sell to different 
outlets at competitive prices.

Crop Mix, Technology Transfer, and Related Polices 33j

Removal of grain movement restrictions, facilitation of grain movements through 
improved transport and roads and privatisation of grain marketing is likely to improve 
grain flows into marginal areas, thereby reducing food acquisition costs. Such 
improvements in the efficiency of food markets will impact the ability and willingness of 
farmers to diversify into oilseeds production.
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SIX YEARS OF FOOD SECURITY RESEARCH IN
SOUTHERN AFRICA: 

IS THE JOB COMPLETED

J. Dhlhnyo1

Mr Chairman, I am deeply honoured by the invitation to participate in this special 
Conference. To me, and I believe to many of you present here, this conference has 
become a tradition — an annual event that has to take place to review a process of 
developing a strategy to address an issue that is central to human existence, Le, food 
security.

As such, Mr Chairman, this conference has become a true reflection of the recognition 
of the importance of food security, by us, our SADCC governments and institutions and 
by citizens and governments of countries outside the SADCC region who have provided 
financial, material and human resource support

I quote " The drought and famine in Africa are but symptoms of a massive economic, 
social and ecological crisis throughout the continent... Africa is the only part of the 
would where per capita food production has declined over the part two decades. It has 
the world's lowest incomes, the lowest growth rates, and the lowest levels of 
employment, literacy and life expectancy. It also has the highest rates of population 
growth and child death. Malnutrition and starvation touch the lives of millions each year 
even when there is no drought". The statement just quoted describes a situation of the 
"lowest" positive and "highest" negatives. I wonder if there is any one here who would 
like to challenge or dispute its contents?

It was against this gloomy background that the programme of Food Security was 
developed and accorded very high priority by the countries of the SADCC region. These 
"lowest* and the "highest" mentioned in the statement above are all key components, or 
indeed a manifestation, of the food insecurity problem -- lowest incomes, lowest

Chief Technical Advisor, E«riy Waniac Wait, FAO. Swarilaad. Fomcrljr beaded The SADCC Food 
Stntttj TedMkal and Admiabtralh* Uak ia Hanre.
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economic growth rates, lowest levels of employment, literacy and life expectancy on the 
one hand and "highest" population growth rate and "highest" child death rates on the 
other. These key components demonstrate the diversity and complexity of the food 
security issue. Mr Chairman, I am sure we all recognise die magnitude of die task with 
which The Food Security Research programme has had to deal. Recognising the critical 
important of this issue, SADCC Government established a programme for Food 
Security that was designed to develop and implement projects aimed at improving food 
production and supply in die region. To tackle tiiis broad and complex issue of food 
security, there was need for a research programme that would simultaneously develop 
and lay a solid foundation for die development and implementation of die food security 
programmes and projects. Programme development and implementation must, of 
necessity, be preceded by intensive and extensive efforts among members of different 
economics social, political and academic groups to develop a basic understanding of the 
problem.-,.

The Fot J Security programme was established to develop basic understanding of die 
nature of die problem of food security among SADCC governments and citizens. One 
of the objectives of die Food Security Research programme, initiated and spearheaded 
by die University of Zimbabwe in conjunction wUh Michigan State University, was to 
carry out and promote a diorough review and analysis of die prevailing food security 
policies in die region and of die economic, social and other factors that have a direct 
bearing on food supply, availability and access.

Mr. Chairman, I can confirm dtat Uus research programme was born out of a strong 
conviction by our governments dial die shaping of policies concerning food and 
agriculture has to be based on a solid knowk dge and understanding of die factors that 
impinge on food security. In other words, our policies should be guided by die analytical 
strength and efforts of die situation in which we find ourselves. This indicates a 
recognition that die formulation and implementation of these policies are die 
responsibility of all SADCC citizens (from both die private and public sectors) and not 
die domain of civil servants and politicians alone.

I believe, Mr Chairman, that this makes sense. I say this because Governments cannot, 
on their own, bring about food security or even general development That is not 
possible. It is realised that food security requires progress in many sectors and sub- 
sectors of die economy such as health, family planning, education, environmental 
protection and management, production, storage, marketing, transportation, trade, 
nutrition, community organisation, and business investment to name a few. The 
importance of a research programme 4o analyse and establish die linkages and inter- 
dependencies among these sectors and sub-sectors can not be overemphasised. It is a 
vital stage in die process of development.

.. ' .
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The UZ and MSU, with the support of the Food Security Technical and Administrative 
Unit (FSTAU) and funds from USAJD, developed a programme that sought to establish 
and strengthen links among the citizens, governments and institutions of SADCC 
member States. The programme sought to foster a working partnership in research 
among SADCC researchers, to share experiences and, together with planners and policy 
makers, to develop strategies for reducing the problem of food insecurity in the region 
to the minimum level possible.

Mr. Chairman, we should congratulate the founders of this programme, UZ and MSU, 
and in particular, Dr. M. Rukuni and Professor, C Eicher not only for initialing such 
an important programme but for the achievements the programme has accomplished. 
Over the past six years, which in a research activity is a very short period, significant 
advances have been made of great importance to food security. These have included 
topics from food production and marketing to trade, technology and exchange rate 
policy. I have attached a list to this paper of the 27 projects undertaken. The 
programme has successfully brought social and technical scientists from institutions 
within and outside the SADCC region together to meet with SADCC civil servants to 
generate a climate of discussion on research findings, policy approaches and 
development strategies in the region. These groups have met every year to review the 
programme and determine new themes and areas for further research. We all agree 
that this process has worked.

Allow me, Mr Chairman, to inform you and the meeting of my own personal experience 
regarding my old relationship with some of the founders of the programme. From 1981 
to 1985, before the Food Security Research programme was initiated, my relationship 
with Mr. Mudimu and Dr. Rukuni was strictly social No formal technical or 
professional business existed between us, particularly when it came to the exchange of 
information. They were at the University doing their own thing and I was in the 
Ministry providing my civil service work. The system had expected us to behave that 
way. But through this programme, today I talk to Mr Mudimu and Dr Rukuni as equal 
partners sharing a common responsibility to address a common problem. This is a great 
achievement, an important step in the process of establishing a comprehensive strategy 
for developing and implementing food security projects and programmes.

Mr Chairman, it is my belief that the Food Security Research Programme is, of 
necessity, a grassroots research programme. As such it offers valuable signposts and 
identifies key priority areas where attention and resources need to be concentrated. The 
research programme generates and offers governments, and all productive sectors of the 
economy, some important insights that will guide their plans and activities. To achieve 
this takes time and patience.

Food Security Research provides:
A new awareness that the burden of food security is not the individual's 
problem but that of the nation as a whole and its future generations. 
A recognition that the flow of development assistance will increasingly be 
directed to areas where the social, economic and political environment 
generates the highest social and economic rate of return. Therefore, continued 
disregard for the neglected majority and of the sectors serving the majority, is 
detrimental not only to the individuals but to the nation as a whole. 
A recognition that there is a need for a well targeted strategy to assist 
governments in drawing on the right resources in establishing a realistic balance 
between consumption and investment and in focusing their effort on the most 
crucial areas and sectors to ensure that resources are invested for those who 
mc-t need them.

Mr Chairman, I believe that research plays a very important role in enabling a country 
to reach this crucial stage in the development process. With this in mind, let me now 
attempt to answer the million dollar question that I was invited to answer: 'After Sue 
Years Of Food Security Research in Southern Africa, Has The Job Been Completed?'

Forging A Research Partnership and A Policy Analysis Network

Mr Chairman, I have already indicated that the programme was established to try and 
answer a large number of complex questions that affect a vast region with over 70 
million people. The programme has successfully conducted 27 investigations and 
analyses on a wide range of issues and factors that impinge on food supplies, their 
availability and people access. Although most of these puzzles are common in the 
region, some tend to be country or area specific in nature and impact.

When the Programme started in 1985, it covered only one country — Zimbabwe. It was 
not until 1987, upon recognition of its importance, that it was expanded to cover 
Tanzania, Malawi and Botswana. In 1989-90 the programme was further expanded to 
encompass Swaziland, Lesotho, and Mozambique. The programme has not yet had a 
chance to initiate country-specific research in Angola and Namibia. Mr Chairman, the 
objective of establishing an extensive research network throughout the SADCC region 
has not yet been fully accomplished.

Adoption and Adaption of Research Recommendations

One of the ultimate goals of any research programme, and a measure of its success, is 
the participation of a large number of community members in the development and 
implementation of programmes established as a result of the research. In other words, 
the adoption of research recommendations by the majority and the use of the results to 
further refine and adapt the policies being pursued, is an important outcome. As this
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implementation of programmes established as a result of the research. In other words,
the adoption of research recommendations by the majority and the use of the results to
further refme and adapt the policies being pursued, is an important outcome. As this
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happens, the policies of Government can be said to truly reflect the development vision 
of the majority and exhibit the confidence that governments have in the talent, vision and 
commitment of its citizens.

The Food Security Research in Southern Africa project has, through its program of 
policy rfsCTT**, analysis and networking, initiated this long but necessary process for 
establishing a comprehensive strategy for agricultural development and food security. 
While I can say quite confidently that the research initiated has been effectively executed, 
more work remains to be done if we are to fully realize the benefits of the achievements 
made thus far.

A Review oT Research Activities: How for Reflection

It may also be passible that there was some (enuousncss in the prelimary research 
activities and their conclusions. This was to be expected considering the complexity of 
the subject matter, attitudes, traditions, tastes, etc., most of which change slowly over 
time. Food Security itself has short-term and long-term dimensions and is sensitive to 
the <*«"gi^g economic, social and agro-ecological conditions. Only long-term research 
programmes can monitor responses to changing situations.

Sharing • Rctfoul Responsibility

An important function that was identified through this programme is the importance of 
establishing centres of excellence within the region to carry out studies on important and 
specific food security issues. Each centre would specialise in certain fields and offer 
technical assistance to governments and other relevant institutions in the formulation of 
development strategies and food security policies. Zambia's experience in abolishing the 
NAMBOARD, Malawi's restnicting of ADMARC and Tanzania's efforts to privatise 
Grain Marketing have not yet revealed all of their impacts on household food security. 
Zimbabwe's fledgling effort to restructure its grain marketing is just beginning.

The point is that the food production and marketing systems throughout SADCC are 
dynamic and research to assess the impact of change and to guide policy must be 
ongoing. Thus, while we are indebted to USAID for providing the financial support to 
this time. I can assure them that we in the region think it was money well spent, 
it is of great importance to this group that a way be found to facilitate a continuing food 
security research program within the region.

May I, again express my personal gratitude for the UZ/MSU "connection* and to all of 
you for the knowledge I have gained from our interaction over the years.

338 J. Dhliwayo

RESEARCH PROJECTS UNDERTAKEN

Food Security in Southern Africa Projects.

1. Costs and Returns of a Regional Grain Reserve

2. An Analysis of Alternative Policy Interventions to Increase Food Security i
Malawi /

3. Evolution of Agricultural Policy in Zimbabwe: 1965-1986

4. Factors Affecting Food Production: The Interaction Between Technology 
Institutions and Policy for Maize Production

5. Household Food Security: Grain Storage, Consumption and Marketin. 
Decisions

6. Analysis of Maize Pricing and Storage Policies

7. The Potential for Increasing Communal Maize Yields

8. The Wheat Subsector

9. The Groundnut Economy: Constraints on Expanding Production in Communa 
Areas

10. The Sorghum Subsector in Zimbabwe

11. An Assessment of the Potential for Crop Diversification to Promote Rura 
Household Income and Food Security in Low and High Rainfall Areas ir 
Zimbabwe.

12. An Analysis of Price and Non-price Barriers to Agricultural Marketing and 
Trade in Southern Africa

13. Policy Strategies to Stimulate Technology Adoption in Low Rainfall Areas in 
Zimbabwe

14. Household Grain Marketing Strategies and Policy Options in Low Rainfall 
Areas of Zimbabwe
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15. An Analysis of Grain and Grain Meal Distribution Channels in Zimbabwe: Implications of Market Decontrol on Household Food Security in Low Rainfall Areas.

16. National Grain Price, Stock and Trade Policy Strategies to Promote Food Security in Zimbabwe
17. Household Grain Production and Marketing Behavior in Zimbabwe: A Synthesis of Various Studies
18. Effects of Trade and Exchange Rate Policies on Crop Diversification and Food Security in Zimbabwe
19. Determinants of Household Food Security in Low Rainfall Areas of Zimbabwe
20. An Analysis of Alternative Nutrition Interventions to Promote Food Security in Low Rainfall Areas of Zimbabwe
21. Maize Marketing Policy in Zambia

22. Impact of Credit on Food Security in Different Smallholder Systems in Tanzania

23. Staple Food Market Control Alternatives: The Case of Two Regions in Tanzania

24. The Impact of Market Policy Changes on Food Security in Tanzania
25. The Effects of Smallholder Agricultural Produce Market Liberalisation on Household Food Security in Malawi
26. Cash Cropping and Food Security in Swaziland
27. Rapid Appraisal of Production and Marketing Systems for the Main Agricultural Crops in Selected Districts of Mozambique
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